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PACIFIC SYMPOSIUM ON BIOCOMPUTING 2016 
	
2016 marks the 21st Pacific Symposium on Biocomputing (PSB)! This is an exciting time for Biocomputing—there 
are now a diversity of terms associated with the use of computer science, statistics and informatics to solve problems in 
biology and medicine. Most recently, we have seen a rise in the use of the term “biomedical data science.” In the US, 
the National Institutes of Health (NIH) has recognized the importance of biomedical data science with the appointment 
in 2014 with Phil Bourne as Associate Director for Data Science. Don Lindberg recently stepped down as the Director 
of the National Library of Medicine (NLM). The NLM is a long-time supporter of biomedical data science (including 
biomedical informatics, clinical informatics, and bioinformatics). We are grateful that NLM regularly has supported 
PSB as well. This summer, an NIH working group wrote a vision for the future of NLM that calls for it to be the 
“epicenter of data science at NIH.” All these developments are good for the field—which has evolved from a niche 
activity among (visionary) investigators to a mission-critical effort in support of biological and medical science. While 
some are worried about shifting labels (biocomputing, biomedical informatics, biomedical data science, etc.), the core 
challenges to the field remain the same, and the new labels simply reflect the influx of new talent and the need 
periodically for some rebranding. We are comfortable with the large umbrella and the legacy of the term “biocomputing.” 
There are no plans to rename PSB! 
 
The mission of PSB is to provide a forum for the best emerging science in Biocomputing, providing both formal 
and informal mechanisms for scientific communication—with an emphasis on work in the pacific rim. PSB 
depends on the community to define emerging areas in biomedical computation. Its sessions are usually conceived 
at the previous PSB meeting as people discuss trends and opportunities for new science. The typical program 
includes sessions that evolve over two to three years as well as entirely new sessions. This year we revisit new 
dimensions of precision medicine (which continues to advance at dazzling speed since the announcement of the US 
Precision Medicine Initiative by President Obama at the State of the Union address), and add new sessions on 
reproducibility and social media.  
 
In addition to being published by World Scientific and indexed in PubMED, the proceedings from all PSB 
meetings are available online at http://psb.stanford.edu/psb-online/. PSB has published more than 800 papers. 
These papers are often cited in journal articles and represent early contributions in emerging subfields—many 
times before there is an established literature in more traditional journals; for this reason, many papers have garnered 
hundreds of citations. The Twitter handle PSB 2016 is @PacSymBiocomp and the hashtag this year will be #psb16. 
 
The efforts of a dedicated group of session organizers have produced an outstanding program, including 
introductory tutorials. The sessions of PSB 2016 and their hard- working organizers are as follows: 
 
Discovery of Molecularly Targeted Therapies 
Philip R.O. Payne, Kun Huang, Nigam Shah 
 
Innovative Approaches to Combining Genotype, Phenotype, Epigenetic, and Exposure Data for Precision 
Diagnostics 
Melissa Haendel, Nicole Washington, Maricel Kann 
 
Methods to Enhance the Reproducibility of Precision Medicine 
Arjun Manrai, Chirag Patel, Nils Gehlenborg, Nicholas Tatonetti, John Ioannidis, Isaac Kohane 
 
Precision Medicine: Data and Discovery for Improved Health and Therapy 
Bruce Aronow, Steven Brenner, Sean Mooney, Alexander Morgan 
 
Regulatory RNA 
Drena Dobbs, Steven Brenner, Robert Jernigan, Alain Laederach, Vasant Honavar, Quaid Morris 
 
Social Media Mining for Public Health Monitoring and Surveillance 
Graciela Gonzalez, Matthew Scotch, Karen Smith, John Brownstein, Abeed Sarker, Michael Paul, Azadeh Nikfarjam 
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We are also pleased to present five workshops in which investigators with a common interest come together to 
exchange results and new ideas in a format that is more informal than the peer-reviewed sessions. For this year, the 
workshops and their organizers are: 
 
Computational Approaches to Study Microbes and Microbiomes 
Casey Greene, James Foster, Bruce Stanton, Deborah Hogan, Yana Bromberg 
 
Biomedical Applications of Topology and Abstract Algebras 
Eric Neumann, Svetlana Lockwood, David Spivak, Bala Krishnamoorthy 
 
Use of Genome Data in Newborns as a Starting Point for Life-Long Precision Medicine 
Steven E. Brenner and Sean D. Mooney 
 
Translational Bioinformatics 101 
Jessica D. Tenenbaum, Subha Madhavan, Robert Freimuth, Josh Denny, Lewis Frey 
 
Social Media Mining Shared Task Workshop 
Graciela Gonzalez, Abeed Sarker, and Azadeh Nikfarjam 
 
We thank our keynote speakers Nancy Cox (Science keynote) and Winter Mason (Ethical, Legal and Social 
Implications keynote). 
 
Tiffany Murray has managed the peer review process and assembly of the proceedings since 2003, and also plays 
a key role in many other aspects of the meeting. We are grateful for the support of the Institute for Computational 
Biology, a collaborative effort of Case Western Reserve University, the Cleveland Clinic Foundation, and 
University Hospitals t he i r  support of PSB 2016. We also thank the National Institutes of Health, the National 
Science Foundation, and the International Society for Computational Biology (ISCB) for travel grant support. 
We are particularly grateful to the onsite PSB staff Al Conde, Brant Hansen, Georgia Hansen, BJ Morrison-
McKay, Jackson Miller, Kasey Miller, and Paul Murray for their assistance. We also acknowledge the many 
busy researchers who reviewed the submitted manuscripts on a very tight schedule. The partial list following this 
preface does not include many who wished to remain anonymous, and of course we apologize to any who may 
have been left out by mistake. 
	
We look forward to a great meeting once again. Aloha! 
 
Pacific Symposium on Biocomputing Co-Chairs,  
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1. Introduction 
 

The delivery of personalized healthcare is predicated on the application of the best 
available scientific knowledge to the practice of medicine in order to promote health, 
improve outcomes and enhance patient safety [1-3].  Unfortunately, current approaches to 
basic science research and clinical care are poorly integrated, yielding clinical decision-
making processes that do not take advantage of up-to-date scientific knowledge [2-4].  
Basic scientists investigating the biological basis for a given disease may regularly 
encounter synergistic effects spanning two or more bio-molecular entities or processes 
that can contribute to our understanding of the mechanisms underlying phenomena such 
as the etiologic basis of the targeted disease state or potential response to therapeutic 
agents [5]. However, systematic approaches to the use of that knowledge in order to 
directly inform the selection of targeted molecular therapies for “real world” patients are 
extremely limited [1, 3, 6-9].  There are an increasing number of multi-modelling and in-
silico knowledge synthesis techniques that can provide investigators with the tools to 
quickly generate hypotheses concerning the relationships between entities found in 
heterogeneous collections of scientific data — for example, exploring potential linkages 
among genes, phenotypes and molecularly targeted therapeutic agents, thus enabling the 
“forward engineering” of treatment strategies based on knowledge generated via basic 
science studies [1, 4, 6, 10, 11].  Ultimately, the goal of such methodologies is to 
accelerate the identification of actionable research questions that can make direct 
contributions to clinical practice.  Given increasing concerns over the barriers to the 
timely translation of discoveries from the laboratory to the clinic or broader population 
settings, such high-throughput hypothesis generation and testing is highly desirable [1, 4, 
6, 8, 12].  These needs are particularly critical in numerous disease areas where the 
availability of new therapeutic agents is constrained, thus calling for the re-use and 
repositioning of existing treatments [13, 14]. 
 In response to the challenges and opportunities enumerated above, there exits an 
emerging body of research and development focusing on multi-modeling approaches to 
the discovery of molecularly targeted therapies, including experimental paradigms 
spanning a spectrum from the identification of molecular targets for drugs, to the 
repurposing or repositioning of existing agents that utilize such targets, to the systematic 
identification of novel combination therapy regimens that amplify or enhance the 
effectiveness of their constituent components.  This focus is motivated by recent and 
significant advances in the state of systems biology and medicine that have demonstrated 
that the ability to generate and reason across complex and scalar models is essential to the 
discovery of high-impact biologically and clinically actionable knowledge [1, 4, 12].  
Such approaches are designed to overcome the limitations of reductionist approaches to 
scientific discovery, replacing decomposition-focused problem-solving with integrative 
network-based modeling and analysis techniques [4, 8].  Systems-level analysis of 
complex problem domains ultimately enables the study of critical interactions that 
influence health and wellness across a scale from molecules to populations, and are not 
observable when such systems are broken down into constituent components.  The use of 
systems-level analysis methodologies is well supported by the foundational theory of 
vertical reasoning first proposed by Blois [15].  This theory holds that effective decision-
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making in the biomedical domain is predicated on the vertical integration of multiple, 
scalar levels of reasoning.  This fundamental premise is the basis for a correlative 
framework put forth by Tsafnat and colleagues, which states that the ability to replicate 
expert reasoning relative to complex biomedical problems using computational agents 
(e.g., in-silico knowledge synthesis) requires the replication of such multi-scalar and 
integrative decision-making [16].  In order to achieve such an outcome, Tsafnat posits 
that multi-scalar decision-making in an in-silico context requires both: 1) the generation 
of component decision-making models at multiple scales; and 2) the similar generation of 
interchange layers that define important pair-wise connections between entities situated 
in two or more component models, often referred to as vertical linkages [16].  When such 
component models and interchange layers are combined in a computationally actionable 
format, they yield what can be referred to as a multi-model for a given domain that is able 
to satisfy the premises of Blois’ vertical reasoning axiom, and therefore facilitate the 
replication of expert performance in a high-throughput manner [16].  Of note, this type of 
approach is extremely reliant upon graph-theoretic reasoning and representational 
models, using a network paradigm that allows for the application of logical reasoning 
operations spanning the entities and relationships that make up a multi-model [8].  
Network paradigms have been regularly shown to be the ideal representational model for 
naturally occurring systems, such as the ‘scale-free’ networks encountered in biological 
and clinical phenomena [8].  At the most basic level, network-based multi-modeling 
across scales presents an elegant and computationally tractable approach to understanding 
and evaluating complex biological and clinical systems in order to discover the 
knowledge incumbent to such constructs.  This type of approach benefits from a robust 
set of foundational theories and frameworks that can inform and shape the application of 
multi-modeling techniques to a variety of knowledge discovery use cases.  As such, there 
is a growing body of evidence concerning the application of network-based approaches to 
multi-modeling with an emphasis on therapeutic agent discovery, re-positioning and 
molecular targeting.  Examples of such evidence include reports and perspectives 
published by Hood and Perlmutter [1], Butcher and colleagues [12], and Lussier and 
Chen [13].   
 
2. Overview of Session Contributions 
 
 The utility and impact of multi-modeling approaches to integrative biological and 
clinical analyses, including hypothesis discovery operations such as those related to the 
identification of molecularly targeted therapies as noted above, have been explored in a 
number of instances by the biology, computer science and translational bioinformatics 
communities. At a high level, the exemplary efforts made by authors contributing to this 
session of PSB 2016 provide a broad cross-section of such novel methods, and focus on: 
1) the development of factorization-based models to traverse multiple large-scale 
database comprising types of drug-disease and drug-target relationships (Zitnik et al and 
Regenbogen et al); 2) network-theoretic approaches in a variety of applications 
including: linking environmental risk factors for disease via systematic analysis of 
biological pathways (Darabos et al), the prioritization of gene mutations causing drug 
resistance (Verkhivker), and the facilitation of viable community detection (Yu et al); 
and 3) the incorporation of prior knowledge into in silico methods in order to optimize 
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large-scale regression-based association studies (Verma et al) and to discover 
dependencies between genes differ across disease conditions (Speyer et al).  Brief 
synopses of these reports are provided below: 
 
2.1 Factorization-based Models for Traversing Databases 
 
Zitnik et al describe a novel collective pairwise classification (COPACAR) model for 
analysis of multi-relational data, including clinical manifestations of diseases, molecular 
interactions of diseases, drug-drug and drug-target interactions and drug-drug similarities. 
Their model combines factorization models that are optimized for large relational data 
with classification pairwise ranking loss for classification. Importantly, their model 
incorporates prior knowledge that is also scalable to highly complex, large-scale data. 
The authors address the issue of ranking in their predictions, where relationship are 
ranked according to their relevance, which is ideal for prioritizing large-scale, diverse 
relationships. They distinguish their approach to other widely recognized collective 
relational learning approaches optimized to minimize error rate are not well-suited to 
rank high-confidence relationships integral to applications of precision medicine and drug 
repurposing. The COPACAR method optimizes a ranking metric using pairwise 
classification in order to estimate latent factors of entities, which are use to parameterize 
the model’s predictions about pairwise entity relationships. Another particularly 
significant contribution is the implementation of an application the authors term 
“category-jumping,” which permits the generation of novel hypotheses relating 
heterogeneous biomedical entities that may be unrecognized by other models that rely on 
data of a single relation type. The authors demonstrated a widely observed phenomenon 
that shared clinical manifestations of disease, in particular high-level symptom 
characteristics, indicate shared molecular interactions (e.g. genetic associations and 
protein interactions). Finally, hierarchical clustering of the disease matrix demonstrated 
that diseases with sparse molecular information could be grouped to disease with 
molecular-rich relations based on clinical manifestations, thus resulting in novel 
hypotheses for molecular basis of these diseases.  
 
Regenbogen et al address an important problem of extrapolating knowledge across 
diverse, large-scale sources for small-scale, high-resolution problems in personalized 
medicine, including individual patient drug prediction and drug repositioning. The 
authors employed a technique called collaborative filtering (CF), which is extensively 
used in online recommendation systems. Specifically, non-negative matrix factorization 
(NMF) was used to analyze knowledge of connections, rather than entity features, in 
order predict interactions among chemicals, genes, and diseases contained within the 
Comparative Toxicogenomics Database (CTD). Although NMF has been widely used in 
the analysis of genomics data and for predicting protein-protein and drug-target 
interactions, a particular novel contribution of this work is the authors’ integration across 
multiple entity types. One benefit of this framework is that it can be easily extended to 
new entity classes without extensive pre-processing or abstraction, unlike other methods 
highly specific to entity attributes; however, it is limited to predict interactions among 
entities without details regarding how entities interact (e.g. directionality, causality, etc.). 
Their method was able to accurately predict protein-protein interactions in an 
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independent database and successfully predict CTD entity relationships between 
successive versions of the database. Furthermore, integrating data across these two 
independent databases increased the performance of the CF method. Importantly and 
similar to Zitnik et al, the authors confirmed a high degree of precision in their results in 
addition to a high sensitivity, which is crucial to precision medicine and drug repurposing 
initiatives that focus on pursuing a small number of hypotheses relative to the total 
interaction space. 
 
2.2 Network-theoretic Analyses 
 
Darabos et al presents a methodology for determining the effect of environmental factors 
in complex diseases. This is an important problem to address since it is often difficult to 
distinguish environmental causality in disease development. The authors utilize a 
tripartite network linking diseases, environmental chemicals and biological pathways in 
order to identify potential biological effects of environmental chemicals relating to 
disease. This tripartite network allows for the connecting environmental factors with 
disease through shared biological processes. The utility of this model is demonstrated in 
one instance through the linkage of arsenic to multiple diseases through its role in 
disrupting signal transduction pathways. Overall, this work supports the use of multi-
modeling network approaches to elucidate the effects of environmental exposure related 
to disease states. The authors also show how linking disparate datasets together can help 
answer large-scale questions through creation of a hypothesis generating system that can 
help fuel future research areas such as population health and epigenetics. 
 
Verkhivker investigates mechanisms of resistance to lapatinib caused by EGFR 
mutations. Using genetic and structural data, they are able to prioritize mutations by their 
ability to affect a residue interaction network, computed using molecular dynamics 
simulations. The centrality of the residue in the network predicts its ability to disturb the 
effect of EGFR inhibition. Their results provide a framework for understanding the 
spectrum of resistance causing mutations, with the added benefit of implying causality of 
the associated mutations. They suggest that a wide range of mutations within the EGFR 
protein could cause resistance to lapatinib therapy. Their simulations also recover known 
resistance mutations, further validating the success of their method. 
 
Yu et al propose innovative extensions on the Markov clustering methodology for 
community detection in networks. While viable community detection has implications in 
a variety of fields, the authors propose an integrative methodology that is especially apt 
for garnering a holistic picture in biological networks. They propose two subsequent 
extensions to the well-known Markov Clustering and regularized Markov Clustering 
algorithms in order to, firstly, focus on information or influence flow in a non-exclusive 
manner (inverse regularized Markov Clustering – irMCL) and subsequently integrating 
network structure with node attributes of biological significance such as phenotype, gene 
expression or demographic information (attribute inverse regularized Markov Clustering- 
airMCL). The authors have ideated a method which allows for node attributes to be 
incorporated in the community detection paradigm, utilizing and weighing attributes with 
respect to their effect on inter and intra community information flow. They have modeled 
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the connections between node attributes and network structure in way that is malleable 
with statistical classification approaches. They prove the validity and robustness of this 
method by employing it on a simulated as well as real world dataset, utilizing the 
requisite statistical models and measures for rigor. Their results showcase that the 
methodology was immune to weak attributes whereas attribute similarity that predicted 
the structure was highlighted. This eliminates the need for a user-based selection of 
attribute importance. In the real world Breast Cancer dataset, the algorithm was able to 
isolate a variety of pathways, including, but not limited to the cell cycle pathway, signal 
transduction pathway and ribosome biogenesis. Also, the modules isolated showed 
significant association with time to survival. The authors have aimed to examine and 
stratify attribute impact by its connection to network structure. This is a novel ideology 
that promotes multi-modal data integration without succumbing to formation of overly 
complex models. Finally, with the inclusion and use of classification methodologies in 
community detection, the authors plan to utilize the inherent classification properties to 
better select models and features for future work.	
 
2.3 Incorporation of Prior Knowledge into in silico Methods 
 
Verma et al describe a system of discovering associations utilizing a novel method called 
Phenome-wide interaction study (PheWIS), which builds on the authors’ previous work 
with phenome-wide association studies (PheWAS). This work seeks to address the 
problem of discovering associations between single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) 
and phenotypes on a large scale. The authors approach this problem of large-scale 
association assessment by modeling the variance of the SNPs. They identified genetic 
variants that are associated with multiple phenotypes by prioritizing previously published 
results from both genome-wide and phenome-wide association studies using the AIDS 
Clinical Trials Group (ACTG) and the Roadmap Epigenome project. They discovered 
that by filtering out variance from low functional regions of the genome they could 
conduct a pair-wise search using linear regression analysis to identify associations. With 
their system the authors were able to identify 50,798 statistically significant associations 
related to 26 different phenotypes. This work helps to demonstrate not only the 
importance of modeling genotypic and phenotypic information together but also shows 
the strength of utilizing previously published information to help inform novel hypothesis 
driven systems.  
 
Speyer et al investigate the effect of injecting biological knowledge into a previously 
developed method, Evaluation of Differential Dependency (EDDY). Their method seeks 
to answer the question, how do dependencies between genes differ across conditions? 
They apply their method to the TCGA glioblastoma multiforme data, to find differential 
dependencies between proneural and nonproneural, and mesenchymal and non-
mesenchymal tumors. The result is a list of gene sets whose dependencies most differ 
between two cancer subgroups. Specifically, they find that the mesenchymal subset is 
defined by changes to metabolic processes and the proneural subset is defined by changes 
to AKT-ERK signaling. These pathways are strongly implicated in cancer, which shows 
the power of this method to find cancer-related results. They compare their results to 
knowledge-fused differential dependency network (KDDN) and find that the EDDY 
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method appears to be more sensitive to differential dependencies, although there is 
substantial overlap for a subset of pathways. 
 
3. Discussion and Conclusions 
 
 The goal of PSB 2016 is to demonstrate advances relative to “work in databases, 
algorithms, interfaces, natural language processing, modeling and other computational 
methods, as applied to biological problems, with emphasis on applications in data-rich 
areas of molecular biology.”  Further “a major goal of PSB is to create productive 
interaction among the rather different research cultures of computer science and 
biology.”  The body of work represented by this session, focusing on the development 
and application of methods for the discovery of molecularly targeted therapies, is 
emblematic of the vigorous and highly productive exchange of knowledge and ideas 
surrounding the aforementioned foci.   Further, the work summarized herein serves to 
emphasize: 
 
1) The state-of-the-art in terms of in-silico knowledge synthesis methods that can be 

used to identify, aggregate and instantiate component-level models and that can be 
used to construct application-specific multi-models for therapeutic targeting (e.g., 
having a specified disease or biological context); 

2) Ongoing challenges and opportunities surrounding the creation of “interchange 
layers” and the execution of “vertical reasoning” tasks across and between scalar 
multi-models in order to generate hypotheses linking synergistic bio-molecular 
entities or processes of interest and correlative molecularly targeted therapeutic 
agents; and 

3) Exemplary instances where the preceding theories and methods have been applied to 
create an “end to end solution” in which multi-modeling approaches have been used 
to generate scalar multi-models, identify hypotheses concerning molecularly targeted 
therapeutics informed by such multi-models, and ultimately evaluate those hypotheses 
using some combination of in-silico, laboratory, animal or human study paradigms. 

 
As such, these report amplify the highly promising future for the molecular targeting of 
therapeutics in a variety of disease states, all in support of what are ultimately envisioned 
as precision medicine paradigms with the ensuing benefits relative to the quality, safety, 
outcomes, and costs of such data-driven and adaptive healthcare. 
. 
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Complex diseases are the result of intricate interactions between genetic, epigenetic and environ-
mental factors. In previous studies, we used epidemiological and genetic data linking environmental
exposure or genetic variants to phenotypic disease to construct Human Phenotype Networks and
separately analyze the effects of both environment and genetic factors on disease interactions. To
better capture the intricacies of the interactions between environmental exposure and the biological
pathways in complex disorders, we integrate both aspects into a single “tripartite” network. Despite
extensive research, the mechanisms by which chemical agents disrupt biological pathways are still
poorly understood. In this study, we use our integrated network model to identify specific biolog-
ical pathway candidates possibly disrupted by environmental agents. We conjecture that a higher
number of co-occurrences between an environmental substance and biological pathway pair can be
associated with a higher likelihood that the substance is involved in disrupting that pathway. We
validate our model by demonstrating its ability to detect known arsenic and signal transduction
pathway interactions and speculate on candidate cell-cell junction organization pathways disrupted
by cadmium. The validation was supported by distinct publications of cell biology and genetic studies
that associated environmental exposure to pathway disruption. The integrated network approach is a
novel method for detecting the biological effects of environmental exposures. A better understanding
of the molecular processes associated with specific environmental exposures will help in developing
targeted molecular therapies for patients who have been exposed to the toxicity of environmental
chemicals.

Keywords: Exposure; Complex Diseases; Chemical Agents; Biological Pathways; Human Phenotype
Network.

1. Introduction

Complex diseases are believed to be the result of non-linear genetic, epigenetic and envi-
ronmental interactions. Epistatic and pleiotropic genetic interactions, though ubiquitous in
nature, only explain a fraction of disease occurrences.1 Both acute and prolonged exposure
to environmental factors such as chemical agents present in water, soil, or air also contribute
to human disease.2 GWAS partially reveal causal genetic interactions in complex diseases.
Well-established studies of specific chemical agents link tobacco smoke to cardiovascular and
respiratory diseases, and asbestos dust to several types of cancer. Integrating data from multi-
ple sources helps to gain a better understanding of the way genetic risk factors, environmental
exposures, as well as lifestyle choices all contribute to causing complex diseases.

Human phenotypes, including physical traits, diseases and behaviors, have been success-
fully linked through their shared biology to form networks of diseases. These networks and
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the interactions they reveal have been thoroughly studied using mathematical and statisti-
cal analyses.3,4 Indeed, networks offer a comprehensive array of analytical tools while at the
same time providing an intuitive representation of interactions within otherwise inextricably
complex data.5 Additionally, the concept of exposome6 encompasses all human environmental
exposures and complements the genome in predicting complex disease.

At a systems biology level, the interaction between genetic predisposition and environ-
mental factors is poorly understood. The discovery of novel personalized molecular drugs that
target specific pathways rely on the development of methods to study the intricate inter-
actions between our environment and the biological pathways that govern human complex
disease. The focus of this work is to provide a novel tool to identify candidates for potential
environmental chemical agent and biological pathway interactions.

The sheer combinatorial complexity of chemical agents and pathways drives us to explore
new approaches that prioritize the interaction of potential interest. Therefore, we propose to
build an extension of the Human Phenotype Network (HPN)7 based on biological pathway
interactions, and overlay it with the HPN based on environmental exposure data.8 The re-
sulting model is a tripartite network constituted of three different types of vertices: human
phenotypes, biological pathways, and environmental chemical agents. By projecting the net-
work onto the space of human phenotypical traits, we are able to identify disorders that share
only biological pathways, those that share environmental factors, and those that interact both
at the environmental and the genetic level. We speculate that by integrating pathways and
environmental exposure data in a single network, we are able to generate plausible hypotheses
about the disruptive nature of chemical agents on certain biological pathways.

We analyze the resulting integrated networks both in quantitative and qualitative terms.
We show how focusing on the double-edges of disorders that share both environmental and
genetic origins can help identify potential candidates for environmental chemical agent and
biological pathway interactions.

2. Methods

The expansion of systems biology has given rise to a trend towards studying disease from a
global perspective, reaching beyond the silos of traditional medicine. Graphs, or network, are
commonly used to study the interactions between phenotype and genotype. In the Human
Disease Network (HDN),3 or its extension, the Human Phenotype Network,7 nodes represent-
ing diseases and phenotypes are linked by edges that represent various connections between
disorders. These connections can be established by identifying shared causal genes,3 genetic
variants (SNPs),9 linkage-disequilibrium SNP clusters,7 biological pathways,4 or clinical symp-
toms.10 The underlying connections of these networks contribute to the understanding of the
molecular basis of disorders, which in turn lead to a better understanding of human disease.

In previous works, we presented the concept of Human Phenotype Networks (HPNs),
which represent the interactions between human traits and diseases based on their shared
biological background, such as SNPs, genes, or pathways.4,7 This approach has proven useful
in analyzing epistatic and pleiotropic effects at the systems level.11 Additionally, we have
proposed an extension to the HPN based on shared environmental chemical agents.8 When
considered separately, both environmental and genetic HPNs are bipartite networks5 composed
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of two distinct sets of vertices. Edges can only connect members of the opposite set. Bipartite
networks can be projected in the space of either vertex set. Projecting the network increases
the readability and interpretability of the data represented, but results in information loss.
Figure 1 shows a schematic representation of a bipartite network in the center panel (b) and
the resulting projection in either the space of circle vertices (a) and the space of rectangle
vertices (c). In the case of the genetic HPN presented below, the vertex sets are composed of
diseases and biological pathways. In the environmental HPN, the vertex sets are composed of
diseases and chemical substances.
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Fig. 1. Schematic representation of a Bipartite Network (b) and its projection in the space of either vertex
set (a) and (c).

Because both HPNs share the disease vertex set, we can combine the two HPNs into a
single “tripartite” network composed of three distinct vertex sets: traits, biological pathways,
and chemical agents. Figure 2 represents a tripartite network (a) and its projection onto the
rectangle vertex set (b). In tripartite networks, the edges are also divided into two categories.
In our example, the blue edges only connect circle and rectangle vertices, whereas the red
edges connect rectangles to diamonds. The resulting projection network has vertices linked
by blue edges, red edges or both red and blue edges. Naturally, a tripartite network can be
projected onto the space of either vertex set.
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Fig. 2. Schematic representation of a Tripartite Network (a) and its projection in the space of the “rectangle”
vertex set (b).

In the following sections, we discuss the two bipartite HPNs and the third novel tripartite
HPN that combines exposure and genetic data.
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2.1. Human Phenotype Network based on Exposure Data

In our previous study, we proposed a novel approach to bridging the gap between envi-
ronmental exposure data and information on the diseases they may cause.8 To the best
of our knowledge, the exposure-to-disease data has not been aggregated in publicly ac-
cessible sources. To establish possible causal effects at a global level, we integrated data
from the CDC’s Fourth National Report on Human Exposure to Environmental Chemicals
(http://www.cdc.gov/exposurereport/), including its subsequent updated tables, and the
data of the NHGRI GWAS Catalog, accessed on 05/06/2014. Through a meticulous PubMed
and Google Scholar literature survey, we compile a list of the diseases and traits that have been
associated with any 60 environmental chemicals of the CDC’s report. The CDC has identified
these chemical agents as potentially harmful to human health and categorized them into 11
groups such as tobacco smoke, heavy metals, pesticides, etc. Figure 8 (X-axis) recapitulates all
the chemical agents and their group in square brackets. Causal association between a chemical
substance and a disease is based on compelling evidence found in the literature and confirmed
in multiple studies, limiting uncertain associations to a minimum. We subsequently use the
phenotype list from the GWAS catalog and the International Classification of Diseases Ninth
Revision (ICD-9) codes to classify all traits and eliminate redundancies. Our survey invento-
ries 548 well-established causal effects between these 60 substances and 151 human phenotypic
traits and disorders. We note, however, that the data collected might contain a bias towards
phenotypes and exposures that are more heavily studied.
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Fig. 3. Phenotype-Substances Network. (a) The Bipartite Network. Top row, red vertices: environmental
chemical substances. Bottom row, blue vertices: human phenotypes and diseases. Vertex size is proportional
to the degree. (b) Projections onto the Phenotype Space. Nodes are colored according to their (majority)
substance group according to the legend. Node sizes are proportional to the number of substances associated.
Edge weights and width represent the number of shared substances.

The data aggregated in the survey is arranged in a bipartite network of diseases and
environmental chemical compounds linked by “probable causality” edges. The resulting graph
is depicted in Figure 3(a). This bipartite network shows the 548 relationships between the
60 chemical substances (top row, red vertices) and the 151 human disorders (bottom row,
light blue vertices). The node sizes are proportional to vertex degree, i.e. the number of
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connections to the opposite set of vertices. The resulting projection onto the disease space
is presented in Figure 3(b), where edges display common chemical factors associated with
disorders. Furthermore, each node in the network is annotated with the substance classification
group(s) to which it belongs. In the case of chemicals, the annotation is straightforward, as
each substance belongs to exactly one class. For diseases, we identify all groups that contain at
least one causal substance. A detailed description of the environmental HPN and our findings
is available in our previous study.8 The projection onto the chemical substance space is not
shown in this study to save space, but it can be found in our previous study.8 Nodes are
color coded according to their (majority) substance class. The phenotype network (b) has 151
nodes and is densely connected (average degree of 40+), where each edge signifies that the
two diseases they connect are associated with one or more common chemical agents.

2.2. Human Phenotype Network based on Biological Pathways

In their seminal work, Goh et al.,3 explored the Human Disease Network, limiting their analysis
to the genes shared by different diseases. Another study by Li et al.9 traced the genetic variants
connecting disease traits. In 2009, Silpa Suthram et al.12 analyzed diseases by their related
messenger RNA in combination with the human protein interaction network. They found
significant genetic similarities between certain diseases, some of which shared drug treatments.
Also in 2009, Barrenas et al.13 further studied the genetic architecture of complex diseases by
doing a GWAS, and found that complex disease genes contribute less and are less represented
than the single-gene diseases in the human interactome. In 2014, Zhou et al.14 have presented
yet another way of finding overlap in disease commonalities, that is, they link disorders that
share symptoms.

In the present work, we expand on the biological SNP-based HPN presented first in our
previous studies.11,15 We update the data to the most recent versions of the GWAS catalog
(05/15/2015), NIH database of Genotypes and Phenotypes (dbGaP), and the Kyoto Encyclo-
pedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG).16 We integrate the 1,252 phenotype information from
both sources, the over 37,000 SNPs annotation, and 16,000 gene/loci association, as well as
the biological pathways data to build the present pathway-based HPN. By aggregating these
associations, we were able to link phenotypes with shared pathways, i.e. with genes involved
in the same pathways. Furthermore, we have used the International Classification of Diseases
Ninth Revision (ICD-9) codes to classify all traits and identify redundancies. The HPN en-
compasses all phenotypes listed in the GWAS catalog and dbGaP, provided that they are
connected to at least one other trait. It is comprised of 986 phenotypic traits, 1,424 biological
pathways, and over 260,000 edges, with an average connectivity of 500+.

2.3. Combining the Human Phenotype Networks: Tripartite and Projection

The main focus of this work is to help identify potential candidates for environmental chemical
agent and biological pathway interactions. These interactions can in turn guide the develop-
ment of novel targeted and personalized therapies. To help tease out potentially relevant
pathway-environment interactions out of all the possible combinations, we build the tripartite
HPN by combining the pathway-based HPN and the environmental HPN into one graph. The
resulting model is comprised of 2,529 vertices of three different types: 1,045 diseases (142 over-
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lapping between the two HPNs), 1,424 biological pathways, and 60 environmental chemical
substances. Moreover, the tripartite HPN includes two different types of interaction edges:
about 80,000 disease-to-pathway and over 1,500 disease-to-substance links.

Because of the sheer size, density and complexity of the tripartite network, we choose to
present only its projection onto the disease space in Figure 4. Red edges represent biological
pathway interactions, green edges represent environmental chemical agent interactions, and
blue edges are double edges that share both biological and environmental interactions.
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Fig. 4. Combined Human Phenotype Network based on Biological Pathways and Chemical Substances Expo-
sure: Projection of the substance-phenotype-pathway tripartite network onto the phenotype space. Red edges
represent pathway interactions only. Green edges show identified substance interactions. Finally, blue edges
show pairs of traits that share both biological pathways and chemical substance exposure. The vertex and
label size are proportional to its degree (i.e. the number of impinging edges).

To further facilitate the interpretation of the results and focus our analysis on shared
genetic and environmental candidates, we filter the combined HPN to retain only the traits
and diseases that have at least one edge of each kind impinging on them. In other words, we
extract the subnetwork made of only blue edges and the vertices that are connected by those
blue edges. The resulting HPN is presented in Section 3 below.
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3. Results

In this section, we present the results of the quantitative analysis of the projected tripartite
HPN. Quantitative network and graph analysis relies on strict statistical and mathematical
tools and can be applied to networks of arbitrary size and complexity.5 In this study, we
focus on a subnetwork that shows the shared interactions between traits associated with both
environmental and genetic factors. Therefore, we reduce the size and the complexity of the
projected HPN to a manageable number of diseases and interactions in order to allow both
quantitative, qualitative, and visual interpretation of the results. The final HPN integrating
only vertices that share both genetic and environmental background, pictured in Figure 5,
is composed of 74 phenotypes and 1,000 edges. The node (and label) size is proportional to
the total number of associated environmental chemical agents; the color hue represents the
number of biological pathways associated (green for fewer and red for more). The edge weight
(i.e. its width) is proportional to the number of pathways shared between the disease endpoints
whereas the color hue represents the number of shared environmental factors (green for fewer,
red for more).
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Fig. 5. Filtered Substance-Exposure HPN: Projection of the substance-phenotype-pathway tripartite net-
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Further study of the individual edges and their distribution reveals that the vast majority
of disease pairs are connected by heavy metals (59%), pesticides (20%) or organic compounds
(7%). Mercury is potentially a common cause for almost 300 pairs of disorders, closely followed
by lead, cadmium, DDT and arsenic. Figure 6 provides the detailed distribution of each
substance of amongst the edges of the HPN. In the inset of Figure 6, the pie chart shows the
same distribution by chemical agents classification groups, no by individual compound.
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Fig. 6. Distribution of the Chemical Agents among the Edges within the Combined Network. The number
of edges connecting two traits for each substance. Inset: the distribution of the substance classification groups
among all edges in the combined network.

A similar study of the biological pathway edges reveals that the signal transduction, the
immune system and metabolism pathways are the most represented. This comes as no surprise
because these are “generic” pathways involving hundreds or even thousands of genes, there-
fore statistically highly probable to be represented more within the network. The complete
breakdown of the 25 most represented biological pathways is shown in Figure 7.

Finally, we studied the distribution of biological pathway and chemical agent interactions
within the projected network. The heatmap in Figure 8 shows the frequency of co-occurrence
(double edge) for chemical substances and pathways between pairs of diseases.

In Figure 8, the biological pathways are approximately sorted by ascending frequency
along the Y-axis. The chemical substances are arranged in groups along the X-axis. Heavy
metals, in particular lead, cadmium, arsenic and mercury, and a pesticide (DDT) appear to
interact with the most biological pathways. To assess the significance of these co-occurrences,
we test the statistical probability of each existing pair in a null-model by running a 10,000-
fold permutation test on all the edges of the tripartite network. For lack of space, we cannot
present these data in detail. The results of the permutation test show that the most represented
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Fig. 7. Distribution of the biological pathways amongst the edges within the combined network. The number
of edges connecting two traits for each the top 50 most represented pathways.

chemical agent-pathway pairs of have less than a 3% probability of occurring by chance.

4. Qualitative Observations, Biomedical Implications & Discussion

In this study, we integrated genetic and environmental exposure data in a tripartite network
to identify interactions between environmental agents and biological pathways. Although the
effects of environmental agents on disease have been studied extensively, the mechanisms of
exposure are still poorly understood. Using the network approach, we aim to identify specific
biological pathways disrupted by environmental agents. Identifying these pathways would not
only help to establish more effective, more precise treatment therapies for patients who have
been exposed, but can also provide insight to the mechanisms behind complex diseases.

To identify potential exposure-pathway interactions, we analyze overlapping edges in the
final integrated HPN. Each edge distinguishes two phenotypes that are associated with the
same environmental and genetic risk factors. We conjecture that the number of co-occurrences
between pairs of environmental substances and biological pathways is correlated with a higher
likelihood of an interaction between substance and pathway involved. Our permutation test
shows that due to the combinatorial complexity of our HPN, the statistical probability of
having our identified pathway-environment interaction occur by chance is generally below 3%.

The integrated network approach is a novel method for detecting the biological effects of
environmental exposures. A better understanding of the molecular processes associated with
specific environmental exposures will help in developing targeted molecular therapies for pa-
tients who have been exposed to the toxicity of environmental chemicals. We qualitatively
analyze the HPN and propose possible biomedical applications. To establish the validity of
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Fig. 8. Pathway-Substance Interaction Heatmap.

the HPN, we assess its ability to detect known environmental substance-pathway interactions.
To construct the tripartite network, we used epidemiological data that associated environ-
mental exposure and genetic data to phenotypic disease. In order to validate our network
and generate new hypotheses, we used distinct publications of cell biology and genetic studies
that associate environmental exposure to pathway disruption. There is no overlap between
the publications we used to build the network and the publications we used to validate it and
generate hypotheses.

Arsenic and signal transduction: Arsenic is a heavy metal toxin found naturally in the
soil, minerals, and groundwater. Because of the many health risks it poses for humans, arsenic
and its associated molecular mechanisms have been investigated extensively. By now, it is
well known that arsenic severely disrupts signal transduction pathways.17,18 Thus, we expect
to see arsenic exposure overlap with signal transduction pathways at a high frequency in the
HPN. Indeed, arsenic occurred most frequently in conjunction with “signaling by GPCR”
and “GPCR downstream signaling”, with a combined 225 co-occurrences and an approximate
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1.4% chance co-occurrence, and less than 2.3% chance respectively. Arsenic exposure also had
a high number of co-occurrences with more specific signaling transduction pathways such as T-
cell receptor signaling (28 co-occurrences, 1% probability)19 and B-cell receptor signaling (36
co-occurrences, 1.2% probability),20 both of which have been supported by scientific literature.

4.1. Generating hypotheses for substance-pathway interactions

Beyond the HPN’s capability of replicating recognized environment-pathway interactions, we
can further use it to search for undiscovered exposure-pathway interactions and identify pos-
sible molecular targets candidates for environmental exposure treatments. We generate hy-
potheses by first looking for high frequency co-occurrences that are less established in the
literature. Pathways that are highly incident on a particular disease are evaluated to establish
a possible link between the exposure, biological pathway, and disease using biological knowl-
edge and scientific literature. Using this approach, our integrated HPN can narrow in on
plausible exposure-pathway interactions that are worth studying further in order to elucidate
the molecular mechanisms involved in environmental toxicity.

Cadmium and cell-cell junction organization: Occupational studies from the 1980s and
1990s suggest that kidney stones, a highly recurrent and hard calcium deposit in the kidneys,
are more common among workers exposed to cadmium.21–23 A subsequent study analyzed
NHANES data from 1999-2006 and concluded that low levels of exposure to cadmium in-
crease the risk of chronic kidney disease.24 There has been little elucidation of how cadmium
contributes to kidney disease, however. We use the combined HPN to generate a hypothesis
about which biological pathways are disrupted by cadmium exposure and how they might
contribute to kidney disease. We observe on the network that cell-cell junction organization
pathway is highly incident on the kidney stones phenotype node. We also observe the cell-cell
junction organization pathway occurs most often with cadmium exposure (21 co-occurrences,
0.9% probability). From this, we can hypothesize that cadmium increases risk of kidney stones
by obstructing tight junction functionality. Recent studies have provided preliminary support
for this hypothesis. A recent study provided evidence that claudin-14, a gene associated with
tight junction function, is responsible for a genetic predisposition to kidney stones.25 The
study suggested that claudin-14 mutations blocks calcium from entering tight junctions of the
kidneys and causes excess calcium to go into urine, leading to kidney stones. Additionally, a
literature survey indicates preliminary evidence that cadmium affects the distribution of tight
junction proteins.26 These studies suggest that both claudin-14 and cadmium confer risk for
developing kidney stones. Using the combined HPN, we identified cell-cell junction pathway
disruption as one way cadmium exposure might confer this risk.

Most complex diseases are synergistic outcomes of genetic and environmental effects. In
order to develop effective therapies, we must understand the molecular processes modulated by
both genetic variants and environmental exposures. The combined HPN provides a method
to detect pathways that are disrupted by environmental exposures and proposes potential
molecular targets for therapies.
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Biomedicine produces copious information it cannot fully exploit. Specifically, there is considerable need to 
integrate knowledge from disparate studies to discover connections across domains. Here, we used a 
Collaborative Filtering approach, inspired by online recommendation algorithms, in which non-negative matrix 
factorization (NMF) predicts interactions among chemicals, genes, and diseases only from pairwise 
information about their interactions. Our approach, applied to matrices derived from the Comparative 
Toxicogenomics Database, successfully recovered Chemical-Disease, Chemical-Gene, and Disease-Gene 
networks in 10-fold cross-validation experiments. Additionally, we could predict each of these interaction 
matrices from the other two. Integrating all three CTD interaction matrices with NMF led to good predictions 
of STRING, an independent, external network of protein-protein interactions. Finally, this approach could 
integrate the CTD and STRING interaction data to improve Chemical-Gene cross-validation performance 
significantly, and, in a time-stamped study, it predicted information added to CTD after a given date, using 
only data prior to that date. We conclude that collaborative filtering can integrate information across multiple 
types of biological entities, and that as a first step towards precision medicine it can compute drug repurposing 
hypotheses.   
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1.  Introduction 

At the same time as advances in biomedical research have enabled humanity’s knowledge to grow 
far beyond the limits of any one person, that knowledge is being applied on ever-smaller scales. 
Specialized therapies are benefiting smaller subsets of the population, using all available knowledge 
to design a therapy for a specific case or to repurpose an existing drug for a novel use.  

Online databases that compile this knowledge have become invaluable resources for researchers. 
Massive interaction networks can be powerful sources for hypothesizing novel relationships 
between biological entities. However, most of these networks are either focused on one particular 
type of entity (STRING1 – genes/proteins) or interaction (DrugBank2, ChEMBL3 – drug-gene 
interactions). A full representation of biomedical knowledge would integrate the interactions among 
these physical entities and associate them with more abstract entities, such as pathways (KEGG4, 
REACTOME5,6) and diseases (CTD7). 

Several approaches to data integration have been explored. One approach is to predict how two 
classes of entity interact (e.g., drugs and targets) by integrating multiple types of feature data about 
the entities8–10, or taking this a step farther, propagating this information to a third entity type11. 
These methods utilize information about the entities themselves, so they are specific to certain 
classes of entity. We will show an alternative approach, which can predict interactions among 
chemicals, genes, and diseases utilizing only information about how they connect to one another, 
and which benefits from the integration of disparate forms of information. 

Collaborative filtering (CF) is a computational approach used in online recommendation 
systems, in which large-scale knowledge of how entities interact is used to predict likely 
connections12,13. Non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) is a popular tool for CF that compresses 
a matrix into two smaller factors whose product approximates the original14,15. NMF has long been 
used in biomedical science for clustering and classifying microarray data16, but recent works have 
used NMF, or related algorithms, in CF strategies to predict drug-target17,18 or protein-protein19 
interactions. We hypothesized that this basic approach could be pushed farther, to incorporate more 
than two types of biological entity, improving prediction of novel interactions among them. 

Testing this hypothesis required multiple interaction networks, comprising connections between 
at least three entity types, so we turned to the Comparative Toxicogenomics Database (CTD). CTD 
is a publicly available resource that employs a team of human “biocurators” to comb the literature, 
extracting and annotating Chemical-Gene, Chemical-Disease, and Disease-Gene relationships7. In 
this paper, we will demonstrate that NMF can be used to recover hidden interactions in each of these 
networks individually and that NMF over any two of these networks can predict back the third. To 
show that this is not an artifact of the data source (CTD), we will demonstrate that NMF over the 
combined CTD networks recapitulates experimental protein-protein interactions in the STRING 
database. We will focus in on the CTD Chemical-Gene interaction network, and show that our 
ability to predict missing connections improves when we perform NMF over a network 
incorporating Chemical-Gene, Chemical-Disease, and Disease-Gene interactions from CTD and 
also Protein-Protein interactions from STRING.  
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2.  Methods: 

2.1.  Construction of datasets: 

Tables of interactions from CTD were obtained and processed as follows. Unless otherwise noted, 
all data processing and manipulation was performed in Matlab. Chemical-Gene and Chemical-
Disease interactions were downloaded on April 2, 2014a, each as a single tab-delimited text file. The 
full Chemical-Gene interactions file was imported into Matlab as a table containing 878,594 rows, 
each representing one unique curated relationship between one chemical and one gene, or between 
other relationships. This initial table comprised 10,520 unique chemicals and 32,248 unique genes. 
Relationships containing nested relationships were removed, as were any relationships whose “Gene 
Form” was not given as “protein” (“mRNA,” for example.) The result of this filtering was a table 
of direct relationships involving 8,653 unique chemicals and 8,288 unique genes. A binary 
adjacency matrix was built in which each row and column corresponded to one chemical or gene, 
respectively, with interacting pairs assigned a value of 1, and all other pairings 0. The resulting 
sparse 8,653-by-8,288 matrix contains 82,168 unique, binary Chemical-Gene interactions. 

The Chemical-Disease interactions file was similarly imported into Matlab, but was filtered to 
remove all CTD-inferred relationships by deleting any row for which the “Direct Evidence” column 
was blank. The filtered table was used to build a binary adjacency matrix as described above, which 
in this case comprised 8,226 chemicals, 3,031 diseases, and 80,433 unique, curated interactions. 

The full Disease-Gene interactions file was too large to process in the same way, so CTD’s 
Batch Query toolb was used to retrieve only the curated interactions. On April 18, 2014, the CTD 
Disease Vocabulary file was downloaded, and the Disease IDs were input to the Batch Query tool, 
which was set to export all Curated Gene Associations for each disease. The output tab-delimited 
interactions were then imported into Matlab and, as before, used to build a sparse, binary adjacency 
matrix of 4,907 Diseases by 7,362 Genes, with 23,133 unique interactions.  

For construction of a combined Chemical-Gene-Disease (CGD) interaction matrix, the 
interaction tables used to build the individual matrices were used. A single list of 30,102 unique 
entities was obtained from the union of the three individual matrices’ unique entity lists, comprising 
12,119 Chemicals, 6,333 Diseases, and 11,650 Genes. Each of the three interaction tables was then 
used to populate a matrix in which each of the 30,102 entities was represented as both a row and a 
column. Thus, for each row in the three tables, the interacting entities’ positions in the combined 
entity list defined two symmetrical pairs of indices in the 30,102-by-30,102 matrix at which to 
represent the interaction. 

For later experiments, we used the STRING network of human protein-protein interactionsc, 
which we mapped to the CTD CGD matrix. When comparing our predictions to STRING, we 
focused on 7,604 genes whose IDs we could map between databases, and used the confidence scores 

                                                
a from http://ctdbase.org/downloads - dates noted because CTD updates monthly; previous versions are unavailable 
b http://ctdbase.org/tools/batchQuery.go 
c STRING v9.1, now archived at http://string91.embl.de/newstring_cgi/show_download_page.pl  
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assigned by STRING (ranging from 0 to 999) to define the positive class at various thresholds. To 
construct a CTD+STRING CGD matrix, we added protein-protein interactions from this STRINGd 
network to the Gene-Gene diagonal block of the CTD CGD matrix. Interactions among the 7,604 
genes also in CTD were dropped directly into the corresponding cells in the CGD matrix 
symmetrically. The matrix was extended by 6,699 rows and columns, corresponding to the genes 
that were not matched to CTD. The final matrix contains 254,929 nonzero Gene-Gene interactions, 
66,685 with values of 0.5 or greater, and 1,405 with the maximum value of 0.999. 

2.2.  Non-negative Matrix Factorization (NMF): 

 NMF describes several closely related algorithms that, given a non-negative matrix A with size m×n 
and a positive integer k≪min(m,n),	attempt	to	find	m×k matrix W and k×n matrix H such that W 
and H are non-negative, and such that A≈WH. This is done by solving the optimization problem 

 min
/,012

𝑓 𝐖,𝐇 = 7
8
𝐀 −𝐖𝐇 ;

8 (1) 

Throughout this work, NMF was run using the nnmf() function of Matlab’s Statistics Toolbox with 
all input arguments (other than A and k) left at default settings. Consequently, the optimization 
method used was Alternating Least Squares (ALS), in which initial W and H matrices are randomly 
generated, and then alternatingly solved for in the following matrix equations, until the minimization 
function converges or until the maximum number of iterations has been reached: 

 Solve for H: 𝐖<𝐖𝐇 = 𝐖<𝐀 (2.1) 

 Solve for W: 𝐇𝐇<𝐖< = 𝐇𝐀< (2.2) 

In our applications of NMF to datasets of various sizes, we tested multiple k values for each, to find 
a value that would give optimal performance without overfitting.  

NMF is known to converge at solutions that are local, rather than global, minima of the 
optimization problem, meaning the product WH is not unique. We found that calculating the 
average of WH across multiple replicate factorizations increased performance in our experiments; 
all results we discuss below were obtained by averaging the output of 4 NMF replicatese. 

2.3.  10-fold Cross-validation Experiments: 

In N-fold cross-validation experiments, each point in a dataset is randomly assigned to one of N 
subsets. Then, one at a time, every subset is removed, and the remaining N-1 subsets are used as 
training data for the algorithm to be tested. In the end, the algorithm’s predicted values for each 
dropped subset form a test set covering all of the original data. An algorithm’s ability to successfully 
recover data in cross-validation depends not only on the algorithm itself, but also on the internal 
consistency of the dataset. Entities with only 1 known interaction were not considered, because 
NMF would have no way to recover that interaction. 
 

                                                
d inserted as the confidence score divided by 1000 to match the range of the rest of the CGD matrix, which is binary. 
e Data not shown. We chose 4 replicates to balance diminishing returns in improvements v. computational cost.  
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2.4.  Performance evaluation for NMF predictions 

The performance of NMF in each experiment was evaluated by calculating the Receiver Operator 
Characteristic (ROC) curve, comparing predicted scores to an input positive class, and computing 
the number of correct predictions at varying score thresholds. An ROC curve can be understood as 
sorting the list of predictions by score and, beginning at the origin, moving up on the y-axis for each 
true prediction and moving right on the x-axis for each false prediction. The area under an ROC 
curve (AUC) can serve as a broad measure of performance, representing the probability that a 
randomly chosen positive (known) interaction will have been assigned a higher score by NMF than 
a randomly chosen negative (not known) interaction. 

3.  Results and Discussion 

3.1.  10-fold cross-validation for NMF of individual CTD matrices. 

In order to determine whether a CF approach can integrate interactions between multiple classes of 
biological entity, we first made certain that NMF can be used to recover unknown pairwise 
interactions among Chemicals, Diseases, and Genes from incomplete interaction data. 10-fold cross-
validation was performed on three adjacency matrices constructed from CTD’s Chemical-Disease 
(CD), Chemical-Gene (CG), and Disease-Gene (DG) networks, respectively.  

 
Figure 1 shows NMF performs much better than random guessing in 10-fold cross-validation 

for the three CTD networks, with performance plotted as Receiver Operator Characteristic (ROC) 
curves, with k varying over a range to find values that optimize AUC. The best results were AUC 
of 0.94 (CD), 0.92 (CG), and 0.82 (DG). The results in Figure 1 show these three networks are 
internally consistent enough to recover missing interactions using NMF, and that the interactions 
involving Chemicals (CD and CG) are particularly well-suited to prediction by NMF. 

Fig. 1. Receiver Operator Characteristic (ROC) curves of NMF at varying k values in 10-fold cross-validation 
experiments over individual CTD interaction networks. (a) Chemical-Disease, (b) Chemical-Gene, (c) Disease-Gene 

(a) (b) (c) 
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3.2.  CTD Chemical-Gene-Disease matrix and leave-one-matrix-out experiments 

 Once we verified that the three networks from CTD were, 
individually, amenable to prediction of missing interactions via 
NMF, we considered how to utilize this multifaceted data more 
effectively. The data encompassed three classes – Chemicals, 
Diseases, and Genes – of biological entity, with information 
about each category spread across two matrices. When it 
factorizes an interaction matrix, NMF represents each entity 
(row/column vector) as a compressed vector that approximates 
all available information. Therefore, we reasoned that simply 
combining the asymmetric CD, CG, and DG matrices into one 
symmetric “all-vs-all” Chemical-Gene-Disease (CGD) matrix 
would allow NMF access to more information about the 
relationships between Chemicals, Diseases, and Genes, and thus 
improve our ability to predict missing ones. 

 In order to test the ability of our CF approach to integrate 
different types of interaction, we devised a “leave-one-matrix-
out” experiment (Fig. 3a-c). From the combined CGD matrix in 
Figure 2, we removed all interactions of one class (CD, CG, or DG) at a time, and attempted to 
predict them from only the other two interaction classes. We performed this test, using NMF with 
various k values, for each of the three interaction types and calculated ROC curves. Fig. 3d shows 
the AUC for each k value used to predict the missing matrices.  

Table 1. Amount of data dropped and re-predicted in Leave-One-Matrix-Out Experiments, 
followed by AUC when NMF was performed over the remaining two interaction matrices. 
Column headings indicate which interaction matrix was left out. 

Dropped Matrix Chemical-Disease Chemical-Gene Gene-Disease 
Size 4760x1605 4760x3940 3940x1605 

# Interactions 59,766 60,831 15,522 
AUC k=100 0.801 0.833 0.802 
AUC k=200 0.810 0.840 0.801 
AUC k=300 0.813 0.837 0.802 
AUC k=500 0.817 0.832 0.795 

 

These results show that NMF is able to predict the interactions contained in each of the matrices 
created from CTD’s datasets, given only information contained in the other two matrices, despite 
the distinctly different biological connections they represent. Put another way, this demonstrates 
that combining these binary interaction matrices can unlock new layers of information that was not 
accessible from the individual matrices. Because all three networks share an origin in CTD’s manual 
curation process, however, we need to determine that the latent information tapped by NMF for 
these predictions provides a meaningful insight to the workings of biology, and not just an insight 
into the CTD curation pipeline.  

C
he
m
ic
al
s

Chemicals

D
is
ea
se
s

Diseases

G
en
es

Genes

Fig. 2. Illustration of the combined, 
symmetric CGD matrix. The CTD 
CD, CG, and DG matrices are orange, 
purple, and green, respectively. The 
diagonal blocks are empty before 
factorization.  
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3.3.  Prediction of Gene-Gene associations from CTD Chemical-Gene-Disease matrix 

The diagonal blocks of the combined matrix, which would correspond to Chemical-Chemical, 
Disease-Disease, and Gene-Gene associations, contain no data initially from CTD, but are also filled 
in when we use NMF. We sought to compare predictions in these regions to an external data source, 
in order to find out if the values predicted by NMF represent real biological relationships. 

Although it is unclear what the disease-disease network might represent, comparing the gene-
gene block to existing protein interaction databases was a natural next step. We compared the values 
from NMF to known protein-protein interactions from the STRING database. 7,604 genes were 
present in both the combined CTD matrix and the STRING experimental network. Among these 
7,604 genes, STRING contained 67,763 experimentally supported protein-protein interactions, of 
which 38,424 have been assigned confidence scores by 
STRING of at least 500, and 902 have been assigned the 
highest confidence score of 999.  

As shown in Fig. 4., the values produced by NMF over 
the CTD CGD matrix predicted these interactions with an 
ROC AUC of 0.69, which increased to AUC=0.73 for 
interactions ≥500 confidence score, and to AUC=0.75 when 
only the highest-confidence STRING interactions (999) were 
considered. 

These results show that the Gene-Gene associations filled 
into the Chemical-Gene-Disease matrix by NMF correspond 
to real, experimentally known protein-protein interactions. 
This result is important because, unlike the Leave-One-
Matrix-Out experiments, these predicted edges were never 
part of CTD, reducing the chance that positive results are due 
to some inherent bias in the CTD curation process. This also 

Fig. 4. ROC curves for the prediction of 
STRING protein-protein interactions 
using NMF (k=300) on CTD CGD. 

Fig. 3. Visualization of Leave-One-Matrix-Out experiments. Blocks of data 
containing Chemical-Disease (a), Chemical-Gene (b), or Gene-Disease (c) 
interactions were removed from the CGD matrix. Diagonal blocks remain 
empty. As seen in (d) and in Table 1, NMF recovered each network from 
the remaining two. 

(a) (b) (c) 

(d) 
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suggests that the predictions in the Chemical-Chemical and Disease-Disease blocks may be 
biologically meaningful, potentially representing drug interactions and disease co-morbidity, for 
example. At the same time, these results suggest that some of the information contained within the 
STRING network was not found by NMF in the combined CGD matrix. We created a second 
Chemical-Gene-Disease matrix containing all the same interactions from CTD, but with protein-
protein interactions from STRING added to the Gene-Gene block of the diagonal. 

3.4.  10-fold cross-validation of Chemical-Gene edges within combined CGD matrix 

In order to determine if additional data can improve upon the prediction of Chemical-Gene 
interactions observed in Fig. 1b, we performed an experiment similar to 10-fold cross-validation, 
which only removed Chemical-Gene edges from the larger matrix. We performed this experiment 
using the CTD CGD matrix, and also using the CTD+STRING CGD matrix, both with k=200. We 
also repeated the 10-fold cross-validation using the CG matrix alone, using the best-performing k 
value, k=50. For this comparison, a single set of randomized cross-validation classes was generated 
first, and then was used for all three input matrices, to ensure that the only differences in available 
information were those we were testing. 

Table 2. Comparison of NMF performance in 10-fold cross-validation of Chemical-Gene 
edges without added data, with the addition of CD and DG information from CTD, or 
with that plus GG information from STRING 

Matrix k ROC AUCf p-valuef vs CTDCG p-valuef vs CTDCGD 
CTDCG 50 0.920 – – 
CTDCGD 200 0.927 4.6x10-109 – 
CTDCGD+SGG 200 0.932 4.9x10-244 5.8x10-117 

 
As shown in Table 2 and Figure 5a, the Chemical-Gene cross-validation performance after the 

addition of Chemical-Disease and Disease-Gene interactions yielded AUC=0.927, an increase over 
the highest-performing k value with Chemical-Gene interactions only (AUC=0.920 at k=50). 
Moreover, when Gene-Gene interactions from STRING were added to the CGD matrix, 
performance further improved to AUC=0.932. To measure this improved performance, we used the 
StAR method20, which implements an approach based on Mann-Whitney U-statistics21, to determine 
if the ROC curves were significantly different. Although the increases in AUC appear small, so 
many data points were used to calculate the ROC curves that they were found to be highly 
significant.  

AUC of the ROC curve provides an overall indicator of how well a method recovers true 
interactions. However, practical applications (e.g., drug repurposing,) are likely to focus on 
relatively few predictions compared to the total interaction space. For this reason, it is often more 
important that the top predictions have high precision (i.e., few false positives). To be sure the CGD 
matrices were not only increasing AUC by improving recall of the low-confidence interactions, we 
calculated precision-recall curves for the cross-validation (Figure 5b). As the inset shows, the 

                                                
f Output by StAR tool, standalone version20, rounded for table 
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precision of the highest-scoring 10% of interactionsg is high for all three test cases, with the 
CTD+STRING Chemical-Gene-Disease matrix showing precision improvements across the range. 

These results show that we can improve the ability of NMF to predict missing Chemical-Gene 
relationships by incorporating information about how those Chemicals and Genes interact with 
Diseases, and, further, how those Genes interact with one another. 

3.5.  Retrospective prediction of new Chemical-Gene 
interactions 

Finally, to corroborate these results in a more realistic context, 
we retrospectively predicted Chemical-Gene interactions that 
had been added to CTD over one year. Following the same 
process described in Section 2.1, we downloaded the CTD 
Chemical-Gene network on April 5, 2015, and again built a 
binary matrix of direct interactions. We mapped this to the 
2014 CTD CGD matrix, removing entities that were not 
present in both versions, resulting in a 2015 matrix of 8,706 
Chemicals by 8,304 Genes with 5,879 new interactions. 

We calculated an ROC curve (shown in Figure 6) 
comparing these new interactions to the predictions for the 
same 8,706 Chemicals and 8,304 Genes that were obtained 
from NMF (k=200) on our CTD+STRING CGD matrix. The 

                                                
g The positive class comprised 75,804 interactions, so the inset shows precision for over 7500.  

Fig. 6a. ROC curves showing NMF performance 
for 10-fold cross-validation of Chemical-Gene 
interactions, improving with more data. AUCs 
with statistical comparison are in Table 2 above. 

Fig. 6b. Plot of Precision vs. Recall for the same 
experiments shows precision approaches 1.0 for 
the top recovered interactions. Focusing on top 
10% (inset) shows improvement with more data. 

Fig. 6. Retrospective prediction of new 
CTD Chemical-Gene interactions (added 
between 4/2014 and 4/2015), using NMF 
(k=200) on CTD+STRING CGD matrix. 
AUC=0.930. 
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resulting curve, with AUC=0.93, indicates that our approach was able to correctly anticipate missing 
or undiscovered interactions.  
 

3.6.  Example: prediction of Chemical-Disease interactions for Pancreatic Neoplasms 

One potential application of our approach is to identify unknown or overlooked drugs with 
connections to a particular disease. In Table 3, we present an example of this involving pancreatic 
cancer, a disease with high lethality and few effective treatments22. Following NMF (k=200) over 
the CTD+STRING CGD matrix, we inspected the highesth values corresponding to new  interactions 
(that is, interactions that have not been curated by CTD at this time) between Chemicals and the 
disease entity “Pancreatic Neoplasms.” Examples were chosen in which the Chemical is a drugi; as 
the primary focus of CTD is toxicology, much of the information therein concerns environmental 
toxins and disease-causing interactions. As Table 3 shows, literature searches found evidence 
supporting a connection to pancreatic cancer for 14 of the top 15 drug predictions, over half of which 
were studied in clinical trials. This shows that, at minimum, our approach generated hypotheses 
worth testing clinically.  

Table 3. Toph 15 drugsi predicted to interact with Pancreatic Neoplasms by NMF using 
the CTD+STRING CGD matrix. These interactions were not present in the CTD CD 
matrix, but 14 are supported by papers or clinical trials in associated PubMed ID (PMID).  

Drug Name Support for Connection to Pancreatic Cancer Reference 
Indomethacin Pre-clinical cell line study PMID: 1890839 
Carboplatin Phase II clinical trial PMID: 15802284  
Mitoxantrone Phase II clinical trial PMID: 16334117 
Simvastatin Phase II clinical trial PMID: 24162380  
Cytarabine Phase III clinical trial PMID: 1833042 
Topotecan Phase II clinical trial PMID: 11218186 
Sorafenib Phase II clinical trial PMID: 24574334 
Rosiglitazone Pre-clinical mouse study PMID: 22864396  
Melphalan Pre-clinical rat study PMID: 4075299 
Methamphetamine - - 
Thiotepa Use in other cancers PMID: 4183076 
Thalidomide Phase I clinical trial PMID: 15753541 
Caffeine Phase III clinical trial PMID: 1833042  
Sirolimus Patient Case Report PMID: 19581741 
Gefitinib Phase II clinical trial PMID: 19258727 

 
 

                                                
h Values above a threshold of 0.425. To provide context for this choice of threshold, the inset in Figure 5b shows 

cross-validation performance as precision versus recall at varying thresholds; 0.1 Recall in that graph corresponds to 
a threshold value of 0.425. Thus, we chose predictions whose precision should be at least 0.7. 

i Approved by the FDA, according to http://www.accessdata.fda.gov/scripts/cder/ob/default.cfm  
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At the same time, this example highlights key pitfalls. Because we created binary interaction 
matrices from CTD, we can not say these drugs are predicted to treat pancreatic cancer or to cause 
it, only that they interact in some way. Indeed, the clinical trial we reference for simvastatin found 
no significant effect, but suggested further study in specific circumstances that could benefit from 
it23. Incorporating more detail from the interactions in CTD into our CGD matrix will, we believe, 
help resolve some of the ambiguity in our current predictions. For truly personalized treatments, we 
foresee a use case in which therapy suggestions are derived from a subset of predicted drug-gene 
interactions. That subset would be determined by a patient’s unique situation; for example, the 
somatic mutations driving a tumor, or the germ line mutations linked to a disease phenotype (the 
latter being a possible application for our approach’s gene-disease predictions). 

4.  Conclusions 

Taken as a whole, our results show that Collaborative Filtering can integrate biological interaction 
networks in order to reveal missing connections between diverse entities. This approach depends 
only on knowledge of connections, so it can be extended to new classes of entity with minimal 
customization, unlike more specialized methods. Consequentially, our approach is limited to 
predicting that entities interact, rather than how. Matrix tri-factorization, which has been used to 
classify entities by fusing interaction networks with entity feature data24,25, may enable more 
detailed predictions. Ultimately, however, we see this as an initial component in a pipeline that will 
harness the ever-expanding universe of knowledge and focus it on a small point, illuminating a 
patient’s unique situation or highlighting a new use for a drug. This will need to be done rapidly, 
affordably, and accessibly. Importantly, implementations of NMF have been developed that can 
efficiently handle matrices with millions of times more entities than we have so far attempted13,26. 
Ultimately, this work may offer a step towards computing therapy. 
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We have previously developed a statistical method to identify gene sets enriched with 
condition-specific genetic dependencies. The method constructs gene dependency 
networks from bootstrapped samples in one condition and computes the divergence 
between distributions of network likelihood scores from different conditions. It was shown 
to be capable of sensitive and specific identification of pathways with phenotype-specific 
dysregulation, i.e., rewiring of dependencies between genes in different conditions. We 
now present an extension of the method by incorporating prior knowledge into the 
inference of networks. The degree of prior knowledge incorporation has substantial effect 
on the sensitivity of the method, as the data is the source of condition specificity while 
prior knowledge incorporation can provide additional support for dependencies that are 
only partially supported by the data. Use of prior knowledge also significantly improved 
the interpretability of the results. Further analysis of topological characteristics of gene 
differential dependency networks provides a new approach to identify genes that could 
play important roles in biological signaling in a specific condition, hence, promising 
targets customized to a specific condition. Through analysis of TCGA glioblastoma 
multiforme data, we demonstrate the method can identify not only potentially promising 
targets but also underlying biology for new targets.  
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1.  Introduction 
1.1.  Gene set analysis, DDN and EDDY 
Identification of biological features underlying disease phenotypes or conditions (e.g. 
differentially expressed or mutated genes) is critical in identifying therapeutic targets. As specific 
pathways are capable of complex rewiring between conditions, methods such as Gene Set 
Enrichment Analysis (GSEA) (1) and network-based analyses (2-4) have become increasingly 
attractive for extraction of such biological features from genomic data. One can use known genetic 
interactions as a ground truth network and overlay genomic data from different conditions to 
statistically evaluate regions with differential activities (5) or condition-specific sub-networks (6-
8). Differential Dependency †  Network (DDN) approaches are able to identify individual 
differential dependencies (9-13) or condition-specific sub-networks from genome-wide 
dependency networks such as a protein-protein interaction networks. Differential co-expression 
analysis methods (14), such as Gene Set Co-expression Analysis (GSCA), test gene sets for 
differential dependencies, but they are often overly sensitive to minor correlation changes and 
produce biased results with respect to the size of gene sets (15).  

In our previous work, we have developed a novel, network-based computational method that 
overcomes the limitations of other network-based approaches (15). This novel computational 
approach – EDDY: Evaluation of Differential DependencY – combines GSEA’s gene-set-assisted 
advantages with the robustness of 
assessment of differential network 
dependency. It interrogates gene sets 
(pathways) in a database to test if 
dependencies across genes are 
significantly rewired between 
conditions (see Fig. 1). It was shown to 
be capable of sensitive and specific 
identification of pathways with 
phenotype-specific dysregulation, i.e. 
rewiring of dependencies between 
genes in different conditions, with its 
robust network inference and low false 
discovery rate (15). 

In this paper, we present a method 
to integrate known biological 
interactions to improve the performance of network inference and to enable better interpretation of 
inferred DDNs. The effect of the degree of prior knowledge integration on inferred DDNs is also 
analyzed. Finally, we describe the application of prior-knowledge assisted EDDY to glioblastoma 
(GB) gene expression downloaded from the Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA). 

                                                
† In this manuscript, we use ‘dependency’ to denote statistical dependencies derived from data such as co-expression, 

or conditional dependencies, and ‘interaction’ to denote known direct or indirect relationships between genes. 

 
Figure 1. Advantages of EDDY compared to other tools 
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2.  Methods 

From two sets of samples representing different conditions, EDDY computes the discrepancy of 
gene dependency in a specific gene set by contrasting the two resulting probability distributions of 
candidate network structures (based on a likelihood of each network), constructed via a resampling 
approach, and evaluates its statistical significance to determine if the network structures are 
rewired between the conditions.  

2.1.  EDDY: Evaluation of differential dependency 
Let a set of variables G = {g1, g2, … } (each variable corresponds to a gene) denote the activity 
levels of the genes. For G, there are N possible gene dependency network (GDN) structures d1, d2, 
..., dN  for the variables. Let a discrete random variable D take on d1, d2, ..., dN  as its discrete 
values, then the posterior probability distribution Pr 𝐷 𝑺!  for a data 𝑺!  of a given condition C  
can represent the probability distribution of dependency network structures for G in the condition 
C. When two data sets, 𝑺!!  and 𝑺!! , are given for two different conditions 𝐶!  and 𝐶! , the 
divergence between the two corresponding probability distributions Pr 𝐷 𝑺!!  and Pr 𝐷 𝑺!!  is 
computed as a measure of difference between the conditions. The divergence between the 
conditions C1 and C2 is measured using the Jensen-Shannon (JS) divergence, an information-based 
metric to measure the similarity between two probability distributions (16) and the statistical 
significance of the divergence is computed using a permutation approach. This approach is a 
generalization of comparing the best networks from different conditions by considering many 
possible networks and their likelihoods instead of comparing the single best networks. The benefit 
of this generalization is a more reliable measure of discrepancy (15), especially when data is 
limited. Thus, there is a high chance of finding many local optima for the best network. By 
considering many probable dependency networks instead of one local optimal network, our 
approach can represent a more complete picture of dependencies at the cost of additional 
computation. EDDY then iterates through all gene sets in a database, for example, MSigDB 
(http://www.broadinstitute.org/gsea/msigdb/) to identify the dysregulated pathways. 
2.2.  Inference of gene dependency network supported by known interactions 
To reduce computational complexity, EDDY uses a heuristic method that proposes probable 
dependency structures by independently evaluating each dependency between two variables. 
Specifically, 𝜒!-test is applied to test the independence between every pair of two variables gi and 
gj (∈G), obtaining the resultant p-value pij (=pji). An edge 𝑒!" between gi and gj is included when 

Pr 𝑖; 𝑗 𝑺! = 1− 𝑝!"
! > 𝜃 (1) 

where 𝜆 ≥ 1  and a user-specified parameter 𝜃  together control sensitivity of dependency 
discovery. We integrate known interactions retrieved from pathway databases to support 
dependency discovery.  Formally, let 𝑤! ∈ 0,1  denote a prior weight to control the level of prior 
knowledge to be incorporated into the inference of GDN and 𝐸! 𝑖; 𝑗  be a binary-valued variable 
indicating the existence of known interaction between gi and gj. Known interactions can be 
retrieved from a pathway database such as Pathway Commons 2. Edge-specific threshold is given, 

𝜃! 𝑖; 𝑗 ← 𝜃 ∙ 1− 𝑤! ∙ 𝐸! 𝑖; 𝑗 . (2) 
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Prior weight (𝑤!) can be varied between 0 and 1, where 𝑤! = 0 specifies no influence of the 
known gene interactions in GDN inference and all edges in inferred GDN requires full support 
from the data 𝜃! 𝑖; 𝑗 = 𝜃, and 𝑤! = 1 makes inferred GDN include all the known interactions 
unconditionally, 𝜃! 𝑖; 𝑗 = 0.  When 𝑤! = 0.5, edges with half the support from the data will be 
included in the network. Edges are included in a network if they satisfy: 

Pr 𝑖; 𝑗 𝑺! > 𝜃! 𝑖; 𝑗 . (3) 
Since information on the condition-specificity of known interaction is generally not available, 

incorporating known interactions into GDN inference could potentially decrease the divergence 
between GDNs, hence, the sensitivity of the EDDY algorithm to detect pathways with condition-
specificity. The specific effect of prior weight (𝑤!) on the sensitivity of EDDY will be discussed 
in the Results section. 

Considerations: As opposed to data-derived edges, prior edges can have a direction, 
indicating, for example, the influence of one gene on another. While it is straightforward to 
incorporate the direction of an edge into EDDY, this may conflict with the acyclic requirement of 
Bayesian networks. For the computations in this work, directionality was determined not to create 
cycles. In addition, prior edge encompasses many types of interactions such as catalysis or 
phosphorylation. It also may describe various degrees of influence from explicitly controlling a 
state change to simply being a neighbor gene. For the work described here, we excluded these so-
called “neighbor” interactions. In future work, we may 
examine a nuanced means of weighting other types of 
interactions. 

2.3.  Estimating divergence between two conditions-
specific probability distributions of GDNs 
The empirical estimate of the probability distribution, 
Pr 𝐷 𝑺! , is yielded from bootstrapping samples and 
the construction of GDNs as described above. Once 
the probability distribution of dependency network 
structures Pr 𝐷 𝑺!!  and Pr 𝐷 𝑺!!  are computed, the 
divergence between the conditions 𝐶!  and 𝐶!  is 
measured using the Jensen-Shannon (JS) divergence 
and the statistical significance is estimated using a 
permutation test. See (15) for more detail, and the 
overall workflow is shown in Fig. 2. 

2.4.  Topological analysis of Differential Dependency 
Network (DDN) 
GDNs constructed for condition C1 and C2 are 
summarized into differential dependency networks 
(DDNs) where each edge is annotated as C1-specific, 
C2-specific, or common. While these condition-
specific dependencies can be used to identify potential 

 
Figure 2. Workflow of knowledge-assisted 
EDDY 
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targets, the DDN often comprises hundreds of edges, rendering the prioritization of those 
dependencies non-trivial. We utilize the topological analysis of EDDY-derived DDNs to discern 
biologically important signaling nodes.  These nodes could play important roles in biological 
signaling, hence, promising targets. For each node i, we will compute the normalized betweenness 
centrality metrics, 𝑔 𝑖|𝐷!!  and 𝑔 𝑖|𝐷!!  for GDNs, 𝐷!!  and 𝐷!! , respectively (17). The 
regularized difference 

𝛿!" 𝑖 𝐶!,𝐶! = ! !|!!! !! !|!!!
! !|!!! !! !|!!! !!

, (4) 

where η is a regularization parameter, is then used to assist in prioritization of genes. 
2.5.  Comparison to Knowledge-fused Differential Dependency Network (KDDN) 
The KDDN (Knowledge-fused Differential Dependency Network) model (18; 19) extends the 
DDN method by incorporating prior knowledge into its regularized linear regression problem with 
sparse constraints, where the level of prior knowledge, 𝑤!, is a parameter taking value in [0, 1] to 
adjust the degree of prior-knowledge integration into the determination of differential dependency. 
We compare the results of knowledge-assisted EDDY against KDDN’s results. KDDN does not 
aggregate differential dependencies of genes in a gene set and assign a score to a gene set as 
EDDY does, but focuses on individual differential dependencies. Hence, we focus on those 
pathways enriched with differential dependencies, identified by EDDY, and compare 
corresponding differential dependency networks between two methods. 

3.  Results 
3.1.  Data, Gene Sets and Analysis 
We used the gene expression data of 202 glioblastoma multiforme (GBM) samples assigned with 
GB subtype from TCGA to identify pathways enriched with differential dependency between 
mesenchymal (58 samples) and non-mesenchymal samples, and between proneural (57 samples) 
and non-proneural samples. The gene expression data were log-transformed, standardized, and 
quantized prior to EDDY analysis. The gene sets queried for the analysis were 472 gene sets in 
REACTOME category of MSigDB. We then mined known interactions from Pathway Commons 
2 (http://www.pathwaycommons.org) and matched these to all pairings in the REACTOME gene 
sets for prior knowledge incorporation. To investigate the effect of the degree of prior knowledge 
in identifying condition-specific dependencies, the prior weights 𝑤! = 0, 0.5, and 1 were used. 
𝑤! = 0 specifies no influence of the known gene interactions in GDN inference and all edges in 
inferred GDN requires full support from the data, and 𝑤! = 1 makes inferred GDN include all the 
known interactions unconditionally. When 𝑤! = 0.5, dependencies with known interactions are 
added with half the support from the data. 
3.2.  Pathways identified by knowledge-assisted EDDY  
Across three different prior weights (𝑤! = 0, 0.5, and 1.0), EDDY identified 57 pathways with 
statistically significant divergence between mesenchymal (MES) and non-mesenchymal for at 
least one of the weights, and 75 pathways between proneural (PN) and non-proneural. Table 1 
presents a subset (24 pathways) of 57 mesenchymal-specific pathways, and Table 2 a subset (38 
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pathways) of proneural-specific 75 pathways, based on their biological interest (bold-faced) or p-
value (𝑤! = 0.5) < 0.05. For each pathway, we include the number of genes in the pathway, p-
values, PD (the proportion of newly discovered dependencies, ED, compared to the total number of 
edges in GDN, ED+EP) and PC (the proportion of condition-specific dependencies, EC, compared 
to total edges, EC+ES), for different prior weights. As 𝑤! increases, more known interactions are 
added to GDN without condition-specificity, and this has three possible effects.  First, condition-
specific edges with weak support from data can gain support from the prior weighting, thereby 
increasing PC while reducing PD. Second, condition-specific edges with prior support can lose 
specificity and hence, result in reduced PC.  Finally, the loss of condition-specific edges can reduce 
the diversity of networks in the score distribution, having the indirect effect of increasing the 
influence of the surviving condition-specific edges on the divergence calculation. Indeed, we 
observe a consistent decrease in the number of networks in the distribution as we increase prior 
weight. As a result of these competing effects, p-value does not correlate with prior weight, even 
when examined over the finer variation of 0.1 (data not shown). However, we did note that the 
number of pathways with statistically significant divergence tends to decrease with prior weight – 
28, 20 and 16 pathways with statistically significant divergence between mesenchymal and non-
mesenchymal, and 39, 36 and 28 pathways between proneural and non-proneural, as the prior 
weight increases from 0 to 0.5 to 1.0.  

Table 1: A subset of the REACTOME pathways with significant differential dependency between GB mesenchymal 
and non-mesenchymal. PD gives the proportion of newly discovered dependencies over the total number of edges in 
GDN and PC the proportion of condition-specific dependencies over total number of edges. Systematic ID from 
MSigDB is used instead of full pathway for shorten description. Mapping from Systematic IDs for bold-faced 
pathways are provided in Table 3 and Table 4, and in Appendix at the end for the rest of pathways. 

Systematic #  p-value  PD = ED/(ED+EP) PC = EC/(EC+ES) 
ID genes wp=0 wp=0.5 wp=1 wp=0 wp=0.5 wp=1 wp=0 wp=0.5 wp=1 

M760 27 0.0165 0.1314 0.2416 0.37 
  

0.72 
  M5113 29 0.1839 0.0173 0.4192 

 
0.47 

  
0.59 

 M13748 34 0.1406 0.0299 0.0049 
 

0.51 0.45 
 

0.66 0.34 
M9271 33 0.0122 0.0304 0.2399 0.77 0.66 

 
0.75 0.68 

 M506 23 0.0223 0.0478 0.1954 0.20 0.13 
 

0.81 0.59 
 M17157 19 0.0084 0.1605 0.6331 0.51 

  
0.77 

  M764 21 0.0019 0.1777 0.3609 0.73 
  

0.83 
  M571 38 0.6392 0.2754 0.0305 

  
0.58 

  
0.49 

M9694 31 0.7833 0.0026 0.0705 
 

0.04 
  

0.35 
 M1051 16 0.2921 0.0035 

  
0.33 

  
0.57 

 M875 41 0.2310 0.0053 0.9018 
 

0.58 
  

0.76 
 M612 23 0.3943 0.0104 0.8191 

 
0.30 

  
0.59 

 M552 14 0.1828 0.0111 0.6727 
 

0.19 
  

0.58 
 M3634 13 0.0091 0.0191 

 
0.50 0.39 

 
0.86 0.53 

 M1062 21 0.1057 0.0222 0.1714 
 

0.11 
  

0.36 
 M932 19 0.1187 0.0266 0.0606 

 
0.64 

  
0.79 

 M16702 19 0.7982 0.0292 0.6791 
 

0.39 
  

0.61 
 M1016 14 0.3862 0.0348 0.0561 

 
0.47 

  
0.66 

 M1662 23 0.2844 0.0354 0.2397 
 

0.33 
  

0.64 
 M6034 12 0.0568 0.0391 0.1070 

 
0.92 

  
0.64 

 M17787 18 0.2575 0.0426 0.7349 
 

0.69 
  

0.33 
 M7169 39 0.0082 0.0427 0.1184 0.85 0.81 

 
0.80 0.76 
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M901 35 0.0136 0.0427 0.0933 0.37 0.29 
 

0.72 0.56 
 M10122 13 0.3501 0.0433 0.6130 

 
0.05 

  
0.47 

 
Table 2:  A subset of the REACTOME pathways with significant differential dependency between GB proneural 
and non-proneural. 

Systematic #  p-value  PD = ED/(ED+EP) PC = EC/(EC+ES) 
ID genes wP=0 wP=0.5 wP=1 wP=0 wP=0.5 wP=1 wp=0 wp=0.5 wp=1 

M647 16 0.0020 0.0017 0.0014 0.89 0.83 0.78 0.93 0.94 0.72 
M530 37 0.0648 0.0022 0.4847 

 
0.25 

  
0.68 

 M1092 14 0.0154 0.0071 0.0072 0.87 0.79 0.78 0.90 0.84 0.71 
M549 12 0.0335 0.0114 0.8563 0.25 0.16 

 
0.82 0.65 

 M1040 19 0.0141 0.0151 0.0463 0.59 0.52 0.51 0.51 0.43 0.23 
M13408 21 0.1654 0.0202 0.0242 

 
0.43 0.40 

 
0.65 0.33 

M714 38 0.0112 0.1503 0.5874 0.56 
  

0.75 
  M570 44 0.0440 0.2321 0.5892 0.56 

  
0.78 

  M947 25 0.0045 0.0000 
 

0.11 0.07 
 

0.87 0.68 
 M9450 12 0.3631 0.0007 

  
0.39 

  
0.68 

 M860 28 0.1070 0.0011 0.0704 
 

0.20 
  

0.68 
 M12967 35 0.0534 0.0013 0.0395 

 
0.09 0.07 

 
0.58 0.06 

M936 30 0.0050 0.0020 0.0684 0.67 0.48 
 

0.86 0.73 
 M15243 10 0.0559 0.0029 

  
0.00 

  
0.58 

 M1075 31 0.0135 0.0040 0.1367 0.39 0.29 
 

0.88 0.74 
 M846 36 0.2413 0.0052 0.5402 

 
0.22 

  
0.69 

 M1662 23 0.0026 0.0059 0.1335 0.48 0.36 
 

0.86 0.73 
 M801 11 0.0274 0.0061 0.8040 0.50 0.38 

 
0.75 0.58 

 M899 39 0.1676 0.0073 0.1689 
 

0.48 
  

0.76 
 M769 10 0.1899 0.0103 0.7851 

 
0.43 

  
0.93 

 M13115 27 0.0144 0.0122 0.2782 0.03 0.02 
 

0.77 0.64 
 M12627 11 0.0001 0.0139 

 
0.00 0.00 

 
0.86 0.72 

 M564 10 0.1861 0.0152 0.7291 
 

0.19 
  

0.48 
 M10272 11 0.0758 0.0168 0.0001 

 
0.54 0.50 

 
0.72 0.40 

M11184 15 0.0242 0.0180 0.0070 0.88 0.86 0.85 0.75 0.69 0.64 
M719 15 0.1317 0.0190 0.1944 

 
0.06 

  
0.71 

 M794 13 0.0326 0.0215 0.3349 0.61 0.49 
 

0.82 0.69 
 M1014 11 0.3598 0.0232 

  
0.03 

  
0.63 

 M907 11 0.0022 0.0273 0.7901 0.63 0.52 
 

0.68 0.65 
 M837 27 0.4998 0.0273 0.4145 

 
0.39 

  
0.74 

 M918 13 0.0023 0.0285 0.7926 0.63 0.52 
 

0.68 0.65 
 M704 44 0.1173 0.0287 0.2284 

 
0.21 

  
0.66 

 M1016 14 0.1716 0.0359 0.2208 
 

0.35 
  

0.76 
 M3661 22 0.0774 0.0416 0.0697 

 
0.35 

  
0.73 

 M15195 30 0.0953 0.0432 0.0659 
 

0.42 
  

0.70 
 M661 30 0.2166 0.0448 0.4245 

 
0.28 

  
0.65 

 M583 18 0.0162 0.0453 0.1178 0.59 0.43 
 

0.81 0.65 
 M1825 11 0.0229 0.0488 0.0961 0.50 0.37 

 
0.93 0.89 

  

3.3.  Biological Significance of Selected Signaling Pathways Identified by EDDY 

3.3.1.  Condition-specificity of Integrin αIIb β3 signaling in mesenchymal GB 
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EDDY analysis of mesenchymal vs non-mesenchymal GB show significantly different (p = 
0.0165 at 𝑤!  = 0.5) dependency network for INTEGRIN_ALPHAIIB_BETA3_SIGNALING 
(M760; http://bit.ly/1Dlgidx). This pathway is representative of biological mechanisms of 
adhesion in platelets, but there are proteins that participate in other signaling process in a diverse 
array of tissues and diseases. The class dependent DDNs show interesting differences in the state 
of this pathway’s genes in mesenchymal vs. non-mesenchymal GB. DDN and GDNs in Figure 3 
show that mesenchymal GB loses dependency on the cell surface integrins ITGA2B (betweenness 
normalized difference, 𝛿!"=-0.83‡, rank, 𝑅!!"=2) and ITGB3 (𝛿!"=-0.65, 𝑅!!"=7). Activation of 
ITGA2B/ITGB3-RAP1A-PTK2 signaling axis induces glioma cell proliferation (20). There is also 
a shift in the dependencies around SRC kinases between mesenchymal and non-mesenchymal GB 
samples with no SRC dependency evidence in mesenchymal samples but with new dependencies 
developed for Csk (𝛿!"=0.12), also a member of Src-family kinase. In previous work, it is also 
demonstrated that Src family kinases plays very important role in migration and invasion cancer 
cells (21). Lastly, there is dependency shift in intracellular signaling effectors for integrins in the 
mesenchymal samples as evidenced by the 𝛿!"  of PTPN1 (𝛿!" =0.84, 𝑅!!" =1), APBB1IP 
(𝛿!"=0.70, 𝑅!!"=6), SYK (𝛿!"=0.43, 𝑅!!"=11), RAP1B (𝛿!"=0.49, 𝑅!!"=9). These molecules 
have known roles in immunologic cell function, particularly cells of the monocytic origin (22-25). 
Mesenchymal GB samples have an appreciable amount of microglial (brain resident monocytic 
cells) cell infiltration that can be detected by RNA expression data (26), and it is interesting that 
EDDY appears to be detecting differential dependencies in molecules important for microglial 
function. In summary, this DDN demonstrates a differential wiring of ITGA2B/ITGB3 signaling 
network in mesenchymal vs non-mesenchymal GB. Functional validation of such differential 
wiring could help identifying novel nodes of vulnerability for treatment of subtype specific GB. 

3.3.2.  Condition-specificity of PI3K events in ERBB2 signaling in proneural GB 
Another example of differential network dependency is illustrated in the analysis of proneural vs. 
non-proneural samples of GB. An example significant dependency network (p = 0.044 at 𝑤! = 0) 

                                                
‡ The full data for the betweenness centrality and their difference between GDNs are not shown due to the space 

constraint. However, the betweenness centrality is indicated by the size of nodes in the GDNs. 

 
Figure 3: (a) DDN, (b) GDNMES, and (c) GDNnon-MES of Integrin αIIb β3 signaling (M760) pathway 
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is PI3K_EVENTS_IN_ERBB2 Signaling (M570; http://bit.ly/1I87dUt). This pathway highlights 
the signaling events from ERBB2, add associated family members, signal down through PIK3CA 
to AKT and mTOR signaling (Figure 4). There is a shift in the dependency of the ERBB signaling 
receptors between the proneural and non-proneural with a lessened dependency in the proneural. 
This is consistent with the observation that the proneural subtype of GB seems to be more reliant 
on PDGFRA signaling than signaling through ERBB2 (𝛿!"=0.77, 𝑅!!"=4) and EGFR (𝛿!"=0.71, 
𝑅!!"=7) (27). However, PIK3R1 (𝛿!"=0.60, 𝑅!!"=10) does show differential dependency in 
proneural samples, which agrees with observation of enrichment of PIK3R1 mutations in 
proneural samples (27). This may suggest that PIK3R1 mutations drive PIK3CA based signaling 
rather than PIK3CA mutations or ERBB alterations in the proneural subtype. It may also argue 
that PI3K signaling may needs to be targeted differently in different subtypes of GB.  
3.4.  Comparison to KDDN 
Since KDDN does not aggregate score and p-value for pathway as EDDY does, we first identify 
pathways enriched with differential dependency, and apply KDDN to the same data set using the 
same prior knowledge for comparison.  We used KDDN Cytoscape plug-in with parameters 𝜆! set 
to 0.2, 𝜆! to 0.05, and 𝛿 to 0.1, the default settings. The results are summarized in Tables 3 and 4. 

With the default settings, kDDN identifies fewer edges than EDDY. Nevertheless, the general 
trend is that EDDY and kDDN find more than twice as much agreement in condition-specific 
edges than disagreement (selecting edges for opposite conditions). Varying λ1 and λ2 can increase 
the number of kDDN edges to approach those found by EDDY, but we sought a consistent 
approach to setting these parameters for fair comparison, rather than fitting agreement ad hoc. A 
key difference between the two applications is that EDDY identifies both condition-specific and 
shared edges for both conditions. When we include these edges, the overlap improves somewhat, 
but in general, the alignment between kDDN and EDDY is not substantial. We attribute this 
disagreement to the enhanced sensitivity of the EDDY method in assessing significance over a 
distribution of network scores. This might raise a concern for potential false positive discoveries 
by EDDY. However, our previous analysis of EDDY with simulation data indicates the false 
positive rate for EDDY is low, which is also supported by low PD (< 0.5) in Table 1 and Table 2 – 

	
Figure 4: (a) DDN, (b) GDNPN, and (c) GDNnon-PN of PI3K events in ERBB2 signaling (M570) pathway 
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majority of edges identified by EDDY are known interactions. We leave more comprehensive 
comparisons between EDDY and kDDN or other similar methods to our future study. 

Table 3:  A comparison of DDNs found by EDDY and KDDN for GB mesenchymal. EDDY queries selected specific 
gene sets depending on prior weight, 𝑤!. Statistics for the two networks are common dependencies ES and condition-
specific dependencies EC for EDDY, and condition-specific dependencies EK for KDDN. The last column represents 
concordance between KDDN and EDDY DDN, specifically |[EC1∩EK1]∪[EC1∩EK1]| where ECi, represents Ci-specific 
edges identified by EDDY and EKi represents Ci-specific edges identified by KDDN.  

REACTOME Pathway (PN) ID 𝑤! |ES| |EC| |EK| concordance 
INSULIN_RECEPTOR_RECYCLING M506 0.0 25 108 28 8 

INSULIN_SYNTHESIS_AND_PROCESSING M764 0.0 15 75 22 7 
INTEGRIN_ALPHAIIB_BETA3_SIGNALING M760 0.0 41 104 34 9 

PURINE_METABOLISM M9271 0.0 62 190 63 21 
PYRUVATE_METABOLISM M17157 0.0 16 54 53 6 

GLUCONEOGENESIS M13748 0.5 96 183 41 12 
GLYCOLYSIS M5113 0.5 105 149 35 11 

INSULIN_RECEPTOR_RECYCLING M506 0.5 80 115 28 7 
PURINE_METABOLISM M9271 0.5 94 197 63 21 

GLUCONEOGENESIS M13748 1.0 205 106 41 7 
NUCLEAR_SIGNALING_BY_ERBB4 M571 1.0 185 180 65 19 

Table 4:  A comparison of DDNs found by EDDY and KDDN for GB proneural 
REACTOME Pathway (PN) ID 𝑤! |ES| |EC| |EK| concordance 

ACTIVATED_POINT_MUTANTS_OF_FGFR2 M647 0.0 4 57 5 3 
DOWNREGULATION_OF_ERBB2_ERBB3_SIGNALING M549 0.0 5 23 8 3 

FGFR1_LIGAND_BINDING_AND_ACTIVATION M1092 0.0 5 47 5 3 
G1_S_SPECIFIC_TRANSCRIPTION M1040 0.0 33 35 8 3 

PI3K_AKT_ACTIVATION M714 0.0 61 186 58 19 
PI3K_EVENTS_IN_ERBB2_SIGNALING M570 0.0 78 271 83 31 

ACTIVATED_POINT_MUTANTS_OF_FGFR2 M647 0.5 4 61 5 3 
DOWNREGULATION_OF_ERBB2_ERBB3_SIGNALING M549 0.5 15 28 8 2 

ERK_MAPK_TARGETS M13408 0.5 53 99 27 12 
FGFR1_LIGAND_BINDING_AND_ACTIVATION M1092 0.5 9 48 5 3 

G1_S_SPECIFIC_TRANSCRIPTION M1040 0.5 44 33 8 3 
NEGATIVE_REGULATION_OF_FGFR_SIGNALING M530 0.5 130 271 48 26 

ACTIVATED_POINT_MUTANTS_OF_FGFR2 M647 1.0 19 50 5 3 
ERK_MAPK_TARGETS M13408 1.0 108 54 27 5 

FGFR1_LIGAND_BINDING_AND_ACTIVATION M1092 1.0 17 41 5 3 
G1_S_SPECIFIC_TRANSCRIPTION M1040 1.0 61 18 8 2 

4.  Discussion 

Expression profiling and whole genome sequencing from hundreds of GB specimens by 
TCGA has revealed a broad spectrum of genetic alterations and discrete expression signatures and 
subtypes (27; 28). However, the issue of how to best target these molecular subtypes using 
pharmacological agents remains to be addressed. An obstacle in identifying subtype-specific drug 
vulnerabilities is how genetic alterations and gene expression affect wiring of key signaling 
networks that drives tumor phenotype (29). In this work we demonstrated that using knowledge-
assisted EDDY, it is possible to identify subtype specific network wiring and gene dependencies, 
which may be used to identify subtype specific drug vulnerabilities.  
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Finally, we have recently started an implementation of the EDDY algorithm on a GPU, which 
has shown dramatic acceleration. Besides making computations faster and allowing for the 
running of larger datasets, we envision a prior weight optimization over the number of condition-
specific edges. Additionally, experimental validation of highlighted differences is a main priority 
in the future. We have access to cohort of 64 patient derived GB xenografts that include all four 
GBM subtypes and are available to readily deploy to test novel hypothesis indicated through 
EDDY analysis. 
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Appendix 

Systematic	ID	 Pathway	
M10122	 RETROGRADE_NEUROTROPHIN_SIGNALLING	
M1014	 IL_6_SIGNALING	
M1016	 SYNTHESIS_OF_VERY_LONG_CHAIN_FATTY_ACYL_COAS	
M1016	 SYNTHESIS_OF_VERY_LONG_CHAIN_FATTY_ACYL_COAS	
M10272	 IONOTROPIC_ACTIVITY_OF_KAINATE_RECEPTORS	
M1051	 INTEGRATION_OF_PROVIRUS	
M1062	 ANTIGEN_PRESENTATION_FOLDING_ASSEMBLY_AND_PEPTIDE_LOADING_OF_CLASS_I_MHC	
M1075	 INWARDLY_RECTIFYING_K_CHANNELS	
M11184	 ENDOGENOUS_STEROLS	
M12627	 DOPAMINE_NEUROTRANSMITTER_RELEASE_CYCLE	
M12967	 MRNA_3_END_PROCESSING	
M13115	 G_PROTEIN_ACTIVATION	
M15195	 MAPK_TARGETS_NUCLEAR_EVENTS_MEDIATED_BY_MAP_KINASES	
M15243	 GAP_JUNCTION_DEGRADATION	
M1662	 SIGNALING_BY_BMP	
M1662	 SIGNALING_BY_BMP	
M16702	 ACTIVATED_AMPK_STIMULATES_FATTY_ACID_OXIDATION_IN_MUSCLE	
M17787	 GLUCURONIDATION	
M1825	 REGULATION_OF_INSULIN_SECRETION_BY_ACETYLCHOLINE	
M3634	 CASPASE_MEDIATED_CLEAVAGE_OF_CYTOSKELETAL_PROTEINS	
M3661	 FGFR_LIGAND_BINDING_AND_ACTIVATION	
M552	 PROLACTIN_RECEPTOR_SIGNALING	
M564	 MEMBRANE_BINDING_AND_TARGETTING_OF_GAG_PROTEINS	
M583	 RIP_MEDIATED_NFKB_ACTIVATION_VIA_DAI	
M6034	 SEROTONIN_RECEPTORS	
M612	 CIRCADIAN_REPRESSION_OF_EXPRESSION_BY_REV_ERBA	
M661	 SIGNALING_BY_FGFR1_MUTANTS	
M704	 SIGNALING_BY_FGFR_MUTANTS	
M7169	 NCAM1_INTERACTIONS	
M719	 SHC1_EVENTS_IN_EGFR_SIGNALING	
M769	 ELEVATION_OF_CYTOSOLIC_CA2_LEVELS	
M794	 ACTIVATION_OF_CHAPERONES_BY_ATF6_ALPHA	
M801	 ACTIVATION_OF_CHAPERONE_GENES_BY_ATF6_ALPHA	
M837	 CREB_PHOSPHORYLATION_THROUGH_THE_ACTIVATION_OF_RAS	
M846	 FRS2_MEDIATED_CASCADE	
M860	 SHC_MEDIATED_CASCADE	
M875	 NETRIN1_SIGNALING	
M899	 IL1_SIGNALING	
M901	 GLOBAL_GENOMIC_NER_GG_NER	
M907	 CALNEXIN_CALRETICULIN_CYCLE	
M918	 N_GLYCAN_TRIMMING_IN_THE_ER_AND_CALNEXIN_CALRETICULIN_CYCLE	
M932	 SYNTHESIS_SECRETION_AND_INACTIVATION_OF_GLP1	
M936	 TRAF6_MEDIATED_IRF7_ACTIVATION	
M9450	 PLATELET_ADHESION_TO_EXPOSED_COLLAGEN	
M947	 INHIBITION_OF_VOLTAGE_GATED_CA2_CHANNELS_VIA_GBETA_GAMMA_SUBUNITS	
M9694	 ACTIVATION_OF_THE_PRE_REPLICATIVE_COMPLEX	
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INTEGRATING GENETIC AND STRUCTURAL DATA ON HUMAN PROTEIN KINOME IN 
NETWORK-BASED MODELING OF KINASE SENSITIVITIES AND RESISTANCE TO 

TARGETED AND PERSONALIZED   ANTICANCER DRUGS  

GENNADY M. VERKHIVKER† 

Department of Computational Biosciences, Schmid College of Science & Technology, Chapman 
University, One University Drive, Orange CA 92866,USA  

Department of Pharmacology, University of California San Diego, 9500 Gilman Drive, San Diego CA 
92093, USA 

Email: verkhivk@chapman.edu 

The human protein kinome presents one of the largest protein families that orchestrate 
functional processes in complex cellular networks, and when perturbed, can cause various 
cancers. The abundance and diversity of genetic, structural, and biochemical data underlies 
the complexity of mechanisms by which targeted and personalized drugs can combat 
mutational profiles in protein kinases. Coupled with the evolution of system biology 
approaches, genomic and proteomic technologies are rapidly identifying and charactering 
novel resistance mechanisms with the goal to inform rationale design of personalized   kinase 
drugs. Integration of experimental and computational   approaches can help to   bring these 
data into a unified conceptual framework and develop robust models for predicting the 
clinical drug resistance.  In the current study, we employ a battery of synergistic 
computational approaches that integrate genetic, evolutionary, biochemical, and structural   
data to characterize the effect of cancer mutations in protein kinases.  We provide a detailed 
structural classification and analysis of genetic signatures associated with oncogenic 
mutations. By integrating genetic and structural data, we employ network modeling to 
dissect mechanisms of kinase drug sensitivities to oncogenic EGFR mutations. Using 
biophysical simulations and analysis of protein structure networks,  we show   that 
conformational-specific  drug binding of Lapatinib may elicit resistant mutations in the EGFR  
kinase that are linked with the ligand-mediated changes in the residue interaction networks 
and   global network properties of key residues that are responsible for structural stability of 
specific functional states.  A strong network dependency on high centrality residues in the 
conformation-specific Lapatinib-EGFR complex may explain vulnerability of drug binding to   
a broad spectrum of mutations and the emergence of drug resistance. Our study offers a 
systems-based perspective on drug design by unravelling complex relationships between 
robustness of targeted kinase genes and binding specificity of targeted kinase drugs. We 
discuss how these approaches can exploit advances in chemical biology and network science 
to develop novel strategies for rationally tailored and robust personalized drug therapies. 
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1.  Background 

The era of  significant scientific breakthroughs and technological advancements in genetics 
and biology has brought to clinical settings personalized health care that has the capacity to 
detect the onset of disease at its earliest stages and preempt the progression of disease. The 
comprehensive cancer genome characterization efforts have refined our understanding of 
specified genes responsible for development and progression of tumors1. Several 
malignancies are associated with the mutation or increased expression of protein kinases, 
including lung, breast, stomach, colorectal, head and neck, and pancreatic carcinomas and 
glioblastoma2. Tumor sequencing efforts have identified a rich source of naturally occurring 
mutations with many being simple single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in protein 
kinases. A subset of these SNPs occurs in the coding regions (cSNPs) of kinases and result in 
a change in the encoded amino acid sequence (nonsynonymous coding SNP; nscSNPs).   
Genome studies  have revealed the importance of “driver” somatic alterations that activate 
crucial oncoproteins such as EGFR, BCR-ABL, and other kinase genes. Mutations in these 
protein kinases are often implicated in many cancers and exemplify the phenomenon of 
‘oncogene addiction,’  according to which the effects of driver genomic  alterations  are  
pivotal for tumor  proliferation and have a selective advantage for the formation of the 
tumor during somatic cell replication3.    Oncogene dependencies induced by genetic 
alterations in BCR-ABL, KIT, EGFR and other  kinase genes are well known and have provided 
decisive clinical proof of principle for the genomics-informed  drug discovery of kinase 
drugs4. Although tumor dependencies driven by dominant oncogenes could respond to  
targeted therapies,  clinical responses to single agents are often followed by the 
development of drug resistance. The tumor dependency concept   is especially relevant to 
understand mechanisms of acquired resistance, where resistant mutations,   seemingly 
developed due   to drug treatment,   may instead represent evolutionary selection of cell 
subpopulations which harbor preexistent somatic mutant variants   which confers a primary 
resistance to these cells and provides them with a selective advantage. The spectrum of lung 
cancer EGFR mutations can induce oncogenic transformation by leading to constitutive 
kinase activity of EGFR and confer markedly different sensitivity to EGFR inhibitors5. The 
most common reported mutations are the deletion of five exon-19 residues and   the exon-21 
substitution L858R in the catalytic domain of EGFR6. Together, these mutations correspond 
to more than 90% of the activating EGFR mutations observed in non-small-cell lung cancer 
(NSCLC). While T790M has only a modest effect on EGFR function, a tandem of T790M and 
L858R mutations can result in a dramatic enhancement of EGFR activity.  More than 200 
activating and drug resistance EGFR mutations with different clinical responses to   tyrosine 
kinase inhibitors have been reported7 and molecular mechanisms of mutation-induced 
kinase activation have been extensively discussed8.  

Gefitinib and Erlotinib are orally effective protein-kinase targeted inhibitors that are 
used in the treatment of ERBB1/EGFR-mutant lung cancer. Afatinib is another EGFR-
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targeted kinase drug approved by the FDA for the first-line treatment of patients with 
metastatic NSCLC whose tumors have EGFR exon 19 deletions or exon 21 (L858R) 
substitutions. Lapatinib, a small molecule tyrosine kinase inhibitor of both EGFR and 
HER2/ErbB2 is now also approved for advanced HER2-amplified breast cancer9. Structural 
and biochemical studies have characterized the inhibition of intrinsic catalytic activity of 
EGFR and HER2/Erbb2 variants by Lapatinib using a diverse array of enzymatic and cell-
based assays10,11.  Cell-based EGFR resistance mutation screens have demonstrated that 
Lapatinib produced the broadest mutation spectra of any of the EGFR-targeted drugs tested 
in in vitro system, with a number of Lapatinib-specific resistant mutations clustered around 
the selectivity pocket and the EGFR-A-loop12.  The association between EGFR mutations and 
differential drug sensitivity suggested that genetic EGFR alterations and corresponding 
changes in structural and interaction profiles of the EGFR kinase domain render tumors 
sensitive to selective inhibitors.    Oncogenic kinases can adopt different mechanisms to   
alleviate negative regulatory processes associated with their intrinsic conformational 
instability. One of them is the recruitment of unstable kinase forms to the Hsp90 system that 
protects abnormally activated kinases in cancer cells13. HSP90 stabilizes viral kinases and 
various mutated oncogenes, including oncogenic EGFR mutants that are dependent on the 
chaperoning function through direct interactions to maintain their stability14. HSP90 
inhibition reduces mutant EGFR levels and activity, suggesting a viable EGFR inhibition 
strategy. Crystallographic studies15 have   supported this mechanism by showing that the 
catalytic domains of the EGFR-L858R and EGFR-L858R/T790M oncogenic mutants can 
adopt   flexible inactive conformations that may facilitate conformational release from the 
autoinhibitory state. This may be exploited by   the Hsp90 chaperone to bind the unstable 
mutant conformations and promote an accumulation of a constitutively active form. 
According to the newly emerging paradigm, kinase inhibitors may exert their primary effect 
by “arresting” the kinase domain in the   specific inactive form, thereby depriving the Hsp90 
system from access to unstable conformational states and preventing uncontrollable 
accumulation of the active form16. 

The abundance and diversity of genetic, structural, and biochemical data underlies the 
complexity of mechanisms by which targeted and personalized kinase agents can combat 
mutational profiles in EGFR kinase.  We employ a battery of synergistic computational 
approaches that integrate genetic, biochemical, and structural   data to characterize the 
effect of cancer mutations in protein kinases. We show that binding specificity and drug 
resistance of EGFR drugs may be linked with the global network properties of key residues 
that are responsible for structural stability of specific targeted conformations. The results of 
this study offer a network-based perspective on drug design of targeted and personalized 
kinase drugs, showing how the efficiency and robustness of the interaction networks may be 
associated with kinase binding preferences and emergence of resistant mutations. 
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2.  Methods 

2.1.  Data mining  

Protein kinase sequences were obtained from Kinbase (http://kinase.com/kinbase/). 
Common SNPs were retrieved from PupaSNP and dbSNP using the Ensembl data mining tool, 
Biomart (http://www.ensembl.org/Homo_sapiens/martview). The disease causing SNPs 
were retrieved from OMIM, KinMutBase, and  HGMD databases. We used  all  kinase  gene 
entries referenced in NCBI and SwissProt database, and 7955 unique SNP entries 
corresponding to these kinase genes as they are referenced in NCBI. These unique SNP 
entries include 3722 synonymous, 3985 missense, 75 nonsense and 173 frameshift 
mutations. We have also gathered 780 OMIM variant entries from NCBI and 3542 SwissProt 
variant entries.  Cancer mutations were retrieved from OMIM   and   COSMIC databases.  
Motif-based alignments of kinase sequences to the catalytic core  were first generated by 
implementation of the Gibbs motif sampling method. This method identifies characteristic 
motifs for each individual subdomain of the kinase catalytic core, which are then used to 
generate high-confidence motif-based Markov chain Monte Carlo multiple alignments based 
on these motifs17. The  nsSNPs  were  then mapped  to the kinase catalytic domain in 
accordance with  this alignment. Cancer driver predictions were performed by using  the 
SVM approach as described in the earlier work18. 

2.2.   Somatic mutation distributions  and driver mutation hotspots in protein kinome 

Functionally important subdomains of the kinase catalytic core were  examined to determine  
the distribution of nsSNPs and  identify  structurally conserved hotspots of functionally 
important mutations.  The  number of  SNPs in each of the subdomains was calculated from 
the structure-informed multiple sequence alignment.  The expected probability E(p) of a SNP 
occurring in a kinase subdomain region was calculated separately for each SNP type. In brief, 
the average length of each region was calculated as the weighted average of the region 
length in each kinase considered, where weights correspond to the total number of SNPs 
occurring within each kinase. The probability of a SNP occurring within a particular region 
purely by chance was computed as its weighted average length over the sum of every 
region's weighted average length.  The probability (p-value) of the observed total number 
(x) of SNPs occurring within each region, where n is the total number of SNPs considered, 
was calculated using the general binomial distribution. The average length of each sub-
domain was calculated as the weighted average of the region length in each kinase 
considered, where weights correspond to the total number of SNPs occurring within each 
kinase. The probability of a SNP occurring within a particular region purely by chance was 
computed as its weighted average length divided by the sum of every region’s weighted 
average length.  The probability (p-value) of the observed total number of SNPs occurring 
within each region was then calculated using the general binomial distribution.   Cancer 
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mutant predictions and analysis were performed as described in previous studies21.  A 
support vector machine (SVM) was trained upon common SNPs (presumed neutral) and 
congenital disease causing SNPs characterized by a variety of sequence, structural, and 
phylogenetic parameters. The threshold taken for calling a SNP a driver is 0.49 for catalytic 
domain mutations, and 0.53 for all other mutations.   

2.3.  Network modeling of residue interaction networks in protein kinases 

Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations were carried out using NAMD 2.6 with the 
CHARMM27 force field19.   The binding free energies and computational alanine scanning of 
kinase-drug complexes were done  using MM-GBSA approach20.  A graph-based 
representation of proteins was used in  the protein structure network analysis,  where 
residues were considered as nodes and edges correspond to the nonbonding residue-residue 
interactions.  The pair of residues with the interaction strength ijI  greater than a user-
defined cut-off minI are connected by edges and produce a protein structure network graph 
for a given interaction strength minI .  The strength of interaction between two amino acid 
side chains is  

100
( )

ij
ij

i j

n
I

N N
= ×

×
 (1) 

where ijn  is number of distinct atom pairs between the side chains of amino acid residues i  
and j   that lie within a distance of 4.5 Å. iN  and jN   are the normalization factors for 
residues  i  and j   respectively21. We considered any pair of residues to be connected if  minI  
was greater than 3.0%.   A weighted network representation of the protein structure is 
adopted that   includes non-covalent connectivity of side chains and residue cross-
correlation fluctuation matrix22. In this model, the weight ijw of an edge between nodes i  

and j  is measured as log( )ij ijw C= −   where ijC  is the element of the covariance matrix 
measuring the cross-correlation residue fluctuations obtained from MD simulations.  The 
shortest paths between two residues are determined using the Floyd–Warshall algorithm.  
We computed the residue-based betweenness which is defined as the sum of the fraction of 
shortest paths between all pairs of residues that pass through residue i : 
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where jkg  denotes the number of shortest geodesics paths connecting j  and k , and ( )jkg i  is 
the number of shortest paths between residues j  and  k  passing through the node in .   
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3. Results 

3.1. Structural and functional signatures of cancer mutations in protein kinases 

Genetic variations in protein kinase genes   are widely spread across both phylogenetic and 
structural space,  and only a subset of all SNPs could be  directly mapped to the kinase 
catalytic domain (Figure 1A). We   constructed the distribution of various SNPs categories 
that could be mapped onto the 12 functional subdomains (SDs) of the kinase catalytic core  
(Figure 1B).  Structural mapping of sSNPs resulted in a uniform coverage of kinase 
subdomains,   showing only a weak preference towards SD II  which has  no obvious 
functional role in kinase regulation.  The distribution of nsSNPs    pointed to the preferential  
bias towards specific  functional regions.  Functionally important P-loop (SD I), hinge region 
(SD V), catalytic loop (SD VIB), and A-loop (SD VII) along with the P+1 loop region (SD VIII)  
are more densely populated The catalytic domain of protein kinases harbors a large number 
of SNPs falling into three major categories: common and neutral SNPs; inherited disease 
causing germline SNPs; and cancer causing SNPs. By compiling and mapping a total of 355 
common SNPs, 428 inherited disease causing SNPs, and 541 cancer associated SNPs we 
found a statistically significant enrichment of different categories of SNPs in  specific l 
regions of the catalytic domain (Figure 1C). Common nsSNPs are randomly distributed 
within the catalytic core, only sparsely populating functional segments of the catalytic core, 
such as the catalytic or  A-loops, whereas these nsSNPs more densely occupy evolutionary 
unconserved regions of the C-terminal tail. The disease-causing nsSNPs  primarily mapped 
to the regions involved in regulation and substrate binding, such as the APE-loop and the 
P+1 region, as well as the catalytic loop (Figure 1C). Cancer-associated nsSNPs tend to target 
regions directly involved in the catalytic activity that are mainly localized in the P-loop, A-
loop and catalytic loop. The distribution of kinase nsSNPs across functional kinase 
subdomains  suggested that the kinase regions that are enriched in different types of SNPs  
are markedly different  and have only a minimal overlap.  The distribution  revealed a 
preference for cancer-causing nsSNPs to  populate  primarily the A-loop (SDVII)  and the P-
loop (SD I). The functionally important for substrate and protein binding P+1 loop are 
enriched largely  in disease-associated mutations,   but not cancer-causing mutations.   These 
results  indicated that disease-associated mutations   could primarily affect the kinase 
regions involved in functional regulation, allosteric interactions and substrate binding23.  

Kinome-wide analysis of sequence and structure-based signatures of cancer mutations  
revealed that  a significant number of  cancer mutations could  fall at structurally equivalent  
positions within the catalytic core.  These structurally conserved mutations tend to cluster 
into specific mutational hotspots which may be shared by multiple kinase genes. We  
classified cancer mutation hotspots which had been identified as a frequent target of 
tumorigenic activating mutations. Cancer mutation hotspots in protein kinases are largely 
localized within the P-loop, hinge region, and A-loop (Figure 1).  
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Figure 1. The distribution of  nsSNPs   in the catalytic core (A,C). The catalytic domain was subdivided 
into 12 subdomains (B) with some subdomains corresponding to functional regions : SD I (P-loop);  
SDIII(αC-helix);  SDV (hinge region);  SDVIB (catalytic loop);    SDVII (A-loop) ;  SDVIII (P+l loop). 
(B)Structural mapping is shown for  common nsSNPs , disease-causing nsSNPs , and cancer-causing 
nsSNPs.  (D) Structural localization of  driver mutations is   mapped onto the crystal structure of the  
active EGFR (pdb entry  2J6M).  Structural annotation of cancer driver mutations is arranged 
according to their oncogenic  potential.  The higher the oncogenic potential of the  cancer drive, the 
larger the ball denoting  structural  position of the respective mutation. 

3.2  Structural  bioinformatics analysis of oncogenic kinase mutants:  distinct  structural 
signatures of  Hsp90-dependent kinase clients are associated with oncogenic potential 

Oncogenic kinase mutants may rely on the Hsp90 dependence for the maintenance of 
stability and accumulation of the constitutively active form. In particular, Hsp90 function  is 
essential to maintain high-level expression of mutant EGFR in lung cancer cells14.  We 
performed  kinome-wide structural bioinformatics analysis of chaperone-regulated kinases 
(Figure 2). The proteomics-based client annotation (Figure 2A) was compared against 
structure-based mapping of the Hsp90-Cdc37 kinase clients (Figure 2b).  Structural  coupling  
of the catalytic DFG motif and the regulatory αC-helix is recognized as central in  controlling 
kinase  activity  and   dynamic equilibrium between the inactive (DFG-out/αC-helix-in), the 
Cdk/Src-like inactive (DFG-in/αC-helix-out) and the active kinase forms (DFG-in/αC-helix-
in).  Although many of the Hsp90 kinase clients can occupy evolutionary different branches 
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of the human kinome, we found they share a common Cdk/Src- type structural arrangement 
of their inactive functional states.  The Cdk/Src-like inactive structures shared   by the Hsp90 
kinase clients are unified by a common structural   determinant   whereby the regulatory αC-
helix is moved to a αC-out conformation and forms autoinhibitory clamp with the A-loop,   
thus preventing the formation of the catalytically competent active kinase.   

 

Figure 2.   The distribution of the Hsp90-dependent protein kinase clients in the human kinome. (A)  
Kinome mapping of Hsp90-Cdc37 clients discovered in proteomic-based studies16 is depicted.  The 
kinases that are found to be downregulated by Hsp90 inhibition in the experimental profiling are 
shown in yellow (confirmed kinase clients) and red (novel kinase clients from proteomics studies16). 
(B) Structure-based mapping of the Hsp90-Cdc37 kinase clients.  The Cdk/Src kinase clients are 
marked in blue filled spheres. A high density of the Cdk/Src clients in the TK, TKL, STE, CAMK, and 
CMGC groups of the human kinome tree is highlighted by blue circles.  The second category of kinase 
clients is characterized by active structures stabilized through allosteric interactions (green spheres).   

According to our analysis, oncogenic  kinase mutations in the conserved hotspots (A-
loop),  may  perturb the constraints  keeping the αC-helix-out  in the rigid inactive position,  
and allow the A-loop to assume  an extended active  conformation (A-loop open) that is seen 
in the as  crystal structures of the EGFR-L858R   and  EGFR-L858R/T790M  mutants15. These 
Cdk/Src-like active conformations that can be adopted by oncogenic mutants are far more 
flexible and unstable. As a result, they may be sequestered by the Hsp90 to promote 
uncontrollable transformation and accumulation of the constitutatively active state for 
kinase cancer mutants. 
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3.3   Integrating genetic and structural data on oncogenic EGFR mutations: modeling of 
thermodynamic and networking signatures of targeted drug binding  

By using   MD simulations and MM-GBSA binding free energy simulations, we evaluated the 
thermodynamic effect of oncogenic EGFR mutations on different conformational states of 
EGFR (Figure 3A).  Our results showed that oncogenic mutations L747P, L747S, L858R and 
L861Q can destabilize the rigid autoinhibitory   structure that is thermodynamically 
favorable in the wild-type EGFR24. Strikingly, oncogenic mutations L747P/S, L858R and 
L861Q seemed to favor a highly flexible Cdk/Src –active conformation   and marginally 
destabilize the active conformation. As a result, EGFR mutations with a high oncogenic 
potential may destabilize the dormant autoinhibitory structure. These mutations may induce 
fast equilibrium between flexible Cdk/Src-like active conformation and active structure that 
could lead to uncontrollable activity, which is a “deadly” signature of cancer mutations. The 
major Lapatinib-resistant mutations with the high oncogenic potential occurred in the 
residues that do not directly contact ligand.  L747 is located at a loop adjacent to αC-helix; 
V765 and V769 are at or near the C-terminal portion of αC-helix, and T790is at the 
gatekeeper position in the ATP binding site.  Of the remainder, N857 is located in helix D, 
T854 forms the base of the ATP binding site, L858 and H870 are in the A-loop (Figure 3). To 
determine the thermodynamic contribution of the EGFR residues to Lapatinib binding and 
identify energetic hot spots susceptible to mutations, we performed free energy simulations 
and computational alanine scanning (Figure 3B). First, we found that only some Lapatinib-
interacting residues corresponded to cancer mutation hotspots, suggesting that escaping 
binding interactions with the drug via mutations may not be a primary mechanism that 
drives emergence of   Lapatinib-resistant mutations.   The energetic hot spots of Lapatinib 
binding that corresponded to  cancer mutation drug-resistant EGFR  sites  included L718, 
L777, L788, T790 (gate-keeper), and T854 residues.   However, the EGFR mutations of high 
oncogenic potential that can render differential sensitivity to Lapatinib such as L747, L858, 
and L861 make   fairly moderate contributions to binding energetics that could not explain 
high resistance.  These results suggested that the mechanism of Lapatinib-induced somatic 
mutations may rather be associated with the intrinsic stability of the Cdk/Src inactive EGFR 
structure that binds Lapatinib10-12.  Several hypotheses have suggested that the mechanism 
of Lapatinib-induced somatic mutations is linked with a conformation-specific mode of 
Lapatinib binding to an inactive EGFR  structure11,12 as drug resistant cancer mutations may 
stabilize the  constitutively active EGFR form and thus interfere with the drug binding. To 
test this mechanism, we evaluated organization of the residue interaction networks and 
structural stability of  EGFR states.  The stability of the inactive EGFR conformation targeted 
by Lapatinib  is  mediated by interaction networks formed by  high centrality residues  F723 
(P-loop),  αC-helix (V765, M766, and V769), the αC-β4-loop (L774), the HRD motif (H835, 
D837), DFG motif (D855, F856) and L858 (A-loop) (Figure 3C, Table 1). The central result of 
the network analysis showed that although some somatic mutations may emerge in residues 
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with medium centrality, Lapatinib-resistant cancer mutations can be developed in high 
centrality sites that determine interaction network of the specific EGFR form (Table 1). Due 
to their central position in the structural network, mutations of V765 and V769  (αC-helix) 
and L858 (A -loop) can  severely compromise  the integrity of the interaction network by 
weakening or dissolving the central autoinhibitory lock   between   the P-loop/A-loop  
interactions  holding the αC-helix  in the inactive position. Targeted mutations of   these high 
centrality sites could disrupt   allosteric coupling between functional regions, leading to the 
weakening and fragmentation of the residue interaction network.  A strong network 
dependency on high centrality residues may explain a broad spectrum of Lapatinib-resistant 
mutations that are located away from the inhibitor, near the αC-helix and in the A-loop. 
Hence,  residue centrality may be used as a metric for assessing severity of drug resistance 
mutations and differentiating between highly resistant and moderately resistant positions.   

 

Figure 3.   Structure-based network modeling of EGFR cancer mutations and drug binding. (A)  Free 
energy changes caused by oncogenic mutations in different conformational states of EGFR. (B) 
Computational alanine scanning of binding site residues in the Lapatinib-EGFR complex (pdb id 
1XKK). (C) The residue centrality profile of Lapatinib-EGFR complex (in blue). EGFR mutations are 
shown in green diamonds and Lapatinib-resistant oncogenic mutations are shown in red diamonds. 
(D) Structural mapping of EGFR cancer mutations (blue spheres) on the crystal structure of 
Lapatinib-EGFR complex (green ribbons).  Mapping of Lapatinib-resistant mutations (indicated by 
arrows) on the crystal structure of Lapatinib-EGFR complex colored according to structural stability. 
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Table 1: Structure-based network  analysis of the EGFR kinase domain and Lapatinib-EGFR complex.  
Structural region  and network centrality of  functional  EGFR residues  targeted by  cancer mutations 
and  drug resistant mutations are reported.   
 

Residue Residue# Betweenness Mutation Exon Kinase/segment/spine 
Leu 718 0.03230 L718P Exon 18 β1 strand 
Gly 719 0.05586 G719A/C/R/S Exon 19 Gly-rich P-loop 
Leu 747 0.10818 L747S/P Exon 19 β3-αC loop 
Val 765 0.07211 V765M Exon 20 αC-helix 
Val 769 0.10593 V769L Exon 20 

 
αC-helix 

His 773 0.08204 H773L Exon 20 αC-β4 loop 
Cys          775             0.06188 C775F/R/Y Exon 20 αC-β4 loop 
Arg 776 0.09576 R776S/C/H/P/L Exon 20 αC-β4 loop 
Leu 777 0.07761 L777Q/P/M Exon 20 αC-β4 loop(R-spine) 
Cys 781 0.03448 C781F Exon 20 β4 strand 
Leu 788 0.06048 L788V/I/F Exon 20 β5 strand 
Thr 790 0.12979 T790M/A Exon 20 β5 strand 

 Gly 810 0.01939 G810S/D/A Exon 20 αD-αE loop 
Asn 816 0.03781 N816K Exon 20 αE-helix 
Val 845 0.06473 V845M/A/L Exon 21 β7strand (C-spine) 

 Thr 847 0.05199 T847I/A/K Exon 21 β7strand 
Thr 854 0.07392 T854A/I/A Exon 21 β7strand 

 Leu 858 0.10864 L858R/Q/K/V/M Exon 21 Short helix/A-loop 
Lys 860 0.05991 K860T/E/I Exon21 Short helix/A-loop 
Leu 861 0.07540 L861Q/R/E/F/K/P Exon 21 Short helix/A-loop 
His 870 0.01914 H870R/N/Y Exon 21 A-loop 
Arg 889 0.06413 R889S Exon 22 A-loop 
Ile 965 0.04496 I965S/N Exon 23 αI-helix 

 
Our study suggests that binding of selective and personalized kinase agents can be linked 

with the robustness of the residue networks in kinase structures.  We have found that 
selective EGFR inhibitors  with preferential binding  to  specific inactive conformations, such 
as Lapatinib,  could be vulnerable to  a broad spectrum of resistant mutations    pointing to a 
“dark side” of  targeted agents that reflects the inherent conflict between the efficiency and 
robustness of  kinase drugs. The association of   network properties with    kinase regulation 
and drug binding suggests that residue interaction networks   may be reorganized and 
specifically tailored   through therapeutic  agents targeting high centrality residue nodes. 
Integration of genetic, biochemical and structural data in the unified framework of protein 
structure networks and systems biology may help to understand and rationally exploit  the 
complex relationships between robustness of targeted genes and binding specificity of 
personalized drugs.  
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Association studies have shown and continue to show a substantial amount of success in identifying links between 
multiple single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) and phenotypes. These studies are also believed to provide insights 
toward identification of new drug targets and therapies. Albeit of all the success, challenges still remain for applying and 
prioritizing these associations based on available biological knowledge. Along with single variant association analysis, 
genetic interactions also play an important role in uncovering the etiology and progression of complex traits. For gene-
gene interaction analysis, selection of the variants to test for associations still poses a challenge in identifying epistatic 
interactions among the large list of variants available in high-throughput, genome-wide datasets.  Therefore in this study, 
we propose a pipeline to identify interactions among genetic variants that are associated with multiple phenotypes by 
prioritizing previously published results from main effect association analysis (genome-wide and phenome-wide 
association analysis) based on a-priori biological knowledge in AIDS Clinical Trials Group (ACTG) data. We approached 
the prioritization and filtration of variants by using the results of a previously published single variant PheWAS and then 
utilizing biological information from the Roadmap Epigenome project.  We removed variants in low functional activity 
regions based on chromatin states annotation and then conducted an exhaustive pairwise interaction search using linear 
regression analysis. We performed this analysis in two independent pre-treatment clinical trial datasets from ACTG to 
allow for both discovery and replication. Using a regression framework, we observed 50,798 associations that replicate at 
p-value 0.01 for 26 phenotypes, among which 2,176 associations for 212 unique SNPs for fasting blood glucose 
phenotype reach Bonferroni significance and an additional 9,970 interactions for high-density lipoprotein (HDL) 
phenotype and fasting blood glucose (total of 12,146 associations) reach FDR significance. We conclude that this method 
of prioritizing variants to look for epistatic interactions can be used extensively for generating hypotheses for genome-
wide and phenome-wide interaction analyses. This original Phenome-wide Interaction study (PheWIS) can be applied 
further to patients enrolled in randomized clinical trials to establish the relationship between patient’s response to a 
particular drug therapy and non-linear combination of variants that might be affecting the outcome. 
 
Keywords: PheWAS; PheWIS; genetic interactions; Epistasis; ENCODE; Roadmap Epigenome; Pharmacogenomics; 
Clinical Trials; Annotations; prior biological knowledge; 
 
1. Introduction 

Investigating the precise response of antiretroviral therapies given to patients is an important area of 
research. Previous studies have discovered interesting single gene effects as well as genetic 
interaction effects associated with response to anti-retroviral medications1,2 in the AIDS Clinical 
Trials Group (ACTG) data (https://actgnetwork.org/). A recently published Phenome-wide association 
study (PheWAS)2 showed a number of variants associated with a list of 27 highly curated and 
transformed (for normal distribution) phenotypes collected in baseline model of AIDS clinical 
trials3,4. Thus, this unique clinical trials dataset and the analyses performed earlier provide a backbone 
for performing epistatic interactions analyses among variants and genes that might be associated with 
multiple drug response phenotypes. 
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A wealth of data are being generated from speedy advancements in genotyping and 
sequencing technologies, thus providing opportunities to investigate not only single gene effects but 
also non-linear combined genetic effects of these variants. Genome wide association studies (GWAS) 
have been proven to detect many SNPs associated with multiple diseases or traits. These variants 
discovered by GWAS can only explain small proportion of genetic risk corresponding to the problem 
of “missing heritability”5. One conceivable explanation of missing heritability is the existence of 
genetic interactions or epistasis5 and the evidence for genetic interactions has been observed in both 
humans and model organisms6. Efficient identification of epistatic interactions is also an important 
biological problem because unlike GWAstudies, gene-gene interaction studies are not yet fully 
equipped to produce reproducible results most importantly due to the combinations of pairwise 
models that are generated from each individual study. Additionally, testing for two or multi-way 
interactions still remains a challenge due to overhead of computing resources and also due to 
correction for false positives for each test performed. Thus, filtration of variants based on prior 
biological knowledge is used frequently in the search for epistasis7. Many studies have shown that 
filtration of variants based on strong and marginal main effects as determined by the data can be 
useful in detecting interactions8. Combining the main effect filtration method along with filtration 
based on prior-biological knowledge has also been proven to increase the power to detect epistatic 
interactions9–11.  

The Roadmap Epigenome has provided high-resolution genome wide interaction maps based 
on the chromatin accessibility, histone modifications, DNA methylation and mRNA expression across 
127 epigenomes12,13. These data can be used as a great resource of prior biological information for 
filtering variants based on the activity of the genomes as defined by chromatin states14. Annotations 
of variants associated with disease traits from the NHGRI GWAS Catalog15 have shown that 81% of 
variants associated with a disease can be annotated into one of the functional regulatory elements 
using ENCODE data where functional here refers to any biochemical activity as identified from at 
least one of the cell lines from ENCODE 12,14. Roadmap epigenome data is collected from an even 
larger list of epigenomes and thus provide an extensive and more detailed map of regulatory activity 
of the genome.  

In this study, we intended to use this extensive knowledge about regulatory elements as 
criteria to filter variants based on their functional activity before performing interaction testing rather 
than the more traditional approach of prioritizing variants based on their activity after conducting 
analysis. This will reduce the multiple testing burden and increase interpretability.  In the remaining 
sections, we explain our proposed analytic pipeline for Phenome-wide interaction study (PheWIS), its 
application to the pre-treatment ACTG datasets, and a series of highly significant gene-gene 
interactions associated with baseline clinical variables.  We show that combination of biological 
knowledge and main effect filtering provides a high-throughput, comprehensive pipeline to address 
the architecture of complex traits. This method can clearly be applied to patients from on-treatment 
imminent clinical trial data to generate hypothesis for epistatic gene-gene interactions that could 
influence drug response and treatment design. 
 
2. Materials and Methods 
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2.1 Genotype and Phenotype data 

ACTG data from treatment-naïve patients has been previously reported16–20. We used the same dataset 
as described in the pilot PheWAS conducted on ACTG data that consisted of 27 pre-treatment 
laboratory measurements (shown in supplementary table 1 at 
ritchielab.psu.edu/publications/supplementary-data/psb-2016/phewis) that have been normalized by 
appropriate transformations.  From all 27 phenotypes, 26 were used as independent variables and one 
phenotype (CD4 T-cell counts) was used as a covariate due to its known confounding effect in HIV 
patients21. This dataset consisted of 2547 genotyped participants which were imputed in three phases 
based on a separate immunogenomics project22. Phase I and II were combined together (Discovery 
dataset), which consisted of 1366 samples and Phase III consisted of 1181 samples (Replication 
dataset) as described in detail in pilot PheWAS2. Supplementary Table 2 Lists the information on 
samples used in both the discovery and replication dataset along with the demographic information on 
these samples.  
 
2.2 Annotation and Filtration of variants 

The pilot PheWAS analysis reported 10,584 variants that replicated at p-value <0.01 with the same 
direction of effect across two datasets. We took all of these variants that passed the replication criteria 
in the pilot PheWAS and annotated them using Biofilter23. Biofilter is a unified framework that 
consists of data from multiple resources such as KEGG, GENCODE, RegulomeDB, etc. We added 
Roadmap Epigenome posterior probability data for 25 chromatin states averaged across all 127 
epigenomes as a new source to Biofilter. We annotated variants with the help of Biofilter by 
specifying the Roadmap Epigenome as the single source to be used to annotate variants in order to 
remove any redundancy from similar sources such as RegulomeDB24 or HaploReg25 which also 
contain data from ENCODE project12.  

We used the 25-state chromatin models data published on the Roadmap epigenome website 
(http://egg2.wustl.edu/roadmap/web_portal/imputed.html#chr_imp). The roadmap epigenome 
posterior probability raw data is a map of the human genome where the genome is divided into 200 
base pair regions (chunks) and thus there are 15,478,375 total numbers of chunks of the genome (for 
human genome build 37) for which probabilities for each 25 states are provided. We combined 
posterior probabilities from 127 epigenomes (tissues/cell types) in Roadmap Epigenome data by 
doing an average across all values to calculate posterior probability of each state for each 200bp 
region. State with highest probability was then assigned to each region. Careful investigation of these 
data suggested that many consecutive chunks are annotated as the same chromatin states. Thus we 
dynamically combined chunks together to yield a larger contiguous region of the genome, thereby 
reducing the total number of chunks. In order to combine the consecutive chunks, we used a rule of 
80% where the two chunks were combined and annotated as the same state if the probability of the 
same state in consecutive chunk is 80% or greater.  

To get an estimate of the total number of regions for each chromatin state in a genome-wide 
study, we choose to look at approximately 5M variants from Illumina Omni5 platform as that is one 
of the largest genotyping chips. Table 2 provides an overall estimate of each chromatin state and the 
total number of regions combined dynamically for all variants genotyped on Illumina Omni5 chip 
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(http://www.illumina.com/products/humanomni5-quad_beadchip_kit.html). We picked the Omni5 
chip to show a large number of variants that can be covered with their respective chromatin states 
from the genotyping chips available. To get a better overview of variants on genotyping chips that are 
known to be associated with a disease using NHGRI GWAS catalog15, we also mapped these variants 
on Omni 5 chip to GWAS catalog (accessed May 2014) using Library of Knowledge Integration 
(LOKI) database in Biofilter and looked at how all variants in each state are associated with one or 
more disease from GWAS catalog. Table 2 also represents the number of times each chromatin state 
is represented in the NHGRI GWAS catalog as being associated with a disease. 
 
10,584 variants from the pilot PheWAS were annotated using the same approach described above. 
Figure 1 shows the proportion of variants in each of the 25 states. To filter these variants based on the 
activity of each region (corresponding to chromatin states), we removed any variants that fell in 
Chromatin State 25 (Quiescent/Low State) because as described in Roadmap epigenome, 
predominantly most of the inactive regions fall under quiescent state (approximately 40% of inactive 
region) and this state is represented on an average in 68% of the genome13. This annotation followed 
by filtration step resulted in 1776 variants that were further considered for association testing.  
 

Table 2. Estimate of chromatin states from Illumina Omni5 genotyping chip and number of chromatin states in variants 
mapping to GWAS catalog that are associated with a disease. Here each 200 base pair region of the genome is combined 

together dynamically when the next region is represented as same state with at least 80% posterior probability. 
State Description #Occurrences in Omni5 

Chip 
#Occurrences in 
NHGRI GWAS 

Catalog 
S1 Active TSS 6803 18 
S2 Promoter Upstream TSS 21901 51 
S3 Promoter Downstream TSS 1 22854 65 
S4 Promoter Downstream TSS 2 9007 24 
S5 Transcribed 5' preferential 90330 175 
S6 Strong transcription 42687 102 
S7 Transcribed 3' preferential 225664 449 
S8 Weak transcription 207773 404 
S9 Transcribed Regulatory (Prom/Enh) 15920 47 

S10 Transcribed 5' preferential and Enh 15170 40 
S11 Transcribed 3' preferential and Enh 9022 25 
S12 Transcribed weak Enhancer 19313 46 
S13 Active Enhancer 1 7318 23 
S14 Active Enhancer 2  6947 24 
S15 Active Enhancer Flank 10350 23 
S16 Weak Enhancer 1 8878 25 
S17 Weak Enhancer 2 18104 44 
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S18 Primary H3K27ac possible Enhancer 895 5 
S19 Primary DNAase 19959 48 
S20 ZNF genes and repeats 9211 11 
S21 Heterochromatin 32644 40 
S22 Poised Promoter 3808 12 
S23 Bivalent Promoter 12285 35 
S24 Repressed Polycomb 69906 189 
S25 Quiescent/Low 3289868 5565 

 

 
Figure 1. Distribution of all 25 chromatin states in 10,584 SNPs from the pilot PheWAS study (on left) and the 

proportions of variants used in PheWIS (on right) 
 

2.3 Statistical Analysis 

To test for pairwise interactions among 1773 annotated variants in both discovery and replication 
datasets, all variants were encoded as additive where risk incurred by heterozygous alternate allele is 
half the risk incurred by homozygous alternate alleles. We ran linear regression where a reduced 
model consisted of main effects of all variants adjusted by covariates and a full model consisted of 
main effects and an interaction term for each pairwise SNP-SNP model adjusted by covariates. A 
likelihood ratio test was conducted to obtain the significance of the interaction effect above and 
beyond the main effect of each variant. Below is the mathematical description for the reduced and full 
model: 

Reduced Model: Y= β0 + β1 SNP1 + β2 SNP2   (1) 
Full Model: Y= β0 + β1 SNP1 + β2 SNP2 + β3 SNP1*SNP2  (2) 
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Likelihood Ratio Test: Full Model – Reduced Model  (3) 
 

We used PLATO (http://ritchielab.psu.edu/software/plato-download) to conduct PheWIS in both 
discovery and replication datasets where all 26 phenotypes were calculated simultaneously for each 
pairwise interaction model. We adjusted the analysis by age, gender, CD4 T-cell count (square root) 
and first 5 principal components (to account for genetic ancestry). We also calculated Bonferroni and 
FDR based corrected p-values26,27 for each model tested. Here the models are adjusted for all pairwise 
combination of variants and all phenotypes (40,842,828 tests). We ran the regression analyses 
separately for discovery and replication datasets and then looked for each pairwise combination of 
SNPs associated with the same phenotype to determine if results were replicating across the two 
independent datasets. 
 
3. Results 

Annotation of all 10,584 variants from the pilot PheWAS analysis showed that the majority of 
variants represent state 25 (S25; Quiescent/Low) as shown in Figure 1.Variants detected from GWAS 
are highly enhanced in regulatory regions as illustrated in Table 2 where a large number of variants 
are represented in all 25 states but the majority of variants associated with a disease represent the 
most inactive state “S25”. Since a large proportion of variants known to be associated from GWA 
studies only represent small proportion of genetic risk28 and one of the biggest challenges is in 
understanding the role of the majority of these variants29.  Therefore, prioritizing variants based on the 
affect that they can impose on gene regulation is a crucial step in understanding the associations 
between variants and phenotypes. We aimed this study to focus on only variants that are represented 
in more active states (with state 1 being the most active and state 25 being the least active) with the 
potential for a larger proportion of variance to be explained by these variants. A total of 50,798 SNP-
SNP pair and phenotype results replicate at p-value<0.01. In order to adjust for multiple testing 
burden and to reduce false positives, we required replication between the two datasets based on 
Bonferroni adjusted p-value and False Discovery Rate (FDR) adjusted p-value26,27,30. A total of 2,176 
results replicate for just one phenotype (fasting glucose) based on Bonferroni based correction and 
12,146 results replicated for two phenotypes: fasting glucose and high density lipoprotein (HDL), for 
FDR based correction of p-values. We used Biofilter to again annotate the position of these variants 
with chromatin states and then further annotate each SNP from SNP-SNP pairs with genes. SNPs are 
annotated as genes where the position of a SNP falls within gene boundaries. Therefore, more than 
one SNP can be annotated to same genes. Table 3 presented the distribution of variants from 
Bonferroni and FDR based results for each of the 24-chromatin states. We also looked at the 
expression of top genes in various tissues using GTEx portal31. For HDL results, we looked for 
expression in adipose and liver tissue and for fasting glucose; we looked for expression in the 
pancreas.  

We also mapped all SNP-SNP pairs to genes using Biofilter. Bonferroni significant results 
consisted of 212 unique genes that were mapped to 66 genes and FDR-based significant results 
consisted of 690 unique SNPs that represent 245 unique genes. Details of all replicated results can be 
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found in supplementary material online (supplementary table 3 and 4 at 
ritchielab.psu.edu/publications/supplementary-data/psb-2016/phewis).  
Figure 2 represents the top 30 results for fasting glucose that are less than Bonferroni corrected p-
value 0.01. Each SNP-SNP pair and their corresponding genes are shown along with –log10 (p-value) 
track for both Discovery and Replication datasets. Interactions among the specific chromatin states 
that the SNP falls under are shown on the right side.  Six unique gene-gene pairs are also expressed in 
the pancreas.  Figure 3 shows a circular plot for HDL providing the interaction between the SNPs in 
the genes and the states that the SNPs represent. The genes are colored based on the tissue that they 
are expressed in. Figure 3 also represents the FDR corrected p-values for each SNP-SNP interaction 
pairs. For details on all results that were replicated, please refer to supplementary material online 
(supplementary table 3 and 4 at ritchielab.psu.edu/publications/supplementary-data/psb-2016/phewis) 
 

Table 3. Occurrences of Bonferroni and FDR corrected results in all 24 chromatin states 
State Description #Occurrences 

in Bonferoni 
corrected 

results 

#Occurrences in FDR 
corrected results 

S1 Active TSS 1 4 
S2 Promoter Upstream TSS 6 15 
S3 Promoter Downstream TSS 1 3 14 
S4 Promoter Downstream TSS 2 3 7 
S5 Transcribed 5' preferential 33 118 
S6 Strong transcription 5 24 
S7 Transcribed 3' preferential 38 183 
S8 Weak transcription 80 292 
S9 Transcribed Regulatory (Prom/Enh) 2 4 

S10 Transcribed 5' preferential and Enh 2 10 
S11 Transcribed 3' preferential and Enh 6 7 
S12 Transcribed weak Enhancer 1 11 
S13 Active Enhancer 1 6 12 
S14 Active Enhancer 2  0 2 
S15 Active Enhancer Flank 2 9 
S16 Weak Enhancer 1 1 1 
S17 Weak Enhancer 2 0 6 
S18 Primary H3K27ac possible Enhancer 1 2 
S19 Primary DNAase 2 8 
S20 ZNF genes and repeats 2 5 
S21 Heterochromatin 7 34 
S22 Poised Promoter 0 1 
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S23 Bivalent Promoter 4 20 
S24 Repressed Polycomb 10 27 

 
ç Figure 2.  Synthesis-view plot 
(http://visualization.ritchielab.psu.edu/synthesis_views/plot) 
illustrating interactions among top 30 SNP-SNP pair for 
fasting glucose phenotype. Different color for text 
corresponds to the combination of chromatin states that 
SNP-SNP pairs are mapped to as represented on the right 
axis. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
ç Figure 3. Circular plot representing 
interactions of SNP-SNP pair combined 
based on the genes and the chromatin 
states represented for HDL phenotype. 
Yellow color corresponds to the 
expression of gene in adipose tissue, red 
color corresponds to expression of gene in 
liver tissue and grey color corresponds to 
expression on gene in neither adipose nor 
liver tissues. Lines show the interactions 
between the variants in the genes and 
corresponding states. On right, showing a 
synthesis view plot where FDR p-values of 
both discovery and replication dataset for 
each pair SNP-SNP interactions 
representing unique gene and chromatin 
state is represented. Color for SNP-SNP 
pair corresponds to different combinations 
of interactions among chromatin states 
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4. Discussion 

This study presents a pilot Phenome-wide Interaction study (PheWIS), which is the first of its kind, in 
the AIDS Clinical Trials Group data. With the help of statistical methods to detect genetic interactions 
associated with one or multiple phenotypes, we showed significant interactions for SNPs mapped to 
different chromatin states. The purpose of this study is aimed at mimicking the regulatory genetic 
networks by showing how interactions between two different chromatin states impacted by genetic 
variants are associated with a trait. In this paper, we used a-priori biological information from 
Roadmap Epigenome data to test for variants that represent active chromatin states. Among the top 
associations with Bonferroni p-value<0.01 are the interactions between SEH1L gene and RCL1 gene 
to be associated with fasting glucose. Interactions between these two genes are represented by two 
top-most SNP-SNP interaction pair as shown in Figure 2. In these interactions, the three-chromatin 
states represented are S3 (Promoter Downstream TSS 1), S5 (Transcribed 5’ preferential) and S8 
(Weak Transcription), which suggests interactions among transcribed regions that could be of 
potential interest. SEH1L gene participates in the regulation of glucose transport process 
(GO:0010827) and functional studies in yeast have shown that growth of yeast on glucose media 
requires function RCL132. PheWIS aims at identifying interactions among variants above and beyond 
the main effects of individual variant. Thus, with this approach we are able to identify several known 
and novel interactions that could not be identified with PheWAS alone.  
 
The majority of interactions in the FDR corrected results for HDL show interactions among 
chromatin state 21 (S21; Heterochromatin) and other states.  In Roadmap epigenome data, 
heterochromatin state is mostly represented by constitutive heterochromatin and heterochromatin state 
is highly tissue specific13. Since in this analysis, we combined data from all cell lines to represent all 
25 chromatin states, nothing can be said about the heterochromatin in adipose or liver cell lines. Thus, 
suggesting that in the future, more work would be required to look at these polymorphic regions based 
on the tissue that phenotype is affecting or the tissue using which the study samples are collected. For 
the HDL PheWIS results, one potential interesting interaction is between ARID1B and PEPD genes. 
Peptidase D (PEPD) and ARID1B genes have been known to be associated with HDL33–35. Both of 
these genes are highly expressed in adipose tissue with PEPD being also highly expressed in liver. 
 
There are few limitations in this study. Although after correcting for multiple testing based on 
Bonferroni and FDR methods, we identified many statistical interactions associated with two 
phenotypes; future research is required to understand these novel interaction associations. Next, all 
these results are based on treatment naïve patients enrolled in clinical trials, similar analysis in post-
treatment quantitative phenotypes can help explore more associations that are linked to the side-
effects presented by drugs as well as the benefits of the drug given to patients. Our approach is based 
on averaging across 127 epigenomes from Roadmap data to annotate regions of the genome. With this 
approach, we might have missed useful information on chromatin states that are specific to just one 
tissue type. Future studies can be focused on tissue specific annotation approach or a more 
comprehensive approach where annotations for an active region can be from any one tissue as well 
rather than average across all tissues. Lastly, we only excluded the variants that were mapped to state 
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25 from Roadmap epigenome data whereas future studies could also focus on excluding variants that 
are under represented in more than one states and only including the variants that map to states which 
are over-represented in our data. 
 
5. Conclusions 

We present the first phenome-wide SNP-SNP interaction study in a pharmacogenomics dataset. 
Though this study is on treatment naïve patients, it presents a great framework to look for statistical 
epistasis in a large number of phenotypes, which are collected post treatment. Most of the interactions 
associated with traits in this study are novel and would require more extensive future work to 
understand if any of these associations explain biological processes that are also linked to one or more 
phenotypes.  Methods such as the one proposed for PheWIS will enable researchers to investigate 
more territory in the etiology of complex traits. 
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Understanding community structure in networks has received considerable attention in recent years.
Detecting and leveraging community structure holds promise for understanding and potentially in-
tervening with the spread of influence. Network features of this type have important implications in
a number of research areas, including, marketing, social networks, and biology. However, an over-
whelming majority of traditional approaches to community detection cannot readily incorporate
information of node attributes. Integrating structural and attribute information is a major chal-
lenge. We propose a flexible iterative method; inverse regularized Markov Clustering (irMCL), to
network clustering via the manipulation of the transition probability matrix (aka stochastic flow)
corresponding to a graph. Similar to traditional Markov Clustering, irMCL iterates between “ex-
pand” and “inflate” operations, which aim to strengthen the intra-cluster flow, while weakening the
inter-cluster flow. Attribute information is directly incorporated into the iterative method through
a sigmoid (logistic function) that naturally dampens attribute influence that is contradictory to the
stochastic flow through the network. We demonstrate advantages and the flexibility of our approach
using simulations and real data. We highlight an application that integrates breast cancer gene ex-
pression data set and a functional network defined via KEGG pathways reveal significant modules
for survival.

Keywords: KEGG pathways, logistic regression, community detection, Markov clustering, omics,
survival

1. Introduction

Community structure occurs when nodes exhibit a high-degree of connectivity to each other,
and a lower degree of connectivity to other groups and nodes in the network.1,2 The community
detection problem has been studied extensively in Social Network Analysis (SNA). In the
areas of bioinformatics and computational biology, the problem is also referred to as module
detection or graph clustering.3,4

In a general sense, the community detection problem can be viewed as the clustering of
a network. Classical graph clustering methods inlcude Kernighan-Lin algorithm,5 hierarchical
clustering methods,6 spectral clustering,7,8 Newman and Girvan algorithm,9,10 and modularity-
based algorithms comprise an important class of community detection methods.11–13 Classical
approaches to community detection cannot readily incorporate information of node attributes
and rely solely on network structures. The simultaneous use of attribute and connectivity
information can yield more accurate results and can be leveraged in downstream analysis
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for prediction under attribute or network perturbations. Hanisch et al. derive the distance
matrix by combining the structural and gene profiles distances, but require prior domain
knowledge.14 Zhou et al. represent attributes as additional nodes.15 In this setting, attributes
are restricted to discrete values, and consequently the size and complexity of the graph grows,
and requires accounting of the different types nodes and edges.16 Instead of graph partitioning,
the algorithms of CoPaM17 and DME18 introduces a problem of identifying cohesive patterns or
subnetworks satisfying a density threshold and cohesive constraints.

We have developed a novel community detection method that rely on stochastic flow in
networks. Leveraging robust statistical classification methods, we bridge and simultaneously
model the attribute and structural space. The methods that we propose are highly general-
izable and flexible in their implementation. We showcase their flexibility through simulation
and application that integrates breast cancer gene expression data set with KEGG ontologies
and survival data.

2. Materials and Methods

Briefly, we begin by outlining Markov CLustering (MCL) and regularized Markov CLustering
(rMCL) frameworks, which set the foundation of our approaches.19,20 MCL is based on the
notion that if a group of nodes belongs to the same community, then the stochastic flow from
these nodes will be concentrated towards nodes in that community.19 Performing random
walks on a graph may reveal where flows gather, which suggests potential communities. In
this setting, our focus is on undirected graphs, which have a symmetric adjacency matrix and
have edge interpretations of association (not causation).

MCL algorithms depend on the iteration between two operators expand and inflate, until
convergence, in order to identify communities in the network. Markov clustering utilizes a
stochastic matrix that is initially derived from the adjacency matrix, Aadj ∈ Rn×n of the
graph. The stochastic matrix is defined as the matrix product, M = A0 · D−1, where A0 =

Aadj + I, and D ∈ Rn×n is the diagonal matrix containing the degree information for each
node, D(k, k) = diag (

∑n
i=1A (i, k)). The operations in MCL and rMCL utilize the stochastic

matrix, M , which has columns that can be interpreted as transition probabilities. In the classic
MCL, the expand step at the j + 1th iteration requires a matrix product M̃j+1 = Mj ·Mj.

The inflate operator, M inf
j+1 = Inflate(M̃j+1, r), can be understood as the component-wise

exponentiation m̃(i, j)r, ∀ i, j = 1, . . . , n, where the inflation operator, r, is a constant. Following
inflation, M inf

j+1 is converted to a stochastic matrix, Mj+1, and a new iteration is started.
Importantly, the expand operator alone would give rise to a Markov Chain via a random walk
on the graph. However, due to the inflation operator the process cannot be regarded as a
Markov Chain. Inflation is critical to accentuate strong ties and paths, and deemphasize weak
ones. The inflation constant, r, controls the degree at which this strengthening and weakening
is enforced, and has a direct impact on the cluster formation. Upon convergence of MCL to
steady-state, the stochastic matrix can be understood in terms of attractors. The matrix is
sparse, and the attractors have at least one positive value in their row. The indices of these
positive values, together with the attractor, form the community.

A regularized version of Markov Clustering, rMCL, was proposed and has been shown
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to overcome some fragmentation issues in the communities. The rMCL algorithm follows the
same iterative approach, with an expand step that is replaced by a regularization operation,
Mj+1 = Mj ·M0, where M0 is the initial stochastic matrix formed from the network adjacency
matrix.20 The regularize step ensures that the original structural information is still utilized
for the graph clustering process after the first iteration. Unfortunately, the regularized MCL
does not naturally converge to a steady state with the same desirable interpretations in terms
of community membership. In order to achieve this, at each iteration, a prune step is added
that forces some smaller entries of the stochastic matrix to zero using a heuristic threshold.
The pruning aims to eliminate entries that are small relative to other entries in the matrix.20

2.1. inverse regularized Markov Clustering (irMCL)

We propose a flexible method, inverse regularized Markov CLustering (irMCL), which utilizes
the expand and inflate operators, but relies on an alternative concept of community that
emphasizes the spreading of influence or information in a non-exclusive manner. Our approach
relies on the following modeling assumptions:

(A1) Spreading of information/influence from Node i to Node j will not affect that
from Node i to other nodes, k 6= j.
(A2) Nodes in the same community are influenced or share information from similar
group of nodes.
(A3) Nodes with larger degrees tend to be more influential.
(A4) If an individual is highly influenced by a group of nodes, such influence tends to
be self-amplified.
(A5) Spread of information between nodes with similar attributes is easier, and thus
should be a function of the attributes similarity measures between nodes.

In this model, the community membership of a node is measured by information that flows
into the nodes, as opposed to MCL and rMCL, where a feature is the stochastic flow that
exits this node. Accordingly, we term this procedure “inverse regularized Markov Clustering”
(irMCL). These assumptions naturally give higher weights to nodes in the network with high
degrees and naturally incorporate attribute information in a flexible manner. Similar to MCL,
we denote Aadj ∈ Rn×n as the adjacency matrix of graph G. We define a symmetric spread
matrix as: A = Aadj + I, which defines the graph with the addition of self loops.

Algorithm 1 shows the full details of the irMCL approach. At each iteration, the initial
spread matrix used to regularize. Repeated use of the spread matrix naturally puts more
weight on the high degree nodes in the network (A3), and is unique to our approach. The
same inflation operator as in MCL is used according to assumption (A4). Convergence is
tracked empirically by examining the mean squared difference as the difference between Mj

and Mj−1, defined as
∑n

i=1

∑n
k=1

(
m

(j)
ik −m

(j−1)
ik

)2
/n, where m(j)

ik is the entry of Mj.

The output of this iterative method is a stochastic matrix, where the rows with high
similarity are likely to belong to the same community. In our applications, we utilize complete
linkage, and estimate the similarity using a euclidean distance. Silhouette plots are utilized
for the determination of the number of clusters via average silhouette width.21
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Algorithm 2.1 Feature derivation for inverse Regularized Markov Clustering (iRMCL)
Initialize:
Aadj ∈ Rn×n Adjacency Matrix
A0 = Aadj + I
for k = 1 to n do
D0(k, k) = diag (

∑n
i=1A0 (i, k))

end for
set: r > 1

Repeat until stopping criteria is met
for j = 1 to m do
M̃j ←Mj−1 ·A0

M infl
j = Inflate(M̃j , r)

for k = 1 to n do
Dj(k, k) = diag

(∑n
i=1M

infl
j (i, k)

)
end for
Mj = M infl

j ·D−1
j

end for

Output: Mj for row clustering

2.2. attribute inverse regularized Markov Clustering (airMCL)

The irMCL algorithm is based solely on network connectivity. We propose a natural extension
for clustering of networks that contain nodes with heterogenous attributes. In this setting,
we use the term attribute to loosely to define features of the nodes. In the biological con-
text, this could include, for example, a measurement of a phenotype, gene expression, or
demographic information. The term heterogenous is used to describe the set of attributes de-
fined on the network, which can be continuous or categorical. We call this method attribute
inverse regularized Markov CLustering (airMCL), because it connects the inverse regularized
Markov Clustering (irMCL) approach with statistical classification methods, for the purpose
of community detection in attributed networks.

The link between irMCL and is achieved through use of multiple logistic regression, in
which the attribute information is regressed on the vectorized structure of the network.22

This approach gives rise to probabilistic estimate of association between network structure
and attributes directly, which is embedded into the weights for edges in the spread matrix
for Algorithm 1. Specifically, airMCL relies on vectorized versions of distance matrices, which
reflect the similarity (or lack thereof) between individuals for an attribute or set of attributes.
The distance matrix, D ∈ Rn×n is symmetric, and the entries d(i, j) = d(j, i) convey the
similarity between nodes i and j for a given set of attributes. Consequently, vectorizing the
strict upper triangular portion (not including the diagonal) of these matrices maps the pairwise
information between nodes and attributes into a vectorized space. This set of vectors forms
the set of predictors for the logistic regression modeling.

More formally, let Zk be the vectorized strict upper triangular regions Dk, in the same way
as the vectorization of Aadj. The logistic model is defined as:

log

(
Pr(Y = 1|Z)

1− Pr(Y = 1|Z)

)
= β0 +

p∑
k=1

βkZk, (1)
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where β0 is an intercept term, and β1 . . . βp are the regression coefficients for the vector-
ized attributes. The left hand side of Equation 1 is the log-odds ratio. We can directly
estimate the odds ratio using the estimated coefficients β̂ for each pairwise-relationship:
w = exp

(∑p
k=1 β̂kZk

)
, which is embedded into the weights for edges in the spread matrix

for Algorithm 1.
Implementations rMCL and airMCL are performed in the R programming language

(https://www.r-project.org/). A library airMCL that implements these algorithms will be
made available in the CRAN repository upon publication.

2.3. Simulations

We examine the performance irMCL and airMCL using a variety of network simulations
following the general framework proposed by Girvan and Newman.9 In our simulations, we
consider networks containing 128 nodes that are divided into four communities of 32 nodes
each. Vertices are connected independently and randomly with a probability Pin for those
within the same community, and Pout for vertices in different communities (Pout < Pin). The
probabilities are selected such that the average degree of a vertex is 16. The expected number
of links to a vertex in a different community is defined as zout, while the expected number of
links to a vertex in the same community is defined as zin. Note that the community structure
is less defined (weak) when zout is larger.

Within simulations of different connectivity patterns, we examined single continuous and
categorical attributes, as well as their combination. Categorical attributes in the ith group
were generated from a multinomial distribution:

p(X = x) =

 p, x = i

1− p
3

, x ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}/i

The values of p were set to 0.9, 0.6, 0.3 to mimic strong, moderate, and weak associations to
the network structure, respectively. Note that when p takes large value (0.9), the attribute
X is highly homogeneous within communities. When p is small, however, it implies X has
high variability within each group, and will be less informative for the purpose of community
detection.

A normal distribution, N(µi, 1), was used for continuous attributes of group i. The differ-
ence between means of consecutive groups ∆µ = µi+1 − µi was set at 4, 2, or 0.5, to convey
strong, moderate, and weak levels of association, respectively, between structural and attribute
information. Within the simulation framework, we also set out to determine how sensitive our
methods are to noise in network in the form of missing links. For each scenario, we performed
community detection on the full network, and networks with up to 30% of their links missing
at random. We compared our methods, airMCL and irMCL , with rMCL and a fast-greedy
method.11 We also examined an irMCL-adhoc method, which can be only applied to networks
with single categorical attribute. In this setting, irMCL-adhoc assigns a fixed weight of 0.5
when the two nodes have different attribute values, regardless of the structural relevance.

Mixed attributes were also explored for different combinations of continuous and cate-
gorical levels of association. The mixed attribute simulations described previously were also
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carried out to explore performance for networks varying from well defined communities (small
zout) to poorly defined communities (large zout). The clustering by attribute information alone
is also performed. For continuous attributes, Euclidean distance and hierarchical clustering
with complete linkage is used. For categorical attribute, the attribute value is directly used as
cluster label. For combination of two heterogeneous attributes, the larger average performance
between continuous and categorical is used, because they cannot be combined for clustering.

Performance is assessed using the Adjusted Rand Index (ARI) as a measure of agreement
between two data clusterings.23,24 Let S be a set of n elements and consider two partitions of S
to compare, X = {X1, . . . , Xr} ∈ S and Y = {Y1, . . . , Ys} ∈ S. The ARI assumes the generalized
hypergeometric distribution as the model of randomness, where the two partitions are picked
at random such that the number of classes and clusters are fixed.24 Specifically, letting nij
denote the number of objects in common between Xi and Yj and ai =

∑
j nij, and bj =

∑
i nij,

the ARI is defined as:24

ARI =

∑
ij

(
nij

2

)
− [
∑

i

(
ai

2

)∑
j

(
bj
2

)
]/
(
n
2

)
1
2 [
∑

i

(
ai

2

)
+
∑

j

(
bj
2

)
]− [

∑
i

(
ai

2

)∑
j

(
bj
2

)
]/
(
n
2

) .
For each parameter setting, 100 simulated networks are tested and the standard error is cal-
culated.

2.4. Application to functional genomics

We applied the airMCL method to a breast cancer microarray dataset by Van Der Vijver et
al .25 The data was obtained from the package seventyGenesData available in Bioconductor
(https://www.bioconductor.org/). Our objective was to infer communities using airMCL and
identify those which relate to survival. Briefly, the data consists of 295 tumor samples from
a 295 women with breast cancer. Survival data was also made available for all each patient
in this population. The duration for survival analysis in this study is Time To Metastasis
(TTM). In this study, 101 metastasis events occurred and 194 censored data points.

The input to airMCL requires specification of an adjacency matrix for a corresponding
network and a set of attributes. In our application, we define the network using the KEGG

database.26 The 24, 496 transcripts in the dataset were mapped to KEGG pathways using
Entrez gene identifiers with the Bioconductor annotation package KEGG.db. In order to obtain
a 1: 1 mapping, when several transcripts mapped to a gene, the one with the most variation
across the sample was retained for the modeling. After mapping, the data set consisted of
295 samples and 4, 715 genes that represent nodes in the network. Transcript abundance was
represented by the log10 of the ratio between each sample and the reference RNA.25 The
adjacency matrix (input) was determined through an pathway-based gene network that was
formed by placing links between genes when they are present in the same KEGG pathway.
The functional network consists of 4, 715 nodes (genes) and 883, 557 edges.

Node attributes for the airMCL are defined through a measure of dissimilarity of the gene
expression data. Several dissimilarity options are feasible and we expand on this point in the
discussion. The dissimilarity measure is defined as di,j = 1 − |ri,j |, where ri,j is the Pearson
correlation coefficient between the ith and jth genes. Logistic regression models are fit using
the vectorized pairwise dissimilarity on edges (1 linked, 0 for unlinked pairs) as the predictor,
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and the vectorized adjacency matrix as the response variable. However, the gene network
has 4, 715 nodes, implying more than 11 million observations in the regression. Moreover, the
sparsity of the network gives rise a severe class imbalance. To alleviate the computational
complexity and address imbalance, we randomly selected the unlinked node pairs so as to
have the same number as that of the edges.

Survival analysis is performed on TTM using a Cox proportional hazard model.27 Ben-
jamini and Hochberg method was used to control the false discovery rate.28 A threshold of
P -value< 0.05 was used to identify modules whose overall expression levels are significantly
associated with the time to metastasis. Kaplan-Meier estimates were calculated for each sig-
nificant module based on stratification of the 295 patients into two groups, using the median
overall expression levels of the module. Specifically, wkl = 1

ml

∑ml

i∈cl zik, where wkl is the average
expression level of lth module for kth patient, cl is the set of node index of lth module, and
ml is the number of nodes in this module.

3. Results

Each simulation was run to convergence. Some general trends persisted for the different pa-
rameter and attribute simulations (Figure 1). The overall performance of rMCL was poor,
but relatively stable across missing links and different levels of association between structure
and attribute. This was the case for categorical, continuous, and mixed attribute settings.
When the attribute associations are moderate and weak, fast-greedy shows advantages over
the other methods when the missing links is larger (Figure 1B-C,E-F).

When a categorical attribute is highly relevant to true groups (p = 0.9), the inclusion of
attribute information significantly improved the performance (Figure 1A). In this case, the
airMCL and post-hoc weighting were both useful in boosting performance. The performance
for post-hoc weighting degrades as the attribute association weakens (Figures 1B-C). For con-
tinuous attributes, the airMCL is superior for strong associations across all levels of missing
links (Figure 1D), and is the top-performer for moderate association with fewer missing links
(Figure 1E). When the associations are weak for continuous attributes, airMCL is competi-
tive with irMCL for scenarios with few missing links (Figure 1F). In simulations with multiple
heterogeneous attributes (Figure 2G-I), the airMCL successfully extracts the structurally rel-
evant information and improves the performance over clustering using structural information
only (irMCL).

Tuning the parameter zout in the simulations enables us to test the performance of our
approaches in scenarios where the communities are not well defined. The performance of
irMCL is comparable to fast greedy algorithm, and actually slightly outperforms fast-greedy
under zout ranges from 1 to 6 (Figure 2A-C). In our simulations, large zout represents networks
in which there is poor community structure. The airMCL’s use of attributes offsets this poor
structure and is the top-performing method in these extreme scenarios.

We applied the airMCL method to a breast cancer dataset using a KEGG pathway-based
network and gene expression attributes.25 A correlation-based similarity was utilized for the
attributes, and the estimated coefficient for the logistic regression was −0.7624 and significant.
Convergence was observed 15 iterations. The clustering of the rows of the stochastic matrix was
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Performance on Simulated Data
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Fig. 1. Simulation results for community detection for a categorical attribute (top row), continuous attribute
(second row), and a mixture of a continuous and categorical attributes (third row). Relationships between
categorical attributes and community structure were simulated to be (A) strong, (B) moderate, and (C)
weak, respectively. Likewise, for continuous attributes (D-F). For the mixed attribute simulation the cat-
egorical/continuous relationships between attribute and structure considered were (G) strong/strong, (H)
strong/weak, and (I) weak/strong.

determined using the maximum average silhouette, which was 0.85, and yielded 434 clusters.
Note that the rule of thumb for strong structure is an average silhouette between 0.71− 1.21

Only modules with size ≥ 8 were selected for survival analysis, and the overall activation
status of each module was used for the covariate (see M&M) for predicting TTM. Cox pro-
portional hazard model was used and a multiple testing adjustment was made. A threshold
criteria of P -value< 0.05, both methods yields six modules whose overall expression levels
are significantly associated with the time to metastasis. Table 1 shows the summary of mod-
ules detected and a full listing of module members is available in the Supplement (posted
on https://sphhp.buffalo.edu/biostatistics/news-events/workshops/). The adjusted p-values
in Table 1 are from Cox regression.

In order to utilize the Kaplan-Meier product limit estimator, for each of the six modules,
the 295 patients were split into two groups (low-expression and high-expression) using the
median of overall expression levels as cut-off. The survival curves are shown in Figure 3. Log-
rank tests were used to test the difference between survival curves of high- and low-expression
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Fig. 2. Comparison of the performance of airMCL/irMCL (with/without attributes) with rMCL and fast
greedy method in synthetic networks using adjusted Rand index against zout. The attributes are mixed, which
include attributes with (A) high-relevance categorical (p = 0.9) and high-relevance continuous (∆µ = 4),
(B) high-relevance categorical (p = 0.9) and weak-relevance continuous (∆µ = 0.5), and (C) weak-relevance
categorical (p = 0.3) and high-relevance continuous (∆µ = 4). The horizontal black dashed line indicating the
average ARI using attribute information alone.

Table 1: Breast Cancer Module Summarization

Module Size Pathways represented P -value

1 8 Hedgehog signaling pathway (hsa04340) 0.02195
2 27 Pathway in cancers (hsa05200) 0.02195

MAPK signaling pathway (hsa04010)
Adherens junction (hsa04520)
Regulation of actin cytoskeleton (hsa04810)
Melanoma (hsa05218)
Prostate cancer(hsa05215)
Oocyte meiosis (hsa04114)

3 82 Ribosome pathway (hsa03010) 0.02195
4 25 Cell cycle pathway (hsa04110) 0.02195

Non-homologous end-joining (hsa03450)
5 19 Pathway in cancers (hsa05200) 0.03541

Mismatch repair (hsa03430)
Colorectal cancer (hsa05210)
Small cell lung cancer (hsa05222)
Pancreatic cancer (hsa05212)
Thyroid cancer (hsa05216)

6 35 Proteosome pathway (hsa03050) 0.03614

groups. The unadjusted p-values of log-rank tests are shown in Figure 3.

4. Discussion

The design of airMCL is such that the impact of the attributes on community formation
depends on the strength of the association between attributes and network structure. Conse-
quently, those weak associations are naturally dampened. Our approach is similar to spirit to
the weighting that is done in neural network via an activation function (usually a sigmoid),
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Fig. 3. (A-F) Kaplan-Meier survival plots for modules 1−6. Estimate is based on the partition of the sample
into two groups using median values of overall expression for each module (see methods). Red indicates higher
expression, blue is for lower expression, and the unadjusted P -values for the log-rank tests are shown.

which weights the features in the input layer. In severely weak settings, the airMCL operates
like the irMCL. A challenge attribute information may be irrelevant, or even contradict, the
structure of the network. In our simulations, bringing in attribute with weak signals did not
derail performance (Figure 1C,F,G-I). This is important as it is not up to the user to specify
what attributes are important by weighting, or even eliminating them. In contrast, in the
categorical case, we observed with the ad-hoc weighting can derail performance, especially in
light of weak attribute associations (Figure 1C).

The fit of the logistic model itself reveals the strength of the relationship between attribute
similarity network structure. Examining the regression coefficients (Equation 1) of the model
can guide in model development, e.g., choice of similarity, subsets of features. For example,
hypothesis testing on the coefficients (e.g., H0 : βj = 0) can reveal the significance of the
attribute similarity as a predictor of structure. We have found this useful as a way of selecting
a similarity measure for the attributes.

An important feature of the airMCL approach is that the derived inputs for the logistic
regression can be handled in a flexible manner. If the set of attributes is heterogenous, one can
partition the attributes into multiple subsets, and estimate distance matrices over these subsets
independently. This approach enables a unique choice of similarity measure most appropriate
for the given attribute or set of attributes. Differences in scales, even within variables of the
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same type, can also be managed by subsetting attributes. Collectively, the vectorization of
the different distances would give rise to multiple predictors for the logistic regression.

In the breast cancer application, some of the identified pathways are consistent with that
reported by Van’t Veer et al.,29 such as pathways in cell cycle regulation (Module 4) and signal
transduction (Module 2). In addition, we also found that ribosome pathway is associated with
breast cancer metastasis. This is consistent with the results reported by Belin et al., that
dysregulation of ribosome biogenesis is related to enhanced tumor aggressivity.30 Activation
of hedgehog pathway is also reported in tumors including breast cancers,31,32 and is related to
cancer metastasis.33 Figure 3 shows that module over-expression (red) is often associated with
higher hazards of metastasis. The up-regulation of Module 1 (hedgehog signaling pathway)
is unexpectedly associated with better prognosis. This can be explained by the fact that up-
regulated genes in this module encode inhibitors in this pathway (GAS1, RAB23, and CK1 ),
which is biologically plausible.

In our simulations, we have simulated balanced communities of moderate size. However,
we have also observed good performance, in terms of computational time and accuracy, in the
simulation of balanced larger communities. In the case of unbalanced communities, we have
achieved good performance in moderate sized simulation networks and real social networks.
However, a limitation of our approach is applications to large (1000+ nodes) unbalanced
networks. Addressing this form of scalability will be a direction of future research.

We have focussed on a specific application to gene expression cancer data to showcase our
method. However, the airMCL is generalizable in the sense that it can be used in connection
with data that contains a network structure and a set of attributes. The term attribute can be
loosely defined to encompass demographic information, clinical data, omics data, and combi-
nations of different types of data. The combination of multiple sources of data is known to be
a major challenge, and our approach directly integrates them into the community detection.
Framing the problem of relating the attributes to the structure via classification has several
advantages. Arguably the most important of these advantages is the ability to monitor and
quantify loss. Framing the connection between structure and attributes as a supervised learn-
ing problem enables the use of statistical classification methods. In this work, we outlined the
framework in terms of the classic multiple logistic regression model.22 However, several classi-
fication methods may be more or less suitable depending on the dimension of the graph and
attributes, and also the correlation of predictors. Within the classification methods framework
are opportunities to utilize the bias-variance tradeoff for model and feature selection. This is
a direction of future research, which we anticipate will guide in elimination of extraneous
attributes (and potentially nodes), and protect against overfitting.
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Interactions between drugs, drug targets or diseases can be predicted on the basis of molecular, clinical and ge-
nomic features by, for example, exploiting similarity of disease pathways, chemical structures, activities across cell
lines or clinical manifestations of diseases. A successful way to better understand complex interactions in biomed-
ical systems is to employ collective relational learning approaches that can jointly model diverse relationships
present in multiplex data. We propose a novel collective pairwise classification approach for multi-way data analy-
sis. Our model leverages the superiority of latent factor models and classifies relationships in a large relational data
domain using a pairwise ranking loss. In contrast to current approaches, our method estimates probabilities, such
that probabilities for existing relationships are higher than for assumed-to-be-negative relationships. Although our
method bears correspondence with the maximization of non-differentiable area under the ROC curve, we were able
to design a learning algorithm that scales well on multi-relational data encoding interactions between thousands of
entities. We use the new method to infer relationships from multiplex drug data and to predict connections between
clinical manifestations of diseases and their underlying molecular signatures. Our method achieves promising pre-
dictive performance when compared to state-of-the-art alternative approaches and can make “category-jumping”
predictions about diseases from genomic and clinical data generated far outside the molecular context.

Keywords: Collective classification, multi-relational learning, three-way model, drug-drug interactions,
drug-target interactions, symptoms-disease network, gene-disease network

1. Introduction
Collective relational learning is concerned with data domains where entities like drugs, diseases and
genes are interconnected through multiple relations, such as drug-drug and drug-target interactions or
disease comorbidity.1–4 Since these approaches promote leaps across different data contexts, they are
particularly well suited to model large-scale heterogeneous collections of biomedical data and have
proven especially attractive for estimating binary relations, such as drug-drug interactions. These ap-
proaches take advantage of the relational effects in the data by relying on relationships within one set of
entities when estimating relationships for the other entity set. For example, when predicting drug-target
interactions relational approaches can consider the fact that drugs with similar pharmacological effects
are likely to interact with proteins with similar genomic sequences.1,2,5–7 Another example is mining of
disease data, where relational approaches can benefit from observation that diseases caused by dysregu-
lation of related pathways are likely to have similar clinical manifestation and show sensitivity to similar
chemical compounds.3

State-of-the-art collective relational learning methods rely on latent factor modeling and typically
measure the fit of the models to the data through a regression metric, such as the root mean-squared
error, one-sided linear error or square penalty.3,8–12 The use of this metric in the search for best model
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parameters is especially appealing due to the well explored theory with many statistical guarantees about
the quality of least-squares solutions, efficient procedures for model estimation, and, in some cases, even
the ability to find the optimal estimates. However, it is now widely recognized that approaches optimizing
the error rate, such as the root mean-squared error, can perform poorly with respect to ranking of the
relationships.13,14 This situation gets exacerbated in practice where life scientists focus their attention on
only a small number of predicted relationships between entities, effectively ignoring all but a short list of
most promising predicted relationships. For this reason, it is better to focus on correct prediction of small
but highly likely set of relations than on accurately predicting all, even the irrelevant relationships.15

The predictive task we need to address is ranking where the aim is to rank the relationships according
to their relevance. At first it may appear that learning a good regression model is sufficient for this task,
as a model that achieves perfect regression will also give perfect ranking. However, a model with near-
perfect regression performance may have arbitrarily poor ranking performance. The vice versa also holds
true: a perfect ranking model may give very poor regression estimates.16 The development of prediction
models that optimize for a ranking metric and can accommodate heterogeneous biomedical relations is
therefore a crucial step towards accurate identification of the most promising relationships.

Taking insights from the research reviewed above, we propose a general statistical method that can
estimate relationships between entities, e.g., drugs and diseases, from multi-way data, e.g., drug-drug
interactions and shared human disease symptoms. Our proposed method uses pairwise classification
scheme to directly optimize a ranking metric. It estimates a latent data model, which serves to make
predictions about pairwise entity relationships. The contributions in this work are:

• We present a generic collective pairwise classification (COPACAR) model for multi-way data analy-
sis.a We derive COPACAR model from the maximum posterior estimator for optimal collective pairwise
classification on multi-relational data. We show the analogies between COPACAR and the maximiza-
tion of area under the ROC curve.

• For minimizing the loss function of COPACAR, we propose a learning algorithm that is based on
stochastic gradient descent with bootstrap sampling of training triplets. The in silico experimental
results show that our algorithm has favorable convergence results w.r.t. the number of required al-
gorithm iterations and the size of subsampled data. COPACAR can be easily parallelized, which can
further increase its scalability.

• We show how to apply COPACAR to two challenges arising in personalized medicine. In studies on
multi-way disease and drug data we demonstrate that our method is capable of making category-
jumping inferences,17 i.e. it can make predictions within and across informational contexts.

• Our experiments show that for the task of collective learning on multi-relational disease and drug data,
learning a model with COPACAR outperforms approaches based on tensors and their decompositions.

Below we first overview related approaches for multi-relational learning and tensor decomposition.
We then formulate a novel collective pairwise classification model and discuss the model fitting proce-
dure. We present two case studies where we (1) investigate the connections between clinical manifesta-
tions of diseases and their molecular interactions, and (2) study the interactions between drugs based on
drug-drug and drug-target relationships, structural similarities of the compounds, known pharmacologi-
cal effects and interaction information extracted from the literature.

2. Related Work
Collective learning11 is an umbrella term for the mechanisms that exploit information, such as that on
related classes, additional attributes or relationships between related entities, to support various learning

aThe online repository http://github.com/marinkaz/copacar includes the data and the source code used in this paper as well as
additional material for experiments in a non-biological domain.
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tasks on multi-relational data, like classification, link prediction in networks and association mining. The
literature on relational learning is vast, hence we only give a very brief overview.

Relational learning approaches18 assume that relations between entities arise from the interactions
between intrinsic latent attributes of these entities.10 Until recently, these approaches focused mostly on
modeling a single relation as opposed to trying to consider a collection of similar relations. However,
recently made observations that relations can be highly similar or related3,10–12,19 suggested that super-
imposing models learned independently for each relation would be ineffective, especially because the
relationships observed for each relation can be extremely sparse. We here approach this challenge by
proposing a collective learning approach that jointly models many data relations.

Probabilistic modeling approaches for relational (network) data often translate into learning an em-
bedding of the entities into a low-dimensional manifold. Algebraically, this corresponds to a factorization
of an appropriately defined data matrix.3 A natural extension to modeling of many relations is to stack
data matrices and regard them as a tensor.10,11,20 Another extension to simultaneously learning many re-
lations is to share a common embedding or the entities across different relations via collective matrix
factorization.9,21 An extensive review of tensor decompositions and other relational learning approaches
can be found in Nickel et al.19

Several clustering-based approaches have been proposed for multi-relational learning. These include
classical stochastic blockmodels, which associate a latent class to each entity in a domain; mixed member-
ship stochastic blockmodels, which allow entities to have a mixed clusters membership;22 non-parametric
Bayesian models, which automatically infer the number of latent clusters;8,23 and neural network archi-
tectures, which embed symbolic data representations into a flexible continuous vector space.24 Many
network modeling approaches25–27 try to detect local dependencies among the entities, i.e. nodes, and
accordingly group the nodes from a multiplex network into densely interconnected groups.

Unlike clustering-based approaches, COPACAR has classification capabilities, which come from
model inference based on a pairwise ranking loss. Furthermore, COPACAR uses a factorized model to
estimate interactions between entities, so that we can apply our approach to large data domains. Our
approach also differs from the matrix factorization approach in terms of estimation method: while matrix
factorization models rely on likelihood training, we explicitly try to make the probability for existing
relationships to be larger than for assumed-to-be-negative relationships.

3. Relational Data Modeling
We consider relational data consisting of triplets where each triplet encodes a relationship between two
entities that we call the subject and the object. A triplet 〈Ei,R(k), Ej〉 indicates that relation R(k) holds
between subject Ei and object Ej . We represent a triplet as a matrix element X(k)

ij , where matrix X(k)

encodes relationR(k). We model dyadic multi-relational data as a three-way tensor where two modes are
identically formed by the concatenated entities and the third dimension corresponds to the relations.

Fig. 1 illustrates our modeling method. We assume the data is given as a collection of m partially
observed matrices each of size n×n, where n is the number of entities and m is the number of relationsb.
A matrix element X(k)

ij = 1 denotes existence of a relationship 〈Ei,R(k), Ej〉. Otherwise, for non-existing
relationships, the associated matrix elements are set to zero. Unknown relationships can have a desig-
nated value so that they are ignored during model estimation.

We refer to a triplet also as a relationship. A typical example, which we discuss in greater detail in
the following sections, is in pharmacogenomics, where a triplet 〈Ei,R(1), Ej〉 might correspond to the
interaction between drug i and drug j, and a triplet 〈Ei,R(2), Ej〉 might represent the association of drug
i and drug j through a shared target protein. The goal is to learn a single model of all relations, which can

bNote that unlike established techniques in multi-relational modeling,11 our model does not need a homogeneous data domain.
That is, entities of the first two modes can each be of different type, such as drugs, patients, diseases, etc.
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Least-squares type objective:

This paper:

Fig. 1. A multi-relational data model for collective learning. E1, . . . , En denote the entities, while X(1), . . . ,X(m) encode
the relations in the domain.

reliably predict unseen triplets. For example, one might be interested in finding the most likely relation
R(k) for a given subject-object pair (Ei, Ej). Or, given a relation R(k), one might like to know the most
likely relationships 〈Ei,R(k), Ej〉.

4. Model Description and Theoretical Aspects
Next, we formulate a generic method for collective pairwise classification on multi-relational data. It
consists of the optimization criterion, which we derive by Bayesian analysis using the likelihood function
for the pairwise ranking and the prior probability for model parameters. We also highlight the analogy
between our model and the well known ranking statistic.

We begin with the intuition that a desirable collective learning model, which aims to identify the
most relevant relationships in multi-relational data, should exhibit the property illustrated in Fig. 1 (right,
bottom). The model should aim to rank the relationships rather than to score the individual relationships
as ranking better represents learning tasks to which these models are applied in life and biomedical
sciences. We later demonstrate that accounting for this property is important.

However, a common theme of many multi-relational models is that all the relationships a given model
should predict in the future are presented to the learning algorithm as non-existing (negative) relation-
ships during training. The algorithm then fits a model to the data and optimizes for scoring of single
relationships with respect to a least-squares type objective8,9,11,21,23,28 (Fig. 1, right, top). This means the
model is optimized to predict the value 1 for the existing relationships and 0 for the rest. In contrast, we
here consider relationship pairs as training data and optimize for correctly ranking relationship pairs.

4.1. Collective Pairwise Classification Model for Multi-Way Data (COPACAR)
To find the correct pairwise ranking of the relationships for all entity pairs and all relations in the domain
we would like to maximize the following posterior probability:

p(X̂(k)| >k) ∝ p(>k |X̂(k))p(X̂(k)), (1)

where X̂(k), k = 1, 2, . . .m, denote the latent data model. Here, the notation >k indicates the relational
structure for kth relation. For now, we assume that all relations act independently of each other; we will
later discuss how to achieve category-jumping between the considered relations. We also assume the
ordering of each relationship pair (〈Ei,R(k), Ej〉, 〈Eg,R(k), Eh〉) is independent of the ordering of every
other relationship pair. Hence, we rewrite the above relation-specific likelihood function p(>k |X̂(k)) as
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a product of single densities and then combine it for all relations k = 1, 2, . . . ,m as:∏
k

p(>k |X̂(k)) =
∏
k

∏
i,j,g,h

p(X̂
(k)
ij >k X̂

(k)
gh )δ(X

(k)
ij >kX

(k)
gh )(1− p(X̂(k)

ij >k X̂
(k)
gh )δ(X

(k)
ij 6>kX

(k)
gh ), (2)

where δ is the indicator function, δ(x) is 1 if x is true and is 0 otherwise. Assuming that the properties of
a proper pairwise ranking scheme hold, we can further simplify the expression from Eq. (2) into:∏

k

p(>k |X̂(k)) =
∏
k

∏
i,j,g,h

p(X̂
(k)
ij >k X̂

(k)
gh )δ(X

(k)
ij >kX

(k)
gh ). (3)

So far it not guaranteed that the model produces a total ordering of the relationships in each rela-
tion. To achieve this we need to satisfy the requirements for a total ordering. We do so by defining the
probability that relationship 〈Ei,R(k), Ej〉 is more relevant than relationship 〈Eg,R(k), Eh〉 as:

p(X̂
(k)
ij >k X̂

(k)
gh ) , σ(X̂

(k)
ij − X̂

(k)
gh ), (4)

where σ(·) is the logistic function, σ(x) = 1/(1 + exp(−x)).
Until now we delegated the task of modeling the relationship 〈Ei,R(k), Ej〉 to a yet unspecified latent

model X̂(k), k = 1, 2, . . .m,. We describe the model that can consider the intrinsic structure of multi-
relational data. We build on the intuition from the RESCAL11,12 tensor decomposition and introduce the
following rank-r factorization, where each relation is factorized as:

X̂
(k)
ij = AT

i R
(k)Aj , for k = 1, 2, . . . ,m. (5)

Here, A is a n× r matrix of latent components, where n represents the number of entities in the domain
and r is dimensionality of the latent space. The rows of A, i.e., AT

i for i = 1, 2, . . . , n, model the latent
component representation of entities in the domain. Matrix R(k) is an asymmetric r × r matrix that
contains the interactions of the latent components in kth relation.

When learning a large number of relations, i.e., when k is large, the number of observed relation-
ships for each relation can be small, leading to a risk of overfitting. To decrease the overall number of
parameters, the model in Eq. (5) encodes relation-specific information with the latent matrices R(k) and
embeds the entities into the latent space spanned by A. The effect of r � n is the automatic reuse of
latent parameters across relations. Collectivity of COPACAR is thus given by the structure of its model.

Thus far we discussed the likelihood function p(>k |X̂(k)). To determine the Bayesian approach from
Eq. (1), we propose a prior p(X̂(k)), which is a normal distribution with a zero mean and a covariance
matrix Σ:

p(A) ∼ N (0,ΣA), p(R(k)) ∼ N (0,ΣR), for k = 1, 2, . . . ,m. (6)

We further reduce the number of unknown parameters by setting ΣA = λAI and ΣR = λRI. We derive the
optimization criterion for our collective pairwise classification via the maximum posterior estimator:29

OPT-COPACAR , log p(X̂(k)| >k)
= log p(>k |X̂(k))p(X̂(k))

= log
∏
k

p(>k |X̂(k))p(X̂(k))

= log
∏
k

∏
i,j,g,h

σ(X̂
(k)
ij − X̂

(k)
gh )δ(X

(k)
ij >kX

(k)
ij )p(X̂(k))

=
∑
k

∑
i,j,g,h

`(X̂
(k)
ij − X̂

(k)
gh ,X

(k)
ij −X

(k)
gh ) + λA‖A‖2 + λR

∑
k

‖R(k)‖2Fro, (7)
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where λA and λR are regularization parameters and pairwise classification loss function ` is formulated
as:

`(X̂
(k)
ij − X̂

(k)
gh ,X

(k)
ij −X

(k)
gh ) = (X

(k)
ij −X

(k)
gh ) log σ(AT

i R
(k)Aj −AT

gR
(k)Ah). (8)

The COPACAR model rewards estimates of the model parameters that are in accordance with the input
data. Intuitively, the semantics of the loss ` is as follows: (1) If X

(k)
ij > X

(k)
gh then 〈Ei,R(k), Ej〉 should

rank higher than 〈Eg,R(k), Eh〉, since it is assumed that the first relationship has greater relevance than
the latter. Therefore, a model in which X̂

(k)
ij > X̂

(k)
gh holds, scores better on OPT-COPACAR than a model

with the two relationships ranked in the reversed order of their scores. (2) For relationships that are both
considered relevant, i.e. X(k)

ij = 1 and X
(k)
gh = 1, or both considered irrelevant, i.e. X(k)

ij = 0 and X
(k)
gh = 0,

we cannot infer any preference for their degree of relevance and the loss is unaffected by them.

4.2. Connection to the AUC Optimization
We now show the analogy between OPT-COPACAR and area under the ROC curve (AUC). The AUC
under the ROC curve corresponds to the probability that a random existing (positive) relationship will be
scored higher than a random non-existing (negative) relationship. The maximization of the AUC statistic
is especially attractive in biomedical data domains, where the real objective is to optimize the sorting or-
der, for example, to sort the relationships into a list so that relevant relationships are concentrated towards
the top of the list.30 However, the problems with using the AUC statistic as an objective function are that
it is non-differentiable, and of complexity O(mn4) in the number of entities n, i.e., O(n2) relationships
need to be compared with themselves, and relations m in the domain. The AUC for relation k is usually
defined across all pairwise comparisons of the relationships:

AUC(k) =
1

N1(k)N0(k)

∑
i,j

X
(k)
ij =1

∑
g,h

X
(k)
gh =0

δ(X̂
(k)
ij − X̂

(k)
gh > 0), (9)

where δ denotes the indicator function, andN1(k) andN0(k) count the existing (positive) and non-existing
(negative) relationships in kth relation, respectively.

It is easy to see the analogy between the above formula and the maximum likelihood estimator in
Eq. (7). They differ in the normalization constant 1/(N1(k)N0(k)) and the definition of the loss func-
tion. In contrast to the non-differentiable stepwise δ function used by the AUC, we employ the smooth
loss log σ(x) in Eq. (8). Unlike many algorithms, which select a differentiable counterpart of a non-
differentiable loss function in a heuristic manner,30 the COPACAR adopts the AUC statistic as its objective
function and specifies the loss function in Eq. (8) based on the maximum likelihood estimation.

4.3. Related Tensor Factorizations
The factorization scheme specified in Eq. (5) builds on the RESCAL tensor decomposition11 and is
related to other tensor decompositions. Specifically, it can be regarded as a generalization of the estab-
lished DEDICOM, or an asymmetric extension of IDIOSCAL.11 The DEDICOM tensor model is given
as X(k) ≈ AD(k)RD(k)AT for k = 1, 2, . . . ,m. Here, the model assumes there is one global model of
interactions between the latent components, i.e. an r × r latent matrix R. Notice that its variation across
relations is described by the r × r diagonal factors Dk. The diagonal matrices Dk contain memberships
of the latent components in the ktk relation. This is in contrast to Eq. (5) where we allow the relation-
specific interactions for the latent components. While DEDICOM has been successfully applied to many
domains, for example to model the changes in the corporate communication and international trade over
time, our results suggest that its assumptions appear to be too stringent for multi-relational biological
data, which is aligned with the observations made by Nickel et al.11
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Furthermore, the model in Eq. (5) is also different from traditional multi-way factor models, such as
the Tucker decomposition31 and CANDECOMP/PARAFAC (CP).32 The Tucker family defines a multi-
linear form for a tensor X ∈ Rn×n×m as X = R ×1 A

(1) ×2 A
(2) ×3 A

(3), where ×k denotes the mode-k
tensor-matrix multiplication. Here, R is the global r1 × r2 × r3 tensor, and A(k) models the participa-
tion of the latent components in the kth relation. The CP family is restricted form of the Tucker-based
decompositions. The definition of rank-r CP for a tensor X ∈ Rn×n×m is given as a sum of component
rank-one tensors, al ∈ Rn, bl ∈ Rn and cl ∈ Rm, for l = 1, . . . , r. Elementwise, the CP decomposition is
written as Xijk ≈

∑r
l=1 ailbjlckl for i = 1, . . . , n, j = 1, . . . , n and k = 1, . . . ,m. The model in Eq. (5) can

be seen as a constrained variation of the CP model.11

One major difference of the COPACAR model in Eq. (7) to the existing tensor decompositions is
the objective criterion used for finding the latent matrices. Other tensor decompositions are restricted to
least-squares regression and cannot solve classification tasks, whereas COPACAR optimizes for a latent
model with respect to ranking based on pairwise classification.

5. COPACAR Learning Algorithm
So far we derived the optimization criterion for collective pairwise classification on multi-relational data.
As the criterion in Eq. (7) is differentiable, gradient descent based algorithms are a natural choice for its
optimization. However, standard gradient descent is not the most effective choice for our problem due
to the complexity of OPT-COPACAR (see Sec. 4.2). Instead, we propose a stochastic gradient descent
algorithm based on bootstrap sampling of training triplets.

Our aim is to find the latent matrices A and R(k) for k = 1, 2, . . . ,m that optimize for:

min
A, R(k)

k=1,2,...,m

−OPT-COPACAR. (10)

The gradients of the pairwise loss from Eq. (8), the integral part of OPT-COPACAR, with respect to the
model parameters are:

∂
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where for simplicity of notation we write X̂
(k)
ij;gh = X̂

(k)
ij − X̂

(k)
gh .

Let Sk denote observed relationships in kth relation and let Ik represent non-edges in kth relation. If
kth relation corresponds to the human disease symptoms network, then Sk contains all disease pairs with
shared symptoms and Ik holds disease pairs for which shared disease symptoms have not been recorded.
To achieve descent in a correct direction, the full gradient shall be computed over all training data in each
iteration and model parameters updated. However, since we have O(

∑
k |Sk||Ik|) training triplets in the

data, computing the full gradient in each iteration is not feasible.
Furthermore, optimizing OPT-COPACAR with a full gradient descent can lead to poor convergence

due to skewness of the training data. Consider for a moment a disease i with high symptom-based simi-
larity to many other diseases. We have many terms for triplets of the form 〈Ei,R(symptom), Ej〉 in the loss
because for many diseases j the disease i is compared against all diseases to which a particular disease
j is not related. Therefore, the gradients would be largely dominated by the terms depending on disease
i. This means that very small learning rates would need to be chosen and also regularization would be
difficult because the gradients would differ substantially.

To address the above issues we propose to use a stochastic gradient descent, which subsamples en-
tity pairs (Ei, Ej) randomly (uniformly distributed) and forms an appropriately scaled gradient. In each
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iteration we use a bootstrap sampling without replacement to pick entity combinations, and the Armijo-
Goldstein step size control to determine the maximum amount to move along a given direction of descent.
The chance of picking the same entity combination in consecutive update steps is hence small.

6. Evaluation
Next, we test our algorithm for collective pairwise classification on two highly multi-relational data
domains. First, we apply it to the collection of relations between drugs, where we aim to predict different
types of drug relationships. We then study human disease data retrieved from the molecular and clinical
contexts. We compare our method to tensor-based relational learning methods from Sec. 4.3.

6.1. A Case Study on Pharmacogenomic Data
6.1.1. Data and Experimental Setup

We obtained a list of 1,451 drugs with known pharmacological actions from the DrugBank database.33

Examples of considered drugs include ospemifene, riluzole, chlormezanone and podofilox. Vast majority
of considered drugs contained links to the corresponding chemicals in the PubChem database,34 where
we obtained information on similarity of their chemical structures. We also included information on
drug-target interactions33 and drug interaction data extracted from the literature through co-occurrence
text mining.35 Due to space constraints we refer to Kuhn et al.35 for a detailed description of relationships
derived from text. We also mined the drug-drug interaction network, where we connected two drugs if
they are known to interact, interfere or cause adverse reactions when taken together.33 The preprocessed
dataset consisted of four drug-drug relations X(k) ∈ {0, 1}1451×1451 for k = 1, . . . , 4 and contained 59,990
text associations, 2,602 interactions based on chemical structures, 1,315 interactions based on shared
target proteins and 48,614 drug-drug interactions based on adverse effects.

We performed 10-fold cross-validation using 〈Ei,R(k), Ej〉 triplets as statistical units. Model param-
eters, i.e. regularization strength and factorization rank, were selected using the grid search on a random
data subsample that was later excluded from performance evaluation. For kth relation, we partitioned all
drugs into ten folds and deleted the kth relation-specific information of the drugs in the test fold. We then
estimated the CP, DEDICOM, RESCAL and COPACAR models, and recorded the area under the ROC
curve (AUC-ROC) and the area under the precision-recall curve (AUC-PR). Values of the performance
metrics that are closer to one indicate better performance.

6.1.2. Results and Discussion

Fig. 2 shows the results of our evaluation. It can be seen that COPACAR gives better results than RESCAL,
CP and DEDICOM on all data relations. The results of COPACAR and RESCAL outperform CP and
DEDICOM by a large margin and show clearly the usefulness of our approach for relational drug data do-
main where collective learning is an important feature. A significant performance difference between the
results of DEDICOM and COPACAR indicate that the constraints imposed by DEDICOM (see Sec. 4.3)
are too restrictive. Another important aspect of the results in Fig. 2 is the good performance of COPACAR
relative to RESCAL, which has been shown to achieve state-of-the-art performance on several relational
datasets.11,19 One possible explanation is that RESCAL is restricted to least-squares regression, which
limits its ability to solve classification tasks, whereas COPACAR is designed to optimize the parameters
with respect to pairwise classification.

6.2. A Case Study on Human Disease Data
6.2.1. Data and Experimental Setup

We related diseases through three dimensions. We considered the comprehensive map of disease-
symptoms relationships,36 the map of molecular pathways implicated in diseases,37 and the map of dis-
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Fig. 2. The area under the ROC and the precision-recall (PR) curves via 10-fold cross-validation on drug data.

eases affected by various chemicals from the Comparative Toxicogenomics Database.37 We used the
recent high-quality disease-symptoms data resource of Zhou et al.36 to generate a symptom-based rela-
tion of 1,578 human diseases, where the link between two diseases indicated significant similarity of their
respective symptoms. The details of the network construction based on large-scale medical bibliographic
records and the related Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) metadata are described in Zhou et al.36 Ex-
amples of considered diseases are Hodgkin disease, thrombocytosis, thrombocythemia and arthritis. The
preprocessed dataset consisted of three disease-disease relations X(k) ∈ {0, 1}1578×1578 for k = 1, 2, 3 and
contained 117,021 relationships based on significant symptom similarity, 446,488 disease relationships
derived from disease pathway information and 770,035 disease connections related to drug treatment.

In the evaluation we followed the experimental protocol described in Sec. 6.1.1.

6.2.2. Results and Discussion

Results in Fig. 3 show the good capabilities of our COPACAR method for predicting any of the three
considered disease dimensions. We see that COPACAR achieves comparable or better results than CP,
DEDICOM and RESCAL models. The RESCAL and COPACAR models, which can perform collective
learning, considerably boost the predictive performance of the less expressive CP and DEDICOM mod-
els by more than 20% (AUC-ROC) across all three relations. These results highlight an advantage of
applying collective learning to this dataset.

The results also bear evidence that shared clinical manifestations of diseases indicate shared molec-
ular interactions, e.g., genetic associations and protein interactions, as has already been recognized in
systems medicine.36 It should be noted that when predicting disease phenotypes (left panel in Fig. 3)
the models were trained solely based on molecular-level disease components, i.e. relationships based
on disease pathways and disease-chemical associations (middle and right panels in Fig. 3). Hence, the
extent to which collective learning of the COPACAR has improved the quality of modeling is especially
appealing. Furthermore, this result is interesting because it is known that the relations between geno-
type and phenotype components remain unclear and highly entangled despite impressive progress on
the genetic and proteomic aspects of human disease.36 The phenotype map36 we use in the experiments
strictly considers symptom features, excluding particular disease terms themselves, anatomical features,
congenital abnormalities, and includes all disease categories rather than only monogenic diseases. Our
results therefore provide robust evidence that interactions at the chemical and cellular pathway levels are
also connected to similar high-level disease manifestations.

At last we want to briefly demonstrate the link-based clustering capabilities of COPACAR. We com-
puted a rank-30 decomposition of the disease dataset and applied hierarchical clustering to the matrix
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Fig. 3. The area under the ROC and the precision-recall (PR) curves via 10-fold cross-validation on disease data.

A (Fig. 4b). Diseases from the six randomly chosen clusters in Fig. 4a illustrate that we obtained a
meaningful partitioning of the diseases and suggest that low-dimensional embedding of the data found
by COPACAR can be a useful resource for further data modeling. Here, we were especially interested in
the diseases grouped within the white bands in Fig. 4b (middle, right). Diseases therein have extremely
sparse, if any at all, data profiles at the molecular or chemical levels. On the other hand, it can be seen
from Fig. 4b (left) that these diseases have many common clinical phenotypes. Interestingly, COPACAR
was able to make a leap across the three modeled disease dimensions and assigned poorly characterized
diseases to clusters with richer molecular knowledge, such as phenylketonuria to the cluster centered
around Parkinson’s disease. Even when not category-jumping, COPACAR grouped diseases, such as seb-
orrheic dermatitis and herpes, based on their symptom similarity.

6.3. Runtime Performance and Technical Considerations
We recorded the runtime of CP, DEDICOM, regularized RESCAL and COPACAR on various datasets
and for different factorization ranks (exact times are not shown due to the space limit). The COPACAR
shows training times below 3 minutes per fold on the disease data and below 5 minutes per fold on the
drug data. In comparison to CP and DEDICOM, it is the case that COPACAR as well as RESCAL often
give a huge improvement in terms of runtime performance on real data.

In comparison to COPACAR, we observed that RESCAL can run up to three times faster on the
same data and using the same rank. We believe this is the case because RESCAL is optimized using the
alternating least squares, which is possible due to its squared loss objective. In contrast, COPACAR is op-
timized by a stochastic gradient descent due to the nature of its optimization criterion: in each iteration,
it constructs a random data subsample and makes the update. The COPACAR algorithm has two impor-
tant advantages over RESCAL. First, the algorithm naturally allows for parallelization of the gradient
computation on a data subsample, which further increases scalability of COPACAR. Furthermore, we do
not need to have collected the entire data relations to run the algorithm. Because COPACAR operates on
subsamples, it gives a natural approach for interleaving data collection and model estimation.

We also studied the technical aspects of the COPACAR learning algorithm. Specifically, we were
interested in (1) the stability of algorithm performance w.r.t. the data subsample size, (2) its empirical
convergence rate, and (3) its sensitivity to model parameters. Fig. 5 shows the results of this evaluation.
In our experiments the algorithm typically required less than 100 iterations to converge and operated on
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Fig. 4. (a) Disease clusters found by collective learning via COPACAR on the disease data. We labeled the clusters and shown
only eight members of each. (b) Adjacency matrices for the three relations, where the rows and columns are sorted according
to the disease partitioning. Black squares indicate existing disease relationships, white squares are unknown relationships.

subsamples of size at most 10% of the total number of data triplets. This means that discarding the idea
of performing full cycles through the data may be useful because often only a fraction of a full cycle is
sufficient for convergence. We also note that its performance is stable with regard to the wide range of
values for factorization rank and regularization strength.

Fig. 5. The results for the area under the ROC curve (AUC-ROC) obtained by 10-fold cross-validation on the disease data.
The bands indicate performance variation across folds. Shown is performance of COPACAR as a function of the subsampled
data size, the number of iterations, the latent dimensionality and the regularization strength (from left to right).

7. Conclusions
Methods that can accurately estimate different types of relationships from multi-relational and multi-
scale biomedical data are needed to better search through the hypothesis space and identify hypothe-
ses that should be pursued in a laboratory environment. Towards this end, we have attempted here to
address a significant limitation of current approaches for collective relational learning by developing a
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method for collective classification that is designed to optimize for a pairwise ranking metric. Our method
achieves favorable performance in resolving which entity pairs (e.g., drugs) are most likely to be asso-
ciated through a given type of relation (e.g., adverse effects or shared target proteins) by appropriately
formulating a probabilistic model for pairwise classification of relationships.

Most likely, the most substantial advantage of our proposed approach is “category-jumping,” which
we exemplify in a case study with several relations about diseases. Category-jumping has helped us to
make predictions about disease interactions at the molecular level that stem from clinical phenotype data
collected far outside the molecular contexts. The implications for utility of such inference are profound.
Predictions that arise from category-jumping may reveal important relationships between biomedical
entities that are withheld from today-prevailing models that are trained on data of a single relation type.
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1.  Introduction 

Despite the increasing prevalence of Whole Genome Sequencing (WGS) and Whole Exome 
Sequencing (WES) in clinical settings, it is still very difficult to determine the causal variant for 
any given disease and most such explorations fall into research contexts rather than routine clinical 
diagnostics. There are literally thousands of studies and talks at human genetics conferences 
regarding the determination of causality, and a plethora of techniques available for statistical 
association of variants to disease phenotypes (e.g. GWAS). However, for rare diseases, the small 
number of individuals prevents statistical correlation techniques used for more common diseases. 
For complex diseases without Mendelian inheritance patterns, the challenge is even greater. 
Because we know the phenotypic consequences of mutation in approximately less than 40% of 
human coding genes, it is necessary to utilize a diversity of other data sources and algorithms to 
help determine causality. What is clinically actionable is an even more difficult assessment. 
Further, the methods and provenance of the data by which determinations of causality and 
actionability are often lacking and/or produce conflicting results. Finally, to realize truly precision 
medicine, we must embrace the idea that all diseases are rare in that each person has their own 
diversity of genotypic, phenotypic, and environmental variation. 
                     

Recent work has highlighted some of the exciting new possibilities to inform rare disease 
diagnostics. For example, use of model organism phenotyping data, interactome data, orthology, 
phylogenetic inference, and epigenomics can help fill some of the gaps. Further, methods that 
utilize semantic inference and probabilistic modeling have also been shown to aid diagnostics. 
Such methods combine standard WES or WGS prioritization techniques with an increasing 
diversity of phenotyping data and approaches. However, all of these combined approaches depend 
upon highly curated data and a diversity of software tools and algorithms, all of which provide the 
provenance for making any sort of causal or actionability judgment, the conclusions of which may 
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change over time as the data and algorithms change. In addition, the quality of the phenotyping 
data varies widely and is not always accessible via clinical notes. Finally, few such combined 
approaches attempt to include life history data such as exposures and chronological representation 
of disease progression. 

2.  Session Summary 

This session includes an invited talk, five reviewed oral presentations, and two additional accepted 
papers.  The studies presented in this session explore problems in combining genotype and 
phenotype data to support rare disease and/or precision diagnostics and treatment, and spanning 
multiple types of data.  In particular, we selected contributions from those whose methodologies 
leveraged multiple data modalities in their analysis of genetic variation, such as clinical measures, 
imaging, natural language processing, semantics, homology, mined electronic health records 
(EHR) and manually curated data. 

2.1.  Invited Talk 

The invited talk is given by Elissa Chessler, Ph.D. an Associate Professor of Bioinformatics and 
Computational Biology at the Jackson Laboratory, whose work spans a diversity of biological, 
genomic, and behavioral data toward identifying the biological basis for the relationships among 
behavioral traits, particularly in mouse models of disease. The resemblance of objectively 
measured phenotypic characteristics across species is limited by the extent to which the 
phenotypic inferences supported by these assays are relevant to the disease under investigation and 
reflect similar characteristics across species. ‘Construct validity’ is a more important criterion for 
the matching of phenotypes across species, and to the matching of phenotypes to disease. 
Construct-valid assays are expected to be associated with similar molecular and other biological 
characteristics across species, even when the external manifestation of the disease related 
phenotypes is quite different in humans and model organisms. There is a wealth of relevant data 
consisting of gene-phenotype associations obtained through high throughput, whole genome 
experimentation, including genetic mapping, expression correlation, differential expression, 
systems genetics, mutant screens, proteomic assays and curated functional genomics 
experiments.  A variety of statistical and combinatorial approaches may then be applied to match 
data from various experiments and known gene-disease or gene phenotype associations. This 
approach to data driven inference of the relationships among the biological characteristics of 
animal models, assays and disease features has been implemented in the GeneWeaver.org system, 
a web service consisting of a database and analytic tools for collaborative integration of functional 
genomic experiments.  

2.2.  Papers 

In Discovering Patient Phenotypes Using Generalized Low Rank Models, Schuler et al. develop a 
methodology for capturing phenotypic information within EHRs. The authors show that inherited 
challenges on the analysis of EHRs for phenotype discovery, such as missing data, sparsity, and 
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data heterogeneity, can be overcome by using the generalized low ranking model framework for 
such analysis. 
 
In Diagnosis-guided method for identifying multi-modality neuroimaging biomarkers associated 
with genetic risk factors in Alzheimer’s Disease, Hao et al present a novel, diagnosis-oriented, 
framework for selecting multi-modality quantitative traits associated with SNPs in the context of 
Alzheimer’s Disease.  This method has the potential to improve classification of patients with 
respect to their likelihood of developing Alzheimer’s, by leveraging new data types and variables 
in their analysis algorithms. 
 
In Metabolomics Differential Correlation Network Analysis of Osteoarthritis, Hu et al. describe a 
differential network approach to analyzing the metabolomics of an osteoarthritis (OA) cohort. The 
authors identified key metabolites that differ in OA and subsequently the cellular processes in 
which they are involved, with the goal of eventually leveraging these markers for the development 
of targeted therapies.  
 
In Integrating Clinical Laboratory Measures and ICD-9 Code Diagnoses in Phenome-wide 
Association Studies, Verma et al describe a workflow that associates SNPs with clinical lab 
measures extracted from EHRs as well as ICD-9 codes. The suggested workflow would enable the 
use of clinical measures and their association with disease toward bringing clinical diagnoses and 
treatment to the level of individuals in the clinic for precision medicine. 
 
In Investigating the importance of anatomical homology for cross-species phenotype comparisons 
using semantic similarity, Manda et al studies the influence of anatomical homology information 
on gene semantic similarity measures for phenotypic comparisons across species. Their findings 
are relevant to merging functional and anatomy-based gene homologue analyses. 
 
In Personalized Drug Targets via Network Propagation, Shnaps et al present a computational 
strategy to simulate drug treatment in a personalized setting. The method is based on integrating 
patient mutation and differential expression data with a protein-protein interaction network. 
                 
In Testing population-specific quantitative trait associations for clinical outcome relevance in a 
biorepository linked to electronic health records: LPA and myocardial infarction in African 
Americans Dumitrescu et al combine genomic variant assessment (variants in LPA) and EHR 
phenotyping to determine risk in an unevaluated population, African Americans. This is important 
from the perspective of understanding how quantitative trait studies differ in different populations 
and highlights the challenges for complex clinical outcomes such as myocardial infarction. 

2.3.  Acknowledgements 
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Previous candidate gene and genome-wide association studies have identified common genetic 
variants in LPA associated with the quantitative trait Lp(a), an emerging risk factor for 
cardiovascular disease.  These associations are population-specific and many have not yet been 
tested for association with the clinical outcome of interest.  To fill this gap in knowledge, we 
accessed the epidemiologic Third National Health and Nutrition Examination Surveys (NHANES 
III) and BioVU, the Vanderbilt University Medical Center biorepository linked to de-identified 
electronic health records (EHRs), including billing codes (ICD-9-CM) and clinical notes, to test 
population-specific Lp(a)-associated variants for an association with myocardial infarction (MI) 
among African Americans.  We performed electronic phenotyping among African Americans in 
BioVU ≥40 years of age using billing codes.  At total of 93 cases and 522 controls were identified 
in NHANES III and 265 cases and 363 controls were identified in BioVU.  We tested five known 
Lp(a)-associated genetic variants (rs1367211, rs41271028, rs6907156, rs10945682, and 
rs1652507) in both NHANES III and BioVU for association with myocardial infarction.   We also 
tested LPA rs3798220 (I4399M), previously associated with increased levels of Lp(a), MI, and 
coronary artery disease in European Americans, in BioVU. After meta-analysis, tests of association 
using logistic regression assuming an additive genetic model revealed no significant associations 
(p<0.05) for any of the five LPA variants previously associated with Lp(a) levels in African 
Americans.  Also, I4399M rs3798220 was not associated with MI in African Americans (odds ratio 
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= 0.51; 95% confidence interval:  0.16 – 1.65; p=0.26) despite strong, replicated associations with 
MI and coronary artery disease in European American genome-wide association studies.  These 
data highlight the challenges in translating quantitative trait associations to clinical outcomes in 
diverse populations using large epidemiologic and clinic-based collections as envisioned for the 
Precision Medicine Initiative.  

 

1.  Introduction 

Labs ordered in a clinical setting provide valuable diagnostic and prognostic data at the individual 
patient level.  In a research setting, labs can be studied to better understand the biological basis of 
clinical outcomes.  As an example, lipid labs such as low-density lipoprotein cholesterol (LDL-C) 
are frequently ordered in a clinical setting to monitor the cardiovascular disease risk in patients.  In 
turn, these labs or quantitative traits have been extensively studied in genomic research settings to 
identify genetic variants predictive of extreme LDL-C levels and cardiovascular disease risk [1]. 

A major advantage of quantitative trait genetic studies compared with case-control outcome 
studies is sample size resulting in statistical power [2].  As a result, there are more or larger 
genome-wide association studies (GWAS) and significant findings for lipid traits compared with 
cardiovascular disease outcomes [1], particularly for diverse populations.  The emergence of 
electronic health records (EHRs) linked to biorepositories, however, provides contemporary 
opportunities to apply quantitative trait genetic variants to assess clinical relevance with an eye 
towards precision medicine. 

We describe here the application of LPA genetic variants, previously associated with Lp(a) 
levels [3], to assess myocardial infarction associations in both an epidemiologic and clinical 
African American population.  Lipoprotein (a) [Lp(a)] is considered an emerging biomarker or 
risk factor for cardiovascular disease [4-6] whose relationship with cardiovascular disease varies 
across races/ethnicities.  Elevated plasma Lp(a) levels have been reported to be associated with 
cardiovascular disease in European Americans but have not been clearly documented in African 
Americans [7].  Paradoxically, among participants with no previous history of cardiovascular 
disease, the mean Lp(a) level is two- to three-fold higher in African Americans compared with 
European Americans [8,9].  The underlying cause(s) for this difference has not yet been 
determined. 

Recent studies have identified common SNPs in LPA as strongly associated with Lp(a) levels, 
explaining up to 36% of the trait variance in populations of European-descent [10,11].   In a recent 
epidemiologic study conducted in the Third National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey 
(NHANES III), we demonstrated that LPA common genetic variants were associated with Lp(a) 
levels in a population-specific manner [3].  LPA SNP rs3798220 (I4399M) has also been 
associated with cardiovascular disease [11-14] and severe cardiovascular disease [15] in several 
European-descent populations.  Thus, common genetic variants in LPA are strong predictors of 
both Lp(a) levels and cardiovascular disease risk in at least one population.  We test here whether 
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LPA variants associated with Lp(a) levels in African Americans are associated with myocardial 
infarction in African Americans ascertained from epidemiologic and clinical settings.    

2.  Methods 

2.1.  Study population 

The study populations presented here include the epidemiologic Third National Health and 
Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES III) and the clinical BioVU, Vanderbilt University 
Medical Center’s biorepository linked to de-identified electronic health records.  NHANES III is a 
cross-sectional survey conducted between 1988 and 1994 by the National Center for Health 
Statistics at the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.  NHANES ascertained non-
institutionalized Americans regardless of health status.  Demographic, health, and lifestyle data 
were collected on NHANES participants through surveys, labs, and physical exams in the Mobile 
Examination Center (MEC).  DNA is available on consenting phase 2 participants (ascertained 
between 1991 and 1994).  The present study was approved by the CDC Ethics Review Board. 
Because the study investigators did not have access to personal identifiers, this study was 
considered non-human subjects research by the Vanderbilt University Internal Review Board.  

BioVU operations [16] and ethical oversight [17] have been previously described.  Briefly, 
DNA is extracted from discarded blood drawn for routine clinical care at Vanderbilt outpatient 
clinics in Nashville, Tennessee and surrounding areas.  The DNA samples are linked to a de-
identified version of the patient’s EHR.  The de-identified version of the EHR is referred to as the 
“Synthetic Derivative.”  The data in this study were de-identified in accordance with provisions of 
Title 45, Code of Federal Regulations, part 46 (45 CFR 46); therefore, this study was considered 
non-human subjects research by the Vanderbilt University Internal Review Board. 

2.2.  Phenotyping 

Race/ethnicity in NHANES III is self-identified, which is concordant with global genetic ancestry 
for non-Hispanic whites and non-Hispanic blacks [18].  Myocardial infarction (MI) case status in 
NHANES III was based on data collected from a physical examination, administered by a 
physician, in the MEC.  A continuous cardiac infarction/injury score (CIIS) was calculated based 
on 12 lead electrocardiogram (ECG) multiplied by 10.  Those participants with a CIIS ≥ 20 were 
considered to have probable infarction/injury and those with a CIIS < 20 but ≥ 15 were considered 
to have possible infarction/injury.  These thresholds correspond to an estimated specificity level of 
98% and 95% [19], respectively.  Our NHANES III MI case definition included participants 
classified as having possible or probable infarction/injury. 

Race/ethnicity in BioVU is administratively assigned, which is highly concordant with genetic 
ancestry for European Americans and African Americans [20,21].  The de-identified EHR in 
BioVU contains both structured (International Classification of Diseases, Ninth Revision, Clinical 
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Modification billing codes [ICD-9-CM]; current procedural terminology codes; problems lists; 
labs) and unstructured (clinical free text) data that are accessible for electronic phenotyping.  We 
explored five different electronic phenotyping strategies to identify cases of MI using mentions of 
ICD-9-CM codes (Table 1) among African American adults ≥ 40 years of age.  MI case review 
was performed in 2013 using the browser search function in the Synthetic Derivative user 
interface to find the following keywords in the patient’s clinical notes:  myocardial infarction, MI, 
infar, STEMI, and NSTEMI.  If none of the keywords were found in the record, the case reviewer 
searched for ICD-9-CM code 410 in the record and extracted the clinic visit date associated with 
the ICD-9-CM code.  The case reviewer then searched the remainder of the patient’s records on 
that clinic visit date for evidence of an MI. The ECG records of all possible cases were also 
accessed for review.  Patients were considered unconfirmed for MI if EHR review failed to 
identify evidence of MI in the patient’s medical history.  Unconfirmed cases of MI were excluded 
from genotyping as cases.  Positive predictive values (PPVs) were calculated as the total number 
of confirmed cases divided by the total number of potential cases. A total of 311 MI cases were 
identified for genotyping in BioVU. 

Controls in BioVU were defined as African American adults ≥ 40 years of age with no 
mention of ICD-9-CM codes of MI (410) or any other codes relating to ischemic heart disease 
(ICD-9-CM 411-414).  A total of 5,883 potential controls were identified in BioVU.  Controls 
were frequency matched to cases by age and sex prior to selection for genotyping. 

2.3.  Genotyping 

Genotyping in NHANES III was performed using the Illumina GoldenGate assay (as part of a 
custom 384 OPA) by the Center for Inherited Disease Research (CIDR) through the National 
Heart Lung and Blood Institute’s Resequencing and Genotyping Service, as previously described 
[3].  Vanderbilt Technologies for Advanced Genomics (VANTAGE) genotyped BioVU samples 
for six LPA SNPs (rs3798220, rs41271028, rs6907156, rs10945682, rs1652507, and rs1367211) 
using Sequenom.  Genotyping quality control for NHANES III was performed using SAS version 
9.2 and for BioVU using PLINK [22].   

2.4.  Statistical methods 

Tests of association in NHANES III were performed using SAS version 9.2 (SAS Institute, Cary, 
NC).  Each LPA variant associated with Lp(a) levels in non-Hispanic blacks [3] was tested for 
association with MI status (dependent variable) using logistic regression assuming an additive 
genetic model adjusting for 1) age and sex and 2) age, sex, and ln(Lp[a]+1).  Data was accessed 
remotely from the CDC’s Research Data Center (RDC) in Hyattsville, Maryland using Analytic 
Data Research by Email (ANDRE) [23].  In BioVU, tests of association between MI (the 
dependent variable) and LPA SNPs were performed with PLINK using logistic regression 
assuming an additive genetic model and adjusting for age and sex (Lp[a] levels are not available in 
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BioVU).  Meta-analyses were performed with METAL using a fixed-effects inverse-variance 
weighted approach [24], and results were visualized using Synthesis-View [25,26]. 

3.  Results 

As noted in the Methods section, cases of MI in NHANES III were identified using a continuous 
cardiac infarction/injury score applied to ECGs, an exam administered by public health 
professionals as part of the survey.   
 

Table 1.  Phenotyping criteria and case review results for five definitions of 
myocardial infarction based on mentions of billing codes. Overall, a total of 
311 individual cases of confirmed MI were identified and 297 had sufficient 
DNA for genotyping.  Abbreviations:  International Classification of Diseases, 
Ninth Revision, Clinical Modification (ICD-9-CM); positive predictive value 
(PPV). 

Case 
definition 

Phenotyping 
criteria 

Potential 
cases 

Confirmed 
cases PPV 

1 
ICD-9-CM code 

410.* on 3 
consecutive days 

108 107 99.1% 

2 
ICD-9-CM code 

410.* on 2 
consecutive days 

159 158 99.4% 

3 ≥ 3 ICD-9-CM 
codes 410.* ever 159 158 99.4% 

4 ≥ 2 ICD-9-CM 
codes 410.* ever 209 205 98.1% 

5 ≥ 1 ICD-9-CM 
codes 410.* ever 355 311 87.6% 

 
In contrast, we used electronic phenotyping approaches to extract cases of MI from EHRs of 
African American patients.  We used ICD-9-CM billing codes in various combinations in an 
attempt to achieve the largest samples size possible with acceptable PPV.  As might be expected, 
the most stringent case definitions (Table 1; definitions 1 and 2) where codes for MI were required 
on three and two consecutive days identified the fewest number of cases at PPVs >99% after 
manual review.  These cases of MI likely represent incident inpatient cases of MI in BioVU at the 
time of data extraction.  Equally high in PPV but low in case count was case definition 3 where 
three or more ICD-9-CM codes were required.  The least stringent case definitions 4 and 5 yielded 
the most confirmed cases (205 and 311, respectively) at acceptably high PPVs (Table 1).  The high 
PPVs observed here are consistent with other studies examining the accuracy of using ICD-9-CM 
codes to identify cases of acute MI [27-30].  Of the 311 total cases identified in the Synthetic 
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Derivative, only 265 passed quality control after genotyping (12 had insufficient DNA for 
genotyping; two were compromised samples; 14 failed genotyping). 
 

Table 2. Association between myocardial infarction and Lp(a)-associated 
SNPs in non-Hispanic blacks from NHANES III.  A total of 19 SNPs were 
tested for an association with Lp(a) levels [3] and MI in non-Hispanic blacks 
from NHANES III.  LPA SNPs associated with MI at p < 0.05 are shown here.  
MI case status was defined as participants with possible or probable cardiac 
infarction/injury (CIIS score ≥ 15).  Associations with MI and transformed 
Lp(a) levels were performed unweighted using logistic and linear regression, 
respectively.  1Adjusted for age and sex.  2Adjusted for age, sex, and Lp(a) 
levels.  3Associations between Lp(a) and LPA in non-Hispanic blacks in 
NHANES III as reported in Dumitrescu et al 2011 [3].  Abbreviations:  
confidence interval (CI); odds ratio (OR). 

SNP Lp(a) levels1, 3 
n = 1,711 

MI1 
ncases = 93  

ncontrols = 522 

MI2 
ncases = 91  

ncontrols = 498 
β  

(95% 
CI) 

p-value OR 
(95% 
CI) 

p-value OR 
(95% 
CI) 

p-value 

rs41271028 -0.06  
(-0.18, 
0.07) 

0.3608 2.12 
(1.01, 
4.46) 

0.0470 2.12 
(1.01, 
4.45) 

0.0476 

rs6907156 0.15 
(0.05, 
0.25) 

0.0031 0.53 
(0.30, 
0.92) 

0.0231 0.53 
(0.30, 
0.92) 

0.0241 

rs10945682 -0.14  
(-0.21, -

0.06) 

0.0003 1.41 
(1.00, 
1.98) 

0.0481 1.37 
(0.97, 
1.93) 

0.0725 

rs1652507 -0.45  
(-0.59, -

0.32) 

1.06 
x10-10 

1.88 
(1.06, 
3.34) 

0.0308 1.79 
(1.00, 
3.2) 

0.0510 

rs1367211 -0.27  
(-0.34,  
-0.20) 

3.67 
x10-14 

1.46 
(1.04, 
2.07) 

0.0306 1.42 
(1.00, 
2.01) 

0.0518 

 
We previously tested 19 LPA SNPs for an association with Lp(a) levels in non-Hispanic blacks 

in NHANES III, 12 of which were associated at p < 0.0001 [3].  We tested here the same 19 LPA 
SNPs for an association with MI in non-Hispanic blacks from NHANES III.  Despite the 
limitation of small sample size (ncases = 93), five LPA variants (rs1367211, rs1652507, rs6907156, 
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rs10945682, and rs41271028) were associated with risk of MI in non-Hispanic blacks at p < 0.05 
(Table 2; Figure 1).  Interestingly, four of the five alleles associated with increased risk of MI 
were also associated with decreased Lp(a) levels at p < 0.003.   

To determine if the association of LPA variants and MI in non-Hispanic blacks from NHANES 
III was due to the putative causal role of increased Lp(a) levels in coronary artery disease, we 
adjusted for Lp(a) level (Table 2).  This adjustment attenuated the associations for three of the five 
single-SNP associations with MI (p = 0.05, 0.05, and 0.07 for rs1367211, rs1652507, and 
rs10945682, respectively).  In contrast, two LPA SNPs (rs6907156 and rs41271028) remained 
associated with MI at p < 0.05 after adjustment for Lp(a) levels.  The first SNP, rs6907156, was 
originally associated with decreased Lp(a) levels (p = 0.0031) while the second, rs41271028, was 
not (p = 0.36).  

Figure 1.  Synthesis-View plot of associations between Lp(a)-associated variants and myocardial 
infarction in non-Hispanic blacks from NHANES III and African Americans from BioVU.  Tests of 
association were performed in non-Hispanic blacks NHANES III (n = 93 cases; n = 522 controls) and 
African Americans from BioVU (n = 265 cases; n = 343 controls) for myocardial infarction and each of 
five LPA SNPs previously associated with Lp(a) levels in NHANES III non-Hispanic blacks.  Analyses 
were performed using logistic regression assuming an additive genetic model adjusted for age and sex.  
Odds ratios, 95% confidence intervals, and –log10(p-values) are plotted by study (NHANES III in blue and 
BioVU in red) in a forest plot generated by Synthesis-View.  The red line denotes a level of significance at 
p = 0.05.  Significant odds ratios are denoted by the larger squares. 

 

To replicate the NHANES III findings, we genotyped all five LPA SNPs from Table 2 in 
BioVU African American cases (n = 265) of MI and controls (n = 343).  None of the five tests of 
association were significant at p < 0.05 (Figure 1).  We meta-analyzed NHANES III and BioVU 
tests of association and found two (rs10945682 and rs41271028) of the five associations had 
consistent directions of effect.  However, none of the five LPA SNPs were associated with MI in 
the meta-analysis at p < 0.05.      

Previous studies have suggested that rs3798220 (I4399M) is associated with higher Lp(a) 
levels and coronary artery disease risk [31,32] in European-descent populations.  In the present 
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study, we genotyped rs3798220 in BioVU African American MI cases and controls to determine if 
the association generalized to African-descent populations.  In unadjusted tests of association, 
rs3798220 was not associated with MI in BioVU African Americans (odds ratio = 0.51; 95% CI:  
0.16 – 1.65; p-value = 0.26). 

4.  Discussion 

Genome-wide association studies have identified thousands of common variants significantly 
associated with quantitative traits, and a fraction of these, in turn, are associated with risk for 
specific clinical outcomes [33].  The emergence of EHRs linked to biorepositories is enabling 
larger clinical outcome association studies, an important step in translating quantitative trait 
associations into precision medicine efforts.  In the present study, we tested genetic variants 
associated with Lp(a) levels, an emerging risk factor for cardiovascular disease, for associations 
with MI in African Americans ascertained from epidemiologic and clinic-based collections.  
Overall, Lp(a)-associated genetic variants were not associated with MI in this small sample of 
African Americans, highlighting the challenges of translating strong genetic associations identified 
for quantitative traits to clinically relevant outcomes such as cardiovascular disease. 

The lack of statistical associations may be due to a combination of imprecise phenotyping and 
small sample size.  Indeed, precise phenotyping and phenotype harmonization across studies is a 
major challenge for genetic association studies.  We used both an epidemiologic cross-sectional 
survey and an EHR-based biorepository to identify cases and controls of MI.  Prevalent NHANES 
III cases were based on ECG scores (as opposed to self-report), and BioVU cases were likely a 
mixture of prevalent and incident cases identified using primarily billing codes.  As detailed 
above, we deliberately applied the least stringent MI case definition to identify the largest number 
of cases for manual review, a strategy that identifies “silver standard” cases that can then be 
combined with gold standard cases to potentially boost statistical power [34].  This silver standard 
strategy is likely to play a major role in the Precision Medicine Initiative as it is anticipated that 
the one million participants will be a combination of prevalent and incident cases of various 
common disease drawn from epidemiologic and clinic-based collections [35]. 

In the meta-analysis, we assumed that the case and control definitions were roughly 
equivalent.  While there were a few tests of heterogeneity with p-values < 0.05 (such as LPA 
rs1652507 at p = 0.03), none were statistically significant when accounting for multiple tests.  
Despite the lack of evidence for gross differences in case-control definitions between the two 
collections, it is likely that subtle differences and possible case misclassification impacted 
statistical power.  The NHANES III case-control definition has been shown to have high 
specificity, most likely resulting in good control classification (i.e., ruling out MI).  Conversely, 
the BioVU case-control definition has high PPV or precision.  Neither case-control definition 
addresses the underlying genetic and environmental heterogeneity typical of complex, common 
human diseases that, like misclassification of case-control status, decreases statistical power [36]. 

The present study had a small sample size, which in combination with imprecise phenotyping, 
led to low statistical power.  The small sample size available for MI cases and controls in both the 
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epidemiologic and EHR-based collection was disappointing given that both were drawn from 
relatively large collections of DNA linked to demographic and health information.  Although there 
were 2,108 African American participants with biospecimens, NHANES III had relatively few 
cases of MI.  At the time this study was conducted, BioVU contained DNA samples linked to 
EHRs for ~12,000 African Americans.  However, from among these patients, only 311 cases of 
MI were identified through billing codes and of these, 265 were available for genotyping.  It is 
possible that additional cases could have been identified using the clinical notes and more 
sophisticated natural language processing techniques, but it is doubtful that a sufficient number of 
additional cases would have been identified for a substantial increase in power.  It is widely noted 
that genome-wide studies in general are not conducted in diverse populations [37], and those that 
are available generally have smaller sample sizes compared with their European counterparts [38].  
This trend is unlikely to change with the rise in EHRs linked to biorepositories, and even 
concerted efforts such as the proposed Precision Medicine Initiative with one million participants 
[35] will be hard-pressed to muster sufficient sample sizes for clinically relevant outcomes in 
diverse populations. 

In addition to imprecise phenotyping and low case-control counts available for study, low 
allele frequencies also contributed to low statistical power for specific tests of association.  
Overall, LPA rs3798220 is not common in African Americans, with a minor allele frequency of 
2% in the present study.  This minor allele frequency is similar to African Americans in third 
phase of the International HapMap Project as well as to European-descent cases and controls of 
coronary artery disease meta-analyzed by the CARDIoGRAM consortium [31].  The 
CARDIoGRAM consortium reported an odds ratio of 1.51, and assuming the same coded allele 
(C) and the same minor allele frequency (2%), we had ~17% power to detect an association with 
rs3798220 at p < 0.05. 

Despite the numerous limitations, this study had several strengths.  This study accessed both 
epidemiologic and clinic-based collections to identify cases and controls for MI among African 
Americans.  Continued case-control collection for this and other clinically relevant outcomes is 
sorely needed to better translate genetic associations identified using quantitative traits to 
prevention, diagnosis, and treatment options for MI and other forms of cardiovascular disease at 
the bedside. 
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Many recent imaging genetic studies focus on detecting the associations between genetic markers 
such as single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) and quantitative traits (QTs). Although there exist 
a large number of generalized multivariate regression analysis methods, few of them have used 
diagnosis information in subjects to enhance the analysis performance. In addition, few of models 
have investigated the identification of multi-modality phenotypic patterns associated with 
interesting genotype groups in traditional methods. To reveal disease-relevant imaging genetic 
associations, we propose a novel diagnosis-guided multi-modality (DGMM) framework to discover 
multi-modality imaging QTs that are associated with both Alzheimer’s disease (AD) and its top 
genetic risk factor (i.e., APOE SNP rs429358). The strength of our proposed method is that it 
explicitly models the priori diagnosis information among subjects in the objective function for 
selecting the disease-relevant and robust multi-modality QTs associated with the SNP. We evaluate 
our method on two modalities of imaging phenotypes, i.e., those extracted from structural magnetic 
resonance imaging (MRI) data and fluorodeoxyglucose positron emission tomography (FDG-PET) 
data in the Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI) database. The experimental results 
demonstrate that our proposed method not only achieves better performances under the metrics 
of root mean squared error and correlation coefficient but also can identify common informative 
regions of interests (ROIs) across multiple modalities to guide the disease-induced biological 
interpretation, compared with other reference methods. 

 
1.  Introduction 

Neuroimaging genetics emerges as one of the hottest research topics in recent studies, which 
identifies genetic variant associations with imaging phenotypes such as structural or 
functional imaging measures. Since neuroimaging plays an important role in characterizing 
the neurodegenerative process of many brain disease such as Alzheimer’s disease (AD) [1], 
the quantitative imaging phenotypes can provide valuable information so that it holds great 
promise for revealing the complex biological mechanisms of the disease.  

Genome-wide association studies (GWAS) have been widely used to identify the 
associations between single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) and the quantitative traits (QTs) 
such as neuroimaging measures. To address the high dimensionality of the GWAS data and 
small effect size of individual SNPs, in recent imaging genetic studies, researchers have 
developed several generalized multivariate linear regression analysis methods by considering 
the priori knowledge such as inherent structural information to boost the detection power [2, 
3]. Although those methods may have the potential to help discover phenotypic imaging 
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markers related to some candidate risk SNPs [4], another problem of existing methods in 
imaging genetics is that the subjects’ diagnosis information (e.g., class labels such as patients 
or healthy controls) is not fully used for revealing disease-specific imaging genetic 
associations. More recently, some diagnosis induced methods have been proposed to solve the 
imaging genetics problem [5, 6]. A two-step strategy was adopted by [5]: 1) initially, the 
authors identified the voxels that could provide an imaging signature of the disease with high 
classification accuracy using penalized linear discriminant analysis; 2) then they detected the 
SNPs associated with the multivariate phenotypic markers discovered in the first step. 
Moreover, a Bayesian framework for detecting genetic variants associated with a disease while 
exploiting imaging as an intermediate phenotype was proposed in [6], which was designed to 
jointly identify relevant imaging and genetic markers simultaneously. In addition, most of 
imaging genetic studies focus on discovering the associations between single imaging 
modality (e.g., magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)) and SNPs, while ignoring the underlying 
interacting relationships among multiple modalities.  

With these observations, our general motivation is to identify multimodal imaging 
phenotypes serving as intermediate traits between a given AD genetic marker and disease 
status, where we hope to design a simple and powerful model to maximize disease-relevant 
imaging genetic associations. Accordingly, the ideas introduced in [7, 8] can be adopted and 
incorporated into the imaging genetics studies. Specifically in [7, 8], subjects’  similarity has 
been successfully used for designing more powerful multi-modal models on AD classification 
and clinical score regression solutions, which are inspired by multi-task modeling integrated 
with the priori relationship between sample data and the corresponding labels in machine 
learning community [9].  

In this study, we propose a novel diagnosis-guided multi-modality (DGMM) framework 
that considers robust and common regions of interests (ROIs) as well as diagnosis labels such 
as patients or healthy controls to handle the multi-modality phenotype associations with an 
AD genetic risk factor. We evaluate our DGMM method on two modalities of phenotypes, i.e., 
voxel-based measures extracted from structural MRI and fluorodeoxyglucose positron 
emission tomography (FDG-PET)) scans, as well as apolipoprotein E (APOE) SNP rs429358 
(the best known AD genetic risk factor [10, 11]) data from the Alzheimer’s Disease 
Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI) cohort. The empirical results show that our method not only 
yield improved performances under the metrics of correlation coefficient and root mean 
squared error, but also detect a compact set of consistent and robust ROIs across two imaging 
modalities which are relevant to the studied genetic risk marker. 

2.  Method 

2.1.  Genotype and Phenotype Association 

In this section, we systematically develop our computational models to explore the association 
between a candidate AD risk SNP and multimodal imaging phenotypes. That is, our proposed 
method mainly addresses the problem based on the general linear (least square) regression 
approach. Given imaging phenotypes X = [𝑥1, … , 𝑥n, … , 𝑥N]𝑇 ∈ RN×das input and a candidate 
risk SNP y= [y1, … , yn, … , yN]T ∈ RN as output in the regression model, where N is the number 
of participants (sample size) and d is the number of imaging phenotype ROIs (feature 
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dimensionality). The association model is designed to solve: 
 

min
𝑤

1

2
||𝑦 − X𝑤||2 + 𝜆𝑅(𝑤)                                                    (1) 

 
where 𝑅(𝑤) is a regularization term and  𝜆 is the corresponding parameter. The weight vector 
w measures the relative importance of the imaging phenotypes (i.e., ROI measures) in 
predicting the response of the SNP.  

In the work, the goal of the learned regression model is not to discover relevant SNPs, but 
to select biologically meaningful imaging phenotypes that are associated jointly with a given 
risk SNP and the disease status. Using the linear general regression model formulated by Eq 
(1), we aim to identify interesting imaging phenotypes that can serve as intermediate traits on 
the pathway from an AD genetic risk factor to the clinical diagnosis. 

2.2.  Diagnosis-Guided Single-modality Phenotype Association 

In this study, we consider the relationship between imaging phenotypes and the diagnosis 
information among subjects which are not fully used in conventional association analysis 
methods. More specifically, we will utilize the relationship information among subjects with 
diagnosis labels, i.e., AD, mild cognitive impairment (MCI) or healthy controls (HC). That is, if 
subjects are similar to each other in the original diagnosis feature space, their respective 
response values should be also similar. To solve this problem, we induce a new regularization 

term that can preserve the class level diagnosis information: 
 

         min
𝑤

∑ ||f(xi) − f(xj)||2
2Sij

N
i,j = 2𝑤TXTLX𝑤        (2) 

 
where S = [Sij] ∈ Rn×n denotes a similarity matrix that measures the similarity between every 
pair of samples. L = D − S represents a Laplacian matrix, where D is the diagonal matrix with 
element defined as Dii = ∑ Sij

N
j=1 . Then, the similarity matrix can be defined as: 

 

                             Sij = {
 1, if xi and xj are from the same class

 0,     otherwise                                                   
                                   (3) 

 
The penalized term Eq. (2) enforces that, after being mapped into the label space, the distance 
between the within-class data will be small, which preserves the local neighborhood structure 
of the same class. We induce the diagnosis labels constraint into the single modality 
phenotypic solution and then formulate a diagnosis-guided single modality (DGSM) 
phenotype association model as follows: 
 

min
𝑤

1

2
||𝑦 − X𝑤||2 + 𝛼𝑤TXTLX𝑤                                                    (4) 

 
The strength of DGSM method is that it explicitly models the priori diagnosis information 
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among subjects in the objective function that minimize distance within each diagnosis class 
for selecting the disease-relevant QT associated with the SNP. Especially, the DGSM model can 
generalize and handle the progressive disease with multi-diagnosis status, comparing to the 
binary diagnosis analysis methods that were adopted in [5, 6]. 

2.3.  Multi-modality Phenotype Associations 

We assume that there are N training subjects or samples, with each represented by M 
modalities of phenotypes. Denote Xm = [X1

m, … , Xn
m, … , XN

m]T ∈ RN×d  as the data matrix of the 
m -th modality, and Y= [Y1, … , Y2, … , Yn]T ∈ RN  be the corresponding response values (i.e. 

APOE SNP rs429358). Let 𝑤m ∈ Rd be the linear discriminant function corresponding to the 
m-th modality. Then the multi-modality phenotype association model can be formulated as 
follows: 

min
W

1

2
∑ ||𝑌 − X𝑚𝑤𝑚||2𝑀

𝑚=1 +β||W||2,1  (5) 

 

where W = [𝑤1, 𝑤2, … , 𝑤𝑀] ∈ Rd×M  is the weight matrix whose row 𝑤𝑗   is the vector of 
coefficients assigned to the j-th feature across different modalities, and ||W||2,1 = ∑ ||𝑤𝑗||2

𝑑
𝑗=1  

is penalize all coefficients in the same row of matrix W for joint feature selection. First, the l2,1-
norm regularization term is a “group-sparsity” regularizer, which forces only a small number 
of features being selected from different modalities [12]. Second, the parameter  β  is a 

regularization parameter that is used to balance the relative contributions of the two terms in 
Eq (5). Finally, it is worth noting that our objective function Eq (5) is formatted as a multi-task 
learning framework, where each imaging modality is used to predict the same response 
independently (i.e., Y1 = Y2 = ⋯ = Yn), but the feature selection is regularized jointly by the 
second term in Eq (5) to identify a set of consistent ROIs. 

2.4.  Diagnosis-Guided Multi-modality Phenotype Association 

In this study, we try to develop a novel diagnosis-guided multi-modality (DGMM) framework 
to discover the multi-modality phenotypic associations with an AD genetic risk factor, where 
it explicitly models the priori diagnosis information among subjects in the objective function 
for selecting disease-relevant and robust multi-modality QTs associated with the SNP. We 

induce the diagnosis label constraint into the multi-modality phenotypic solution and design 
a diagnosis-guided multi-modality (DGMM) phenotype association model as follows: 
 

      min
W

1

2
∑ ||𝑌 − X𝑚𝑤𝑚||2𝑀

𝑚=1 +𝜆1||W||2,1 + 𝜆2 ∑ (𝑤𝑚)T(X𝑚)T𝑀
𝑚=1 L𝑚X𝑚𝑤𝑚        (6) 

 

where S = [Sij
m] ∈ Rn×n  denotes a similarity matrix that measures the similarity between 

every pair of samples on the m-th modality across different subjects. Here, L𝑚 = D𝑚 − S𝑚 
represents a combinational Laplacian matrix for the m-th modality, where Dm is the diagonal 
matrix with element defined as Dii

m = ∑ Sij
mN

j=1  .  𝜆1  and 𝜆2  denote control parameters of the 
regularization terms, respectively. Their values can be determined via inner cross-validation 
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on training data. It is promising to find the better solution that is robust to noises or outliers 
via considering both multimodalities and the rich information inherent in the observations. 
The objective function can be efficiently solved using the Nesterov’s accelerated proximal 
gradient optimization algorithm which was used in [7], which is shown in the Algorithm 1. 

Firstly, we separate the objective function into the smooth part Eq (7) and non-smooth 
part Eq (8) as following: 
 

f(W) =
1

2
∑ ||Y − Xmwm||2M

m=1 + λ2 ∑ (wm)T(xm)TM
m=1 Lmwmxm               (7) 

 

g(W) = λ1||W||2,1                                                                (8) 
 

We define the approximation function Eq (9) as following, which is composited by the above 
smooth part and non-smooth one: 
 

Ω(W, Wi) = f(Wi) + (W − Wi, ∇f(Wi)) +
l

2
||W − Wi||F

2 + g(W)                 (9) 

 

where|| ∙ ||F
2 denotes the Frobenius norm, ∇f(Wi) denotes the gradient of f(W) on point Wi at 

the i-th iteration, and l is the step size. Then, the update step of Nesterov’s APG is defined as: 
 

Wi+1 = arg min
W

1

2
||W − V||

F

2
+

1

l
g(W)=arg min

w1,w2,…,wd

1

2
∑ ||wj − vj||2

2d
j=1 +

λ2

l
||wj||2 (10) 

 

where wj  and vj  denote the j-th row of the matrix W and V, respectively. NAGP performs a 
simple step of gradient descent to go from Wi to V, and then it slide a little bit further than   
 

V = Wi −
1

l
∇f(Wi)                                                                 (11) 

 

Therefore, through Eq (9), this problem can be decomposed into d separate sub-problems. The 
key of APG algorithm is how to solve the update step efficiently. The analytical solutions of 

those sub-problems can be easily obtained: 
 

wj
∗ = {

(
||vj||

2
−

λ2
l

||vj||
2

) vj, if ||vj||
2

>
λ2

l

0, otherwise

       (12) 

 

Instead of performing gradient descent based on Wi, we compute the search point as: 
 

Zi = (1 + αi)Wi − αiWi−1                                                           (13) 
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where 𝛼𝑖 =
𝜌𝑖−1−1

𝜌𝑖
  and 𝜌𝑖 =

1+√1+4𝜌𝑖−1
2

2
. 

 

Algorithm 1: to minimize J in Equation (6) 

Input: APOE genotype y= [y1, … , yn, … , yN]T ∈ RN,  

Multimodal imaging data Xm = [X1
m, … , Xn

m, … , XN
m]T ∈ RN×d,  

Subject diagnosis information (i.e., AD, MCI or HC) 

Output: Wi, J
∗ 

Initialization: λ1 > 0, λ2 > 0, l0 > 0, σ > 1, W0 = W1 = 0, ρ0 = 1 

Repeat  (For i=1 to max_iteration I) 

 1. Computed the search point Qi according to Eq (13) 

2. l = li−1 

3. while (f(Wi+1) + g(Wi+1)) >  Ω(Wi+1, Qi), l = σl; 

    Here  is computed by Eq. (10) 

4. Set li ← l  

Until Converges  

Calculate J∗ 
 
 

3.  Experiments 

In this section, we evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed method on the ADNI-1 database. 
For up-to-date data access information, see http://adni.loni.usc.edu/data-samples/access-
data/. One goal of ADNI is to test whether serial MRI, positron emission tomography, other 
biological markers, and clinical and neuropsychological assessment can be combined to 
measure the progression of mild cognitive impairment (MCI) and early AD. For more details, 
see www.adni-info.org. In our experiments, baseline structural MRI, FDG-PET scans, the top 
AD risk SNP APOE rs429358, another AD risk SNP CD33 rs386544 and non-risk SNP 
rs56283507 (for comparison purpose) are included. This yields a total of 357 subjects, 
including 87 AD, 182 MCI and 88 HC participants. Table 1 shows the numbers for each 
diagnosis code and each SNP. 
 

Table 1. Diagnostic distributions on APOE SNP rs429358 and CD33 rs386544 
and random non-risk SNP rs56283507 

Diagnosis 

Label 

APOE rs429358 Code CD33 rs386544 Code non-risk rs56283507 Code 

0 1 2 0 1 2 0 1 2 

AD 29 45 13 41 34 12 37 37 13 

MCI 83 74 25 87 82 13 79 82 21 

HC 66 21 1 40 36 12 39 40 9 
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3.1.  Imaging Phenotype Data 

The SPM Statistical Parametric Mapping software package (SPM version 12, for more details, 
see www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/software/) was used to: (1) create normalized gray matter 
density maps from MRI data in the standard MNI space, and (2) register the FDG-PET scans 
into the same space. The MarsBaR ROI toolbox [13] was used to extract mean gray matter 
density and FDG-PET glucose utilization values for each of 116 MarsBaR ROIs. These measures 
were pre-adjusted for age, gender, handedness and education.  

3.2.  Genotype Data  

APOE (located on chromosome 19) has a key role in coordinating the mobilization and 
redistribution of cholesterol, phospholipids, and fatty acids, and it is implicated in mechanisms 
such as neuronal development, brain plasticity, and repair functions [14]. In imaging genetics 
research experiments, several whole-brain studies focused on mapping this risk genetic 
variable [10, 11]. In this work, we focused on studying the susceptibility SNP rs429358, which 
was determined using APOE ɛ2/ɛ3/ɛ4 status information from the ADNI clinical database for 
each participant. We also selected another AD risk SNP CD33 rs386544 and a random non-
risk SNP rs56283507 for the comparison purpose to evaluate the performance of the proposed 
model.  

3.3.  Experimental Settings 

In our experiment, for the input of multimodal imaging phenotypes, we normalized the FDG 
and VBM whose ranges are -5.29 to 6.49 and -5.34 to 4.73, respectively. For the outcome, each 
SNP value is coded in an additive fashion as 0, 1 or 2, indicating the number of minor alleles. 
We have inserted this information in our revised manuscript. 5-fold cross-validation strategy 
was adopted to evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed method. As for parameters of 
regularization, we determined the values by nested 5-fold cross-validation on the training set. 
In current studies, we used SM (denoting single modality based method with Lasso [15] to 
detect a sparse significant subset from imaging phenotypic features (i.e., ROIs)), MC (denoting 
modalities concatenation with Lasso to detect a sparse subset from imaging phenotypes), MM 
(denoting multi-modality method to detect imaging phenotypes from a sparse subset of 
common ROIs), DGSM, DGMC and DGMM (the standard SM, MC and MM with DG, respectively, 
where DG denotes the diagnosis-guided strategy).  

3.4.  Results 

We compare our proposed diagnosis-guided based methods (including DGSM, DGMC and 
DGMM) with conventional methods (including SM, MC and MM), respectively. The 
performance on each dataset is assessed with root mean squared error (RMSE) and 
correlation coefficient (CC) between actual and predicted response values, which are widely 
used in measuring performances of regression and association analysis. The average results 
of RMSE and CC among the 5-fold test on MRI-VBM and FDG-PET modalities are calculated 
respectively as shown in Table 2 and Table 3. The corresponding values on the whole test data 
entirety (denoted Ent for short) are included in both tables, where predicted values from all 
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cross-validation trials are pulled together for calculating a single RMSE or CC. 
As shown in Table 2, the proposed DG based methods consistently outperform their non-

DG based methods in the RMSE performance measure. This demonstrates that diagnosis-
guided information can help improve regression performance from imaging phenotypes to 
genotype. DGMM and DGMC methods yield the best RMSE values of 0.9097 and 0.9096. 
Compared with the DG strategy, the joint regularization across multiple modalities showed 
negative effects on the RMSE performance in some cases (e.g., from SM to MM). Regarding the 
CC results in Table 3, our proposed method shows the best CC of 0.1499 with the MRI-VBM 
modality. The best CC of 0.1471 is obtained by DGMM in terms of the FDG measure while the 
second best performance is 0.1140 by our DGMM method. These results demonstrate the 
proposed methods can take advantage of consistent and robust multimodality information to 
find more important associations. Compared with the joint regularization across multiple 
modalities, the DG strategy had very limited contributions in most cases except the DGMM on 
MRI-VBM (compared with MM).  
 

Table 2. Comparison of regression performances of the competing methods in 
terms of Root Mean Square Error (RMSE)  

Method 
MRI-VBM FDG-PET 

(Mean ± Std) 5-fold Ent (Mean ± Std) 5-fold Ent 

SM 1.0103±0.1123 1.0185 0.9538±0.0549 0.9569 

DGSM 0.9097±0.0342 0.9107 0.9205±0.0446 0.9225 

MC 0.9547±0.1088 0.9635 0.9127±0.0364 0.9138 

DGMC 0.9096±0.0342 0.9635 0.9096±0.0342 0.9106 

MM 1.3358±0.1081 1.3417 1.2267±0.0400 1.2280 

DGMM 0.9097±0.0342 0.9107 0.9097±0.0342 0.9106 

 
 

Table 3. Comparison of regression performances of the competing methods in 
terms of Correlation Coefficient (CC) 

Method 
MRI-VBM FDG-PET 

(Mean ± Std) 5-fold Ent (Mean ± Std) 5-fold Ent 

SM -0.0154±0.1015 -0.0997 -0.1307±0.1323 -0.0557 

DGSM 0.0090±0.1326 0.0039 -0.0322±0.0857 0.0363 

MC -0.0913± 0.1609 0.0345 0.0164±0.0605 -0.1037 

DGMC -0.0241±0.1318 -0.0650 -0.0354±0.1251 0.0525 

MM 0.0928±0.0796 0.0886 0.1471±0.0804 0.1492 

DGMM 0.1499±0.0384 0.1465 0.1140±0.0780 0.1002 

 
We also selected another AD risk SNP CD33 rs386544 and a random SNP rs56283507 as 

the comparison to evaluate the performance on the proposed model. As shown in Table 4, the 
DGMM method with APOE rs429358 yield the best RMSE and CC performance measures, 
which outperform the same method involved the CD33 rs386544 or the random SNP. This 
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matches our expectation, since the APOE SNP has a larger effect size than the CD33 SNP and 
the random SNP. The originality of the work is to make full use of the risk genotype and 
corresponding disease samples to find the intermediate phenotype between an AD genetic 
marker and the disease status. For evaluation purpose, it is desired to select the top AD risk 
SNP to demonstrate our proposed model. 
 

Table 4. Comparison performances (RMSEs and CCs) in our proposed model with 
top risk SNP APOE rs429358, another risk SNP CD33 rs386544, and a random 
non-risk SNP rs56283507. 

Candidate SNPs 
MRI-VBM FDG-PET 

RMSE CC RMSE CC 

APOE-rs429358 0.9097±0.0342 0.1499±0.0384 0.9097±0.0342 0.1140±0.0780 

CD33-rs386544 0.9123±0.0779 0.0582±0.1134 0.9123±0.0779 0.0960±0.0823 

rs56283507 0.9628±0.0346 0.0677±0.1495 0.9628±0.0346 0.0125±0.0686 

 
Besides the improved performances, one major goal of this study is to identify some 

significant and robust phenotypes that are highly correlated to risk genotype marker to 
capture imaging genetics associations in AD research.  

 

 
Fig. 1. Visualization of the top 10 VBM ROIs selected by the proposed method. 

 
The top 10 selected MRI-VBM imaging features, as well as their average regression 

coefficients on 5-fold test, are visualized in Fig. 1 by mapping them onto the human brain. The 
colors of the selected brain regions indicate the regression coefficients of the corresponding 
MRI-VBM markers. As expected, Hippocampus_Left, Hippocampus_Right and Amygdala_Left 
have been detected on top 10 ROIs associated with risk genotype biomarker by the proposed 
DGMM method. It’s worth noting that these stable markers are in accordance with the existing 
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findings. For example, the reduction of hippocampal gray matter has been correlated with 
APOE SNP rs429358 [16]. The APOE polymorphism is the best established genetic risk factor 
for pathological changes that is also associated with anatomical brain changes. 
 

 
Fig. 2. Heat map of the top VBM and FDG ROI associations with APOE SNP rs429358 

learned by the proposed method. 

 
The weights of the top 20 ROIs by every fold DGMM test on the heat map are plotted in 

Fig. 2. Our proposed method tends to select the stable ROIs such as Vermis_7, Vermis_10, 
Hippocampus_Left, Hippocampus_Right and Frontal_Inf_Oper_Left that span across five cross-
validation trials. The APOE SNP is the best established genetic risk factor for pathological 
changes that is also associated with reductions of hippocampal gray matter and glucose 
metabolism [10, 16, 17]. It also demonstrates the robust and consistent ROIs should be 
selected among the independent and different modalities, which discovers the imaging genetic 
associations through biological interpretation. Although reduced volume of cerebellar vermis 
has been associated with dementia [18], the imaging genetic finding of Vermis_7 warrants 
further investigation.   
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4.  Conclusion 

In this study, we have developed a diagnosis-guided multi-modality (DGMM) framework for 
identifying neuroimaging phenotype associations with risk genetic biomarkers. This approach 
explicitly models the priori diagnosis information among subjects in the objective function for 
selecting the most relevant and robust multi-modality QTs (i.e., MRI-VBM and FDG-PET) 
associated with top risk SNP (i.e., APOE rs429358). Experimental results on the ADNI database 
showed that our proposed DGMM method not only achieved better prediction performances 
under the metrics of correlation coefficient and root mean squared error compared with other 
single modality and non-diagnosis-guided methods, but also detected a compact set of robust 
and consistent ROIs across the multimodal phenotypes among the populations to guide the 
disease-induced biological interpretation. The similar model can be also extended to the 
investigation of association analyses between multi-modal brain imaging measures and any 
other biomarkers such as those in cerebrospinal fluid.  Furthermore, the DGMM framework 
can be applied to other genetic associated diseases to investigate the complex biological 
mechanisms from genetics to intermediate traits to diagnostic outcome. An interesting future 
direction is to improve the efficiency of our implementation and apply it to larger scale studies 
such as analyzing high dimensional voxel based imaging data as well as a comprehensive set 
of genetic risk factors. 
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Osteoarthritis (OA) significantly compromises the life quality of affected individuals and imposes
a substantial economic burden on our society. Unfortunately the pathogenesis of the disease is till
poorly understood and no effective medications have been developed. OA is a complex disease that
involves both genetic and environmental influences. To elucidate the complex interlinked structure
of metabolic processes associated with OA, we developed a differential correlation network approach
to detecting the interconnection of metabolite pairs whose relationships are significantly altered due
to the diseased process. Through topological analysis of such a differential network, we identified key
metabolites that played an important role in governing the connectivity and information flow of the
network. Identification of these key metabolites suggests the association of their underlying cellular
processes with OA and may help elucidate the pathogenesis of the disease and the development of
novel targeted therapies.

Keywords: Differential correlation; Osteoarthritis; Metabolomics; Urea cycle abnormal; Obesity; Car-
diovascular diseases; Differential networks; Dynamical networks; Interaction mapping.
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1. Introduction

Osteoarthritis (OA) is the most common form of arthritis. It causes a substantial morbidity
and disability in the elderly populations, and imposes a great economic burden on our soci-
ety.1,2 Despite high prevalence and societal impact, there is no medication that can cure it,
or reverse or halt the disease progression, partly because that its pathogenesis is still unclear
and there is no reliable method that can be used for early OA diagnosis.

Recent developments in the field of metabolomics provide an array of new tools for the
study of OA. A large number of small-molecule metabolites from body fluids or tissues can be
quantitatively detected simultaneously, which promises an immense potential for early diagno-
sis, therapy monitoring and understanding the pathogenesis of complex diseases.3 Metabolites
are intermediate and end products of various cellular processes and their levels of concentra-
tion serve as a good indicator of a sequence of biological systems in response to genetic and
environmental influences.

In the reported studies on metabolomics analysis of OA case-control population data, the
mostly adopted methodology is to test and identify metabolites that are significantly associ-
ated with the disease class using principal component analysis (PCA),4,5 partial least square
discriminant analysis (PLS),6,7 or other individual testing techniques, and then to deduce
their likely biological interrelationship with OA. Testing correlations of the concentrations of
metabolites has not seen wide adoption likely due to the limited availability of methodologies.
However, these correlations likely exist because metabolites are intermediate or end products
of interconnected cellular processes. Analyzing their correlations provides an avenue captur-
ing the relationships of their represented cellular processes and biological reactions associated
with OA, and thus holds a great potential in OA metabolomics research.

Meanwhile, many biological systems are increasingly viewed and analyzed as highly com-
plex networks of interlinked molecular or cellular entities or metabolites,8 and network science
has been applied to capture the interactome maps of gene-gene or protein-protein interac-
tions9–13 as well as transcriptional and metabolic data.14–16

The interaction maps of proteins, genes, metabolites or diseases can reveal the overall
physical and functional landscape of a biological system, and these networks have been mostly
generated under a particular static condition. More recently, differential network analysis
has been promoted as a powerful framework for analyzing biological interaction maps when
biological systems are considered undergoing differential changes that are dependent on the
environment, tissue type, disease state, development or speciation.17,18

Recent interaction mapping studies have demonstrated the power of differential correlation
analysis for elucidating the re-wiring of the interaction architecture of fundamental biologi-
cal responses in adaptation to changing conditions.19–25 Analyzing the rewiring of biological
networks across disease conditions provides a unique insight into the dynamic response of
a biological system. Instead of looking at the absolute properties of a system, differential
network analysis emphasizes on the characteristics that are the most affected by genetic or
environmental influences.

In this study, we proposed a differential network approach to analyzing the metabolomics
population-based data of OA. We used differential analysis to quantify the variation of pair-
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wise correlation of metabolites across case and control populations, and used networks to
characterize the global interconnecting structure of such differentially correlated metabolites.
Our methodology is distinct from most existing metabolomics analyses of OA in that we in-
vestigated the correlations of metabolite concentrations, and more importantly the variations
of such correlations by comparing different disease status, to help elucidate the underlying
biological processes specifically associated with the pathogenesis of OA. Using topological
analysis of such a differential correlation network, we identified key metabolites and subse-
quently their represented cellular processes that may play an important role in the clinical
development of OA. Our findings could be very helpful in designing novel and more targeted
therapies for OA.

2. Methods

2.1. Osteoarthritis metabolomics data

In the current study, we used a two-stage case-control design with a discovery phase and a
validation phase. For both phases, knee OA patients were selected from the Newfoundland
Osteoarthritis Study (NFOAS) initiated in 2011.26 The NFOAS aimed at identifying novel
genetic, epigenetic, and biochemical markers for OA. The NFOAS recruited OA patients who
underwent a total knee replacement surgery due to primary OA between November 2011
and December 2013 at the St. Clare’s Mercy Hospital and Health Science Centre General
Hospital in St. John’s, the capital city of Newfoundland and Labrador (NL), Canada. Healthy
controls for both phases were selected from the CODING study (The Complex Diseases in
the Newfoundland population: Environment and Genetics), where participants were adult
volunteers.27

Both cases and controls were from the same source population of Newfoundland and
Labrador. Knee OA diagnosis was made based on the American College of Rheumatology
clinical criteria for classification of idiopathic OA of the knee28 and the judgment of the at-
tending orthopedic surgeons. Controls were individuals without self-reported family doctor
diagnosed knee OA based on their medical information collected by a self-administered ques-
tionnaire. We collected 64 OA cases and 45 healthy controls in the discovery phase and 72
cases and 76 controls in the replication phase.

Blood samples were collected after at least 8 hour fasting and plasma was separated from
blood using the standard protocol. Metabolic profiling was performed on plasma using the
Waters XEVO TQ MS system (Waters Limited, Mississauga, Ontario, Canada) coupled with
Biocrates AbsoluteIDQ p180 kit, which measures 186 metabolites including 90 glycerophos-
pholipids, 40 acylcarnitines (1 free carnitine), 21 amino acids, 19 biogenic amines, 15 sphin-
golipids and 1 hexose (above 90 percent is glucose). The details of the 186 metabolites and
the metabolic profiling method were described in the previous publication.29 Over 90% of the
metabolites (167/186) were successfully determined in each sample.

Age and BMI are known factors correlated with OA. Therefore, the residual of a linear
regression using attributes age and BMI was applied to remove any partial correlations as a
result of those two factors, and to adjust the data for our metabolomics differential correlation
analysis of OA.
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2.2. Differential analysis of metabolite correlations

Metabolite concentrations in plasma may be correlated as a result of their represented biolog-
ical processes, and the correlation may change in different phenotypic or disease conditions.
Such a dynamic correlation was quantified by a differential correlation statistic in our study.

The correlation of a pair of metabolites was calculated using Pearson’s correlation coef-
ficient r in the two phenotypically distinguished samples, i.e. cases and controls. The corre-
lation coefficients rcase and rcontrol were then used to compute the change of the correlation
between two metabolites across two different disease classes. Specifically, for metabolites i and
j, their differential correlation rdiff(i, j) is calculated as the normalized difference of Fisher’s
z-transformations of rcase(i, j) and rcontrol(i, j),

rdiff(i, j) =

√
ncase − 3

2
× zcase(i, j) −

√
ncontrol − 3

2
× zcontrol(i, j), (1)

where z is the Fisher’s z-transformation of correlation coefficient r,

zcase(i, j) =
1

2
ln
[1 + rcase(i, j)

1 − rcase(i, j)

]
, zcontrol(i, j) =

1

2
ln
[1 + rcontrol(i, j)

1 − rcontrol(i, j)

]
. (2)

We used ncase and ncontrol to denote the total numbers of samples in cases and controls. This
differential correlation statistic captures the change of the normalized correlation across two
distinguishing conditions, and we used it to test if two metabolites are differentially corre-
lated by comparing diseased and healthy populations. Note that rdiff describes the change of
correlations by subtracting the correlation in controls from that in cases, and can take either
positive or negative values.

The significance levels of differential correlations were assessed using a 1000-fold permu-
tation test. For each permutation, we randomly shuffled the disease status of all samples
combining both cases and controls to remove the association among metabolite correlations
and the disease outcome. By repeating this process 1000 times, we were able to generate a
null distribution under the assumption that the pairwise correlations of metabolites were not
statistically distinguishing in cases and in controls. Then for each pair of metabolites, the
significance (p-value) of their differential correlation was estimated as the proportion of per-
muted differential correlations that were greater than the observed value calculated using the
original real data.

2.3. Differential correlation network

Network is a powerful tool to characterize the properties of entities and their complex rela-
tionships. In this study, we used networks to represent the global structure of differentially
correlated metabolites by comparing OA cases and healthy controls.

Pairs of metabolites that had significant differential correlations were included to build the
network. In such a differential correlation network, each node stood for a metabolite, and edges
linking two metabolites represented the significant differential correlations between them. The
differential correlation of a metabolite pair could be either positive or negative, meaning that
their correlation in cases are significantly stronger than their correlation in controls or vice
versa.
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Fig. 1. Comparison of pairwise metabolite correlations (red for positive; blue for negative) in case and control
populations. Only significant correlations (Pearson’s correlation coefficient p-value cutoff 0.05 with Bonferroni
multiple-testing correction) were included in this comparison. (A) For the total of 6599 (= 1346 + 5252 + 1)
pairs of positively correlated metabolites in cases, the majority of them were also found positively correlated
in controls. (B) For the total of 145 (= 92 + 28 + 25) pairs of negatively correlated metabolites in cases, a
third of them were found positively correlated in controls and another third of them were found negatively
correlated in controls.

3. Results

3.1. Metabolite correlations in case and control populations

The pairwise Pearson’s correlations of 167 metabolites were calculated in both case and control
samples in the discovery dataset. Of all 13,861 pairs, the majority of them were positively
correlated in both cases and controls. We used a p-value threshold 0.05 and Bonferroni multiple-
testing correction to define the statistical significance of pairwise correlations.

About 80% of the positively correlated pairs in cases were found also positively correlated
in controls (Fig. 1A), and a similar link was observed for negatively correlated pairs as well
(Fig. 1B). This large overlapping of metabolite correlations from the two phenotypic condi-
tions suggests that the majority of the observed correlations were a result of “housekeeping”
biological reactions and were not related to the disease of OA.

3.2. Differentially correlated metabolites

We calculated the differential correlations of all pairs of metabolites by comparing their corre-
lations in cases and controls as described in the section of Methods. By subtracting correlations
in controls from correlations in cases, metabolite pairs that were differentially correlated across
these two conditions were magnified, while the persistent correlations in both conditions were
removed. This differential correlation method allowed us to focus on the dynamic correlations
that were specifically associated with the disease.

In the discovery dataset, 232 pairs of metabolites had significant positive differential cor-
relations and 1060 pairs had significant negative differential correlations (permutation testing
p < 0.05). The strongest and most significant pair of metabolites that has a positive differential
correlation is Ala and Sarcosine (rdiff = 9.33, p < 0.001), and that has a negative differential
correlation is lysoPCaC24:0 and PCaaC40:2 (rdiff = −5.40, p < 0.001). Fig. 2A shows a scatter
plotting of all the pairs of metabolites with their correlations in the case population (x-axis)
and the control population (y-axis). In addition, positive and negative differential correla-
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Fig. 2. (A) Scatter of metabolite pair correlations in cases (x axis) and controls (y axis) and identification of
significant (p-value cutoff 0.05 using a 1000-fold permutation test) pairs with positive differential correlations
(red) and with negative differential correlations (blue). (B) Distribution of all pairwise differential correlations,
with a mean value of −0.283 (black dashed line). The means of significant differential correlations are also shown
using dashed lines. The average significant positive correlations was 3.820 (red) and the average significant
negative correlations was −2.589 (blue).

tions were shown as colored points. They represented the metabolite pairs whose correlations
significantly changed across the two phenotypic conditions.

The distribution of the differential correlations of all metabolite pairs is shown in Fig. 2B.
It follows a normal distribution approximately with a mean of −0.283. The shift of this distri-
bution towards the negative values explained the observation that there were more significant
negative differential correlations (1060 pairs) than positive ones (232 pairs). However, positive
differential correlation distribution has a longer tail towards larger values, and the mean of
significant positive differential correlations, i.e. 3.820, was greater than the absolute of the
mean of negative ones, i.e. −2.589.

3.3. Differential correlation network of OA

We applied differential correlation analysis to both the discovery and replication datasets. We
used the set of metabolite pairs that were significantly differentially correlated (permutation
testing significance cutoff p < 0.05) in both datasets to build the differential correlation network
of OA.

A total of 100 pairwise differential correlations were statistically significant in both
datasets, including 71 metabolites. The network was comprised of four connected components
and the largest component included 63 metabolites and 95 edges (Fig. 3). The remaining three
components had only two or four nodes and were not included in the network visualization.

As seen in the figure, the majority of metabolite pairs were negatively differentially cor-
related, denoted by blue edges in the graph. Positive differential correlations, however, were
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Fig. 3. The differential correlation network by comparing the discovery and replication data. Only pairs
of metabolites that have significant differential correlations in both datasets are shown. There is one major
connected component of the network, which has 63 nodes and 95 edges. The network is visualized using the
force-directed layout with a closer node layout distance representing a stronger pairwise correlation. Edge
width is proportional to the corresponding correlation strength and edge color codes for positive (red) and
negative (blue) differential correlations. This network visualization was generated using Cytoscape.30

less observed and clustered together in sub-structures of the network. The node degree of this
network had a mean of 3.02 and a heavy-tail distribution (inset of Fig. 3), showing that the
majority of nodes have a very low degree but a few of them were considerably more connected
than the others. This property suggests the robustness of connectivity and information flow
in the network.

3.4. Identification of key metabolites in the osteoarthritis differential
correlation network

In network science, the importance of an individual node in a network is captured by measuring
its centrality. Besides the most commonly used centrality measure, node degree, there are more
sophisticated metrics on node importance that characterize not only the number of connections
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Fig. 4. Node importance characterized by (A) betweenness centrality and (B) closeness centrality in relation
to node degree. Key nodes, either with high degrees, or high betweenness/closeness, or both, are identified
and labeled with their represented metabolite names.

a node has, but also on how important those connections are in the global structure of an
entire network. Betweenness centrality quantifies the number of times a node v is part of the
shortest path between any pair of nodes,31 represented as

∑
s6=v 6=t∈V

σst(v)
σst

, where σst is the
total number of shortest paths from node s to node t and σst(v) is the number of those paths
that pass through node v. Betweenness captures how important a given node acts on the
connectivity of all other pairs of nodes. Closeness centrality is defined as 1∑

s6=v
dvs

, where dvs

is the distance between nodes v and s.32,33 This metric describes how easily a given node can
reach all other nodes in a network. In the context of differential correlation networks, those
centrality measures were used to identify key metabolites that play an essential role in the
global interconnected structure.

Nodes with high degrees are usually referred to as “hubs” since they have more connections
than the rest of the nodes in the network, and nodes with high betweenness or closeness are
often referred to as “bottlenecks” since they are crucial in controlling the information flow in
the network. Fig. 4 shows metabolites that are hubs, or bottlenecks, or both. The betweenness
and closeness centralities are shown in relation to node degrees in the figure. The same set of
11 metabolites were identified as key nodes in both centrality measures (Fig. 4A and B).

4. Discussion

Identification of metabolic markers associated with OA holds a great potential to better un-
derstand the cellular processes in response to genetic and environmental influences that lead
to the clinical outcome of the disease. The identified metabolites and their represented cellular
processes will in turn help us to develop targeted therapies for OA. In this study, we developed
a differential network approach to characterizing the variations of metabolite correlations in
relation to different phenotypic conditions.
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In our methodology, we used networks to represent the global inter-connected structure of
metabolites that showed significant correlation variations in case and control populations. By
exploring the topological properties of such a differential correlation network, we identified a
set of key metabolites for modulating connectivity and information flow in the network, and
thus hypothesized the association of their represented cellular processes with the disease.

When metabolite correlations were analyzed separately in cases and controls, we saw a
large overlap of correlated metabolite pairs (Fig. 1), an observation indicating that most of
the metabolite associations are not specifically related to OA. The differential analysis took a
unique route by subtracting correlation coefficient of a metabolite pair in controls from that
in cases, such that all the persistent pairwise correlations across the two phenotypic classes
were removed and the pairs with significant variations were magnified. These differentially
correlated metabolites are expected to provide useful insights into the underlying biologi-
cal processes of the clinical development of OA. We observed considerably more significant
negative differential correlations than positive ones (Fig. 2), which indicates that important
biological processes might be compromised in OA patients.

By comparing the independent discovery and replication datasets, we built a differential
correlation network of metabolites associated to OA (Fig. 3) The network included 63 metabo-
lites and 95 pairwise differential correlations. The majority of the differential correlations
were negative while the positive ones were clustered together around certain metabolites. The
metabolites that have positive differential correlations are mainly coming from the same class
of acylcarnitines, e.g. C18, C10, C10:2, C8, C5-OH(C3-DC-M), C12 and C16:1-OH; C18:2 and
C16; C6:1, C16-OH and C16:1. From the view point of physiology function, the relationship
between these metabolites is more likely a parallel relation rather than a causality.

The node degrees of this differential network had a heavy tail distribution (Fig. 3 inset),
which suggests a robust property of connectivity and information flow subject to random
perturbations. That is, random removal of nodes will have a very limited impact on the
global connectivity of the network, a property that has been found in many biological sys-
tems including metabolic networks,14 protein-protein interaction networks,34 gene-regulatory
networks8 and gene-gene interaction networks.35 In the context of OA metabolite differential
correlation networks, this robustness property indicates the complexity of the molecular and
cellular processes underlying the pathogenesis of OA.

Topological analysis on the node importance using centrality measures revealed a set of
key metabolites that play an essential role modulating the connectivity and information flow
in the network (Fig. 4). They were identified as “hubs”, i.e. nodes that connect to many
other nodes, and “bottlenecks”, i.e. nodes that are located on major information flow paths in
the network. Identification of these key metabolites may provide important insights into the
pathogenesis of OA. Based on the node centrality measures, the metabolites in the network
can be roughly classified into three categories. The hub-and-bottleneck metabolites Ac-Orn
and Arg with their close neighbors Ala and Orn comprise the core of the network. On the
network peripheral, metabolites are mostly glycerophospholipids (PC and LysoPC). Between
the core and peripheral of the network is where acylcarnitines mixed with glycerophospholipids
are located.
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Ac-Orn, Arg, Ala and Orn have a close relationship with urea cycle in the body. Previ-
ous studies have proposed that urea cycle disorders may be related to the OA pathogene-
sis.36,37 Glycerophospholipids form the essential lipid bilayer of all biological membranes and
are closely involved in signal transduction, regulation of membrane trafficking and many other
membrane-related phenomena.38,39 It has been suggested that alterations in phospholipid com-
position and concentrations are associated with the development of OA.40

Acylcarnitines are related to energy metabolism. Carnitine and its acyl esters acylcarnitines
are essential compounds for the metabolism of fatty acids. Carnitine can assist in the transport
and metabolism of fatty acyl-CoA from the cytosol to the mitochondrial matrix, where the
enzymes of oxidation are located and fatty acids are oxidized as a major source of energy.
Acylcarnitine abnormal have been detected in obesity, type-2 diabetes, and cardiovascular
diseases.41,42

The clustering of metabolites in the differential correlation network based on their central-
ities and the observation of urea cycle related metabolites locating on the core cluster of the
network suggest that urea cycle abnormality may be a driving cause for metabolic disorders
and may have a significant influence on OA development.
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There is growing use of ontologies for the measurement of cross-species phenotype similarity. Such
similarity measurements contribute to diverse applications, such as identifying genetic models for
human diseases, transferring knowledge among model organisms, and studying the genetic basis of
evolutionary innovations. Two organismal features, whether genes, anatomical parts, or any other
inherited feature, are considered to be homologous when they are evolutionarily derived from a
single feature in a common ancestor. A classic example is the homology between the paired fins
of fishes and vertebrate limbs. Anatomical ontologies that model the structural relations among
parts may fail to include some known anatomical homologies unless they are deliberately added
as separate axioms. The consequences of neglecting known homologies for applications that rely on
such ontologies has not been well studied. Here, we examine how semantic similarity is affected when
external homology knowledge is included. We measure phenotypic similarity between orthologous
and non-orthologous gene pairs between humans and either mouse or zebrafish, and compare the
inclusion of real with faux homology axioms. Semantic similarity was preferentially increased for
orthologs when using real homology axioms, but only in the more divergent of the two species
comparisons (human to zebrafish, not human to mouse), and the relative increase was less than 1% to
non-orthologs. By contrast, inclusion of both real and faux random homology axioms preferentially
increased similarities between genes that were initially more dissimilar in the other comparisons.
Biologically meaningful increases in semantic similarity were seen for a select subset of gene pairs.
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Overall, the effect of including homology axioms on cross-species semantic similarity was modest at
the levels of divergence examined here, but our results hint that it may be greater for more distant
species comparisons.

Keywords: homology; phenotype; semantic similarity; Uberon; EQ annotation

1. Introduction

1.1. Cross-species phenotype matching

Organisms exhibit similarities with each other in their genetic content, anatomical structures,
and other biological features due in large part to common evolutionary descent. This similarity
is what allows non-human organisms to serve as models for human diseases and for biological
knowledge to be transferred from model organisms to related species. In the area of biomedical
informatics, an important recent application is the use of cross-species phenotype matching
algorithms to generate candidate gene lists for rare and undiagnosed diseases.1,2 Given a
phenotypic profile for a human disease (e.g. a list of terms from The Human Phenotype
Ontology,3 cross-species profile matching tools generate a ranked list of candidate genes based
on matches to the phenotypic profiles of orthologous genes in mutant models. This process can
be automated by using phenotype ontologies and semantic similarity methods that quantify
the degree of similarity.4,5 A number of methods make use of the Uberon anatomy ontology to
connect phenotype terms across species.6,7 For example, the human phenotype “Abnormality
of the upper limb” (HP 0002817) is connected to the mouse phenotype “abnormal forelimb
morphology” (MP 0000550) via the Uberon class “forelimb” (UBERON 0002102).

1.2. Homology

Two organismal features, whether genes, anatomical parts, or another inherited feature, are
considered to be homologous when they are evolutionarily derived from a single feature in a
common ancestor. Orthologous genes are a particular class of homologous features, ones that
are found in two different organismal lineages and that split evolutionarily into two genetic lin-
eages during a speciation event. It is a foundational premise for much of comparative genomics
that orthologous genes retain comparable functions even in distantly related organisms.8 For
example, in chick, Tbx5 and Tbx4 genes control early development of wing and hindlimb buds
respectively, and the orthologs of these genes in zebrafish control development of anatomically
homologous structures, the pectoral and pelvic fins9 (Figure 1). Thus, it appears that these
two gene lineages were distinct in the common ancestor of fish and birds and were deployed
similarly in the development of the ancestral fore and hind appendages.

Recognizing similar phenotypes grows increasingly challenging as the evolutionary dis-
tance increases between species and anatomical features diverge in structure. Comparative
anatomists have given a great deal of attention to identifying homologous anatomical struc-
tures among distantly related species.10 Uberon does not contain explicit homology relation-
ships,11 such as between a hindlimb and a pelvic fin, or between the mammalian adrenal
gland and the zebrafish interrenal gland. Instead, these classes are grouped according to sim-
ilar structure, function or cellular composition. For example, both forelimb and hindlimb are
grouped under the more general class limb based on their shared morphology, and limbs and
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fins are grouped under the general paired appendage (Figure 1). The situation is complicated
by the fact that homology assumptions do necessarily leak into the construction of the on-
tology. The fact that the forelimb and hindlimb are similar morphologically is no accident if
it is accepted that these are anatomical serial homologs. In fact, Uberon includes a grouping
class paired limb/fin (UBERON 0004708) based on homology. Despite the above, homologous
structures may sometimes be placed relatively distant to each other within Uberon when struc-
tural similarities are not as apparent (e.g. as is the case for certain bones in the jaw of fish
that are homologous to the inner ear bones of mammals). Phenotypes affecting anatomical
features that are homologous, but distantly placed within the ontology, will appear artificially
dissimilar to one another.
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fin
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mouse
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mouse

tbx5
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Fig. 1. The role of an orthologous gene pair in the
development of different appendages. (a) genes (square
boxes) are expressed in anatomical structures (rounded
boxes), which are organized hierarchically in a subclass
hierarchy (arrows). The two ortholog pairs are anatomi-
cally similar only at the level of “paired appendage”. (b)
Adding anatomical homology (dotted lines) increases
anatomical similarity between orthologous pairs.

We wish to quantify the extent to
which the accuracy of cross-species phe-
notype matching is increased by includ-
ing assertions of homology, such as those
compiled by Bgee,12 into Uberon. We do
this by assessing how measures of semantic
similarity are affected for orthologous rel-
ative to non-orthologous gene pairs. The
underlying assumption is that ortholo-
gous genes are more often expressed in,
and thus contribute to phenotypes in, ho-
mologous anatomical structures than non-
orthologous genes, independently of how
close the anatomical structures are within
Uberon. If this assumption is correct, and
homologies do indeed contribute to ac-
curacy, we would expect to see a rela-
tively greater increase in semantic similar-
ity for orthologous genes relative to non-
orthologous genes when non-trivial ho-
mologies are added to Uberon.

2. Methods

2.1. Phenotype
Annotation Data

Orthologous gene pairs in zebrafish,
mouse, and human were obtained from
PANTHER (06/19/2014 release, v9.0).13,14

Phenotype annotations for these genes
were obtained from the Monarch Initia-
tive v1.0 release (https://github.com/
monarch-initiative/monarch-owlsim-data),
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which aggregates data from the Human
Phenotype Ontology (HPO), Mouse Genome Informatics (MGI), and Zebrafish Information
Network (ZFIN) (see http://monarchinitiative.org for details).

Gene pairs in which one or both genes lacked phenotype annotations were not in-
cluded in the final analysis. We removed 503 mouse genes whose annotations indi-
cate a lack of phenotypic assay (MP 0003012: no phenotypic analysis) and/or the ab-
sence of an abnormal phenotype (MP 0002169: no abnormal phenotype detected). Ze-
brafish and human genes for which no phenotypes are presently annotated were pre-
filtered by the source model organism databases (ZFIN, HPO). Anatomical homol-
ogy axioms for Uberon classes were obtained from the GitHub repository of Bgee
v0.2 (https://github.com/BgeeDB/anatomical-similarity-annotations/blob/master/
release/raw_similarity_annotations.tsv).15 Non-orthologous gene pairs across zebrafish,
mouse, and human were randomly sampled with a uniform distribution from the set of gene
pairs not asserted to be orthologous by PANTHER.

There are a variety of different semantic similarity measures used in the bioinformatics
literature.16 Here, we present results for a commonly used measure, SimIC , which is based
on the concept of Information Content (IC), or the specificity of the match between two
annotations relative to a chosen annotation corpus.17 We also examined another commonly
used measure, Jaccard similarity (SimJ) which measures the ontological graph overlap between
two annotations.18 They differ in that SimIC takes into account the distribution of annotations
among ontology terms while SimJ considers ontology structure independent of annotation
density. These metrics were compared because of their prior use as measures of phenotypic
similarity between orthologous genes.2

We also have a choice in how to summarize the set of pairwise semantic similarities between
two genes, both of which typically have multiple annotations. We refer to the union of the
individual phenotype annotations for all alleles of one gene as a phenotype profile. Here, we
evaluated two summary statistics for semantic similarity between two phenotype profiles, as
detailed below, which we call Best Pairs and All Pairs. We only report full results for one
combination of statistics, SimIC with Best Pairs, based on a test for which combination best
discriminated between orthologs and non-orthologs (see Results).

The IC of ontology graph node N in an annotation corpus with Z genes is defined as the
negative logarithm of the probability of a gene being annotated to N .

IC(N) = − log(ZN/Z)

where ZN is the number of genes annotated to N . The IC for a pair of annotations, K and L,
is defined as the IC of their most informative common ancestor (MICA), which is their most
specific common subsumer in the ontology. Raw IC scores range from [0, ICmax], with 0 being
the score of the root node of the ontology graph, and ICmax = −log(1/Z) the score of a node
with only one gene annotation in the dataset. To obtain an IC score with a range of [0, 1], the
IC-based similarity measure, SimIC(K,L), is normalized as follows.

SimIC(K,L) = IC(K,L)/− log(1/Z)

The Jaccard similarity for a pair of annotations K,L is defined as the ratio of the number
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of nodes in the intersection of their subsumers in the ontology graph over the number of nodes
in the union of their subsumers.18

SimJ(K,L) = |AK ∩AL|/|AK ∪AL|

where AK and AL are the sets of subsumers of K and L, respectively.

2.1.1. Similarity between phenotype profiles

To compute the Best Pairs score between two phenotype profiles X,Y , for each annotation
in X, the best scoring match in Y is determined, and the median of the |X| values is taken.
Similarly, for each annotation in Y , the best scoring match in X is determined, and the median
of the |Y | values is taken. The Best Pairs score SBP (X,Y ) is the mean of these two medians.

SBP (X,Y ) = (1/2)[Sim(X,Y ) + Sim(Y,X)]

where

SimIC(A,B) = median
{
SimIC(Ai, Bj) | i ∈ {1 . . . |A|}, j = arg max

j=1...|B|
SimIC(Ai, Bj)

}
To compute the All Pairs score, one instead takes the median of of all pairwise phenotype

similarities between X and Y .

SAP (X,Y ) = median
{
Sim(Xi, Yj) | i ∈ {1 . . . |X|}, j ∈ {1 . . . |Y |}

}
For both SBP and SAP , similarity may be measured using either SimIC or SimJ .

2.2. Construction of ontologies

We constructed three ontologies for computing semantic similarity: one without homology
axioms (R), one with valid homology axioms (H) and one with a random set of homology ax-
ioms (H ′). Figure 2 illustrates the process by which these were built. Following the approach
of Kohler et al.,19 R, H and H ′ were seeded with the ontologies used by the gene phenotype
annotations for all three species in the corpus: the mammalian phenotype,20 zebrafish Phe-
notype,19 and human phenotype21 ontologies, as well as the cross-species Uberon anatomy
ontology11 and the phenotypic quality ontology PATO.22

There already exist a number of homology grouping classes in the Uberon ontology that
bundle morphologically or functionally distinct subclasses based entirely on homology. As
we are seeking to determine the effect of anatomical homology on cross-species phenotype
similarity of orthologous genes, we removed a number of homology grouping classes from R,
H, and H ′ (Table 1).

Next, 1, 836 homology axioms from Bgee15 relating homologous anatomical structures were
added to H. For example, “pectoral fin” is asserted as being homologous to “forelimb” and
“pelvic fin” to “hindlimb”. These axioms restored the relations indicated by the excluded
homology grouping classes in Table 1. We generated a set of 1, 836 ‘random’ homology axioms
by sampling anatomy terms from a permuted list of those used in the real homology axioms;
these were then added to H ′.
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Table 1. homology grouping classes in Uberon excluded from R, H, and H ′.

Name UBERON ID Name UBERON ID
adrenal/interrenal gland 0006858 paired limb/fin bud 0004357
limb/fin segment 0010538 paired limb/fin cartilage 0007389
paired limb/fin skeleton 0011582 pelvic appendage 0004709
paired limb/fin 0004708 pectoral appendage 0004710
paired limb/fin field 0005732 bone of free limb or fin 0004375

We then created grouping classes to subsume annotations based on different ontology class
properties. These grouping classes are classified by an OWL reasoner into the pre-existing
phenotype class hierarchy by virtue of subsumption reasoning and equivalence axioms. These
axioms follow the standard Entity–Quality (EQ) template.7,19 In their simplest form, EQ
expressions describe a phenotype in terms of a quality (Q) and an entity (E) that is the
bearer of the quality. These EQ expressions are represented in OWL as “Q and ‘inheres
in’ some E”.7,23 The following three EQ expressions were created to serve as templates for
equivalence axioms of grouping classes.

• EQ1: Q and ‘inheres in’ some E
• EQ2: Q and ‘inheres in’ some (‘homologous to’ some E )
• EQ3: Q and ‘inheres in’ some (E or ‘homologous to’ some E )

In the above expressions, Q is the root of the PATO ontology and E can be any entity
from the Uberon ontology. One class of the form EQ1 was created for each entity class (E) in
Uberon. These classes were added to R, H, and H ′.

Ontology R

Base ontologies

Uberon

HPOZPMP
equivalence 
axiomsPATO

Ontology HAnatomical homology axioms

Grouping classes

Q and ‘inheres in’ some E

Q and ‘inheres in’ some (‘homologous to’ some E)

Q and ‘inheres in’ some (E or ‘homologous to’ some E)

Fig. 2. Construction of ontologies for computing semantic similarity without or with supplemented knowledge
of anatomical homology. First, ontology R is created by adding building block phenotype ontologies and
equivalence axioms. H (and H ′) are created by adding anatomical homology axioms to R. Finally, one set of
grouping classes is added to R and three sets of grouping classes are added to H (and H ′).
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The templates EQ2 and EQ3 generate classes that group annotations whose anatomical
structures are related via homology. For each entity class (E) in Uberon, we added to ontologies
H and H ′ one class of form EQ2 and one of form EQ3. It is the presence of these grouping
classes that control whether anatomical homology axioms are or are not used to infer common
subsumers for phenotype annotations. Figure 3 illustrates the difference between ontologies
for which the EQ2 and EQ3 classes are or are not included. When using R, which has EQ1-
template grouping classes only, fin and limb phenotypes are grouped at the high level of paired
appendage. When using H, the phenotypes are grouped by an EQ2-template grouping class
for a more specific and thus more informative class defined by anatomical homology.

Q and ‘inheres in’ 

some limb

Q and ‘inheres in’ 

some 

paired appendage

Q and ‘inheres in’ 

some

forelimb

Q and ‘inheres in’ 

some

pectoral fin

Q and ‘inheres in’ 

some fin

(a) Portion of ontology R

Q and ‘inheres in’ 

some

forelimb

Q and ‘inheres in’ 

some

pectoral fin

Q and ‘inheres in’ some

(‘homologous to’ some pectoral 

fin)

Q and ‘inheres in’ some

(‘homologous to’ some 

forelimb)

Q and ‘inheres in’ some

(forelimb or 

‘homologous to’ some forelimb)

Q and ‘inheres in’ some

(pectoral fin or 

‘homologous to’ some pectoral 

fin)

(b) Portion of ontology H

Fig. 3. An example of subsumption hierarchies without and with anatomical homology. Least common sub-
sumers for annotations of the pectoral fin and forelimb (dashed boxes) can be seen to differ for the R ontology,
without homology (a) and the H ontology, with homology (b). Arrows denote subsumption relationships. It
can be seen here that knowledge of homology enables the inference of more informative common subsumers
for annotations with homologous anatomical structures.

2.3. Assessing the impact of homology

Our overall goal is to assess how the semantic similarity between the phenotypic profiles of two
genes is affected by the addition of explicit homology statements in H lacking in R. Specifically,
we hypothesized that there would be a greater increase in the similarity score for orthologous
than non-orthologous genes when real homologies were included, and no differential increase
when random homology assertions were included. We tested this hypothesis for two species
pairs: mouse-human and zebrafish-human, with the expectation that the effect of homology
on semantic similarity scores would be greater for the more distant evolutionary comparison.

To carry out this test, we measured the difference in similarity using R versus using either
H or H ′. We performed unpaired, one-sided t-tests for the null hypothesis that the distribu-
tion of differences was identically distributed for orthologs and non-orthologs. The alternate
hypothesis is that the difference would be greater for orthologs. We performed four such tests,
for both the zebrafish-human and mouse-human comparisons and for both H and H ′.
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3. Results

We obtained 1,253 orthologous gene pairs between zebrafish and mouse, 640 between zebrafish
and human, and 2,034 between mouse and human, from PANTHER. Equal numbers of non-
orthologous gene pairs were obtained for each species pair by sampling from permuted lists
of the genes included in the orthologous pairs and requiring that the sampled pair not be
included in the PANTHER orthology list. 10,055 grouping classes were added to ontology R

and 30,165 to ontologies H and H ′. As noted above, 1,836 anatomical homology axioms were
obtained from Bgee for inclusion in H; they come from a wide variety of sources (Table 2).
The same number of random homology axioms were added to H ′.

Table 2. Sources of Bgee homology axioms classified by Evidence Code.24

Evidence Code No. axioms Evidence Code No. axioms
Used in automatic assertion 709 Morphological similarity 66
Curator inference 361 Traceable author statement 55
Developmental similarity 213 Positional similarity 36
Phylogenetic distribution 197 Gene expression similarity 32
Non-traceable author statement 137 Compositional similarity 30

One of three confidence codes, “high confidence” (34.13% of axioms), “medium confi-
dence” (61.72%), or “low confidence” (4.15%) was associated with each homology axiom by
Bgee. 1,680 of the axioms assert a class to be a homolog of itself, while only 156 of the homol-
ogy axioms, belonging to 12 taxonomic groups, assert homology between pairs of anatomical
structures (Table 3). Thus, only a fraction of the homology axioms would be relevant for the
taxonomic comparisons being made here; for example, there are only 10 non-self homology
axioms that would affect comparisons between mammals.

Table 3. Distribution of Bgee homology axioms among taxa, exclud-
ing self-homologies.

Taxon name No. axioms Taxon name No. axioms
Vertebrata 38 Mammalia 10
Tetrapoda 28 Metazoa 6
Bilateria 16 Sarcopterygii 8
Chordata 14 Eumetazoa 6
Amniota 10 Gnathostomata 8
Euteleostomi 10 Dipnotetrapodomorpha 2

We calculated phenotype semantic similarity for each orthologous and non-orthologous
gene pair using the four combinations of semantic similarity measures described in the Meth-
ods above and for each of the three different ontologies, R, H, and H ′. In order to select
one semantic similarity measure for subsequent analyses, we determined which one best dis-
tinguished orthologous from non-orthologous gene pairs, reasoning that this would be an
informative indicator of biological accuracy. We calculated the difference in median rank be-
tween orthologs and non-orthologs for the zebrafish-human comparison using H. We found
that the combination of SimIC and SBP gave the greatest discrimination between orthologous
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and non-orthologous gene pairs and so report results for that statistic in what follows. Full
results for all four statistics, together with analysis scripts used in this study, are available
from Zenodo (doi:/10.5281/zenodo.31833).

Our hypothesis that orthologs would experience a disproportionate increase in similarity
when real homology axioms were used was supported by the t-tests in the case of the zebrafish-
human comparison (Table 4). A one-tailed unpaired t-test found a significantly greater differ-
ence for orthologs than non-orthologs with real homology axioms but no significant difference
with random axioms. However, this pattern was not seen in the mouse-human comparison,
where orthologs were not significantly different than non-orthologs for H. In fact, the reverse
trend was seen in all other comparisons; the mean similarity was preferentially increased for
non-orthologs in the zebrafish-human H ′, mouse-human H, and mouse-human H ′ comparisons
(Table 4). The underlying profile similarity values can be seen in Figure 4.

Table 4. Differences in similarity between orthologs and non-orthologs upon
adding either real or random homology axioms to R. t: one-tailed, unpaired
t-statistic; df: degrees of freedom; ns: not significant; δO, δNO: mean percent
increase ± 2 standard errors relative to R for orthologs and non-orthologs, re-
spectively.

species pair real homology (H) random homology (H ′)
zebrafish-human t, df=1278 t = 2.36, p = 0.009 t = 1.46, ns

δO 5.81± 0.70 4.85± 0.98
δNO 4.88± 0.72 7.99± 3.11

mouse-human t, df=4066 t = −3.17, ns t = −2.16, ns
δO 2.44± 0.27 3.22± 0.61
δNO 4.39± 0.53 5.83± 0.81

4. Discussion

We wished to measure the extent to which addition of homology axioms to an anatomy on-
tology affects the semantic similarity of phenotypes between distantly related species. The
pattern whereby orthologs between distantly related species (zebrafish and human) show a
greater increase in similarity than non-orthologs when real homology axioms are added pro-
vides evidence that the inclusion of homology improves biological accuracy. However, there
are three caveats. One, the relative difference in score between orthologs and non-orthologs,
while significant, is less then < 1%. Two, there was, unexpectedly, a larger increase in the sim-
ilarity score for non-orthologs in the mouse-human comparison using real homology axioms.
Third, non-orthologs had a greater increase in similarity for both species pairs when random
homology axioms were added.

These results may be due to a combination of the hypothesized biological trend and a
countervailing methodological artifact. First, the significant result for zebrafish-human with
real homology axioms is consistent with the idea that the strength of the effect of including
real homology axioms is in proportion to the evolutionary distance between the species pair.
Second, the greater response of non-orthologs than orthologs in the three other comparisons,
may stem from both real and faux homology axioms having a greater effect on semantic
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Fig. 4. SIC,BP for orthologs (blue) and non-orthologs (yellow) for the zebrafish-human (a,b) and mouse-
human (c,d) species comparisons. The x-axis shows the scores without homology axioms (R) and the y-axis
shows the scores for real (H) homology axioms (a and c) or random axioms (b and d).

similarity when phenotypes are dissimilar, as can be seen in Figure 4. When the species are
closely related and orthologs are already highly similar, or when the axioms are random,
then non-orthologs, which are less similar to begin with, preferentially experience the gain in
similarity.

Despite the noisiness of the trends overall, we can see examples of individual gene pairs for
which homology axioms have a large effect that makes biological sense. One such pair is the hu-
man gene TFAP2A (NCBI:gene:7020), which is annotated to “Fusion of middle ear ossicles”,
and the zebrafish gene tfap2a (ZFIN:ZDB-GENE-011212-6), annotated to “abnormal(ly) de-
creased length quadrate”. The homology between the quadrate, part of the jawbone of basal
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vertebrates, and the incus, a middle ear ossicle in mammals, is a textbook example of verte-
brate evolution.25 When homology was excluded, “abnormal(ly) decreased length quadrate”
was matched to “Micrognathia” and grouped under the relatively uninformative grouping
class “Q and ‘inheres in’ some bone of jaw” with an SimIC score of 0.32. When homology
assertions were included, these annotations were subsumed under the grouping class “Q and
‘inheres in’ some (‘homologous to’ some auditory ossicle)” with an SimIC score of 0.56.

Despite examples such as this, the modest effect of homology overall was unexpected.
One explanation could be that so much anatomical homology is already implicit within the
Uberon ontology that homology axioms are only needed in rare cases. In practice, it is difficult
to extricate groupings in the ontology that are based on characteristics such as morphology,
function, and shared development from those based on homology, potentially rendering some
homology axioms redundant. Another explanation for the modest effect of homology is the
relatively low number of homology assertions added to H that are not self-homologies, and
the fact that only a subset of those assertions are relevant to the taxonomic groups compared
here. It is not clear to what extent the results might be affected by homologies known in the
literature that have yet to be curated by Bgee.

Our analysis focused on humans and two vertebrate model organisms for which abundant
mutant phenotype data and a convenient set of anatomical homology statements are available.
Given that the effect of homology seemed to be more pronounced in the zebrafish-human com-
parison than that of mouse, it would be of interest to examine species pairs with even more
divergent body plans. Unfortunately, there are relatively few anatomical homology axioms
linking vertebrates with model organisms outside the vertebrates, such as fruitflies and nema-
todes. Nonetheless, these results suggest that it would be worthwhile to explore the impact
of “deeper” homology statements, either those sourced from the literature, or those derived
computationally, such as by the phenolog approach.26 In future work, we intend to explore
the impact of homology reasoning on measurement of semantic similarity for phenotypes that
vary naturally among vertebrate lineages, such as those in the Phenoscape Knowledgebase.27

Independent of the use of homology axioms, some of the semantic similarity statistics that we
examined showed relatively poor discrimination between orthologs and non-orthologs, suggest-
ing the need to take a critical look at the biological accuracy of different phenotype semantic
similarity measures.
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The practice of medicine is predicated on discovering commonalities or distinguishing characteristics among patients                           
to inform corresponding treatment. Given a patient grouping (hereafter referred to as a phenotype), clinicians can                               
implement a treatment pathway accounting for the underlying cause of disease in that phenotype. Traditionally,                             
phenotypes have been discovered by intuition, experience in practice, and advancements in basic science, but these                               
approaches are often heuristic, labor intensive, and can take decades to produce actionable knowledge. Although our                               
understanding of disease has progressed substantially in the past century, there are still important domains in which                                 
our phenotypes are murky, such as in behavioral health or in hospital settings. To accelerate phenotype discovery,                                 
researchers have used machine learning to find patterns in electronic health records, but have often been thwarted by                                   
missing data, sparsity, and data heterogeneity. In this study, we use a flexible framework called Generalized Low                                 
Rank Modeling (GLRM) to overcome these barriers and discover phenotypes in two sources of patient data. First, we                                   
analyze data from the 2010 Healthcare Cost and Utilization Project National Inpatient Sample (NIS), which contains                               
upwards of 8 million hospitalization records consisting of administrative codes and demographic information. Second,                           
we analyze a small (N=1746), local dataset documenting the clinical progression of autism spectrum disorder patients                               
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using granular features from the electronic health record, including text from physician notes. We demonstrate that                               
low rank modeling successfully captures known and putative phenotypes in these vastly different datasets.  

1. Introduction 

1.1. Learning phenotypes from the electronic health record 

With the advent and proliferation of electronic health records, phenotyping has become a popular                           
mechanism with which to define patient groups based on shared characteristics typically for                         
conducting observational studies, defining quality metrics, or targeting clinical interventions.                   
Current phenotyping methods vary: some rely on rules crafted from domain knowledge, others                         
relying on statistical learning, and some employ hybrid approaches.1,2 Regardless of the method,                         
phenotyping has clear utility when the resulting groups are well defined, but may fail when the                               
situation is unclear. Instead of presupposing phenotypes, recent work has leveraged advances in                         
unsupervised learning to discover phenotypes from the data.3,4   

A major barrier to applying machine learning approaches to phenotype discovery using health                         
records data is that these data are often sparse, biased by nonrandom missingness, and                           
heterogeneous.3 An emerging framework, Generalized Low Rank Modeling (GLRM), offers a                     
potential solution to address these limitations. Specific low rank models have already been                         
successfully applied to various biomedical problems.4,5,6 However, no prior study has considered                       
low rank modeling as an overarching framework with which to perform phenotype discovery via                           
models tailored to the qualities of the dataset at hand. Here, we demonstrate the use of this flexible                                   
framework to discover phenotypes in two datasets of different quality, granularity, and which                         
represent diverse clinical situations. 

1.2. Standardizing hospital care using phenotype discovery has high impact 

Each year, Americans are admitted to hospitals over 37 million times, in aggregate spending more                             
than 175 million days as inpatients.7 In addition, hospitalizations cost the US economy $1.3                           
trillion dollars annually.8 In light of this enormous impact, improvements in hospital care can yield                             
dramatic results. For example, the Institute of Medicine estimated that up to 98,000 patients die                             
each year from preventable medical errors.9 Recent coordinated efforts to improve safety resulted                         
in a staggering 1.3 million fewer patients harmed, 50,000 lives saved, and $12 billion in health                               
spending avoided.10 These efforts shared a simple premise: uncovering common phenotypes                     
bridging diverse inpatient cohorts can drive substantial improvements in care and outcomes.10                       
Given that phenotype discovery is such a critical step towards improving hospital care, existing                           
methods for subgroup discovery are often slow and laborintensive.For example, the codification                         
of sepsis has taken decades11, despite the fact that it contributes to as many as 1 out of every 2                                       
hospital deaths12 and is the single most expensive cause of US hospitalization.13 

1.3. Autism spectrum disorder phenotypes are poorly defined and badly needed 
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Autism spectrum disorder (ASD) is a leading cause of mental illness in children, with an estimated                               
52 million cases globally.14 In the United States, its prevalence has been estimated to be as high as                                   
1 in 68, resulting in $11.5 billion in social costs15,16. ASD has eluded precise characterization of                               
either its biological underpinnings or its clinical presentation, leading to substantial challenges in                         
diagnosis and treatment, particularly in light of a wide range of heterogeneous phenotypes and                           
comorbidities17. Although symptoms of the disorder are commonly present by age 18 months,                         
ASD is typically not diagnosed until age 4 or later, after significant irreversible impairments in                             
learning and neurodevelopment have already occurred15. Even after diagnosis, the progression of                       
ASD is different across individuals, which has led to efforts to define subgroups that are at                               
differential risk of comorbidities.18 A systematic and datadriven approach for phenotype                     
discovery can precisely characterize this heterogeneous disorder and its progression over time. 

2. Methods 

We analyze two datasets of different sizes, feature granularity, datatypes, domains, and timelines.                         
Instead of taking a onesizefitsall approach, we create a tailored low rank model within the                             
generalized low rank model framework to account for the specific qualities of each dataset and                             
then fit the model to discover hidden phenotypes. 

2.1. Generalized low rank models 

The idea behind low rank models is to represent highdimensional data in a transformed                           
lowerdimensional space. Generalized low rank models19 begin with a matrix or data table that                         A    
is populated with samples or observations (rows) of different features (columns; Figure 1).      n              m          
These features may take values from different sets (e.g. some may be real numbers, others                             
true/false, enumerated categories, etc.) and each observation may have missing values for some                         
features. The number of features in the dataset is referred to as its dimensionality.  
 
We approximate by , where and (Figure 1). We interpret the rows of    A     YX     X ∈ ℜ

n×k   Y ∈ ℜ
k×m              

this “tall and skinny” as observations from represented in terms of the new latent features.        X       A            k      
We interpret each row of the “short and wide” as a representation of one of the latent features                Y              k    
in terms of the original features. In a sense, encodes a transformation from the original        m             Y              
features into the latent features.  
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FIGURE 1: A data matrix is approximated as the product of two matrices. By construction, the resulting                                 
approximation is of lower algebraic rank. The data matrix A may contain features of different datatypes and missing                                   
entries, as illustrated here. Each row of X is an encoding of an observation in A in the latent feature space. Each                                           
column of Y is an encoding of a feature of A in the latent feature space. 

To find  and  , we pose the following optimization problem:X Y  
 

                                                                               (1)(A , (XY ) )  r (X)  r (Y )min
X,Y

  ∑
 

i,j∈Ω
lij ij   ij +   X +   Y  

 

This expression consists of two parts: a loss function and regularizers. The loss 
 

                                                                                                              (2)  (A , (XY ) ) L = ∑
 

i,j∈Ω
lij ij   ij   

 

is a measure of the accuracy of our approximation of the data. Different losses may be more or                                   
less appropriate for different types of data (to reflect different noise models), so we allow the loss                                 
to be decomposed over the different elements of the dataset to account for heterogeneity in the                               
types of features present. In addition, we only calculate the loss over the set , which represents                           Ω      
the nonmissing entries in our dataset. This strategy allows us to ‘borrow’ statistical power from                             
partiallyfilled or incomplete observations where other methods would discard the entire                     
observation. The regularizers and constrain or penalize the latent feature representation.      rx   ry              
Using appropriate regularization can prevent overfitting and improve model interpretability.  
 
To impute missing or hidden values, we solve: , where represents the                  rg l (a, (XY ) )Âij = a min

a∈α
  ij   ij   α    

set of possible values that a can take (e.g. if a is a boolean feature,  ).1, }α = {   − 1   

Particular choices of losses and regularizations result in many well known models. For instance,                           
using and no regularization is mathematically equivalent to principal  (A, Y )  |A Y ||L X = | − X 2

2                  
components analysis (PCA). A wellwritten and detailed description of GLRM and the kinds of                           
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models that can be created using this framework can be found in the seminal work by Udell et.                                   
al.19 
 
2.2. Hospitalization dataset and phenotype discovery model 

We used data from the 2010 National Inpatient Sample, the largest allpayer nationally                         
representative dataset of US hospitalizations.20 Each hospitalization record includes a variety of                       
fields providing information about patient diagnoses (up to 25 different ICD9CM codes) and                         
procedures (up to 15 ICD9CM procedure codes), as well as demographics,                     
admission/discharge/transfer events, and comorbidities (a set of 30 AHRQ comorbidity measures,                     
e.g. AIDS). For efficiency, we processed the dataset to consolidate the ~18,000 ICD9CM                         
diagnosis and procedure codes into a total of 516 Clinical Classification Software (CCS) codes.21                           
Additionally, we used 44 variables regarding patient demographics, admission circumstances,                   
hospitalization outcome, and patient comorbidity. We expanded all categorical variables into sets                       
of boolean dummy variables (one for each possible value) to yield a total of 557 boolean,                               
continuous, and ordinal features. We focused specifically on adult hospitalizations (age ≥ 18                         
years) as the causes, demographics, and outcomes of pediatric hospitalizations differ substantially.                       
To speed computation, we selected a random subsample of 100,000 hospitalizations to fit our                           
models to.  

Hospitalization records contain a diversity of datatypes. We measured the accuracy of the                         
approximation for different data elements by datatype appropriate loss functions, e.g. quadratic                       
loss for realvalued variables such as age, hinge losses for boolean variables such as presence or                               
absence of procedures. Real, categorical, ordinal, and boolean, and periodic datatypes are familiar                         
to most researchers, and appropriate losses for these kinds of variables are known in the machine                               
learning and optimization communities.19  
 
We defined an epistemic boolean variable as a boolean variable where we have a lopsided                             
confidence about whether a true value actually indicates truth or a false value actually indicates                             
falsehood. For example, consider diagnoses: if a clinician codes a patient for a diagnosis, it is                               
highly likely that that patient experienced the condition that the code represents  in other words,                               
we are confident that “True” means true. On the other hand, if a patient did not receive a particular                                     
diagnosis, that variable would simply be missing in that patient’s hospitalization record. In reality,                           
we are less sure that the patient did not experience that condition because it may have escaped                                 
diagnosis, remained unrecognized, or simply gone uncoded. We developed a loss function to                         
account for lopsided epistemic uncertainty of this sort. Correct predictions are not penalized                         
regardless. Our loss function for epistemic booleans is a generalization of the boolean hinge loss                             
and is defined as follows: 
 

                                                            (3)(a, )  (w 1 (a) 1 (a)) (1 u, 0)l u =   F {−1} +wT {1} *max
 

+ a     
 

where is an indicator function for . When , this loss function penalizes false  (x)1A          x∈ A       wwT >   F            
negatives more than false positives, reflecting our greater certainty about observations labeled as                         
“True” compared to those labeled as “False”. 
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In light of the divergent scales and domains of the features, all loss functions and regularizers were                                 
adjusted for scaling and offsets.19  
 
2.3. Autism spectrum disorder dataset and phenotype discovery model 

We used data from the Stanford Translational Research Integrated Database Environment 
(STRIDE), a deidentified patient dataset that spans 18 years and more than 1.2 million patients 
who visited Stanford Hospital & Clinics. From all patients in STRIDE, we identified 1746 patients 
with at least 2 autism spectrum disorder (ASD) related visits (visits assigned a 299.* ICD9 code). 
For these patients, we analyzed billing data from all visits (ICD9 and CPT codes), prescribed 
drugs, as well as mentions of clinical concepts in their medical notes found using our previously 
described text annotation pipeline.22 We restricted our analysis to data recorded when these 1746 
patients were at most 15 years old because we are interested in modeling ASD phenotypes in 
children and adolescents. We generated a feature vector for each patient by calculating the 
frequency of occurrence of each visitassociated ICD9 code, prescribed drug, and medical concept 
mentioned in any note of that patient, binned by 6 month intervals (Figure 2). To capture the 
nature of this data, we used a Poisson loss over all elements in the dataset. This low rank model 
specification is mathematically equivalent to Poisson PCA.23 

FIGURE 2: Illustration of the hospitalization (left) and ASD (right) datasets. For each ASD patient, we created a                                   
vector from the frequency of occurrence of each concept (C1, C2...) mentioned in their medical notes, ICD9 codes                                   
associated with a visit (ICD91, ICD92...) and medications prescribed (DRUG1, DRUG2...) within each 6 month                             
period of their medical history captured in our database. 

2.4. GLRM implementation 

To fit our models, we used the Julia package LowRankModels24, which implements the algorithm                           
described by Udell et. al.19 This software employs a general purpose, fast, and effective procedure                             
called alternating proximal gradient descent to solve a broad class of optimization problems.                         
Although modelspecific solvers (i.e. algorithms that take advantage of the structure of a particular                           
GLRM) could be faster, this generalpurpose software allowed us to rapidly iterate through model                           
design decisions and test choices of parameters and robustness.  
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The Julia LowRankModels package is still under active development. We dedicated substantial                       
effort to learning and clarifying the code, contributing bug fixes, adding needed features, and                           
optimizing performance. Our contributions will accelerate our future work and the work of other                           
researchers using low rank models.  

3. Results 

3.1. Tailored low rank models outperform PCA 

As an intrinsic evaluation, we benchmarked our tailored models against naive low rank models                           
(PCA) of equal rank by artificially hiding a portion of the elements in the dataset and judging each                                   
model’s ability to correctly impute the missing values. This procedure was repeated in a 5fold                             
cross validation for each model (Figure 3). In both datasets, the tailored models outperformed                           
PCA in terms of the imputation error for held out values. Imputation errors are evaluated using a                                 
merit function specific to the data, not the model. While minimizing the merit function is the                               
ultimate goal, models are fit using loss functions because the merit function is generally                           
nonsmooth and nonconvex. 

FIGURE 3: Training and testing imputation error in 5fold cross validation of each model across a range ranks. The                                     
tailored models perform better than their naive counterpart (PCA). Imputation error is meannormalized within each                             
feature and by the number of data entries tested over. 

3.2. Low rank models discover hospitalization phenotypes 

We began our analysis of our hospitalization model by inspecting the latent features. Recall that                             
each latent feature in a low rank model is a row vector in the computed matrix . Each entry in                                Y        
this vector corresponds to the influence of an original feature within this latent feature. We                             
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examined the representation of the original features in terms of the latent features by clustering the                               
latent feature representations of the original features (the columns of the matrix ). Hierarchical                        Y    
clustering clearly reproduced known associations between diagnoses, procedures, comorbidities,                 
and demographics (not shown). 

TABLE 1: Hospitalization phenotypes closely mirror common reasons for hospitalization.  

To discover phenotypes, we clustered the low rank representation of our subsample of the NIS                             
dataset (the matrix X). We chose a hierarchical cluster cutpoint for eight clusters of                           
hospitalizations and compared cluster characteristics (Table 1) in terms of the original feature                         
space. The eight clusters had widely divergent baseline characteristics and could be well defined                           
within recognizable hospital phenotypes. For example, patients in clusters 4 and 5 were nearly all                             
young females who were hospitalized for pregnancy and childbirth. They differed in that patients                           
in cluster 5 had a slightly longer length of stay, likely associated with the marked difference in the                                   
need for Csections (6.2% for cluster 4 vs 88.4% for cluster 5). Cluster 1 appeared to contain                                 
patients hospitalized for orthopedic procedures, while cluster 2 largely included patients with                       
psychiatric or substance abuse hospitalization  the most common procedure was alcohol                       
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detoxification (16.7%). Cluster 7 was nearly exclusively patients undergoing procedures for acute                       
myocardial infarction with a 91.0% rate of cardiac percutaneous transluminal coronary                     
angioplasty. Clusters 6 and 8 included medically complex patients with cluster 6 having a high                             
mortality (8.1%) with a younger mean age of 61 years.  

3.3. Phenotypes discovered from a low rank model of ASD progression 

To discover ASD phenotypes we first examined the composition of the latent features in our                             
models. Regardless of the parameterization or the rank, the primary effect that we observed in our                               
latent feature vectors was differential enrichment for original features coming from different                       
6month timebins (Figure 4). For instance, the second latent feature shown has relatively high                           
weights on original features corresponding to medical concepts observed in patients during the                         
second time bin, while the first has relatively high weights on original features corresponding to                             
clinical concepts observed in patients during the fourth time bin. This “useage timeline” effect was                             
evident in all models we considered, regardless of rank.  

FIGURE 4: Each panel represents one latent feature vector in the matrixY.Vertical gray lines are manually overlaid                                     
boundaries between time bins. Time bins are ordered temporally from left to right. The weights of the original                                   
features in each latent feature representation are predominantly associated according to the time bin in which each                                 
original feature was recorded, and not by clinical similarity between the original features. 

To discover phenotypes, we clustered the low rank representations of our ASD dataset (the matrix                             
X). Using kmeans clustering, we derived cluster centroids (phenotypes) in terms of their latent                           
feature representations (each phenotype is a vector in ). To inspect these in terms of our original               ℜk                  
features, we multiplied each phenotype vector by the matrix . The derived phenotypes were not                 Y            
differentially enriched for specific clinical concepts. Instead, these “temporal phenotypes” grouped                     
patients by the timings of their interactions with the healthcare system.  

4. Discussion 

 4.1. Hospital phenotypes suggest streamlining or compartmentalizing hospital organization 

Our analysis of a nationallyrepresentative hospitalization administrative dataset revealed that low                     
rank modeling could identify clinically distinguishable hospital phenotypes. These phenotypes are                     
immediately familiar to clinicians and hospital administrators with each cluster representing                     
recognizable ‘wards’ or ‘service lines’ provided by hospitals. For example, it distinguished                       
patients primarily admitted for orthopedic surgeries from those admitted for substance abuse or                         
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psychiatric diagnoses, essentially rediscovering hospitals’ ‘orthopedics’ and ‘psychiatric’ wards.                 
Our approach also identified subphenotypes within larger classes. For example, hospitalizations                     
for childbirth are the most common reason for US inpatient stays, and our results revealed two                               
subtypes within the obstetric population differentiated by their need for procedural intervention.                       
Our current results establish the validity of using the low rank modeling approach for identifying                             
known hospital phenotypes with the hope that extending this approach will yield the discovery of                             
new phenotypes for which streamlined care pathways can be implemented. 

4.2. Timebinning masks phenotype signals in ASD dataset 

In our ASD model, we saw that the discovered phenotypes were not differentially enriched for                             
specific clinical concepts. However, the phenotypes were not the product of random noisethey                         
succeeded in capturing the primary source of variation in the data, which was temporality.                           
Analysis of the latent features revealed that mentions of different clinical concepts within a time                             
bin are more associated with each other than mentions of the same clinical concept with itself in                                 
another time bin. The model remarkably learned these associations without any a priori                         
knowledge that the features represented timebinned counts. The model successfully detected a                       
clear structure in the data, although that structure reflects an artifact of featurization and the                             
clinical challenges associated with early diagnosis in ASD. There may be clinically relevant                         
phenotypes present in the data, but our analysis shows that this signal is masked by timebinning.                               
Our result is emblematic of what lies at the crux of lowrank models: the algorithm will discover                                 
the clearest and most robust signals, whether or not these signals are meaningful to the user’s                               
research interest or insight. Thus low rank models should be used to understand the profile of the                                 
dataset in order to inform future data collection or featurization. In our case, our result suggests                               
that we should employ a different featurization method in future studies or that we should                             
incorporate time explicitly, perhaps using tensor factorization or a convolutional approach. 

4.3 Summary 

In this study, we applied a novel and flexible machine learning method  generalized low rank                               
modeling  to two very different datasets. Instead of forcing the same model onto different                             
datasets or creating specific methods with little hope of reuse, we built two unique models united                               
by one overarching framework and software package. Furthermore, we demonstrated different                     
approaches to analyzing low rank models and used these techniques to discover phenotypes                         
present in the data.  

Accelerating the process of phenotype discovery has high potential to improve care and outcomes                           
for patients, but additional work in the validation and care standardization of such phenotypes is                             
still required. Nonetheless, using such a highthroughput approach for finding patient subgroups                       
could dramatically shorten the time necessary to make new discoveries, especially when applied to                           
massive datasets documenting poorly understood phenomena.  
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We present a computational strategy to simulate drug treatment in a personalized setting. The method 
is based on integrating patient mutation and differential expression data with a protein-protein 
interaction network. We test the impact of in-silico deletions of different proteins on the flow of 
information in the network and use the results to infer potential drug targets. We apply our method to 
AML data from TCGA and validate the predicted drug targets using known targets. To benchmark 
our patient-specific approach, we compare the personalized setting predictions to those of the 
conventional setting. Our predicted drug targets are highly enriched with known targets from 
DrugBank and COSMIC (         outperforming the non-personalized predictions. Finally, we 
focus on the largest AML patient subgroup (~30%) which is characterized by an FLT3 mutation, and 
utilize our prediction score to rank patient sensitivity to inhibition of each predicted target, 
reproducing previous findings of in-vitro experiments.  
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1.  Introduction 

Precision medicine, an approach in which medical treatment is tailored for a specific group of 
patients, is an arising paradigm in medical research and practice. Indeed, it is well known that some 
drugs affect only a specific subgroup of patients, while even harming other patients suffering from the 
same disease [1-2]. In recent years, computational tools have emerged to stratify diseases into 
informative subtypes [3] and to predict drug sensitivity per subtype in order to optimally match 
patients with existing medical treatments [4]. 

In spite of these advances, the development of new treatments in the context of precision medicine 
is still scarce. Consequently, there is an increasing interest in computational prediction of drug targets. 
Previous works [6-9] used similarity among diseases to employ drugs designed for one disease to 
medicate another, as well as to prioritize new compounds as potential drugs. Lamb et al. [7] created a 
database containing ranked drug response gene expression profiles, allowing to query the database 
with a disease-specific genetic signature to identify drug response profiles that correlate with it. GBA 
[9] predicts novel associations between drugs and diseases by assuming that if two diseases are 
treated by the same drug, alternative drugs treating only one of them might treat also the other. 
Finally, Gottlieb et al. [6] predict novel associations between drugs and diseases by utilizing multiple 
drug–drug and disease–disease similarity measures for the prediction task. Some of the methods, such 
as [6-7] could be extended for personalized prediction of drugs, yet to this date efforts for 
personalized design of drugs had focused on experimental work [10] or small scale networks tailored 
for specific condition [11-12].  

As drugs often act by inhibiting their targets, attempts were also made to predict candidates for 
drug targets by predicting the effect of gene knockouts. These attempts focused on metabolic drugs 
and used metabolic network models, testing the impact of in-silico deletion of genes on the network’s 
fluxes. For example, Fatumo et.al. [13] simulated knockouts by deleting reactions from a metabolic 
network to identify enzymes essential for the malaria parasite Plasmodium falciparum. Papp et al. 
[14] used a metabolic flux model to predict the knockout fitness effect of nonessential genes in 
Saccharomyces cerevisiae. In their review of current paradigms for predicting inhibitory effects, 
Csermely et al. [15] conclude with the need for approaches allowing the examination of multi-targets 
inhibition, as our new approach allows.  

In this work we present a novel approach to tackle the drug target inference problem from a 
personalized perspective using in-silico knockouts based on propagation methods in a protein-protein 
interaction (PPI) network. Figure 1 provides an overview of the method: we start from a general PPI 
network and personal disease-related data. We rely on the framework described by Vanunu et al. [16] 
to prioritize casual  genes  by network propagation. We perform multiple network propagations in 
order to simulate the current patient state, the patient state after gene knockouts (by removing the 
corresponding nodes from the network) and an estimated "healthy" state. We use these different states 
in order to rank the gene knockouts and retrieve a list of candidate drug targets. 
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The framework we present is general and could potentially be applied to any personalized disease-
related data, with cancer being a pronounced candidate for application. Cancer is a wildly 
heterogeneous disease, in which a group of patient phenotypically categorized into the same cancer 
type (or even subtype) may have only little overlap in the underlying genotype. This is especially true 
in acute myeloid leukemia (AML), which has striking heterogeneity in gene mutations and expression 
aberrations across samples [17-19]. We therefore evaluate our performance by applying it to patients 
suffering from AML, based upon data generated by the TCGA Research Network: 
http://cancergenome.nih.gov/ of mutated and differentially expressed genes [19].  
 
 

 
 

Fig. 1. An overview of the algorithmic pipeline. 

 

2.  Results 

We present a novel approach to tackle the drug target inference problem from a personalized 
perspective using in-silico knockouts in a PPI network. As described in Figure 1, we start from a 
general PPI network and individual-specific disease-related data. We perform multiple network 
propagations in order to simulate the current patient state, the patient state after gene knockouts (by 
removing the gene's node from the network) and an estimated "healthy" state (see Methods). We use 
these different states in order to rank the gene knockouts and retrieve a list of potential drug targets.  

To evaluate our performance we applied our method to TCGA gene expression and mutation data 
of patients suffering from acute myeloid leukemia (AML, see Methods for dataset description). First, 
we show that we can identify AML causal genes by synthesizing the individual propagations. Second, 
we show that by integrating results from a personalized knockout process we can infer potential drug 
targets and rank their efficacy in a patient or a subgroup of patients. 
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Our algorithm relies on network propagations to rank the relevance of different genes to a prior 
set. In order to set its parameters, we first tested the algorithm’s performance in retrieving known 
causal genes for AML. The algorithm has two parameters (see Methods):  , determining the relative 
weight of the prior knowledge vs. the network in the scoring; and P, the prior set, according to which 
the propagation is carried out. We executed the algorithm using different settings for these 
parameters. To evaluate the results, we used three sets of known AML causal genes from KEGG and 
COSMIC, varying in confidence and size (see Methods). The application of the method to each 
patient resulted in a propagation score for each gene (excluding the prior set, to focus on novel 
discoveries). We aggregated the rank of each gene over all patients to yield a gene-based score, 
retaining the top 10% affected genes in the network. We then computed the hypergeometric 
enrichment of this set of genes with the different sets of known causal genes. All choices of   resulted 
in significant and similar p-values (        ), which shows that the results are robust to the choice 
of  , as shown in Figure 2A. We use       in the sequel. For the prior set, we tried four settings, 
defining P based on (i) mutated genes; (ii) differentially expressed genes; (iii) both, but running them 
separately and averaging the propagation scores obtained; and (iv) same as (iii) but taking the 
maximum scores rather than averages. Note that all types of mutations within coding genes were 
considered (missense, nonsense and silent). All prior knowledge variants resulted in significant p-
values (        ). The best variant was the first – setting P to be the set of mutated genes in each 
patient (Figure 2B), a choice which we use in the sequel. The mutated genes all belong to AML 
patients, but they are not limited only to AML-related genes.  

The causal genes are thought to trigger malignant behavior by perturbing signaling pathways that 
regulate three core cellular processes: cell fate, cell survival, and genome maintenance [23]. In AML, 
cell survival and proliferation are enhanced through an aberrant signal pathway [24] represented in 
the KEGG database [21]. We computed the hypergeometric enrichment of the top 10% affected genes 
within the AML KEGG pathway (ID: hsa05221) and found that the affected genes comprise 15 out of 
21 pathway components with a significant p-value (         ), exceeding that achieved by using 
common mutated genes (          mutations appearing in at least two patients) and capturing its 
downstream effect (Figure 3). It is interesting to note that although FLT3 is mutated in approximately 
30% of the patients, it is not included in the top 10% affected genes after aggregation, underscoring 
the importance of a personalized approach.  
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Fig. 2. Performance evaluation under different parameter (A) and prior knowledge set (B) choices. The red 
line denotes a p-value of 0.01.                                                                    

 

 
Fig. 3. The AML KEGG pathway, with top 10% affected genes (as predicted by our method) highlighted in 

green and commonly mutated genes framed in a red box.  

 

The previous results imply that our propagation based scores are able to infer disease-related 
genes and agree with observations made by Rufallo et al. [25]. We hypothesized that good drug 
targets for the disease could be genes whose knockout is predicted to reverse the disease-related 
effects [7]. To identify such genes in-silico, we rerun the propagation based scoring while removing 
each gene in turn from the network, assessing the similarity between the obtained scores and those 
that characterize a “healthy” state. To this end, we use a Back2Healthy distance score (B2H; See 
Methods), taking the top scoring genes as our candidates for potential personalized drug targets. As 
above, we focus on non-trivial targets by excluding the patient's mutated genes from our ranking.  
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The process above infers drug targets for each patient individually. As information about 
personalized drug targets is very scarce and hard to validate, we aggregated the results over all 
patients, evaluating the results using known AML drug targets derived from the DrugBank database 
[26-29] and COSMIC [20]. The top 10% scoring genes were highly enriched with known drug targets 
from both sources (Figure 4A, DrugBank:       , COSMIC:        ). In comparison, a naïve 
approach that focuses on common mutations (appearing in at least two patients), yields a set of 
candidate targets containing only one of the known targets (      ). To assess the personalized 
approach we took, we generated a "consensus patient", using common (appearing in at least five 
patients) mutated and differentially expressed genes, and applied our method to the "consensus 
patient". Applying the enrichment test described above, the results were insignificant (Figure 4B, 
DrugBank:       , COSMIC:       ), underscoring the utility of a personalized approach. 

                   
Fig. 4. Performance in drug target prediction. The candidate genes are represented by a shaded rectangle, 
where the top 10% are shaded cyan. Every overlaid bar stands for a single gene in a collection of known or 
potential drug targets. The bars are located according to their position in the candidate list generated by our 
method, where the rightmost bars represent the best candidates. Traces above/below the bar represent 
relative enrichment. (A) The barcode plot was generated by running our method on each AML patient 
independently and aggregating the results. (B) The barcode plot was generated by running a similar single 
pipeline on a “consensus” patient. 
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To further show the utility of our method, we used it to predict the sensitivity of the largest 
subgroup of AML patients – carriers of the FLT3 mutation – to known inhibitors. The following 
inhibitors were experimentally examined as potential drug targets and their influence on FLT3 
mutated cell lines was carefully documented: Jin et al. [30] tested PI3K inhibitor and found FLT3 
mutated cell lines to be poorly responsive to it; Nishioka et. al [31] showed that the MEK inhibitor 
caused those cell lines to respond moderately by leading to decreased abnormal proliferation, nearly 
resembling a healthy cell phenotype, yet showing unchanged abnormal levels of apoptosis; and 
Keeton et al. [32] demonstrated how PIM inhibitor caused FLT3 mutated cell lines to respond with 
high sensitivity, which led to development of the PIM inhibiting drug AZD1208. Our method shows 
in-silico sensitivity to PIM knockout, intermediate sensitivity to MEK knockout, and low sensitivity 
to PI3K knockout (Figure 5). These results corroborate the findings of [30-32].  
 

                                                
 

Fig 5. Sensitivity of FLT3 mutated cell lines, as predicted by B2H scores, corroborating the findings of [30-32] 
via in-vitro experiments. 

3.  Methods 

3.1.  Computing propagation scores 

We use the network propagation method described in Vanunu et al. [16]. In the following we briefly 
describe it for the sake of completeness. The input consists of a network           over a set V of 
proteins, where E represents the set of protein-protein interactions, and        represents the 
reliability of the interaction between   and  . In addition, a prior knowledge protein set   is given. 
The propagation process computes a scoring function       that is both smooth over the network 
and accounts for the prior knowledge about each node. 
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To run the propagation process the weights are first normalized. Let W be the         matrix of 
initial weights, and let D be a diagonal matrix with                . The normalized edge weight 
matrix is computed as       

      
  . We further define a prior knowledge function     

      such that: 

            
        
        

  

We use the iterative procedure described by Law et al. [27] to compute  . Namely, starting with 
      , we update   at iteration   as follows: 

                      
The procedure is repeated iteratively until convergence, i.e., when: 

             
 
      

The final propagation score for each gene is its rank among all genes, where lower ranks mean higher 
     values. In case of ties, the ranks of the corresponding genes are averaged. The genes of the prior 
set are assigned the highest ranks to focus the algorithm on novel discoveries. 

3.2.  The Back2Healthy distance score 

Let         ,        be vectors of propagation scores for a chosen gene set (here, the set of 
differentially expressed genes of some patient)  , where         was generated by propagating on the 
original PPI network, while        was generated by propagating on a “knockout” network, where one 
of the genes was removed. We define the Back2Healthy (B2H) distance between         and         
as follows: 

Let k be the size of the prior gene set of the patient (the patient’s set of mutated genes). For 
              , we generate a score vector    for   by propagating the original PPI network 
and setting the prior knowledge set   to be   random nodes (disjoint from A) in order to simulate a 
“healthy” distribution of propagation scores for  . 

Next, for     , define 

         
                              

 
  

        
                             

 
  

Hence,          represents the quantile of            in our simulated distribution, and similarly for 
       . Finally,                     is defined as: 
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3.3.  Data Sets 

3.3.1.  Patient, network and drug target data  

The TCGA data portal [7] contains information on 200 clinically annotated adult cases of AML 
(updated to 29/04/2015). The data include whole-genome sequencing of the primary tumor and 
matched normal skin samples from 50 patients and exome capture and sequencing for another 150 
paired samples of AML tumor and skin [19]. For 174 of the patients both mutation and expression 
data were collected. Genes exhibiting significant expression changes were determined by the 
COSMIC methodology [20], by computing their z-scores based on the sequencing platform. 

To construct individual-specific networks, we projected the mutations and differentially 
expressed genes of an individual on a human PPI network taken from HIPPIE [33], which contains 
186,217 interactions among 15,029 proteins. The projected networks have on average 7.6 mutated and 
340 differentially expressed genes.  

We retrieved the known targets of AML drugs from the DrugBank version 4.3 database [27], 
obtaining 22 drug targets overall. 

3.3.2.  Known causal genes 

We use three sets of known AML causal genes, varying in confidence and size. 10 causal genes were 
collected from the KEGG database [21,22], 94 causal genes were taken from COSMIC (72 of which 
are in our PPI network), and a third set of 533 cancer causal genes were collected from COSMIC (363 
are in the network). 

4.  Conclusions 

The approach we presented succeeds in predicting known drug targets for AML and could potentially 
be applied to other diseases with mutation and expression information, such as other cancer types 
recorded in TCGA. It should be noted that our method is limited to mutations that affect proteins that 
are part of the PPI network. More careful consideration of mutations in non-coding regions could 
improve its sensitivity.  
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Electronic health records (EHR) provide a comprehensive resource for discovery, allowing 
unprecedented exploration of the impact of genetic architecture on health and disease. The data of 
EHRs also allow for exploration of the complex interactions between health measures across 
health and disease. The discoveries arising from EHR based research provide important 
information for the identification of genetic variation for clinical decision-making. Due to the 
breadth of information collected within the EHR, a challenge for discovery using EHR based data 
is the development of high-throughput tools that expose important areas of further research, from 
genetic variants to phenotypes.  Phenome-Wide Association studies (PheWAS) provide a way to 
explore the association between genetic variants and comprehensive phenotypic measurements, 
generating new hypotheses and also exposing the complex relationships between genetic 
architecture and outcomes, including pleiotropy. EHR based PheWAS have mainly evaluated 
associations with case/control status from International Classification of Disease, Ninth Edition 
(ICD-9) codes.  While these studies have highlighted discovery through PheWAS, the rich 
resource of clinical lab measures collected within the EHR can be better utilized for high-
throughput PheWAS analyses and discovery. To better use these resources and enrich PheWAS 
association results we have developed a sound methodology for extracting a wide range of clinical 
lab measures from EHR data. We have extracted a first set of 21 clinical lab measures from the 
de-identified EHR of participants of the Geisinger MyCodeTM biorepository, and calculated the 
median of these lab measures for 12,039 subjects. Next we evaluated the association between 
these 21 clinical lab median values and 635,525 genetic variants, performing a genome-wide 
association study (GWAS) for each of 21 clinical lab measures. We then calculated the association 
between SNPs from these GWAS passing our Bonferroni defined p-value cutoff and 165 ICD-9 
codes. Through the GWAS we found a series of results replicating known associations, and also 
some potentially novel associations with less studied clinical lab measures. We found the majority 
of the PheWAS ICD-9 diagnoses highly related to the clinical lab measures associated with same 
SNPs.  Moving forward, we will be evaluating further phenotypes and expanding the methodology 
for successful extraction of clinical lab measurements for research and PheWAS use. These 
developments are important for expanding the PheWAS approach for improved EHR based 
discovery.   
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1.  Introduction 

Precision medicine aims to find clinical treatments based on the phenotypic and genetic makeup of 
each individual. Electronic health records (EHR) are a powerful resource for the investigation of 
common and rare disease, with the potential for discovery that will lead to meaningful and data-
driven individualized patient care. Accessing de-identified EHR data linked to DNA 
biorepositories has already proved useful for a wide range of genetic association discovery efforts, 
such as through the Electronic Medical Records and Genomics (eMERGE) network 1.  
 
In PheWAS, the association between thousands of phenotypes and any number of single 
nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) are evaluated in a high-throughput manner to identify new 
hypotheses, biologically relevant associations, and the identification of potential pleiotropy, 
highlighting important connections between networks of phenotypes and genetic architecture 2–4.  
To date, de-identified EHR data coupled with genetic data have been used for multiple PheWAS, 
primarily through using International Classification of Disease, Ninth Edition (ICD-9) based 
case/control status for identifying significant associations between medical record diagnoses and 
genetic data 5–8.  
 
There are other data within the EHR that can also be used for high-throughput PheWAS research, 
with one of the most readily available additional sources of data being clinical lab measures.  
Clinical lab measures are an important part of clinical decision-making, providing clues and 
measures of a variety of conditions as well as important reflections of health. Many of these lab 
measures are found in multiple diagnoses, for example, blood cell count information is important 
for a variety of clinical conditions and diagnoses. To date, high-throughput use of clinical lab 
measures from the EHR have been underutilized for multiple reasons. These include the variability 
and error in the units recorded that can occur across measurements, error that can occur in the 
collected laboratory result, change in laboratory assays, sensitivity of different assays, lack of 
documentation for fasting, and changes in biological function due to treatment of injury or disease 
(e.g. medication use). Even with these challenges there is an opportunity for further discovery by 
using more of the comprehensive clinical lab data available within the EHR for both high-quality 
phenotype algorithm development as well as expanding EHR based PheWAS beyond the use of 
ICD-9 based case/control status. The clinical lab measures of the EHR can more closely reflect the 
impact of genetic variation on phenotype, and some phenotypes observed from the clinical lab 
data collected in EHR are not reflected at all in case/control diagnoses or common to multiple 
case/control diagnoses. Using a wide range of clinical lab measures within the PheWAS 
framework also creates a series of results to compare and contrast with the findings of ICD-9 
based PheWAS, providing a complementary set of information pertinent to health and disease and 
genetic association studies, enriching the interpretation and exploration of ICD-9 based PheWAS. 
There is also the potential for improved power for association analyses, as case numbers for ICD-9 
based PheWAS can be very low depending on the ICD-9 based diagnosis compared to larger 
sample sizes for quantitative clinical lab measures.   
 
We describe here our preliminary algorithmic development for high-throughput extraction of 
clinical lab measures from de-identified data linked to genetic data from the Geisinger Health 
System (GHS) MyCodeTM Biorepository. For these analyses we used our approach to extract 21 
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clinical lab measurements with some of the largest sample sizes within the EHR from, or derived 
from, blood: alanine amino transferase (ALT), albumin aspartate aminotransferase (AST), carbon 
dioxide (CO2), cholesterol, creatinine, free T3, free T4, glucose, hemoglobin A1C (Hb-A1C), high 
density lipoprotein (HDL), insulin-like growth factor (IgF-1), low density lipoprotein (LDL), 
platelets, urine protein, red blood cell counts (RBC), thyroglobulin antibody (TgAb), thyroid 
peroxidase antibody (TPO), thyroid stimulating hormone (TSH), triglycerides (TG), white blood 
cell counts (WBC). We also extracted body mass index measurements (BMI). We calculated the 
median value for each of 12,039 individuals and performed comprehensive genome-wide 
association analyses (GWAS) with these measurements in European-Americans within the 
MyCode Biorepository, and then explored associations with highly-significant SNPs from the 
GWAS with an ICD-9 diagnosis code based PheWAS.  These preliminary analyses show the 
success of our approach, and the ultimate success possible in high-throughput extraction of a wide 
range of clinical lab measurements from the EHR.  
 
2. Methods 

2.1 Study Participants 

In this study we used de-identified genetic and phenotypic data from MyCodeTM biorepository of 
Geisinger Heath System (GHS). MyCode is a biorepository that stores blood samples and 
Electronic Health Record (EHR) data from consented individuals for research to improve patient 
healthcare. GHS is located in central Pennsylvania, which is a primarily European American (EA) 
population with 95.7% of individuals in the study of European decent. Thus we only focused on 
individuals from EA ancestry for these analyses. 

2.2 Genotypic data and Quality Control 

GHS MyCode subjects were genotyped using the Illumina HumanOmniExpressExome Bead 
Chips, with coverage of a total of 964,193 SNPs. We performed Genotype Quality Control (QC) 
procedures to account of genotyping error prior to association testing using the R programming 
statistical package 9 and PLINK software 10. We filtered out the missing data using 99% genotype 
and sample call rates and minor allele frequency (MAF) threshold of 1%. Also, relatedness 
between the individuals was calculated by Identity by Descent (IBD) and related samples were 
dropped using kinship coefficient of 0.125. After these QC steps and MAF filter, the genotypic 
data consisted of 635,525 SNPs and 12,278 samples. While individuals within GHS are primarily 
from EA populations, we calculated principle components to further correct for global ancestry in 
our associations using EIGENSOFT 11.   

2.3 Clinical Lab Extraction 
 
We extracted a total of 21 clinical lab measurements from, or derived from, blood of participants 
in the study. We selected an initial set of lab measurements to extract by choosing the measures 
with the large sample sizes that we have commonly used for other phenotype algorithm 
development using data from the EHR.  All the summary information on the clinical lab 
measurements is provided in Table 1.  We also extracted data to calculate body mass index (BMI). 
BMI is known to have confounding effects on various metabolic traits and many of the clinical lab 
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measurements could be affected by BMI of study participants. We extracted height and weight to 
calculate BMI. We calculated the median value for each of these clinical lab measures over the 
course of all visits of each individual. 
 
We extracted these clinical lab measurements as follows: First, we extracted each clinical 
laboratory measures from the de-identified EHR and log base ten transformed the results. We then 
standardized units within each clinical lab measure.  Different Geisinger Health laboratories and 
Point of Care devices can have differing units of measure within the same Logical Observation 
Identifiers Names and Codes (LOINC) code and thus standardization and transformation of 
individual values needed to be performed so that all units were consistent across each clinical lab 
measure. We excluded measurements where the unit of measure reported on the result was 
different than the suggested unit of measure from LOINC when conversion was not possible. We 
then excluded results that were identified as implausible through a process of comparing 
individual level and population level medians greater than a deviation threshold determined by 
each LOINC code, +/- 3 standard deviations from the median. After the process of excluding these 
results, we transformed the results back to their original values. For TG, HDL, LDL, glucose 
levels and cholesterol, we omitted all observations that were not known to be fasting, i.e., 
observations with non-fasting or unknown fasting state. When calculating medians and standard 
deviation we accounted for the number of results over a patient’s lifetime to adjust where 
exclusions are applied.  Using this approach, as proof-of-principle, we extracted 21 different 
clinical lab tests from the entire GHS cohort, ~1.25 million people. 
 
After these clinical lab measurements were extracted and prepared for further analyses, we 
calculated the lifetime median value from each individual for each of the lab measures for those 
individuals we had genetic data for, for association testing.  We then created histograms and 
calculated the population median and max values for each clinical lab measure. This identified any 
measurements with non-normal distributions, and identified some of the most extreme outliers. 
We only removed outliers for white blood cell counts, values > 20K cells per/uL. We used natural-
log transformation to improve the normality of the distributions for glucose and platelet measures. 
Our summary information of the median and mean of each measure, and whether or not each lab 
measure was transformed before association testing, is listed in Table 1.  
 
Table 1: Summary of clinical lab measures, and any transformation of the variable before analysis 
 

Phenotype Median Mean Min/Max SD % Male % Female 
Alanine Amino Transferase 
(ALT) (Log Transform) 

3.09 3.10 1.79/4.48 0.43 41.47 58.53 

Albumin 4.30 4.26 3.45/5.30 0.26 41.19 58.81 
Aspartate Aminotransferase 
(AST)  (Log Transform) 

3.13 3.16 2.35/4.04 0.26 41.23 58.77 

Carbon Dioxide (CO2) 27.00 26.97 21.29/34 1.98 42.06 57.94 
Cholesterol 183.00 184.55 110/320 33.56 43.13 56.87 
Creatinine 57.03 57.45 21.07/105.76 13.58 63.36 36.64 
Free T3 2.90 2.94 1.64/5.19 0.53 24.48 75.52 
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Free T4  (Log Transform) 0.19 0.22 0.009/0.63 0.14 29.95 70.05 
Glucose  (Log Transform) 4.60 4.64 4.14/5.12 0.18 41.83 58.17 
Hemoglobin A1C (Hb-A1C) 6.20 6.50 4.09/10.80 1.17 43.01 56.99 
High Density Lipoprotein 
(HDL)  (Log Transform) 

3.87 3.88 3.13/4.70 0.27 43.31 56.69 

Insulin-like Growth Factor 
(IgF-1) (Log Transform) 

4.96 4.90 3.08/6.08 0.62 41.67 58.33 

Low Density Lipoprotein 
(LDL) 

102.00 104.08 48/237.5 28.44 43.17 56.83 

Platelets 238.50 243.80 112/526 60.16 40.67 59.33 
Urine Protein  (Log 
Transform) 

2.40 2.60 0.09/6.53 1.24 44.26 55.74 

Red Blood Cell Count (RBC) 4.48 4.48 3.27/6.09 0.43 40.75 59.25 
Thyroglobulin antibody 
(TgAb) 

20.00 26.83 1.70/305 31.95 21.12 78.88 

Thyroid Peroxidase Antibody 
(TPO) (Log Transform) 

2.30 3.27 0.09/7.94 1.74 18.38 81.62 

Thyroid Stimulating Hormone 
(TSH)  (Log Transform) 

0.75 0.77 0.009/2.04 0.41 37.43 62.57 

Triglycerides (TG)  (Log 
Transform) 

4.88 4.88 3.46/6.25 0.47 43.32 56.68 

White Blood Cell Count 
(WBC)  (Log Transform) 

7.42 7.68 3.15/16.84 2.00 40.80 59.20 

2.4 ICD-9 Based Case-Control Status 

We used International Classification of Diseases, Ninth Revision (ICD-9) codes as the phenotypic 
data to define case-control status for PheWAS. Patients in MyCode were diagnosed with 7,039 
different ICD-9 codes, these codes have been used at least once during clinic visits at GHS 
facilities. We defined cases as individuals with three or more visits of a specific ICD-9 code at the 
5-digit code level (e.g. 250.12), no visits of an ICD-9 code were defined as a control. If an 
individual had one to three visits of an ICD-9 code, they were not included as a case or control 
(i.e. excluded from analysis).  A total of 200 or more case subjects per ICD-9 code were required 
for inclusion in our association study. Using our criteria for inclusion/exclusion for cases and 
controls there were a total of 165 ICD-9 codes used for the case/control association testing.  

2.5 Genetic Associations 

To evaluate the association between SNPs and the 21 clinical lab measures, we used linear 
regression with an additive encoding for the SNPs. We used the software Platform for the 
Analysis, Translation and Organization of large-scale data (PLATO), freely available here: 
http://ritchielab.psu.edu/software/plato-download. We have implemented PLATO in DNANexus 
(https://www.dnanexus.com/) to use cloud-computing resources for analyses. Covariates in the 
models included for each association were gender, age, age2 (age-squared), body mass index 
(BMI), and the first 4 principal components. We made Manhattan plots of the results of these 
associations, as well as a table of the results passing our Bonferroni correction based p-value 
available in supplementary materials (http://ritchielab.psu.edu/publications/supplementary-
data/psb-2016/clinical-measure-phewas). After filtering the clinical lab measure association results 
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by our Bonferroni threshold (described further in methods), and performing a PheWAS using 
ICD-9 based case/control status for these SNPs, we compared and contrasted the results of the 
clinical lab measurements with results of case/control ICD-9 based PheWAS.  Further, we 
annotated the results of the clinical lab measure association testing using Biofilter 12, to add 
information about any genes that the SNPs from the p-value filtered results were in or near, as 
well as to annotate the SNPs with any known results from the NHGRI GWAS catalog.  The 
NHGRI GWAS catalog contains results from published GWAS in the literature reaching genome-
wide significance 13. To have the magnitude and direction of effect values more comparable across 
the association results, we divided each beta by the standard deviation of the respective clinical lab 
measure for the association.  
2.6 Multiple Hypothesis Testing 
In terms of independent SNPs used for multiple testing adjustment, independence of SNPs varies 
across different populations and appropriate measures are necessary 14. In this study, we used a 
linkage-disequilibrium (LD) pruning approach to identify the number of independent SNPs used 
in our association testing. We used PLINK to prune the 635,525 SNPs based on pairwise linkage 
disequilibrium (LD) at r2 = 0.3 and that resulted in total of 174,401 SNPs. An r2 of 0.3 is estimated 
to be a reasonable threshold for finding independent SNPs based on pairwise LD 14. For our 
clinical lab measures PheWAS, our Bonferoni threshold was α value divided by the number of 
independent tests: 0.05/(174,401 x 21) = 1.37 x 10-8. We used the same approach for multiple 
hypothesis correction for the ICD-9 based PheWAS, where we calculated LD between the 286 
SNPs resulting in a total of 61 independent SNPs and thus a Bonferoni threshold: 0.05 / (61 x 165) 
= 4.9 x 10-6. 
3. Results 
3.1 Clinical Lab Measure GWAS 
In this study, we first calculated the association between 635,525 SNPs and 21 clinical lab 
measurements using linear regression. Figure 1 shows the Manhattan plots from each of the 
clinical lab measure genome-wide association studies (GWAS), points indicated in red, for p-
values < 0.01. We provide higher-resolution copies of the figures of this paper, as well as 
Quantile-Quantile plots for the associations in supplementary materials.  A total of 286 SNPs were 
found significantly associated with our Bonferroni defined p-value threshold of 1.37 x 10-8, with a 
total of 344 SNP-clinical lab measure associations. A total of 163 out of 347 associations were 
found to be associated with same or similar previously reported phenotypic traits in the literature. 
Several associations were also for SNPs in high LD with SNPs for previously reported 
associations with the same or similar previously reported phenotypic trait.  We observed that 
almost half of associations related to a previously reported association were with triglyceride and 
HDL-cholesterol levels, where we found 109 SNPs associated with triglycerides and 66 SNPs 
associated with HDL. For example, the association between SNP rs247616 downstream of CETP 
and HDL was the most significant association of all the GWAS we performed at p = 5.25 x 10-53, β 
= -0.22, this association has been previously reported in the literature15. CETP is protein-coding 
gene involved in cholesterol ester transfer from HDL to other lipoprotein 18.  The most significant 
association for TG was with SNP rs964184 downstream from ZPR1 with p = 1.9 x 10-41, β = -0.27, 
that has also been previously reported in the literature16,17.   
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A novel GWAS association found in this study was for DPP4 SNP rs2302872 associated with 
thyroid globulin antibody (TgAb). TgAb is a diagnostic measure used for thyroid related 
autoimmune disorders like Hashimoto’s disease and a measure to evaluate the treatment 
effectiveness of thyroid cancer. The SNP rs2302872 was associated with TgAb at p = 1.48 x 10-8, β 
= -1.28.  DPP4 has known expression in cancerous thyroid tissue in comparison to no expression 
in a healthy thyroid tissue19. TgAb as a tumor marker for thyroid cancer has been controversial 
where many studies suggest no association as a tumor marker20,21 and others suggest TgAb levels 
can be used to identify increased risk of thyroid cancer22. In our case we see a potentially 
protective effect of this SNP in the direction of the association. In another thyroid measure, 
thyroid stimulating hormone (TSH), we report 4 novel loci on chromosome 5 mapped to PDE8B. 
There are other variants in PDE8B with known association with TSH23, but we found 4 
polymorphisms (rs1351283, rs13158164, rs6885813, rs9686502) not in LD with the previously 
known variants with p-values of p = 1.16 x 10-18, β = -0.13; p = 2.60 x 10-14, β = -0.16; p = 4.74 x 
10-14, β = -0.13; p=9.10 x 10-9, β = -0.08. We also found 7 novel SNPs associated with aspartate 
amino transferase (AST) levels, where all 7 variants mapped to MRC1, where the most significant 
association was for SNP rs35038329 with p = 2.87 x 10-19, β = 0.12. AST levels are used for the 
diagnosis of various liver diseases like hepatitis and cirrhosis.  In a recent study variants in MRC1 
were reported to be associated with treatment outcomes for hepatitis C 24.  
3.2 Targeted ICD-9 PheWAS 
We selected the SNPs from the top associations of the clinical lab measure PheWAS (p-value < 
1.37 x 10-8), resulting in 286 SNPs.  We then performed an ICD-9 code based PheWAS with these 
SNPs, performing comprehensive associations testing between these SNPs and the ICD-9 based 
case/control status using logistic regression. Figure 1 shows in blue the ICD-9 based diagnosis 
associations with p-values less than 0.01.  We found 39 associations passing our Bonferoni p-
value threshold adjusted for the smaller number of SNPs for the ICD-9 base analyses, these 
additional association results are reported in detail within the supplementary materials. The most 
significant association was between SNP rs9273363 and the ICD-9 diagnosis 250.01 “Diabetes 
mellitus, Type I” with p = 4.39 x 10-26, β = -0.8. This SNP is located in the HLA region that is 
known to have high susceptibility for type 1 diabetes, and is one of the most high-risk 
polymorphisms in HLA region for Type I diabetes25.  There were other significant associations 
with ICD-9 diagnoses such as SNPs associated with the diagnosis of 250.00 “Type II Diabetes” ( 
original associated clinical lab measures of Glucose and Hb-A1C), 272.4 “Hyperlipidemia” 
(original associated clinical lab measure: Cholesterol, LDL, TG), and 244.9 “Hypothyroidism” 
(clinical lab measure: TSH).  
!
3.3 Comparing Clinical Lab Measure GWAS and ICD-9 Based PheWAS 
PheWAS frequently identifies cross-phenotype associations, where one SNP is associated with 
more than one phenotype.  These cross-phenotype associations highlight potential relationships 
between the phenotypes, and can also identify pleiotropy.  Thus, one of the potential benefits of 
using clinical lab measures in addition to ICD-9 codes is the addition of a complementary set of 
phenotypic information for exploring the multiple cross-phenotype associations that arise in 
PheWAS. In this study we started with SNPs highly associated with clinical lab measures, thus 
have compared and contrasted what the ICD-9 diagnoses were also associated with these clinical 
lab measures. Table 2 shows what the clinical lab measures were, and for SNPs associated with 
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those specific clinical lab measures what the ICD-9 codes diagnoses were also associated those 
SNPs. 
First we identified results between the two clinical lab measures and ICD-9 diagnoses were highly 
related between the two sets of associations. For instance, for lipid related phenotypes and 
diagnoses we found the SNP rs445925 in APOC1 associated with LDL levels (p = 1.75 x 10-37, β = 
0.30) also associated with the ICD-9 diagnosis 272.4 “Hyperlipidemia” (p = 1.5 x 10-11, β = 0.30). 
We also found the SNP rs602633 associated with LDL levels (p= 8.03 x 10-10, β = 0.12) and the 
ICD-9 diagnosis 272.4 (p = 4.55 x 10-6, β = 0.18). A SNP in LD with rs599839 (r2=1) has known 
associations with LDL concentrations 26 and coronary artery disease 27.  

 
Figure 1. Manhattan plots of all 21 GWAS for clinical lab measures and the results of the following ICD-9 based 
PheWAS. For each of 21 clinical lab measures, the results of associations are marked as -log(10) of the p-value in red, 
with the abbreviation of each clinical lab measure indicated above each plot, abbreviations explained in Table 1. 
Plotted in blue are –log10 (p-value) from the associations of distinct ICD-9 code based case/control diagnoses.  All 
results are from p-values < 0.01. The red dashed line in each Manhattan plot is at the Bonferroni corrected p-value of 
1.37 x 10-8 for the clinical lab GWAS, and the blue dashed line is the Bonferroni corrected p-value 4.9 x 10-6 for the 
ICD-9 diagnoses based PheWAS.  

Table 2. Phenotypes for SNPs significantly associated with clinical lab measures also significantly 
associated with highly related ICD-9 diagnoses 

Clinical Lab Measure ICD-9 Diagnoses 
Cholesterol 272.4: Hyperlipidemia 
Glucose  250.00: Type II Diabetes Mellitus 
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Hemoglobin A1C 250.01: Type I Diabetes Mellitus;  
250.00: Type II Diabetes Mellitus 

Low Density Lipoprotein (LDL) 272.4: Hyperlipidemia 
Thyroid Stimulating Hormones  244.9: Hypothyroidism 
Triglycerides  272.4: Hyperlipidemia 
White Blood Cell Count 250.01: Type I diabetes mellitus 

 
For thyroid diagnoses and TSH levels we also found related phenotypic associations for specific 
SNPs. For example, a cluster of variants in PTSC2 were associated with thyroid stimulating 
hormone levels (TSH) and also significantly associated with the ICD-9 diagnosis 244.9 
“Hypothyroidism”. Another PTSC2 SNP rs10759944 was associated with TSH levels (p = 4.12 x 
10-26, β = 0.16) and the ICD-9 diagnosis 244.9 “Hypothyroidism” (p = 9.48 x 10-8, β = 0.21). The 
SNP is in LD with rs965513 (r2 =0.9), a SNP with a known association with thyroid cancer 28,29.  

 
Figure 2. (a) Comparison of significant SNPs between clinical lab measures and ICD-9 code PheWAS. The x-axis 
has the clinical lab measures and y-axis shows its association p-value with the SNP, where red dots are the top SNPs 
from clinical lab PheWAS and blue triangle are the same SNPs associated with ICD-9 diagnoses. Table 2 lists what 
the ICD-9 diagnoses were for each of the clinical lab measures. (b) In this chromosomal ideogram, lines link SNP 
chromosomal locations to colored diamonds (representing clinical lab measures) or circles (representing ICD-9 
diagnoses) showing the cross-phenotype associations for the SNPs identified first with associations with clinical lab 
measures.  

For Type 2 diabetes we had another significant finding with the known Type II diabetes risk gene 
TCF7L2, with variants in TCF7L2 associated with the ICD-9 diagnosis 250.00 “Type II diabetes” 
and clinical lab measures related to Type II diabetes including glucose levels and Hb-A1C levels.  
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We did find potentially novel pleiotropic associations with a cluster of SNPs in LD on 
chromosome 6. These SNPs were associated with WBC as well as Hb-A1C, and also associated 
with the ICD-9 based diagnosis of 250.01 “Type I diabetes”. While diabetes has an impact on Hb-
A1C levels, the associations with WBC are more novel.  White blood cell counts have been found to 
impact insulin sensitivity and diabetes development 30. 
Using a less stringent cutoff for p-value for ICD-9 codes, which are often under powered 
associations due to the number of cases, Figure 3 shows an example of the ICD-9 PheWAS results 
for LDLR SNP rs6511720. The associated clinical lab measure was LDL levels, a previously 
reported association in the literature, and Figure 3 shows the spectrum of PheWAS results 
associated with this SNP with p < 0.01, a series of comorbidities related to cholesterol levels. 

 
Figure 3. Spectrum of phenotypic associations for LDLR SNP rs6511720, for PheWAS p-values < 0.01. This SNP 
was originally associated in our study with the clinical lab measure of LDL.  
4. Discussion  
The goal of this study was preliminary work in the process of accessing clinical lab measurements 
in a high-throughput way and developing algorithms, methodologies, and ultimately an analysis 
pipeline to be able to use a wide range of clinical lab measure for PheWAS. We have shown here 
that we can successfully extract clinical lab measures for association research and use these 
measures for association testing.  The process of extracting and preparing these clinical lab 
measurements has been informative. Some of the challenges with these measurements, 
surmounted through our research, may provide information to inform better practices for 
collecting these data within the clinic in terms of standardization, which could benefit patients and 
clinicians as well as researchers. Facing the challenges of using clinical lab measurements is also 
providing preliminary information for how to address the challenge of accessing medication 
information within the EHR for use in research, which has many of the same issues as clinical lab 
measurements but additional challenges for research use.  
We did identify association results replicating previously published associations indicating our 
clinical lab measure extraction is functional, as well as a number of novel associations. We intend 
moving forward to do an expanded study including additional clinical lab measurements, 
including additional measures that have been previously studied to continue expanding our proof-
of-principle results, as well as a wide array of additional measures little studied in genetic 
association testing. The development of algorithms for obtaining summary information about 
these measures, when moving to hundreds of measures, will be important for quick evaluation of 
these phenotypes, and sub-setting of data based on specific criteria. Of further importance will be 
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better use of the longitudinal nature of these clinical lab measures, in health and disease, as we are 
currently using median values in our association testing.  
A challenge within PheWAS is to understand if we find associations due to correlated phenotypes 
(such as glucose levels and diabetes), or if we find associations related to the impact of genetic 
variation on more than one phenotype (pleiotropy). A future direction is to expand our use of 
clinical lab measurements in addition to the use of ICD-9 codes in PheWAS to help provide more 
insight into the findings we have for both clinical lab measurements and ICD-9 code based 
case/control status to begin to understand more of the complex relationship between genetic 
architecture and the complex networks of signaling and phenotypic outcomes. Further, with the 
longitudinal nature of the EHR, we can leverage more of these data for longitudinal analyses. 
Clinical laboratory measures fluctuate for an individual in health and disease, and also with 
medication usage and age, and this complexity can be leveraged in future association testing for 
further discovery.  
Clinical lab measurements provide an important area of exploration for PheWAS. The results of 
using more phenotypic measurements in a high-throughput way can enrich and expand our results 
of PheWAS based on ICD-9 code case/control status.  Further, potential pleiotropy identified 
through cross-phenotype associations could show new important relationships between 
phenotypes through an expansion of phenotypic data available for PheWAS. Identifying a wide 
range of standardized and “cleaned” clinical lab measurements can also be used in the future to 
subset individuals based on clinical lab measure criteria before association testing. These 
approaches will also open the door to using more of the longitudinal nature of clinical lab 
measurements in future PheWAS analyses. These clinical lab measurements could also prove 
useful for continued development of high-quality phenotypic algorithms. The discoveries with 
these expanded PheWAS could prove important for discovery that leads to improvements in 
precision medicine as well as drug development.  
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During January 2015, President Obama announced the Precision Medicine 

Initiative [1], strengthening communal efforts to integrate patient-centric molecular, 
environmental, and clinical “big” data. Such efforts have already improved aspects of 
clinical management for diseases such as non-small cell lung carcinoma [2], breast cancer 
[3], and hypertrophic cardiomyopathy [4]. To maintain this track record, it is necessary to 
cultivate practices that ensure reproducibility as large-scale heterogeneous datasets and 
databases proliferate. For example, the NIH has outlined initiatives to enhance 
reproducibility in preclinical research [5], both Science [6] and Nature [7] have featured 
recent editorials on reproducibility, and several authors have noted the issues of utilizing 
big data for public health [8], but few methods exist to ensure that big data resources 
motivated by precision medicine are being used reproducibly. Relevant challenges 
include: (1) integrative analyses of heterogeneous measurement platforms (e.g. genomic, 
clinical, quantified self, and exposure data), (2) the tradeoff in making personalized 
decisions using more targeted (e.g. individual-level) but potentially much noisier subsets 
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of data, and (3) the unprecedented scale of asynchronous observational and population-
level inquiry (i.e. many investigators separately mining shared/publicly-available data). 

In this session of the Pacific Symposium on Biocomputing (PSB) 2016, we 
feature manuscripts that explore and propose solutions to some of the challenges of 
reproducibility in the era of precision medicine.  

Two submissions to the session address challenges to reproducibility in 
observational (e.g., Electronic Health Record [EHR]) and clinical trial settings. Chen et 
al. [9] study the stability of predicting clinical practice patterns by varying the duration of 
EHR data used in training clinical order association rules, finding that larger longitudinal 
datasets may not improve, and might worsen, some predictions given the importance of 
secular practice trends. Ma et al. [10] provide a method for finding questionable 
exclusion criteria commonly used in clinical trials for mental disorders deposited in 
ClinicalTrials.gov. 

Another challenge for the implementation of precision medicine involves novel 
methods for assessing data quality. Koire et al. [11] study threats to reproducibility when 
repurposing publicly available genome sequencing data, using data from The Cancer 
Genome Atlas [12] to study false positive variant calls and systematically evaluate 
variant call quality.  

Software that enables analysts to transparently document analysis protocols can 
also help ensure reproducibility. Callahan et al. [13] create a reproducible workflow for 
microbiome studies using the Bioconductor [14] and knitr [15] R packages, providing a 
principled way to share protocols and explore how a multiplicity of analysis choices can 
sway results [16], [17]. Further, Manrai et al. [18] develop a shareable computational 
framework for quantifying widely-used pathogenicity assertions that relate genetic 
variation to disease, enabling users to identify how genetic model parameters influence 
risk estimates for genetic variants used in clinical practice.  

These manuscripts address aspects of maintaining reproducibility as large-scale 
and heterogeneous datasets become increasingly common in the era of precision 
medicine. Concerted community-wide efforts will be critical to ensure that our ability to 
collect diverse types of patient-centric data is tantamount to our ability to distill 
reproducible findings from these data. 
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This article presents a reproducible research workflow for amplicon-based microbiome studies in per-
sonalized medicine created using Bioconductor packages and the knitrmarkdown interface. We show
that sometimes a multiplicity of choices and lack of consistent documentation at each stage of the
sequential processing pipeline used for the analysis of microbiome data can lead to spurious results.
We propose its replacement with reproducible and documented analysis using R packages dada2,
knitr, and phyloseq. This workflow implements both key stages of amplicon analysis: the initial
filtering and denoising steps needed to construct taxonomic feature tables from error-containing
sequencing reads (dada2), and the exploratory and inferential analysis of those feature tables and
associated sample metadata (phyloseq). This workflow facilitates reproducible interrogation of the
full set of choices required in microbiome studies. We present several examples in which we leverage
existing packages for analysis in a way that allows easy sharing and modification by others, and
give pointers to articles that depend on this reproducible workflow for the study of longitudinal and
spatial series analyses of the vaginal microbiome in pregnancy and the oral microbiome in humans
with healthy dentition and intra-oral tissues.

Keywords: Illumina; amplicon; DADA2; phyloseq; microbiota; microbiome; microbial ecology; longi-
tudinal data; spatial; personalized medicine; random effects models.

1. Introduction

High-throughput (HT) DNA sequencing is allowing major advances in microbial studies; our
understanding of the presence and abundance of microbial species relies heavily on the ob-
servation of their nucleic acids in a “culture independent” manner.1 At present, the most
common and cost-effective method for characterizing microbes and their communities is am-
plicon sequencing: PCR amplification of a small ( 100–500 bp) fragment of a conserved gene
(phylogenetic marker) for which there are taxonomically-informative reference sequences avail-
able. The standard phylogenetic marker gene for bacteria is the small subunit ribosomal RNA
(16S rRNA) gene,1 for which there are also convenient tools and large reference databases.2–4

16S rRNA amplicon sequencing provides a census of the personalized bacterial communities
present in a sampled individual.

After obtaining the amplicon sequences, a standard series of bioinformatic and statistical
analyses are used to evaluate these data: filtering out low quality sequences and samples, con-
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structing a taxonomic feature table of observations from each sample, incorporating the sample
metadata, transforming and normalizing the feature table, and performing exploratory and
inferential analyses. Here we explore the multiplicity of choices made during this process, show
examples of their consequences, and motivate the need for better and easier reproducibility of
the standard analytic workflow on amplicon dataa.

We focus here on two Bioconductor5 packages — dada26 and phyloseq7,8 — created specif-
ically to analyze amplicon sequencing data within the R environment, and show how they
enable reproducible research in several microbiome studies. We begin by illustrating the need
for reproducible research workflows in microbiome studies with a typical workflow example.

2. A Case study in multiple outcomes: the Enterotypes

A few years ago, Arumugam, M. et al.9 published an article in Nature that concluded that
humans could be grouped into intestinal gut types. In fact, some bioinformatic forensics (pre-
sented in detail in the supplementary material) shows that during the course of the analysis,
the following choices were made.

• A preliminary choice of data transformation from the original counts to proportions was
made, although the authors could have chosen to take logarithms, variance stabilizing trans-
formations10 (here proportions replaced the original counts),
choose between log, rlog, subsample, prop, orig (5)

• Nine points were dropped from the study as they were considered outliers; of course the
authors could have chosen to .. leave out 0, 1, 2 ,..,9, + criteria (100)

• Certain taxa were filtered out as they were considered too rare or unlabeled.
filter taxa ... remove rare taxa, ie threshold at 0.01%, 1%, 2%,...(10)

• A distance was chosen (Jensen-Shannon, JSD) to quantify similarities between samples.
Distances ... 40 choices in vegan/phyloseq (40)

• An ordination method and number of coordinates has to be chosen.
Ordination and axes ... MDS, NMDS, DCA, k=2,3,4,5.. (16)

• A clustering method and a number of clusters
is chosen ... PAM, KNN, hclust ... (16)

• The authors chose an underlying continuous variable, an alternative could have been a linear
or curved latent variable or group of variables. latent variable choices... (4)

According to this rough list, there are more than 200 million possible ways of analyzing these
data b. Thus, there is a combinatorial explosion of the number of possible choices that an
investigator makes. Some choices can impact conclusions drawn from microbiome studies; it
becomes necessary for experimentalists to develop and adopt pipelines documenting choices
used in these analyses with the intention of providing an assessment of the robustness and

aThroughout this article we use regular or texttype font for packages/applications with names that are
capitalized or uncapitalized, respectively. We use a courier style font for R code, including function and class
names. The supplementary material contains Rmd files of the complete R code that enable the reproduction of
all the figures in the article.
b5× 100× 10× 40× 16× 16× 4 = 204800000
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reproducibility of the analyses. In fact, an errata was published to the paper,9 substantially
weakening the original conclusions. Figure 1 shows graphical representations made after the
Jensen-Shannon distance was computed on the data. The authors made an inappropriate sup-
plementary step using the data based clusters as labels in a supervised classification between
group analysis that separated the clusters more than they actually appear in the middle figure.
There is unfortunately no way to use multiple hypothesis testing corrections for this number of
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Fig. 1: On the left we show the analysis as done in9 , in the middle we have done the same
analysis with the Jensen Shannon distance but without the extra (invalid) supervised separation
and on the right we have the minimum spanning tree exhibiting a clear gradient in the data.

possible analyses, thus the only way of ensuring robustness of the conclusions is to repeat the
analyses with many different settings. In the supplementary material we include the output
showing the ordination with 40 different distances. In particular, the clustering is not always
as obvious; different choices of distance such as chisquare or Jaccard give very different results.

As this re-analysis demonstrates, access to reproducible analysis workflows is necessary
for the interpretation of modern microbiome studies. In this example, in just one stage of the
analysis (clustering of samples based on taxonomic features), the reported outcome was one
out of millions of analogous alternatives, many of which differed qualitatively. Other parts
of standard amplicon analysis, such as the construction of OTU tables and the evaluation of
differential abundances, are accompanied by a similar myriad of choices. For this reason it is
crucial that the analysis of amplicon data be made accessible — sharing the data alone is not
enough.

3. A reproducible workflow in R

Here we present a workflow for the analysis of amplicon data within R (Figure 2). This
workflow takes as input the amplicon sequencing reads and associated sample metadata, and
provides as output exploratory and inferential statistical analyses as well as sharable analysis
scripts and data files that fully reproduce those analyses. Here we focus on two particular
packages developed by our group for the analysis of amplicon data within the R environment:
dada2 and phyloseq.
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3.1. Inferring sample sequences and abundances using DADA2

dada2
infer sample
composition

phyloseq
transform,

subsample,
test, track

ggplot2
visualization

deseq2
differential
abundance

testing

vegan
ecological
statisticsR

Rmd
Workflow,
versions,
choices

Rdata
All data,
results,
one file

Sequences and
qualities

Metadata and
additional info

Fig. 2: Diagram of the new reproducible workflow including denoising, data integration and
statistical analyses.

The DNA sequence errors introduced by PCR and sequencing complicate the interpretation
of amplicon data, and present different challenges than the more well known problem of
resequencing. When re-sequencing a diploid organism (like a human being) it is known that
there exist either 1 or 2 variants at every position in the genome. Thus increasing depth
eventually trivializes the problem of making genotype calls by overwhelming the error rate with
data. However, when amplicon sequencing microbial communities the number of variants and
their associated frequencies are unknown, which fundamentally changes the inference problem.
When increasing sampling depth reveals new sequence variants, these might represent rare
errors or rare members of the community. In addition, the PCR amplification step introduces
chimeras and additional errors with a different structure than sequencing errors.

Most current studies use two methods to deal with amplicon errors, reducing their incidence
by filtering out low quality reads, and lumping similar sequences together into Operational
Taxonomic Units (OTUs). However, there are a significant number of choices made during
this process: the type and stringency of quality filtering, the minimum abundance threshold,
the size of the OTUs, the OTU construction method, and more. All of these choices can have
significant downstream consequences for later analysis.11

This has led to serious problems for the reproducibility of amplicon-based studies. The
methods used to filter sequences, construct OTUs and then perform analysis are often per-
formed in separate environments (e.g., shell scripts vs. python vs. R). This makes the creation
of a single coherent record of the analysis from input data to final product difficult and time-
consuming. In practice few studies can be reproduced from the original raw data.

We have addressed this shortcoming by developing the dada2 package6 for R which per-
forms the crucial filtering and sample inference steps that turn a set of raw amplicon sequences
into a feature table of the types observed in each sample (e.g., an OTU table). Because dada2
shares the R environment with downstream analysis methods already present in R, such as
those in the phyloseq package, the publication of reproducible workflows encompassing the
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entirety of the analysis is far easier. One unified R script, and one unified Rdata data object,
can provide a complete record of the published analysis, and allows interrogation of the full
set of choices made in that process.

3.2. Performing exploratory and inferential analysis with phyloseq

Phyloseq allows the user to import a species by sample contingency table matrix (aka, an
OTU Table) and data matrices from metagenomic, metabolomic, and or other −omics type
experiments into the R computing environment. Phyloseq is unique in that it allows the
user to integrate the OTU Table, the phylogenetic tree, the “representative sequence” fasta
file, and the metadata mapping file into a single “phyloseq-class” R object. The microbial
ecologist can then harness all the statistical and graphical tools available in R, including
knitr, ggplot2 to generate reproducible research reports with beautiful graphics, as detailed
in our supplementary .Rmd file and in the case studies below.

Combining this environment with a number of other important R packages (e.g., vegan,
ade4, DESeq2, multtest ...) allows for powerful and specific analyses to be performed on
amplicon-sequenced microbiome data. We share several such examples, along with the data
and code necessary to reproduce them.

4. Examples: Longitudinal data analysis

Tackling the challenges involved in longitudinal patient-dependent data requires methods
specifically tailored for the human body sites studied. For instance, the vaginal community is
the one human body habitat that has been shown to robustly cluster into discrete community
state types (CSTs).12 This feature allows the complex information about community composi-
tion to be simplified by projecting into a small number of CSTs. Combined with longitudinal
sampling information, this simplified projection is then amenable to analysis as a Markov
chain.

In a 2015 study12 we used this Markov chain representation to analyze the dynamics of
the vaginal community during pregnancy. Transition rates were estimated from a set of 652
pairs of samples collected one week apart during the pregnancies of 40 women, producing an
estimation of the dynamics of the vaginal community as illustrated in Figure 3. These results
reproduced previous qualitative and semi-quantitative observations,13 such as the high stability
of Lactobacillus crispatus communities, but also provided a more detailed quantification of the
stability of each CST as well as the connectivity between them.

Markov chain analysis is a powerful way to quantify and visualize dynamics, but it can only
be applied to systems that are representable by a set of discrete states (a property which is
often not trivial to establish as in Section 2). In the context of microbial communities this is a
substantial limitation, as few communities can be so represented. A second concern, especially
when applied to human-associated communities, is how the estimation of the transition rates
should be performed across subjects. If the community dynamics are subject-independent,
then an average over the observed transitions in each subject is appropriate, and this was the
method used in our analysis of pregnant vaginal communities. However, it is possible that
subject-specific factors (eg. host genetics) may influence transition rates, in which case the set
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of states should be expanded to include the subject effect.
Finally, the uncertainties that exist in mapping community states to discrete CSTs can

also have significant consequences for the estimation of transition rates between those states,
as in the case where a rare and unmodeled community state exists intermediate between the
centers of two CSTs and is sometimes assigned to one or the other.

Even in the relatively very simple case of the vaginal community, this set of concerns
cannot be comprehensively addressed within a single manuscript. Thus the need for access
to the analytical workflow. In this study, we used the reproducible R workflow, and Rmd and
Rdata files, to make our analysis easily accessible and modifiable and have deposited the data
and code in a permanent repository (permanent url) maintained by the Stanford Digital
Repository at http://purl.stanford.edu/hg140kw6221.
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Fig. 3: Markov chain modeling of CST states across pregnancy and preterm birth.12 Numbers
indicate the one-week self-transition rate for each state. The high-diversity, low Lactobacillus
class 4 is the least stable and most connected to the other CSTs. A more complete version of
this figure appears in the aforementioned PNAS paper.12

5. Example: Spatial data analysis

Patterns of diversity and community composition across human body-sites have been well
characterized.14 When comparing human-associated microbial communities across different
anatomic sites, skin and gut for instance, dramatic differences in the acquisition, development,
and maintenance of microbial community composition are observed. Few studies have yet
examined the extent to which microbial communities vary across fine scale spatial gradients
on the human body, such as between and across individual tooth surfaces in the oral cavity.
Datasets that have attempted to examine the spatial variation of oral microbial communities
have shown interpersonal variation to be the strongest effect with secondary effects exerted
by tooth position.15,16 We have extended the current exploratory approaches through the use
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of the statistical packages available in R specifically tailored to analyze spatial or longitudinal
data.

In this study, we demonstrate the usability of the phyloseq7 package for applied spatial
analysis of microbial communities in the oral cavity. As a test case, we generated data for this
demonstration, collecting 186 independent samples from the facial (cheek-facing) and lingual
(tongue-facing) surfaces of every tooth (excluding the third molars) of one adult female on
each of two non-consecutive days. We extracted DNA from each sample, amplified the V3-V5
region of the 16S rRNA gene using golay-barcoded primers, and sequenced the amplicons using
the 454-Titanium platform, generating 216,965 sequences with a median sequencing depth of
2,479. We use two methods to examine the spatial variation of oral microbial communities: a
Between Class Analysis and a Principal Components Analysis with respect to Instrumental
Variables.

5.1. Between Class Analysis

When dealing with a priori classes in which we know teeth communities segregate, we want to
highlight differences in a supervised analysis. The segregation of supragingival communities
might arise because teeth are situated along an ecological gradient. As a first examination of
the spatial relationship between the oral communities, after filtering and preprocessing the
data we used ade4 to perform a Between Class Analysis (BCA) in which tooth class was used
as the spatial partition.

Using teeth groupings, we found that 12% of the total variance could be explained by
Tooth-Class with the first component accounting for 56.5% of the explained variance. The
BCA revealed that not only can communities be distinguished from one another based on
tooth class, but that these communities may exist along an ecological gradient. Molar and
Premolar communities appeared to be associated with positive scores along the first BCA axis
while the Central Incisors and Lateral Incisors appeared to be associated with more negative
scores along the first BCA axis, regardless of whether we examine communities in the top
(Maxillary) or bottom (Mandibular) jaws or whether we examined the buccal or the lingual
aspect of teeth. The distribution of teeth along the first and second components suggested
that supragingival plaque varies along a gradient in the mouth. Interestingly, the variance of
community scores along CS1 varied according to tooth class (Figure 4) with Central Incisor
communities appearing to be the most variable community class especially if communities
were sampled from the lingual aspect of the teeth or from the buccal aspect of teeth in the
lower jaw. This is interesting given the relative proximity of these sites to the secretions of the
submandibular/sublingual glands, which may give rise to the observed structure.

5.2. Principal Components with Instrumental Variables

It can be challenging to incorporate covariates such as spatial variation into studies of microbial
communities. Here, we explicitly model the spatial variation of microbial communities in the
human mouth using a Principal Components Analysis with respect to Instrumental Variables
(PCA-IV)17 where a third-order polynomial function of the geographic coordinates was used
as the constraint.
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Fig. 4: Comparison of Buccal and Lingual sides of five different teeth types.
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Fig. 5: A representation of the output from PCA-IV. The left and right panels show scores along
the first and second PCA-IV axes, respectively. Each dot represents a sample, and its position
with respect to the image of the teeth shows the area it was sampled from. Color represents
whether the sample scored high (blue) or low (red) on the first and second PCA-IV axes. The
first PCA-IV axis reveals a complex interaction between tooth aspect, the front vs. the back of
the mouth, and jaw. Communities on the lingual aspect of most anterior teeth share negative
scores along the first coordinate with a more pronounced difference between tooth aspect in the
bottom jaw. The second axis describes a posterior to anterior gradient.

The PCA-IV accounts for 27% of the variance. The first principal coordinate separates
buccal from lingual communities with lingual communities being associated with more positive
scores along Axis 1 compared to buccal communities, especially for communities in the bottom
jaw. Examining multiple individuals should confirm whether this pattern is consistent across
multiple subjects and may reveal the sum of factors that structure the spatial variation of
microbial communities. For now, we speculate that in this subject the relative proximity of
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the the submandibular glands to the upper anterior sites, the lower anterior, and posterior
sites are important factors contributing to variation along Axis 1.

Axis 2, on the other hand, accounts for 23.4% of the total variance and appears to separate
molar from incisor communities with molar communities being associated with positive scores
along Axis 1 and incisors being associated with negative values along Axis 1.

While the data presented here pertain to just a single subject, and therefore our ability to
make population level inferences limited, in this analysis we generated and provided an .Rmd

script that can be used by other expeirmentalists to test hypotheses related to the spatial
structure of host-associated communities in the oral cavity or at other body sites.

6. Relevance to Precision Medicine

The vaginal and oral community examples provided above both have relevant applications
to personalized medicine. In the first example, the state of the vaginal community during
pregnancy has been shown to be related to the likelihood of preterm birth outcomes in some
women, with higher relative abundances of particular taxa such as Gardnerella vaginalis and
Ureaplasma implicated as specific risk factors.12 Furthermore, the duration of time spent in
the high-risk states further stratified preterm risk. This suggests that longitudinal monitoring
of the vaginal community during pregnancy, concomitant with the standard schedule of pre-
natal care, might provide a biomarker for preterm birth risks early in pregnancy allowing for
pre-emptive intervention and education.

In the second example, we show an unpublished example of a spatial analysis of the oral
microbiome which will have broad applicability in the dental clinic. Dentists have long known
that most people experience greater difficulty brushing the lingual aspects of posterior teeth as
compared to the buccal aspects of those same teeth, and that whether an individual is right or
left handed impacts brushing efficacy. Differences in brushing technique may therefore give rise
to differences in microbial community composition in different areas of the mouth, and these
differences may be highly specific to individual patients and may relate to the incidence of
dental disease. One possible application of this type of analysis in the dental clinic would be to
provide patients with customized diagrams of the microbial inhabitants of their oral cavities in
order to help them to better understand the impact of brushing technique on their oral health.
If analyses were conducted at every semi-annual dental exam the relative impact that different
dental interventions have on the spatial structure of communities could be elucidated on a per-
patient basis. By wrapping up this type of metadata with phylogenetic sequence analysis and
depositing the information into public repositories, we increase our ability to make this type
of inference. Analysis of spatial and temporal series may also have relevance to dental disease,
which is patchy. Cavities (which are not generalized) are known to form on discrete, localized
surfaces of dental enamel, and in the healthy individual a single cavity typically takes years to
develop. Our ability to decompose the spatial and temporal components of health-associated
supragingival communities would enable clinicians to develop models that detect deviations
from health, such as incipient caries, which are reversible. These types of models might then
allow clinicians to detect and reverse early carious lesions before the need for costly and
invasive dental restorations arises.
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These examples demonstrate the need for reproducibility in microbiome research and the
relevance of the reproducibility problem to the precision medicine initiative.

7. Difficulties encountered in the production of Reproducible Research

There are many biological and technical choices, which are challenging to standardize across
projects, institutions, and investigators, that make experimental and analytical findings diffi-
cult to replicate. Studies that examine the ecological structure of human-associated microbial
communities are tough to compare when data are generated using different sequencing tech-
nologies (e.g., 454 vs. Illumina), or even when investigators simply sequence different regions
of the 16S rRNA gene. The rapid increase in the number of sequencing technologies makes
it difficult to standardize the highest level technical factors that give rise to irreproducible
data. In contrast, how we make use of data that have already been generated is one of the
easiest ways to increase the reproducibility of experimental findings. The difficulty that any
investigator faces in replicating the steps and choices of another investigator in executing
their data analysis, when provided with the same raw data, is a more subtle, often-overlooked
problem that is easily addressed. When considering this question in the context of precision
medicine it is easy to recognize that a clinician trying to provide an individualized report on,
say, oral health must be able to generate a record exactly as intended by the investigators
who developed the report. To facilitate the use of these analyses in the clinic, reports could be
developed to run with the Shiny Phyloseq8 interface, which places the computational power
of R in the hands of individuals less customized to working with scripts. Experimentalists
will benefit from considering their data analysis pipelines from this point of view. While most
bench scientists use a laboratory notebook to document choices that guide their decisions
at the bench, fewer bench scientists have adopted the tools (e.g., LaTex, RMarkdown, etc.)
widely used in mathematics and statistics to document the analytic choices used during data
analysis. The pipelines presented here provide microbial ecologists with a single platform with
which to analyze 16S rRNA gene amplicon data, providing bench scientists with the ability
to generate scripts that can be executed by other scientists (or eventually by clinicians in the
clinic) and enabling the genesis of figures and findings that are precisely replicable and usable
in a variety of other related contexts. Here we have provided examples of three statistical
analyses using R and in particular the Rmd format, easily available in RStudio.

7.1. Open Data Access Barriers to Reproducibility

The NIH Open Data Access Policy should dramatically increase our ability to reproduce find-
ings from published datasets in addition to allowing researchers to leverage existing findings
in analyses of new experiments. Nonetheless, researchers face several other barriers when try-
ing to access these files. Non-standardized or non-existent mapping files make it difficult to
analyze data that have been deposited in public repositories as multiple short read archives.

We advocate the use of platforms (e.g., Github, Bioconductor, CRAN) used by statisticians
and bioinformaticians in which experimentalists can deposit not just their sequencing data
but also packages containing their complete metadata mapping files, taxonomy files, reference
sequence files, which can all be wrapped into a single phyloseq object within R.
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7.2. Advantages and weaknesses of the R workflow

While rarely achieved in practice, the need for reproducible analysis in amplicon studies has
been recognized and there are several existing approaches. The two most common pieces of
pipeline software – mothur18 and qiime19 – allow analysis workflows to be shared as batch
files or IPython notebooks20 respectively. Also, restricted versions of a number of amplicon
analysis tools are available through cloud based platforms such as Galaxy.21

However, an amplicon analysis workflow in R provides several advantages over these exist-
ing approaches. The most compelling advantage is R’s access to a constellation of state-of-the
art statistical methods. While common statistical tests have been implemented by pipelines
like mothur and QIIME, there is no other platform that has a suite of statistical tools as broad
as that implemented in R. In practice, many studies use the popular amplicon pipelines for the
initial stages of their analysis, and then transition into R for deeper analysis, with the result
being that even when analysis scripts are shared, they only cover part of the full workflow.
Additionally, R markdown, as implemented by the knitr package, allows the construction of
R analysis for which both the underlying code and the full output of that code can be easily
shared.

There are also weaknesses in the workflow we present. One of those weaknesses is that
our current R workflow does not include the optimal storage of raw sequence data. A sec-
ond weakness is in the taxonomic assignment of amplicon sequences or OTUs. While one R
package does exist for this purpose (clstutils), it requires parallel computation in an exter-
nal program (pplacer22), preventing full reproducibility from the R script alone. Taxonomic
assignment fully within R is an area of particular interest for future development.

8. Conclusions

We describe reproducible research in the context of studies of the human microbiome. Bio-
conductor packages, dada2, phyloseq, allow for denoising, handling, filtering, and analyzing
high-throughput phylogenetic sequencing data. The phyloseq package provides extensions for
leveraging analysis from other ecology-related packages, such as spatstat for spatial data
analyses, ade4 for multiway data analyses and lme4 for mixed model analyses. We believe
that this workflow provides a useful way to document choices in the analyses of phylogenetic
sequencing data, its quality control, filtering, processing and its inferential validation.
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Automatically data-mining clinical practice patterns from electronic health records (EHR) can enable 

prediction of future practices as a form of clinical decision support (CDS).  Our objective is to 

determine the stability of learned clinical practice patterns over time and what implication this has 

when using varying longitudinal historical data sources towards predicting future decisions.  We 

trained an association rule engine for clinical orders (e.g., labs, imaging, medications) using structured 

inpatient data from a tertiary academic hospital.  Comparing top order associations per admission 

diagnosis from training data in 2009 vs. 2012, we find practice variability from unstable diagnoses 

with rank biased overlap (RBO)<0.35 (e.g., pneumonia) to stable admissions for planned procedures 

(e.g., chemotherapy, surgery) with comparatively high RBO>0.6.  Predicting admission orders for 

future (2013) patients with associations trained on recent (2012) vs. older (2009) data improved 

accuracy evaluated by area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (ROC-AUC) 0.89 to 0.92, 

precision at ten (positive predictive value of the top ten predictions against actual orders) 30% to 

37%, and weighted recall (sensitivity) at ten 2.4% to 13%, (P<10-10).  Training with more longitudinal 

data (2009-2012) was no better than only using recent (2012) data. Secular trends in practice patterns 

likely explain why smaller but more recent training data is more accurate at predicting future 

practices.
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1.  Introduction 

Variability and uncertainty in medical practice compromise quality of care and cost efficiency, 

with overall compliance with evidence-based guidelines ranging from 20-80%.1  Clinical 

decision support (CDS) tools, like order sets and alerts, reinforce best-practices by distributing 

information on relevant clinical orders (e.g., labs, imaging, medications),2–5  but production is 

limited in scale by knowledge-based manual authoring of one intervention at a time by human 

experts.6  If medical knowledge were fixed, manual approaches might eventually converge 

towards a comprehensive set of effective clinical decision support content from the top-down.  

The reality is instead a perpetually evolving body of knowledge that responds to new evidence, 

technology, and epidemiology that requires ongoing content maintenance to adapt to changing 

clinical practices.7 

 The meaningful use era of electronic health records (EHR)8 creates an opportunity for 

data-driven clinical decision support (CDS) to reduce detrimental practice variability through 

the collective expertise of many practitioners in a learning health system.9–13  Specifically, one of 

the “grand challenges” in CDS14 is automated production of CDS from the bottom-up by data-

mining clinical data sources.  Such algorithmic approaches to clinical information retrieval could 

greatly expand the scope of medical practice addressed with effective decision support, and 

automatically adapt to an ongoing stream of evolving clinical practice data.  This would fulfill 

the vision of a learning health system to continuously learn from real-world practices and 

translate them into usable information for implementation back at the point-of-care.  The Big 

Data13,15 potential of EHRs makes this vision possible, but the dynamic nature of clinical 

practices over time calls into question the presumption that learning from historical clinical 

data will inform future clinical practice.  To fulfill the potential of real-time clinical prediction, 

we need to better understand how far back in time to mine EHRs while retaining predictive 

value for future decision making. 

2.  Background 

To understand clinical practice patterns and inform potential decision support, we focus on the 

clinical orders (e.g., labs, imaging, medications) that concretely manifest point-of-care decision 

making. Prior research into data-mining for clinical decision support content includes use of 

association rules, Bayesian networks, and unsupervised clustering of clinical orders and 

diagnoses.16–23 This prior research has largely ignored the temporal relationships between 

clinical data elements when training predictive models, treating individual patients or 

encounters as an unordered collection of items.  In our own prior work, inspired by analogous 

information retrieval problems in recommender systems, collaborative filtering, and market 

basket analysis, we automatically generated clinical decision support content in the form of a 

clinical order recommender system24 analogous to Netflix or Amazon.com’s “Customer’s who 

bought A also bought B” system.25  This prior work26 first examined the importance of matching 

the temporal relationship between clinical data elements to the respective timing of evaluation 

outcomes.  For example, orders co-occuring within a short time period, such as the antibiotics 

vancomycin and piperacillin-tazobactam being ordered within one hour of each other, inform a 

more useful association than orders separated by several days of time.  The impact of the 

temporal relationship between training and validation data has not been explored in this prior 

research (including our own). Instead, any evaluation of these predictive models was conducted 
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by separating patients into random train-test subsets.  This is not representative of realistic 

applied scenarios however, where we would have to learn from historical clinical data to inform 

recommendations and predictions towards future patient encounters that have never 

previously occurred. 

In this work, we seek to determine how varying longitudinal historical training data 

usage can impact prediction of future clinical practices.  Furthermore, we seek to quantify which 

inpatient admission diagnoses exhibit the most stability vs. variability of clinical practice 

patterns over time. 

3.  Materials and Methods 

We extracted deidentified patient data from the (Epic) electronic medical record for all 

inpatient hospitalizations at Stanford University Hospital via the STRIDE clinical data 

warehouse.27  The structured data covers patient encounters from their initial (emergency 

room) presentation until hospital discharge.  With five years of data spanning 2008-2014, the 

dataset includes >74K patients with >11M instances of >27K distinct clinical items.  The clinical 

item elements include >7,800 medication, >1,600 laboratory, >1,100 imaging, and >1,000 

nursing orders.  Non-order items include >1,000 lab results, >7,800 problem list entries, >5,300 

admission diagnosis ICD9 codes, and patient demographics.  Medication data was normalized 

with RxNorm mappings28 down to active ingredients and routes of administration.  Numerical 

lab results were binned into categories based on “abnormal” flags established by the clinical 

laboratory.   To compress the sparsity of diagnosis items, we duplicated ICD9 codes up to the 

three digit hierarchy, such that an item for code 786.05 would have additional items replicated 

for code 786.0 and 786.  The above pre-processing models each patient as a timeline of clinical 

item instances, with each instance mapping a clinical item to a patient at a discrete time point. 

 With the clinical item instances following the “80/20 rule” of a power law distribution,29 

most clinical items may be ignored with minimal information loss.  In this case, ignoring rare 

clinical items with <256 instances reduces the effective item count from >27K to ~3K (11%), 

while still capturing 10.8M (95%) of the 11.4M item instances.  After excluding common process 

orders (e.g., vital signs, notify MD, regular diet, transport patient, as well as most nursing and all 

PRN medications), 1,270 clinical orders of interest remained. 

 Using our previously described method,24 we algorithmically mined association rules for 

clinical item pairs from past clinician behavior.  Based on Amazon’s product recommender,25 we 

collected patient counts for all clinical item instance pairs co-occurring within 24 hours of each 

other to build time-stratified item association matrixes.26  Each matrix defines a 2x2 

contingency table for each pair of clinical items, from which various association statistics are 

derived (e.g., odds ratio (OR), positive predictive value (PPV), baseline prevalence, and Fisher’s 

P-value).30  To assess the varying impact of historical training data time, separate item 

association matrix models were built from training data from 2009, data from 2012, and data 

from 2009 through 2012. 

 We identify clinical order associations that reflect practice patterns by using query items 

(e.g., admission diagnosis or first several clinical orders and lab results) to score-rank all 

candidate clinical order items by an association statistic relative to the query items.  Score-

ranking by PPV (positive predictive value) prioritizes orders that are likely to occur after the 
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query items, while score-ranking by Fisher’s P-value for items with odds ratio > 1 prioritizes 

orders that are disproportionately associated with the query items.26 

 To find clinical orders associated with different admission diagnoses, we generated a 

score-ranked list of the 1,270 candidate clinical orders for each of the most common admission 

diagnoses (those with at least 36 instances per year), sorted by Fisher’s P-value.  To assess for 

stability in clinical order patterns, we generated two such clinical order lists for each admission 

diagnosis, one from the matrix built on 2009 data and the other from the 2012 data.  Traditional 

measures of list agreement like Kendall’s 31 are not ideal here, as they often require identically 

sized, finite lists, and weigh all ranks equivalently.  To compare ranked clinical order lists, we 

instead calculate their agreement by Rank Biased Overlap (RBO).32 When comparing two ranked 

lists, we define Ik as the intersection of the top k items in each list, and Xk as the size of the 

overlap at rank depth = |Ik|. The ratio of Xk to the maximum possible value (k) is the fractional 

overlap agreement Ak = (Xk/k). RBO is a weighted summation of these agreements where the 

weight wk = (1-p)*pk-1, based on the “persistence” parameter p that reflects the probability that 

an observer reviewing the top k items will continue to observe the (k+1)-th items. The fixed (1-

p) factor normalizes the sum of weights to 1. For our calculations, we used a default 

implementation p parameter of 0.98.33   

𝑅𝐵𝑂 = ∑ 𝑤𝑘 ∙ 𝐴𝑘

∞

𝑘=1

  

The geometric weighting scheme of RBO serves to emphasize items at the top of the list and to 

ensure numerical convergence regardless of list length.  RBO values range from 0.0 (disjoint 

lists) to 1.0 (identical lists). 

 To assess the utility of historical clinical item associations towards predicting future 

practices, we performed a variation of our prior experiments to predict hospital admission 

orders.24  Specifically, using association matrices trained on data from 2009, 2012, or 2009 

through 2012, we used the first four hours of clinical items from every future patient admitted 

to the hospital in 2013 to query for a ranked list of associated clinical orders.  We compared 

these generated order lists against the actual next 24 hours of subsequent clinical orders (that 

did not already occur within the query time) by area under the receiver operating characteristic 

(ROC-AUC), precision (positive predictive value) at 10 items, and inverse frequency weighted 

recall26 (sensitivity) at 10 items.  Statistical tests (t-tests, Pearson’s correlation) were calculated 

with the SciPy Python package.34 

4.  Results 

Table 1 reports patient demographics and the flux of new and departing ordering providers in the clinical 
data over the years studied. Table 2a,b,c illustrate examples of the top associated clinical orders for 
different admission diagnoses based on 2009 vs. 2012 data, with corresponding calculations of ranked 
item overlap that define the Rank Biased Overlap (RBO) score for each pair of lists.  Figure 1 depicts the 
Rank Biased Overlap (RBO) between 2009 vs. 2012 for each of the most common admission diagnoses.  
Figure 2 depicts the correlation between diagnosis stability (RBO) and accuracy towards predicting 
future order patterns (weighted recall). Table 3 reports the overall average accuracy metrics for 
predicting future (2013) clinical order patterns based on association matrices trained on different 
subsets of historical data (2009, 2012, or 2009 through 2012).   
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Table 1 – Patient demographics and provider flux over the evaluation period. New providers reflect those 
authorizing clinical orders during a given year, but not in the prior year. Similarly, departing providers 
reflect those from a given year, that are not found in the subsequent year. 

Metric 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 

Patients 13,493 18,459 19,070 19,327 19,523 
Age (mean) 58.4 58.1 58.6 58.5 58.6 

Age (std dev) 18.5 18.8 18.7 18.7 18.6 
Female 52% 52% 52% 51% 51% 
White 60% 63% 62% 60% 58% 

Hispanic/Latino 12% 13% 13% 13% 14% 
Asian 11% 11% 11% 12% 12% 
Black 5% 5% 5% 5% 5% 

Providers 1,709 1,892 1,917 1,798 1,821 
New Providers … 41% 33% 29% 34% 

Departing Providers 34% 32% 33% 33% … 

 

 

Table 2a – Top associated clinical orders for admission diagnosis of “Encounter for Chemotherapy” (ICD9: 
V58.11) based on 2009 and 2012 data, score-ranked by Fisher’s P-value.  At each rank k, the intersection 
of the top k items from each list (Ik) defines the “Overlap at Rank Depth” (Xk).  The ratio of overlap to rank 
yields a “Fractional Overlap” agreement (Ak). For the full list of 1,270 candidate clinical orders, averaging 
the Fractional Overlap column with a geometric weighting scheme emphasizes the importance of the top 
items and ensures numerical convergence. The Rank Biased Overlap (RBO) score uses a weight for each 
Ak term, wk = (1-p)*pk-1, where p represents a “persistence” parameter reflecting the probability that the 
observer of k items is willing to continue to inspect the k+1 items.  RBO = 0.67 for this diagnosis, 
indicating relatively stable rankings compared to other diagnoses.  This reflects standardized practices 
that have not significantly changed, including chemotherapeutic agents (cyclophosphamide, rituximab) 
and anticipatory co-medications for side effects (filgrastim for neutropenia; ondansetron, 
dexamethasone, aprepitant, and diphenhydramine for nausea). 

 

2009 Top Items 
Overlap at 

Rank Depth Rank 
Fractional 

Overlap 2012 Top Items 
Cyclophosphamide (IV) 0 1 0.00 Ondansetron + Dexamethasone (IV) 

Ondansetron + Dexamethasone (IV) 1 2 0.50 Aprepitant (Oral) 
BMT Panel 1 1 3 0.33 Filgrastim (Subcutaneous) 

Ondansetron (Oral) 2 4 0.50 Cyclophosphamide (IV) 
BMT Panel 2 3 5 0.60 Ondansetron (Oral) 

Rituximab (IV) 3 6 0.50 Dexamethasone (Oral) 
Dexamethasone (Oral) 4 7 0.57 Diphenhydramine (Intravenous) 

Aprepitant (Oral) 6 8 0.75 Rituximab (IV) 
Filgrastim (Subcutaneous) 7 9 0.78 D5NS KCl NaAcetate Furosemide (IV) 

Diphenhydramine (Intravenous) 8 10 0.80 D5NS KCl NaAcetate (IV) 
… ... ... ... ... 
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Table 2b – Top associated clinical orders for admission diagnosis of “Pneumonia” (ICD9: 486) based on 
2009 and 2012 data, score-ranked by Fisher’s P-value.  Rank Biased Overlap (RBO) = 0.35 between the 
two lists, indicating a substantial shift in the item rankings between the two lists.  A dynamic change in 
practice patterns is evident in response to external, epidemiologic factors as 2009 saw much more testing 
(Respiratory DFA Panel, Influenza A PCR) and empiric treatment (Respiratory Isolation, Oseltamavir) for 
the H1N1 swine flu pandemic.35,36  The viral pandemic dissipated by 2012, with the most prominent 
orders shifting towards empiric treatment for community acquired pneumonia37 (azithromycin, 
ceftriaxone, levofloxacin) and antibiotic resistant organisms causing health care associated pneumonia38 
(vancomycin, piperacillin-tazobactam).  

2009 Top Items 
Overlap at 

Rank Depth Rank 
Fractional 

Overlap 2012 Top Items 
Levofloxacin (IV) 0 1 0.00 Azithromycin (IV) 

Blood Culture (2x Aerobic) 1 2 0.50 Levofloxacin (IV) 
Blood Culture ((An)Aerobic) 1 3 0.33 Vancomycin (IV) 

Respiratory DFA Panel 1 4 0.25 Piperacillin-Tazobactam (IV) 
Respiratory Isolation 1 5 0.20 Ceftriaxone (IV) 

Oseltamivir (Oral) 1 6 0.17 Azithromycin (Oral) 
Vancomycin (IV) 2 7 0.29 Albuterol-Ipratropium (Inhalation) 

Respiratory Culture 2 8 0.25 Sodium Chloride (Inhalation) 
Albuterol-Ipratropium (Inhalation) 4 9 0.44 Blood Culture (2x Aerobic) 

CBC w/ Diff 5 10 0.50 Blood Culture ((An)Aerobic) 
Influenza A PCR 5 11 0.45 Ipratropium (Inhalation) 

… … … … … 

 
 
Table 2c - Top associated clinical orders for admission diagnosis of “Joint Pain” (ICD9: 719.4) based on 
2009 and 2012 data, score-ranked by Fisher’s P-value.  Rank Biased Overlap (RBO) = 0.29 between the 
two lists, indicating a substantial shift in the item rankings between the two lists.  Prominent orders in 
2009 reflect diagnostic workup of arthritis (including fluid cell count and culture) while 2012 reveals 
more prominent symptomatic treatment with intravenous opioids (hydromorphone) that concomitantly 
require laxatives (sennosides, polyethylene glycol, magnesium citrate) to manage the predictable 
constipating side effects of opioids.  The 2012 prominence of “Consult Orthopedics” suggests a shift in 
primary treatment teams from surgical to medical services since 2009. 

2009 Top Items 
Overlap at 

Rank Depth Rank 
Fractional 

Overlap 2012 Top Items 
Overhead Bed Frame & Trapeze 0 1 0.00 Sennosides (Oral) 

XR Pelvis 1V 0 2 0.00 Polyethylene Glycol (Oral) 
Prothrombin TIME (PT/INR) 1 3 0.33 XR Pelvis 1V 

CBC w/ Diff 1 4 0.25 Consult Orthopedics 
Metabolic Panel, Basic 2 5 0.40 Overhead Bed Frame & Trapeze 

XR Femur RT 2 6 0.33 Magnesium Citrate (Oral) 
XR Shoulder 1V RT 2 7 0.29 Enoxaparin (Subcutaneous) 

Cell Count, Synovial Fluid 2 8 0.25 XR Hip 2V LT 
Fluid Culture and Gram Stain 2 9 0.22 Hydromorphone (Intravenous) 

Bupivacaine (Nerve Block) 2 10 0.20 XR Femur LT 
… … … … … 
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Figure 1 - Rank Biased Overlap 
(RBO) assessment of similarity of 
the lists of orders associated with 
the most common admission 
diagnoses in 2009 vs. 2012.  
Qualitative patterns reveal more 
stable ordering patterns (higher 
RBO) for elective hospital 
admissions with specific treatment 
plans and protocols like 
chemotherapy, obesity (sleep 
apnea and bariatric surgery), and 
osteoarthrosis (orthopedic 
surgery).  Greater variability in 
ordering patterns (lower RBO) is 
seen for admission diagnoses with 
dynamically evolving practice 
patterns and less specific 
syndromes that may result in 
variable management, such as joint 
pain, malaise, and digestive 
symptoms. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2 - Average weighted recall per 
admission diagnosis when predicting 2013 
admission orders based on 2009-2012 training 
data by rank biased overlap.  Using the 
association matrix trained on 2009-2012 data, 
the first clinical items from every admission in 
2013 was used to query for the top ten 
associated clinical orders score-ranked by 
Fisher’s P-value.  Associated orders were 
compared against actual subsequent orders to 
yield a weighted recall score.26  Each point 
represents the average weighted recall for one 
admission diagnosis vs. the respective rank 
biased overlap (RBO) score of order stability 
for 2009 vs. 2012.  A linear trendline with 
Pearson correlation coefficient and two-tailed 
P-value illustrate a positive association between practice stability (higher RBO) and accuracy (weighted 
recall) towards predicting future order patterns. 
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Table 3 – Accuracy measures for predicting 2013 admission orders when using training data from 
different subsets of prior years.  For ~15K patients with ~26K hospital admissions in 2013, data from the 
first four hours for each admission was used to query an association matrix trained on prior year(s) data 
for a list of clinical orders.  The list of generated orders is score-ranked by PPV (positive predictive value 
~ post-test probability) to identify orders likely to occur or by P-value to prioritize orders 
disproportionately associated with the query items.  Generated order lists were compared against the 
subsequent 24 hours of clinical orders that actually occurred in each 2013 admission.  Full list ranking is 
evaluated by the area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (ROC-AUC), while precision at ten 
evaluates only the top ten items.  Inverse frequency weighted recall identifies methods most effective at 
retrieving less common, but specifically relevant orders.26  Compared against the 2013 results, all bolded 
average results differed with P<10-5 by two-tailed paired t-tests. 

Training 
Data Year(s) 

Training 
Patients 

Average ROC-AUC 
PPV Associations 

Average Precision at Ten 
PPV Associations 

Average Weighted 
Recall at Ten 

P-value Associations 

2009 10,727 0.888 29.8% 2.4% 
2012 12,503 0.922 36.8% 13.4% 

2011-2012 21,901 0.921 36.1% 12.9% 
2009-2012 34,812 0.919 35.4% 12.2% 

2013 11,278 0.924 38.0% 16.5% 
 

5.  Discussion 

These results support the general supposition that clinical practices dynamically change over time 
(Figure 1). Elective admissions for planned procedures like chemotherapy and surgeries appear to exhibit 
relatively less variability over time with higher RBOs.  This could of course be disrupted if future practices 
shifted in response to newly discovered different chemotherapy or surgical regimens, though the 
identified associations could still be reasonably used to suggest co-medications that are not enforced 
through a strict protocol.  Diagnoses subject to epidemiologic shifts (i.e., pneumonia) and medical 
admissions for non-specific symptoms (e.g., joint pain, malaise) may trigger variable approaches to 
workup, represented by their lower RBOs.  This method provides a quantitative assessment of clinical 
practice areas with the most dynamic changes, with respective implications on the reproducibility and 
reliability of predicting future clinical practice patterns based on historical data.  It also has implications 
for ongoing debates on the appropriate interval for continuing medical education and maintenance of 
certification for individual clinicians.39,40 For example, it could be used to identify areas where frequent 
education is required to adapt to rapidly shifting standards of practice vs. areas with years of stable 
practices that diminish the value of repetitious education maintenance. 
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Table 3 Table 3 reports the accuracy of models trained on different subsets towards predicting 

future practices by multiple measures.  The area under the ROC curve (ROC-AUC) assesses 

discrimination accuracy for the full ranked list of candidate orders.  Precision at ten items pays 

particular attention to the top items that a human user could realistically be expected to review.  

Weighted recall highlights retrieval of more “interesting” and specifically relevant suggestions 

over common, but potentially mundane, suggestions.26  As might be expected, clinical order 

recommenders trained on more recent (2012) data are more accurate at predicting future 

(2013) practices than older (2009) data by all measures.  The more compelling question 

answered is whether training on a larger longitudinal dataset (2009-2012) yields better results 

than just using the most recent data (2012).  In this case, the extended data set is no better to 

slightly worse than just using the most recent data.  While larger datasets are generally 

expected to improve the power of statistical learning methods, the correlation with RBO in 

Figure 2 suggests the changing clinical practice patterns over time makes older data less 

relevant when predicting future events. 

 This study focuses on the relevance of learned clinical order patterns towards predicting 

future events, but provides no assurance that common or strongly associated behaviors actually 

reflect “good” decisions.  Short of randomized trials, we are evaluating our order associations 

against the external standards-of-care established in clinical practice guidelines.43  With the 

results of this study however, it is not surprising that practice guidelines themselves must 

undergo regular revision, resulting in an ambiguous and moving target of clinical decision 

making quality that defies the existence of a fixed gold standard for clinical decision support.  

A potential limitation in our evaluation of clinical practice pattern stability is the 

presumption that changing patterns reflect changes in clinical decision making at the 

management and treatment level.  The nature of the EHR data source likely results in changing 

order patterns due to non-clinical data changes, such as shifts in diagnosis coding practices from 

pneumonia to sepsis.41 Administrative infrastructure changes are expected to occur despite 

having little semantic difference for clinical decision making, such as the hospital orders for 

Respiratory Virus DFA (direct fluorescent antibody) panels being replaced with Respiratory 

Virus PCR (polymerase chain reaction) panels. Related work we are undertaking on 

probabilistic topic models of clinical data could provide opportunities to detect and resolve such 

“semantic” differences by noting that both such respiratory virus tests are related to 

“respiratory infection” scenarios, even though the two are never found together for a single 

patient. There may also be a substantial shift in patient characteristics insufficiently captured by 

admission diagnosis stratification, such as patient admissions for “joint pain” that might 

represent anything from elective orthopedic surgery admissions, workup for suspected septic 

arthritis, to pain management for a rheumatoid arthritis flare.  Using more robust cohort 

identification methods than admission ICD9 codes, such as through natural language processing 

of clinical notes or SNOMED-CT codes could help normalize such factors. Individual patients 

could be hospitalized multiple times within each evaluation period, which could bias the 

association statistics without clustering statistics to mitigate internally correlated data. With all 

data deriving from a single medical center, significant cultural shifts in practice patterns could 

also be unduly influenced by the large flux of providers noted in Table 1 or even a small number 

of prominent clinicians.  

Even if learned clinical practice patterns change for “non-clinical” reasons above, the 

overarching caution of depending on historical data to predict future clinical events remains 
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relevant.  The evolving clinical patterns reinforce the challenge of manually producing clinical 

decision support and knowledge guides for order entry, as they must be followed by ongoing 

manual effort to maintain them against new clinical evidence and standards that may 

substantially shift within just a few years.  Automated algorithms to learn clinical decision 

support are thus even more important to not only cover the breadth of medical knowledge 

efficiently, but to automatically adapt to continuous streams of new information.  While 

historical data will not predict the advent of new therapeutics or diseases, incorporating a 

continuous stream of data could allow automated methods to rapidly detect and adapt to 

shifting practice changes and alert authors to dynamic areas in need of additional decision 

support, just as Google Flu Trends can detect local flu activity more rapidly than conventional 

methods.42 The results above inform such an approach, indicating that using the most recent 

data may be more important than simply accumulating a massive repository of historical data 

whose interpretation does not even remain internally consistent.  Future opportunities could 

explore weighted or online learning algorithms that emphasize the relevance of recent data 

without completely ignoring the older data that may still capture useful information.   

6.  Conclusions 

Clinical practice patterns for hospital admission diagnoses (automatically) learned from 

historical EHR data can vary substantially across years, particularly for non-specific symptom-

based diagnoses and those influenced by external epidemiology (e.g., pneumonia).  Elective 

admissions for planned procedures (e.g., chemotherapy, surgery) demonstrate more stable 

practice patterns over time. If the goal is predicting relevant future practices, using more recent 

training data is more accurate than using older data, likely due to secular trends in changing 

practice.  Consequently, using a larger longitudinal data set from many years may be no better, 

and possibly worse, than using a smaller but more recent data set.  Decision support and 

predictive analytic models should take these patterns into account.  
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When seeking to reproduce results derived from whole-exome or genome sequencing data that could advance 
precision medicine, the time and expense required to produce a patient cohort make data repurposing an attractive 
option. The first step in repurposing is setting some quality baseline for the data so that conclusions are not 
spurious. This is difficult because there can be variations in quality from center to center, clinic to clinic and even 
patient to patient. Here, we assessed the quality of the whole-exome germline mutations of TCGA cancer patients 
using patterns of nucleotide substitution and negative selection against impactful mutations. We estimated the 
fraction of false positive variant calls for each exome with respect to two gold standard germline exomes, and 
found large variability in the quality of SNV calls between samples, cancer subtypes, and institutions. We then 
demonstrated how variant features, such as the average base quality for reads supporting an allele, can be used to 
identify sample-specific filtering parameters to optimize the removal of false positive calls. We concluded that 
while these germlines have many potential applications to precision medicine, users should assess the quality of 
the available exome data prior to use and perform additional filtering steps. 

 

1. Introduction 

Although the costs of whole-exome sequencing continue to decrease [1], the resources needed to 
identify, enroll, and sequence an entire cohort of interest will remain significant for the foreseeable 
future. This process is especially cumbersome when investigating rare phenotypes, including certain 
cancers and tumor subtypes. A more convenient alternative path is to identify and then repurpose 
publicly accessible datasets in order to test new hypotheses or to reproduce findings of studies 
performed on independent cohorts. Federal policies explicitly promote data sharing and repurposing, 
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by supporting public repositories like the database of Genotypes and Phenotype (dbGaP) and the 
Sequence Read Archive (SRA) [2,3]. The challenge, however, is that diverse datasets each developed 
with different goals in mind will often have unique features that require special care before they can 
be pooled together for repurposing. Clearly, the quality of exome variant calls varies by platform and 
depth of the sequencing [4,5] and also depends on the stringency of downstream pipelines for SNV 
identification and variant filtering [6]. Currently most whole-exome quality assessment tools focus on 
evaluating the quality of the raw input data [7,8] rather than on the output calls; moreover, approaches 
that do assess the output generally limit themselves to comparing calls to 1000 Genomes or dbSNP 
variants [9,10] without providing recommendations for filtering or even clear conclusions on whether 
the data is acceptable for use. Yet if a dataset is repurposed inappropriately, systematic biases and 
variability in noise levels may slant results, lower reproducibility, yield artifacts, or prevent 
confirmation of prior findings  [11]. This presents a major problem for precision medicine in 
particular, since targeting a falsely called variant may result in ineffective treatment.   

In order to probe the impact that dataset and variant filtering choices can have on the quality of 
repurposed data, we assessed in detail germline exomes from The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) 

[12]. TCGA currently gathers diverse information from more than 11,000 patient samples across 34 
cancer types. Final germline variant calls for some cancer types are available through the TCGA Data 
Portal, with additional lower level sequence data also available from the CGHub repository 
(https://cghub.ucsc.edu/). However, the primary goal of sequencing cancer patient germline samples 
was to provide the background information that will enable the recognition of somatic variants unique 
to the tumor. Secondary use of these germline exomes to further precision medicine has thus far been 
uncommon but shows the promise of using these germlines to predict response to treatment within a 
cancer cohort, detect genetic differences in individuals who develop cancer, and identify germline 
contributions to the process of tumorigenesis [13,14,15].  

Here, we evaluated the quality of TCGA germline single nucleotide variation (SNV) calls in a 
given exome by testing whether two features of their collected variant calls followed the known 
biology of substitution and purifying selection or whether these features were lost and suggested that 
the variant calls were of non-biological origin.  

The first feature, called Ti/Tv, has been previously described and is based on the biology of 
spontaneous base substitutions. In the germline, these are more often transitions (from purine to 
purine, or from pyrimidine to pyrimidine) than transversions (from purine to pyrimidine or pyrimidine 
to purine) so the Ti/Tv ratio is normally >3 across an exome, whereas for random base changes as one 
might produce computationally Ti/Tv is equal to 0.5 [10]; this difference can then serve as a proxy for 
germline variant call quality [10,16,17].  

The second and novel feature, called λ, is based on the biology of purifying selection of germline 
mutations. Fisher’s geometric model [18] predicted in 1930 that the distribution of fitness effect of 
germline mutations would follow a decaying exponential. For the first time, a recent study of the 
Evolutionary Action (EA) of human polymorphisms [19] provides a measure for the fitness effect of 
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mutations and hence for selection constant λ decay constant of their distribution, and this selection 
constant is much larger for biological germline mutations than for random mutations.  

Therefore, we hypothesized that Ti/Tv and λ  related to the substitution and selection processes, 
respectively, should be complementary measures of variant call quality.   Our findings support this 
view and also emphasize the importance of using multiple, orthogonal quality measures. Using these 
measures we estimate the fraction of false positive variant calls in TCGA exomes and reveal 
substantial variability in quality by sample, cancer subtype, and sequencing source. The methods 
described in this study provide an easy way to assess the quality of germline exome data and suggest, 
for the first time to our knowledge, the importance and feasibility of sample-specific filtering 
parameters.  

2. Methods 

2.1. Exome data acquisition 

Gold standard germline exome variant callsets were obtained from 
http://www.illumina.com/platinumgenomes/ [20]. The NA12877 and NA12878, v7 (released 
December 2014) merged callsets were downloaded, and only ‘platinum’ calls limited to those with a 
‘PASS’ designation in the filter field were considered confident calls in subsequent analysis. 1000 
Genomes Project [21] Phase 3 exomes were downloaded from http://www.1000genomes.org/ on 
5/11/15. All cancer germline exomes available on 10/23/14 were downloaded from TCGA [12] and 
separated by cancer type and institution.   

2.2. Quality Assessment 

The Ti/Tv ratios were calculated for each exome variant callset by counting all coding purine to 
purine and pyrimidine to pyrimidine (transition) SNV mutations, and dividing this value by the 
number of purine to pyrimidine and pyrimidine to purine (transversion) SNV mutations.  

To measure the selection decay λ of variant callsets, the corresponding vcf files were annotated 
with ANNOVAR [22] and the Evolutionary Action (EA) was computed to measure the fitness effect 
of all missense mutations. Histograms of the distribution of EA scores, binned by deciles, were fitted 
to an exponential curve (Eq. 1) using a least-squares-fit to estimate λ. In Eq. 1 the ‘x’ values represent 
Evolutionary Action, ‘y’ represents proportion of mutations, and A and λ are constants.  

ln 𝑦 = ln 𝐴 − 𝜆𝑥                                                               (1) 

2.3. Simulated Variant Callsets 

Both Ti/Tv and λ were calculated for 100 datasets with different fractions of computer-generated 
false positive variant calls. The fraction varied from 0 to 1, in increments of 0.01. Each dataset 
consisted of 1000 simulated exome files, each of which contained a total of 10000 missense 
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mutations. The mutations were drawn either from the ‘true positive’ pool of variants from gold 
standards NA12877 and NA12878, or randomly from the ‘false positive’ pool of all possible human 
SNVs in order to create the proper ratio. The average and standard deviations of λ and Ti/Tv for each 
fraction of false positives were calculated, and their correlations with percent noise fitted with 
exponential. 

2.4. Application of λ to TCGA cohorts 

For each of 21 cancer types, all germline datasets were separated by institutional source, curation, and 
sequencing platform. When multiple variant callsets were available for a given cancer type, files 
marked ‘curated’ were chosen over those which were not marked curated. If multiple curated sets 
were available, λ values were calculated for each and the set with the highest average λ was chosen. If 
no curation was noted on any of the files, λ values were calculated for all available sets and the set 
with the highest average λ was chosen. For each sample, the predicted percentage of false positive 
calls was then calculated from Eq. 2. 

3. Results 

3.1. Calculating quality measures for ‘gold standard’ germline exomes 

First, we calculated the quality 
scores Ti/Tv and λ (Figure 1) for 
gold standard germline exome calls: 
Illumina Platinum v7.0 variant calls 
for samples NA12877 and NA12878 
[9]. These samples were sequenced 
to 200x depth on a HiSeq 2000 
system, and 15 other members of 
their pedigree were sequenced to 
50x depth on the same system. 
Variant calls deemed ‘platinum’ 
take into account inheritance 
constraints in the pedigree as well as 
concordance of variant calls across 
multiple aligners and callers 
[24,25,26,27,16]. As described in 
Methods, the transition to 
transversion ratio (Ti/Tv) detects a 

biological bias in the types of mutations that occur in the call set, while the λ shows the purifying 
pressure against coding mutations as a function of their Evolutionary Action (EA) [19]. For the 

 
Fig. 1. Illustration depicting the steps taken to calculate λ and Ti/Tv 
parameters from exome data.  
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platinum whole-exome calls for NA12877 and NA12878, we found the Ti/Tv ratios to be 3.046 and 
3.036 for whole-exome variant calls and 1.97 and 1.96 for missense variant calls respectively, while λ 
was 0.0379 and 0.0380 respectively. These values were also reasonably consistent with exome data 
from The 1000 Genomes Project [21] and were independent of ethnic background; the average λ is 
0.0379±0.0008 and the average Ti/Tv is 3.11±0.05 for whole-exome variants and 2.06±0.04 for 
missense variants. These data show a gold standard ‘target’ for these quality parameters that were 
used to assess other datasets. 

3.2. Quality measures λ and Ti/Tv decrease in a predictable fashion as false positives are added to a 
variant call set  

We next calculated the λ and Ti/Tv for SNV sets with varying fractions of false positive calls. Using 
the Illumina Platinum calls as a pool of true positives (TP) and all possible human SNVs generated by 
random nucleotide changes as a pool of false positives (FP), 1000 simulations of 10000 missense 
mutations were produced for each of 100 TP:FP ratios. As the fraction of the variant calls composed 
of random noise increases, both λ and Ti/Tv decrease in an exponential fashion (R2 > 0.99) such that  

𝜆 = 0.038𝑒!!.!"#∗!"#$"%&'(                                                                    (2) 
(Figure 2A). In addition, the two quality measurements were strongly correlated with one another 
(Pearson R = 0.9993, p < 0.0001) (Figure 2B). Use of this simulated data enables us to estimate, for a 
set of real exome variant calls, the degree of contamination by false positives in the sample.  

  
Fig. 2. Simulated noise in exome SNV calls. (a) Effect of increased noise on λ and Ti/Tv values. Shaded regions indicate 
the standard deviation around the mean. (b) Correlation between λ and Ti/TV. 
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3.3. TCGA germline datasets vary in the amount of noise they contain 

Next, we estimated the fraction of false positive variant calls in whole-exome germline data from 
TCGA and assessed whether the fraction is consistent within each cancer subtype. Germline variants 
were available through TCGA for 21 cancer types, where they were organized by sequencing 

institution, sequencing platform, and curation level. Some tumors were sequenced by multiple 
institutes, though the extent of this overlap depended on the cancer type. We focused on data marked 
‘curated’, rather than those marked ‘automated’, and when there were still multiple versions we chose 
the (presumably best) dataset with the largest λ  (see Methods). The predicted percent of false positive 
calls for each exome was calculated based on Eq. 2, and the distribution for each cancer type is shown 
in Figure 3A. At the extremes, pheochromocytoma and paraganglioma (PCPG) exomes were 
predicted to uniformly contain less than 5% false calls, while most cervical cancer (CESC) exomes 

 

 
Fig. 3. Application of λ to TCGA cohorts. (a) Predicted noise across 21 TCGA cancer types. The data are represented in a 
box-and-whiskers plot that uses the center line to indicate median, the box to indicate quartiles, and the whiskers to 
indicate range. Cancer types are ordered by median. (b) Exponential relationship between λ and number of missense 
SNVs in Lung Adenocarcinoma. Associated open-access clinical data provided by TCGA was used to separate patients 
by their self-identified race. The average lambda/number of missense mutations for the 1000 Genomes Project Caucasian 
(CEU) and  African-American (ASW) cohorts are noted with a blue and red star, respectively.  
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were predicted to contain more than 35% false calls. The datasets also differed greatly in variance, 
with rectal adenocarcinoma (READ) exomes having less than 10%, and lung adenocarcinoma 
(LUAD) having more than 60% variances. These results do not necessarily reflect intrinsic 
differences between cancer types. Large numbers of variant calls in an exome corresponded to lower 
λ scores and indicated an excess of false positives, as shown for LUAD in Figure 3B. However, using 
the number of mutations as a proxy for the false positive rate may be misleading when the cohort 
consists of individuals with diverse ethnic backgrounds; for example, exomes from patients of 
African ancestry consistently had more variants when compared to other exomes with the same λ 
values (Figure 3B), in agreement with data from the 1000 Genomes Project. The estimated number of 
‘true’ missense SNV calls was consistent between samples of the same ethnic background and fit the 
numbers of missense mutations seen in the 1000 Genomes cohorts. These data show the marked 
heterogeneity of false variant call rates in TCGA germline exomes and highlight the hazards of using 
these datasets as-is. 

3.4. Data quality is not consistent across calling centers 

In order to test reproducibility of data across sequencing centers, we focused our analysis on the 
chromophobe renal cell carcinoma (KICH) dataset, which consisted of SNV germline calls from three 
separate institutions for the same patients. For each sequencing center, we calculated the average 
Ti/Tv ratio as well as the λ selection decay constant for the germline variants of each exome, as 
shown in Figure 4A. The center with the highest average Ti/Tv ratio also had the highest λ, which 
corresponded to an average of ~5% false positive calls per sample. For the second center, both the 
Ti/Tv ratio and λ were lower, and λ predicted an average of ~12% false positive calls per sample. For 
Center 3, although the average Ti/Tv ratio was nearly as good as the other two centers (2.60 compared 
to 2.66 and 3.1, respectively), the average λ was radically different (0.014 versus 0.032 and 0.036, 
respectively) and suggested that on average 76% of the calls in each sample were false positives. 
Indeed, the average number of missense SNV calls from this center (31000±5000) was over 3 times 
higher than the Illumina platinum exomes defined above as gold standard, which further supported a 
false positive rate of at least 70%. The different sensitivity of Ti/Tv and λ to lower quality variant 
calls in this case may be due may be due to technical aspects of the calling methods themselves; if the 
known biological bias toward transition mutations was built into the calling algorithm used by Center 
3 and it was used as a factor in deciding whether to report a variant, even false positive mutations will 
have a high Ti/Tv. In this case, λ detected noise whereas Ti/Tv was equivocal, stressing the 
importance of using multiple quality measures in exome data assessment. For centers 1 and 3, 
additional internal filters separated the reported calls into those that ‘pass’ and those that do not. 
Restricting our analysis only to passing calls improved quality but was not sufficient to eliminate 
either the detected noise or the center-specific differences. These data show that the germline variant 
calls of TCGA patients made by different sequencing platforms and calling pipelines are sometimes 
very different and require careful examination by multiple, orthogonal quality measures. 
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A common practice to address such inconsistency in reproducibility is either to merge the 
available data or to use their intersection.  In the first case, combining the calls from all centers would 
add substantial noise from Center 3. Using the intersection of all three centers, on the other hand, 
would result in high quality but roughly two thousand true positive calls per exome would be left out. 
Restricting to calls made by at least two of the centers may seem like a reasonable middle ground, but 
even this may not be the optimum solution. Figure 4B shows that calls made by Center 1 alone were 
still predicted to be of higher quality than calls agreed upon by Centers 2 and 3. These data 
demonstrate the caveats of ‘common sense’ filtering and highlight the importance of examining data 
quality carefully before integrating information from multiple sources.  

3.5. Appropriate filtering parameters for SNV calls are sample-dependent  

Having used λ to detect and quantify the presence of noise within these datasets, we next explored 
whether λ can be used for filtering false positive SNV calls. For illustration, we used exome data from 
two head and neck squamous cell carcinoma (HNSC) cancer patients. Each SNV in these data was 

  
Fig. 4. KICH SNV calls for three centers (a) λ and Ti/Tv of calls. For each patient assessed by each center, λ and Ti/Tv 
were calculated and the average and standard deviations of these values are displayed by institution. For centers 1 and 3, 
internal ‘pass’ filters were available and are displayed as well. (b) Predicted percentage of true calls for calls agreed upon 
by 1, 2, or 3 institutions. For 65 KICH patients assessed by all three centers, all calls regardless of internal filtering were 
separated by the institution(s) that identified them. The average number of missense mutations per patient, as well as the 
predicted percentage of true positive calls derived from the λ value of the call set, is shown for each possible combination 
of sites. 
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associated with an average base quality for reads supporting alleles (BQ value) and a Phred-scaled 
quality score (QUAL value), amongst other features. For each patient, missense mutations were 
partitioned by BQ value and QUAL value in turn and each bin was assessed for λ. We found that λ 
depended on the BQ score with a sigmoidal relationship  (𝑅! > 0.9), which indicated that below a BQ 
cutoff the SNV calls became random (Figure 5A). Strikingly, this cutoff is specific to each exome, 
even those sequenced on the same date, by the same center, on the same sequencing platform, and 
using the same SNV calling pipeline. For example, SNVs with a BQ of 25 appeared to retain high 
quality in one patient but to be comprised entirely of noise in the other (see blue curve in Fig. 5A). 
We also found that λ depended on the QUAL value of SNVs, such that the fraction of true positive 
calls was lower for QUAL values near zero and gradually increased with QUAL value till it reached a 
plateau at about QUAL=40 (Figure 5B). For the two exomes of Figure 5b the QUAL value did not 
correspond to the same fraction of false positive data, since the two exomes reached different 
maximum λ values. These sample-dependent differences suggested that BQ and QUAL values should 
only be interpreted as relative measures within the context of a given exome, and that filtering 
parameters should be customized for each exome using λ in order to achieve optimal separation of 
true and false positive calls. 
 

 
Fig. 5. Relationship between SNV features and λ for two HNSC patients. (a) Relationship between BQ and λ. For each 
patient, all missense SNVs were partitioned by BQ value such that every bin contained at least 50 calls; points represent 
the λ and average BQ of the bin. Solid lines represent sigmoidal fits. (b) Relationship between QUAL and λ. For each 
patient, all missense SNVs were partitioned by QUAL value such that every bin contained at least 50 calls; points 
represent the λ and average QUAL of the bin.  Solid line represents fit to equation 𝑦 = 𝐴𝑒!!" + 𝑏. For display 
purposes values of QUAL higher than 200 were not shown. 
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4. Discussion 

Assessing the quality of genetic variant calls has great practical importance to precision medicine, 
since various sequencing platforms, coverage depths, and bioinformatics pipelines to call variants 
result in the inclusion of an unknown number of false positive calls.  This becomes a major concern 
when naïve users access and repurpose publically available exome data assuming all reported calls are 
reliable. Here, we call attention to the hazards of this assumption by applying two measures of exome 
data quality, the transitions-to-transversions ratio and the purifying selection pressure (λ) of variant 
calls, to publically accessible data. As a test system we used germline exomes of 21 cancer types 
available through TCGA, which were generated with the primary purpose of being a reference for 
calling somatic mutations. We found considerable variation in data quality between and within cancer 
types, such that repurposing these data as-is may mislead scientists to conclude a lack of 
reproducibility and unsuccessful validation of previous findings, which would hinder the progress of 
precision medicine as a field. 

As a gold standard of true germline variants we used the Illumina Platinum samples, NA12877 
and NA12878, which are the current state-of-the-art high-confidence variant calls. However, this gold 
standard may still include some false calls, and future developments may allow for even more 
accurate sequencing and variant calling. These estimates, however, have great practical importance in 
comparing the calling confidence of two or more exomes. Indeed, the large differences in the average 
fraction of false positive calls between TCGA germline exomes of different cancer types, as well as 
the surprising variability within a cancer cohort, underscore the need to examine all data carefully 
before reuse in order to improve the reproducibility of results. 

When we compared the germline variants called from three different sequencing centers for the 
same patients, we found a considerable lack in reproducibility between centers. However, classifying 
variant calls by their concordance across centers was revealing. Variants called by all three centers 
were assessed to contain only about 3% of false positive calls; in contrast, variants called by just one 
of the three centers had deviant λ values that matched the simulated introduction of up to 100%, 87% 
and 37% false positives. For each given center, unique variant calls were predicted to contain more 
false positives than those also called by at least one of the other centers; still, we found that depending 
on the relative data quality between centers even the unique variants of a single center may contain 
less noise than variants agreed upon by the other two centers. This calls into question the common 
practices of merging data or using the overlap of calls from different centers, which may include 
many false positive calls or exclude true positive calls, respectively. While it was useful to exclude 
variants that were not annotated with “PASS” in vcf files, this filter was not able remove all or even 
most false positive calls. Thus, the use of λ selection pressure analysis presents a rational, quantitative 
approach to determining which data should be used in association studies. 

Features of the SNVs, such as quality scores, can also be used to filter out false positive calls. This 
basic principle is already established in post-processing variant calls, but many users apply ‘hard 
filters’ to all samples and express uncertainty regarding the appropriate filters to use. Using arbitrary 
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cutoffs for all TCGA exomes without considering quality assessment will cause some samples to 
retain substantial numbers of false calls and others to lose many true calls. Our results suggested that 
BQ value produced the most effective separation between predicted true and false positives, and that 
the appropriate BQ value cutoff was different for each exome, even when the data were produced by 
identical procedures. This analysis allows users to leverage the relationship between λ and BQ in 
order to choose for each exome the optimum cutoff, allowing them to repurpose these datasets with 
confidence and improve the reproducibility of their results.  

Assessing the quality of germline variant calls is a pressing issue both to improve their intended 
use as well as to facilitate their repurposing for secondary goals, and since an increasing amount of 
exome data is being deposited in public databases. Here, we show that elementary evolutionary 
considerations provide a general and simple approach to detect random sequencing errors. Whereas 
high quality data contain variant calls that follow an invariant and known distribution of Evolutionary 
Action, false positive variant calls recognizably distort this Action distribution. Remarkably, this 
distortion can classify sequenced genomes by quality and also separate variant calls by quality within 
single exomes on a case-by-case basis. This work reveals wide quality disparities in sequencing data 
but also demonstrates how this can be overcome through the use of the Evolutionary Action concept. 
In the future it should therefore be possible to apply, pool and repurpose public genome sequencing 
data with full confidence in their quality leading to better correlations with clinical phenotypes and 
enhancing reproducibility in precision medicine. 
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Precision medicine requires precise evidence-based practice and precise definition of the patients included in clinical 
studies for evidence generalization. Clinical research exclusion criteria define confounder patient characteristics for 
exclusion from a study. However, unnecessary exclusion criteria can weaken patient representativeness of study designs 
and generalizability of study results. This paper presents a method for identifying questionable exclusion criteria for 38 
mental disorders. We extracted common eligibility features (CEFs) from all trials on these disorders from 
ClinicalTrials.gov. Network Analysis showed scale-free property of the CEF network, indicating uneven usage 
frequencies among CEFs. By comparing these CEFs’ term frequencies in clinical trials’ exclusion criteria and in the 
PubMed Medical Encyclopedia for matching conditions, we identified unjustified potential overuse of exclusion CEFs in 
mental disorder trials. Then we discussed the limitations in current exclusion criteria designs and made recommendations 
for achieving more patient-centered exclusion criteria definitions. 
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1. Introduction 

Randomized controlled trials (RCT) produce high-quality evidence but often lack patient 
representativeness of the real-world population. Clinical research eligibility criteria define the 
characteristics of a research volunteer for study inclusion or exclusion. Typically, exclusion reasons 
relate to age, gender, ethnicity, complex comorbidities, conflicting interventions, or patient 
preference1. Although exclusion criteria do not bias the comparison between intervention and control 
groups, which reflects a trial’s internal validity, exclusion criteria can impair the external validity of a 
trial2,3. It has been shown in various disease domains that clinical trial participants are often not 
representative of the real-world patient population to which an RCT is intended to apply, and that the 
lack of patient representativeness has impaired the generalizability of clinical trials3,4.  

Thus, it is imperative to develop methods for justifying the exclusion criteria in clinical trials.  
However, this task is fraught with challenges. First, many eligibility criteria are vague and complex1 
and cannot be easily represented in a computable format that allows for automated screening of 
unjustifiable exclusion criteria5. Second, clinical researchers often do not have a sufficiently precise 
picture of the real-world patient population to make informed decisions about exclusion criteria. 
Although the wide adoption of Electronic Health Record (EHR) make this idea more promising than 
ever6-9, aggregating EHR data to profile the real-world patient population is a nontrivial exercise, due 
to common data fragmentation and data quality problems10. Therefore, it is worthwhile to explore 
alternatives to the EHR-based data-driven approach, especially through combining different data 
sources in order to increase patient representativeness of clinical trial eligibility criteria. This paper 
presents the feasibility of such a knowledge-based approach, using PubMed Health Medical 
Encyclopedia knowledge. PubMed Health Medical Encyclopedia (hereinafter, PubMed Encyclopedia) 
is a service created by the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI), and made 
accessible by the U.S. National Library of Medicine (NLM), to provide summaries of diseases and 
conditions11. Such a meta-analysis with automatic data-mining methods across different data sources 
provides us new insights into clinical trial design and can inform precise evidence-based practice. 

2. Methods 

We chose mental disorder clinical trials for a proof of principle but the method should generalize 
to other fields of medicine. We hypothesized that the occurrence of a term in PubMed Encyclopedia 
for a symptom, a medication, or a chemical compound could be used to indicate its relevance to the 
mental disorder (condition) under consideration. For each term in each mental disorder, we compared 
the term frequencies in the exclusion criteria of all the clinical trials on that condition in 
ClinicalTrials.gov and the term’s occurrence in PubMed Encyclopedia. On this basis we identified 
terms that occur frequently in both exclusion criteria and PubMed. We further hypothesized that a 
term with a certain level of frequency of use in PubMed Health Encyclopedia about a mental disorder 
should be deemed relevant to that disorder. Thus, its frequent use in excluding patients with this trait 
from clinical trials on that disorder could be questionable.  
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We built an exclusion criteria network including all mental disorders based on the method from 
Boland and Weng et al.’s previous work12. Using that network, we identified the common exclusion 
criteria for mental disorders and assessed their appropriateness of use. We identified clinical trials for 
84 mental disorders in the category of “Behaviors and Mental Disorders” in ClinicalTrials.gov. For 
each condition, using our published tag-mining algorithm13, we extracted all common eligibility 
features (CEFs) that each occurred in at least 3% of all clinical trials related to each condition in 
ClinicalTrials.gov. This method is capable of automatically deriving frequent UMLS tags from 
clinical text using part-of-speech (POS) tagger, N-grams model, and UMLS unique concept identifier. 
For example, we found the UMLS concept “ethanol”, which belongs to the “organic chemical - 
pharmacologic substance” semantic type, occurred in 74.7% of the alcoholism clinical trials while 
occurred in only 26.8% of depression trials. For each mental disorder, we were able to generate a list 
of UMLS concepts with their frequencies of use in inclusion and exclusion criteria section.  

We calculated the frequencies of use aggregated across all mental disorders for inclusion and 
exclusion purposes, respectively, for each of these CEFs. We also analyzed the frequency distribution 
of these CEFs by their UMLS semantic types. We constructed a two-mode network for all the 84 
mental disorders and their top 20 CEFs, based on the disorder-CEF associations. Then we projected 
this network to a one-mode network based on CEFs using the Newman (2001) method (tnet)14, a 
classic method used in detecting communities in networks. The process worked by selecting one set 
of nodes (i.e., CEFs), and linking two nodes, if they were connected to the same node in the other set 
of nodes (i.e., conditions). For each mental disorder, we analyzed the distribution of the degree of all 
the nodes in this network to assess the usage of the CEFs in the mental disorder trials. Since most 
CEFs occurred equally in inclusion and exclusion criteria section, we used a mutual information filter 
to identify distinctive CEFs, regardless inclusion or exclusion, because Mutual Information is one of 
the commonly used quantities that measure independence between variables. We calculated the 
Mutual Information (MI) for each CEF. The formula is as follows (1): 

  𝐼 𝑈;𝐶 =    𝑃(𝑈 = 𝑒! ,𝐶 = 𝑒!) log!
!(!!!!,!!!!)
! !!!! !(!!!!)

,!!∈{!,!}!!∈{!,!}    (1) 

For each mental disorder, U is a random variable indicating the presence (number 1) or absence 
(number 0) of a CEF in every eligibility criterion (et) and C is a random variable representing the 
inclusion (number 0) or exclusion (number 1) status of the eligibility criterion (ec). We used additive 
smoothing to make sure CEF unique to only one section were included in the analysis. Since we 
aimed to target the most informative CEFs used as exclusion criteria, we chose the CEFs with positive 
MI scores in exclusion criteria as candidates for future comparisons. The cutoff of MI score retained 
the CEFs that are more frequently used as exclusion criteria rather than inclusion criteria. We used 
these CEFs to represent the common confounder patient characteristics excluded by clinical trials on 
each condition. 

To generate the PubMed dataset, due to the heterogeneous condition names, we used a semi-
automatic method to match the condition names in PubMed Health with the condition names in 
ClinicalTrials.gov. For example, Alzheimer disease in ClinicalTrials.gov was manually matched with 
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Alzheimer’s disease in PubMed Health database. A total of 38 mental disorders were matched and 
manually validated. We processed the PubMed Encyclopedia’s website content11 for each matched 
mental disorder and used the same tag-mining algorithm13 to extract all the terms for risk factors, 
causes, symptoms, signs, exams and tests, treatment options, and complications, and obtained their 
aggregated frequencies across all 38 mental disorders. For each of the 38 identified mental disorders, 
we aligned and ranked their CEF terms by their frequencies in ClinicalTrials.gov and their 
occurrences in PubMed Health Medical Encyclopedia, respectively, and compared their relative 
importance in each content source according to the ranks. Questionable CEFs were identified with 
high frequencies of use in both clinical trials and PubMed Encyclopedia. The entire workflow was 
shown in Fig. 1(a). 

3. Results 

3.1. CEF overlap between exclusion and inclusion criteria for mental disorder trials 

We extracted 1304 exclusion CEFs and 1155 
inclusion CEFs for all of the clinical trials for 
mental disorders (Fig. 1 (a)). A total of 1403 
unique CEFs were identified, 1056 of which 
were present in both inclusion and exclusion 
criteria. The large overlap necessitated CEF 
selection to identify the most informative 
exclusion criteria. The top three frequent 
semantic types were disease or syndrome, 
pharmacological substance, and finding, 
respectively (Fig. 1(b)).  Table 1 shows the top 
10 most frequently used CEFs for Alzheimer’s 
disease. 	  
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(c)	  

Fig 1. (a) Workflow of Identifying Questionable CEF  (b) CEF Overlap between Exclusion and Inclusion CEF  
(c) Semantic Components between Exclusion and Inclusion CEF 
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3.2. CEF distribution among mental disorders trials 
Out of the total 1403 unique CEFs, very few were used in a large number of clinical trials, while 

most of other CEFs were unique to one or several disorders (Fig. 2 (a)). On average, a CEF was 
present in 7.49 mental disorders for exclusion purposes and 6.28 for inclusion purposes. Each 
condition had 125.1 exclusion CEFs and 104.8 inclusion CEFs. Most of the frequently used CEFs 
were general factors for mental disorders (such as hypersensitivity or pharmacologic substance). 
Some were regularly used in clinical trials on other conditions (such as excluding gravidity, unstable 
states and allergy severity - severe). The top five mental disorders with the most exclusion CEFs 
were: Restless Legs Syndrome (226), Substance Withdrawal Syndrome (192), Pick Disease of the 
Brain (186), Tic Disorders (184) and Front-temporal Dementia (180) (Fig. 2 (b)). 

 

  
(a) (b)                              

Fig 2. CEF distribution between mental disorders (a) CEFs are indexed and ranked based on disease count in 
exclusion section. (b) Diseases are indexed and ranked based on exclusion CEF count. 

3.3. Network construction and analysis for CEFs in mental disorder trials 

We built a two-mode network for all mental disorders and CEFs based on the Disease-CEF 
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Table 1. The top 10 most used exclusion CEFs for Alzheimer’s diseases trials 
Mostly Used Exclusion CEF Frequency UMLS Semantic Type 

Mental disorders 29% Mental or behavioral dysfunction 
Allergy severity - severe 25% Finding 
Ethanol 23% Organic chemical; pharmacologic substance 
Depressed mood 23% Finding; mental or behavioral dysfunction 
Unstable status 21% Finding 
Cerebrovascular accident 21% Disease or syndrome; therapeutic or preventive procedure 
Magnetic resonance imaging 20% Diagnostic procedure 
Active brand of pseudoephedrine-triprolidine 17% Organic chemical; pharmacologic substance 
Pharmaceutical preparations 16% Pharmacologic substance 
Substance abuse problem 16% Mental or behavioral dysfunction 
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linkages (Fig. 3(a)). In this network, there were two groups of nodes, the diseases and CEFs. The top 
20 CEFs for each mental disorder were represented as orange ellipses and mental disorders were 
represented by blue round rectangles. The diseases were connected with different sets of CEFs and 
could be clustered based on the similarities of those connections. The edges were weighted as the 
frequency for a CEF to be associated with a mental disorder. Edges were red (for CEFS used only for 
exclusion), or orange (for CEFs used for both inclusion and exclusion), while edges of inclusion CEFs 
were green and dark green, respectively. In the network, we identified some hubs with higher degrees 
than other nodes, which indicated that a small portion of CEFs was frequently used for patient 
selection in most mental disorder trials. For example, diseases like amnesia and bipolar disorder 
shared more common CEFs with other mental disorders compared to diseases such as associative 
disease and restless legs syndrome, etc. In the network, most of the related disorders were clustered 
together using their CEF similarities such as panic disorder and phobic disorder, Tourette syndrome 
and Tic disorder. From the network, we also found some of the mental disorders, while not 
pathologically related, shared similar CEF sets. We also projected each of the three two-mode 
networks (Inclusion, Exclusion and PubMed) into one-mode network based on CEFs. Our analysis 
showed that three networks all display features of a scale-free network (Fig. 3(b)), which was similar 
to that of many of the real-world giant networks.  The attributes of the network are listed in Table 2. 

 
Table 2. Attributes of the One-Mode CEF Network 

Data CEF in network Degree One mode degree Closeness Betweenness 

Inclusion 1155 7.60 ± 0.82 241.26 ± 12.00 6.3e-03 ± 3.6e-05 1656.99 ± 1685.7 
Exclusion 1304 8.06 ± 0.84 309.10 ± 13.68 4.1e-03 ± 2.3e-05 1351.62 ± 935.4 
PubMed 1128 2.27 ± 0.15 175.48 ± 8.04 8.6e-03 ± 3.9e-05 1895.01 ± 1407.6 

* 95% confidence interval used 
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(a)           

              

 
 (b) 

Figure 3. Network Structure (a) and Degree Distribution (b) between Mental Disorders and CEFs (b) 
Regression lines are plotted as solid or dashed lines. 

3.4. CEF selection using Mutual Information (MI) 

Some CEFs were equally used in inclusion and exclusion criteria. Using mutual information, we 
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discarded CEFs with equal or higher occurrences in the inclusion section than in the exclusion 
criteria. Of a total of 1403 unique CEFs, only 632 had an MI value greater than 0, 568 had an MI 
value of 0 and 203 had an MI value below zero. The bigger the MI value is, the more frequently the 
CEF is for exclusion uses. To preserve all informative CEFs to match with the PubMed dataset, we 
selected all CEFs with a MI scores greater than 0 for further analysis. The benchmark analysis for 
CEFs and their MI distributions are in Fig. 4. Through this selection step, many common but non-
discriminative CEFs were discarded, such as pharmacologic substance, physical assessment findings, 
and intravenous infusion procedures. In contrast, discriminative CEFs (e.g., suicidal, unstable status, 
psychotic disorders) were retained. However, it should be noted that some discriminative CEFs (such 
as pregnancy tests, multiple endocrine neoplasia, etc.) might be missed by this selection step. 

 
Figure 4. Mutual Information Score Distribution for CEFs 

3.5. Aggregated cross-condition occurrence comparison for retained CEFs 

We contrasted the aggregated occurrences of exclusion CEFs (N=1422) across the 38 matched 
disorders with partial results displayed in Table 3. For example, ethanol was a CEF present in all 38 
mental disorders’ exclusion criteria, implying 100% prevalence, and was present in the PubMed 
descriptions for 21 disorders (55.2%).  
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The average CEF prevalence among the 38 mental disorders in the exclusion criteria and PubMed 
were 7.33 and 1.86, respectively, so that CEFs occurred less often in PubMed than in exclusion 
criteria. Among the top exclusion CEFs for the 38 mental disorders, we found some candidate CEFs 
that simultaneously had frequent PubMed occurrences (i.e., questionable CEFs), such as ethanol, 
malignant neoplasms, anti-depressive agents, and depressed mood.  

We also analyzed the condition-specific CEF rankings between PubMed and exclusion criteria 
and identified questionable CEFs that had high PubMed rankings. Some example questionable CEFs 
for specific sleep disorder are listed in Table 4. Hepatic is associated with sleep disorder according to 
PubMed Health but was frequently used for excluding patients from 6.82% of sleep disorder clinical 
trials. Another questionable CEF is sleep apnea syndromes, whose frequency in exclusion criteria of 
all sleep disorder trials was as high as 24.6%, was ranked as top two relevant PubMed description for 
sleep disorder; therefore, we should be cautious when frequently using it as exclusion criteria.  
Another example is hypersensitivity (to treatment), which is common in the real-world population but 
is frequently excluded in randomized controlled trials (i.e., frequently as high as 13.6%).  

 

Table 4. Questionable CEFs for excluding patients in sleep disorder clinical trials 
Questionable CEF Frequenc

y 
PubMed Rank UMLS Semantic Type 

Hepatic 6.82% 1 Body location or region 
Sleep apnea syndromes 24.6% 2 Disease or syndrome 
Sleep apnea obstructive 12.5% 3 Biologically active substance; disease or syndrome 
Narcolepsy 8.05% 3 Disease or syndrome 
Caffeine 5.10% 3 Organic chemical; pharmacologic substance  
Hypersensitivity 13.6% 4 Clinical attribute; finding; pathologic function 
Malignant neoplasms 9.52% 4 Finding; neoplastic process 
Psychotic disorders 7.56% 4 Mental or behavioral dysfunction 

	  

Table 3. A contrast of exclusion and PubMed occurrences across 38 mental disorders for top exclusion CEFs 
Exclusion CEFs Exclusion  PubMed  UMLS Semantic Types 

Pharmaceutical preparations 38 38 Pharmacologic substance 
Ethanol 38 21 Organic chemical; pharmacologic substance 
Depressed mood 38 8 Finding; mental or behavioral dysfunction 
Psychotic disorders 38 3 Mental or behavioral dysfunction 
Hypersensitivity 37 3 Clinical attribute; finding; pathologic function 
Hepatic 36 4 Body location or region 
Antipsychotic agents 35 9 Pharmacologic substance 
Unipolar depression 31 4 Mental or behavioral dysfunction 
Anti-depressive agents 30 12 Pharmacologic substance 
Screening for cancer 30 6 Diagnostic procedure 
Benzodiazepines 30 5 Organic chemical; pharmacologic substance 
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4. Discussion 

We investigated the exclusion criteria commonly used in mental disorder trials. The top four 
UMLS semantic types that contained the most questionable CEFs were pharmacologic substance, 
mental or behavioral dysfunction, disease or syndrome, and finding. Although some exclusion criteria 
of these semantic types have been used for years, their use in exclusion remains unexplained 
especially given their high prevalence among the real-world patients, most of who have several 
mental comorbidities or take multiple medications concurrently. Most of the drugs are for treating 
depressed mood or alcohol consumption or are anti-depressive drugs. If we exclude patients with 
those traits, we may generate a “pure” but not “typical”15 test population, which may weaken the 
generalizability of these trials.  

For a single mental disorder, the method proposed herein also detected several questionable CEFs. 
A recent study shows at least 50% of bipolar patient populations are excluded by at least one major 
exclusion criterion15. Using our method, we not only	   identified most of the exclusion criteria for 
bipolar disorder aggregated from previous studies (drug abuse, alcohol abuse, significant medical 
conditions, pregnancy or lactation, suicidal risk and psychotropic medications), but also retrieved 
information about which medical condition or medication was frequently used to exclude patients. 
Ethanol, antipsychotic agents, and antidepressive agents were questionable for excluding patients. 
This prediction corresponds to previous findings15 that drug and alcohol abuse represent the most 
exclusion for bipolar trials, and provides more details for locating questionable exclusion criteria.  

Although this study only focused on mental disorders for the detailed analysis, this pipeline can be 
easily applied to other disease domains. Most parts of the analyzing pipeline are fully automatic. The 
clinical trial eligibility criteria and medical encyclopedia for other diseases exist in similar format as 
used in this study, and can be processed in a large scale. However, considering the possible 
uniqueness of mental disorder domain, it is necessary to clarify the predictive power of this pipeline 
on a larger scale and different clinical settings, especially given poorly matched corpuses between 
clinical trial eligibility criteria and disease encyclopedia.  

Several findings of this study shed light on future eligibility criteria designs. First, the scale-free 
feature of disease-CEF network suggests that a small number of exclusion criteria can be standardized 
and reused for most mental disorder trials. Second, trials for different conditions shared similar 
exclusion criteria, implying that some cohort selection criteria can be reused across conditions with 
little modification. Third, the power of exclusion for a single clinical trial should be quantified to 
avoid sampling biases in clinical trial designs. 

5. Conclusion  

This study demonstrates the promising value of applying a knowledge-based approach to 
assessing the patient-centeredness of clinical trial exclusion criteria by linking different data sources, 
including ClinicalTrials.gov and PubMed Medical Encyclopedia. In the future, proactive analyses like 
this could be conducted during clinical research designs to optimize clinical research eligibility 
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criteria design and study participant selection to better achieve precise evidence definition9.  
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ABSTRACT: There are now hundreds of thousands of pathogenicity assertions that relate genetic variation 
to disease, but most of this clinically utilized variation has no accepted quantitative disease risk estimate. 
Recent disease-specific studies have used control sequence data to reclassify large amounts of prior 
pathogenic variation, but there is a critical need to scale up both the pace and feasibility of such 
pathogenicity reassessments across human disease. In this manuscript we develop a shareable 
computational framework to quantify pathogenicity assertions. We release a reproducible “digital 
notebook” that integrates executable code, text annotations, and mathematical expressions in a freely 
accessible statistical environment. We extend previous disease-specific pathogenicity assessments to over 
6,000 diseases and 160,000 assertions in the ClinVar database. Investigators can use this platform to 
prioritize variants for reassessment and tailor genetic model parameters (such as prevalence and 
heterogeneity) to expose the uncertainty underlying pathogenicity-based risk assessments. Finally, we 
release a website that links users to pathogenic variation for a queried disease, supporting literature, and 
implied disease risk calculations subject to user-defined and disease-specific genetic risk models in order to 
facilitate variant reassessments. 
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Introduction 

1.1.  Clinical genomics in 2015 

Just 15 years since the completion of the Human Genome Project, researchers today can sequence 
a whole genome for less than $1,000. Fundamental advancements in sequencing platforms [1] 
coupled with concerted data-sharing efforts [2] have led to widespread and diverse uses of 
genomic data. Decades before the advent of next-generation sequencing, clinicians and geneticists 
were using targeted gene testing in diagnosis and prognosis, for example in calculating the familial 
risk of cystic fibrosis [3]. More recently, whole-genome and whole-exome sequencing have led to 
the discovery of causal lesions for numerous hitherto unsolved Mendelian disorders [4]. Other 
common clinical uses of genomic data include familial risk stratification for diseases such as 
hypertrophic cardiomyopathy [5], drug targeting based on activating mutations for cancers such as 
non-small-cell lung carcinoma [6], and genetic counseling for disorders such as trisomy 21 using 
fetal DNA circulating in maternal plasma (non-invasive prenatal testing, NIPT) [7]. 

While these efforts have led to real gains in diagnosis and treatment, it is now a central 
challenge of clinical genomics to sort through an unwieldy literature of genetic associations: in 
aggregate, there are hundreds of thousands of genetic associations across the entire spectrum of 
human disease [8]. The usual scale for summarizing findings to the clinician and patient is based 
on “pathogenicity,” [9], or the capacity of a genomic variant to cause disease. Pathogenicity is a 
qualitative categorical concept, and its usual clinical scale consists of the values “Benign,” “Likely 
Benign,” “Variant of Uncertain Significance,” “Likely Pathogenic,” and “Pathogenic” [9]. 

1.2.  Recent inconsistencies between pathogenicity assertions 

Although pathogenicity assertions have been in use for decades clinically, only recently have 
systematic reinvestigations of pathogenicity been possible due to the widespread availability of 
large-scale sequencing data from the general population. The typical study design involves 
identifying all pathogenic variants for a given disease and then assessing the frequency of this 
variation in the general population. If the aggregate or individual variant frequency exceeds a 
disease-specific threshold, then pathogenicity for a variant or group of variants is challenged. This 
frequency threshold depends on the mode of inheritance (e.g. autosomal dominant), age-of-onset, 
prevalence in the tested population, molecular heterogeneity (fraction of disease due to a given 
variant), and desired penetrance cutoff (probability an individual with the variant expresses 
disease). For example, for an autosomal dominant disease caused by highly penetrant alleles, 
variant pathogenicity is called into question if the aggregate pathogenic genotype frequency 
exceeds the prevalence of the disease. 

Several recent studies have used this approach to question the quality of pathogenicity ratings 
and reclassify pathogenicity assertions. Testing large-scale non-diseased populations has 
challenged prior pathogenicity assertions for X-linked intellectual disability [10], hypertrophic 
cardiomyopathy [11], non-syndromic hearing loss [12], and several other diseases. However, this 
is a small subset of the thousands of disorders with assertions regarding pathogenic genetic 
variation [8]. There is a critical need to scale up both the pace and feasibility of systematic 
reinvestigations of pathogenic variation using large-scale sequencing data from control 
populations. 
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1.3.  The need for reproducible, shareable, and disease-specific quantitative investigations of 
pathogenic variation 

It is now a central challenge in clinical genomics to reassess a scattered literature of disease-
associated genetic variation as well as the large burden of novel variants discovered in whole 
genome or whole-exome sequencing. After achieving the “$1,000 genome,” we may face the 
“$100,000 analysis.” [13]. Several specific challenges hinder robust interpretation of potentially 
pathogenic genetic variation. First, pathogenicity assertions are typically not quantitative risk 
estimates. Second, it is usually unclear how a pathogenic variant should be interpreted in distinct 
clinical contexts with different prior probabilities (e.g., pathogenicity in males versus females or 
for patients with co-morbid conditions). Third, there is no accepted “false discovery rate” for the 
majority of clinically utilized pathogenic variation and, further, multiple recent re-investigations 
suggest that it is far greater than previously appreciated [10], [12], [14]. Fourth, and relatedly, 
assertions are based on a fragmented literature. It remains a challenge to assimilate findings from 
diverse studies with different analytic and design parameters [15]. Such re-investigations have 
generally concentrated on a single disease or closely related set of diseases at a time [10], [12], 
[14], and have required considerable bioinformatics resources to subset, clean, and work with 
pathogenic variation and sequence data. There is a need for a new digital platform to efficiently 
estimate, analyze, and share quantitative disease risk estimates for pathogenic variation. 

In this manuscript we develop a shareable computational framework to quantify pathogenicity 
assertions that have been reported in the literature. We release a reproducible “digital notebook” 
which integrates executable code, text annotations, and mathematical expressions to enable 
investigators to study how variation in the general population and genetic model parameters 
dictate risk estimates underneath pathogenicity assertions. This notebook is written in the 
interactive computing environment IPython [16]. We extend previous disease-specific 
reinvestigations of pathogenicity to over 6,000 diseases and 160,000 assertions in ClinVar [17]. 
We document how reported pathogenicity assertions can mask large uncertainty over a wide range 
of risk estimates, a critical consideration for clinicians and patients using such data for treatment 
and diagnosis. We link pathogenicity assertions to their supporting literature and current ClinVar 
annotations. Investigators can use this platform to carry out rapid disease-specific quantitative 
analyses for pathogenic variants. Disease experts, such as genetic counselors, can tune population 
parameters (such as prevalence and heterogeneity) to expose the determinants of pathogenicity and 
prioritize pathogenicity assertions for reassessment. All code is made freely available. 

2.  Methods 

2.1.  Genetic models 

Consider a population of n individuals. For simplicity, first consider a single bi-allelic site where 
the reference allele frequency is p and non-reference allele frequency is q = 1 - p. Under Hardy-
Weinberg equilibrium, genotypes AA (homozygous reference), Aa (heterozygous), and aa 
(homozygous alternate) have frequencies p2, 2pq, and q2, respectively. Then the genotype 
frequency of q, the fraction of individuals who carry at least one q allele, denoted G(q), is given by 
 

𝐺 𝑞 =   𝑞! + 2𝑞(1− 𝑞) 
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For a locus with k distinct alleles (by state) under Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium, this equation still 
holds, 
 

𝐺 𝑞 =   𝑞! + 2 𝑝!𝑞
!

!!!!

= 𝑞! + 2𝑞(1− 𝑞) 

 
We define the penetrance of a genotype as the conditional probability of expressing disease D for 
an individual possessing the genotype V, 𝑃(𝐷│𝑉) = (𝑃(𝑉│𝐷)𝑃(𝐷))/𝑃(𝑉), where ℎ ≡ 𝑃(𝑉│𝐷) 
is an indicator of the molecular heterogeneity of the disease, 𝑃(𝐷) is the prevalence, and 𝑃(𝑉) is 
the genotype frequency. Penetrance is a population-specific parameter—for a given variant, 
penetrance can vary substantially based on clinical context (e.g. general population vs. testing 
laboratory population). We consider autosomal dominant, autosomal recessive, additive, and 
multiplicative genetic risk models. Under these risk models, we can write genotype frequencies 
and relative risks given a non-reference allele frequency q and per allele risk 𝛾 for a bi-allelic 
locus as follows: 
 
 

Genetic model Affected genotype frequencies (relative risk) 
Autosomal dominant 𝑞! + 2𝑝𝑞 (𝛾) 
Autosomal recessive 𝑞! (𝛾) 

Additive 𝑞!  (2𝛾), 2𝑝𝑞 (𝛾) 
Multiplicative 𝑞!  (𝛾!), 2𝑝𝑞 (𝛾) 

Table 1: Genetic risk models. q denotes the non-reference allele frequency, 𝛾 is the per 
allele risk. 
 

2.2.  Clinical variant annotations 

The ClinVar database [www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/clinvar] aggregates genotype-phenotype assertions 
across human disease [17]. ClinVar assertions are summarized on a qualitative pathogenicity 
scale: (Benign, Likely benign, Uncertain significance, Likely pathogenic, Pathogenic). The 
database further includes supporting evidence where available, such as in vitro and in silico 
studies of pathogenicity. The database collects submissions from investigators around the world 
and can be used to resolve conflicts [8]. If many investigators independently assert the same 
relationship, this information is used to bolster the evidence for a variant-disease relationship. In 
this manuscript, we use the clinvar_20150629 version of the ClinVar database retrieved from 
ANNOVAR [18]. 

2.3.  Allele frequency data from the general population 

We incorporated allele frequency data from the NHLBI Exome Sequence Project (ESP) [19] and 
the Broad Exome Aggregation Consortium (ExAc) [20]. These data include allele frequencies 
from 6,503 individuals (ESP) and 60,706 individuals (ExAc). Both databases contain frequency 
data separated by population groups (e.g. in ESP, allele frequency data is provided separately for 
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the 2,203 African Americans and 4,300 European Americans that constitute ESP). ExAc has been 
filtered for known causes of severe pediatric diseases, as it is intended for use as a “general 
population” resource to filter variants [20]. 

2.4.  Open source software stack 

The analysis in this manuscript is performed entirely in the interactive computing environment 
IPython [16]. IPython combines text annotations, executable code, mathematical expressions 
(LaTeX), and embedded HTML in a single digital notebook. We also built a D3 visualization [21] 
to allow users to explore pathogenicity assertions in the browser along with supporting evidence 
and user-controlled genetic model parameters to compute penetrance. Genomic sequence data and 
ClinVar annotations were retrieved using both ANNOVAR [18] and the ClinVar website [17]. 

3.  Results 

3.1.  A reproducible and shareable workflow for quantifying pathogenicity assertions 

We developed a reproducible and shareable platform for clinical genomics annotations (Figure 1). 
We have released a digital notebook written in the interactive computing environment IPython 
[16] that integrates executable code, text annotations, mathematical expressions, and embedded 
HTML. Investigators can freely download this IPython notebook file, reproduce all data-gathering 
steps, choose any disease from ClinVar, and specify the prevalence, heterogeneity, and genetic 
model to estimate the penetrance of all ClinVar variants for the selected disease. All sensitivity 
analyses described in this manuscript can be reproduced and customized in the IPython notebook. 
Further, investigators can add cells of their own code and text to specify different disease-specific 
genetic risk models and assumptions required to compute penetrance. The analysis steps and final 
risk summary information, whether quantitative risks or qualitative assertions, can be stored 
alongside supporting data and assumptions in a single document. Customized disease-specific 
notebooks can be shared with collaborators to be run and customized locally. 
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3.2.  A diseaseome-wide investigation of pathogenicity assertions 

We used our computational framework to perform a diseaseome-wide analysis of pathogenicity 
assertions in ClinVar (Figure 2). Using the clinvar_20150629 version of ClinVar retrieved from 
ANNOVAR, we observed 132,584 distinct variants, as defined by unique values of (Chromosome, 
Start Position, Stop Position, Reference Allele, Alternate Allele) tuples in hg19 coordinates. These 
132,584 variants gave rise to 160,487 distinct pathogenicity assertions about disease. As such, the 
majority of variants—114,107 out of 132,584 variants (86%)—were included in only a single 
pathogenicity assertion (Figure 2a). The 160,487 total assertions spanned 6,427 distinct disease 
names, although 42,761 assertions (27%) had disease names of “not specified” or “not provided.” 
Of the 117,726 remaining assertions, just five out of 6,425 diseases (Lung Cancer, Malignant 
Melanoma, Hereditary Cancer-Predisposing Syndrome, Familial Cancer of Breast, Lynch 
Syndrome) accounted for 59,829 assertions (51%). 1,524 out of 6,425 diseases (24%) had at least 
five assertions (Figure 2b). Of the 160,487 total assertions, 85,455 (53.2%) were either 
“unknown” or “untested”; 37,871 (23.6%) were “pathogenic”; 15,483 (9.6%) were “non-
pathogenic”; 11,357 (7.1%) were “probable-non-pathogenic”; 6,189 (3.9%) were “probable-

Figure 1: A reproducible and shareable workflow for quantifying pathogenicity assertions. 
Screenshot from the IPython “digital notebook” that accompanies this manuscript. The interactive 
computing notebook combines executable code (written in blocks), mathematical expressions, and text 
annotations. Code is provided to retrieve ClinVar annotations, PubMed references, and frequency data for 
any disease in ClinVar. The user can explicitly specify genetic model assumptions to compute penetrance 
and perform sensitivity analyses. Available at: https://github.com/manrai/Pathogenicity_Notebook. 
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pathogenic”; 3,964 (2.5%) were “other”; and 168 (0.1%) were classified as “drug-response” 
(Figure 2c). 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3.3.  Uncertainty in the disease risk conveyed by pathogenic variation 

The penetrance of a pathogenic variant—the probability that individuals with the variant express 
disease—depends on the allele frequency in both case and control individuals, mode of 
inheritance, age-of-onset, heterogeneity, and prevalence of the disease. To study this dependence, 
we analyzed the disease hypertrophic cardiomyopathy (HCM), and documented how penetrance 
values across all pathogenic single nucleotide variants (SNVs) for HCM vary under clinically 
plausible parameter values (Figure 3). We retrieved 81 distinct pathogenic SNVs with frequency 
data available in ExAc or ESP for HCM. We used the widely-accepted prevalence of 1:500 
individuals [22] and varied the molecular heterogeneity parameter from conservative values (h = 
0.1, 10% of HCM is explained by a single variant) to a more accepted model (e.g. h = 0.001) 
given that greater than a thousand causal variants have been identified for HCM [5]. All variants 
display substantial variability based on the input genetic model parameters (Figure 3), however, 
several pathogenic variants have consistently low penetrance due to their elevated non-reference 
allele frequency. 

Figure 2: A diseaseome-wide investigation of pathogenicity assertions in ClinVar. (a) Distribution of 
160,487 pathogenicity assertions across 132,584 distinct variants. 86% of variants had exactly one 
assertion. (b) Truncated distribution of pathogenicity assertions by disease. (c) Clinical significance values 
for assertions in ClinVar. 85,455 (53.2%) of the 160,487 total assertions were either “untested” or 
“unknown.” “Pathogenic” assertions were the second largest overall group. 

(a) (b) (c) 
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Figure 3: Uncertainty in the disease risk conveyed by pathogenic variation. Shown are 
the 81 pathogenic SNVs from ClinVar for hypertrophic cardiomyopathy with ExAc or ESP 
frequency data available. We computed a range of penetrance values for each variant by 
varying heterogeneity linearly in the range [0.001, 0.1]. Several variants have consistently low 
penetrance given their elevated non-reference allele frequency. Variants that were lower than 
the 50% penetrance cutoff throughout these simulations are colored in red. 
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3.4.  Frequency of ClinVar variants in the general population 

We studied the frequency of pathogenic variation in ClinVar by disease. Many diseases had 
pathogenic variants with summed minor allele frequencies that were incompatible with even 
moderately penetrant causal alleles (Figure 4). Considering only pathogenic SNV variation, 110 
distinct disease terms in ClinVar had a summed minor allele frequency greater than 0.05 (Figure 
4). The five highest frequency diseases were Neutrophil-Specific Antigens NA1/NA2, Severe 
Combined Immunodeficiency Autosomal Recessive T-Cell Negative B-Cell Positive NK-Cell 
Positive, Metachromatic Leukodystrophy, Trimethylaminuria, and Trimethylaminuria Mild. 
 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3.5.  User-directed investigations of pathogenicity 

We built a website to enable investigators to conduct disease-specific analyses of pathogenic 
variation. After selecting a disease and specifying a genetic model, the investigator is provided 
with all ClinVar entries for variants with questionable pathogenicity as governed by the user-
controlled parameters, as well as the supporting literature for these variants. Investigators can set 
genetic model parameters based on, for example, genetic testing laboratory experience from other 
patients with the same disease. Investigators are then provided with implied penetrance values for 
each variant under these assumptions as well as supporting literature references in order to 
efficiently prioritize pathogenic variants for reassessment. 

Figure 4: Summed frequency of pathogenic SNVs by disease. Many 
diseases have summed pathogenic SNV minor allele frequencies that far 
exceed the prevalence of the disease. 110 distinct disease terms have a 
summed minor allele frequency greater than 0.05. 
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4.  Discussion 

4.1.  Summary of findings 

We developed a reproducible and shareable computational framework to quantify pathogenicity 
assertions across disease. We used this platform to extend previous disease-specific 
reinvestigations of pathogenicity to over 6,000 diseases and 160,000 assertions in ClinVar. For 
investigators wishing to conduct disease-specific quantitative reassessments of pathogenic 
variation, we released a digital notebook written in the interactive computing environment IPython 
that integrates executable code, text, and mathematical expressions to specify explicit genetic 
model assumptions and quantify pathogenicity assertions. We documented the uncertainty in 
disease risk estimates for pathogenic variants using, as an example, all pathogenic SNV variation 
for the inherited condition hypertrophic cardiomyopathy. We released a website that allows users 
to quickly explore pathogenic variation for individual diseases, prioritize variants for 
reassessment, and obtain ClinVar records and supporting literature for variants that fall below an 
adjustable clinical threshold for penetrance. 

Figure 5: Exploring pathogenicity ratings. Screenshot from a website that enables users to explore disease-
specific pathogenic variation. The user can select the disease, prevalence, heterogeneity, cohort used for 
frequency data, and penetrance threshold, and run an analysis for matching ClinVar variants. The user is linked 
to variant assertions in ClinVar to re-evaluate pathogenicity assertions systematically. A live version of this site 
can be found at http://people.fas.harvard.edu/~manrai/pathogenicity_explorer. 
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4.2.  Disease-specific reassessments of pathogenicity 

Bottom-up approaches to reassessing pathogenicity allow investigators to specify genetic model 
assumptions and filter pathogenicity assertions tailored to the individual disease in which they 
have expertise. The clinical utility of genomic sequence data depends heavily on prior 
probabilities and genetic model parameters [23], and as such it is critical to incorporate these 
quantities into clinical decision-making. Expertise from clinical genetic testing laboratories in 
measuring genetic heterogeneity and other parameters will improve reassessments going forward. 
It will be increasingly important to quantify our understanding of the uncertainty of pathogenicity 
assertions, and share these data widely to collectively improve clinical decision-making. 

4.3.  The publishable unit 

Digital notebooks such as IPython/Jupyter [16] offer several advantages as a method of 
documenting research progress. These notebooks combine executable code divided into 
understandable blocks with text markup, the precision of mathematical notation, figures, and 
embedded HTML in an easily shareable and coherent document that lets each user tailor code and 
analyses for their goals. Building off of IPython, the Jupyter project (https://jupyter.org) is 
language agnostic, enabling users to contribute to analysis workflows such as the Pathogenicity 
Notebook using other popular programming languages for data analysis. Using these tools, 
findings can be delivered alongside the underlying data and assumptions. For pathogenicity 
reassessments, a digital notebook could serve as a new publishable unit of analysis. 

4.4.  Future work 

It is important to stress that frequencies retrieved from ExAc and ESP are estimates of population 
parameters. Future work could incorporate this uncertainty into disease-specific reassessments and 
study the generalizability of penetrance estimates across different ethnicities using these databases. 
It is also important to note that using frequency data from the general population will not 
reclassify very rare variation that is erroneously classified as pathogenic. Additionally, a low 
penetrance for a particular variant does not eliminate the possibility that the variant acts in concert 
with other variants to impact disease. Future investigators could extend the IPython notebook 
published here with new data sources and genetic models for their diseases of interest. The 
feasibility of quantitative pathogenicity reassessments will grow both with the availability of 
large-scale control sequence data as well as with domain expertise to specify quantitative 
parameters needed to compute penetrance (e.g. heterogeneity, prevalence). The future of decision 
theory in clinical genomics is bright if we rigorously vet pathogenicity assertions using shared 
data and assumptions. 
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Rapid	  advances	  in	  personal,	  cohort,	  and	  population-‐scale	  data	  acquisition,	  such	  as	  via	  
sequencing,	   proteomics,	   mass	   spectroscopy,	   biosensors,	   mobile	   health	   devices	   and	  
social	   network	   activity	   and	   other	   apps	   are	   opening	   up	   new	   vistas	   for	   personalized	  
health	  biomedical	  data	  collection,	  analysis	  and	  insight.	  To	  achieve	  the	  vaunted	  goals	  
of	   precision	  medicine	   and	   go	   from	  measurement	   to	   clinical	   translation,	   substantial	  
gains	  still	  need	   to	  be	  made	   in	  methods	  of	  data	  and	  knowledge	   integration,	  analysis,	  
discovery	   and	   interpretation.	   	   In	   this	   session	   of	   the	   2016	   Pacific	   Symposium	   on	  
Biocomputing,	   we	   present	   sixteen	   papers	   to	   help	   accomplish	   this	   for	   precision	  
medicine.	  

	  

1.  Introduction	  

Ultimately,	   precision	   medicine	   represents	   the	   significant	   enhancement	   of	   evidence-‐based	  
medicine,	   where	   clinical	   guidelines	   gleaned	   from	   population-‐level	   studies	   are	   able	   to	   be	  
precisely	  modified	  based	  on	  the	  attributes	  of	  the	  individual	  patient	  to	  both	  learn	  about	  new	  
significant	  biological	  determinants	  of	   individual	   subtypes,	   and	   to	   then	  optimally	   treat	   that	  
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individual.	   	   The	   age	   of	   precision	  medicine	   is	   already	   upon	   us.	   	   The	   evolution	   of	  medicine	  
from	   an	   art	   and	   craft	   to	   science	   was	   facilitated	   through	   the	   development	   of	   methods	   of	  
careful	   data	   collection	   and	   statistics	   for	   clinical	   trials,	   leading	   to	   medicine	   guided	   by	  
population	   level	   evidence.	   In	   an	   analogous	   way	   that	   industrialization	   in	   manufacturing	  
increased	  production	  volumes	  with	  standardization	  and	  systematic	  improvements	  in	  quality	  
metrics,	  medicine	  has	  been	  moving	  from	  a	  heuristic	  based	  craft	  to	  mechanistically-‐tethered	  
measures	   and	   guidelines.	   	   However,	   as	   we	   learn	   more	   about	   heterogeneity	   among	   the	  
strongest	   factors	  determining	  disease	   risk,	  progression,	  and	  response	   to	   therapies,	  we	  can	  
now	   identify	   highly	   significant	   factors	   that	   can	   forge	   new	   standards	   and	   individual-‐level	  
customization.	   	   In	  an	  analogous	  way	  that	  evidence	  based	  medicine	  now	  guides	  standard	  of	  
care	  practice	  at	  the	  population	  level,	  newer	  techniques	  will	  use	  data	  to	  guide	  practice	  at	  the	  
level	   of	   individuals.	   Informatics	   methods	   in	   this	   space	   need	   to	   take	   advantage	   of	   highly	  
multiplex	  heterogeneous	  mixes	  of	   categorical	   and	  numerical	  data,	   leverage	   related	   studies	  
taking	  advantage	  of	  approaches	  in	  meta-‐analysis	  and	  transfer	  learning,	  be	  robust	  to	  missing	  
data	   elements	   and	   sparsity,	   scale	   with	   superlinear	   interaction	   complexity,	   and	   be	   able	   to	  
deal	   with	   a	   feature	   space	   much	   greater	   than	   the	   number	   of	   patients/samples	   by	   using	  
approaches	  such	  as	  regularization	  and	  efficient	  use	  of	  priors.	  
	  
Major	  efforts	  to	  create	  precision	  medicine	  datasets	  include	  the	  new	  national	  cohort	  as	  part	  of	  
the	   US	   precision	   medicine	   initiative,1	   the	   100k	   genomes	   being	   sequenced	   by	   each	   of	   the	  
Geisinger-‐Regeneron	   collaborationa	   and	   the	   UK	   100k	   genomes2	   projects	   and	   linked	   to	  
clinical	   data,	   the	  US	  Veteran's	   Administration's	  Million	  Veterans	   initiative,3	   the	  many	   new	  
ongoing	  trials	  using	  Apple's	  Research	  Kit,b	  ,4	  	  Google's	  ambitious	  Baseline	  Study,c	  Vanderbilt's	  
BioVU	  repository,5	  Craig	  Venter's	  Human	  Longevity	  Inc.,d	  and	  the	  massive	  cancer	  molecular	  
profiling	   initiatives	   including	   The	   Cancer	   Genome	  Atlas.6,7	   Some	   of	   these	   data	   are	   already	  
publicly	  available,	  but	  some	  of	  these	  projects	  are	  clearly	  not	  intended	  to	  be	  made	  public.	  	  In	  
its	  most	  ambitious,	  precision	  medicine	  will	  require	  integration	  of	  data	  created	  by	  clinicians,	  
biomedical	   labs,	   and	   commercial	   devices.	   	   How	   the	   academic	   research	   community,	  
healthcare	   industry,	   commercial	   device	   industry,	   diagnostic	   test	   industry,	   and	   patient	  
advocacy	   groups	   will	   negotiate	   the	   challenges	   of	   collaboration	   and	   privacy	   in	   the	   face	   of	  
sometimes	  conflicting	  interests	  will	  be	  a	  challenge.	  However,	  recent	  efforts	  by	  groups	  such	  
as	  Sage	  Bionetworks	  have	  highlighted	  the	  value	  of	  network	  effects	  between	  researchers	  and	  
how	   new	   collaborative	   frameworks	   can	   accelerate	   and	   improve	   the	   discovery	   and	  

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
a	  https://www.genomeweb.com/sequencing/regeneron-‐launches-‐100k-‐patient-‐genomics-‐
study-‐geisinger-‐forms-‐new-‐genetics-‐cent	  

b	  http://www.apple.com/pr/library/2015/03/09Apple-‐Introduces-‐ResearchKit-‐Giving-‐
Medical-‐Researchers-‐the-‐Tools-‐to-‐Revolutionize-‐Medical-‐Studies.html	  

c	  http://www.wsj.com/articles/google-‐to-‐collect-‐data-‐to-‐define-‐healthy-‐human-‐
1406246214	  

d	  http://www.humanlongevity.com/human-‐longevity-‐inc-‐hli-‐launched-‐to-‐promote-‐healthy-‐
aging-‐using-‐advances-‐in-‐genomics-‐and-‐stem-‐cell-‐therapies/	  
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innovation	  process.8,9	   Importantly,	   there	   is	  a	  moral	   imperative	   to	  accelerate	   the	  process	  of	  
healthcare	  innovation	  and	  improvement,	  as	  the	  successes	  are	  measured	  in	  lives.	  
	  
The	  diversity	  of	  papers	  in	  this	  session	  reflect	  some	  of	  the	  exciting	  range	  of	  topics	  in	  precision	  
medicine.	   	   Informatics	   techniques	   for	   interpreting	   rare	   variation	   in	   complex	   genomes	   are	  
presented	  alongside	  approaches	   that	   leverage	   links	  between	  clinical	  data	   stores	  and	   those	  
genomic	  features.	  	  	  Methods	  for	  quantifying	  and	  analyzing	  complex	  phenotypes	  in	  patients	  in	  
their	   daily	   lives	   are	   presented	   along	   with	   techniques	   for	   creating	   patient	   subgroups	   for	  
targeting	  therapies.	  	  These	  papers	  reflect	  a	  sampling	  of	  the	  advances	  in	  informatics	  that	  are	  
needed	   as	   we	   move	   into	   the	   age	   of	   precision	   medicine.	   	   Forums	   such	   as	   the	   Pacific	  
Symposium	   for	   Biocomputing	   enable	   researchers	   to	   share	   ideas	   and	   help	   accelerate	   the	  
process	  of	  discovery.	  
	  

"The	  future	  is	  already	  here	  —	  it's	  just	  not	  very	  evenly	  distributed."	  
-‐	  William	  Gibson,	  National	  Public	  Radio	  interview	  

	  

	  
2.  Session	  Contributions	  

2.1.  Methods	  for	  managing	  data	  complexity	  and	  limited	  sample	  size	  

The	   explosion	   of	   rich	   and	   complex	   data	   in	   the	   age	   of	   precision	   medicine	   demands	  
fundamentally	  new	  methods	  of	  analysis.	  	  The	  number	  of	  discrete	  data	  points	  collected	  from	  a	  
patient	   can	  easily	   exceed	   the	  number	  of	  patients	   it	  would	  be	  possible	   to	   enroll	   in	   a	   single	  
study,	   and	  can	  even	  exceed	   the	  population	  of	   the	  planet10.	   	  Victor	  Bellón	  and	  colleagues	  
describe	   using	   a	   regularized	   transfer	   learning	   approach	   using	   task	   descriptors	   to	   address	  
this	  problem.	   	   In	  addition	   to	   the	  sheer	  volume	  of	  data,	   the	  multivariate	   inter-‐relationships	  
and	   connections	   mean	   that	   the	   complexity	   can	   scale	   at	   a	   rate	   much	   greater	   than	   simple	  
linearity.	  	  Nattapon	  Thanitorn	  and	  colleagues	  present	  an	  approach	  using	  RDF	  Sketch	  Maps	  
to	  reduce	  representational	  complexity.	  
	  

2.2.  Probing	  rare	  genomic	  variation	  

Much	   of	   what	   drives	   individual	   differences	   requiring	   precision,	   personalized	   treatments	  
originates	  in	  the	  genome.	  	  However,	  rare	  or	  unique	  variants	  present	  an	  exceedingly	  difficult	  
challenge	  in	  genome	  analysis	  and	  interpretation.	   	  Anna	  Okula	  and	  colleagues	  present	  the	  
BioBin	   tool	  which	  builds	  on	  previous	  work11	   to	  support	  variant	  aggregation	  and	  statistical	  
analyses.	   It	   is	   being	   used	   in	   the	   Marshfield	   Personalized	   Medicine	   Research	   Project.	  
Expanding	  out	  from	  SNP's	  and	  indels,	  Dokyoon	  Kim	  and	  colleagues	  develop	  an	  annotation	  
pipeline	   for	   copy	   number	   variants	   to	   support	   analysis	   of	   rare	   CNV's,	   also	   part	   of	   the	  
Marshfield	  Personalized	  Medicine	  Research	  project.	   	  Going	  beyond	  the	  genome,	  Yong	  Fuga	  
Li	   and	   colleagues	   describe	   diseaseExPatho,	   a	   tool	   that	   integrates	   transcription	   data	  with	  
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genomic	   variants	   to	   develop	   regulatory	   modules	   to	   aid	   in	   the	   interpretation	   of	   genetic	  
variation	  in	  rare	  diseases.	  	  
 

2.3.  Leveraging	  demographic	  and	  clinical	  data,	  challenges	  in	  precision	  medicine	  

Performing	   studies	   and	   analyses	   in	   varying	   patient	   populations	   is	   challenging	   for	   many	  
reasons,	  including	  biases	  in	  levels	  of	  representation	  and	  the	  phenotypic	  data	  collected.	  Three	  
papers	  in	  this	  session	  describe	  how	  databases	  containing	  demographic	  and	  clinical	  data	  can	  
highlight	   some	   of	   these	   challenges	   and	   provide	   new	   opportunities	   for	   research.	   	   Sarah	  
Laper	  and	  colleagues	  discuss	  their	  inability	  to	  replicate	  previously	  well-‐established	  genetic	  
links	   with	   cardiovascular	   phenotypes	   represented	   in	   hospital	   clinical	   records;	   suggesting	  
that	   either	   the	   enthusiasm	   for	   the	   potential	   of	   clinical	   datasets	   linked	   to	   biorepositories	  
needs	   to	   be	   tempered	   by	   the	   significant	   challenge	   of	   using	   this	   data	   for	   basic	   science	  
research,	   or	   that	   this	   highlights	   the	   big	   gap	   between	  prior	   precision	  medicine	   results	   and	  
their	  translation	  into	  clinical	  significance,	  or	  some	  mixture	  of	  these	  two.	   	  Nophar	  Geifman	  
and	  Atul	  Butte	   focus	  their	  attention	  on	  a	  mismatch	  between	  the	  demographics	  of	  patients	  
sampled	   in	   clinical	   outcomes	   studies	   and	   high	   molecular	   resolution	   for	   studies	   like	   The	  
Cancer	  Genome	  Atlas	  and	  the	  general	  demography	  of	  cancer.	  Jessica	  N.	  Cooke	  Bailey	  and	  
colleagues	  present	  their	  work	  looking	  at	  genetic	  variants	  associated	  with	  kidney	  disease	  in	  
diverse	  ethnic	  subgroups,	  highlighting	  the	  particular	  challenges	  in	  investigating	  the	  genetic	  
basis	  of	  disease	  pathologies	  that	  disproportionately	  affect	  particular	  ethnic	  subgroups.	  
 

2.4.  High-‐throughput	  holistic	  functional	  phenotypic	  profiling	  

One	  of	  the	  most	  exciting	  aspects	  of	  precision	  medicine	  is	  the	  ability	  to	  go	  beyond	  the	  high-‐
throughput	  molecular	  assays	  for	  genomics,	  transcriptomics,	  proteomics,	  and	  metabolomics,	  
and	   to	  move	   into	  measuring	  phenotypes	  at	   the	   level	  of	   the	  whole	   individual.	   	  Rather	   than	  
probing	  the	  function	  of	  a	  protein,	  we	  can	  probe	  the	  functioning	  of	  a	  whole	  human	  individual	  
and	   how	   they	   interact	   with	   their	   world.	   	   Two	   papers	   in	   this	   session	   present	   efforts	   at	  
phenotype	   profiling	   using	  mobile	   devices.	   	   Elias	   Chaibub	   Neto	   and	   colleagues	   describe	  
their	   work	   profiling	   patients	   with	   Parkinson's	   disease	   using	   smartphone	   sensor	   data.	  	  
Maulik	   R.	   Kamdar	   and	   Michelle	   Wu	   present	   their	   tool	   PRISM	   for	   monitoring	   mental	  
wellness	  using	  a	  smart,	  sensor	  laden	  commercial	  wrist-‐based	  wearable.	  	  In	  both	  cases,	  new	  
vistas	   for	   profiling	   patients	   are	   being	   opened	   up	   by	   these	   new	   data-‐streams	   and	   the	  
informatics	  techniques	  to	  analyze	  them.	  
 
 

2.5.  Patient	  stratification	  and	  sample	  subgrouping	  
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Finally,	   our	   session	   includes	   five	   papers	   on	   subtyping	   patients	   and	   patient	   samples.	   	   An	  
important	  element	  of	  clinical	  research	  has	  already	  become	  differentiating	  subgroups	  based	  
on	   molecular/genomic	   level	   features.	   	   A	   recent	   review	   identified	   684	   registered	   clinical	  
cancer	  trials	  that	  required	  genetic	  profiling	  for	  enrollment.12	  Disease	  subtyping	  may	  be	  done	  
through	  analysis	  molecular/genomic	  level	  features	  or	  through	  a	  deep	  analysis	  of	  differences	  
in	  phenotypic	  presentation,	  but	  either	  are	  playing	  an	  increasingly	  important	  role	  in	  clinical	  
trials.13,14	   	  Importantly,	  for	  diseases	  like	  cancer,	  the	  disease	  may	  not	  represent	  just	  a	  single	  
subtype,	  but	  may	  represent	  a	  population	  of	  different	  subtypes	  all	  coexisting	  simultaneously	  
in	  an	  afflicted	  patient,15–17	  subtypes	  which	  need	  to	  be	  treated	  in	  concert,	  perhaps	  in	  different	  
ways.	   	   Vladimir	   Gligorijevic	   and	   colleagues	   present	   an	   approach	   using	   non-‐negative	  
matrix	   factorization	   for	   tumor	   stratification.	   	   Sahand	   Khakabimamaghani	   and	   Martin	  
Ester	   describe	   a	   Bayesian	   bi-‐clustering	   approach	   for	   patient	   stratification	   using	  
transcriptomic	  data.	  Alex	  M.	  Fichtenholtz	  and	  colleagues	  present	  an	  approach	  for	  looking	  
at	   sub-‐groups	   of	   glial	   tumors	   to	   help	   in	   analysis	   of	   variants	   of	   unknown	   significance	   in	   a	  
collection	   of	   800	   tumor	   sequences.	   	   Subhajit	   Sengupta	   and	   colleagues	   describe	   an	  
approach	  for	  examining	  tumor	  heterogeneity	  using	  mutation	  pairs.	  	  Finally,	  Artem	  Sokolov	  
and	  colleagues	  describe	  a	  one-‐class	  method	   for	   identifying	  specific	  cell	   type	  signatures	   in	  
mixed	  samples.	  
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Next-generation sequencing technology has presented an opportunity for rare variant discovery and association of 
these variants with disease. To address the challenges of rare variant analysis, multiple statistical methods have 
been developed for combining rare variants to increase statistical power for detecting associations. BioBin is an 
automated tool that expands on collapsing/binning methods by performing multi-level variant aggregation with a 
flexible, biologically informed binning strategy using an internal biorepository, the Library of Knowledge 
(LOKI). The databases within LOKI provide variant details, regional annotations and pathway interactions which 
can be used to generate bins of biologically-related variants, thereby increasing the power of any subsequent 
statistical test. In this study, we expand the framework of BioBin to incorporate statistical tests, including a 
dispersion-based test, SKAT, thereby providing the option of performing a unified collapsing and statistical rare 
variant analysis in one tool. Extensive simulation studies performed on gene-coding regions showed a Bin-KAT 
analysis to have greater power than BioBin-regression in all simulated conditions, including variants influencing 
the phenotype in the same direction, a scenario where burden tests often retain greater power. The use of Madsen-
Browning variant weighting increased power in the burden analysis to that equitable with Bin-KAT; but overall 
Bin-KAT retained equivalent or higher power under all conditions. Bin-KAT was applied to a study of 82 
pharmacogenes sequenced in the Marshfield Personalized Medicine Research Project (PMRP).  We looked for 
association of these genes with 9 different phenotypes extracted from the electronic health record. This study 
demonstrates that Bin-KAT is a powerful tool for the identification of genes harboring low frequency variants for 
complex phenotypes. 

1.  Introduction 

Examining the genetic influence of low frequency or rare variation to complex disease 
susceptibility may elucidate additional trait variability and disease risk which has largely remained 
unexplained by traditional GWAS approaches[29]. In recent years, studies on multifactorial 
diseases including Alzheimer’s disease and prostate cancer have provided compelling evidence 
that rare variants are associated with complex traits and should be further examined[9, 16]. 
Advances in sequencing technologies and decreases in sequencing cost have provided an 
opportunity for rare variant discovery. However, due to the frequency of these variants, there is 
often low statistical power for detecting association with a phenotype, and therefore, a necessity 
for prohibitively large sample sizes. Collapsing or binning methods are commonly used to 
aggregate variants into a single genetic variable for subsequent statistical testing, reducing the 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
*	  This	  work	  is	  supported	  by	  NIH	  grant	  HG006389,	  and	  is	  also	  partly	  funded,	  under	  a	  grant	  
with	  the	  Pennsylvania	  Department	  of	  Health	  using	  Tobacco	  CURE	  Funds.	  The	  Department	  
specifically	  disclaims	  responsibility	  for	  any	  analyses,	  interpretations	  or	  conclusions.	  
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degrees of freedom in the analysis and improving power[23]. BioBin[33, 34] is an automated 
bioinformatics tool initially developed for the multi-level collapsing of rare variants into user-
designated biological features such as genes, pathways, evolutionary conserved regions (ECRs), 
protein families, and regulatory regions. BioBin follows a binning approach driven by prior 
biological knowledge by using an internal biorepository, the Library of Knowledge Integration 
(LOKI)[40]. LOKI combines biological information from over a dozen public databases providing 
variant details, regional annotations and pathway interactions. The flexible knowledge-driven 
binning design of BioBin allows the user to test multiple hypotheses within one unified analysis. 

Rare variant association analysis of binned variants is often performed using burden or 
dispersion tests. Burden methods test the cumulative effect of variants within a bin and are easily 
applied to case-control studies as they assess the frequency of variant counts between these 
phenotypic groups[24]. Burden tests assume that all variants influence the trait in the same 
direction and magnitude of effect, and will suffer a loss of power if a mixture of protective and 
risk variants is present. Standard burden tests include generalized linear model regression analyses 
and the weighted sum statistic(WSS)[28]. Instead of testing the cumulative effect of variants 
within a region, dispersion or nonburden methods will test the distribution of these variants in the 
cases and controls thereby maintaining statistical power in the presence of a mixture of variants. 
The SKAT[46] package is a dispersion test that has gained widespread use as it allows for easy 
covariate adjustment, analyzes both dichotomous and quantitative phenotypes, and applies 
multiple variant weighting options. SKAT is a score-based variance component test that uses a 
multiple regression kernel-based approach to assess variant distribution and test for association. 
Both standard burden tests and the SKAT dispersion method have been well assessed in rare 
variant analysis.   

While various tools have been specifically developed to facilitate rare variant association 
analysis, many methods focus either on the creation of a relevant set of variants or on the 
statistical analysis of already collapsed variants. This may often lead to file conversion issues for 
specific tools, as well as more complicated and longer analysis time. Herein we expand the 
framework of BioBin by integrating select statistical tests, regression and SKAT, as well as 
capabilities for multiple phenotype analysis (or Phenome-wide Association Studies (PheWAS)), 
thereby providing a comprehensive, unified bioinformatics tool for the biological binning and 
association analysis of rare variants. We have evaluated the commonly used regression burden 
analysis and SKAT in the context of BioBin with data simulations based on individuals of 
European descent from 1000 Genomes Project Phase I.  We have also applied a BioBin-SKAT, or 
Bin-KAT, test to analyze nine complex human phenotypes from the Marshfield-PMRP 
project[31], part of the eMERGE network[14]. Our analyses highlight the utility of BioBin as a 
fast, comprehensive and versatile tool for the biological binning and analysis of low frequency 
variants in sequence data for multiple complex phenotypes and PheWAS.  

2.  Methods 
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2.1. BioBin 

2.1.1. Overview of BioBin  

BioBin is a unified command line bioinformatics tool written in C++ that utilizes the LOKI 
database for biologically inspired binning of variants, and also provides a platform for the 
association analysis of rare variant bins. The framework of a BioBin analysis is to determine 
biological features upon which data will be binned, such as genes, pathways or intergenic regions, 
execute bin generation using LOKI, and apply statistical association analysis to each bin. BioBin 
follows an allele frequency threshold binning approach using the non-major allele frequency 
(NMAF), defined as 1 minus the frequency of the most common allele. As NMAF and MAF are 
interchangeable for biallelic markers, MAF will be used in this work. BioBin allows variants 
below a user-specified MAF in the case or the control group to be binned thereby facilitating the 
aggregation of both potential risk and protective variants. BioBin was originally developed solely 
for the biologically informed binning of rare variants in an automated manner. To facilitate more 
efficient statistical analysis, we have incorporated an extensible testing infrastructure, 
implementing select burden and dispersion-based tests, namely regression, wilcoxon and 
SKAT[46] into BioBin. These are commonly used statistical tests in rare variant association 
analysis, and their direct implementation into BioBin streamlines the analysis, saves time, and also 
avoids any potential file conversion issues. Also, if an alternate statistical test is desired, BioBin 
may still be utilized strictly for its biologically inspired variant collapsing function. We have also 
integrated multiple phenotype capabilities allowing the user to efficiently perform a binned rare 
variant PheWAS[35, 41, 42]. BioBin analyzes each phenotype separately and uses parallel 
processing to increase the speed of a PheWAS analysis through a user-specified number of 
processors. BioBin is open source and the code is freely available at https://ritchielab.psu.edu. It is 
also available on demand from the authors.  All supplemental files for this manuscript are 
available at https://ritchielab.psu.edu/publications/supplementary-data/psb-2016/biobin-on-
multiple-phenotype.   

2.1.2. Library of Knowledge Integration (LOKI) 

BioBin collapses variants into biological features by consulting the Library of Knowledge 
Integration (LOKI), an internal repository containing diverse knowledge from multiple sources 
including NCBI dbSNP and gene Entrez[38], Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes 
(KEGG)[18], Gene Ontology (GO)[11], and Pharmacogenomics Knowledge Base 
(PharmGKB)[32]. LOKI integrates information from these external databases into a single local 
repository containing knowledge from the downloaded raw data in each database. The main data 
types used within LOKI are position, region, group, and source. Position refers to the chromosome 
and base-pair position of single variants, and region represents biological features containing a 
start and stop position including genes and copy number variants[33]. Sources are the external 
databases compiled in LOKI, while groups represent various groupings of biological features such 
as protein interactions, protein families and pathways. While LOKI is not distributed within the 
BioBin code due to size constraints, tools are provided within the source distribution allowing a 
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user to compile and perform a local installation of LOKI by downloading data directly from the 
external sources. The data sources within LOKI can be individually updated as necessary in order 
to provide the most up-to-date information. 

2.2.  Simulations 

Simulation testing was performed in order to evaluate regression (a standard burden test) and 
SKAT (a dispersion test) within the framework of a BioBin variant collapsing analysis. All tests 
were performed using SeqSIMLA2[4] to simulate sequence data as it allowed for the simulation of 
common burden and dispersion test assumptions. Randomly selected protein-coding variants with 
a MAF<5% in individuals of European descent from the 1000 Genomes Project Phase I[8] dataset 
were used as the basis for our simulations. This dataset was used to obtain a distribution of allele 
frequencies across the whole exome for each non-monomorphic single nucleotide variant site in 
the represented individuals of European descent (CEU, TSI, FIN, GBR, and IBS). This allele 
frequency distribution was then used to create the input for SeqSIMLA2. All simulations were 
performed with 100 variants as we calculated this to be an approximate average number of 
variants expected in a median sized 24,000bp gene[12]. For this calculation, we used known gene 
regions in the UCSC Human Genome Browser[19] to define the total gene region length and the 
1000 Genomes Project to estimate the number of SNPs identified in these gene regions. 

Simulation tests and specific parameters are shown in Table 1. Our simulations focused on two 
main tests: altering the odds ratio (OR) and altering the proportion of risk variants, with numerous 
parameters tested in each of these categories. Multiple testing parameters separated by commas in 
Table 1 correspond to independent simulations. The proportion of causal variants represents the 
percentage of disease sites of the total 100 variants being simulated. Likewise, the proportion of 
risk variants provides the number of risk variants of these causal sites. For instance, in our altering 
OR test category, when simulating 40% causal variants, we had 40 disease sites, and either 40-risk 
variants (when testing a 100% proportion of risk variants) or 20-risk variants and 20-protective 
variants (when testing a 50% proportion of risk variants). The specified OR corresponds to that of 
the individual causal variants. Type I error was estimated with 1,000 simulated null datasets using 
an OR of 1. Significance was assessed using α=0.05. 

Table1. Simulation tests and Parameters 
Test Parameter Altering OR Altering Proportion of Risk Variants 
Number of Simulations 1000 1000 
Sample Size 1000 cases and 1000 controls 1000 cases and 1000 controls 
Proportion of Causal Variants (n=100) 40%, 10% 40% 
Disease Prevalence 5% 5%, 50% 
Odds Ratio (OR) 1.5, 2.0, 3.0 3.0 
Proportion of  Risk Variants 50%, 100% 25%, 40%, 50%, 60%, 75%, 100% 
Variant Weighting No Weighting, Madsen and Browning No Weighting, Madsen and Browning 

2.3.  Application of Bin-KAT to natural dataset 

A Bin-KAT test was used to analyze type II diabetes (TIID) and eight diagnosis indicators in 
740 de-identified European American subjects from the Marshfield Clinic Personalized Medicine 
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Research Project (PMRP) sequenced in the electronic Medical Records and Genomics (eMERGE) 
Network[15], as part of the eMERGE-PGX study[43]. Subjects were sequenced using 
PGRNseq[43], a next-generation sequencing platform designed for the targeted capture of selected 
pharmacogenes[43]. Case control status for TIID was determined using Mount Sinai’s diabetes 
algorithm[20] from the Diabetes HTN CKD algorithm[37].  The eight diagnosis indicators 
analyzed are asthma, benign prostatic hyperplasia (BPH), cataracts, diverticulosis, 
gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD), hypertension, hypothyroidism, and uterine fibrosis.  For 
each diagnosis indicator, a subject was considered a case if diagnosed with one of the listed ICD-9 
codes in Table 2 on two or more dates. Controls were defined as non-cases who did not meet the 
criteria of ICD-9 diagnosis on two or more dates.  

Table 2. Analyzed Phenotypes 
Phenotype Diagnosis Cases Controls 
TIID 
TIID 

Diabetes HTN CKD algorithm 99 594 
Asthma ICD-9 codes: Between '493.00' and '493.92' 90 650 
 (BPH) ICD-9 codes: '600', '600.0', '600.00', '600.01', '600.09', '600.2', 

'600.20', '600.21', '600.9', '600.90', '600.91' 
122 250 

Cataracts ICD-9 codes: '366.10', '366.12', '366.14', '366.15', '366.16', 
'366.17', '366.9' 

202 538 

Diverticulosis ICD-9 codes: '562.00', '562.01', '562.02', '562.03', '562.10', 
'562.11', '562.12', '562.13' 

134 606 

GERD  ICD-9 codes: '530.81','530.11' 204 536 
Hypertension ICD-9 codes: Between '401.00' and '401.99' 374 366 
Hypothyroidism ICD-9 codes: '244', '244.8', '244.9', '245', '245.2', '245.8', ‘245.9' 98 642 
Uterine 
Fibroids 

ICD-9 codes: '218.0', '218.1', '218.2', '218.9', '654.10', '654.11', 
'654.12', '654.13', '654.14' 

58 313 

 
To highlight the multiple variant collapsing functions within BioBin, we binned variants 

having a MAF less than 0.05 by three features: gene, biological pathway and SNPEff[5] functional 
predictions with a minimum bin size of 5 variants. Gene binning analysis was performed on the 82 
targeted pharmacogenes that passed QC. SNPEff functional predictions were used as a secondary 
collapsing strategy following gene binning. Variants annotated as having intergenic and intragenic 
effects by SNPEff were excluded from the analysis. Biological pathway variant binning was 
achieved using all pathway sources currently in the LOKI biorepository[40]. Overall Madsen and 
Browning[28] weighting was used to weigh binned variants inversely proportional to their MAF. 
SKAT was used to test for association between binned variants and each phenotype while 
adjusting for sex, year of birth, and median BMI. 

3.  Results 

3.1. Simulations 

We evaluated regression and SKAT within a BioBin coupled collapsing analysis using data 
simulations of 100 variants based on the allele frequencies of European subjects from the 1000 
Genomes Project. All simulated conditions are shown in Table 1 and aim to test the assumptions 
of burden and dispersion methods.  Table 3 displays that Type I error was well controlled in the 
analyses and was not being sacrificed in the regression or SKAT analysis. 
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Table 3. Type I Error Results, standard error is in parentheses. 
Variant Weighting SKAT Type I Error Rate Regression Type I Error Rate 
None 0.045 (±0.011) 0.061(±0.011) 
Madsen-Browning 0.037(±0.005) 0.039(±0) 

A key limitation of burden tests is loss of statistical power in the presence of a mixture of 
variant effects. We simulated the direction of effect by testing 100% risk variants and 50% risk, 
50% protective variants. We evaluated the impact of differing directions of effect on statistical 
power in a Bin-KAT and BioBin-regression analysis over a varying OR range from 1.5 to 3.0. 
These results are shown with 10% and 40% causal variants in Figure 1 and 2, respectively. Both 
figures highlight the influence of variant weighting by displaying results with and without Madsen 
and Browning weighting. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

To further explore the impact of a mixture of variant effects on statistical power, we simulated 
data altering the proportion of risk variants over a wide range, from 25% to 100%, as seen with a 
disease prevalence of 5% in Figure 3. We increased this disease prevalence to 50% and present 
these results in Supplementary Figure 1. While a disease prevalence of 50% is high, it allowed us 
to create a balance in the case to control ratio and thereby symmetry in the results with comparable 
statistical power between 25%-75%, and 40%-60%, and a significant loss of power at 50%. This is 
not seen with a lower disease prevalence of 5% (Figure 3) as we are oversampling our population, 
so that symmetry is likely shifted. 

Figure 1. Power plot of Bin-KAT and BioBin-regression analyses with a causal variant proportion of 10%. 
SKAT results are represented by a dashed line; regression results have a solid line. Simulations of 100% risk 
variants are in grey while 50% risk variants are black. 
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3.2 Application of Bin-KAT to natural dataset 

As Bin-KAT consistently maintained greater power than a BioBin-regression, we applied this 
method coupled with variant weighting to simultaneously analyze 9 phenotypes in subjects of 
European descent from the Marshfield cohort of eMERGE-PGX project. These subjects were 
target sequenced for 82 pharmacogenes. We found numerous association results with p-values less 
than 0.05 in our gene, pathway, and SNPEff functional prediction analysis. Due to the hypothesis 
generating nature of this method we present all results with a p-value less than 0.05 or 0.01. As 
sequencing was performed on specific, targeted genes, the statistical tests are highly correlated, 
and therefore do not meet the independence assumptions of Bonferroni correction, which would 
prove too stringent in our analysis[7]. In addition, this study is exploratory in nature and all 
findings should be replicated in independent datasets in the future. 

A full list of the results may be found in Supplementary Tables 1 and 2. Table 4 shows the 
number of results per phenotype and binned biological feature below a p-value cutoff of 0.05 for 
genes and SNPEff annotations, and an additional 0.01 cutoff for pathway analysis.  We found 
significant associations with binned variants in 59 of the 82 targeted pharmacogenes. Figure 4 
shows a Phenogram plot of all significant results collapsed by gene and SNPEff functional 
prediction displayed by chromosomal location of the gene. Details on the specific annotated 
SNPEff effect and impact can be found in Supplementary Table 1. 
 
 

Figure	  2.	  Power	  plot	  of	  Bin-‐KAT	  and	  BioBin-‐regression	  analyses	  with	  a	  causal	  variant	  proportion	  of	  40%.	  
SKAT	  results	  are	  represented	  by	  a	  dashed	  line;	  regression	  results	  have	  a	  solid	  line.	  Simulations	  of	  100%	  
risk	  variants	  are	  in	  grey	  while	  50%	  risk	  variants	  are	  black.	  
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 Table 4. Number of association results per phenotype and biological feature at the specified p 
value cutoff. Total number of bins in each biological feature is noted in parentheses.  

Phenotype Gene  
(p-value < 0.05) 

Pathway 
(p-value<0.05) 

Pathway 
(p-value<0.01) 

SNPEff annotation 
(p-value <0.05) 

Type II Diabetes 4 (82) 233 (8911) 13 17 (458) 
Cataracts 5 (82) 777 (8964) 17 8 (458) 
Hypothyroidism 6 (82) 324 (8991) 6 19 (458) 
Hypertension 2 (82) 234 (8964) 62 1 (458) 
Diverticulosis 2 (82) 248 (8964) 148 14 (458) 
Asthma 6 (82) 297 (8984) 135 16 (458) 
GERD 2 (82) 177 (8964) 19 3 (458) 
BPH 2 (82) 102 (8964) 18 4 (458) 
Uterine Fibroids 10 (82) 390 (8991) 102 18 (458) 

4. Discussion 

In this work, we sought to expand the framework of BioBin by integrating statistical tests to 
provide a tool for the automated, biologically-driven binning and association analysis of rare 
variants. The choice of binning algorithm is often research specific, and BioBin supports this by 
providing variant collapsing on multiple biological levels, as well as supporting user-customized 
analysis. BioBin also includes multiple variant weighting schemes outside of those within a SKAT 
analysis, including minimum and maximum variant weighting, as well as weighting based on  

 
 

Figure 3. Power plot of a Bin-KAT and BioBin-regression analysis performed when altering the proportion of risk 
variants between 25% and 100% with a disease prevalence of 5%. SKAT results are represented by a dashed line; 
regression results have a solid line. 
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allele frequencies only within our phenotypic controls. Further, BioBin supports polyallelic variant 
sites and will incorporate all allelic information from these sites, a characteristic that is not 
supported by all tools. While multiple studies have performed exhaustive comparisons of burden 
and dispersion methods[2,6,10], we specifically chose to focus on regression and SKAT. 
Regression is a commonly used burden test, and several popular rare variant methods use a 
regression framework[1, 26, 27, 36]. SKAT was chosen due to its vast popularity as a dispersion 
method, its ease of covariate adjustment, and application to binary or quantitative phenotypes. 
Regression and SKAT have previously been compared in rare variant analysis[2, 10, 22] and here, 
are evaluated within the context of a biologically inspired binning method. 

Simulation testing shows a Bin-KAT analysis maintains greater overall statistical power than 
BioBin-Regression. We found SKAT to outperform regression even in conditions where a burden 
analysis is assumed to have greater power than a dispersion test, such as variants influencing the 
phenotype in the same direction, as is presented in Figure 1 with 10% causal variants. In the 40% 
causal variant simulations (Figure 2), regression maintains higher power over SKAT in both 
weighted and unweighted tests. This suggests that the power of regression may be affected by the 
proportion of causal variants having the same direction of effect. However, when we encounter a 
mixture of both risk and protective variants, regression suffers a significant loss of power. In fact, 
SKAT maintains high power regardless of the proportion of risk variants simulated, and is held at 
100% from an OR 2.0-3.0 (Figure 3). Our results also highlight that applying Madsen and 
Browning variant weighting to the binning analysis increases power. 

Figure 4. Phenogram plot of significant association results (p-value<0.05) in a binned gene and SNPEff functional 
prediction Bin-KAT analysis. The biological features are designated with different shapes, and each phenotype is 
represented by a different color. The target capture of the PGRNseq platform is shown by blue horizontal bands 
across the chromosome. The specific SNPEff effect can be found in Supplementary Table 1. 
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 We performed a Bin-KAT test with Madsen and Browning weighting to analyze 9 different 
phenotypes from Marshfield-PGX subjects who were target sequenced for specific 
pharmacogenes. We, and others, hypothesize that pharmacogenes related to drug response may 
also be associated with the diseases for which the drugs are used to treat. Using Bin-KAT, a series 
of significant associations were found. In the gene-binning analysis, an association between BDNF 
and type II diabetes (p-val 0.000437) was identified. Literature indicates that low levels of BDNF 
may be involved in type II diabetes pathogenesis, providing a potential explanation for the 
clustering of dementia, depression and type II diabetes[13, 21]. BDNF may also play a role in 
blood glucose metabolism and insulin resistance, a characteristic of type II diabetes[21, 30]. A 
number of significant results in the pathway-binning analysis performed using asthma patients 
included leukotriene pathways. Leukotrienes are inflammatory chemicals that can act as lipid 
mediators and have been well established in the pathobiology of asthma[3, 17, 44]. Leukotriene-
B4 is being further investigated for its regulatory role in the development of asthma [17].  

The results of this study show indications of potential pleiotropy where gene-binned variants 
are associated with more than one phenotype. We see this with CYP2C19, which is significantly 
associated with asthma, cataracts, hypothyroidism, and uterine fibroids. CYP2C19 has a highly 
polymorphic sequence, accounting for its variability in drug metabolism as it acts on up to 10% of 
clinical drugs[25]. In lung tissue, cytochrome P450 enzymes may be affected by air pollutants, and 
the CYP2C19*2 genotype has been implicated as a risk factor for asthma[47]. Also, linkage 
analysis on families with endometriosis, a disorder that may be correlated with uterine 
fibroids[45], indicates a potential role of CYP2C19 in endometriosis risk[39]. Association results 
with CYP2C19 present exciting connections that warrant further exploration. We have looked at 
the co-occurrence of these four phenotypes and the correlation is fairly low. Future work will aim 
to evaluate CYP2C19 and medication usage. 

Bin-KAT serves as a powerful and versatile method for the biological binning and analysis of 
rare variants in sequence data. This approach was successful in the identifying novel and well-
studied genes and pathways harboring low frequency variants in a multiple complex phenotype 
analysis. Studying the influence of low frequency variants has the potential to identify underlying 
risk factors, and uncover complex genotype-phenotype associations in multifactorial diseases. 
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Machine learning applications in precision medicine are severly limited by the scarcity of data to
learn from. Indeed, training data often contains many more features than samples. To alleviate the
resulting statistical issues, the multitask learning framework proposes to learn different but related
tasks joinlty, rather than independently, by sharing information between these tasks. Within this
framework, the joint regularization of model parameters results in models with few non-zero coef-
ficients and that share similar sparsity patterns. We propose a new regularized multitask approach
that incorporates task descriptors, hence modulating the amount of information shared between
tasks according to their similarity. We show on simulated data that this method outperforms other
multitask feature selection approaches, particularly in the case of scarce data. In addition, we demon-
strate on peptide MHC-I binding data the ability of the proposed approach to make predictions for
new tasks for which no training data is available.

1. Introduction

A substantial limiting factor for many machine learning applications in bioinformatics is the
scarcity of training data. This issue is particularly critical in precision medicine applications,
which revolve around the analysis of considerable amounts of high-throughput data, aiming
at identifying the similarities between the genomes of patients who exhibit similar disease
susceptibilities, prognoses, responses to treatment, or immune responses to vaccines. In such
applications, collecting large numbers of samples is often costly. It is therefore frequent for
the number of samples (n) to be orders of magnitudes smaller than the number of features (p)
describing the data. Model estimation in such n ≪ p settings is a major challenge of modern
statistics, and the risk of overfitting the training data is high.

Fortunately, it is often the case that data is available for several related but different
problems (or tasks). While such data cannot be pooled together to form a single, large data
set, the multitask framework makes it possible to leverage all the available information to
learn related but separate models for each of these problems. For example, genetic data may
be available for patients who were included and followed under different but related conditions.
If each condition is considered separately, we may not have enough data to detect the relevant
genetic variations associated to the trait under study. Multitask learning approaches where
each condition corresponds to a task can be used to circumvent this issue by increasing the
number of learning examples while keeping the specificity of each dataset1,2. Another prevalent
strategy to avoid overfitting the training data is to apply regularization, that is to say, to impose
a penalization on the complexity of the model. One of the most common penalizations takes
the form of an l1-norm over the weights assigned to the features. In the context of least-squares
regression, this is known as the Lasso3. This approach drives many of the regression weights to
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0, resulting in sparse models, that is to say, models that involve a small number of predictors.
This makes them particularly suitable for biological applications, where it is often desirable for
models to not only exhibit good predictive abilities, but also to be interpretable. For example,
if samples are patients encoded by genetic features, if only a small number of features are
selected by the model (i.e. are assigned non-zero weights), it may be possible to relate these
features to the biological pathways involved in the predicted trait. Further down the line,
these features can be used to aid diagnosis or design companion tests. However, l1-regularized
methods are sensitive to small perturbations of the data, and it is therefore necessary to pay
attention to their stability.

The Multitask Lasso4 was the first approach to apply regularization in the multitask
setting. It employs a block regularization over the weights that imposes to select the same
features for all tasks. The coefficients assigned to these features are allowed to vary smoothly,
resulting in separate models for the separate tasks. However, many problems require more
flexibility. Indeed, since the tasks considered in multitasks approaches are related, but not
identical, we can expect some sharper variation in the degree to which the selected features
are relevant for the different tasks.

In line with this idea, the Multi-level Multitask Lasso5 expresses each regression coefficient
as the product of two factors. One factor controls the overall sparsity and captures features
common to all tasks; the second factor modulates the weights of the selected features, reflecting
the task specificities.

These approaches have two limitations. First, they cannot be directly applied to make
predictions for new tasks for which no training data is available. This could be relevant to
predict the cytotoxicity of a new drug on cells or patients, or to evaluate the prognosis of
a previously unseen cancer subtype. Second, the degree of similarity between tasks is not
explicitly taken into account. However, intuitively, we would like to explicitly enforce that
more information should be shared between more similar tasks.

These two limitations can be addressed by defining an explicit representation of the tasks.
This provides a convenient way to relate tasks and to share information between them, as is
done in kernel methods6,7. Based on the intuition that the second factor of the MML5 should
be similar for similar tasks, we propose to characterize each task by a set of descriptor variables
and re-write this factor as a linear combination of these descriptor variables.

In this paper, we start by formulating the multitask least-squares regression problem and
by presenting the state of the art. We then introduce our model, give a result on the asymptotic
convergence of the estimator, and present an algorithm for solving the optimization problem.
Experimental results on simulated data show our approach to be competitive both in terms
of prediction error and in terms of the quality of the selected features. Finally, we illustrate
the validity of the proposed method for the prediction of new tasks by applying it to MHC-I
binding prediction, a problem relevant to the design of personalized vaccines.

2. State of the art

In this section we present existing approaches to the problem of multitask feature selection.
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2.1. Problem formulation

Let us assume that we want to learn K different tasks, corresponding to K datasets
(Xk, Y k)k=1,...,K . Let Xk ∈ R

nk×p be the data matrix containing nk instances of dimension
p, and Y k ∈ R

nk the corresponding real-valued output data. Our objective is to find, for every
k = 1, . . . ,K and for every i = 1, . . . , nk, β ∈ R

K×p such that

yki = f
(

xki

)

+ ǫki =

p
∑

j=1

βk
j x

k
ij + ǫki ,

where ǫki is the noise for the i-th instance of task k. For each feature j, βj is a K-dimensional
vector of weights assigned to this feature for each task. Direct minimization of the loss between
Y and f would be equivalent to fitting K different linear regressions in a single step. Therefore,
this formulation does not allow to share information across tasks.

2.2. Multitask Lasso and Sparse Multitask Lasso

One of the first formulations for the joint selection of features across related tasks, commonly
referred to as Multitask Lasso4 (ML), uses a method related to the Group Lasso8. Information
is shared between tasks through a regularization term: An l2-norm forces the weights βj of
each feature to shrink across tasks, and an l1-norm over these l2-norms produces a sparsity
pattern common to all tasks. These penalties produce patterns where every task is explained
by the same features. This results in the following optimization problem:

min
β∈RK×p

1

2

K
∑

k=1

1

nk

nk
∑

i=1



yki −
p
∑

j=1

βk
j x

k
ij





2

+ λ

p
∑

j=1

‖βj‖2, (1)

A common extension of this problem is the Sparse Multitask Lasso (SL), based on the Sparse
Group Lasso9. It consists in adding the regularization term λs ‖β‖1 to Equation 1, which
generates a sparse structure both on the features as well as between tasks. These sparse
optimization problems have been well studied and can be solved using proximal optimization10.

2.3. Multi-level Multitask Lasso

To allow for more flexibility in the sparsity patterns of the different tasks, the authors of the
Multi-level Lasso5 (MML) propose to decompose the regression parameter β into a product of
two components θ ∈ R

p and γ ∈ R
K×p. The intuition here is to capture the global effect of the

features across all the tasks with θ, while γ provides some modulation according to the specific
sensitivity of each task to each feature. This results in the following optimization problem:

min
θ∈Rp,γ∈RK×p

1

2

K
∑

k=1

1

nk

nk
∑

i=1



yki −
p
∑

j=1

θjγ
k
j x

k
ij





2

+ λ1

p
∑

j=1

|θj |+ λ2

K
∑

k=1

p
∑

j=1

|γkj | (2)

with the constraint that θ > 0.
The authors prove that this approach generates sparser patterns than the so-called Dirty

model11, where the β parameter is decomposed into the sum (rather than product) of two
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parameters. In practice, this model also gives sparser representations than the ML, and has
the advantage not to impose to select the exact same features across all tasks.

The optimization of the parameters is a non-convex problem that can be decomposed in
two alternate convex optimizations. Furthermore, the optimal θ can be calculated exactly
given γ.12 This optimization, however, is much slower than that of the ML. Finally, note that
in this approach, the multitask character is explicitly provided by the parameter θ, which is
shared across all tasks, rather than implicitly enforced by a penalization term.

3. Multiplicative Multitask Lasso with Task Descriptors

The approaches presented above do not explicitly model relations between tasks. However,
an explicit representation of the task space might be available. Inspired by kernel approaches,
where task similarities are encoded in the model6,7, we introduce a new model called Mul-
tiplicative Multitask Lasso with Task Descriptors (MMLD), where we use a vector of task
descriptor variables to encode each task, and to explain the specific effect modulating each
feature for each task.

Following the MML formulation5, we decompose the parameter β into a product of two
components. We keep the notation θ for the first component, which corresponds to the global
feature importance common to all tasks. The second component is now a linear combination
of the L-dimensional task descriptors D ∈ R

L×K . The L task descriptors have to be defined
beforehand and depend on the application. For example, if the different tasks are sensitivity
to different drugs to which cell lines are exposed, one could use molecular fingerprints13 to
describe the drugs, i.e. the tasks. The regression parameter α ∈ R

p×L indicates the importance
of each descriptor for each feature, and controls the specificity of each task. Hence we formulate
the following optimization problem:

min
θ≥0,α∈Rp×L

1

2

K
∑

k=1

1

nk

nk
∑

i=1



yki −
p
∑

j=1

θj

(

L
∑

l=1

αjld
k
l

)

xkij





2

+ λ1

p
∑

j=1

|θj |+ λ2

p
∑

j=1

L
∑

l=1

|αjl|, (3)

where λ1 and λ2 are the regularization parameters for each component of β.
Importantly, because predictions for a new data point x are made as

∑p
j=1 θj(

∑L
l=1 αjld

k
l )xij,

this formulation allows to make predictions for tasks for which no training data is available:
the only task-dependent parameters are the descriptors dkl . This ability to extrapolate to new
tasks is not shared by the existing multitask Lasso methods.

3.1. Theoretical guaranties

Let us define, for all k = 1, . . . ,K, i = 1, . . . , nk, j = 1, . . . , p, l = 1, . . . , L, ξkijl = dkl x
k
ij and

µjl = θjαjl. Problem 3 can be reformulated as

min
θ≥0,µ∈Rp×L

1

2

K
∑

k=1

1

nk

nk
∑

i=1



yki −
p
∑

j=1

L
∑

l=1

µjlξ
k
ijl





2

+ λ1‖θ‖1 + λ2

p
∑

j=1

θ−1
j ‖µj‖1 (4)
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Following Lemma 1 in Ref. 12, it is immediate to prove that, when ω = 2
√
λ1λ2, Problem 4 is

equivalent to

min
µ∈Rp×L

1

2

K
∑

k=1

1

nk

nk
∑

i=1



yki −
p
∑

j=1

L
∑

l=1

µjlξ
k
ijl





2

+ ω

p
∑

j=1

√

‖µj‖1, (5)

with θ̂j =
√

λ1

λ2

‖µj‖1. Problem 5 has a convex loss function and a non-convex regularization

term. The characterization of the asymptotic distribution of the estimator for this problem,
as well as its

√
n-consistency, have been previously given by Lozano and Swirszcz5, based on

a more general result14.

3.2. Algorithm

Problem 3 is non-convex. We therefore propose to adapt the algorithm of Ref. 5 and separate
it in alternate convex optimization steps: the optimization of θ for a fixed α, corresponding
to a nonnegative Garrote problem15, and the optimization of α for a gixed θ, corresponding
to a Lasso optimization3. Details can be found in Algorithm 3.1. Python code is available at:
https://github.com/vmolina/MultitaskDescriptor

Algorithm 3.1.

Input {Xk, Y k, Dk}k=1,...,K, λ1, λ2, ǫ,mmax.

Define n =
∑K

k=1 n
k, X̃ =

{

x11, . . . , x
1
n1 , x21, . . . , x

k
nk

}

and Ỹ =
{

y11, . . . , y
1
n1 , y21, . . . , y

k
nk

}

Initialize θj(0) = 1 and αj(0) according to an initial estimate, for j = 1,. . . ,p.
For m = 1, . . .mmax:

Solve for α:
wijl(m) = θj(m− 1)dilx̃ij.

α(m) = argminα
1
2

∑n
i=1

(

ỹi −
∑p

j=1

∑L
l=1 αjlwijl(m)

)2

+ λ2

∑p
j=1

∑L
l=1|αjl|

Solve for θ:

z∗j(m) =
[

∑L
l=1 αjl(m)d1l x

1
1j , . . . ,

∑L
l=1 αjl(m)dkl x

k
nkj

]

, for j = 1, . . .p

θ(m) = argminθ≥0
1
2

∑n
i=1

(

ỹi −
∑p

j=1 θj(m− 1)zij(m)
)2

+ λ1

∑p
j=1|θj(m− 1)|

βk
j (m) = θj(m)

∑L
l=1 αjl(m)dkl

If R(β(m− 1))−R(β(m)) ≤ ǫ (where R(β) denote the squared loss over all tasks)
Break

Return β(m)

4. Experiments on simulated data

In this section, we compare our method to the ML, the SL and the MML based on two different
criteria. First, we compare them in terms of the quality of the selected features. By quality,
we mean the ability to recover the true support of β (that is to say, its non-zero entries), as
well as the stability of the selection upon data perturbation. Second, we evaluate the methods
in terms of prediction performance.
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4.1. Simulated data

We simulate K design matrices Xk ∈ R
nk×p according to a Gaussian distribution with mean 0

and a precision matrix Σ ∼ Wishart(p + 20, Ip), where Ip is the identity matrix of dimension
p. In our simulations n1 = n2 = . . . = nK . For each task k, we sample L descriptors dkl from a
normal distribution with mean µdl

∼ N (0, 5) and variance σ2
dl
∼ Gamma(0.2, 1). We build θ by

randomly selecting ps < p indices for non-zero coefficients, which we sample from a Gamma
distribution Gamma(1, 2). All other entries of θ are set to 0. We build α in the following manner:
For each of the non-zero θj, we randomly select Ls < L entries of αj to be non-zero, and sample
them from a Gaussian distribution N (0, 2). All other αjl are set to 0.

We then compute βk
j = θj

(

∑L
l=1 αjlD

k
l

)

and normalize it by dividing by β∗ = maxj,k|βk
j |.

Finally, we randomly chose with replacement Ss entries of βk. If the chosen entry is different
from 0, we set it to 0; conversely, if it was equal to 0, we set it to a new value sampled
from a Gaussian distribution N (0, 0.5). This last randomization step is performed to relax the
structure of β. Finally, we simulate Y = βX + ǫ where ǫ is Gaussian noise with σ2 = 0.1.

Each of our experiments consists in evaluating the different models in a 10-fold cross-
validation. We create a first set of experiments containing 5 datasets generated with the
parameters K = 4, nk = 100, p = 100, L = 10, ps = 20, Ls = 4, and Ss = 100. We generate a
second set of experiments using nk = 20 to simulate a scarce setting. We report the results of
additional experiments in a scarcer setting (p = 8000, nk = 20) in the Supplementary Materials.

In each experiment we train 4 different models: the ML4, the SL9, the MML5, and the
MMLD we propose here. In order to better understand the role of the task descriptor space,
we use 3 variants of the MMLD: one that uses the same task descriptors as those from which the
data was generated; one that uses these descriptors, perturbed with Gaussian noise (σ = 0.1);
and one with a random set of task descriptors, sampled from a uniform distribution over [0, 1].
Perturbing the task descriptors with more noise should give results in between those obtained
in those last two scenarios.

Each of these 6 methods estimates a real-valued matrix β̂ ∈ R
K×p. We then consider as

selected, for a given task k, the features j for which β̂k
j is different from 0. For all methods,

λ is set by cross-validation: Let λmin be the value of λ that yields the lowest cross-validated
RMSE Emin. Then, we pick, amond all λ > λmin resulting in a cross-validated RMSE less than
one standard deviation away from Emin, the λ that yields the median cross-validated RMSE.
This heuristic compromises between optimizing for RMSE and imposing more regularization.

4.2. Feature selection and stability

In this section, we evaluate the ability of the feature selection procedure to select the correct
features, as well as the stability of the procedure, on two sets of experiments.

Stability of the feature selection In precision medicine applications, it is often critical
that feature selection methods be stable: If a method selects different features under small
perturbations, we cannot rely on it to identify biologically meaningful features. To evaluate
the stability of the feature selection procedures, we calculate the consistency index16 between
the sets of features selected over each fold.
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Figure 1(a) shows the consistencies of the different methods for the first set of experiments.
We observe that the consistency of the feature selection for the proposed method is much
higher than the consistency of SL and MML. By contrast, ML presents a very high consistency
index, that decays when the data is scarcer. (Fig. 1(b)). The addition of small noise to the task
descriptors does not have a strong effect on the stability of the selection, using random task
descriptors negatively affects it, especially when data is scarce. In an even scarcer scenario the
consistency presents high variation for all methods (Supp. Mat.).
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Fig. 1. Boxplot depiction of the consistency index of the different methods for simulated data.

Number of selected features We report in Table 1 the mean number of non-zero coefficients
assigned by each method in each scenario. We evaluate sparsity at the level of the β coefficients,
hence the total number of coefficients is nk×K. The ML and the SL both recover more features
than all other methods. The MML chooses more features than the MMLD when nk = 100, but
selects fewer parameters when the number of instances is reduced. Finally, the MMLD presents
a much lower variation in the number of selected features than all other methods.

Table 1. Mean number of non-zero coefficients assigned by each method.

True ML SL MML MMLD Noisy Random
MMLD MMLD

nk = 100 126.8± 6.8 169.28± 163.4 231.62± 121.3 83.9± 80.7 54.88± 9.8 56.88± 11.2 49.12± 56.5
nk = 20 126.8± 3.2 80.88± 79.8 43.96± 48.8 17.82± 21.7 46.24± 15.9 48.56± 18 46.72± 34.6

Ability to select the correct features We report the Positive Predictive Value (PPV,
Fig. 2) and the sensitivity (Fig. 3) of the feature selection for the different methods. The PPV
is the proportion of selected features that are correct. The sensitivity is the proportion of
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correct features that are selected. Ideally, both numbers should be high.
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(b) nk = 20 instances per task

Fig. 2. Boxplot depiction of the positive predictive value of the different methods for simulated data.

While the MML outperforms the ML and the SL in terms of PPV (Fig. 2), its sensi-
tivity is worse (Fig. 3). Indeed, the ML and the SL select many more features: this higher
sensitivity comes to the price of a large number of false positives. By contrast, the proposed
MMLD performs well according to both criteria. It clearly outperforms all other methods in
terms of PPV (Fig. 2), even when using noisy descriptors. In the case of random descriptors,
the performance is close to that of the MML, and more degraded when the data is scarce.
In terms of sensitivity (Fig. 3), the MMLD also outperforms its competitors. We observe a
higher variability in performance for these other methods, due to the higher variability in
the number of features they select. The ML, SL and MML suffer greater losses in sensitivity
than the proposed method when data is scarce. Using task descriptors hence seems to increase
the robustness of the feature selection procedure. As would be expected, using random task
descriptors negatively affects the ability of the MMLD to recover the correct features. Small
perturbations of the task descriptors appear to have little effect on the quality of the selected
features. We report similar results for the setting where p = 8000 (Supp. Mat.).

4.3. Prediction error

The other important criterion on which to evaluate the model we propose is the quality of
the predictions it makes. Figure 4 presents the 10-fold cross-validated Root Mean Squared
Error (RMSE) of the different methods, for both nk = 100 and nk = 20. We observe that the
proposed method performs better than its competitors, even with perturbed task descriptors.
According to a paired Wilcoxon signed rank test (Supp. Mat.), these differences in RMSE on
scarce data are significant. Interestingly, this is true even in comparison with the ML and the
SL, which select more features and could hence be expected to yield lower RMSEs.

This improvement in predictive performance is particularly visible in the scarce set-
ting(Fig. 4). In addition, the variance of the RMSE of the MMLD remains stable when the
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Fig. 3. Boxplot depiction of the sensitivity of the different methods for simulated data.

number of samples decreases, while it clearly increases for the other approaches. Once again,
we report similar results for the setting where nk = 20 and p = 8000 (Supp. Mat.).
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Fig. 4. Boxplot of the 10-fold cross-validated Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) of the different methods
for simulated data. For readability, (a) and (b) are plotted on different scales.

5. Peptide-MHC-I binding prediction

The prediction of whether a peptide can bind to a given MHC-I (major histocompatibility
complex class I) protein is an important tool for the development of peptide vaccines. MHC-
I genes are highly polymorphic, and hence express proteins with diverse physico-chemical
properties across individuals. The binding affinity of a peptide is thus going to depend on the
MHC-I allele expressed by the patient. It is therefore important that predictions are allele-
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specific. This in turns opens the door to administering patient-specific vaccines.
While some MHC-I alleles have been well studied, others have few if any known binders.

Sharing information across different alleles has the potential to improve the predictive accuracy
of models. Indeed, the multitask framework, where different tasks correspond to different
MHC-I proteins, has been previously shown to be beneficial for this problem17,18. In addition,
it can be necessary in this context to make predictions for tasks (i.e. alleles) for which no
training data is available.

5.1. Data

Following previous work17, we test our model on three freely available benchmark datasets19,20.
The data consists of pairs of peptide sequences and MHC-I alleles, labeled as binding or non-
binding. Ref. 19 provides two datasets for the same 54 alleles, containing 1363 (resp. 282)
positive and 1361 and (resp. 141784) negative examples. The dataset from Ref. 20 has 35

different alleles, 1548 positive examples and 4331 negative examples. As an example of an
allele with few training data, allele B*57:01 in Ref. 20 only has 11 known binders.

The peptides are of length 9 and are classically represented by a 20-dimensional binary
vector indicating which amino acid is present. While in this case p < n, this example allows us
to evaluate the proposed method on real data, relevant for personalized medicine applications.
Because the MHC-I alleles are much longer than that, we do not adopt the same representa-
tion and define task descriptors as follows: Using sequences extracted from the IMGT/HLA
database21, we keep only the amino acids located at positions involved in the binding sites of
all three HLA superfamilies17,22. Inspired by the Linseq kernel17, we then compute a similarity
matrix between all alleles (tasks), based on the proportion of coincident amino acids at each
position. We then perform a Principal Component Analysis on this matrix and keep the first 4
principal components, having observed that the structure of this matrix is not much perturbed
by this dimensionality reduction. In the end, each task is represented by the 4-dimensional
vector of its projections on each of these 4 components.

5.2. Experiments

We predict whether a peptide binds to a certain allele using the ML, the SL, the MML and
the MMLD. Additionally, we compare these approaches to single task Lasso regressions.

We run cross-validation using the same folds as in the original publications19,20. The first
Heckerman dataset19 is divided in 5 folds and the second one in 10. Because this second dataset
is highly unbalanced, we randomly keep only one negative example for each of the positive
examples. The Peters dataset20 is divided in 5 folds. We run an inner cross-validation to set
the regularization parameters.

We show in Fig. 5.2 the Receiver Operator Curves (ROC) for the three datastets. Each
curve corresponds to one fold. We additionally report the mean and standard deviation of
the area under the ROC curve (ROC-AUC) for each approach. We observe that the ML,
the SL and the MMLD perform comparatively, and consistently outperform the two other
methods.

Furthermore, we evaluate the ability of the different methods to predict binding for alleles
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Fig. 5. Cross-validated ROC curves for the prediction of MHC-I binding.

for which no training data is available. For this purpose, we use the models previously trained
on the folds of the two first datasets to predict on the folds of the third dataset. When
predicting for a new task with the ML, the SL and the MML, we use the mean of the predictions
made by all trained models. As can be seen in Fig. 6, the proposed method is the only one
that outperforms the trivial baseline (ROC-AUC=0.5), hence illustrating its ability to make
predictions for previously unseen tasks, by contrast with all other methods.
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Fig. 6. ROC curves for the prediction of MHC-I binding, cross-dataset.

6. Conclusion

We have presented a novel approach for multitask least-squares regression. Our method ex-
tends the MML framework5 to leverage task descriptors. This allows to tune how much infor-
mation is shared between tasks according to their similarity, as well as to make predictions
for new tasks. Multitask kernel methods6,17,18 also allow to model relations between tasks, but
do not offer the advantages of the Lasso framework in terms of sparsity and interpretability,
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which are key for biomedical applications.
Our experiments on simulated data show that the proposed method is more stable than

other Lasso approaches. The features it selects are hence more reliable, and the resulting mod-
els more easily interpreted. In addition, true support recovery suffers less in scarce settings.
Finally, the predictivity of the resulting models is competitive with that of other Lasso ap-
proaches. Unsurprisingly, performance deteriorates when task descriptors are inappropriate.
However, neither the quality of the selected features nor the model predictivity suffer much
from the addition of small noise to these descriptors. These results suggest that the MMLD ap-
proach we propose is well adapted to precision medicine applications, which require building
stable, intepretable models from n ≪ p data.

Finally, our experiments on MHC-I peptide binding prediction illustrate that the method
we propose is well-suited to making predictions for tasks for which no training data is available.

7. Supplementary Materials

http://cazencott.info/dotclear/public/publications/Bellon_PSB2016_SuppMat.pdf
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We propose hypothesis tests for detecting dopaminergic medication response in Parkinson disease
patients, using longitudinal sensor data collected by smartphones. The processed data is composed of
multiple features extracted from active tapping tasks performed by the participant on a daily basis,
before and after medication, over several months. Each extracted feature corresponds to a time
series of measurements annotated according to whether the measurement was taken before or after
the patient has taken his/her medication. Even though the data is longitudinal in nature, we show
that simple hypothesis tests for detecting medication response, which ignore the serial correlation
structure of the data, are still statistically valid, showing type I error rates at the nominal level.
We propose two distinct personalized testing approaches. In the first, we combine multiple feature-
specific tests into a single union-intersection test. In the second, we construct personalized classifiers
of the before/after medication labels using all the extracted features of a given participant, and test
the null hypothesis that the area under the receiver operating characteristic curve of the classifier is
equal to 1/2. We compare the statistical power of the personalized classifier tests and personalized
union-intersection tests in a simulation study, and illustrate the performance of the proposed tests
using data from mPower Parkinsons disease study, recently launched as part of Apples ResearchKit
mobile platform. Our results suggest that the personalized tests, which ignore the longitudinal aspect
of the data, can perform well in real data analyses, suggesting they might be used as a sound baseline
approach, to which more sophisticated methods can be compared to.

Keywords: personalized medicine, hypothesis tests, sensor data, remote monitoring, Parkinson

1. Introduction

Parkinson disease is a severe neurodegenerative disorder of the central nervous system caused
by the death of dopamine-generating cells in the midbrain. The disease has considerable
worldwide morbidity and is associated with substantial decrease in the quality of life of the
patients (and their caregivers), decreased life expectancy, and high costs related to care. Early
symptoms in the motor domain include shaking, rigidity, slowness of movement and difficulty
for walking. Later symptoms include issues with sleeping, thinking and behavioral problems,
depression, and finally dementia in the more advanced stages of the disease. Treatments are
usually based on levodopa and dopamine agonist medications. Nonetheless, as the disease
progresses, these drugs often become less effective, while still causing side effects, including
involuntary twisting movements (dyskinesias). Statistical approaches aiming to determine if
a given patient responds to medication have key practical importance as they can help the
physician in making more informed treatment recommendations for a particular patient.

In this paper we propose personalized hypothesis tests for detecting medication response
in Parkinson patients, using longitudinal sensor data collected by iPhones. Remote monitoring
of Parkinson patients, based on active tasks delivered by smartphone applications, is an active
research field.1 Here we illustrate the application of our personalized tests using sensor data
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collected by the mPower study, recently launched as part of Apple’s ResearchKit2,3 mobile
platform. The active tests implemented in the mPower app include tapping, voice, memory,
posture and gait tests, although in this paper we focus on the tapping data only. During a
tapping test the patient is asked to tap two buttons on the iPhone screen alternating between
two fingers on the same hand for 20 seconds. Raw sensor data collected during a single test is
given by a time series of the screen x-y coordinates on each tap. Processed data corresponds
to multiple features extracted from the tapping task, such as the number of taps and the mean
inter-tapping interval. Since the active tests are performed by the patient on a daily basis,
before and after medication, over several months, the processed data corresponds to time
series of feature measurements annotated according to whether the measurement was taken
before or after the patient has taken his/her medication. Though others have investigated the
feasibility of monitoring medication response in Parkinson patients using smartphone sensor
data, this previous work did not focus on the individual effects that medications have, but
rather focused on the classification on a population level.4

The first step in analyzing these data is to show that simple feature-specific tests, which
ignore the serial correlation in the extracted features, are statistically valid (the distribution
of the p-values for tests applied to data generated under the null hypothesis is uniform). This
condition guarantees that the tests are exact, that is, the type I error rates match the nominal
levels, so that our inferences are neither conservative nor liberal. In other words, if we adopt
a significance level cutoff of α, the probability that our tests will incorrectly reject the null
when it is actually true is given by α.

Even though the simple feature-specific tests are valid procedures for testing for medication
response, in practice, we have multiple features and need to combine them into a single decision
procedure. The second main contribution of this paper is to propose two distinct approaches to
combine all the extracted features into a single hypothesis test. In the first, and most standard
approach, we combine simple tests, applied to each one of our extracted features, into a single
union-intersection test. Although simple to implement, scalable, and computationally efficient,
this approach requires multiple testing correction, which might become burdensome when the
number of extracted features is large. In order to circumvent this potential issue, our second
approach is to construct personalized classifiers of the before/after medication labels using
all the extracted features of a given patient, and test the null hypothesis that the area under
the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUROC) of the classifier is equal to 1/2 (in which
case the patient’s extracted features are unable to predict the before/after medication labels,
implying that the patient does not respond to the medication). A slight disadvantage of
the classifier approach, compared to the union-intersection tests, is the larger computational
cost (especially for classifiers that require tuning parameter optimization by cross-validation)
involved in the classifier training. In any case, the increased computational demand is by no
means a limiting factor for the application of the approach.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present our personalized
tests, discuss their statistical validity, and perform a power study comparison. In Section 3
we illustrate the application of our tests to the tapping data of the mPower study. Finally, in
Section 4 we discuss our results.
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2. Methods

2.1. Notation and a few preliminary comments on the data

Throughout this paper, we let xkt, k = 1, . . . , p, t = 1, . . . , n, represent the measurement of
feature k at time point t, and let yt = {b, a}, represent the binary outcome variable, corre-
sponding to the before/after medication label, where b and a stand for “before” and “after”
medication, respectively.

Even though the participants where asked to perform the active tasks 3 times per day,
one before the medication, one after, and one at any other time of their choice, participants
did not always follow the instructions correctly. As a result, the data is non-standard, with
variable number of daily tasks (sometimes fewer, sometimes greater than 3 tasks per day),
and variable timing relative to medication patterns (e.g., bbabba. . . , aaabbb. . . , instead of
bababa. . . ). Furthermore, the data also contains missing medication labels, as sometimes, a
participant performed the active task but did not report whether the task was taken before or
after medication. In our analysis we restrict our attention to data collected before and after
medication only. Hence, for each participant, the number of data points used in our tests is
given by n = nb + na, where nb and na correspond, respectively, to the number of before/after
medication labels.

2.2. On the statistical validity of personalized tests which ignore the
autocorrelation structure of the data

It is common knowledge that the t-test, the Wilcoxon rank-sum test, and other two-sample
problem tests, suffer from inflated type I error rates in the presence of dependency. We point
out, however, that this can happen when the data within each group is dependent, but the two
groups are themselves statistically independent. When the data from both groups is sampled
jointly from the same multivariate distribution, the dependency of the data might no longer
be an issue. Figure 1 provides an illustrative example with t-tests applied to simulated data.

The t-test’s assumption of independence (within and between the groups’ data) is required
in order to make the analytical derivation of the null distribution feasible. It doesn’t mean the
test will always generate inflated type I error rates in the presence of dependency (as illustrated
in Figure 1f). As a matter of fact, a permutation test based on the t-test statistic is valid if the
group labels are exchangeable under the null,5 even when the data is statistically dependent.
Exchangeability6 captures a notion of symmetry/similarity in the data, without requiring
independence. On the examples presented in Figure 1, the group labels are exchangeable on
panels a and c as illustrated by the symmetry/similarity of the data between groups 1 and 2
at each row of the heatmaps. For panel b, on the other hand, the lack of symmetry between
the groups on each row illustrates that the group labels are not exchangeable.

In the context of our personalized tests, the before/after medication labels are exchange-
able under the null of no medication response, even though the measurements of any extracted
feature are usually serially correlated. Note that the exchangeability is required for the medi-
cation labels, and not for the feature measurements, which are not exchangeable due to their
serial correlation. Figure 2 illustrates this point, showing the symmetry/similarity of the sep-
arate time series for the before and after medication data.
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Fig. 1. The effect of data dependency on the t-test. Panels a, b, and c show heatmaps of the simulated data.
Columns are split between group 1 and 2, and each row corresponds to one simulated null data set (we show
the top 30 simulations only). Bottom panels show the p-value distributions for 10,000 tests applied to null
data simulated according to: (i) x1 ∼ N30(µ1, I) and x2 ∼ N30(µ2, I) with µ1 = µ2 = 0 (panel d); (ii)
x1 ∼ N30(µ1,Σ) and x2 ∼ N30(µ2,Σ), where µ1 = µ2 = 0 and Σ is a correlation matrix with off-diagonal
elements equal to ρ = 0.95 (panel e); and (iii) (x1,x2)

t ∼ N60(µ,Σ), with µ = (µ1,µ2)
t = 0 and Σ as before

(panel f). The density of the Uniform[0, 1] distribution is shown in red. Panel d shows that under the standard
assumptions of the t-test, the p-value distribution under the null is (as expected) uniform. Panel e shows
the p-value distribution for strongly dependent data, showing highly inflated type I error rates, even though
the data was simulated according to t-test’s null hypothesis that µ1 = µ2. Panel b clarifies why that is the
case. For each row (i.e., simulated data set), the data tends to be quite homogeneous inside each group, but
quite distinct between the groups. Because on each simulation we sample the data vectors x1 and x2 from a
multivariate normal distribution with a very strong correlation structure, all elements in the x1 vector tend
to be close to each other, and all elements in x2 tend to be similar to each other. However, because x1 and
x2 are sampled independently from each other, their values tend to be distinct. In combination, the small
variability in each group vector together with the difference in their means leads to high test statistic values
and small p-values. Panel f shows the p-value distribution for strongly dependent data, when sampled jointly.
In this case, the distribution is uniform. Panel c clarifies why. Now, each row tends to be entirely homogeneous
(within and between groups), since the joint sampling of x1 and x2 makes all elements in both vectors quite
similar to each other, so that the difference in their means tends to be small.
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Fig. 2. Exchangeability of the before/after medication labels in time series data. Panel a shows a feature,
simulated from an AR(1) process, under the null hypothesis that the patient does not respond to medication.
In this case, the before medication (red dots) and after medication (blue dots) labels are randomly assigned
to the feature measurements. Panel b shows an autocorrelation plot of the feature data. Panel c shows the
separate “before medication” (red) and “after medication” (blue) series. Note the symmetry/similarity of the
two series. Clearly, under the null hypothesis that the patient does not respond to medication, the medication
labels are exchangeable, since shuffling of the before/after medication labels would not destroy the serial
correlation structure or the trend of the series.
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Hence, even though our longitudinal data violates the independence assumption of the
t-test, the permutation test based on the t-test statistic is still valid. Of course the same
argument is valid for permutation tests based on other test statistics. Figure 3 illustrates this
point, with permutation tests based on the t-test and Wilcoxon rank-sum test. Panel a shows
the original data. Red and blue dots represent measurements before and after medication,
respectively. The grey dots represent data collected at another time or where the medication
label is missing. Panel b shows one realization of a random permutation of the before/after
medication labels. In order to generate a permutation null distribution, we perform a large
number of random label shuffles, and for each one, we evaluate the adopted test statistic in the
permuted data. Panels c and d show the permutation null distributions generated from 10,000
random permutations of the medication labels based, respectively, on the t-test and on the
Wilcoxon rank-sum test statistics. The red curve on panel c shows the analytical density of a
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Fig. 3. Personalized tests for the null hypothesis that the patient does not respond to medication, according
to a single feature (number of taps), and based on t-test and Wilcoxon rank-sum test statistics. Panel a shows
the data on the number of taps for one of mPower’s study participants during April 2015. Panel b shows one
realization of a random permutation of the before/after medication labels. Panel c shows the permutation null
distribution based on the t-test statistic. The red curve represents the analytical density of a t-test, namely, a
t-distribution with nb + na − 2 degrees of freedom. Panel d shows the permutation null distribution based on
Wilcoxon rank-sum test statistic. The red curve shows the density of the normal asymptotic approximation
for Wilcoxon’s test, namely, a Gaussian density with mean, nb na/2, and variance, nb na(nb + na + 1)/12. In
this example nb = 31 and na = 34. Panels e and f show the analytical p-value distributions under the null.
Results are based on 10,000 null data sets. Each null data set was generated as follows: (i) randomly sample
the number of “before” medication labels, nb, from the set {10, 11, . . . , n−10}, where n is the total number of
measurements; (ii) compute the number of “after” medication labels as na = n−nb; and (iii) randomly assign
the “before medication” and “after medication” labels to the number of taps measurements. The plots show
the histograms of the p-values derived from the application of t-tests (panel e) and Wilcoxon’s tests (panel f)
to each of the null data sets. The density of the Uniform[0, 1] distribution is shown in red.
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t-test for the data on panel a, while the red curve on panel d shows the density of the normal
asymptotic approximation for the Wilcoxon test represented in panel b (we show the normal
approximation density, since the exact null distribution is discrete). The close similarity of the
permutation and analytical distributions suggests that, in practice, we can use the analytical
p-values of t-tests or Wilcoxon rank-sum tests instead of the permutation p-values. Panels e
and f further corroborate this point, showing uniform distributions for the analytical p-values
of t-tests and Wilcoxon tests respectively, derived from 10,000 distinct null data sets.

2.3. Personalized union-intersection tests

In order to combine the feature-specific tests, H0k : the patient does not respond to the
medication, according to feature k, versus H1k : the patient responds to the medication, across
all extracted features, we construct the union-intersection test,

H0 : ∩p
k=1H0k versus H1 : ∪p

k=1H1k , (1)

where, in words, we test the null hypothesis that the patient does not respond to medica-
tion, for all p features, versus the alternative hypothesis that he/she responds to medication
according to at least one of the features. Under this test, we reject H0 if the p-value of at
least one of the feature-specific tests is small. Hence, the p-value for the union-intersection
test corresponds to the smallest p-value (across all p tests) after multiple testing correction.

We implement union-intersection tests based on the t-test and Wilcoxon rank-sum test
statistics. We adopt the Benjamini-Hochberg approach7 for multiple testing correction. As
detailed in Figure 4, the union-intersection test tends to be slightly conservative when applied
to correlated features.
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Fig. 4. P-value distributions for the union-intersection test under the null. Results are based on 10,000 null
data sets generated by randomly permuting the before/after medication labels. Panels a and b show the
p-value distributions from, H0k, for 2 out of the 24 features combined in the union-intersection test. We
observed uniform distributions for all features, but report just 2 here due to space constraints. Panel c shows
the p-value distribution of the union-intersection test using Benjamini-Hochberg correction. The skewness of
the distribution towards larger p-values indicates that the test is conservative, meaning that at a nominal
significance level α the probability of rejecting the null when it is actually true is smaller than α. Since the p-
value distributions of the features are uniform (panels a and b), the skewness of the union-intersection p-value
distribution is clearly due to the multiple testing correction. We experimented with other procedures, but the
Benjamini-Hochberg correction was the least conservative one. Panel d reports the p-value distribution for
the union-intersection test using a shuffled version of the feature data. Note that by shuffling the data, we
destroy the correlation among the features, so that the now uniform distribution suggests that the violation of
the independence assumption (required by the Benjamini-Hochberg approach) seems to be the reason for the
slightly conservative behavior of the union-intersection test. Results were generated using Wilcoxon’s test.
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2.4. Personalized classifier tests

An alternative approach to combine the information across multiple features into a single
decision procedure is to test whether a classifier trained using all the features is able to
predict the before/after medication labels better than a random guess. Adopting the AUROC
as a classification performance metric, we have that a prediction equivalent to a random guess
would have an AUROC equal to 0.5, whereas a perfect prediction would lead to an AUROC
equal to 1. Furthermore, if a classifier generates an AUROC smaller than 0.5, we only need
to switch the labels in order to make the AUROC larger than 0.5. Therefore, we can test if a
classifier’s prediction is better than random using the one-sided test,

H0 : AUROC = 1/2 versus H1 : AUROC > 1/2 . (2)

It has been shown8 that, when there are no ties in the predicted class probabilities used for
the computation of the AUROC, the test statistic of the Wilcoxon rank-sum test (also known
as the Mann-Whitney U test), U , is related to the AUROC statistic by U = nb na(1−AUROC)

(see section 2 of reference9 for details). Hence, under the assumption of independence (required
by Wilcoxon’s test) the analytical p-value for the hypothesis test in (2) is given by the left
tail probability, P (U ≤ nb na(1−AUROC)), of Wilcoxon’s null distribution. In the presence of
ties, the p-value is given by the left tail of the asymptotic approximate null,

U ≈ N

nb na

2
,
nb na(n+ 1)

12
− nb na

12n (n− 1)

τ∑
j=1

tj(tj − 1)(tj + 1)

 , (3)

where τ is the number of groups of ties, and tj is the number of ties in group j.9 Alternatively,
we can get the p-value as the right tail probability of the corresponding AUROC null,

AUROC ≈ N

1

2
,

n+ 1

12nb na
− 1

12nb na n (n− 1)

τ∑
j=1

tj(tj − 1)(tj + 1)

 . (4)

As before, even though the test described above assumes independence, the exchangeability
of the before/after medication labels guarantees the validity of the permutation test based on
the AUROC statistic. Figure 5 illustrates this point.
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Fig. 5. Panel a shows the permutation null distribution for the personalized classifier test (based on the
random forest algorithm). The red curve represents the density of the AUROC (approximate) null distribution
in eq. (4). Panel b shows the p-value distribution for the (analytical) classifier test, based on 10,000 null data
sets, generated by randomly permuting the before/after medication labels as described in Figure 3. The density
of the Uniform[0, 1] distribution is shown in red.
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2.5. Statistical power comparison

In this section we compare the statistical power of the personalized classifier test (based on the
random forest10 and extra trees11 classifiers) against the personalized union-intersection tests
(based on t-tests and Wilcoxon rank-sum tests). We simulated feature data, xkt, according to
the model,

xkt = A cos(π t) + ϵkt , (5)

where ϵkt ∼ N(0, σ2
k) represents i.i.d. error terms, and the function A cos(πt) describes the

periodic signal, with A representing the peak amplitude of the signal. Figure 6 describes the
additional steps involved in the generation of the before/after medication labels.
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Fig. 6. Data simulation steps. First, we generate the periodic signal, A cos(πt), shown in panel a for t =
1, . . . , 30, and A = 0.25. Second, we assign the “before medication” label (red dots) to the negative values, and
the “after medication” label (blue dots) for the positive values (panel b). Third, we introduce some labeling
errors (panel c). Finally, at the fourth step (panel d), we add ϵkt ∼ N(0, σ2

k) error terms to the measurements.

We ran six simulation experiments, covering all combinations of sample size, n = {50, 150},
and number of features, p = {10, 50, 200}. In all simulations we adopted A = 0.25, mislabeling
error rate of 10%, and increasing σk = {1.00, 1.22, 1.44, 1.67, 1.89, 2.11, 2.33, 2.56, 2.78} for the
first 9 features, and σk = 3, for 10 ≤ k ≤ p. In each experiment, we generated 1,000 data sets
and computed the personalized tests p-values. Figure 7 presents a comparison of the empirical
power of the personalized tests as a function of the significance threshold α. For each test,
the empirical power curve was estimated as the fraction of the p-values smaller than α, for a
dense grid of α values varying between 0 and 1.

The results showed some clear patterns. First, the comparison of the top and bottom panels
showed that for all 4 tests an increase in sample size leads to an increase in statistical power (as
one would have expected). Second, the empirical power of the union-intersection tests based
on Wilcoxon and t-tests was very similar in all simulation experiments, with the t-test being
slightly better powered than the Wilcoxon test. This result was expected since the simulated
features were generated using Gaussian errors, and the t-test is known to be slightly better
powered than the Wilcoxon rank-sum test under normality. Similarly, the empirical power of
the personalized classifier tests was also similar, with the extra trees algorithm tending to be
slightly better powered. Third, this study shows that neither the personalized classifier nor the
union-intersection approaches dominate each other. Rather, we see that for this particular data
generation mechanism and simulation parameters choice, the union-intersection tests tended
to be better powered than the classifier tests for smaller values of p, whereas the converse was
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Fig. 7. Comparison of the personalized test’s empirical power as a function of the significance cutoff, α.

true for larger p. Furthermore, observe that the power of the union-intersection tests tended
to decrease as the number of features increased (note the slight decrease in the slope of the
cyan and pink curves as we go from the panels on the left to the panels on the right). The
tests based on the classifiers, on the other hand, tended to get better powered as the number
of features increased (note the respective increase in the slope of the blue and black curves).

The observed decrease in power of the union-intersection tests might be explained by the
increased burden caused by the multiple testing correction required by these tests. On the
other hand, the personalized classifier tests are not plagued by the multiple testing issue since
all features are simultaneously accounted for by the classifiers. Furthermore, in situations
where none of the features is particularly informative, the classifiers might still be able to
better aggregate information across the multiple noisy features.

3. Real data illustrations

In this section we illustrate the performance of our personalized hypothesis tests, based on
tapping data collected by the mPower study between 03/09/2015 (date the study opened)
and 06/25/2015. We restrict our analyzes to 57 patients, who performed at least 30 tapping
tasks before medication, as well as 30 or more tasks after medication.

Figure 8 presents the results. Panel a shows the number of tapping tasks (before and
after medication) performed by each participant. Panel b reports the AUROC scores for 4
classifiers (random forest, logistic regression with elastic-net penalty,12 logistic regression, and
extra trees). Panel c presents the p-values for the respective personalized classifier testsa, as
well as for 2 personalized union-intersection tests (based on t- and Wilcoxon rank-sum tests).

Panel b shows that the tree-based classifier tests (random forest and extra trees) showed
comparable performance across all participants, whereas the regression-based approaches
(elastic net and logistic regression) were sometimes comparable but sometimes strongly out-

aThe results for the personalized classifier tests were based on 100 random splits of the data into training and
test sets, using roughly half of the data for training and the other half for testing. The AUROC and p-values
reported on Figure 8 b and c correspond to the median of the AUROCs and p-values across the 100 data
splits.
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performed by the tree-based tests. Panel c shows that the union-intersection tests, nonetheless,
produced at times much smaller p-values than the classifier tests. At a significance level of
0.001 (grey horizontal line), about one quarter of the patients (leftmost quarter) respond to
dopaminergic medication, according to most tests.
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Fig. 8. Results of personalized hypothesis tests applied to the tapping data from the mPower study. Panel
a shows the number of tapping tasks performed before (red) and after (blue) medication, per participant.
Panel b shows the AUROC scores (across 100 random splits of the data into training and test sets) for four
classifiers. Panel c shows the adjusted p-values (in negative log base 10 scale) of 4 classification tests and 2
union-intersection tests. The p-values were adjusted using Benjamini-Hochberg multiple testing correction.
The grey horizontal line represents an adjusted p-value cutoff of 0.001. The participants were sorted according
to the AUROC of the random forest algorithm (black dots in panel b).

In order to illustrate how our personalized tests are able to pick up meaningful signal
from the extracted features, we present on Figure 9, time series plots of 2 features (number
of taps and mean tapping interval) which were consistently ranked among the top 3 features
for the top 3 patients on the left of Figure 8c, and compared it to the data from the bottom
3 patients on the right of Figure 8c. (For the random forest classifier test, we ranked the
features according to the importance measure provided by the random forest algorithm. For
the union-intersection tests, we ranked the features according to the p-values of the feature-
specific tests.) Comparison of panels a to f, which show the data from patients that respond to
medication (according to our tests), against panels g to l, which report the data from patients
that do not respond to medication, shows that our tests can clearly pick up meaningful signal
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from these two extracted features.
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Fig. 9. Comparison of the leftmost 3 patients against the rightmost 3 patients in Figure 8c, according to
2 tapping features (number of taps and mean tapping interval). Panels a to f show the results for the top 3
patients (which respond to medication according to our tests), while panels g to l show the results for the
bottom 3 patients (which don’t respond to medication according to our tests).

4. Discussion

In this paper we describe personalized hypothesis tests for detecting dopaminergic medication
response in Parkinson patients. We propose and compare two distinct strategies for combining
the information from multiple extracted features into a single decision procedure, namely: (i)
union-intersection tests; and (ii) hypothesis tests based on classifiers of the medication labels.
We carefully evaluated the statistical properties of our tests, and illustrated their performance
with tapping data from the mPower study. We have also successfully applied our tests to
features extracted from the voice and accelerometer data collected using the mPower app, but
cannot present these results here due to space limitations.

About one quarter of the patients analyzed in this study showed strong statistical evidence
for medication response. For these patients, we observed that the union-intersection tests
tended to generate smaller p-values than the classifier based tests. This result corroborates
our observations in the empirical power simulation studies, where union-intersection tests
tended to out-perform classifier tests when the number of features is small (recall that we
employed only 24 features in our analyses).

Although our tests can detect medication responses, they do not explicitly determine
the direction of the response, that is, they cannot differentiate a response in the expected
direction from a paradoxical one. We point out, however, that their main utility is to help
out the physician pinpoint patients in need of a change on their drug treatment. For instance,
our tests are able to detect patients for which the drug has an effect in the expected direction
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but is not well calibrated (so that its effect is wore off by the time the patient takes the
medication), or patients showing paradoxical responses. Note that both cases flag a situation
which requires an action by the physician (calibrating the medication dosage in the first
case, and stopping/changing the medication in the second one). Therefore, even though our
tests cannot distinguish between these cases they are still able to detect patients which can
potentially benefit from a dose calibration or a change in medication.

Even though we restricted our attention to 4 classifiers, other classification algorithms could
also be easily used for generating additional personalized classifier tests. In our experience,
however, tree based approaches such as the random forest and extra trees classifiers tend to
perform remarkably well in practice, providing a robust default choice. Similarly, we focused
on t- and Wilcoxon rank-sum tests in the derivation of our personalized union-intersection
tests, since these tests show robust practical performance for detecting group differences.

Although others have investigated the feasibility of monitoring medication response in
Parkinson patients using smartphone sensor data,4 their study focused on the classification
of the before/after medication response at the population level, with the classifier applied to
data across all patients, and not at a personalized level, as done here.

In this paper we show that simple hypothesis tests, which ignore the serial correlation in
the feature data, are statistically valid and well powered to detect medication response in the
mPower study data. We point out, however, that, in theory, more sophisticated approaches
able to leverage the longitudinal nature of the data could in principle improve the statistical
power to detect medication response. In any case, the good practical performance of our simple
personalized tests suggests that they can be used as sound baseline approaches, against which
more sophisticated methods can be compared.

Code and data availability. All the R13 code implementing the personalized tests, and
used to generate the results and figures in this paper is available at https://github.com/

Sage-Bionetworks/personalized hypothesis tests. The processed tapping data is avail-
able at doi:10.7303/syn4649804.
Acknowledgements. This work was funded by the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation.
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Kidney disease is a well-known health disparity in the United States where African Americans are 
affected at higher rates compared with other groups such as European Americans and Mexican 
Americans.  Common genetic variants in the myosin, heavy chain 9, non-muscle (MYH9) 
gene were initially identified as associated with non-diabetic end-stage renal disease in 
African Americans, and it is now understood that these variants are in strong linkage 
disequilibrium with likely causal variants in neighboring APOL1.  Subsequent genome-
wide and candidate gene studies have suggested that MYH9 common variants among 
others are also associated with chronic kidney disease and quantitative measures of kidney 
function in various populations.  In a precision medicine setting, it is important to consider 
genetic effects or genetic associations that differ across racial/ethnic groups in delivering 
data relevant to disease risk or individual-level patient assessment.  Kidney disease and 
quantitative trait-associated genetic variants have yet to be systematically characterized in 
multiple racial/ethnic groups.  Therefore, to further characterize the prevalence of these 
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genetic variants and their association with kidney related traits, we have genotyped 10 
kidney disease or quantitative trait-associated single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) 
(rs2900976, rs10505955, rs10502868, rs1243400, rs9305354, rs12917707, rs17319721, 
rs2467853, rs2032487, and rs4821480) in 14,998 participants from the population-based 
cross-sectional National Health and Nutrition Examination Surveys (NHANES) III and 
1999-2002 as part of the Epidemiologic Architecture for Genes Linked to Environment 
(EAGLE) study.  In this general adult population ascertained regardless of health status 
(6,293 non-Hispanic whites, 3,013 non-Hispanic blacks, and 3,542 Mexican Americans), 
we observed higher rates of chronic kidney disease among non-Hispanic blacks compared 
with the other groups as expected.  We performed single SNP tests of association using 
linear regressions assuming an additive genetic model adjusted for age, sex, diastolic blood 
pressure, systolic blood pressure, and type 2 diabetes status for several outcomes including 
creatinine (urinary), creatinine (serum), albumin (urinary), eGFR, and albumin-to-urinary 
creatinine ratio (ACR).  We also tested for associations between each SNP and chronic 
kidney disease and albuminuria using logistic regression.  Surprisingly, none of the MYH9 
variants tested was associated with kidney diseases or traits in non-Hispanic blacks 
(p>0.05), perhaps attributable to the clinical heterogeneity of kidney disease in this 
population.  Several associations were observed in each racial/ethnic group at p<0.05, but 
none were consistently associated in the same direction in all three groups.  The lack of 
significant and consistent associations is most likely due to power highlighting the 
importance of the availability of large, diverse populations for genetic association studies 
of complex diseases and traits to inform precision medicine efforts in diverse patient 
populations. 
 

1.  Introduction 

The kidney is an essential organ that excretes metabolic wastes from blood to maintain fluid 
homeostasis, osmoregulation, blood pressure, and electrolyte balance – key processes for survival 
[1]. The health risks and financial burden of poor kidney health are well-documented (e.g. [2]).  
Also well-documented are the higher prevalence and incidence of kidney disease among African 
Americans compared with other racial/ethnic groups in the United States [3,4]. This is a 
tremendous health disparity that exists even after accounting for socioeconomic status, as 
evidenced by reports that have evaluated varying degrees of kidney disease and have detected 
significant risk in African Americans compared to whites even when distinct methods are 
implemented and when income is taken into account [5,6].  Recent admixture studies in African-
descent populations with focal segmental glomerulosclerosis [7], nondiabetic end-stage disease 
(ESRD)[8], and other kidney diseases have established a genetic basis that partially explains the 
observed racial/ethnic differences in the development and progression of these diseases [9].    

Kidney disease is often symptom-free until it has significantly diminished the ability of the 
organ to function, and it is therefore crucial to identify genetic variants associated with biological 
indicators of kidney health. Kidney disease can be detected with biomarkers obtained through 
standardized blood tests that estimate renal function and by monitoring excretion of protein in the 
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urine. Chronic kidney disease (CKD), estimated glomerular filtration rate (eGFR), albumin, and 
creatinine are clinical measures used to identify potential kidney failure.   Numerous genetic 
variants have been implicated in studies of kidney disease and function [8,10-13]; however, not all 
of these variants have been evaluated in large, diverse population-based studies. To determine the 
utility of these variants for precision medicine settings, we asked the following:  Do kidney trait-
associated single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) allele frequencies differ across racial/ethnic 
groups?  Can kidney trait and disease associations be generalized across populations? 

To answer these questions, we as the Epidemiologic Architecture for Genes Linked to 
Environment (EAGLE), a study site of the Population Architecture using Genomics and 
Epidemiology I (PAGE) study [14], accessed the National Health and Nutrition Examination 
Surveys to evaluate the associations between kidney-related traits and ESRD-associated genetic 
variants across multiple racial/ethnic groups. 

2.  Methods 

2.1.  Study population 

The study population presented here is from the National Health and Nutrition Examination 
Survey (NHANES) conducted by the National Center for Health Statistics at the Centers for 
Disease Control and Prevention.  NHANES are cross-sectional surveys of non-institutionalized 
Americans regardless of health status.  Demographics and health data are collected via survey 
(self-identified), labs, and physical exams in the Mobile Examination Center by public health 
professionals.  CDC collected biospecimens for DNA extraction from consenting participants 
between 1991 and 1994 (NHANES III), 1999-2000, and 2001-2002 (Continuous NHANES).  All 
procedures were approved by the CDC Ethics Review Board and written informed consent was 
obtained from all participants. Because no identifying information was accessed by the 
investigators, Vanderbilt University’s Institutional Review Board determined that this study met 
the criteria for a “non-human subjects” determination   

Estimated glomerular filtration rate was calculated using the following equation:  175 × 
(standardized Scr

-1.154) × (age-0.203) × (0.742 if female) × (1.212 if black), where Scr is standardized 
serum creatinine.  Albuminuria as a binary trait was defined as either 1) urinary albumin-to-
urinary creatinine ratio (ACR) ≥ 30 mg/g or 2) sex-specific thresholds (urinary ACR ≥ 17 mg/g in 
men and ≥ 25 mg/g in women).  Chronic kidney disease was defined as eGFR <60 ml/min or the 
presence of albuminuria.  Participants were considered to have type 2 diabetes if they answered 
“yes” to “Ever been told you have sugar/diabetes?” and “Are you now taking insulin?” or if they 
had fasting blood glucose levels >126 mg/dL.   

2.2.  SNP selection and genotyping 

As part of the PAGE I study [14], we as the EAGLE study site selected candidate gene and 
genome-wide association study (GWAS)-associated variants in late 2009 (Table 1).  A total of 11 
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SNPs (rs2900976, rs10505955, rs10502868, rs1243400, rs9305354, rs12917707, rs17319721, 
rs2467853, rs2032487, rs4821480, and rs4821481) were targeted for genotyping as part of a 
custom 96-OPA on the Illumina BeadXpress.  In addition to genotyping experimental NHANES 
samples, we genotyped blind duplicates provided by CDC and HapMap controls (n=360).  MYH9 
rs4821481 was out of Hardy Weinberg Equilibrium in more than one NHANES III racial/ethnic 
group (at p<0.001) and was therefore dropped from subsequent analyses; all other SNPs passed 
quality control.   

2.3.  Statistical methods 

All statistical tests were performed stratified by race/ethnicity.  Race/ethnicity is self-reported in 
NHANES, which has been shown to be correlated with global genetic ancestry [15].  Single SNP 
tests of association were performed for each of the ten SNPs and the following quantitative trait 
outcomes among adults (17 years of age or older) using linear regression:  creatinine (urinary), 
creatinine (serum), albumin (urinary), eGFR, and albumin-to-urinary creatinine ratio (ACR).  
Single SNP tests of association were also performed using logistic regression for albuminuria and 
chronic kidney disease.  Non-normal quantitative trait distributions were natural log-transformed 
prior to analysis.  All tests of association assumed an additive genetic model and were adjusted by 
age, sex, diastolic blood pressure, systolic blood pressure, and type 2 diabetes status.  All analyses 
were performed unweighted using SAS v9.2 (SAS Institute, Cary, NC) and the Analytic Data 
Research by Email (ANDRE) portal of the CDC Research Data Center in Hyattsville, MD [16].  
Results from quantitative trait tests of association were plotted using Synthesis-View [17,18]. 

3.  Results 

Study population characteristics are given in Table 2.  Overall half of the adult participants were 
non-Hispanic white and female.  Both non-Hispanic black and Mexican American participants 
were younger on average compared with non-Hispanic white participants.  As expected based on 
the known epidemiology [2], the labs associated with kidney function were worse in non-Hispanic 
blacks compared with the other two groups.  More cases of chronic kidney disease were identified 
among non-Hispanic black participants compared with the other two groups.  Conversely, more 
cases of albuminuria were identified among Mexican American participants compared with the 
other two groups (Table 2). 

The allele frequencies for the coded allele of each SNP are displayed in Figure 1 by 
race/ethnicity. Coded alleles for rs10502868, rs12917707, rs2032487, rs2467853, rs2900976, and 
rs4821480 were all more common in non-Hispanic blacks than non-Hispanic whites and Mexican 
Americans. Coded alleles for rs10505955, rs17319721, and rs9305354 were all more common in 
non-Hispanic whites than non-Hispanic blacks and Mexican Americans. Coded alleles for 
rs1243400 were more common in Mexican Americans than non-Hispanic blacks and non-Hispanic 
whites.  Four of the SNPs characterized here (rs12917707, rs2032487, rs2467853, and rs4821480) 
are not included in the International HapMap Project Phase 3 [19] and therefore do not have  
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Table 1.  SNPs selected for targeted genotyping in NHANES 1999-2002 and their previously reported 
associations.  Abbreviations: beta (β); family-based association tests (FBAT); generalized estimating 
equations (GEE); not reported (NR); odds ratio (OR). 

rs number 
(Coded allele) 

Nearest gene 
(Location) 

Associated phenotype 
(Population) 

Reported 
genetic effect 

(p-value) 

PubMed ID 

rs2900976 
(NR) 

DYSF-
RPS20P10 
(intergenic) 

Albumin 
(Tuscans living in the Chianti region of 

Italy) 

NR 
(1.4x10-6) 

18464913 

rs10505955 
(G) 

BCAT1 
(intronic) 

Albumin 
(Korculans from Korcula, Croatia) 

β = 0.10 
(9.5x10-6) 

19260141 

rs10502868 
(G) 

SLC14A2 
(intronic) 

Albumin 
(Korculans from Korcula, Croatia) 

β = -0.40 
(6.5x10-6) 

19260141 
 

rs1243400 
(NR) 

- 
(chromosome 

10) 

Albumin, urinary 
(European Americans from 

Framingham, MA) 

NR 
(4.8x10-6 based 

on FBAT) 

17903292 

rs9305354 
(NR) 

LOC284825 
(intergenic) 

 

Albumin, urinary 
(European Americans from 

Framingham, MA) 

NR 
(8.4x10-6 based 

on GEE) 

17903292 

rs12917707 
(G) 

UMOD 
(5′ flanking) 

Chronic kidney disease 
Glomerular filtration rate, estimated by 

serum creatinine 
(European-descent participants from 

multiple cohorts) 

OR =1.25 
(2.3x10-12) 
β = 0.02 

(5.2x10-16) 

19430482 

rs17319721 
(A) 

SHROOM3 
(intronic) 

Glomerular filtration rate, estimated by 
serum creatinine 

(European-descent participants from 
multiple cohorts) 

β = -0.01 
(1.2x10-12) 

19430482 

rs2467853 
(G) 

SPATA5L1 
(intronic) 

Glomerular filtration rate, estimated by 
serum creatinine 

(European-descent participants from 
multiple cohorts) 

β = -0.01 
(6.2x10-14) 

19430482 

rs2032487 
(C ) 

MYH9 
(intronic) 

End-stage renal disease, non-diabetic 
(African Americans) 

OR = 2.19 
(1.46x10-11, 

recessive 
genetic model) 

18794854 

rs4821480 
(T) 

MYH9 
(intronic) 

End-stage renal disease, non-diabetic 
(African Americans) 

OR = 2.29 
(7.31x10-11, 

recessive 
genetic model) 

18794854 

rs4821481 
(T) 

MYH9 
(intronic) 

End-stage renal disease, non-diabetic 
(African Americans) 

OR = 2.25 
(1.46x10-12, 

recessive 
genetic model) 

18794854 
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reference allele frequency data available for comparison across populations.  Of the remaining six 
SNPs, the majority of allele frequencies observed in NHANES were similar to those observed in 
HapMap populations with similar genetic ancestry [African Americans from Southwestern United 
States (ASW), European Americans from Utah (CEU), and Mexican Americans from Los 
Angeles, California (MEX)].  Of note is SLC14A2 rs10502868 where the MEX allele frequency 
(2%) was significantly higher compared with the frequency estimated in Mexican Americans from 
NHANES (0.001%).  Also, MEX allele frequencies are not available for SHROOM3 rs17319721, 
common variant in Mexican Americans from NHANES (37%; Figure 1). 
 

Table 2.  Study population characteristics.  Means (+/- standard 
deviation) given unless otherwise noted. 

 

Non-
Hispanic 

whites 

Non-
Hispanic 

blacks 

Mexican 
Americans 

n 6,293 3,013 3,542 

Female (%) 
3,385 

(53.8%) 
1,652 

(54.8%) 
1,761 

(49.7%) 

Age, in years 53.24 
(19.70) 

44.08 
(17.27) 

44.00 
(17.69) 

ln(serum creatinine, mg/dL) -0.10 (0.31) 0.003 (0.32) -0.20 (0.34) 

ln(urinary creatinine, mg/dL) 4.53 (0.75) 4.97 (0.65) 4.65 (0.73) 

Albuminuria (%) 
14/5944 
(0.2%) 

15/2779 
(0.5%) 

34/3377 
(1.0%) 

Urinary albumin-to-urinary 
creatinine ratio (ACR)   

0.002 (0.05) 0.006 (0.07) 0.010 (0.10) 

Urinary albumin, mg/mL 33.20 
(221.08) 

76.27 
(454.86) 

77.06 
(583.25) 

eGFR 
50.78 

(26.38) 
73.91 

(52.74) 
48.24 

(30.83) 

CKD (%) 
1734/5940 

(29.2%) 
1555/2796 

(55.6%) 
922/3378   
(27.3%) 
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Test of association p-values and directions of genetic effect are displayed in Figure 2 for each 
SNP and trait across each population sample.  Eight of the genotyped SNPs were associated (at 
p<0.05) with at least one trait in at least one population.  Of these, three SNPs were limited to 
association with one trait in one population: 1) DYSF-RPS20P10 rs2900976 was associated with 
natural log transformed creatinine in non-Hispanic blacks (β = -0.022), 2) SHROOM3 rs17319721 
was associated with natural log transformed creatinine in non-Hispanic whites (β = 0.011), and 3) 
LOC284825 rs9305354 was associated with natural log transformed urinary creatinine in non-
Hispanic blacks (β = -0.047). Three SNPs were associated with multiple traits in non-Hispanic 
whites: 1) UMOD rs12917707 was associated with natural log transformed creatinine and eGFR 
(β = 0.016 and 1.209, respectively), 2) MYH9 rs4821480 was associated with natural log 
transformed creatinine, albumin-creatinine ratio, and CKD (β = 0.023, 0.180, and odds ratio = 
1.305 and 95% confidence interval 1.053 – 1.617, respectively), and 3) MYH9 rs2032487 was 
associated with natural log transformed creatinine, eGFR, albumin-creatinine ratio, and CKD (β = 
0.030, 1.963, 0.196, and odds ratio = 1.340 and 95% confidence interval 1.076 – 1.669, 
respectively). 

Figure 1.  Coded allele frequency of kidney disease or trait-associated SNPs by race/ethnicity.  Allele 
frequencies (y-axis) are given for each of the ten SNPs genotyped in NHANES (x-axis) for each race/ethnicity.  
Race/ethnicity is color-coded (blue for non-Hispanic whites, red for non-Hispanic blacks, and green for Mexican 
Americans).  Allele frequencies displayed here were calculated based on NHANES III and NHANES 1999-2002 
frequencies combined. 

 

SNP rs1243400 on chromosome 10 was associated with CKD in non-Hispanic whites and non-
Hispanic blacks, though in opposite directions of effect for the same coded allele (odds ratio = 
1.182; 95% confidence interval = 1.064 – 1.313 and odds ratio = 0.851; 95% confidence interval 
0.74 - 0.98, respectively). SPATA5L1 rs2467853 was associated with several traits in all three 
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populations, with natural log transformed creatinine in non-Hispanic whites and Mexican 
Americans (β = 0.016 and - 0.017, respectively), with eGFR in non-Hispanic whites and non-
Hispanic blacks (β = 1.137 and 4.115, respectively), with natural log transformed urinary 
creatinine in non-Hispanic blacks (β = 0.050), with eGFR in Mexican Americans (β = 1.407), and 
with CKD in non-Hispanic whites (odds ratio = 1.135; 95% confidence interval 1.026 – 1.257).  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.  Results of tests of association are displayed using Synthesis-View by SNP, quantitative trait, and 
race/ethnicity.  Plotted are the p-values (y-axis is –log of the p-value).  The triangles denote the direction of the 
genetic effect.  The red line is a p-value threshold of 0.05. Abbreviations:  Albumin-creatinine ratio (ACR); albumin 
(AL), estimated Glomerular Filtration Rate (eGFR), serum creatinine (CR), urinary creatinine (uCR); non-Hispanic 
white (NHW), non-Hispanic black (NHB), Mexican American (MA). 
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4.  Discussion 

We tested ten kidney disease and trait-associated SNPs for an association with CKD and kidney 
traits in non-Hispanic whites, non-Hispanic blacks, and Mexican Americans ascertained regardless 
of health status for a national survey.  As might be expected based on the SNP selection criteria, 
we observed eight associations with at least one trait in at least one population at p<0.05 in this 
diverse epidemiologic survey.  No one SNPs was associated for the same trait or outcome across 
all three populations tested.  However, we did observe that SNPs such as those in MYH9 were 
associated with several traits and outcomes in a single population.    

That the MYH9 SNPs were associated with several traits/outcomes in non-Hispanic whites is 
not surprising, given the previous reports in the literature [20]. Surprising, however, is the lack of 
association of these SNPs in non-Hispanic blacks and Mexican Americans given the strong 
linkage disequilibrium between the MYH9 SNPs and APOL1 variants that are strongly associated 
with kidney disease in African Americans.  In the present study, the three MYH9 SNPs targeted 
for genotyping are in strong linkage disequilibrium with one another in all three racial/ethnic 
groups (r2 ranging from 0.86 – 1.0).  Reports have implicated APOL1 as the driving cause of 
racial/ethnic disparity in kidney disease [21], though other function studies suggest MYH9 remains 
relevant to kidney disease risk [22]. The lack of association may be attributable to the combination 
of heterogeneous kidney diseases among individuals in the Mexican American and non-Hispanic 
black samples. 

Affordability and representation are among the ten things that must be addressed in order to 
achieve precision medicine [23].  Ideally, genetic variants selected for clinical genotyping are 
relevant to all populations tested, and therefore efficient in providing potentially healthcare-related 
data even at the individual patient level.  To achieve this goal, it is crucial that variants selected for 
genotyping have relevancy to traits in multiple populations, not just European-descent individuals.   

Arguably, precision medicine will also be more efficiently achieved with the addition and 
expansion of discovery studies that assess the impact of genetic variation in all populations and 
racial/ethnic backgrounds. The MYH9-APOL1 variants, which have a much greater impact in 
individuals of African ancestry, are an example of precision medicine targets that will streamline 
the process of identifying patients at greater risk for developing kidney disease, and also 
identifying donor kidneys that are more likely to survive [24]. 

The present study had numerous weaknesses and strengths.  Despite the overall large sample 
size of Genetic NHANES (n = 14,998), the present study was limited to adult participants with 
kidney traits available for analysis.  As a result, the sample size of participants with CKD was 
modest resulting in lower statistical power to replicate known genetic associations.  Additionally, 
not all participants with CKD will progress to end-stage renal disease requiring dialysis.  An 
assessment of end-stage renal disease as opposed to the more general CKD may have allowed the 
detection and replication of genetic associations observed for MYH9 in African Americans. 
Additionally, evaluating a specific subset of kidney disease (diabetic nephropathy, focal segmental 
glomerulosclerosis, HIV-associated nephropathy, etc.) would likely also yield more harmonized 
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results.  Likewise, protein in the urine (proteinuria or albuminuria, depending upon method of 
measurement) is the diagnostic hallmark and indicator of kidney dysfunction [1]; however, this 
was an uncommon condition in the present study resulting in low statistical power.   

Despite these limitations, the present study had several strengths including the availability of 
multiple kidney disease and quantitative traits as well as three racial/ethnic groups from the United 
States.  Large prospective studies and clinical-based repositories will be required to realize the 
vision of precision medicine particularly for health disparities across diverse populations. The 
current governmental support for focus on precision medicine heralds the necessity of studies such 
as the one presented herein.  In a precision medicine setting, it is crucial to realize the different 
genetic effects and associations that can be observed in racial/ethnic populations.  Kidney disease 
is a well-known example of health disparities with a strong, known genetic component influencing 
disease risk (MYH9-APOL1) and, while a genetic basis for the disparate rates of kidney diseases 
across racial/ethnic groups is widely recognized, research such as this is necessary to 
systematically characterize genome-wide and candidate gene identified genetic variants across 
diverse populations. 
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Glial tumors have been heavily studied and sequenced, leading to scores of findings about altered 
genes. This explosion in knowledge has not been matched with clinical success, but efforts to 
understand the synergies between drivers of glial tumors may alleviate the situation. We present a 
novel molecular classification system that captures the combinatorial nature of relationships 
between alterations in these diseases. We use this classification to mine for enrichment of variants 
of unknown significance, and demonstrate a method for segregating unknown variants with 
functional importance from passengers and SNPs. 

1. Introduction 

Molecular diagnostics are increasing in importance to clinical oncology as the number of 
therapies targeting specific molecular alterations and pathways in cancer grows. These new drugs 
are accompanied by a shift in the tumor classification paradigm away from one based on 
histopathology to one centered on the molecular drivers of cancer. This has resulted in a 
proliferation of studies investigating the roles of various tumor suppressors and oncogenes in 
many types of tumors. The methods by which samples are interrogated have also shifted away 
from single gene hotspot tests to massively parallel, multiple marker integrated platforms1. In 
addition to genetic alterations in driver genes, gene expression changes, promoter mutations and 
methylation status have been implicated in cancer progression. This explosion in our ability to 
measure does not always lead to an increase in understanding, as we struggle to understand the 
relationships between the many markers we can now observe.   

The genomic landscape of brain cancer, in particular tumors of glial origin, is a particularly 
difficult area for interpretation, for while large-scale sequencing studies of glioblastoma and 
lower grade astrocytomas have identified multiple targetable oncogenic driver alterations2, these 
results have yet to meaningfully impact treatment decisions. Targeted therapies have had limited 
success in these tumor types, and multiple clinical trials have failed to show benefit with targeted 
tyrosine kinase inhibitors3,4. Existing molecular classification schemes are either based on gene 
expression5, performed exclusively in lower grade gliomas like oligodendrogliomas6, or focused 
on the ‘main three’ markers (IDH mutation, TERT promoter mutation and chromosome 1p/19q 
loss)7. We present a genomic classification for glial tumors based on comprehensive massively 
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parallel sequencing of over 800 glial cancers of different grades, annotation of the resultant 
variant calls, and subsequent latent class analysis of the detected genetic alteration landscape.  

In our classification, we take care to annotate alterations as either: ‘known or likely’ drivers 
of cancer, or ‘variants of unknown significance’ (VUS), as described in Methods and Materials. 
The motivation for this is to segregate genomic events that play a role in the tumor mechanism 
from innocuous alterations (i.e. SNPs and passenger mutations). While there are notable 
exceptions, in general it is somatic alterations that drive tumors8. We filter out suspected germ 
line variant calls using dbSNP9, but this database is based on 1000 human genomes, meaning 
that the rarer SNPs will not be accounted for. ‘Passenger’ mutations can also confound the 
alteration landscape. Briefly speaking, passenger mutations are alterations accumulated during 
clonal expansion that do not currently confer any selective advantage onto the tumor10. The 
clinical significance of labeling these genomic events is paramount: if the oncologist elects to 
target a passenger mutation, the therapeutic regimen will presumably have no effect. 

Any alteration that cannot be explicitly labeled as driver, passenger, or SNP is considered to 
be a VUS. If we look at the number of variant calls that are considered ‘known and likely’ versus 
the number we consider to be VUSs, we find that the VUSs account for the majority of what we 
detect. Thus we have a scenario in which there are modes of cancer unaccounted for, but this 
signal is mixed heavily with the noise of germ line variants and passenger mutations, making this 
excellent territory for variant prioritization approaches. Existing methods to evaluate the 
significance of unknown alterations in the context of disease range widely in their strategies. 
Sequence conservation based algorithms make the argument that mutations at heavily conserved 
residues in oncogenes and tumor suppressors are more likely to be deleterious11. Structural 
biology based methods stratify alterations based on their impact on protein folding energy and 
solubility12. 

We propose that a parallel method to assign significance to uncharacterized mutations is to 
align them to existing knowledge. Our classification of glioma samples, which is based on a 
small number of heavily mutated known cancer drivers, is statistically robust and well supported 
by existing literature. We use this classification as a reference point representing the current state 
of knowledge regarding the molecular landscape of glioma and examine how VUSs, which were 
not included in the definition of the molecular classes, distribute themselves along class 
partitions. We argue that genes that show skewed distributions towards a specific class 
participate in the mechanism driving tumors of that class in an as yet previously undescribed 
manner. 

2. Materials and Methods 

2.1  Comprehensive genomic profiling 

All samples were submitted to a CLIA-certified, New York State and CAP-accredited laboratory 
(Foundation Medicine, Cambridge MA) for NGS-based genomic profiling, as previously 
described13. Extracted DNA was adaptor-ligated and capture was performed for all coding exons 
of 287 cancer-related and 47 introns of 19 genes frequently rearranged in cancer (Sup Table S1). 
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Captured libraries were sequenced to a median exon coverage depth of >500x, and resultant 
sequences were analyzed for base substitutions, insertions, deletions, copy number alterations 
(focal amplifications and homozygous deletions) and select gene fusions. Natural germline 
variants from the 1000 Genomes Project (dbSNP135)8 were removed, and known confirmed 
somatic alterations deposited in the Catalog of Somatic Mutations in Cancer (COSMIC v62)14 
were highlighted as biologically significant (i.e. ‘known and likely variants’). All inactivating 
events (i.e. truncations and deletions) in known tumor suppressor genes were also called as 
significant. 

2.2  Data selection and filtering 

Analysis was performed on a combined dataset of 847 glial tumor samples from four separate 
diseases: 76 oligodendrogliomas (BOD), 99 low and mid-grade astrocytomas (LGA), 101 
anaplastic astrocytomas (AA), and 571 brain glioblastomas (GBM). For each gene that is altered 
in the data set, we count how many samples within that set carry an alteration in this gene, not 
taking into account alteration type (e.g. gene amplification, point mutation, etc.). If a sample has 
multiple alterations in a given gene (i.e. an indel and an amplification), it is still only counted 
once. The list of gene counts is then sorted, and all genes not altered in at least six samples are 
discarded in order to keep statistical power high. Because certain sets of genes tend to occur 
together in co-amplified vectors (e.g. CDKN2A and CDKN2B), we added a ‘co-amplification’ 
feature: if two genes occur in a data set, and their genetic co-ordinates are within 10 Mb of one 
another on the same chromosome, a separate variable that indicates their co-occurrence is added 
to the feature list. For instance, if co-mutations in CDKN2A and CDKN2B occur with sufficient 
frequency in a data set, there should be three features: the presence of a CDKN2A alteration only, 
the presence of a CDKN2B alteration only, and the presence of an alteration in both genes. This 
concept can be extended to three and four co-amplified genes. We estimate structure models 
while changing the ‘class number’ parameter r for each r=1,…,R, and then progressively increase 
r until the number of parameters to be estimated in the model exceed the number of samples (i.e. 
system is underdetermined). The full list of features used for clustering is given in Sup Table S2. 

2.3  Latent class analysis 

Latent class analysis was performed with the R package poLCA, version 1.415. For each tumor 
sample i in our set, there are J manifest (observable) variables (genes), each of which can have 
one of two Kj outcomes (altered|not altered). The latent class model approximates the observed 
distribution of the manifest variables with a weighted sum of R cross-classification tables. The 
probability that a sample in class r = 1,…,R produces the kth outcome on the jth variable is 
represented by πjrk, and the weight for a given class r is denoted by pr. Thus, for each manifest 
variable within a class, ∑ 𝜋𝑗𝑟𝑘 = 1,

𝐾𝑗

𝑘=1  and across all classes ∑ 𝑝𝑟 = 1.𝑟  Denoting the observed 
value of the jth manifest variable for sample i having the kth outcome as Yijk (such that if gene j 
in sample i is mutated Yijk = 1, otherwise Yijk = 0), the probability that sample i in class r has any 
given set of mutations J is given by: 
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𝐾𝑗

𝑘=1

𝐽

𝑗=1

 

 

(1) 

Across all classes ‘r’, this probability is given by: 

𝑃(𝑌𝑖|𝜋, 𝑝) =  ∑ 𝑝𝑟

𝑅

𝑟=1

∏ ∏(𝜋𝑗𝑟𝑘)𝑌𝑖𝑗𝑘

𝐾𝑗

𝑘=1

𝐽

𝑗=1

 

 

(2) 

The parameters estimated by poLCA are pr and πjrk. Denoting the total number of samples in the 
set as N, the latent class model is found by maximizing the log-likelihood function (3) with 
respect to pr and πjrk using expectation-maximization: 

ln 𝐿 = ∑ ln ∑ 𝑝𝑟

𝑅

𝑟=1

∏ ∏(𝜋𝑗𝑟𝑘)𝑌𝑖𝑗𝑘

𝐾𝑗

𝑘=1

𝐽

𝑗=1

𝑁

𝑖=1

 

 

(3) 

The above equation reaches its maximum values with class partitions that best satisfy the 
conditional independence criterion (i.e. that manifest variables show conditional independence 
within a class). The number of classes in a model is a parameter adjusted by the user, and a 
larger value results in a higher log-likelihood score for the model. poLCA finds local maxima 
starting from initial values of pr and πjrk, thus to ensure the global maximum is found for each 
model we estimate the model 10,000 times with random initial parameter values each time, 
ultimately keeping the estimated model with the best log-likelihood score. To select the most 
probable of the many candidate latent structure models, we use a metric called the Akaike 
Information Criterion16, defined as: 

𝐴𝐼𝐶 = 2𝑘 − 2ln 𝐿 (4) 

where k is the number of estimated parameters specified by the model (a product of the number 
of features and the number of classes in the model), and L is the maximized value of the log-
likelihood function we described earlier. Under certain conditions, an alternate information 
metric called the Bayesian Information Criterion17 can be used. This is defined as: 

𝐵𝐼𝐶 = −2 ln 𝐿 + 𝑘 ln 𝑛 (5) 

where n is the total number of sample instances being analyzed. Discussed in greater detail 
elsewhere18, the BIC can be the appropriate metric for evaluating multiple models when the 
model space is dominated by a few major effects and contains likely nested models, which we 
believe to be the case for our combined dataset. Given a set of candidate models, the most 
appropriate model is the one that minimizes the AIC or BIC. 

2.4  Feature selection approach 

We performed an initial LCA on the dataset using a large number of features. For each feature, 
we calculated the initial entropy of the feature using Shannon’s entropy formula19, where p is the 
probability of seeing that feature in any given sample across the data set: 
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𝐻(𝑋) = −𝑝 log2 𝑝 (6) 

This allows us to compare the loss of entropy in each feature across classes as we increase the 
complexity of the models we fit the data to. We use entropy loss as a measure of how well the 
LCA partitions the alteration occurrences. If the probability of seeing a feature within a class is 
px and the probability of a given sample being a member of that class is given as py, then this 
entropy can be calculated across multiple classes using the conditional version of Shannon’s 
formula20: 

𝐻(𝑋|𝑌) = 𝑝𝑥|𝑦 log2

𝑝𝑦

𝑝𝑥|𝑦
 (7) 

We calculate the entropy loss for each feature across all models to determine if that feature 
accounts for a significant portion of the entropy drop for the entire system. We then use that 
metric as a basis to set a lower threshold for the number of features to be included in the 
modeling and then performed a ‘higher-resolution’ LCA using this reduced feature set. 

2.5  Association of VUSs with known classes 

After computing the most likely classification for each sample using the high-resolution LCA 
based on a small number of known and likely features, we performed statistical testing of all of 
the alterations detected in the samples assigned to each class. We grouped alterations by gene, 
and separated those annotated as ‘known and likely’ from ones annotated as ‘VUS.’ For each 
feature in each class, we calculated the enrichment within the given class against all other classes 
of ‘known and likely’ alterations, ‘VUS’ alterations, and total alterations using a one-sided 
Fisher’s Exact test. P-values obtained using Fisher’s Exact are adjusted for multiple hypothesis 
testing using the Bonferroni formula21: 

𝛼adj = 1 − (1 − 𝛼)𝑛 (8) 

where α is the significance level of the result, and n is the total number of independent tests 
conducted, which in this case is 83 features × 5 tests each = 415 total tests. In the case where a 
gene’s association with two classes simultaneously is tested, the exponent used for Bonferroni 
correction is 1245. 

3. Results 

Investigational LCA of the combined glial tumors set was performed using 83 features with up to 
eight classes being modeled. Analysis of entropic loss per feature during modeling reveals that 
the majority of information loss is accounted for by the 17 most frequently occurring features 
(84.1%, 84.1%, 70.8%, 70.2%, 70.2%, 69.2%, 69.1% for 2-class, 3-class, 4-class, 5-class, 6-
class, 7-class, 8-class models, respectively; Figure 1). LCA was performed with these 17 features 
with the 6-class solution deemed most likely given BIC metrics (Table 1). Class 1 is dominated 
by alterations in CDKN2A/B (190/190 samples; p=1) and EGFR (161/190; p=0.84) (Figure 2). 
Class 2 also features alterations in CDKN2A/B (116/162; p=0.72), but instead of EGFR shows 
alterations in NF1 (92/162; p=0.56). Class 3 showcases alterations in EGFR (64/114; p=0.56) 
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and CDK4/MDM2 (49/114; p=0.43). Class 4 is selective for alterations in IDH1 (137/151; 
p=0.91), TP53 (145/151; p=0.96) and ATRX (140/151; p=0.93). Class 5 is characterized by IDH1 
mutation (89/89; p=1) and alterations in CIC (31/89; p=0.35) and TP53 (38/89; p=0.43). Class 6 
is represented by alterations in TP53 (111/141; p=0.79), RB1 (55/141; p=0.39) and PTEN 
(68/141; p=0.48). The full model is given in Table 2.  

 
Figure 1. Information theoretic analysis of the clustering behavior of the 83 features most frequently altered in the 
glial tumor cohort. The bulk (~70%) of entropy loss achieved by class segregation is concentrated in the top 17 
features. 

Enrichment analysis of all alterations including VUSs for samples within a given class reveals 
notable contributions from PTEN (p=1.2e-8) in Class 1, PTPN11 (p=0.018) in Class 2, and 
NOTCH1 (p=0.018), NOTCH4 (p=0.043), ARID1A (p=5.6e-4), and SMARCA4 (p=0.09) in Class 
4 (Table 3). The full list of enrichment results is listed in Supplemental Table S3. 
 

Classes LL AIC BIC Parameters Relative P (AIC) Relative P (BIC) 
1 -5370.53 10775.07 10855.68 17 0 1.20e-261 
2 -4829.37 9728.731 9894.69 35 3.30e-146 5.74e-53 
3 -4682.99 9471.985 9723.295 53 1.86e-90 9.48e-16 
4 -4602.15 9346.296 9682.957 71 3.65e-63 5.44e-07 
5 -4528.9 9235.796 9657.807 89 3.61e-39 0.16 
6 -4466.37 9146.745 9654.107 107 7.84e-20 1 
7 -4422.78 9095.558 9688.27 125 1.02e-08 3.82e-08 
8 -4386.38 9058.758 9736.821 143 1 1.10e-18 

Table 1. High resolution LCA solutions for the combined glial tumor data set, with class number parameter varying 
between 1 and 8. LL = log likelihood, AIC = Akaike Information Criterion, BIC = Bayesian Information Criterion. 
Relative probabilities for the models depend on AIC and BIC, and are calculated using the Akaike weight formula: 
𝑝𝑖 = 𝑒-(AIC𝑖−AIC𝑚𝑖𝑛)/2. 
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Figure 2. Latent model of the combined glial tumor cohort featuring six classes. The glial tumor cohort includes 
clinically confirmed cases of oligodendroglioma, low- and mixed-grade astrocytoma, anaplastic astrocytoma, and 
glioblastoma. 

 
Feature Class 1 Class 2 Class 3 Class 4 Class 5 Class 6 
TP53 0.178 0.197 0 0.963 0.433 0.79 
CDKN2A/B 1 0.716 0 0.142 0.106 0 
EGFR 0.848 0.033 0.56 0.019 0.038 0.263 
PTEN 0.44 0.29 0.37 0.028 0.036 0.483 
IDH1 0 0 0.014 0.908 1 0 
ATRX 0.005 0.079 0 0.929 0 0.033 
NF1 0.047 0.559 0.036 0.049 0.062 0.167 
PIK3CA 0.096 0.137 0.109 0.063 0.306 0.114 
RB1 0.007 0.012 0 0.019 0.013 0.388 
PIK3R1 0.069 0.101 0.041 0.044 0.087 0.045 
CDKN2A 0 0.033 0.208 0.028 0 0.163 
CDK4 0.025 0 0 0.051 0.049 0.228 
CDK4/MDM2 0.007 0.012 0.425 0 0 0 
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BRAF 0.015 0.139 0 0.019 0.024 0.033 
MDM4 0.077 0.012 0.03 0 0.026 0.088 
NOTCH1 0.009 0.008 0.017 0.07 0.162 0.015 
CIC 0.005 0 0 0.005 0.345 0.008 

Table 2. Best LCA model of the brain glioblastoma data set according to BIC metrics presented in the form of a 
class-conditional probability table. Each class is a column, and the probability of observing a sample of a given class 
is shown at the top of the column. Each row is a feature used in the model, and each cell value is the probability of 
observing an alteration in that feature in a sample assigned to that class.  

 
Gene Class Known/Likely VUS p-Value Adj. p-Value 
PTEN 1 88 15 2.9e-11 1.2e-8 

PTPN11 2 13 4 4.3e-5 1.8e-2 
ARID2 4/5 6 14 3.1e-5 3.8e-2 

SMARCA4 4/5 11 18 1.3e-5 1.5e-2 
ARID1A 5 9 12 1.4e-6 5.6e-4 
NOTCH1 5 13 12 4.5e-5 1.8e-2 
NOTCH4 5 1 12 1.0e-5 4.3e-2 

Table 3. Enrichment of selected genes in pre-defined molecular sub-classes taking VUSs into account. 
 

Gene Class-Specific Variants of Unknown Significance 
PTEN R15del, D24ins, I28T, P30L, Y46C, R47S, N48K, N48S, H61Q, Y65N, 

V85I, V175M, Y188D, D326Y, D326H 
PTPN11 D61A, F285S, T411M, A461T 
ARID1A A139T, A165_166insA, G278D, P289A, G352R, G712A, P870L, P989L, 

V1082G, K1124N, P1209L, G1222E, G1274R, P1275S, V1834M 
ARID2 G16E, S129C, V138A, R231K, S365L, V450I, A858T, V1040I, A1107V, 

E1249del, P1395S, V1503L, D1703E, N1796K 
SMARCA4 G10E, P16S, P24S, G53E, G206S, P324S, L754F, P913S, Q1104R, 

Q1104R, V1016L, R1157G, G1159R, D1177N, A1186T, R1192H, 
R1203L, E1287K, T1358I, E1512K 

NOTCH1 C344G, F357S, P422S, P447S, C461Y, C467Y, G519S, A958V, R1114H,  
P1287C, C1467Y, R1664K, G1704E, S2030F, A2035_L2048del, G2169E, 
V2249M 

NOTCH4 E33K, G47R, R113K, G216S, S312F, G337D, P631L, G642N, A647G, 
R807H, V1457M, G1510S, G1701E 

Table 4. Class-specific VUSs in genes found to associate significantly with pre-defined classes. 
 
4. Discussion 

Oligodendroglioma (OD), low- and mixed-grade astrocytoma (LGA), anaplastic astrocytoma 
(AA), and brain glioblastoma (GBM) tumors are all thought to originate from glial precursor 
cells, and are difficult to segregate using histopathology22. Multiple studies have grouped various 
subsets of these four diseases together for the purposes of molecular profiling23. We sequenced 
847 of these tumors on a comprehensive massively parallel sequencing platform capable of 
detecting alterations in several hundred cancer related genes, examined the genetic alteration 
landscape from an information theoretic perspective using unsupervised classification, and found 
the genes that contribute most to classification. After stratifying the dataset into the likely 
molecular classes based on known and likely somatic alterations, we examined the distribution of 
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variants of unknown significance (VUS) within each class. The highest enrichments of VUSs 
within a given class as measured by p-value are considered in more detail. 

4.1  Analysis of alteration landscape 

Recognizing the similarities in histology between each disease type, we felt it was prudent to 
combine the tumor sets into one large superset consisting of 847 total samples. The initial 
analysis was done using 83 features. Analysis of the information content in every model showed 
that the entropic loss is concentrated in the 17 most frequently occurring features, which we 
consider sufficient to classify a large subset of tumors belonging to any of these four disease 
types. These features are alterations in TP53, CDKN2A/B, EGFR, PTEN, IDH1, ATRX, NF1, 
PIK3CA, RB1, PIK3R1, CDKN2A, CDK4, CDK4/MDM2, BRAF, MDM4, NOTCH1, and CIC. 
LCA considering just these 17 features yields a well-delineated six-way mixture model. Class 1 
is driven by disruption to the cell-cycle mechanism with every sample in this class showing a co-
deletion of CDKN2A and CDKN2B, as well as a hyper-activated signal transduction network 
with EGFR alterations being found in most samples in this class. Though not unique to this class, 
PTEN alterations are found in nearly half of all tumors in class 1. Class 2 seems to be related to 
Class 1, with both featuring CDKN2A/B co-deletion, though with NF1 alterations in place of 
EGFR. Interestingly, alterations in these genes between these two classes show a nearly 
completely mutually exclusive relationship, suggesting that the alterations have a similar 
functional effect. Previous subtyping studies detected both of these classes, but were unable to 
segregate them, and did not allude to any mutual exclusivity between EGFR and NF14-6. These 
two classes are significantly associated with poor prognosis, high tumor grade, and positive 
response to aggressive therapy. 
 Classes 4 and 5 are also related, and have also been discovered and confirmed to be 
clinically significant by prior studies. Class 4 features alterations in IDH1, ATRX and TP53, and 
is associated with positive prognosis and lower tumor grade. This class is typically found in 
astrocytoma, though we have seen this profile in samples assigned to both lower (e.g. 
oligodendroglioma) and higher grade (e.g. glioblastoma) histology categories. Class 5 shows 
IDH1 mutation without ATRX alteration. Previous studies suggest that this class should also be 
associated with heterozygous deletion of chromosome arms 1p and 19q; manual inspection of 
sequencing data confirmed this to be the case. Class 5 should be associated with the best 
prognosis according to previous work, and is found primarily in oligodendrogliomas. 
 Class 3, which features alteration of EGFR in conjunction with co-amplification of CDK4 
and MDM2 in a variation of the cell-cycle/signal transduction perturbation theme found in 
classes 1 and 2, and Class 6, which is driven by the combination of TP53 and RB1 alteration 
represent novel classes that have not been detected in previous cohorts, though a prior 
investigation of anaplastic oligodendrogliomas found simultaneous disruption of the RB1 and 
TP53 pathways in 9/20 tumors24. 
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4.2  Association of VUSs with known classes 

Learning the classification of glial tumors by known and likely somatic variants leads us to 
comparing the distribution of VUSs in genes across those classifications. Class 1, which is driven 
by the combination of CDKN2A/B deletion and EGFR alteration, shows preference for mutations 
in PTEN, and in particular, VUSs. PTEN alterations are known to de-regulate the PI3K pathway, 
and have been found to synergize with activation of EGFR to promote increased tumor growth25. 
The unknown variants we detected in PTEN within class 1 tend to cluster towards the front end 
of the phosphatase tensin-type domain found between residues 14 and 185 in this protein. 
Inspection of the COSMIC databases shows multiple confirmed somatic events around this same 
area, with several direct overlaps between a somatic event from COSMIC and a VUS at the 
residue of interest. 
 Class 2 features a combination between CDKN2A/B co-deletion and NF1 alteration, and 
is enriched for PTPN11 alterations, including four previously undetected VUSs. PTPN11 
encodes a cytoplasmic protein tyrosine phosphatase that promotes the activation of the 
Ras/MAPK pathway, and mutations in this protein lead to it being constitutively active26. The 
association of alterations in these genes with alterations in NF1, which encodes a negative 
regulator of the GTPase HRAS, suggests that tumors of this type rely on perturbation of the Ras 
and PI3K pathways for their tumorigenicity, and that targeting proteins in these pathways may be 
a viable treatment paradigm. Comparing the unknown variants we found to the collection of 
known somatic PTPN11 variants from COSMIC reveals that there are confirmed somatic 
variants at D61 and at A461. 

While classes 1 and 2 are variants of the cell-cycle/signal transduction co-perturbation 
mode, class 5 is driven primarily by IDH1 mutation and some mutations in CIC. Previous studies 
claim that this class should be associated with mutation in NOTCH1 and FUBP1, along with 
heterozygous deletion of chromosome arms 1p and 19q. These have all been confirmed in this 
dataset. This class features enrichment of both NOTCH1 and NOTCH4 at a statistically 
significant level. These proteins are transmembrane receptors known for their role in patterning 
during embryogenesis. Alterations in NOTCH genes have been found in a large number of 
cancers, and are thought to contribute to oncogenesis by promoting angiogenesis and modulating 
the EMT27. Less frequently discussed is the formation of complexes featuring NOTCH proteins 
and histone de-methylases. Histone modification is known to be essential for transcription of 
NOTCH, and may be related to the fact that alterations in the SWI/SNF proteins ARID1A and 
SMARCA4 are also heavily enriched for in this class. Furthermore, ARID2, another known 
chromatin remodeler associates with classes 4 and 5. The role of the chromatin signaling 
network in this glioma subtype has not been previously described. 

4.3  Extending glial tumor genomics knowledge 

An obvious question regarding this approach is whether the ‘known’ LCA classes we use to 
explore VUS distributions are clinically relevant, or merely statistically significant. Several 
previous studies have discovered these classes independently, and verified their clinical 
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significance. A study of low-grade gliomas in the TCGA data set uncovered both a 
TP53/IDH1/ATRX class (Class 4) as well as a class driven primarily by IDH1 alterations with no 
concomitant ATRX events, with the occasional alteration in CIC (Class 5)5. These classes were 
shown to be clinically significant in terms of event-free and overall survival, age at diagnosis, 
primary tumor site, and molecular phenotype (i.e. methylation, gene expression, protein 
expression). Another study of GBM patients in the TCGA data found classes driven by 
CDKN2A/B co-deletion and NF1/EGFR alterations (Classes 1 and 2), though it did not recognize 
the mutual exclusivity between NF1 and EGFR4. The researchers found this class to be 
significantly associated with poorer prognosis and an older age at diagnosis. The combination of 
RB1 and TP53 alterations that typify Class 2 has been found in pre-clinical studies to generate 
sarcomas in mesenchymal stem cells, and is generally known to be a transforming combination 
in cell lines28. Class 3, which features EGFR alterations in combination with CDK4/MDM2 co-
amplifications, is a novel result that has not been described before in glial tumor literature. Our 
results have added novel associations of tumor suppressor and oncogene alterations with these 
classes. 
 Additionally, we can learn from the distribution of variants across the length of the gene. 
For genes significantly associated with a given class, the pileup of alterations has a conspicuous 
pattern. A superb example is SMARCA4. This SWI/SNF protein is enriched in classes 4 and 5, 
and the specific VUSs associated with these classes are distributed non-randomly. Specifically, 
10 of 20 unknown variants are found in a 200 aa region between AA1100 and AA1300. 
PROSITE29 suggests that this area is home to a helicase domain. Further investigation should be 
conducted as to the role of this domain in this protein in IDH1 driven brain tumors, as disrupting 
this mechanism represents a potential avenue to treating these cancers. 
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Open clinical trial data offer many opportunities for the scientific community to independently verify 
published results, evaluate new hypotheses and conduct meta-analyses. These data provide a springboard for 
scientific advances in precision medicine but the question arises as to how representative clinical trials data 
are of cancer patients overall. Here we present the integrative analysis of data from several cancer clinical 
trials and compare these to patient-level data from The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA). Comparison of 
cancer type-specific survival rates reveals that these are overall lower in trial subjects. This effect, at least to 
some extent, can be explained by the more advanced stages of cancer of trial subjects. This analysis also 
reveals that for stage IV cancer, colorectal cancer patients have a better chance of survival than breast cancer 
patients. On the other hand, for all other stages, breast cancer patients have better survival than colorectal 
cancer patients. Comparison of survival in different stages of disease between the two datasets reveals that 
subjects with stage IV cancer from the trials dataset have a lower chance of survival than matching stage IV 
subjects from TCGA. One likely explanation for this observation is that stage IV trial subjects have lower 
survival rates since their cancer is less likely to respond to treatment. To conclude, we present here a newly 
available clinical trials dataset which allowed for the integration of patient-level data from many cancer 
clinical trials. Our comprehensive analysis reveals that cancer-related clinical trials are not representative of 
general cancer patient populations, mostly due to their focus on the more advanced stages of the disease. 
These and other limitations of clinical trials data should, perhaps, be taken into consideration in medical 
research and in the field of precision medicine. 
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1.  Introduction 

Approximately 30,000 clinical trials are conducted each year across the globe and various market 
and regulatory forces are driving initiatives to publicly share patient-level data from these trials [1-
3]. With the advancement of science and betterment of the human condition in mind, there are 
several purported benefits for the sharing of clinical trial data [4-6]. Sharing these data offers the 
opportunities for the scientific community to independently verify published results. Lack of 
availability of original research data is a known, significant, barrier against reproducibility. 
Availability of the data may provide opportunities to evaluate new hypotheses that were not 
originally formulated in the studies, either by extending the analysis of data from a clinical trial or 
by combining data from different trials.  

The availability of clinical data from different trials makes such data an attractive source for 
systemic research and meta-analysis [7]. Examining disease-related patterns by meta-analysis can 
help gain better understanding of disease-related characteristics and lead to new discoveries and 
insights. Combining data from multiple clinical studies and evaluating the same disease with 
various outcome measures could help leverage an improvement in efficacy by suggesting possible 
combination of treatments. Additionally, these data may be used to identify and define subgroups 
of subjects who respond better to a specific treatment. The plethora of raw, individual-level 
clinical data should provide a real springboard for scientific advances in precision medicine and 
development of new techniques in clinical informatics [8-10].  

Due to the complexity of the different types of cancer, and the difficulties in selecting the right 
therapeutic approaches, increasing efforts are being dedicated towards improving cancer care via 
precision medicine [10, 11]. While most of the focus in this field is on the genetics and molecular 
characteristics of the cancer and increasing a drug efficacy based on the properties of a given 
tumor, other forms of clinical data can be useful in advancing precision medicine in cancer. 

Recently, several pharmaceutical clinical trial data sharing platforms such as the Project Data 
Sphere [1, 2] and the clinicalstudydatarequest.com site (developed by GlaxoSmithKline) have 
emerged, making raw data from clinical trials available for research. Another, well-established 
source for cancer-related clinical data is The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA), which aims to 
comprehensively characterize and analyze many cancer types and makes its data freely available 
for research [12]. While the TCGA’s focus lies in the genetics of cancer, establishing a large 
database of cancer genome sequences and aberrations, it also holds clinical data such as patient 
survival, treatment and demographics. 

While pharma-released data is increasingly becoming available for research, to our knowledge 
there are very few works that utilized these data sources. Here we present the integration of 
patient-level data from many cancer clinical trials, present the potential of these data and 
systematically evaluate whether, in the field of cancer, trial data can usefully represent patient 
populations. 
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2.  Methods 

2.1.  Clinical trial data from the Project Data Sphere portal 

Clinical trial data was obtained from the Project Data Sphere portal (projectdatasphere.org) which 
stores, shares and allows analysis of patient level phase III cancer trial data [2]. The database 
currently holds data from the comparator arms of 48 cancer clinical trials. Subjects assigned to the 
comparator arms of cancer clinical trials usually receive standard of care treatment. Following 
registration, submission and approval of a research proposal, the data is made available for either 
download or analysis on an online SAS platform (Figure 1). 
 

 
Fig. 1.  Clinical trial data processing workflow. 

 
Survival, demographic and treatment data for 10 cancer clinical trials (the first made available on 
the site which matched cancer types in the TCGA and for which annotation files were available) 
were downloaded from the Project Data Sphere database and used for the analyses presented here 
(Table 1).  
 

Table 1.  Clinical trial data downloaded from the Project Data Sphere portal. 

 Cancer type Study sponsor No. of subjects* ClinicalTrial.gov ID 

1 Breast Pfizer 166 NCT00373113 
2 Colorectal Astra Zeneca 690 NCT00384176 
3 Prostate Astra Zeneca 635 NCT00626548 
4 Prostate Astra Zeneca 248 NCT00672282 
5 Prostate Astra Zeneca 550 NCT00673205 
6 Prostate Centocor 45 NCT00385827 
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7 Prostate Celgene 226 NCT00988208 
8 Prostate Pfizer 278 NCT00676650 
9 Prostate Sanofi 371 NCT00417079 
10 Pancreas Sanofi 156 NCT00417209 

The majority of subjects have stage IV cancer. Approximately half (n=1439) of the prostate 
cancer subjects from the Astra Zeneca trials do not have a specific stage assigned. All breast 
cancer subjects are female; all prostate cancer subjects are male. In colorectal cancer, there 
are 290 females and 400 males. In the pancreatic cancer dataset, there are 64 females and 92 
males. * The number of subjects for which survival data was available. 

 

2.2.  The Cancer Genome Atlas dataset 

Data from the TCGA was selected to represent the general cancer subject population, representing 
a wide range of cancer stages, patient ages, ethnic groups and treatments. For each of the four 
cancers evaluated in this study (breast, colorectal, prostate and pancreatic), survival, treatment and 
demographic data were obtained from the TCGA database, April 27, 2015. These cancer types 
were selected due to their matching to cancer types available in our clinical trial dataset (Table 2). 
Only subjects for which survival data was available were included. Subcategories of cancer stages 
were converted to a more inclusive stage, for example: stages IIa, IIb, IIc were converted to stage 
II. 

  
 

Table 2.  The Cancer Genome Atlas dataset. 

Cancer type No. of subjects* Gender (%) Stage (%) 
Breast 1018 Male - 12 (1.2) 

Female - 1006 (98.8) 
I - 179 (17.6) 
II - 574 (56.4) 
III - 239 (23.5) 
IV - 21 (2.1) 
NA - 5 (0.5) 
 

Colorectal 355 Male - 190 (53.5) 
Female - 165 (46.5) 

I - 55 (16.74) 
II - 136 (38.8) 
III - 107 (28.4) 
IV - 48 (14.1) 
NA - 9 (2) 
 

Prostate 492 Male - 492 (100) 
Female - NA 

II - 337 (68.5) 
III - 48 (9.8) 
IV - 4 (0.8) 
NA - 103 (20.9) 
 

Pancreas 171 Male - 94 (55) 
Female - 77 (45) 

I - 18 (10.5) 
II - 142 (83) 
III - 5 (2.9) 
IV - 4 (2.3) 
NA - 2 (1.2) 

* The number of subjects for which survival data was available. 
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2.2.1.  Assigning cancer stage for the prostate cancer subset 

For the prostate cancer data subset, the cancer stage was not available for any of the subjects. 
We therefore assigned each subject with a cancer stage based on the tumor and metastasis 
status for which data was available. If the assigned metastasis status is M1, stage IV is 
assigned to that subject (regardless of tumor status). For metastasis status M0 and tumor status 
T1b, T1c, T1 and T2, stage II was assigned. For metastasis status M0 and tumor status T3, 
stage III was assigned and for metastasis status M0 and tumor status T4, stage IV was 
assigned. There were no other combinations of tumor and metastasis status in the data.  

2.3.  Survival analyses 

Kaplan-Meier analyses were conducted using the ‘Survival’ package (version 2.38-3) in R [13]. 
For calculation of the significance for the difference between sample sets, the log-rank test was 
used. For each analysis (by cancer type, cancer stage, gender etc.) subjects for which data was 
missing (from either dataset) were excluded. 

3.  Results 

3.1.  Clinical trial subjects show lower survival in comparison to TCGA subjects 

We first compared the survival of subjects between the four different cancer types (breast, 
colorectal, prostate and pancreatic) in each of the datasets. The survival of subjects from the 
clinical trial dataset are overall significantly (p<0.0001) lower in comparison to matching cancer 
types from the TCGA (Figure 2). This observation can logically be explained by the generally 
more progressive cancer stage of subjects included in the trial dataset, in comparison to the 
TCGA. One interesting observation however, is the differences in the order (from best to worst 
survival) of cancers in the survival plots, illustrated in Figure 2A and 2B. In trial subjects, breast 
cancer shows lower survival than colorectal while in TCGA subjects, breast cancer has a higher 
survival than colorectal cancer. In both datasets, the differences in survival between breast and 
colorectal cancer subjects are significant (p<0.005). Comparison of the demographics of trial and 
TCGA subjects reveals that age distribution is similar in both datasets other than for the “over 75 
years” age group (Figure 3A). For breast, colorectal and pancreatic cancers, the TCGA has more 
subjects over the age of 75 than the clinical trials; indicating that, clinical trials tend to select 
fewer older subjects. Gender distribution is similar in both datasets (Figure 3B) and the majority 
of subjects in both datasets are Caucasian (Figure 3C). 
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Fig. 2.  Cancer patient survival in clinical trials and TCGA. 
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Fig. 3.  Demographic variables in clinical trials and TCGA. (A) Age distribution in each cancer subset. (B) 
Gender distribution in each cancer subset (prostate cancer was excluded since subjects are always male). 
(C) Ethnic distribution in each of the datasets. 

	  

3.2.  Gender differences in clinical trial data but not TCGA 

We next compared the survival of subjects from trials to those from the TCGA on the basis of 
gender. When comparing subjects from all cancer types (breast, colorectal, prostate and 
pancreatic), significant differences in survival were found between males and females in the trial 
dataset (p=3.37e-12) but not in the TCGA (Figure 4). To evaluate whether it is the gender-specific 
cancer types (such as breast or prostate) which are driving this difference, we next compared the 
survival between genders in each dataset but this time limiting the analysis to only the pancreatic 
and colorectal cancer types which have a similar distribution of males and females in both 
datasets. In this instance, no significant gender differences in survival were found in either of the 
datasets. 
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Fig. 4.  Gender differences in survival in clinical trials and TCGA. 

 

3.3.  The effect of the cancer stage 

In order to evaluate the differences in survival based on patients’ cancer stages in the TCGA and 
trial datasets, for each cancer type all available stages from the TCGA were compared to stage IV 
subjects from the trial dataset (Figure 5). The trial data was limited to only stage IV (or advanced) 
subjects since that was the only available stage for most of the cancer types (breast, colorectal and 
pancreatic) in this dataset. In all four cancer types, stage IV subjects from clinical trials showed 
lower survival rates than subjects with other stages of cancer from the TCGA. In addition, in all 
four cancer types, subjects with stage IV cancer from the trials dataset showed lower survival than 
stage IV subjects from TCGA; significantly in breast cancer (p<0.005), though for colorectal 
cancer this was not significant (p=0.764) and for pancreatic and prostate cancer (p<0.05) the 
TCGA sample size of stage IV subjects was very small, see Table 2).  
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Fig. 5.  Survival of different cancer stages in TCGA and clinical trials. 

4.  Discussion 

Recently, clinical trial data sharing platforms such as the Project Data Sphere, the 
clinicalstudydatarequest.com site (developed by GlaxoSmithKline) and ImmPort [14]; have been 
making raw data from clinical trials available for investigation. These emerging, rich datasets 
offer many opportunities for research and the advancement of precision medicine. To evaluate 
whether cancer-related pharma-released trial data is representative and comparable to cancer 
patient populations, we present here the comparison of cancer-related patient-level data from a 
newly open clinical trial dataset to The Cancer Genome Atlas. 
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Our first analysis, comparing survival of different cancer types between the two datasets, 
revealed that clinical trial breast cancer subjects show lower survival than clinical trial colorectal 
cancer subjects; while in the TCGA dataset, breast cancer has a higher survival than colorectal 
cancer. Overall, lower survival of trial subjects in comparison to TCGA subjects can be explained 
by the generally more advanced stage of cancer in trial subjects. However, differences in cancer 
stages cannot explain the differences between the datasets in survival of breast and colorectal 
cancer. In both these cancers in the trial dataset, all subjects are stage IV and in both those cancers 
in the TCGA datasets, subjects have a mix of stages with no significant differences between the 
distribution of cancer stages in breast and colorectal subjects. 

Based on this observation, it can be deduced that for stage IV cancer, colorectal cancer 
patients have a better chance of survival than breast cancer patients. On the other hand, for all 
other stages, breast cancer patients have better survival than colorectal cancer patients. Generally 
speaking, trial subjects have a worse prognosis; this is unlikely because they are in a trial, but 
rather because of how they are selected for trials. It should be pointed out that this observation is 
made based on a single breast cancer trial and a single colorectal cancer trial. Therefore, it is 
possible that other factors, such as practices of the company conducting the trial, differences in 
tumor subtypes or the population’s characteristics may contribute to the differences in survival 
between these cancer types. Further analysis, which would include data from additional breast and 
colorectal cancer trials, could further elucidate this observation. 

Comparison of survival by gender revealed that survival differences between genders exist in 
trial data, but not in the TCGA dataset. This is most likely driven by the stage of the cancer rather 
than the gender of the subjects. More specifically, by the lower survival of breast cancer subjects 
in the trial dataset in comparison to that of prostate cancer subjects. Since in the trial data, all 
breast cancer subjects are stage IV while the prostate cancer subjects are of a mix of stages (I, II, 
II and IV) it could be the cancer stage which is the cause for the difference. This gender difference 
is not seen in the TCGA dataset, probably because both the breast and prostate cancer subjects 
have a similar distribution of a mix of stages (with very few stage IV subjects).  

Subjects with stage IV breast, pancreatic and prostate cancer from the trials dataset showed 
lower survival than matching stage IV subjects from TCGA. One possible explanation for this is 
that subjects included in clinical trials tend to have undergone several lines of therapy and only 
because those have failed, have these subjects enrolled in a trial. On the other hand, many of the 
subjects in the TCGA dataset are facing their first line of treatment. Therefore, the colorectal 
cancer subset is more comparable, since inclusion criteria for the colorectal cancer trial was that 
subjects have not undergone previous treatment for colorectal cancer and that the study’s 
treatment is the first line of treatment. For this cancer type, no significant differences were found 
between the survival of trial and TCGA subjects; further indicating that stage IV trial subjects 
have lower survival rates since their cancer is less likely to respond to treatment. 

One of the major shortcomings our analysis is that while we were able to compare the two 
datasets based on cancer type, cancer stage or gender, one factor that was not taken into 
consideration is the treatment given to the subjects. Matching data from TCGA to the that of a 
respective clinical trial dataset while taking into consideration all possible variables including 
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treatment (type and course) is virtually impossible, likely to leave a very small number of subjects 
if any at all. For example, in the TCGA there are only 4 stage IV colorectal cancer patients who 
were treated with FOLFOX and would be comparable to the colorectal trial subjects. On the other 
hand, there is indication that there are few treatment-associated differences in the survival or long-
term outcomes of early or localized prostate cancer subjects [15, 16]. Therefore, it could be argued 
that the survival differences shown here between TCGA and trial subjects in prostate cancer may 
be caused, at least in part, by something other than differences in treatment. As more data 
becomes available, integrative analyses taking treatment arms into account can be carried out and 
meta-analysis can be conducted across many clinical trials. 

The clinical trials dataset we describe here holds a lot of potential for research. However, 
while getting hold of the data was a fast and relatively straightforward process, other than when 
using the somewhat restrictive online tools, the data were far from readily usable. One of the 
major issues we encountered was that for the available studies, data schemas are not uniform and 
table and variable names were lacking annotation which had to be manually extracted from long 
annotation files. Since considerable manual effort needed to be invested in the processing of these 
data, only ten trials (of the 48 available) were downloaded and used as proof of concept for the 
work presented here. Future work will include adding data from all trials available on the Project 
Data Sphere site. In addition, as the trend of opening clinical trials data to the research community 
grows, further clinical trial datasets can be included. While the results of the work described here 
indicate that clinical trial data does not accurately represent subject populations (for the cancer 
types evaluated here), this dataset can still be very useful. The availability of clinical data from 
different trials makes such data an attractive source for systemic research and meta-analysis. For 
example, one possible use, given a large enough number of studies pertaining to the same disease, 
would be to conduct a meta-analysis and compare the outcomes of different treatments. 
Examining disease-related patterns by meta-analysis can help gain better insight into disease-
related characteristics and assist in finding new discoveries and insights. Moreover, by combining 
data from multiple clinical studies we can leverage the improvement in efficacy by possible 
combination of treatments. 

5.  Conclusions 

We present here the analyses of data from a newly available pharma-released clinical trial dataset 
and its comparison to data from The Cancer Genome Atlas. Our comprehensive analysis reveals 
that clinical trials, in the field of cancer, are not representative of cancer patient populations, 
probably due largely to their focus on advanced stages. However, while recognizing that these 
data have their limitations, they hold great potential for advancing medical research in the field of 
precision medicine. Future research design should include consideration of the representativeness 
of the cancer patient population. 
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According to Cancer Research UK, cancer is a leading cause of death accounting for more than
one in four of all deaths in 2011. The recent advances in experimental technologies in cancer re-
search have resulted in the accumulation of large amounts of patient-specific datasets, which provide
complementary information on the same cancer type. We introduce a versatile data fusion (integra-
tion) framework that can effectively integrate somatic mutation data, molecular interactions and
drug chemical data to address three key challenges in cancer research: stratification of patients into
groups having different clinical outcomes, prediction of driver genes whose mutations trigger the on-
set and development of cancers, and repurposing of drugs treating particular cancer patient groups.
Our new framework is based on graph-regularised non-negative matrix tri-factorization, a machine
learning technique for co-clustering heterogeneous datasets. We apply our framework on ovarian can-
cer data to simultaneously cluster patients, genes and drugs by utilising all datasets. We demonstrate
superior performance of our method over the state-of-the-art method, Network-based Stratification,
in identifying three patient subgroups that have significant differences in survival outcomes and that
are in good agreement with other clinical data. Also, we identify potential new driver genes that
we obtain by analysing the gene clusters enriched in known drivers of ovarian cancer progression.
We validated the top scoring genes identified as new drivers through database search and biomedi-
cal literature curation. Finally, we identify potential candidate drugs for repurposing that could be
used in treatment of the identified patient subgroups by targeting their mutated gene products. We
validated a large percentage of our drug-target predictions by using other databases and through
literature curation.

Keywords: Data fusion; Tumor stratification; Drug repurposing; Cancer driver genes; Non-negative
Matrix Factorization.

1. Introduction

Cancer is a leading cause of morbidity worldwide. It is a complex genetic disease in which the
genomes of normal cells accumulate somatic mutations and other alterations that are eventu-
ally perturbing vital cellular functions. Recent advances in DNA sequencing technologies have
enabled identification of somatic mutations across tumor genomes and exomes of individual
patients1,2. These somatic mutations provide a new and rich source of data for addressing
many challenges in cancer research, such as indentifying driver genes (i.e., genes whose muta-
tions lead progression of oncogenesis), stratifying patients into biologically meaningful classes
with different clinical outcomes and creating new opportunities for development of successful
personalized treatment strategies3. Cancer is also a highly heterogeneous disease with large
genetic diversity even between tumors of the same cancer type. Namely, two clinically iden-
tical tumors rarely have a large set of common mutated genes. Moreover, very few genes are
frequently mutated across tumor samples. This makes the use of somatic mutations for iden-
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tification of driver genes, as well as for patient stratification into subtypes, much harder1,4,5.
However, despite this genetic diversity between tumor samples, the perturbed pathways are
often similar1. Therefore, integration of somatic mutations with other genomic data, such as
with molecular networks that contain pathways, is a promising direction for addressing these
problems.

Development of computational methodologies that can efficiently integrate genome-scale
molecular information and address the above mentioned challenges in cancer research is of
foremost importance. A majority of previous studies do not utilise data on somatic mutations,
but instead, they are mainly based on mRNA expression and methylation data. Because of
noisiness of these data, the patient stratification studies for cancer types often do not produce
patient subgroups that agree well with any clinical or survival data6. Therefore, a recent study
proposed the use of somatic mutation data in combination with biological networks as a new
source of information for tumor stratification5. However, the proposed methodology cannot
account for additional data types (e.g., drug data) and cannot be used for identifying novel
driver genes, nor for predicting a personalised therapy. Moreover, previous data integration
methods can only be used for either cancer patient stratification5, driver gene prediction7 or
drug repurposing8.

Here, we present a versatile patient-specific data integration (fusion) methodology capa-
ble of: 1) uncovering patient subgroups (stratification) with prognostic survival outcome, 2)
predicting novel driver genes and 3) repurposing drugs, i.e., predicting new candidate drugs
for targeting mutated gene products in individual patients and that can be used in treat-
ment of identified patient subgroups. To our knowledge, this is the first method that can
address all three challenges simultaneously. Our methodology is based on Non-negative Ma-
trix Tri-Factorization (NMTF) technique, initially proposed for dimensionality reduction and
co-clustering problems in machine learning9. It approximates (factorises) a high-dimensional
data matrix, representing relations between two data types, as a product of three non-negative,
low-dimensional matrices9. The clustering interpretation of low-dimensional matrices and their
previously established relatedness to the k-means clustering has enabled the use of NMTF in
co-clustering problems10,11. Recently, there has been a significant development in the use of
NMTF in data fusion because of its ability to extend to any number of interrelated data
types by simultaneously decomposing their relation matrices. This has provided us with a
valuable framework for fusion (integration) of any number and type of interrelated heteroge-
neous datasets12,13. NMTF has demonstrated a great potential in addressing various biological
problems, such as disease association prediction12, disease gene discovery14, protein-protein in-
teraction prediction15 and gene function prediction16.

We use NMTF to integrate somatic mutation profile (SMP) data of serous ovarian cancer
patients from TCGA4 with molecular networks (MNs) from BioGRID17 and KEGG18, drug-
target interaction (DTI) and drug chemical similarity (DCS) data from DrugBank19 (detailed
in Sec. 2.3). We perform consensus clustering by using NMTF to simultaneously cluster pa-
tients, genes and drugs based on the evidence from all datasets. First, we stratify patients
into three groups that we assess by using clinical data. We show significant difference in sur-
vival outcomes between these groups, as well as a good agreement with other clinical data.
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Second, from clusters of genes, we identify those enriched in known driver mutations; we pos-
tulate genes strongly related to known driver genes in these clusters as potential drivers genes,
i.e., genes responsible for ovarian cancer progression. Finally, we use the matrix completion
property of NMTF to predict new drug-target relations and to identify new drug candidates
that could be used for repurposing and treatment of identified ovarian cancer patient groups.
Furthermore, we evaluate the influence of all combinations of datasets onto the accuracy of
drug-target predictions by performing a 5-fold cross validation. We shown that the highest
accuracy is achieved when all datasets are taken into account, proving the utility of integrating
all considered datasets (detailed in Sec. 3).

2. Methods

2.1. Patient-specific data fusion framework

We consider there different datasets: patients, genes and drugs. Patients and genes are related
to each other by somatic mutation profiles (SMPs), constructed for n1 patients over n2 genes
and encoded in high-dimensional relation matrix, Rn1×n2

12 . Its entries are binary values, with
R12[p][g] = 1 if gene g is found to be mutated in patient p, and zero otherwise. Genes and
drugs are related to each other according to drug-target interactions (DTIs). DTIs between n2
genes and n3 drugs are encoded in relation matrix, Rn2×n3

23 . Its entries are also binary values,
with R23[g][d] = 1, if the product of gene g is a target of drug d and zero otherwise. See Sec.
2.3 and Fig. 1 for details of construction of the relation matrices and for an illustration of
these datasets.

We use NMTF to simultaneously decompose both relation matrices into a product of three
non-negative low-dimensional matrices as follows: R12 ≈ G1H12G

T
2 . and R23 ≈ G2H23G

T
3 .

The low dimensional matrices can be obtained by solving the following optimisation prob-
lem: min

Gi≥0,1≤i≤3
J = min

Gi≥0,1≤i≤3

(
‖ R12 −G1H12G

T
2 ‖2F + ‖ R23 −G2H23G

T
3 ‖2F

)
, where F de-

notes Frobenius norm and J is the objective function. The non-negativity constraints imposed
on Gi matrices for 1 ≤ i ≤ 3 provide easier interpretation of their values in the clustering assign-
ment. Many of the data types are characterised by additional, internal connectivity structure
represented by graphs (networks). In this study, genes are connected by molecular networks
(MNs), while drugs are connected based on the similarity of their chemical structures, i.e., drug
chemical similarity (DCS) network (illustrated in Fig. 1). We incorporate these networks (MN
and DSC) into the above objective function by adding two regularisation terms to constrain
the construction of G2 and G3 matrices. This approach is also known also as Graph-regularized
NMTF (or GNMTF)20. Namely, the aim is to enforce two interacting genes to belong to the
same cluster (similarly with drugs) and a violation of these constrains results in penalties to
our objective function. Hence, the final objective function has the following form:

min
Gi≥0,1≤i≤3

J = min
Gi≥0,1≤i≤3

[
‖ R12 −G1H12G

T
2 ‖2F + ‖ R23 −G2H23G

T
3 ‖2F +

tr(GT
2 L2G2) + tr(GT

3 L3G3)
]

(1)

where, tr denotes the trace of a matrix, and L2 and L3 are graph Laplacians of MN and DCS
networks, respectively.
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DrugsGenesPatients

L3
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MN DCS
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Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of datasets used in this study. Three types of objects (nodes) are represented: n1
ovarian cancer patients (in green), n2 genes (in red) and n3 drugs (in blue). Somatic mutation profiles (SMP)
for ovarian cancer patients are represented by patient-gene links denoting assignment of mutated genes (in
red) to each individual patient. These connections are encoded into relation matrix, R12. Genes are connected
by a molecular network (MN) obtained by merging three different interaction data types (see Sec. 2.3). Also,
MN is the union of three types of genes: mutated genes coming from patients’ SMPs (in red), driver genes
(in pink) coming from TCGA database and normal genes (in blue) coming from other databases used for
construction of networks (details in Sec. 2.3). Connections in this network, MN, are represented by Laplacian
matrix, L2. Links between genes (i.e., their protein products, that are drug targets) and drugs are drug-target
interactions (DTIs) and are represented by relation matrix, R23. Links between drugs are represented by drug
chemical similarity (DCS) network (details in Sec. 2.3). Connections in this network, DCS, are represented by
Laplacian matrix, L3.

The key idea of our GNMTF-based data fusion approach is in sharing low-dimensional
matrix G2 whilst simultaneously learning from (i.e., decomposing) relation matrices, R12 and
R23. Such decomposition accounts for collective influence of all data sets (along with molecular
and chemical constraints effectively integrated within the same framework) onto the resulting
clustering of patients, genes and drugs. This approach corresponds to the intermediate data
fusion in which the structure of the data is preserved during the model inference. Such an
approach has been shown to result in the best accuracy among all data fusion approaches12.

Minimisation of the objective function, J , is done by multiplicative update rules used to
compute all low-dimensional matrices; under these multiplicative rules, the objective function
is non-increasing11. The minimisation starts by randomly initialising Gi matrices for 1 ≤ i ≤
3 and then iteratively updating their values until the convergence criterion is reached. In
all our runs, we use Random Acol initialisation strategy21 and the convergence criterion is
reached when |Jn+1−Jn|

|Jn| < 10−5. The multiplicative update rules, their derivation and proof of

convergence can be found in Wang et al.11.

Co-clustering of patients, genes and drugs. Matrices Gn1×k1

1 , Gn2×k2

2 and Gn3×k3

3 from
Equation 1 above are cluster membership indicator matrices for patients, genes and drugs,
respectively; based on their entries, n1 patients are assigned to k1 patient clusters, n2 genes
are assigned to k2 gene clusters and n3 drugs are assigned to k3 drug clusters, respectively.
In particular, following the hard clustering procedure of Brunet et al.22, matrix Gn1×k1

1 , with
rows representing patients and columns representing clusters, is used to place patient p into
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cluster k if G1[p][k] is the largest entry in row p. This assignment procedure results in the
binary connectivity matrix for patients, Cn1×n1

1 , with entry C1[p1][p2] = 1 if patients p1 and
p2 belong to the same cluster and C1[p1][p2] = 0 otherwise. We apply this procedure for all
cluster membership indicator matrices. The number of clusters (also called rank parameters)
for each dataset are chosen to be k1 � n1, k2 � n2 and k3 � n3, which provides dimensionality
reduction of the relation matrices. Matrices Hk1×k2

12 and Hk2×k3

23 in Equation 1 above represent
compressed, low-dimensional versions of R12 and R23, respectively.

An important step in our methodology is estimating rank parameters, which are the num-
bers of clusters of patients, genes and drugs, k1, k2 and k3, respectively. These parameters
need to be known before factorisation is performed. The usual procedure for obtaining these
parameters is by varying these parameters for each run and estimating cluster stability22,23.
We take the values of parameters for which the most stable clustering is achieved. In particu-
lar, multiplicative update rules converge to a different solution in each run, depending on the
random matrix initializations (i.e., initial clustering assignment given by the initial values in
matrices Gi, 1 ≤ i ≤ 3). For example, if a clustering of patients into k1 classes is stable, we
expect small variations in the assignment to clusters from run to run. To measure this, we
perform multiple factorisation runs with the same values of rank parameters. Each time, a
connectivity matrix is computed (e.g., C1 for patients); based on these, an averaged connectiv-
ity matrix (also called the consensus matrix) over all runs is computed, Ĉ1. If the clustering is
stable, then the entries in C1 (also referred to as the cluster association scores) will be either
close to zero, or close to one. Otherwise, the entries will be scattered in the interval [0, 1].
We use the dispersion coefficient, ρk1

(Ĉ1), introduced by Kim et al.23, as a measure of cluster
stability. The values of the dispersion coefficient range in 0 ≤ ρk1

(Ĉ1) ≤ 1, where 1 denotes a
stable clustering. In our study, for each rank parameter, we perform a grid search in intervals
of 1 for 1 ≤ k1 ≤ 5, 5 ≤ k2 ≤ 30 and 5 ≤ k3 ≤ 30, and compute dispersion coefficients, ρk1

(Ĉ1),
ρk2

(Ĉ2) and ρk3
(Ĉ3) for patients, genes and drugs, respectively. We choose the values for k1,

k2 and k3 for which dispersion coefficients are of the highest values.

Matrix completion property. In addition to co-clustering of patients, genes and drugs, we
model the existing and predict new drug-target interactions by using the matrix completion
property of GNMTF. Namely, after obtaining low-dimensional matrices, the reconstructed
drug-target matrix, R̂23 ≈ G2H23G

T
3 , is more complete than the initial matrix, R23, and it

can be used for extracting new, unobserved drug-target relations and therefore, finding new
drug candidates for repurposing.

2.2. Drug repurposing, patient stratification and driver gene prediction

Drug repurposing. We use the reconstructed drug-target relation matrix, R̂23, to extract
new, previously, unobserved drug-gene interactions and to postulate new candidates for drug
repurposing in the treatment of ovarian cancer patients. We apply a combination of row-centric
and column-centric rules to extract new, strongly associated drug-gene pairs13. Namely, a drug-
gene pair, (d, g), is considered to be predicted, if the estimated association score, R̂23[g][d], is
greater than the mean association score of all relations of gene g, as well as greater than the
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mean association score of all relations of drug d.

Patient stratification. We stratify ovarian cancer patients into groups, according to the
consensus matrix, Ĉ1. We use the approach of Brunet et al.22: we use the off-diagonal entries
of Ĉ1 as a measure of patient similarity and apply average linkage hierarchical clustering to
group patients into k1 classes. Results and validations are shown in Sec. 3.1 below.

Cancer driver gene prediction. Similar to the patient consensus matrix, we use the gene
consensus matrix, Ĉ2, to extract gene clusters and identify those that are enriched in mutations
and known driver genes by using the standard model sampling without replacement test (i.e.,
hypergeometric test). In clusters that are enriched in known drivers, we identify genes that are
highly associated with known driver genes based on the clustering association scores from the
gene consensus matrix. We postulate that these genes are new driver genes for ovarian cancer.
Results and validations are presented in Sec. 3.2 below.

2.3. Datasets, pre-processing and matrix construction

We downloaded high-grade serous ovarian cancer somatic mutation data from TCGA data
portal4 on the 2nd of July 2015. We only consider data generated by using Illumina GAIIx
platform, having the largest number of patients. Following the same procedure for data filtering
as in Hofree et al.5, we retain only the patients with more that 10 mutated genes. This
results in n1 = 353 serous ovarian cancer patients with mutations in the total of 11,148 genes.
Mutated genes are mapped onto the Molecular Network (MN) that we obtain by merging three
different biological networks: protein-protein interaction (PPI) and genetic interaction (GI)
network from BioGRID database (version 3.4.126)17, and metabolic interaction (MI) network
from KEGG database18. This results in MN of 236,751 interactions among n2 = 19, 118 genes
(mutated and normal). We represent these interactions by Laplacian matrix, Ln2×n2

2 , computed
as: L2 = D2 − A2, where A2 is the adjacency matrix of MN and D2 is the diagonal degree
matrix of MN (i.e., whose entries on the diagonal are row sums of A2 and all other entries in
D2 are zeros). For each patient, we create an n2- long binary (0, 1) somatic mutation profile
(SMP) vector, where “1” indicates the existence of a mutated gene in the patient and all other
entries are “0”. These mutation profiles for all n1 patients are captured in a binary relation
matrix Rn1×n2

12 consisting of these SMP vectors. Due to the sparsity of matrix R12, we apply
a network propagation technique as the pre-processing step to smooth the patient profiles,
by spreading the influence of each mutation over its neighbours in MN network. We use the
network propagation method proposed by Vanunu et al.24, based on which the new patient-
gene relation matrix is computed iteratively as follows: Rt+1

12 = αRt
12Ā2 +(1−α)R0

12, where Ā2

is the normalised adjacency matrix of MN network computed as Ā2 = A2D
−1
2 , R0

12 = R12 is the
initial patient-gene matrix and α is a tuning parameter that controls the distance of diffusion
through MN network. In all our runs, we set α = 0.6 (as it produced the best results), and we
took the final network-smoothed, patient-gene matrix (after convergence, |Rt+1

12 −Rt
12| < 10−6,

is achieved) as input to GNMTF. This pre-processing step has been shown to lead to much
better and more robust patient stratification results in previous studies5, hence we use it as
well.
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Drug-target interactions (DTIs) are downloaded from DrugBank database (version 4.3)19.
We retrieved n3 = 6, 620 drugs (FDA-approved and experimental) targeting 1,385 genes in MN.
These interactions are captured by DTI binary relation matrix, Rn2×n3

23 . SMILES chemical rep-
resentation of the n3 drugs are also retrieved from DrugBank database. The two-dimensional
chemical similarity between drugs are computed by using Tanimoto similarity coefficient25.
We retain only the top 5% most similar drug pairs, which results in 1,069,393 links in the
drug chemical similarity (DCS) network. We represent these links by Laplacian matrix, Ln3×n3

3

(computed in the same way as for MN network, described above).

2.4. Clinical and biological validation of results

For all patients, we also downloaded clinical follow up data from TCGA database, including
the overall patients’ survival information (days to the last follow-up and vital status), age,
tumor grade, size and tumor position. We used these data to assess the clinical relevance of the
patient clusters that we obtain after data fusion. We used Kaplan-Meier survival curves, as well
as the log-rank p-value, to measure the significance of the difference in survival profiles between
different patient clusters. The log-rank p-value measures the probability of the null hypothesis
that patients in each cluster are drawn from the same underlying survival distribution26. From
TCGA database, we also retrieved a list of 83 known ovarian cancer driver genes, out of which
76 are present in our set of mutated patient genes. We use this set of genes to assess gene
clusters obtained after fusion and to identify clusters enriched in drivers.

3. Results

3.1. Patient stratification

We perform the consensus clustering, as described in Sec. 2.1, with 20 different random ini-
tialisations (initial cluster assignment) of GNMTF and compute the consensus matrices of
patients, genes and drugs. We observe that rank parameters of k1 = 3 (the number of patient
clusters), k2 = 25 (the number of gene clusters) and k3 = 20 (the number of drug clusters),
lead to the most stable clustering (with the largest dispersion coefficients: ρk1=3(Ĉ1) = 0.56,
ρk2=25(Ĉ2) = 0.91 and ρk3=20(Ĉ3) = 0.88).

To assess the prognostic capabilities of our patient-specific data fusion approach on ovarian
cancer patients, we perform clinical validation of the three obtained patient clusters. The
Kaplan-Meier survival curves, shown in Fig.2 (A), reveal the low-survival group (Cluster 2)
with 56% of death cases and the good outcome group (Cluster 1) with 38% of death cases. We
observe that the identified clusters are highly discriminative with the log-rank p-value of 5.3×
10−3. The same number of clusters has been also reported in previous studies done on somatic
mutation and molecular interaction data5, and also in study done only on miRNA expression
data4. Furthermore, the identified clusters display a good agreement with the median age
of patients in clusters, with Cluster 2 having the oldest patients. In addition, Cluster 2 has
the largest number of patients with abnormal growth of tissue (tumor), 78%, as compared to
Cluster 1 with 60% of such patients.

We compare the performance of our method with the state-of-the-art somatic mutation-
based stratification method called Network-based Stratification (NBS)5. NBS takes as input a
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Fig. 2. Kaplan-Meier survival curves for 3 different patient groups produces by GNMTF (A) and NBS (B).
The total number of patients and the number of deceased patients for each cluster are shown in the legend,
the first and the second number in brackets, respectively.

patient-gene post-smoothing relation matrix and a molecular network matrix. We apply it on
the same set of data described in Section 2.3, excluding drug data, which only our framework
can take into account. We test NBS for different numbers of patient clusters (i.e., k ∈ {2, 3, 4, 5})
and compute the Kaplan-Meier survival curves26 for the obtained patient clusters. We compare
the survivability results of NBS with our method with the same number of patient clusters
(Fig. 2 (A,B)). Unlike our method, which can produce clusters with significantly different
survival outcomes (i.e., p-val = 5.3 ×10−3), NBS cannot (p-val ≥ 0.74 for all k ∈ {2, 3, 4, 5}).
Thus, our framework is the only one able to extract personalised knowledge from somatic
mutation profiles.

3.2. Identification of driver genes

We performed biological assessment of the k2 = 25 gene clusters that we obtain from the gene
consensus matrix, Ĉ2. We identify 9 gene clusters that are significantly enriched in mutations
and 5 gene clusters that are significantly enriched in known drivers (p− val ≤ 0.05, see Fig. 3).
Out of these clusters, cluster number 8 has the largest number of driver genes (26) and the
highest enrichment in driver genes (with p− val = 2.06× 10−4). To identify new driver genes,
we further analyse this cluster as follows: first, based on the cluster association scores in the
gene consensus matrix, we extract the mutated genes that are strongly associated with the
known driver genes. In particular, we focus only on genes associated with the known driver
genes with the cluster association score ≥ 0.9 (as explained below). That is, out of 20 restarts
of GNMTF, we extract genes that appear 18 times in cluster 8 with other driver genes. Then,
for each of these genes, we compute the average cluster score based on its associations with
all driver genes. We provide the list of the top 20 genes (out of 809 predicted drivers in total)
that we postulate as new driver genes of ovarian cancer progression and we sort it according
to the average cluster association score, as shown in Table 1. This procedure is motivated by
the observation that out of the 76 known driver genes, 67 of them are strongly related (with
cluster association score ≥ 0.9) among themselves through all gene clusters.

We assess our predicted driver genes against two cancer driver gene databases, COSMIC
database Cancer Gene Census29 and IntOGen30, as well as against a database of putative
cancer driver genes, the Candidate Cancer Gene Database (CCGD)31. Our results show that
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∼ 40% of our 809 predicted driver genes (with scores ≥ 0.9) have either been already proposed
as drivers (in CCGD), or validated by experts (Census, or IntOGen). The list of our 20
top-scoring predicted cancer driver genes is presented in Table 1. Also, we investigated the
literature to assess the relevance of our two top-scoring predictions that are not found in other
databases and found evidence that they are biologically relevant. Our top-scoring cancer driver
gene prediction is ADAM32, which is strongly clustered with driver gene BMPR2 (Table 1).
The association between the two genes is biologically relevant, because both are involved with
transforming growth factors (TGFs). Our prediction of ADAM32 as a cancer driver gene is also
relevant, because ADAM genes are known to be responsible for cancer cell proliferation and
progression32. The second best prediction is REG1P (from the REG family of proteins), which
is strongly clustered with driver gene CLASP2. Our prediction of REG1P as a cancer driver
gene is also relevant, because the REG family plays different roles in proliferation, migration,
and anti-apoptosis through activating different signalling pathways; their dis-regulation is
closely associated with cancer and REG proteins have been proposed as markers for prognosis
of cancers33.

3.3. Drug-target interaction prediction

To demonstrate the predictive power of our data fusion approach and to assess the contribution
of each dataset on the drug-target interaction prediction, we perform a 5-fold cross validation
for each combination of the datasets shown in Fig. 1. In all our experiments, true positives
are correctly predicted DTIs, while false positives are predicted DTIs that are not present in
the initial dataset.

We compute average Area Under the Receiver Operator Characteristic (ROC) and
Precision-Recall (PR) curves (over 20 repetitions) to evaluate the performance of our method-
ology for each combination of datasets included in the integration process. The results are
shown in Fig. 4. The lowest values of average AUC ROC and AUC PR are observed when
only DTI dataset is used. The values increase with the inclusion of other datasets, resulting
in the highest average AUC ROC when all datasets are taken into account. With all datasets
taken into account by GNMTF, we use the reconstructed DTI relation matrix, R̂23, to ex-
tract new drug-target interactions, as described in Sec. 2.2. We assess our prediction accuracy
against two different large drug-target interaction databases, MATADOR28 and CTD27. Out
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Table 1. The list of the top scoring proposed
driver genes (1st column) and their associated
known driver genes (2nd column), with the associ-
ation score (3rd column), and the confirmation of
their presence in CCGD database (4th column).

New driver Known drivers Score DB
ADAM32 BMPR2 1.000 –
REG1P CLASP2 1.000 –
PCDHA2 CHD4 1.000 –
NCR1 BMPR2 1.000 –
USPL1 CLASP2 1.000 –
GDPD3 DDX5 1.000 –
LECT1 CLASP2 1.000 CCGD
IL25 CDK12, CCAR1 0.975 –
BAK1 ATRX, TFDP1, NDRG1 0.967 –
MOGAT2 ATRX, TFDP1, NDRG1 0.967 –
CHAF1A ATRX, TFDP1, NDRG1 0.967 CCGD
PITX2 ATRX, TFDP1, NDRG1 0.967 –
SIN3B ATRX, TFDP1, NDRG1 0.967 –
RPL30 ATRX, TFDP1, NDRG1 0.967 –
GRWD1 ATRX, TFDP1, NDRG1 0.967 –
SNAI1 ATRX, TFDP1, NDRG1 0.967 CCGD
RBMXP4 ATRX, TFDP1, NDRG1 0.967 –
CPNE7 ATRX, TFDP1, NDRG1 0.967 –
HIPK3 ATRX, TFDP1, NDRG1 0.967 CCGD
EPOR ATRX, TFDP1, NDRG1 0.967 CCGD

Table 2. The list of predicted top scoring drug–
target associations (first two columns), the associ-
ation scores (third column), and the confirmation
of their presence in CTD (C) or MATADOR (M)
database (fifth column). All drugs are FDA-approved.

Gene Drug Score Clusters DB
KIT ATP 0.873 1, 2, 3 –
GABRQ Adinazolam 0.808 1 M
GABRQ Fludiazepam 0.808 1 M
GABRQ Cinolazepam 0.809 1 M
GABRQ Clotiazepam 0.809 1 M
HTR2A Dopamine 0.809 1, 3 C, M
GRIN3A Pethidine 0.801 1, 2 –
CACNA2D1 Verapamil 0.761 1, 3 M
PDGFRB ATP 0.724 1, 2 –
KDR ATP 0.724 1, 3 C
HTR1A Mirtazapine 0.720 1, 2 C ,M
GABRA6 Adinazolam 0.688 1 M
GABRA6 Fludiazepam 0.688 1 M
GABRA6 Cinolazepam 0.688 1 M
GABRA6 Clotiazepam 0.688 1 M
GABRA4 Adinazolam 0.687 1, 3 M
GABRA4 Fludiazepam 0.687 1, 3 M
GABRA4 Cinolazepam 0.687 1, 3 M
GABRA4 Clotiazepam 0.687 1, 3 M
CACNA1D Magnesium Sulfate 0.676 1, 2, 3 M

of our 225, 947 predicted DTIs, 37% have already been confirmed in MATADOR, or CTD.
The list of our 20 top scoring predicted DTIs is shown in Table 2, out of which 17 are con-
firmed in CTD, or MATADOR database. Second, we investigated the literature to assess the
relevance of our two top-scoring predicted DTIs that are not found in other databases and
found evidences that they are biologically relevant. The top scoring target gene KIT (C-Kit)
is particularly relevant. It is a receptor tyrosine kinase (e.g., it catalyses ATP/ADP reactions).
It has been shown that unregulated activity of this gene leads to occurrence of tumors and
thus, it has been proposed as a potential drug target in cancer34. Interestingly, we predict the
drug candidate for targeting this gene to be Adenosine triphosphate (or ATP), for which a
precise role in cancer is still under investigation. Increasing ATP intake is known to improve
cancer patient conditions35. The reason could be that ATP is linked to cancer cell metabolism
and either activates cell death mediated by restoration of normal mitochondrial function, or
alterates the cytosolic ATP/ADP ratio, which is postulated to deactivate glycolysis (Warburg
effect) in a cancer cell36. Another drug-target in Table 2 whose predicted drug is not present
in CTD and MATADOR databases is GRIN3A. GRIN3A (NMDAR-l) is a sub-unit of NMDA
receptor (a glutamate-regulated ion channel). NMDA receptor has been proposed as a target
for cancer chemotherapy37. It has been proposed that glutamate antagonist molecules should
be used as potential drug targets37. Interestingly, our predicted drug, Pethidine (also known
as Meperidine), is a glutamate antagonist that is known to bind NMDA receptors38, which
provides evidence that our prediction of Pethidine as a drug for targeting GRIN3A is bio-
logically relevant. However, evidence that Pethidine can bind to GRIN3A in particular has
not yet been established. Furthermore, based on the mutated genes of particular patients, we
propose these newly discovered drugs (see column four in Table 2) for treatment of the three
patient groups described in Sec. 3.1.
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AUC PR Fig. 4. Area under the ROC and PR curves
for GNMTF runs done on the combination
of particular datasets listed on x-axis. The
results are sorted increasingly according to
the AUC ROC values. See Fig. 1 for the ab-
breviated names of the datasets.

4. Conclusions

In this paper, we propose a data fusion framework that can effectively integrate somatic mu-
tation data along with molecular networks and drug chemical data. It is based on GNMTF
method for co-clustering heterogeneous data and it can be even further extended to incorpo-
rate any number and type of data. One important advantage of our framework is that when
applied to a specific cancer, it can simultaneously perform three different tasks: patient strat-
ification into clinically different groups, novel driver gene identification and drug-repurposing
predictions for treating cancer.

We apply the GNMTF-based data fusion framework to ovarian cancer patients and identify
three substantially different groups of patients with different survival outcomes. In addition,
from the obtained gene clusters, we identify a list of genes that we postulate as potential
drivers of ovarian cancer progression due to their strong cluster associations to known ovarian
cancer driver genes. We perform biomedical literature curation for the top scoring predictions,
ADAM32 and REG1P, and show that they are related to cancer cell proliferation and tumor
progression, while 40% of other predictions we validate in other databases. Moreover, our
framework is capable of predicting new drugs that could be used for targeting mutated genes
and thus, for treatment of identified groups of ovarian cancer patients. We provide a list of
predicted drug-target interactions, a good number of which is matching those reported in other
databases. Other, non-validated predictions for driver genes and drug-target interactions could
be true, awaiting experimental validation.

Our analysis also suggests that somatic mutation data is a valuable complement to other
molecular data, whose integration with those data could lead to an improvement in the per-
formance of data fusion methods. Our approach has a potential to enable the derivation of
new hypotheses, improve drug selection and lead to improvement in patient genomics-tailored
therapeutics for cancer.
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Neuropsychiatric disorders are the leading cause of disability worldwide and there is no gold standard
currently available for the measurement of mental health. This issue is exacerbated by the fact that
the information physicians use to diagnose these disorders is episodic and often subjective. Current
methods to monitor mental health involve the use of subjective DSM-5 guidelines, and advances
in EEG and video monitoring technologies have not been widely adopted due to invasiveness and
inconvenience. Wearable technologies have surfaced as a ubiquitous and unobtrusive method for
providing continuous, quantitative data about a patient. Here, we introduce PRISM — Passive, Real-
time Information for Sensing Mental Health. This platform integrates motion, light and heart rate
data from a smart watch application with user interactions and text entries from a web application.
We have demonstrated a proof of concept by collecting preliminary data through a pilot study of 13
subjects. We have engineered appropriate features and applied both unsupervised and supervised
learning to develop models that are predictive of user-reported ratings of their emotional state,
demonstrating that the data has the potential to be useful for evaluating mental health. This platform
could allow patients and clinicians to leverage continuous streams of passive data for early and
accurate diagnosis as well as constant monitoring of patients suffering from mental disorders.

Keywords: mental health; wearables; user interactions; visualization

1. Introduction

1.1. The current state of mental health care

Neuropsychiatric disorders are the leading cause of disability among non-communicable dis-
eases worldwide and are estimated to be the cause of around 10.4% of the global burden
of disease.1,2 These disorders include mood disorders (depression, unipolar and bipolar dis-
orders), anxiety-related disorders (anorexia and other eating disorders, obsessive-compulsive
disorders, panic disorders and post-traumatic stress syndrome), schizophrenia, substance- and
alcohol-use disorders, dementia, as well as neurological disorders like epilepsy, Parkinson’s and
multiple sclerosis. Within this group, depressive disorders accounted for the most DALYs, fol-
lowed by anxiety disorders.1 Historically, major health policy decisions have been primarily
informed through mortality statistics. As a result, the impact of these pervasive and disabling
neuropsychiatric disorders has been undervalued in comparison to cardiovascular diseases,

∗These authors contributed equally to this work.
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cancer and communicable diseases. Thus, research on these disorders has not been a priority
and improvement in the management of mental health is lagging behind. The current stan-
dard practices for patients with such mental health disabilities, including those described in
the APA’s Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM), rely on descrip-
tive criteria and are often not evidence-based.3,4 Unlike in other areas of medicine, very few
objective clinical tests or medical devices are routinely used in mental health care.5 The in-
formation physicians use to make diagnoses is not only subjective, but it is also episodic,
capturing only occasional snapshots from patient visits and ignoring the finer dynamics of a
patient’s condition. EEG-based methods have been shown to be effective for quantitatively
capturing a patients condition,6 but they are invasive and thus do not permit continuous data
collection. Other methods, such as video monitoring, have been shown to be useful for mon-
itoring the mental health status of patients, but are extremely difficult to interpret.7 These
drawbacks have been a barrier to widespread adoption of these modern technologies. While
the first EEG-based mental health evaluation tool has recently been approved for ADHD,8

more comprehensive patient-friendly technologies and robust methods are needed to improve
the state of mental health care.

1.2. The applicability of web and wearable technologies

Wearable products have emerged as a ubiquitous technology for passive collection of quantita-
tive data. Over 10 million fitness trackers, smart watches and other such devices are sold each
year and the market is growing rapidly.9 Many such products have the ability to measure phys-
iological data, environmental data, and activity data. In addition, other data, such as keystroke
dynamics and eye tracking, can be collected based on the user’s interaction with their wear-
ables and other devices. Unlike in other emerging solutions discussed previously, these data can
be collected in a passive manner, without affecting the day-to-day life of the user. Preliminary
evidence has shown that these data can be leveraged for use in monitoring of mental health
patients.10,11 Variability in heart rate, activity and light exposure have been studied previously
for screening in disorders like sleep apnea, dementia and epilepsy.12,13 Patient-reported out-
comes, as collected through social networks and citizen science approaches, serve as real-time
evidence for determining emotional distress symptoms.14,15 Performing sentiment analysis over
social streams provides a better understanding of human emotions than occasional surveys.16

Web and wearable technologies have been experimented with for unobtrusive data collection
to detect seizures and mental fatigue.10,11,17 However, such methods have only been applied
individually in a very narrow set of test cases. We believe that the integration of these diverse
passive data types will provide a robust and quantitative method for characterizing a wide
range of mental health states.

Here, we describe a novel platform, PRISM (Passive, Real-time Information for Sensing
Mental Health), which allows for passive collection of many types of quantitative measures
that have been shown to be related to mental health outcomes.11,13,17 In addition, the web
interface enables patients to easily access and understand their own data and thus their
health condition. This system has the potential both to generate more knowledge about which
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treatments work best for patients and to allow informed decision making in the clinic. We
believe that this integrated system for collecting and analyzing quantitative information about
a patient will have huge ramifications for the improvement of the care of mental health patients.

Fig. 1. The PRISM platform for data collection, integration and analysis is outlined here. Our system allows
for a smooth workflow that incorporates data acquisition, data analysis and feedback to the user.

2. Materials & Methods

2.1. Platform Development

The first phase of our project was to develop a platform that aggregates passively recorded user
data from smart watches with user interaction patterns from a web application. Our platform
architecture is composed of six different layers — i) Data acquisition, ii) Text mining, iii)
Feature Engineering, iv) Machine Learning, v) Access and vi) Presentation (Fig. 1). The
data acquisition layer relies on the Samsung Gear S smart watches and the Tizen APIs18 to
collect physiological, environmental and activity data of the users. A separate web application
incorporates a private blog-based feature for users to self-report their moods. User keystroke
and mouse interaction patterns are captured as the user types and navigates across the web
application. The web application also serves as a presentation layer that provides different
visualizations through interactive widgets, allowing users to explore their own data. A role-
based access is enabled to delineate two different categories of users of our platform: i) General
— normal users or existing patients who wish to track their mental health and/or become
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aware of any dormant neuropsychiatric conditions, and ii) Health care providers — physicians
and other providers who can gain summarized access to their patients’ data.

While developing the platform, we were concerned with four main concepts — privacy,
connectivity, longevity and storage. Since we are dealing with personal data, it was imperative
to store this information in a secure database in an anonymized format. To ensure HIPAA
compliance,19 we do not store any patient identifiers, such as personal information (name, date
of birth, mobile or email) and GPS location information. To ensure that the data collection is
not affected by the connectivity of the wearable, all the data is first written to a local file and
a separate backend service stores it in our secure database using a Bluetooth-paired mobile
device or a WiFi connection. The battery life of the wearable can be a rate-limiting factor to
our continuous data collection process. By excluding GPS information and giving preference
to Bluetooth over WiFi connections, we extended the battery life of our wearable to multiple
days. To ensure further longevity, no data analysis is itself carried out on the wearable and the
sole purpose is just to record the data. Because sensor and interactions data is voluminous,
we implemented gap encoding and stored data as text blocks for disjoint periods of times to
achieve efficient space utilization.

2.2. Data Collection

As the second phase of our project, we conducted a pilot study with anonymized participants
between the ages of 19–37 years. The study protocol was approved by the Institutional Review
Board at Stanford University. As the participant engaged in his/her daily activities, the watch
passively collected the following data with one second granularity:

(1) Environmental: Light intensity levels
(2) Physiological: Heart rate (beats per minute and R-R intervals)
(3) Activity: Device acceleration and rotation in all three axes, cumulative distance walked,

total number of walk and run steps, speed, cumulative calories burnt, and walk frequency.

Using our web application, the participants entered free form text entries about how they were
feeling and reported three outcomes - happiness, energy and relaxation - on a scale of 1 to 10
(Fig. 2C). These were collected at approximately three hour time intervals. As the participant
typed and navigated our interface, we collected the following user interaction patterns:

(1) Keystroke patterns: Typing speed, number of spelling errors, key press down times,
interkey latencies (time taken between typing two keys), number of times ‘Enter’, ‘Delete’
(backspace), ‘Ctrl+Y’ (redo) and ‘Ctrl+Z’ (undo) are pressed.

(2) Mouse interaction patterns: Total number and locations of mouse clicks, mouse hover
and drag positions and times, screen width and height.

All the participants were made aware of the types of data that we were collecting before
registering in this pilot study, and the days they participated in our study were selected
randomly. We also asked participants to complete a post-study survey to evaluate the usability
of PRISM. We used a standard 10-question system usability scale (SUS) questionnaire.20
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2.3. Text mining

We generated string tokens by parsing the subjective text entries. We assigned each word
with mean valence, arousal and dominance scores (VAD) retrieved from a database of VAD
norms (1-10) for nearly 14,000 English lemmas.21 We generated stemmed representation of
words that did not have a VAD score using Snowball Stemmer22 and assigned VAD scores
for associated similar words, e.g. VAD score of annoy instead of annoyance. We calculated
average VAD scores for each text entry.

Table 1. This table summarizes all of the features extracted from both the smart watch and user
interaction data.

Data Type(s) Feature(s) used

all smart watch data mean, standard deviation, dominant frequency
pedometer data cumulative sums
key press times, interkey latencies mean, standard deviation
undo/redo, spelling errors, enters, backspaces raw counts
mouse moves and drags average distance & velocity, proportion of total time
number of clicks total counts scaled by total time

2.4. Feature engineering

All features used are described in Table 1. All data was grouped into 1 hour-long time periods
and each period was treated as a separate training example for our analysis, resulting in
347 training examples for all 13 users. For each period, each smart watch data type was
composed into a time series with appropriate timestamps. Accelerometer data was converted
into spherical coordinates for this analysis in order to capture more natural descriptors of the
movements. For each time series, three summary statistics — mean, standard deviation, and
dominant frequency — were computed. The dominant frequency was derived from a discrete
Fourier Transform of the time series. For user interaction data types, each hour-long time
period was associated with the keystroke and mouse dynamics data from the most recent
blog entry. The majority of data types, including counts of typing errors and mouse move
and drag information, were used directly as features. Key press times and interkey latencies
were stratified by unigrams and bigrams, respectively, and the distribution of times for each
unigram or bigram was represented by its mean and standard deviation in the feature set.
This resulted in a total of 1658 features, 1591 of which are key press and latency statistics.

2.5. Machine learning

For unsupervised learning, data was scaled and centered for each feature. Hierarchical clus-
tering of both features and training examples was performed using complete linkage with a
Euclidean distance metric.

For supervised learning analysis, all missing data, composed mostly of keystroke dynamics
data types, filled in by median imputation. Model selection, including tuning of model pa-
rameters, was performed using cross validation, stratified by the text entry associated with
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Table 2. This table summarizes all of the models tested, along with the param-
eters tuned for each.

Model Parameters

random forest number of trees, number of features considered
gradient boosted regressor tree learning rate, number of boosting stages
lasso, ridge, elastic net regularization parameter
support vector machine kernel type
k nearest neighbors number of neighbors

the training example. For example, if the 8-9am, 9-10am, and 10-11am training examples for
one participant all contain user interaction data from the 8am text entry, they are grouped
together in cross validation. This ensures that training and testing are not performed on re-
dundant datasets. Model types and parameters altered are described in Table 2. Performance
was evaluated using an independent 20% evaluation dataset to avoid bias in model selection.

2.6. Resources

Fig. 2. PRISM data collection: (A) The Sam-
sung Gear S wearable application welcome screen
for username input. (B) The light, heart rate,
accelerometer and pedometer data collected pas-
sively at every second. (C) The subjective text
entry and marked tokens.

The PRISM platform can be accessed at http:
//54.200.211.229/BrainHealth/. The wear-
able application can be downloaded from the
platform. Source code for the platform can be
found at https://github.com/wuami/PRISM.

3. Results

3.1. PRISM Platform

Users can register with the PRISM platform, by
providing a username, year of birth and a de-
sired password. After installation of our appli-
cation on the Samsung Gear S smart watch, the
username can be entered in the GUI of the ap-
plication screen (Fig. 2A). The application then
starts to collect light, heart rate, accelerometer
and pedometer data passively (Fig. 2B). Users
have the option to stop data collection anytime
by clicking on the ’Stop Collecting’ button. If a
Bluetooth-paired mobile device or a WiFi net-
work is available, the wearable data is automat-
ically uploaded to our database. They can authenticate with our web application and report
their mood in free text format and their happiness, energy and relaxation on a quantitative
scale (Fig. 2C, 3A). A log of users’ past entries is accessible through the web application.

User data can be visualized by clicking on the ‘Explore’ tab in the navigation toolbar.
For a selected day, the heart rate, light intensity, net device acceleration and rotation can
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be viewed as line charts and walking and running steps per minute as stacked area charts.
These plots are aligned to an interactive scrollable timeline (Fig. 3D). Keystroke patterns
are shown as a heatmap superimposed on the actual keys pressed. The radius indicates the
number of times a key is pressed and the color scale indicates the average time on the key.
Interkey latencies can be visualized as a network chart where the nodes represent the keys and
thickness of the edges represent the average time (Fig. 3B). A similar heatmap, superimposed
over the user screen, is generated for the mouse interaction patterns, where a single dot, a
blurred region or a line indicates mouse click, move or drag patterns respectively (Fig. 3A).
An ‘Emotion Cuboid’ visualizes the average VAD scores for each text entry as a scatter plot
in a 3D space (Fig. 3C). Hovering over any point shows the associated text entry and average
VAD scores. VAD scores are comparable to the happiness, energy and anxiety, hence such a
spatial visualization can help easily separate the text entries and time period based on a VAD
estimate of the sentiment in that text entry.

3.2. Pilot study

We conducted a pilot study with 13 healthy participants between 19 and 37 years of age. Each
participant wore the smart watch for at least 6 hours and entered at least three text entries
over the course of a single day. In addition, one participant wore the watch for 10 days in order
to collect longitudinal data. Participants walked an average of 6800 steps per day and were
exposed to an average of 1050 lux. Reported happiness levels ranged from 2 to 10, forming a
roughly normal distribution with a mean of 6.6 out of 10. Reported energy and relaxation levels
spanned the full range from 1 to 10, in a roughly uniform distribution with means of 6.8 and
4.5, respectively. Energy levels were skewed to the left, while relaxation levels were slightly
skewed to the right. VAD analysis revealed that the content of the text was indicative of
reported outcomes, suggesting that mining of passive sources of text data, like Twitter feeds,
could replace the self-reported outcome measures. Happiness levels and estimated valence
were correlated with a Pearson’s correlation of 0.48. Energy level and estimated arousal had
a correlation of 0.23.

The SUS questionnaire revealed a generally positive reaction to PRISM, with an average
score of 74 out of 100. Participants reported that they found the system generally easy to use,
without require much knowledge or training, but reported a lack of desire to use the system
frequently. This may be a result of our study population consisting of healthy individuals who
do not have a strong incentive to understand their mental health.

3.3. Model development

We began with unsupervised learning analysis in order to gain an understanding of any struc-
ture present within our data. For this analysis, we used only the 22 features where there was
no missing data. As shown in Figure 4A, the data points seem to cluster somewhat according
to the associated relaxation level. The top section of the heatmap shows the most variation
in relaxation levels, but this is consistent with the longer branch lengths in the dendrogram,
suggesting that the training examples are not as similar as in the other clusters. Watch ac-
celeration and rotation data as well as keyboard data seemed to be the most variable across
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Fig. 3. PRISM Web Application: (A) The private blog-based workflow for users to input subjective free-text
descriptions of their mood. A mouse interactions heatmap is superimposed over this screen. (B) Keystroke
interactions heatmap and network visualizations. (C) A 3D-scatter plot (Emotion Cuboid) for visualization of
average VAD scores of text entries. (D) Timeline-scrollable, exploratory interface for visualization of wearable
data — [1] heart rate (beats per minute), [2] light intensity values, [3] net device acceleration, and [4] rotation,
as line charts, and [5] walk steps per minute and [6] run steps per minute, as stacked area charts.

users and are the most informative for this clustering. This may have to do with the relatively
high reliability of these data compared to most of the watch data types.

In the supervised learning phase, we used machine learning techniques to develop models
for predicting the user-reported response variables from the smart watch and user interaction
data. We evaluated a variety of methods, including decision tree-based models, generalized
linear models and non-parametric models. We found that tree-based models, including random
forests and gradient boosted regressor trees, resulted in the highest performance. A random
forest model explained about 51% of the variance in our data, resulting in a p-value of 8.8×10−8,
as shown in Figure 4B. This suggests that while we are unable to accurately predict the
reported relaxation levels, our data does capture information about the user’s emotional state.
Top features were derived primarily from user interactions and included interkey latency mean
values, number of backspaces and number of mouse clicks. The selection of the interkey latency
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features may be an artifact of the sparsity of those features, as some bigrams may be present
only in a single text entry. However, the number of backspaces and mouse clicks are more
likely to reflect true changes in the user’s style of interaction with their computer when they
are more anxious or more relaxed.

In order to understand person-to-person variation, we also trained a user-specific model
for the participant for which we collected longitudinal data. However, we found that this did
not result in a significant improvement over the generalized model (data not shown). This
suggests that the variation across time points in a single individual are comparable than that
between individuals.

Fig. 4. Our results from machine learning analysis are shown here. (A) This heatmap shows hierarchical
clustering of a subset of features, where labels beginning with ”freq” indicate major frequencies and labels
ending in ”diff” indicate differences between time points. The associated relaxation levels, shown in purple, do
cluster with the data. (B) A random forest model explains 51% of the variance in reported relaxation levels
on a withheld evaluation dataset, with a p-value of 8.8 × 10−8.

4. Discussion

We have designed, created, and tested the PRISM platform for the collection and analysis of
smart watch and user interaction data. Based on our pilot study, we have shown that it is
effective from both a usability and data analysis perspective.

4.1. Usability and User Experience

A mental health monitoring system can achieve maximum usability only if it can seamlessly
integrate into the user’s and physician’s daily workflow. Developing an application for a smart
watch wearable allows us to achieve passive, non-invasive data collection without the need
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for any manual intervention. While a new blog-based feature might not be appealing to the
users at first, the methods developed here can easily be combined with a Wordpress-based
blog or a Twitter plugin. Both of these networks have been established for user engagement
and have also been used as a data source of free text for early diagnosis of neuropsychiatric
conditions.23 As it is cumbersome to enter the username in the wearable screen without a
stylus, we wish to remove that requirement in the subsequent versions of the wearable appli-
cation. As each Samsung Gear S smart watch can be identified with a unique International
Mobile Station Equipment Identity (IMEI) key, we can ask the user to provide the IMEI key
during registration with our platform to link the watch to a specific user. Providing interactive
visualizations to the user for exploring the data that we collect helps increase user engagement
and build trust. In the future, we will also provide a panel to present our inferred insights and
map mental activity to a 3D Brain Browser visualization. We plan to extend our platform
to provide feedback and recommendations to our users through the visualization panels or
as notifications in the smart watch. In light of the rapid advances in this domain with the
introduction of Apple Research Kit and Samsung Simband wearables, it will be interesting to
develop solutions that are interoperable across different wearable platforms.

4.2. Data Quality

In the process of testing our watch and web applications, we observed several factors contribut-
ing to poor data quality. Many of the watch sensors are extremely sensitive to the tightness
of the strap and the placement on the wrist. In particular, heart rate data is not collected
properly when the sensor is not directly in contact with the skin. Further, even when the
watch was fastened tightly, the measurement varied by 10 bpm or more as compared to a
direct pulse measurement and was not consistent when placed on different wrists. The heart
rate is derived using photoplethysmography, or optical measurements of blood volume changes
at the surface of the skin. While this has been shown to be effective for heart rate monitoring
in wearables,24 it is clear that either the Gear S hardware or the algorithms used by the Tizen
API are failing to capture the true signal. Similarly, pedometer data is very sensitive to hand
placement. Activities like cycling or treadmill walking, where hands are often gripping a stable
handle, are omitted. Additionally, pedometer data was observed to update sporadically rather
than continuously, affecting our time series analysis. These factors are introducing significant
noise into our data and significantly impacting our ability to create predictive models.

While there is potential for upgrading to more advanced wearables like the Samsung Sim-
band, we will no doubt need to develop smarter ways to handle noisy data and to distinguish
between true and artifactual features of the data. This will require the collection of larger
datasets that will give us the power to identify predictive variation over chance variation in
the data. Bigger data would also allow us to take advantage of tools like softImpute,25 which
take advantage of low rank structure in data to impute missing values. Similar methods, like
generalized low rank models,26 could also use this structure to smooth over noise in the data.
In the future, we also plan to carry out sentiment analysis by generating a VAD-weighted
term frequency matrix and using a Naive Bayes or an SVM classifier.
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4.3. Future Work

We believe that PRISM has the potential to dramatically change the way that mental health
is diagnosed, monitored and treated. While our analyses are currently severely limited by
the size of the pilot study, the power of the data will increase dramatically as more data is
collected. In order to fully realize this potential, further studies with neuropsychiatric patients
will be necessary to validate the utility of the data. This will allow us to extract meaningful
relationships between our quantitative metrics and patient condition as well as treatment
outcomes. More longitudinal data will also allow us to infer user-specific patterns that can
enable personalized analyses of users’ data. Our system can be seamlessly integrated into a
patient’s daily life; however, introduction into a physician’s workflow may require integration
with existing EMR systems. Visualizations will enable clinicians to process both raw data
and analytics rapidly in order to assist decision making, while our models will allow for the
triggering of alerts to the physician when their patients are in an unstable mental state. In
addition, the patient studies will enable us to link our data with actual outcomes, allowing
both physicians and analytic models to learn how physiology affects treatment response.

5. Conclusions

Physiological and exogenous data (behavioral, social, environmental) is overwhelming to cap-
ture and analyze, but makes up a large portion of health determinants. In this work, we have
developed the PRISM platform that can leverage heterogeneous, continuous streams of data,
collected in a passive, non-invasive fashion, with the hopes of making mental health diagnosis
more quantitative. We have shown the potential of such a platform by developing models that
can recapitulate users’ reported emotional states. While developing the platform, we have
ensured that the privacy and anonymity of our users is maintained, and that data collection
is not hindered by the rate-limiting factors of device connectivity and longevity. We have also
developed interactive visualization panels that allow users to explore and understand their
own data, and can also serve as mechanisms through which feedback can be provided.
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The move from Empirical Medicine towards Personalized Medicine has attracted attention to 
Stratified Medicine (SM). Some methods are provided in the literature for patient stratification, 
which is the central task of SM, however, there are still significant open issues. First, it is still 
unclear if integrating different datatypes will help in detecting disease subtypes more accurately, 
and, if not, which datatype(s) are most useful for this task. Second, it is not clear how we can 
compare different methods of patient stratification. Third, as most of the proposed stratification 
methods are deterministic, there is a need for investigating the potential benefits of applying 
probabilistic methods. To address these issues, we introduce a novel integrative Bayesian 
biclustering method, called B2PS, for patient stratification and propose methods for evaluating the 
results. Our experimental results demonstrate the superiority of B2PS over a popular state-of-the-
art method and the benefits of Bayesian approaches. Our results agree with the intuition that 
transcriptomic data forms a better basis for patient stratification than genomic data. 

1.  Introduction 

In Empirical Medicine every patient of a particular disease receives the same treatment. However, 
although working for simpler diseases to a degree, this approach has not been successful for more 
complex diseases like cancer. Therefore, the paradigm in medicine is shifting from Empirical to so 
called Personalized Medicine, which is a patient derived approach with the goal of providing 
individual treatments for each patient according to his/her particular conditions and features. As an 
intermediate step currently being investigated, “Stratified Medicine is an approach by which 
groups of patients with the same disease are subdivided into different categories depending on the 
underlying mechanism of disease and their probable response to a therapeutic intervention [1].” 

According to the definition of stratified medicine, a cohort of patients is divided into 
subgroups, called subtypes, and the specific features of each subtype that constitute the disease 
mechanism for that subtype are identified. These features will then be used to design subtype-
specific treatments. One possible approach to patient stratification is Biclustering, which is proven 
useful for this task [2] and is commonly in use for it. A comprehensive discussion of bi-clustering 
methods can be found in [3]. Most of the biclustering algorithms proposed in the literature utilize 
an optimization method to find the solution. They can be categorized into two main classes: 

1. Deterministic: Examples are Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) [4] and Non-negative 
Matrix Factorization (NMF) [5], which try to optimize the value of latent variables indicating 
the clustering structure. Although these methods initialize the latent factors randomly, given 
the same initial random parameters, they will always produce the same final result.  

2. Probabilistic: this family of methods models the data as a Bayesian network of variables with 
cluster ids being a latent variable. Examples are Plaid [6] and SAMBA [7]. These methods 
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also use random initialization; however, since they use stochastic optimization, they might 
produce different solutions in different executions given the same initial values. 

Methods in the second group usually return a probabilistic assignment of objects to clusters. This 
is more desirable for patient stratification, because first, it provides a model-based (rather than ad-
hoc) approach to predict subtypes for new patients with unknown subtypes, and second, patients in 
one subtype often share features with patients in other subtypes and probabilistic assignments to 
subtypes capture these similarities and are more informative than strict assignments [8]. 
Furthermore, stochastic optimization methods are less prone to get stuck in local optimums. In 
addition, probabilistic models allow for introduction of prior knowledge into model. 

In terms of the diversity of data types used as stratification input, methods can be categorized 
into single-input and integrative. Hofree et al. [5] and Hochreiter et al. [9] are examples of single-
input approaches. They, respectively, use somatic point mutation and gene expression data. While 
some (but not all) of these publications provide comparisons between their methods and existing 
methods, these comparisons were conducted using either synthetic data or real databases with 
clinically known subtypes and, as also discussed in [2] and to the best of our knowledge, no 
suitable metric is provided for benchmarking when the data are real and unlabeled. 

Some single-input stratification methods use a different approach by finding the subtypes 
based on only a single data type, fixing the detected subtypes, and then integrating other data types 
to investigate subtype-specific features in those datasets. Examples are two prominent references 
Verhaak et al. [10] and Cho and Przytycka [8], both of which used gene expression data as the 
main datatype for patient stratification, but they did not discuss the logical reasons for this choice. 

As an example of integrative methods, Shen et al. [11] proposed a Bayesian method, namely 
iCluster, for integrative clustering of genomic data and applied it to breast and lung cancer data. In 
another study, Sun et al. [4] proposed a multi-view SVD method and applied it for integrating 
genomic and clinical data to find disease subtypes and their associated genetic variations. We note 
that these publications do not compare with competitors and do not demonstrate the merits of the 
integrative approach compared to single-input patient stratification through benchmarking 
experiments. Although Sun et al. [4] used AUC scores for discussing this point, we believe that 
their results are not an indicator of superiority of the integrative method, but are the natural result 
of their experimental setup. Furthermore, they only examine combining clinical and point 
mutation data and do not consider other genomic, transcriptomic, or proteomic data types. 

Table 1 summarizes the mentioned approaches to patient stratification and compares them 
according to the discussed aspects. According to our discussion, the merit of integrating different 
datasets for patient stratification is still an open issue. Furthermore, no systematic methods and 
metrics have been presented in the literature for evaluating patient clustering results and efforts 
have been focused rather on gene clustering (as in Prelic et. al [2]). Moreover, as also seen in 
Table 1, the utility of probabilistic methods in patient stratification is overlooked, although they 
are frequently applied for gene clustering. As discussed earlier, these methods provide potential 
solutions for the problems in patient stratification. 

In this paper, we address these open issues by proposing a novel Probabilistic Graphical Model 
(PGM), which we call B2PS (Bayesian Biclustering for Patient Stratification), and appropriate 
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evaluation metrics. To the best of our knowledge, the model provided here is the first Integrative 
Bayesian Biclustering model. While there are solutions for Integrative Biclustering [12] as well as 
Bayesian Biclustering [13] in the literature, no work so far combines integrative, Bayesian, and 
Biclustering concepts in one model. 
 

Table 1. Existing and proposed methods 

Method Probabilistic or 
Deterministic 

Clustering/ 
Biclustering 

Stratification 
Input Datatypes 

Verhaak et al. (2010) [10] Deterministic (HC) Clustering Expression 
Hochreiter et al. (2010) [9] Deterministic (FA) Biclustering Expression 
Hofree et al. (2013) [5] Deterministic (NMF) Biclustering Mutation 
Shen et al. (2009, 2012) [11, 14] Deterministic (FA) Clustering Multiple 
Sun et al. (2014) [4] Deterministic (SVD) Clustering Multiple 
Cho & Przytycka (2013) [8] Probabilistic (PGM) Clustering Multiple 
B2PS Probabilistic (PGM) Biclustering Multiple 

Abbreviations used in this table: HC (Hierarchical Clustering) – FA (Factor Analysis) 

  
The main contributions of this paper are as follows: 

 The proposed model allows for incorporation of prior knowledge, which is useful for 
dealing with noisy data. Our experimental results show that this ability is useful for processing 
noisy biological data and improves the stratification performance. 

 The proposed method is able to detect the natural number of clusters for each dimension 
(i.e., row and column), identification of which requires an iterative trial process in 
deterministic methods. Measured evaluation metrics indicates that the natural sample clusters 
detected by our method form a better partitioning than the one detected by conventional NMF. 

 Unlike conventional bi-clustering methods, the number of row and column clusters is not 
assumed to be the same in our model. This is a useful assumption that is more consistent with 
typical biological datasets and, according to our experimental results, provides a more 
informative clustering across both dimensions. 

 The integrative method proposed here allows for examination of patient stratification results 
when using different combinations of diverse datatypes with no theoretical limitation on the 
number of data types. This makes it possible to identify the datatypes that are more useful for 
patient stratification. Experimental results with two TCGA datasets suggest that gene 
expression data is more informative than genomic data for patient stratification. 

We compare the performance of B2PS against NMF, a state-of-the-art deterministic method. 
Experimental results demonstrate the superiority of B2PS over NMF regarding both patient 
stratification and feature clustering in different experimental settings. We believe that the outputs 
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of the proposed method can be a useful basis for detecting the subtype-specific driver aberrations, 
which is one of the goals of stratified and personalized medicine. 

2.  Methods 

2.1.  Model 

To perform patient stratification using different datatypes, an integrative probabilistic graphical 
model for biclustering is proposed. The model is shown in Figure 1. Observed variables are 
shaded and hyperparameters are in dotted circles. Table 2 includes a detailed description of the 
variables of the model. 
 

 
Fig. 1. The probabilistic graphical model of B2PS 

 
Because the goal is to integrate different datatypes about the same set of patients/samples, in 

our model, datasets of different datatypes are assumed to have the same rows/samples but can 
have different columns/features. Accordingly, the row clustering is shared across different 
datatypes, but each dataset has its particular column clustering. However, column clusterings of 
different datatypes are indirectly related to each other through the shared row clustering. While, no 
direct dependency is assumed between sample clusters 𝑐𝑖

𝑠 and gene clusters 𝑐𝑙
𝑒,𝑐𝑗

𝑚, and 𝑐𝑘
𝑣 in this 

model, they are indirectly dependent given the observed data variables. In terms of clustering 
structures discussed in [13], B2PS produces a single non-overlapping clustering, meaning that 
each row/column belongs to a single cluster that has no overlap with other clusters. 

2.2.  Parameter Learning and Inference 

The Gibbs sampling method [15] is used for parameter learning and latent variable inference. 
After random initialization, the latent variables (see Table 2) are iteratively sampled one by one 
based on computed marginal conditional probabilities. Eq. 1 shows the conditional probability for 
sample/row clusters. Parameters 𝜋𝑚, 𝜋𝑒 , and 𝜋𝑣 and hyperparameters 𝛼𝑚, 𝛼𝑒, and 𝛼𝑣 are not 
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included in this equation for they are conditionally independent from 𝑐𝑖
𝑠 given 𝑐𝑚, 𝑐𝑒, and 𝑐𝑣 

(refer to the model in Figure 1). Other absent parameters are integrated out. 
 

Table 2: Parameters and variables included in B2PS 

Type Name Description Distribution 

O
bs

er
ve

d 
V

ar
ia

bl
es

 𝑒𝑖𝑙 Expression status of gene 𝑙 of sample 𝑖 
𝑒𝑖𝑙~Multinomial3 (𝜃

𝑐𝑖
𝑠𝑐𝑗

𝑔
𝑒 ) 

𝑚𝑖𝑗 Mutation status of gene 𝑗 of sample 𝑖 
𝑚𝑖𝑗~Bernoulli (𝜃

𝑐𝑖
𝑠𝑐𝑗

𝑔
𝑚 ) 

𝑣𝑖𝑘 Copy number variation of gene 𝑘 of sample 𝑖 
𝑣𝑖𝑘~Multinomial5 (𝜃

𝑐𝑖
𝑠𝑐𝑗

𝑔
𝑣 ) 

H
yp

er
pa

ra
m

et
er

s 

𝛼𝑠 The parameter of prior Dirichlet distribution for samples. 
𝐾𝑠 is the number of sample clusters. 𝐾𝑠 and 𝑝𝑠 are 
provided as input. 

𝛼𝑠 = [
𝑝𝑠

𝐾𝑠
…  

𝑝𝑠

𝐾𝑠
]1×𝐾𝑠 

𝛼𝑥 The parameter of prior Dirichlet distribution for fetures of 
data type 𝑥. 𝐾𝑥 is the number of feature clusters. 𝐾𝑥 and 
𝑝𝑥 are provided as input. 

𝛼𝑥 = [
𝑝𝑥

𝐾𝑥
…  

𝑝𝑥

𝐾𝑥
]1×𝐾𝑥 

𝐺𝑥 The parameters for prior distributions of 𝜃𝑐𝑠𝑐𝑥
𝑥  for data type 

𝑥. 𝛽 values are provided as input. 
𝐺𝑚 = {𝛽0

𝑚, 𝛽1
𝑚} 

𝐺𝑣 = {𝛽−2
𝑣 , 𝛽−1

𝑣 , 𝛽0
𝑣, 𝛽1

𝑣 , 𝛽2
𝑣} 

𝐺𝑒 = {𝛽−1
𝑒 , 𝛽0

𝑒 , 𝛽1
𝑒} 

M
od

el
 P

ar
am

et
er

s 

𝜋𝑠 Distribution of the probability of belonging to different 
sample clusters 

𝜋𝑠~Dirichlet𝐾𝑠(𝛼𝑠) 

𝜋𝑥 Distribution of the probability of belonging to different 
feature clusters for data type 𝑥 

𝜋𝑥~Dirichlet𝐾𝑥(𝛼𝑥) 

𝜃𝑐𝑠𝑐𝑥
𝑥  Parameters for distribution of the values of the entities 

belonging to bicluster (𝑐𝑠, 𝑐𝑥) datatype 𝑥 
𝜃𝑐𝑠𝑐𝜇

𝑚 ~Beta(𝐺𝑚) 
𝜃𝑐𝑠𝑐𝑣

𝑣 ~Dirichlet5(𝐺𝑣) 
𝜃𝑐𝑠𝑐𝑒

𝑒 ~Dirichlet3(𝐺𝑒) 

La
te

nt
 

V
ar

ia
bl

es
 𝑐𝑖

𝑠 Cluster id for 𝑖th sample (sampled variable) 𝑐𝑖
𝑠~Multinomial𝐾𝑠(𝜋𝑠) 

𝑐𝑙
𝑒,𝑐𝑗

𝑚, 
 𝑐𝑘

𝑣 
Cluster id for lth, 𝑗th, and 𝑘th gene in corresponding 
datasets (sampled variable) 

𝑐𝑟
𝑥~Multinomial𝐾𝑥(𝜋𝑥) 

In the above table, 𝑥 can be 𝑚 (point mutation), 𝑒 (gene expression), or 𝑣 (copy number variation). 

All variables used in Eq. 1 and Eq. 2 (below) are described in Table 3. The right side of Eq. 1 
has generally two terms; the first term accounts for the size of clusters (i.e., larger clusters are 
assigned greater probability) and the second term incorporates the similarity of row 𝑖 to the 
members of each cluster (i.e., giving higher probability for assigning row 𝑖 to clusters with more 
similar members). Values of the hyperparameters control the balance between these two terms. 
Feature clusters for different data types are sampled similarly. As an example, the Eq. 2 is the 
conditional probability of feature clusters according to gene expression data. 
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𝑃(𝑐𝑖
𝑠 = 𝑞|𝑐−𝑖

𝑠 , 𝑐𝑚, 𝑐𝑒 , 𝑐𝑣, 𝑚, 𝑒, 𝑣; 𝛼𝑠, 𝐺𝑚, 𝐺𝑣, 𝐺𝑒)

∝ 𝑃(𝑐𝑖
𝑠 = 𝑞, 𝑐−𝑖

𝑠 , 𝑐𝑚, 𝑐𝑒 , 𝑐𝑣, 𝑚, 𝑒, 𝑣; 𝛼𝑠, 𝐺𝑚, 𝐺𝑣, 𝐺𝑒)

∝
𝑛𝑠𝑞

−𝑖 + 𝛼𝑞
𝑠

𝑛𝑠−𝑖 + 𝑝𝑠
× ∏ [∏ ∏ (

𝑛𝑥𝑞𝑡
𝑥𝑖𝑟,−𝑖

+ 𝛽𝑥𝑖𝑟

𝑥

𝑛𝑥𝑞𝑡
−𝑖 + 𝛽𝑥

)

{𝑟|𝑐𝑟
𝑥=𝑡}

𝐾𝑥

𝑡=1

]

𝐷𝑥

𝑥∈{𝑚,𝑒,𝑣}

 
(1) 

 

𝑃(𝑐𝑗
𝑒 = 𝑞|𝑐−𝑗

𝑒 , 𝑐𝑠, 𝑒; 𝛼𝑒 , 𝐺𝑒) ∝
𝑛𝑒𝑞

−𝑗
+ 𝛼𝑞

𝑒

𝑛𝑒−𝑗 + 𝑝𝑒
× ∏ ∏ (

𝑛𝑒𝑡𝑞

𝑒𝑖𝑗,−𝑗
+ 𝛽𝑒𝑖𝑗

𝑒

𝑛𝑒𝑡𝑞
−𝑗

+ 𝛽𝑒

)

{𝑖|𝑐𝑖
𝑠=𝑝}

𝐾𝑠

𝑡=1

 (2) 

 

Table 3: The variables included in sampling conditional probabilities 

Variable Description 

𝑐−𝑖
𝑠  Cluster id variables for all samples except 𝑖th sample 

𝑐−𝑗
𝑒  Cluster id variables for all features of expression datatype except 𝑗th feature 

𝑛𝑠−𝑖 The total number of samples minus one (the 𝑖th sample) 
𝑛𝑠𝑎

−𝑖 The number of samples in sample cluster 𝑎 excluding the 𝑖th sample 
𝑛𝑥−𝑟 The total number of features in database 𝑥 minus one (the 𝑟th feature) 
𝑛𝑥𝑏

−𝑟 The number of features in feature cluster 𝑏 of dataset 𝑥 excluding the rth feature 
𝑛𝑥𝑎𝑏

−𝑖 , 𝑛𝑥𝑎𝑏
−𝑟 The number of elements in bicluster (𝑎,𝑏) in dataset 𝑥 except those elements related to 

the 𝑖th sample or 𝑟th feature, respectively 

𝑛𝑥𝑎𝑏
𝑥𝑖𝑟,−𝑖, 𝑛𝑥𝑎𝑏

𝑥𝑖𝑟,−𝑟 The number of elements in bicluster (𝑎,𝑏) in dataset 𝑥 whose value equals 𝑥𝑖𝑟 except 
those elements related to the 𝑖th sample or 𝑟th feature, respectively 

𝛽𝑥 𝛽𝑥 = ∑ 𝛽𝑑
𝑥

𝑑 , where 𝑑 is the values that a data point of type 𝑥 can take (e.g., for point 
mutation 𝑑 ∈ {0,1}) 

𝐷𝑥 A binary variable indicating inclusion (𝐷𝑥 = 1) or exclusion (𝐷𝑥 = 0) of data type 𝑥 in 
or from the conditional probability, when examining different combinations of datatypes. 

In the above table, 𝑥 can be 𝑚 (point mutation), 𝑒 (gene expression), or 𝑣 (copy number variation). 

The number of clusters for samples and genes are denoted respectively by 𝐾𝑠 and 𝐾𝑥, where 𝑥 
can be 𝑚, 𝑒, or 𝑣 (see Table 2). The random initialization of cluster id variables produces a 
uniform distribution of entities to these clusters. However, according to the terms included in 
above conditional probabilities, sampling tends to minimize the number of clusters such that the 
members of a cluster are highly similar. So, as the biclustering converges throughout the 
iterations, some clusters become empty with no entities assigned to them, if the values for 𝐾𝑠 and 
𝐾𝑥 are set large enough. Accordingly, after each execution of learning algorithm (until 
convergence) the natural number of clusters can be determined as the number of occupied clusters. 

2.3.  Computing Final Clusters and Model Parameters 
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Due to the stochastic nature of Gibbs sampling, the results of two distinct executions can be 
different. Therefore, as in [5] and [16], a consensus method based on repeated execution of the 
learning algorithm is used to yield a more robust clustering. This method is based on a similarity 
matrix, where the similarity is measured as the number of times (out of several executions) that 
two entities (samples or genes) belong to the same cluster at the end of an execution. Then, the 
consensus matrices (one for each dimension) are used to perform UPGMA hierarchical clustering 
to identify the final sample and gene clusters. The number of clusters used for hierarchical 
clustering is the average of the number of clusters occupied at the end of different executions. 
After finding the final clustering structures, the model parameters can be estimated as maximum a 
posteriori probabilities. 

2.4.  Comparison Partner 

To compare the performance of the proposed probabilistic model with deterministic methods, we 
use a popular method for patient stratification based on Non-negative Matrix Factorization (NMF). 
We used the multiplicative NMF algorithm of Lee and Seung [17]. We downloaded the MATLAB 
implementation by Zhang et al. [12], who modified and used the algorithm for biclustering 
genomic and transcriptomic data. We amended the code to produce consensus matrices for further 
post-processing described in section 2.6. 

2.5.  Evaluation 

Between two main categories of internal and external measures used to evaluate clustering 
results, we used external measures, which are more suitable for assessing the performance of 
patient or gene clustering algorithms [2]. According to the goal of patient stratification, different 
patient groups are expected to exhibit distinctive responses to treatments. Therefore, for evaluating 
the patient clustering results, we use clinical data and perform survival analysis. We use the log-
rank test [18] implemented in R ‘survival’ package. The smaller the log-rank p-value, the more 
distinctive the survival behavior of different patient clusters. This measure is a popular measure 
for validating stratification results, but, to the best of our knowledge, it has not been used for 
comparing different clustering algorithms. 

Since the main goal of this study is sample stratification, we also measure the stability and 
robustness of sample clustering outputs regarding the Cophenetic Correlation Coefficient using the 
method described by Brunet et al. [16]. This is a measure between 0 and 1 and approaches 1 as 
results of an experiment are more repeatable and robust. Since almost all of the features of the 
datasets used in our experiments are genes, the Gene Ontology Term Overlap (GOTO) [19] 
criterion is used for evaluating the feature clustering. Larger values of this metric imply more 
meaningful clustering in terms of biological relationship between cluster members. 

2.6.  Parameter Tuning 

To determine the best number of clusters for NMF, the method proposed by Brunet et al. [16] is 
used, which is based on the Cophenetic Correlation Coefficient briefly described in section 2.5. 
Similar to method described in section 2.3 for B2PS, a consensus matrix is computed throughout 
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execution of NMF for the same number of times as for B2PS. This experiment is repeated with 
different numbers of clusters and the Cophenetic Correlation Coefficient is recorded for each 
experiment. Finally, a chart showing the trend of the Cophenetic Correlation Coefficient versus 
the increasing number of clusters is drawn and the number after which the coefficient value 
decreases considerably is chosen as the optimal number of clusters. 

The parameters of B2PS are the hyperparameters of prior distributions of values for data 
points and cluster assignment probabilities. Sample clustering hyperparameter 𝛼𝑠 is common 
among all datatypes, however, feature clustering and data value priors are distinct for different 
datatypes. Clustering hyperparameters are set uniformly as shown in Table 2 and depend on the 
values of 𝑝𝑠 (for samples) and 𝑝𝑥  (for features). For weak or non-informative priors, these values 
are set to 1 and for strong or informative priors they are set according to the number of samples 
and features of the dataset being analyzed. Data value prior hyperparameters are set according to 
their real distribution in the dataset under investigation. When weak, they are scaled such that 𝛽 
values (see Table 2) of the data types being analyzed sum to one. Strong priors are adjusted 
according to the size of the dataset under analysis. 

The optimal values of hyperparameters for each datatype are selected through a trial process 
that optimizes for log-rank p-value. For integrated analysis of several datatypes, the prior settings 
of individual data types are used. For common hyperparameter 𝛼𝑠, the value used for the datatype 
producing the best sample clustering in its independent analysis is used. 

3.  Experiments 

3.1.  Data 

Data for this research are obtained from The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) online dataset [20]. 
Data include genomic data, namely somatic point mutation and genome-wide copy number 
variation, and transcriptomic gene expression data. Data are about Glioblastoma Multiform 
(GBM) and Breast Invasive Carcinoma (BRCA) patients. For each disease, data of a subset of 
patients/samples having records for all three datatypes mentioned above is downloaded. 

To be analyzable with our method, data are preprocessed into three matrices where rows refer 
to samples and columns refer to features (i.e., genes or miRNAs). According to different 
properties of the three datatypes, different preprocessing methods are used. Final values are 0 (for 
genes not containing any non-silent mutation) and 1 (otherwise) for point mutation data, {-2, -1, 0, 
1, 2} (the change in the normal number of copies of a gene or miRNA computed by GISTIC2.0 
[21]) for CNV, and -1 (under-expression), 0, and +1 (over-expression) for gene expression data 
(capturing changes more than two fold). Number of features of preprocessed final datasets for 
somatic point mutation, CNV, and expression data were respectively 4117, 23082, 11874 for 102 
GBM samples and 13776, 23082, and 17814 for 501 BRCA samples. Because NMF only accepts non-
negative values, for experiments with NMF these data are further preprocessed using the method 
described in [12]. Clinical data were also available for the patients and contained information 
required for survival analysis. We retrieved gene ontology data for GOTO analysis using the 
‘biomaRt’ R package [22]. 
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3.2.  Results 

The experiments are designed with three goals in mind: 1) to show the benefit of the ability to 
incorporate prior knowledge enabled by the Bayesian approach, 2) to identify the best 
combination of datatypes for patient stratification, and 3) to compare the proposed method with a 
state-of-the-art method. In all experiments, the learning algorithm is executed 50 times for both 
B2PS and NMF. To set the number of iterations for each execution, the learning algorithm is first 
applied with a large number of iterations, the point of (relative) convergence of the objective 
function is detected manually, and then the algorithm is run with that number of iterations. 

3.2.1.  Effects of Priors 

To investigate the effects of priors on performance of B2PS, different combinations of strong and 
weak values for hyperparameters are examined. As an example, the results of a subset of different 
possible settings for GBM expression dataset are shown in Table 5. Since the main goal of this 
research was sample stratification, final selected priors (bolded in table) favor better sample 
clustering over better gene clustering. 

According to these and similar results for the BRCA dataset (not reported due to page limit), 
strong data priors increase the performance regarding the sample clustering with a slight decrease 
in gene clustering score. This can be explained by the fact that strong priors cancel the noise of 
gene expression data to a degree, which generally, is expected to increases the sizes of sample and 
gene clusters. For sample clusters, this effect is somewhat attenuated according to strong patterns 
in expression profiles of each cluster and the number of clusters remain almost the same. However 
for gene clusters, this effect merges more similar gene clusters resulting in fewer clusters. 

Strong priors for clustering have a reverse effect on clustering structure. As the clustering 
priors increase, tendency to create clusters with higher similarity among their members increases. 
So, we should expect smaller and more precise clusters and, consequently, larger number of 
clusters. Once more, for the same reasons mentioned for data prior, this is more observable for 
gene clustering rather than sample clustering. Generally the results endorse the usefulness of 
ability to include prior knowledge in patient stratification. 

3.2.2.  Informative Datatypes for Patient Stratification 

To identify the most informative datatypes for patient stratification we examined different 
combinations of three datatypes: somatic point mutation, copy number variation and gene 
expression. Results are summarized in Table 6 for GBM and BRCA datasets. Here, no results are 
reported for point mutation data, because, due to high heterogeneity of these data, independent 
experiments with point mutation dataset did not converge to any stable results and, moreover, 
point mutation data did not have any effects on the output of integrative experiments. 

According to the results, gene expression data, when used alone, produces the best result 
according to both sample clustering (log-rank p-value) and gene clustering (GOTO score). For 
sample clustering, this can be related to the fact that gene expression profiles are closer to final 
phenotypes and reflect the cumulative effects of molecular aberrations occurred in earlier steps of 
central dogma of biology better than other mentioned data types. For gene clustering, higher 
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GOTO score for expression data compared to others is interpretable according to the fact that 
genes with similar expression patterns across different samples are more likely to share the same 
functions in cell than genes with similar CNV. 
 

Table 5: Different prior settings for experiments with GBM gene expression dataset 

Priors Num. of  
Sample 
Clusters 

Num. of 
Feature 
Clusters 

Log-rank 
p-value GOTO 

Data Sample 
Clustering 

Gene 
Clustering 

weak weak weak 8 66 0.018 3.444 
strong weak weak 8 25 0.004 3.408 
strong strong weak 9 21 0.017 3.404 
strong weak strong 8 73 0.019 3.415 
strong strong strong 8 70 0.008 3.418 

 
Table 6: Results of integrative and single input experiments for GBM and BRCA 

Dataset Data Types Sample 
Clusters 

Feature Clusters Log-rank 
p-value 

Cophenetic 
Corr. Coef. 

GOTO 

Exp. CNV Exp. CNV 

G
B

M
 Exp. 8 25 NA 0.004 0.958 3.408 NA 

CNV 19 NA 86 0.411 0.976 NA 1.820 
Exp. and CNV 7 22 68 0.292 0.799 3.403 1.802 

B
R

C
A

 Exp. 8 69 NA 0.140 0.935 2.598 NA 
CNV 20 NA 63 0.353 0.913 NA 1.854 
Exp. and CNV 11 69 68 0.535 0.897 2.580 1.857 

 
Moreover, according to the results, combination of expression and CNV data types introduces 

noise and decreases the robustness (the Cophenetic Correlation Coefficient) of the results and, 
deteriorates performance of sample and gene clustering compared to when gene expression is used 
alone. This is related to the inconsistency between different data types and the fact that different 
genotypes can be transcribed and translated into similar phenotypes.  

3.2.3.  B2PS vs. NMF 

Comparison between the proposed method and NMF is conducted using gene expression data, 
which is here detected as the most informative datatype for patient stratification. To identify the 
number of clusters of NMF, the method described in section 2.6 is used. The results of NMF with 
the selected number of clusters and B2PS with the detected number of clusters are included in 
Table 7 for GBM and BRCA datasets. According to the results, although NMF produces slightly 
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more robust results (which can be related to the higher number of clusters for B2PS), B2PS 
produces remarkably more meaningful stratification and feature clusters. 
 

Table 7. Comparison between B2PS and NMF 

Dataset Method Sample 
Clusters 

Feature 
Clusters 

Log-rank 
p-value 

Cophenetic 
Corr. Coef. GOTO 

G
B

M
 

B2PS 8 25 0.004 0.958 3.408 
NMF 3 3 0.458 0.965 2.535 
B2PS  3 29 0.047 0.967 3.405 
B2PS  3 6 0.217 0.999 3.392 

B
R

C
A

 

B2PS 8 69 0.140 0.935 2.598 
NMF 3 3 0.226 0.991 2.541 
B2PS 3 101 0.120 0.998 2.603 
B2PS 3 6 0.489 0.983 2.548 

 
To see whether B2PS can also perform as well when the numbers of sample clusters are the 

same for both methods, in another experiment, B2PS is forced to find the clustering structure with 
the number of subtypes detected by NMF. Results shown in Table 7 approves that B2PS performs 
better stratification and, interestingly, when the number of sample clusters of B2PS is restricted, 
the number of detected feature clusters increases and the quality of feature clusters remain almost 
the same as (slightly better than) the unrestricted case. To examine if this flexibility in the number 
of clusters across two different dimensions is an advantage that is effective in superior 
performance of B2PS, the results are compared with the case when this flexibility is discarded by 
simulating the inflexibility of NMF. For this, the numbers of sample and feature clusters are set 
“logically” equal for B2PS. Since, unlike NMF, B2PS inputs consists of both negative and 
positive values, then “logically” equivalent setting for B2PS is when the number of feature 
clusters is twice the number of sample clusters. The results of these double-restricted experiments 
are also included in Table 7. As it can be seen, this additional restriction distorts the performance 
in both aspects of sample and feature clustering considerably. Accordingly, results support the 
hypothesis that flexibility in the number of clusters improves the performance. 

4.  Conclusions 

We proposed a novel probabilistic graphical model, called B2PS, for Bayesian integrative 
biclustering of biological data for patient stratification. Our experimental results demonstrate the 
effectiveness of the Bayesian approach for inclusion of prior knowledge and detection of a natural 
number of clusters. Our experiments also show that B2PS is more effective in patient stratification 
than NMF, due to the probabilistic nature of B2PS and its flexibility in the number of clusters 
across two dimensions. In cases where gene expression data is collectible (e.g., cancer), this type 
of data turns out to be more informative than other genomic data for patient stratification at least 
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for the datasets used in this study. For diseases where gene expression data cannot be gathered 
from the relevant tissue, methods like the one proposed in [5], which preprocess the genomic data 
to reduce their heterogeneity, can be useful. B2PS helps achieving the ultimate goal of stratified 
medicine by providing more robust subtypes and gene clusters, which can serve as a starting point 
to find subtype-specific gene expression profiles and consequently subtype specific pathways or 
subnetworks. This information together with the mutation profiles can then be employed to find 
the driver genetic variations for each subtype (the hallmark of stratified medicine). Future research 
may explore the integration of other data types (e.g., methylation, miRNA expression, and other 
structural variations like gene fusion) as well as increasing the resolution of the current datatypes 
(e.g., modeling gene expression as continuous distribution). 
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Recent studies on copy number variation (CNV) have suggested that an increasing burden of CNVs is 
associated with susceptibility or resistance to disease. A large number of genes or genomic loci contribute to 
complex diseases such as autism. Thus, total genomic copy number burden, as an accumulation of copy 
number change, is a meaningful measure of genomic instability to identify the association between global 
genetic effects and phenotypes of interest. However, no systematic annotation pipeline has been developed to 
interpret biological meaning based on the accumulation of copy number change across the genome associated 
with a phenotype of interest. In this study, we develop a comprehensive and systematic pipeline for 
annotating copy number variants into genes/genomic regions and subsequently pathways and other gene 
groups using Biofilter – a bioinformatics tool that aggregates over a dozen publicly available databases of 
prior biological knowledge. Next we conduct enrichment tests of biologically defined groupings of CNVs 
including genes, pathways, Gene Ontology, or protein families. We applied the proposed pipeline to a CNV 
dataset from the Marshfield Clinic Personalized Medicine Research Project (PMRP) in a quantitative trait 
phenotype derived from the electronic health record – total cholesterol. We identified several significant 
pathways such as toll-like receptor signaling pathway and hepatitis C pathway, gene ontologies (GOs) of 
nucleoside triphosphatase activity (NTPase) and response to virus, and protein families such as cell 
morphogenesis that are associated with the total cholesterol phenotype based on CNV profiles (permutation 
p-value < 0.01). Based on the copy number burden analysis, it follows that the more and larger the copy 
number changes, the more likely that one or more target genes that influence disease risk and phenotypic 
severity will be affected. Thus, our study suggests the proposed enrichment pipeline could improve the 
interpretability of copy number burden analysis where hundreds of loci or genes contribute toward disease 
susceptibility via biological knowledge groups such as pathways. This CNV annotation pipeline with 
Biofilter can be used for CNV data from any genotyping or sequencing platform and to explore CNV 
enrichment for any traits or phenotypes.  Biofilter continues to be a powerful bioinformatics tool for 
annotating, filtering, and constructing biologically informed models for association analysis – now including 
copy number variants. 

Keywords: Copy number burden, functional annotation, electronic medical record, precision medicine 
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1.  Introduction 

Precision medicine, an emerging approach for prevention and treatment strategies that takes into 
account individual variability in genes, lifestyle, and environment for each person, has become one 
of the main research interests of biomedical science [1]. Recently, a precision medicine initiative 
was announced as a new research initiative that plans to boost progress toward a new era of 
personalized medicine [1]. Thus, collecting and utilizing patients’ rich information through 
electronic health records (EHRs) is one of the most important keys in precision medicine in order 
to tailor disease prevention and effective treatment strategies. First, precision medicine will need 
to be tested in many pilot studies to guide clinical practice. 

The electronic MEdical Record and GEnomics (eMERGE) is a national network organized and 
funded by the National Human Genome Research Institute (NHGRI) that combines DNA 
repositories linked with electronic medical record (EMR) systems for performing large scale, 
high-throughput genetic association studies [2]. Many genome-wide association studies (GWAS) 
have been performed for multiple phenotypes generated from the eMERGE network [3,4]. In 
addition, a phenome-wide association study (PheWAS) approach has been used to query 
genotype-phenotype associations between targeted single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) and 
multiple phenotypes and to detect pleiotropy [5]. Despite many efforts to investigate genotype-
phenotype associations, genetic studies to date have still only identified a small fraction of the 
heritability of complex traits [6]. Many alternative approaches to improve the ‘missing heritability’ 
problem have been proposed such as investigating gene-gene interactions associated with 
phenotypes or a systems genomics approach [7,8]. In addition, an alternative explanation for the 
‘missing heritability’ could be copy number variations (CNVs) [9]. 

Disease-associated rare/common CNVs have been identified through multiple studies [10,11]. 
However, one conclusion from the extensive CNV association studies is that there are hundreds or 
thousands of genes or genomic regions that contribute to disease susceptibility for certain 
disorders such as autism. Thus, total genomic copy number burden, as an accumulation of copy 
number change, is a meaningful measure of genomic change that may contribute to phenotypes 
that are associated with many genes/regions. Previously, we found that autism is associated with 
increased levels of copy number burden [12]. However, one of the current limitations of this 
approach is that it is difficult to interpret biological meaning based on the accumulation of copy 
number change genome-wide. Is it the amount of copy number change that is important or is it 
which genes/pathways the copy number change occurs that is important? In this study, we develop 
a comprehensive and systematic pipeline for annotating copy number variants into genes/genomic 
regions and subsequently pathways and other gene groups using Biofilter – a bioinformatics tool 
that aggregates over a dozen publicly available databases of prior biological knowledge [13]. Next 
we conduct enrichment tests of biologically defined groupings of CNVs including pathways, Gene 
Ontology (GO), or protein families. We applied the proposed pipeline to a CNV data set in a 
cholesterol phenotype from the Marshfield Clinic, a study site of the eMERGE network. We 
identified several significant pathways, GOs, and protein families that are associated with the 
cholesterol phenotype based on CNV profiles. The results discussed herein demonstrate the utility 
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of the proposed pipeline as a novel method for annotating the results of CNV burden analysis 
underlying complex traits such as cholesterol. 
 
2.  Methods 

2.1.  Data 

Median total cholesterol as a phenotype for this study was extracted from the EHR from the 
Marshfield Personalized Medicine Research Project (PMRP) [14]. Table 1 shows the descriptive 
statistics of the data set. High-density SNP genotyping was performed on DNA samples at the 
Center for Inherited Disease Research (CIDR) using the Illumina 660W-Quad. After quality 
controls (QC), 3,399 samples with available median total cholesterol phenotype from the 
Marshfield PMRP were selected for the present study. DNA samples from this site were genotyped 
using the Illumina 660W-Quad array as previously described [15]. QC is described in further 
detail in the CNV Burden Analysis section. 

Table 1. Descriptive statistics on Marshfield Median Total Cholesterol data set. Total number of samples after QC is 
presented. 

Phenotype Sex Birthdate Year* 
(Mean SD) 

Total 

Male Female 

Median Total Cholesterol 1,428 1,971 3.1779 1.1772 3,399 

*Birthdate Year denotes decade of birth where 1=1910, 2=1920, 3=1930, 4=1940, 5=1950, and 6=1960. 

2.2.  CNV Burden Analysis 

Figure 1 shows the illustration of the entire pipeline. In order to detect CNV, log R ratio and B 
Allele Frequency values were extracted from the Illumina 660W-Quad array. The PennCNV 
software, based on a hidden Markov model, was used for calling CNVs [16]. First, individual 
CNV calls were generated as raw CNV calls and then several QC steps were performed. CNVs 
that had a high success rate of attempted SNPs, a low standard deviation of normalized intensity, 
and low genomic wave artifacts passed QC thresholds. All samples had genetically inferred 
European ancestry and any genotypic duplicates were removed. In addition, samples with spurious 
large homozygous deletions were removed. After QC, 3,399 samples were analyzed for the CNV 
burden analysis. Linear regression models using PLATO software [17] were fit to the data to 
evaluate the associations between CNV burden, i.e. accumulation of duplication or deletion in 
each individual, or collectively, as total base pairs of altered copy number (i.e. total CNV burden), 
and the median total cholesterol phenotype. Analyses were adjusted for potential confounders, 
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including age (decade of birth), sex, and the first three principal components of ancestry that were 
generated from the PCA analysis based on SNP data set. 

	

Fig. 1. Illustration of the pipeline for functional annotation based on the results of the CNV burden analyses. 
PennCNV is used for calling CNVs, then copy number burden analysis is performed using CNV calls after QC. 
A new function of Biofilter 2.0 provides functional annotation results based on copy number burden. 

2.3.  Biofilter 2.0 

Biofilter 2.0 is a software tool that provides a convenient single interface for high-throughput 
annotation, filtering of genetic data via accessing multiple publicly available human genetic data 
sources, and constructing biologically informed models for association analysis [13]. This 
software uses a build-in database called the Library of Knowledge Integration (LOKI), which 
contains a number of public data resources. LOKI includes not only information about the 
genomic locations of SNPs and genes, but also information about biological networks, 
connections, and/or pathways to be used for determining relationships between genes. For more 
information, see: http://ritchielab.psu.edu/software/. 

A new function was added in Biofilter 2.0 for CNV analyses. CNV data, which are specified by 
a chromosome and base pair range from any genotyping or sequencing platform, can be mapped to 
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genes (Fig 1). These CNV regions can be mapped to genes based on percent of overlap of the 
genes with the CNV region or based on the number of base pairs overlapped. In addition, 
biological knowledge such as pathway, GO, or Pfam along with list of its gene members can be 
extracted using Biofilter 2.0 for the functional annotation calculation based on the results of CNV 
burden analyses (Fig 1). For the current study, 281 Kyoto Encyclopedia of Gene and Genomes 
(KEGG) pathways, 1,454 GOs, and 2,908 Pfams were used. 

	

Fig. 2. Overview of the functional annotation calculation based on CNV profiles. After the CNV data set was 
mapped to genes using Biofilter 2.0, functional enrichment tests can be used to identify significantly enriched 
biological knowledge such pathway, GO or Pfam. KB, knowledgebase. 

2.4.  Functional Annotation based on CNV Profiles 

Figure 2 describes the overview of the functional annotation calculation based on CNV profiles. 
After the CNV data set was mapped to genes using Biofilter 2.0, functional enrichment tests can 
be used for the functional annotation. However, an over-representation analysis (ORA) approach, 
which is one of the most common methods for the pathway analysis, is not appropriate for 
annotating the results of CNV burden analyses since it does not consider the frequency 
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information of rare and/or common CNV across samples. Thus, we propose a new functional 
annotation method based on the results of CNV burden analyses in order to capture the frequency 
information of rare and common CNV. Knowledgebase score (KB_Score) was calculated via 
aggregating not only frequency of genes within a specific pathway but also frequency of those 
genes across samples (Fig 2). KB_Scores can be obtained from cases and controls, respectively, 
and then each KB_Score should be normalized by dividing by the number of cases/controls. Next, 
a final KB_Score can be achieved as a ratio of each KB_Score, which is generated from the 
cases/controls, respectively. After calculating KB_Score per pathway, we randomly permuted the 
phenotype 1,000 times to generate random data sets, that is, the phenotypes are randomly 
associated with the CNV profiles. To assess whether annotated biological knowledge (observed 
KB_Score) is more significant than expected by chance, any observed KB_Score higher than the 
950th highest KB_Score in the permuted data set was recorded in a final list of significant 
biological knowledge (Fig 2). Even though the proposed method is suitable for case/control 
phenotypes, continuous phenotypes can be dichotomized based on quartiles as described more 
below. 

3.  Results and Discussion 

3.1.  The Results of CNV Burden Analysis 

We assessed the significance of the association between CNV burden variables (duplication, 
deletion, and total CNV burden) and median total cholesterol using linear regression. Through the 
CNV burden analysis, duplication and total CNV burden were significantly associated with 
cholesterol phenotype, P = 0.0023, P = 0.0099, respectively. Thus, duplication regions and total 
CNV regions were mapped to genes using Biofilter 2.0. Since functional annotation results were 
similar between different overlap criteria between CNV regions and genes (data not shown), CNV 
data was mapped to genes based on 1bp overlap criteria for further analysis. From 3,399 samples 
7,150 distinct genes and 9,587 distinct genes were mapped based on duplication and total CNV, 
respectively. 

3.2.  Significant Pathways, GOs, and Pfams Associated with Cholesterol 

Since the proposed method for annotating the results of CNV burden analyses is appropriate for 
the case/control phenotype, the median total cholesterol, a continuous phenotype, was 
dichotomized in three different ways based on quartiles: (1) 4th quartile (cases) vs. 3rd, 2nd, 1st 
quartiles (controls); (2) 4th, 3rd quartiles (cases) vs. 2nd, 1st quartiles (controls); (3) 4th, 3rd, 2nd 
quartiles (cases) vs. 1st quartile (controls). We compared the annotation results between different 
dichotomized phenotypes (Table 2). Since total number of significant biological knowledge 
between dichotomized phenotypes was not too different and there were many distinct biological 
knowledge that were shared between at least two dichotomized phenotypes, we chose the first way 
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Table 2. Comparison of total number of significant knowledge features based on different dichotomized cholesterol 
phenotypes. Each element is the number of significant knowledge features from the functional annotation calculation 
(P<0.05).   

Knowledge 
Type 

CNV Type Dichotomizing Cholesterol Phenotype Shared 
Significant 
Knowledge*4th Quartile vs. 3rd, 

2nd, 1st Quartiles 
4th, 3rd Quartiles vs. 
2nd, 1st Quartiles 

4th, 3rd, 2nd Quartiles 
vs. 1st Quartile 

Pathway Dup 32 38 36 28 
Total CNV 20 10 21 13 

GO Dup 39 62 62 43 
Total CNV 50 38 58 26 

Pfam Dup 43 46 35 22 
Total CNV 63 57 68 20 

*Shared	significant	knowledge	denotes	the	number	of	distinct	knowledge	that	appears	in	at	least	more	than	two	
dichotomized	phenotypes.	

of dichotomized phenotype, top quartile as cases vs. three bottom quartiles as controls, for further 
analysis. This approach is also commonly used in many epidemiology studies in order to calculate 
odds ratio for the continuous phenotype [18]. 

Through the proposed functional annotation method, significant pathways, GOs, and Pfams 
were obtained based on the selected dichotomized phenotype. Table 3 shows the results of 
pathway knowledge for duplication and total CNV burden. We restricted the significance threshold 
(permutation P-value <0.01) to remove marginally significant results. Based on a stricter 
threshold, 6 pathways were found from duplication burden and 2 pathways were selected from 
total CNV burden as pathways associated with the cholesterol phenotype (Table 3). Similarly, 
significant GOs and Pfams were also found (Table 4 and Table 5). 

3.3.  Biological interpretation 

Previously, many studies have reported that hypercholesterolemia or lower cholesterol levels are 
associated with CNV [19]. In addition, hyperlipidemia is associated with many other diseases such 
as myocardial infarction. For example, one study found several CNVs to have a link to myocardial 
infarction and hyperlipidemia [20]. Most of these studies were focused on specific CNVs or genes 
within CNV regions. However, we found that CNV burden is associated with cholesterol level. 
This is the first study to identify the association between the cholesterol quantitative trait and CNV 
burden in the literature. This suggests that cholesterol levels may also be associated with global 
genetic effects of many genes/regions. 
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Table 3. The list of significant pathways. Significant pathways associated with cholesterol were selected based on 
CNV burden data set (P<0.01). Continuous cholesterol phenotype was dichotomized at the 75th percentile in order to 
perform the proposed functional annotation pipeline, comparing CNVs  in the top quartile (‘high’) with those in the 
bottom 3 quartiles (‘low’). 

CNV Type Significant Pathways Permutation P-value 

Dup Hepatitis C 0.001998 
 Toll-like receptor signaling pathway 0.001998 
 Cytokine-cytokine receptor interaction 0.006993 
 Shigellosis 0.006993 
 RIG-I-like receptor signaling pathway 0.007992 
 Influenza A 0.00999 
Total CNV Toll-like receptor signaling pathway 0.001 
 Renal cell carcinoma 0.002997 

Table 4. The list of significant protein families. Significant protein families associated with cholesterol were selected 
based on CNV burden data set (P<0.01). Continuous cholesterol phenotype was dichotomized at the 75th percentile in 
order to perform the proposed functional annotation pipeline comparing CNVs  in the top quartile (‘high’) with those 
in the bottom 3 quartiles (‘low’).	

CNV Type Significant Pfams Permutation P-value 

Dup Cell morphogenesis central region 0.001998 

 Cell morphogenesis C-terminal 0.001998 

 Cell morphogenesis N-terminal 0.001998 

 RAVE protein 1 C terminal 0.00999 

 Zinc-binding domain 0.00999 

Total CNV Poly (ADP-ribose) glycohydrolase (PARG) 0.001 

 Adenylate and Guanylate cyclase catalytic domain 0.001 

 Thrombospondin type 1 domain 0.000999 

 ADAM-TS Spacer 1 0.000999 

 Cell morphogenesis central region 0.001998 

 Cell morphogenesis C-terminal 0.001998 

 Cell morphogenesis N-terminal 0.001998 

 Reprolysin (M12B) family zinc metalloprotease 0.008991 

 Zinc binding domain 0.00999 
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Table 5. The list of significant GOs. Significant GOs associated with cholesterol were selected based on CNV burden 
data set (P<0.01). Continuous cholesterol phenotype was dichotomized at the 75th percentile in order to perform the 
proposed functional annotation pipeline comparing CNVs  in the top quartile (‘high’) with those in the bottom 3 
quartiles (‘low’). 

CNV Type Significant GOs Permutation P-value 

Dup Nucleoside triphosphatase activity 0.001 

 GTPase activity 0.001 

 Pyrophosphatase activity 0.001 

 Cellular defense response 0.000999 

 Hydrolase activity, acting on acid anhydrides 0.000999 

 Caspase regulator activity 0.005994 

 Histone acetyltransferase activity 0.006993 

 Response to virus 0.007992 

 Microtubule organizing center organization and biogenesis 0.008991 

 Centrosome organization and biogenesis 0.008991 

 Nuclear envelope 0.00999 

Total CNV Sensory organ development 0.001 

 Nicotinic acetylcholine-gated receptor-channel complex 0.000999 

 Nicotinic acetylcholine-activated cation-selective channel 
activity 

0.000999 

 Double stranded DNA binding 0.001998 

 Cyclase activity 0.002997 

 Phosphorus-oxygen lyase activity 0.002997 

 Secondary metabolic process 0.005994 

 Learning and/or memory 0.006993 
 Serotonin receptor activity 0.007992 

 Microvillus 0.008991 

 Amino acid transmembrane transporter activity 0.008991 

																																																		

In order to better understand possible mechanisms of the association between the cholesterol 
phenotype and CNV burden, the proposed functional annotation test was performed based on 
CNV profiles. Six pathways, hepatitis C, toll-like receptor signaling pathway, cytokine-cytokine 
receptor interaction, shigellosis, RIG-I-like receptor signaling pathway, and influenza A were 
found in the annotation results based on duplication burden. In particular, toll-like receptor (TLR) 
signaling pathway is a well-known pathway that acts an important role in atherosclerosis [21]. A 
prior study found that TLR4 can directly interfere with cholesterol metabolism in macrophages, 
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which suggests that TLR4 could affect disease pathology [21]. The results from a second study 
revealed that Hepatitis C virus entry, in cooperation with CD81 and scavenger receptor B type I, is 
also partially dependent on membrane cholesterol [22]. In addition, TLR signaling pathways and 
renal cell carcinoma were obtained based on total CNV burden. In a recent study of patients who 
underwent surgery for renal cell carcinoma, preoperative serum cholesterol was implicated as an 
independent factor for prognosis. Lower cholesterol levels were found to be associated with 
advanced disease and worse survival, which may be due to cholesterol’s increased storage in 
tumour cells and role in new membrane biosynthesis [23]. For Pfam, 5 and 9 protein families were 
found based on duplication and total copy number burden, respectively. Interestingly, many cell 
morphogenesis-related protein families were found, in line with findings that cholesterol is 
important for proper cell morphogenesis due to its role in maintaining membrane order [24]. 
Among many significant GOs, nucleoside triphosphatase activity (NTPase) was found to be 
associated with cholesterol. Nuclear membrane cholesterol both modulates NTPase activity and 
can alter activity when oxidized [25]. Furthermore, similarly to the aforementioned Hepatitis C 
virus, cholesterol is important for membrane fusion during virus infection into host cells, as the 
enrichment of cholesterol helps to maintain membrane fluidity in the cell [26]. Taken together 
these results demonstrate the utility of the proposed pipeline for annotating the results of CNV 
burden analysis underlying complex traits such as total cholesterol phenotype. 

4.  Conclusions 

In this study, we developed a systematic pipeline for annotating copy number variants into 
genes/genomic regions and subsequently pathways and other biological knowledge using Biofilter 
2.0. In addition, a new method that takes into account the frequency information of genes in 
rare/common CNVs was proposed and led to the finding of many biologically relevant pathways, 
GOs, and protein families associated with cholesterol. Based on the copy number burden analysis, 
it follows that with larger copy number changes and a greater accumulation of copy number 
changes, it is more likely that genes known to influence disease risk and phenotypic severity will 
be affected. Thus, our study suggests the proposed pipeline could improve the interpretability of 
copy number burden analysis where hundreds of loci or genes contribute toward disease 
susceptibility via biological knowledge groups such as pathways. This CNV annotation pipeline 
with Biofilter can be used for CNV data from any genotyping or sequencing platform and to 
explore CNV enrichment for any traits or phenotypes. Biofilter is open source and freely available 
at http://ritchielab.psu.edu/software.  Biofilter continues to be a powerful bioinformatics tool for 
annotation, filtering, and constructing biologically informed models for association analysis – now 
including copy number variants. 

As demonstrated by this and other studies, CNV burden analysis is a new powerful method to 
investigate the association between accumulated genetic effects and many traits or phenotypes. In 
particular, the development of an appropriate annotation pipeline for CNV burden analysis will be 
valuable to better understand possible mechanisms associated with phenotypes in the context of 
accumulated effect of rare/common CNVs. As more well-designed genetic and phenotypic data 
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are generated based on EHR for better precision medicine, CNV burden analysis continues to 
demonstrate the strengths along with the proposed annotation pipeline. 
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Access and utilization of electronic health records with extensive medication lists and genetic profiles is 
rapidly advancing discoveries in pharmacogenomics. In this study, we analyzed ~116,000 variants on the 
Illumina Metabochip for response to antihypertensive and lipid lowering medications in African American 
adults from BioVU, the Vanderbilt University Medical Center’s biorepository linked to de-identified 
electronic health records. Our study population included individuals who were prescribed an antihypertensive 
or lipid lowering medication, and who had both pre- and post-medication blood pressure or low-density 
lipoprotein cholesterol (LDL-C) measurements, respectively. Among those with pre- and post-medication 
systolic and diastolic blood pressure measurements (n=2,268), the average change in systolic and diastolic 
blood pressure was -0.6 mg Hg and -0.8 mm Hg, respectively. Among those with pre- and post-medication 
LDL-C measurements (n=1,244), the average change in LDL-C was -26.3 mg/dL. SNPs were tested for an 
association with change and percent change in blood pressure or blood levels of LDL-C. After adjustment for 
multiple testing, we did not observe any significant associations, and we were not able to replicate previously 
reported associations, such as in APOE and LPA, from the literature. The present study illustrates the benefits 
and challenges with using electronic health records linked to biorepositories for pharmacogenomic studies. 

 

1.  Introduction 

As the costs for genomic sequencing continue to decrease, the goals of precision medicine to use a 
patient’s genetic makeup to calculate his or her risk of disease, prevent illness, and determine the 
best drug or treatment for his or her medical problem, become more feasible [1,2]. Large-scale 
genome-wide association studies (GWAS) and smaller sequencing studies are rapidly identifying 
common and rare genetic variants that contribute to human disease [3] and response to drug 
treatment [4]. The results from pharmacogenomic studies, the study of variants that effect drug 
response and efficacy, can be translated to clinical practice more easily than variants that effect 
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disease risk. For example, knowledge that one treatment is most effective for one genotype group, 
while another treatment is optimal for another group, can aid in the selection of treatments [5]. 
There have already been successful pharmacogenomic studies that have been translated to clinical 
practice. A variant in HLA-B was identified that is associated with increased risk of a 
hypersensitivity reaction when using Abcavir for the treatment of HIV [6], dosing 
recommendations for thiopurines have been developed based on TPMT genotype [7], and variants 
in CYP2D6 have been identified that cause patients to either be poor metabolizers or rapid 
metabolizers of codeine [8]. Many of the early pharmacogenomic studies focused on variants in 
candidate genes that code for drug-metabolizing enzymes or drug targets. However, with advances 
in molecular assaying technology and the increased practicality of sequencing the entire genome, 
variants in other regions that have a clinically important effect may be discovered [9]. 

 The majority of genetic association studies, including pharmacogenomic studies [10,11], have 
been in European populations [12]. It is important to conduct GWAS in diverse populations in 
order to discover variants that may not be present in European populations [12]. Previous studies 
have already found population specific frequencies for variants that effect drug response. For 
example, it has been found that there are significant differences in allele frequencies between 
populations for genes encoding drug metabolizing enzymes [13], that variants in CYP2C9 and 
VKORC1 differ among racial/ethnic groups and effect the dosing of warfarin [14], and that 
African Americans have the lowest frequency of the variant near the IL28B gene that is associated 
with response to hepatitis C treatment [15]. 

 Longitudinal epidemiological cohorts are the gold standard for genetic association studies 
particularly in the context of gene-environment studies [16]. Properly designed cohorts, however, 
require enormous resources for the study of common health outcomes and may not be feasible for 
the study of rare outcomes, such as adverse events in pharmacogenomics. The recent emergence of 
electronic health records (EHR) linked to biorepositories offers an alternative strategy for rapid 
and cost-effective data collection for genetic association studies. EHRs contain a large amount of 
patient data, and it has been shown that, when linked to biorepositories, this data source can be 
utilized in genetic studies [17]. The use of EHRs linked to biorepositories has advantages over the 
traditional cohort design, such as cost, timeliness, and the ability to select for a wide range of 
phenotypes [18]. Also, EHRs contain data not typically collected in a traditional epidemiological 
study, such as information related to drug response [5]. Extracting medication from EHRs has 
been found to be one of the most time-consuming processes when using EHR driven genomic 
studies. However, advances in natural language processing have been successful in identifying 
medication relevant information from clinical notes in EHRs [19]. Finally, an advantage of using 
EHRs is that they provide a more accurate representation of the clinical population, including 
minority populations, than traditional cohort studies [18]. 

 In this study, we used EHRs linked to a biorepository to analyze drug response in an African 
American population of almost 12,000 patients genotyped on the Illumina Metabochip [20]. We 
extracted data related to two common clinical treatments: 1) the use of antihypertensive 
medication to lower blood pressure, and 2) the use of lipid lowering medication to lower blood 
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levels of low-density lipoprotein cholesterol (LDL-C). Individual response to both of these 
treatments varies greatly, although the exact cause of this variation is unknown and likely due to 
many interacting factors. The availability of EHR data allowed us to study drug response in an 
African American population. However, this study provides an illustration of challenges that arise 
when using EHRs linked to biorepositories for genetic association analyses.  

2.  Methods 

2.1.  Study population 

The data described here were obtained from BioVU, the Vanderbilt University Medical Center’s 
biorepository linked to de-identified electronic health records. BioVU operations [21] and ethical 
oversight [22] have been described elsewhere. Briefly, DNA is collected from discarded blood 
samples remaining after routine clinical testing at Vanderbilt outpatient clinics in Nashville, 
Tennessee and surrounding areas, and is linked to a de-identified version of the patient’s EHR 
termed the “Synthetic Derivative.” The data were de-identified in accordance with provisions of 
Title 45, Code of Federal Regulations, part 46 (45 CFT 46), and this study was considered non-
human subjects research by the Vanderbilt University Internal Review Board. 

2.2.  Genotyping 

DNA samples from mostly non-European Americans in BioVU were genotyped on the Illumina 
Metabochip by the Vanderbilt University Center for Human Genetics Research DNA Resources 
Core as part of the Population Architecture using Genomics and Epidemiology (PAGE) I Study 
[23]. This dataset is herein after referred to as “EAGLE BioVU” [24]. The Metabochip is a custom 
array of approximately 200,000 SNPs designed for replication and fine-mapping of genome-wide 
association study-identified variants for metabolic and cardiovascular traits [25]. 

 Prior to analyses, quality control procedures were performed using PLINKv1.09 [26]. SNPs 
were filtered to exclude those with low minor allele frequency (<1%), low genotyping frequency 
(<95%), and deviations from Hardy-Weinberg expectations (p<10-6). After quality control, 
approximately 116,000 SNPs were available for analysis. Patients were excluded from analysis if 
his or her biological sex did not match the recorded sex in the EHR, if they had a low genotyping 
rate (<95%), or if they were determined to be related to another sample (identical-by-descent). 

2.3.  Phenotyping 

BioVU de-identified EHRs contain structured (such as International Classification Disease codes 
or billing codes, current procedural terminology codes, vital signs, and labs) and unstructured 
(clinical notes) data accessible for electronic phenotyping. We extracted systolic blood pressure, 
diastolic blood pressure, and LDL-C from the de-identified EHRs for the present study. 
Prescription medication is available in the de-identified version of the EHR through MedEx [19]. 
Clinic dates and corresponding prescriptions for both antihypertensives and LDL-C lowering 
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medications were extracted as previously described [24,27,28]. Blood pressure and LDL-C 
measurements were considered “post-medication” if a prescription for an antihypertensive or lipid 
lowering drug was extracted prior to the lab. “Pre-medication” values include all values available 
per patient prior to a prescription, including values within the normal range.  Median values of 
measurements were calculated for both “pre-medication” and “post-medication” categories for 
each patient. Body mass index was extracted from the EHR and cleaned as previously described 
[29]. This study only considered patients who had both pre-and post-medication median 
measurements for systolic and diastolic blood pressure, or LDL-C. 

 EAGLE BioVU has a total of 15,863 patients [24]. For the present study, only patients who 
were identified as African American and who were over the age of 18 by the year 2010, based on 
date of birth, were included. There were 2,653 and 1,244 patients who had both pre- and post-
medication systolic and diastolic blood pressure measurements and pre- and post-medication 
LDL-C lab values, respectively. After quality control, there were 2,268 and 1,028 patients 
analyzed for blood pressure medication response and lipid medication response, respectively. 

2.4.  Statistical Methods 

Single SNP tests of association assuming an additive genetic model using linear regression were 
performed using PLINKv1.09 [26]. Two dependent variables were considered: 1) the difference 
between the median post- and pre-medication measurements and 2) the percent change between 
the median post- and pre-medication measurements. For each dependent variable, three different 
models were considered: 1) unadjusted, 2) adjusted for age and sex and 3) adjusted for age, sex, 
and the first three principal components of ancestry. Age was the patient’s age as of 2010. The 
principal components of ancestry were obtained from the PAGE I Study Coordinating Center [30].  
Results from tests of association for APOE and LPA gene regions were visualized using 
LocusZoom [31]. 

3.  Results 

3.1.  Response to Anti-Hypertensive Medication 

Study population characteristics for patients with pre- and post-antihypertensive medication blood 
pressure measurements are given in Table 1. A total of 2,620 adult African American patients had 
both a pre- and post-antihypertensive medication blood pressure measurement. The majority of the 
patients were female (65.5%) and born between 1940 and 1970 (70.9%). On average, the patients 
were overweight (BMI = 29.7 kg/m2). For systolic blood pressure, the average median pre-
medication measurement was 132.6 mm Hg, reflecting the fact that all pre-medication values over 
the course of a patient’s care including those within the normal range were included. The average 
median post-medication measurement was 132.0 mm Hg, and the average change in systolic blood 
pressure with the use of medication was a decrease by 0.6 mm Hg. For diastolic blood pressure, 
the average median pre-medication measurement was 79.7 mm Hg, the average median post-
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medication measurement was 79.0 mm Hg, and the average change in diastolic blood pressure 
with the use of medication was a decrease by 0.8 mm Hg. 
 

Table 1. Blood Pressure Medication Response Study Population Characteristics. 
Study population characteristics (sex, decade of birth, average median body mass index, 
average median pre-medication blood pressure measurement, average median post- 
medication blood pressure measurement, and average change in blood pressure are given 
for the 2,620 patients who were above the age of 18, African American, and who had 
both pre-medication and post-medication blood pressure measurements. Abbreviations: 
standard deviation (SD). 

Female, % 65.5 
Decade of birth, %  

1910 0.7 
1920 3.1 
1930 8.4 
1940 16.1 
1950 24.6 
1960 20.5 
1970 13.3 
1980 12.1 
1990 1.2 

Mean (± SD) Body Mass Index (kg/ m2) 29.2 (12.7) 
Mean (± SD) pre-medication blood pressure measurement 

(systolic/ diastolic) (mm Hg) 
132.6 (17.1) /  

79.7 (10.6) 

Mean (± SD) post-medication blood pressure measurement 
(systolic/diastolic) (mm Hg) 

132.0 (15.0) /  
79.0 (9.4) 

Mean (± SD) change in blood pressure 
(systolic/ diastolic) (mm Hg) 

-0.6 (15.2) /  
-0.8 (10.0) 

 
The 116,000 SNPs on the Metabochip that passed quality control, as described in the methods, 

were tested for an association with change and percent change in systolic and diastolic blood 
pressure with the use of antihypertensive medication. No SNPs passed a strict Bonferroni 
corrected significance level (p = 4 x 10-7) for an association with either the change or percent 
change in systolic or diastolic blood pressure for any of the models (Figure 1). The most 
significant SNP for both the change and percent change in systolic blood pressure was rs8058830 
on chromosome 16 (beta = -2.6 mm Hg, p = 1.4 x 10-5; beta = -1.9%, p = 1.3 x 10-5). The most 
significant SNP for the change in diastolic blood pressure mapped to rs183551129 on 
chromosome 15 (beta = 1.5 mm Hg, p = 1.2 x 10-5). The most significant SNP for the percent 
change in diastolic blood pressure was rs17672219 on chromosome 16 (beta = -2.2%, p = 6.5 x 10-
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6). These results are for the linear regression model adjusted for age, sex, and the first three 
principal components, and the results were not appreciably different for the other two models. 

 

 

Figure 1. Single SNP association results for change in blood pressure with the use of antihypertensive 
medication. Single SNP tests of association were performed using linear regression assuming an additive genetic 

model adjusting for age, sex, and the first three principal components. The log10(p) values (y-axis) were plotted using 
R for the association of each tested SNP (x-axis) with the change in systolic and diastolic blood pressure respectively. 

The red line represents the Bonferroni corrected significance level of p = 4 x 10-7. 

3.2.  Response to Lipid Lowering Medication 

Study population characteristics for patients with pre- and post-medication LDL-C measurements 
are given in Table 2. A total of 1,244 patients African American adult patients had both a pre- and 
post-medication LDL-C lab measurement. The majority of the patients were female (61.4%) and 
born between 1930 and 1970 (85.8%). On average, the patients were obese (BMI = 30.9 kg/m2). 
The average pre-medication LDL-C measurement was 129.9 mg/dL, the average post-medication 
LDL-C measurement was 103.6 mg/dL, and the average change in LDL-C with the use of lipid 
lowering medication was a decrease by 26.3 mg/dL. 

The 116,000 SNPs on the Metabochip that passed quality control as described in the methods 
were tested for an association with change and percent change in LDL-C with the use of lipid 
lowering medication. For both the change and percent change in LDL-C, none of the SNPs passed 
a Bonferroni corrected significance level (p = 4 x 10-7) for any of the linear regression models 
(Figure 2). The most significant SNP for the change in LDL-C was rs12564350 located on  
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Figure 2. Single SNP association results for change in LDL-C with the use of lipid lowering medication. Single 
SNP tests of association were performed using linear regression assuming an additive genetic model adjusting for age, 
sex, and the first three principal components. The log10(p) values (y-axis) were plotted using R for the association of 
each tested SNP (x-axis) with the change in LDL-C measurements. The red line represents the Bonferroni corrected 

significance level of p = 4 x 10-7. 

chromosome 1 (beta = -14.8 mg/dL, p = 1.3 x 10-5). The most significant SNP for the percent 
change in LDL-C was rs4309741 on chromosome 3 (beta = 9.3%, p = 5.6 x 10-6). These results are 
for the linear regression model adjusted for age, sex, and the first three principal components, and 
the results for the other two models tested were not appreciably different. 

 
Table 2. Statin Response Study Population Characteristics. Study population 

characteristics (sex, decade of birth, average median body mass index, average median pre-
medication LDL-C measurement, average median post- medication LDL-C measurement, and 

average change in LDL-C are given for the 1,242 patients who were above the age of 18, 
African American, and who had both pre-medication and post-medication LDL-C 

measurements. Abbreviations: standard deviation (SD); low density lipoprotein cholesterol 
(LDL-C) Female, % 61.4 

Decade of birth, %  
1910 1.0 
1920 5.6 
1930 15.7 
1940 22.9 
1950 27.9 
1960 19.3 
1970 6.0 
1980 1.4 
1990 0.2 

Mean (± SD) Body Mass Index (kg/ m2) 30.9 (10.9) 

Mean (± SD) pre-medication blood LDL-C measurement (mg/dL) 129.9 (45.5) 

Mean (± SD) post-medication blood LDL-C measurement (mg/dL) 103.6 (35.7) 

Mean (± SD) change in LDL-C (mg/dL) -26.3 (41.4) 
 

 Two genes for which variants have been located that are significantly associated with lipid 
response to medication and have been consistently replicated are APOE and LPA [32]. There were 
approximately ~250 and ~500 SNPs assayed in the LPA and APOE regions shown, respectively. 
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The SNPs that were tested in these regions on the Metabochip were not found to be significantly 
associated with the change in LDL-C with the use of lipid lowering medication (Figure 3). 

 

Figure 3. Locus Zoom plot of association results for APOE and LPA. Figure was generated using LocusZoom 
(http://csg.sph.umich.edu/locuszoom/) with linkage disequilibrium calculations from the hg18 1000 Genomes June 

2010 YRI dataset. Results are shown for the association results in the APOE and LPA regions for the change in LDL-
C with the use of medication, for the linear regression model adjusted for age, sex, and the first three principal 

components. 

4.  Discussion 

In this study, we extracted data from BioVU related to antihypertensive and lipid lowering 
medication use in adult, African American patients. We tested for the association of SNPs on the 
Metabochip with the change in blood pressure and LDL-C measurements with the use of 
antihypertensive and lipid lowering medicines, respectively. Previous studies have found variants 
significantly associated with drug response for both of these medications [32–34]. After correction 
for multiple testing, we did not identify significant novel associations nor did we replicate 
previously reported associations for these response to treatment outcomes.  There were several 
limitations to this study that illustrate many of the challenges for pharmacogenomics studies that 
use data from EHRs linked to biorepositories. 

 A major challenge for all pharmacogenomics studies is sample size and statistical power.  The 
electronic phenotyping strategy outlined here balanced sample size (“lumping”) versus precise 
phenotyping (“splitting”).  In this present study, we did not distinguish by class of medication 
prescribed. There have been previous genome-wide association studies in African American 
populations that have found SNPs significantly associated with response to antihypertensive 
medications [33,34]. However, these studies differed from the current study in that they had much 
smaller sample sizes and studied specific classes of antihypertensive medication. A study on the 
response to thiazide diuretics had a sample size of 204 African American patients [34] and a study 
on angiotensin II receptor blockers used 193 African American patients [33]. Our study had more 
power to detect a significant association since we had 2,620 African American individuals, but 
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this was balanced by the fact that the Metabochip did not assay any of the specific previously 
identified variants and our reliance on linkage disequilibrium. Also, the strategy of lumping rather 
splitting medication classes may have precluded our ability to identify associations in this dataset. 

 There have also been previous genome-wide association studies on response to lipid lowering 
medications that have found significant associations [35–39]. Although these studies found 
significant associations for variants in several genes, only variants in the APOE and LPA genes 
have been consistently replicated [32]. Our study found no significant SNPs in these regions 
(Figure 3). However, all of the previous studies were conducted using European populations. 
Since our study was performed in an African American population it is not entirely surprising that 
we were not able to replicate previous significant associations since allele frequencies and levels 
of linkage disequilibrium vary between populations, risk variants vary in effect size between 
different populations, and there may be risk variants in African American populations that do not 
exist in European populations [12]. 

 One of the limitations of this study is that genotyping was performed on the Metabochip, a 
custom array designed for fine mapping of variants identified by genome-wide association studies 
for cardiovascular and metabolic traits [25]. Although we had variants in the gene regions of 
significant SNPs identified in previous studies on antihypertensive and lipid lowering medication 
response, most of the specific previously identified SNPs were not tested. Thus, we may have 
missed significant associations because the SNPs were not directly genotyped or in strong linkage 
disequilibrium with the SNPs targeted by the Metabochip. This, indeed, is another problem in 
pharmacogenomic studies. Variants in regions known to effect drug metabolism often do not pass 
genotype quality control, and their coverage on genome-wide association study genotyping 
platforms is limited [40,41]. 

 As already noted, a common problem with pharmacogenomic studies is obtaining a large 
enough sample size since it is difficult to obtain a large population taking a certain class of drug or 
having a particular response [5,40]. Even though we had access to a large number of African 
American patients, we still only had a small sample size for patients who met our phenotype 
requirements. This illustrates one of the disadvantages to using EHR data in the United States. 
Since it is an open system, some of the patients did not come back for a post-medication 
measurement or entered the system after already starting a medication.  

 Phenotyping is a major challenge when using EHRs for pharmacogenomics studies. We used 
MedEx to extract data on when a prescription for a qualifying medication was entered into the 
system. However, we did not distinguish between the types or doses of medication because our 
sample size would have been too small to have the power to detect an association. Also, EHR does 
not include data on many environmental factors. For example, we could not access compliance, 
since BioVU is an opt-out model and we could not follow-up with patients, so we assumed that if 
a patient had a prescription for a medication than they were actually taking the medication. One of 
the advantages to using EHR data is that there is access to patient information over a long time 
span. The biorepository we used contains patient data spanning 20 years. However, this presents a 
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challenge in our pharmacogenomics study because prescribing practices have changed for both 
blood pressure and lipid lowering medication.  

 As compared to a traditional epidemiological study with standard protocols aimed at uniform 
measurement, the quality of measurements recorded in EHRs can be variable. Blood pressure is 
hard to measure for numerous reasons [42]. It is possible that different instruments are used across 
the different outpatient clinics to measure blood pressure, and these differences can result in 
slightly higher or slightly lower measurements. In a clinical setting, patient’s blood pressure 
measurements are taken at different times of the day depending on appointment time, and each 
person’s blood pressure varies throughout the day. The white coat effect may also cause an 
artificially high measurement. Finally, there is inherent human error in taking blood pressure 
measurements. The lab values for LDL-C are more reliable, but we have to assume that the patient 
in BioVU fasted, and this is not typically documented in the EHR. 

 Although we experienced challenges in using EHR data linked to a biorepository to study drug 
response for antihypertensive and lipid lowering medications, this dataset did allow us to study a 
diverse population. The previous studies on response to antihypertensive medication had small 
sample sizes for African Americans and there have been no genome-wide association studies on 
response to lipid lowering medication in African Americans. Some of the challenges that have 
been described here would be difficult to overcome in our current health care system. However, 
simply combining EHR data from multiple locations such as EHR-linked biorepositories 
participating in the electronic MEdical Records & GEnomics (eMERGE) network [17] may allow 
us to distinguish between the type and dose of medication while maintaining adequate sample 
sizes. The use of EHR data is a promising and valuable resource for the future of 
pharmacogenomic studies in diverse populations as we enter the era of precision medicine. 
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The causes of complex diseases are multifactorial and the phenotypes of complex diseases are typically 
heterogeneous, posting significant challenges for both the experiment design and statistical inference in the 
study of such diseases. Transcriptome profiling can potentially provide key insights on the pathogenesis of 
diseases, but the signals from the disease causes and consequences are intertwined, leaving it to speculations 
what are likely causal. Genome-wide association study on the other hand provides direct evidences on the 
potential genetic causes of diseases, but it does not provide a comprehensive view of disease pathogenesis, 
and it has difficulties in detecting the weak signals from individual genes. Here we propose an approach 
diseaseExPatho that combines transcriptome data, regulome knowledge, and GWAS results if available, for 
separating the causes and consequences in the disease transcriptome. DiseaseExPatho computationally de-
convolutes the expression data into gene expression modules, hierarchically ranks the modules based on 
regulome using a novel algorithm, and given GWAS data, it directly labels the potential causal gene modules 
based on their correlations with genome-wide gene-disease associations. Strikingly, we observed that the 
putative causal modules are not necessarily differentially expressed in disease, while the other modules can 
show strong differential expression without enrichment of top GWAS variations. On the other hand, we 
showed that the regulatory network based module ranking prioritized the putative causal modules 
consistently in 6 diseases, We suggest that the approach is applicable to other common and rare complex 
diseases to prioritize causal pathways with or without genome-wide association studies. 

1.  Introduction 

Complex diseases result from the interplay of multiple genetic variations and environment factors 
(1, 2). The putative causal genetic variants can be identified through their associations with disease 
phenotypes using approaches such as genome wide association study (GWAS) (3). However, the 
genetic variants do not directly cause disease, but do so by altering cells’ molecular status, as 
described by epigenomes, transcriptomes, etc., which then escalate to the individual level and 
manifest as diseases. Hundreds of GWAS studies have been carried out for diverse traits and 
diseases (3, 4), yet our understanding of most common diseases remains fragmented and uncertain 
(5). In most cases, knowing the causal genes of diseases is far from knowing the mechanism, 
limiting our ability to translate the knowledge of disease genetics into prevention and treatment 
strategies (6, 7).  

High-throughput technologies based on sequencing or microarray have enabled genome-wide 
studies at multiple levels, from GWAS, transcriptome profiling, to meta-genomics (8–11). 
Integration and joint modeling of the complementary sources of data will enable the most 
complete view of disease pathogenesis (12–14). Transcriptomic, proteomic, and metagenomic 
profiling can potentially provide key insights on the pathogenesis of diseases, but the signal from 
the disease causes and consequences are intertwined (4, 15, 16), making it challenging to extract 
the causal signals. GWAS and genome sequencing provides direct evidences of genetic cause of 
diseases, yet variants with small effect size pose great challenges (3, 4).  

The gene-regulation network is a graphical summary of the regulation mechanisms of human 
gene transcriptions. It is composed of the binary relationships among transcription factor – target 
genes. Despite its simplicity, studies based on the network have revealed important properties of 
gene regulations (17–20). However there has been limited application of human gene regulatory 
network in the computational inference of disease causes or mechanisms due to the lack of data 
(21). With the development of ChIP-seq technology (22, 23) and the coordinated effort such as 
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ENCODE (20, 24) to measure genome wide transcription factor binding profiles, increasingly 
higher coverage of the human gene regulation network is being achieved.  

Here we propose a computational pipeline, diseaseExPatho, to infer the molecular mechanism 
underlying complex human diseases (Figure 1). It takes three types of inputs, transcriptome of a 
disease of interest, GWAS implicated putative disease causal genes if known, and gene regulation 
network, which is independent of the specific disease. DiseaseExPatho first computationally 
decomposes the gene expression data using independent component analysis (ICA) to obtain 
functional coherent gene modules. It then labels the modules as differentially expressed (DE) 
and/or putative causal, using a novel statistical inference method for detecting gene enrichment. 
Finally, it hierarchically ranks the gene modules based on the gene transcriptional regulation 
network in order to prioritize the putative causal modules even when the disease causal genes are 
unknown. We applied the method to psychiatric disorders, type II diabetes, and inflammatory 
bowel diseases, and demonstrated its ability to decompose and prioritize the causal signal in 
disease transcriptome data with or without the knowledge of putative causal genes.  

2.  Methods 

2.1.  Transcriptome data 

Transcriptome data for psychiatric disorders and diabetes are obtained from GEO(25). Microarray 
data are preprocessed using the fRMA algorithm(26–29) on batches defined by experiment date. 
The expression values are summarized to the gene level. For RNA-seqs, the FPKM values are 
quantile normalized and summarized to the gene level and log2 transformed. Only protein-coding 
genes are retained. Multiple datasets are merged based on shared gene identifiers and further 
quantile normalized. Metadata for patients are manually cleaned and standardized.  

For the psychiatric disorders, five studies (GEO accessions GSE21935, GSE21138, GSE35974, 
GSE35977, and GSE25673) are combined. The first four are transcriptomes of brain regions and 
the last one is a study of iPS cell derived neurons from patients and normal controls. There are 429 
samples in total, covering bipolar disorder (BD), schizophrenia (SZ), and major depression (MD). 
For type II diabetes (T2D), 4 studies (GSE38642, GSE50397, GSE20966, and GSE41762) of 
pancreatic islets tissues or beta cells are selected. For inflammatory bowel diseases (IBDs), a 
single RNA-seq dataset (GSE57945) of pediatric IBD patients is used, total 322 samples. 

2.2.  Human gene regulation network and disease genetic associations 

The gene transcriptional regulation network is computationally extracted from ChIP-seq 
experiments as well as low throughput studies reported in the literature (see (30) for more details). 
The dataset is comprised of 146096 direct transcriptional regulation relationships between 384 
transcription factors (TFs) and 16967 target genes, and is viewed as a directed graph with edges 
pointing from TFs to the target genes. 

Gene-disease associations from genome wide association studies (GWAS) for psychiatric 
disorders (bipolar disorder, schizophrenia, and major depression), type II diabetes, and 
inflammatory bowel diseases were retrieved from dbGAP(31), NHGRI(32) and NHLBI(33) 
catalogs and filtered with loose p-value cutoff 1×10!! to retain the weak but true disease causing 
genes. Phenotype terms related to the same diseases are manually examined and putative causal 
genes are combined. For each SNP, the closest gene or two genes for inter-genic SNP, are retained. 
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Figure 1: Overview of the 
diseaseExPatho pipeline for causal 
gene module prioritization 

2.3.  Independent 
component analysis for 
learning gene modules 

Independent component 
analysis (ICA) is an 
unsupervised machine-learning 
algorithm for decomposing 
matrix into underlying simpler 
and potentially more 
meaningful component. It is 

commonly used in signaling processing to decompose mixed and noisy audio signals and estimate 
the original independent sound sources (34). When applied to transcriptome data, ICA 
decomposes gene expression into functionally coherent gene modules that correspond to cellular 
processes or pathways that co-express and co-vary in a biological sample (35). In this study, we 
decompose transcriptome data from patients in order to achieve mechanistic view of diseases. 

Specifically, let matrix 𝑌 denotes the expression of 𝐺 genes in 𝑁 samples with dimension 
𝐺×𝑁. ICA approximates a matrix 𝑌 as the product of two matrixes 𝑌~𝑆 ∙ 𝐴, where 𝑆 is a 𝐺×𝑀 
matrix containing weights of 𝐺 variables (genes) in the 𝑀 independent components, while 𝐴 is a 
𝑀×𝑁 matrix containing the mixing coefficients of the 𝑀 components in the 𝑁 samples. It can be 
viewed as biclustering methods with the two matrixes providing the row and column clustering for 
original matrix 𝑌. ICA achieves the matrix decomposition through the assumption that the 𝑀 
components in matrix S are statistically independent. We perform ICA using the fastICA 
algorithm(34, 36, 37) as in previous study(38). The 𝑀 independent components learned from gene 
expression data are called gene modules. Each module represents a soft clustering of genes, with 
the dominant genes having the highest positive or negative weights. Previous study suggest that 
ICA provide functionally more coherent gene clusters compared to PCA(35). We hence interpret 
the modules as computationally estimated gene pathways composed of functionally related genes. 
In addition, we interpret each row of matrix 𝐴 as the expression of a module in the 𝑁 samples 
following previous study(38). For each gene expression matrix, we learn M = 50 gene modules. 

2.4.  Differential expression of gene modules in disease 

For each gene module, we apply linear model of the form 𝑎! = 𝛽! + 𝛽!"#$%#$ ∙ 𝑥!!!"#$"# +
𝛽!"#$"%#& ∙ 𝑥!

!"#$"%#& + 𝜀! to infer the differential expression of the module in diseases versus 
normal. Note that 𝑎! from matrix 𝐴 is the expression of a module in sample 𝑖, 𝑥!!"#$%#$ is the 
disease status variables, while 𝑥!

!"#$"%#&  is the confounding variables. The significance is 
accessed by the Wald-T test of 𝛽!"#$%#$ and 𝛽!"#$"%#& being zero. P-values are then corrected by 
the BH procedure(39) for multiple hypothesis testing, and FDR < 0.05 is viewed significant.  

Given the capability of ICA to separate signals resulting from different latent variables, we 
assume each gene module is associated with one latent variable. This will be true if the number of 
samples is much larger than the number of latent variables. We therefore label each module by the 
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type of variable that is most strongly associated with it. Specifically, each gene module is marked 
disease related, if the module expression is significantly associated with the disease status, while 
less or not significantly associated with confounding variables; or confounding, if the opposite is 
true. The remaining modules not significant for any of the variables are of uncertain status. Both 
disease-related or the uncertain modules are retained, while the confounding modules are ignored. 
For psychiatric disorders and IBD, gender and ages are treated as confounding variables, while for 
T2D, gender, age and BMI are treated as confounding variables. 

2.5.  Directed graph based ranking of gene modules  

We propose a hierarchical ranking method for gene modules based on gene regulation network. At 
the high level, we will assign a hierarchical ranking of each gene based on its position in the 
network, and then for each module, we compute its rank as the weighted average rank of genes in 
the modules. This approach can be extended to general gene clusters and known gene pathways 
without loss of generality since an ICA gene module is a weighted gene list, while gene clusters or 
known gene pathways are special cases of weighted gene lists taking only binary weights. 

Given a directed graph and its adjacency matrix 𝑀 = (𝑚!"|𝑚!" ∈ 0,1   𝑓𝑜𝑟  𝑖, 𝑗 = 1…𝑛), we 
define a non-negative rank measure 𝑟 = (𝑟!|𝑖 = 1…𝑛) that is associated with nodes in the graph. 
We require that the rank of node 𝑗 to equal (or be the best least square approximation of) the 
average of the ranks of all parent nodes plus 1, with 1 representing one layer downstream, i.e., 

𝑟!~
𝑚!" 𝑟! + 1!

𝑚!"!
. 

When the network is rooted, the rank measure can be interpreted the average distance from the 
root of the network to node 𝑗. Written in matrix format, the above problems are formally solved by 
𝑟! = (𝟏 ∙𝑀!) ∙ 𝐼 −𝑀! !, where 𝑀! is the in-degree normalized adjacency matrix, 𝟏 is a row 
vector of n 1s, and † is the pseudo-inverse. However, computing 𝐼 −𝑀′

!
 directly can be 

intractable for large network. Alternatively, when 𝐼 −𝑀!  is invertible, we can numerically 
compute 𝑟! iteratively through 𝑟! ← (1+ 𝑟!) ∙𝑀! until convergence. For human gene regulation 
network, we found that 𝐼 −𝑀! is invertible when we removed the self-loops. In this study, we 
removed the self-loops and used the iterative algorithm for computational efficiency.  

Based on the gene ranks, we then calculate the ranks of gene modules. For an ICA module 
𝒔𝒎 = (𝑠!"|𝑔 = 1…𝐺), normalized s.t. 𝑠!"!

! =1, the module’s rank is calculated as 𝑅! =
𝑠!"! ∙ 𝑟!! . Only genes in the regulatory network are included in this calculation. 

2.6.  Inference of gene modules’ association with genetic causes 

We propose a novel algorithm to associate a set of GWAS implicated putative causal genes with a 
gene module. Specifically, for each module 𝑚 we built a linear model,  

𝑠!" = 𝛼! + 𝛽!𝑥! + 𝜀!", 
where 𝑠!" is the weight of gene g in module m,  𝑥! ∈ {0,1} indicates if gene g is a putative causal 
gene of a disease according to GWAS association p-value < 10-5. When 𝛽! is significantly greater 
than 0, the causal genes are significantly contributing to the gene module, thus module m is 
considered a putative causal module. Notice that since extreme positive or negative values are 
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equally important for a gene module, we use absolute values 𝑠!" . Hence, we name the approach 
bidirectional linear model (biLM). 

We also note that due to the nature of this problem, 𝑥! is binary, and the method is equivalent 
to performing a special T-test on the data, thus it can be called bidirectional T-test (biT-test). We 
use the same approach to detect the association of putative causal genes with the differential 
expression of genes in disease versus control, by replacing |𝑠!"| with centered differential gene 
expression |𝑦! − 𝑦!|, where 𝑦! is the differential expression of gene 𝑔. 

3.  Results 

We apply diseaseExPatho to three major types of adult psychiatric disorders, schizophrenia (SZ), 
bipolar disorder (BD) and major depression (MD), as well as type II diabetes (T2D) and 
inflammatory bowel diseases (IBDs), Crohn’s disease (CD) and ulcerative colitis (UC). The three 
psychiatric disorders together affect over 10% of the US population. They are widely studied with 
both transcriptome and GWAS approaches, allowing us to evaluate our method. We compiled 
transcriptome data from 5 studies of brain tissues and neuron cells. In total, there are 429 samples, 
including 82 BD, 27 MD, and 160 SZ patients, and 160 normal controls. For T2D we combine 
transcriptomic data of pancreatic islet from four studies, totally 199 samples, including 50 T2D 
patients and 149 normal controls. IBD data come from 1 study, total 322 samples, including 218 
CD disease, 62 UC, and 42 normal controls. The putative causal genes for the disorders are 
manually compiled from databases of GWAS associations(31–33), with totally 151, 306, 87, 485, 
71, and 229 putative causal genes for BD, MD, SZ, T2D, CD, and UC respectively. 

3.1.  Genetic causes of diseases leave detectable signals in the transcriptome 

Despite the popularity of both GWAS and transcriptomic approach for disease study, there has 
been limited research on the consistency between GWAS and transcriptome approaches. A recent 
study reported the gene expression outliers are enriched with rare genetic variations in SZ 
patients(40). Here we examine the enrichment of GWAS-implicated putative causal genes of 6 
diseases in the two tails of gene differential expression profiles. Statistically significant 
enrichment is detected for both the BD (p-value 0.00024, biLM) and MD (p-value 9.0 × 10-8), but 
not SZ (p-value 0.23, see Figure 2). Enrichment is also observed for putative causal genes of T2D 
(p-value 4.3 × 10-8), and CD (p-value 0.032), but not significant for UC (p-value 0.13).  

 
Figure 2: Overlay of the distributions (normalized counts) for differential expression (DE) of the putative causal 
genes (red) against DE of the other genes (cyan) in three types of psychiatric disorders. The p-values are obtained by 
bidirectional linear model comparing the spreads of the DE values. 
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3.2.  Matrix decomposition separates the causal and differentially expressed gene modules 

Diseases are generally complex processes. For complex diseases, multiple genetic and 
environmental factors together contribute to the disease risks. We believe for complex diseases, 
the causal factors, regardless of the type, cause disease through common molecular pathways of 
multiple genes. When we apply ICA to patient transcriptome, we expect some of the learnt gene 
modules to capture the underlying causal molecular pathways, driven by the same underlying 
causal factor (or a set of closely related causal factors) of the disease. The remaining modules can 
be downstream in disease pathogenesis or related to (possibly unknown) confounding factors. 

We applied ICA and bidirectional linear model to psychiatric disorders and identified 17, 16, and 
8 putative causal gene modules for BD, MD, and SZ. We refer to these significant modules the 
putative causal modules. We observed that many of the gene modules show a stronger enrichment 
of putative disease causal genes (Figure 3A) compared to the overall differential expression 
profiles (Figure 2) in terms of the association p-values. For example, 11, 6, and 8 of the putative 
causal modules have stronger enrichment p-values than the original differential expression profiles. 

 
Figure 3: Disease causing and differential expression (DE) are orthogonal at the pathway level. A. Gene modules 
learnt by ICA and GWAS implicated putative disease causing genes are associated by enrichment analysis. The plots 
overlay the distributions of the weights of the putative causal genes of bipolar disorder (red) against the distribution of 
the weights of the other genes (cyan) in 3 modules. The p-values are obtained by biLM comparing the spreads of the 
genes’ weights in two distributions. B. Scatter plot of the causal gene modules versus the DE gene modules for 3 
psychiatric disorders. Many causal gene modules are not significantly differentially expressed, while many DE gene 
modules are not enriched with putative causal genes. The numbers in the plots are the IDs of gene modules. The x and 
y axes are FDR (the multi-testing corrected p-values) at log scale. Dashed lines correspond to FDR level 0.05.  

 
Since the modules are derived based on gene expression data, it is important to examine if the 

putative causal modules are always differentially expressed (DE) in disease versus normal 
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individuals. We calculate each module’s DE as described in method section using a linear 
regression by removing the effects of confounding factors and correcting the p-values for multi-
hypothesis testing. We then use the log of corrected p-value, FDR value here, to indicate the 
extent of DE. The extent of module’s disease causing effect is calculated using bidirectional linear 
model. Surprisingly, we observed that majority of the putative causal gene modules are not 
differentially expressed for the psychiatric disorders (Figure 3B), and similar results are observed 
on separate analysis of type II diabetes and inflammatory bowel diseases (CD and UC). For 
example, module 3 is associated with putative causal genes for all 3 psychiatric disorders, but it is 
not differentially expressed for any of them. This however is consistent with the improved causal 
gene enrichment at the module level compare to the differential gene expressions, since many 
disease causal genes are apparently not associated with strong differential expression. In addition, 
we observed modules (e.g., module 38) that are only differentially expressed but not enriched with 
putative disease causing genes. Despite this, some putative causal modules are indeed 
differentially expressed (e.g. module 23, see table 1 for details on selected modules). Overall, we 
identified 3 and 9 DE gene modules for bipolar disorder and schizophrenia, while 1 and 2 of them 
are overlapping with the putative causal modules. No DE modules are identified for major 
depression.  

3.3.  Putative causal modules are ranked lower in the gene regulatory network 

GWAS studies are not available for all complex diseases. Given the large sample size requirement, 
some complex diseases may not have enough population to enable GWAS. We hence examine the 
possibility to infer putative causal gene modules from expression data directly.  

Figure 4: Directed gene 
regulation network based ranking 
of genes (letters a-l) and weighted 
gene lists (gene modules 1-3). The 
gene ranking is interpreted as the 
average distance of a gene to the 
root of the network when the 
network is rooted, as the example 
shown in this figure. 
 

We rank the gene 
modules based on the 
directed gene regulation 
network to prioritize the 
modules. Multiple studies 
suggest that essential genes 
are less likely to be disease 
causing(23). Our basic 

assumption is that gene modules ranked top of the network are more essential in the cell, and are 
less likely to be associated with phenotypically weak variants for complex diseases.  

We propose a novel and intuitive rank score for genes based on the regulatory network 
structure (Figure 4). The key property of the ranking is that a node’s rank is the average of all its 
parent nodes’ ranks plus 1 (see methods section 2.5 for details). For simple rooted graphs, we 
show that the resulting rank is the average distance of a node to the root of the graph (Figure 4). It 
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is different from previously proposed gene ranking approaches(17–19) in two major ways. First, it 
provides an intuitive ranking of nodes that is consistent with topological sort when the graph is 
acyclic. Second, previous approaches focus on the transcription factors (TFs) and rank from the 
bottom to the top. Our approach ranks from top to bottom and both TF and non-TFs receive 
meaningful ranks depending on their locations in the network.  

We first examine the ranking of single genes. The putative causal genes are enriched 
significantly in the bottom half of the network (p-value 0.0007, odd ratio 1.13 for putative causal 
gene obtained at p-value cutoff 1x10-5)*. Relatedly, GWAS implicated transcription factors also 
show a weak trend of favoring the bottom half of the network (p-value 0.20), despite that fact that 
TFs overall have higher ranks (p-value 0.0002, t-test). 

We then examine the module rankings by aggregating the gene rankings based on genes’ 
weights in the modules (see methods section 2.5). For the psychiatric disorders, we discovered that 
the putative causal gene modules are ranked significantly lower than the other modules (Figure 
5A left, p-value 0.018, two-tailed t-test of ranks compared putative causal and non-causal modules, 
or p-value 0.028, Spearman rank correlation -0.33 between enrichment p-value and module 
ranking). Similarly for type II diabetes (p-value 0.16, two-tailed t-test; or p-value 0.0023, 
Spearman rank correlation -0.43), and inflammatory bowel diseases (p-value 0.019, two-tailed t-
test; or p-value 0.00028, Spearman rank correlation -0.50). We further compared the putative 
causal modules with the differential expressed non-causal modules, and observed significantly 
lower ranking of the causal modules, this is true for 3 psychiatric disorders together (p-value 
0.0019, two-tailed t-test, Figure 5A right), as well as for each psychiatric disorder separately 
(Figure 5B). This is however not significant for T2D and IBDs. 

Figure 5: Gene regulation network based 
ranking differentiates the causal versus non-causal 
gene modules. The causal modules tend to be ranked 
lower (i.e. with higher rank values).  A. Boxplots 
comparing the ranking of putative causal modules 
versus other modules (left) or putative causal 
modules versus the DE & Not Causal modules (right). 
A putative causal module is defined as a module that 
shows significant enrichment (FDR < 0.05) of 
GWAS implicated putative causal genes. A DE & 
Not Causal module is defined as a differentially 
expressed module (FDR < 0.05) that is not causal. 
For each module, p-values for 3 psychiatric disorders 
are combined into one p-value by Fisher’s methods, 
for either differential expression or the enrichment of 
putative causal genes. The p-values shown in the 
figures are obtained by two-tailed two-sample t-tests.   
B. The comparison of putative causal modules versus 
the DE & Not Causal modules for individual 
psychiatric disorders. Note there are no significant 
DE modules for major depression. 
 

As a control, we evaluate the ranking on 
the inverse network (by reversing the TF to target gene regulation directions), to obtain a bottom-

                                                             
* The true causal genes will likely show stronger enrichment, given that a significant portion of the SNP-disease 

associations are spurious, and two candidate genes are included for intergenic SNPs. 
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up ranking mimicking the approach in previous studies (17–19). None of the results are significant 
based on the new ranking. 

3.4.  Biological functions of the gene modules for psychiatric disorders 

We annotated the functions of gene modules for psychiatric disorders based on the enrichment of 
known gene functions curated in the Gene Ontology and canonical pathway databases (41–44).  
We carefully examined 8 gene modules, covering the top 5 putative causal and the top 5 
differentially expressed modules (Table 1).  The five putative causal gene modules are annotated 
with neural related gene functions, such as synaptic transmission and glutamate receptor activity. 
The three DE and non-causal gene modules are annotated mostly with functions that are not 
unique to neuronal systems, and are ranked top in gene regulatory network. 

 Table 1: Function annotations of putative causal and differentially expressed modules for the psychiatric disorders. 
The top 5 putative causal modules (first 5 rows) and top 5 differentially expressed modules (marked DE) are included. 
Five highest-weighted genes are listed for each module, and those genetically associated with psychiatric disorder are 
underlined. %For each module, three functional terms are provided. They are the most significant terms in canonical 
pathways, gene ontology (GO) biological process, and GO molecular functions. $BP: bipolar disorder; MD: major 
depression; SZ: schizophrenia. 

It is worth noting that stronger overlap among the three psychiatric disorders is observed at the 
module level than the gene level (Figure 6). We believe this is because the gene modules provide 
additional statistical power than single genes, and the impact of false causal genes from GWAS is 
minimized at the module level, as the modules are comprised of mainly functional related genes.  

We also examine the functions of the disease-specific putative causal modules. Module 2 is 
unique to schizophrenia (and weakly for BP). Its top function annotations include GPCR ligand 
binding, G protein coupled receptor protein signaling pathway, and hormone activity. Module 29 
is unique to bipolar disorder. Its top function annotations include 3-UTR mediated translational 
regulation, translation, and structural constituent of ribosome. Module 33 is unique to bipolar 
disorder (and weakly to schizophrenia). Its top function annotations include taste transduction, 
synaptogenesis, and taste receptor activity. Module 47 is unique to bipolar disorder. Its top 
function annotations include integrin-1 pathway, multicellular organismal development, and actin 
binding. Module 11 is unique to depression. Its top function annotations include cell adhesion 
molecules (CAMs), membrane organization and biogenesis, and phosphoric diester hydrolase 
activity. Module 50 is unique to depression, but it has no significant function annotation. 

ID� Module)Func-on)%� Top)5)Genes� Type� Differen-al)Expression)
P<value�

Enrichment)of)Puta-ve))
Causal)Genes,)P<value�

Module)
Ranking�

BP#$� MD#$� SZ#$� BP#$� MD#$� SZ#$�

3� neuronal#system;#synap7c#transmission;#gated#
channel#ac7vity#

SPHKAP,#GABRA6,#
NEUROD1,#CADPS2,#CNTN6- Causal# 0.23## 0.42## 0.49##4.EN12# 2.EN07# 1.EN12# 34#

13� axon#guidance;#nervous#system#development;#
glutamate#receptor#ac7vity#

DLK1,#ZIC1,#PTN,#GNAL,#
DNER#

Causal#
&#DE# 0.14## 0.13##3.EN05#7.EN11# 8.EN11# 8.EN04# 33#

10� neuronal#system;#nervous#system#development;#
glutamate#receptor#ac7vity#

PMP2,#SLC22A3,#SLC17A8,#
KAL1,#CHL1- Causal# 0.90## 0.72## 0.09##2.EN07# 7.EN11# 5.EN06# 42#

4� neuronal#system;#nervous#system#development;#
voltage#gated#ca7on#channel#ac7vity#

RGS4,#TESPA1,#GDA,#HTR2A,#
CDH9- Causal# 0.61## 0.10## 0.18##7.EN04# 2.EN10# 4.EN06# 41#

23� GPCR#downstream#signaling;#transmission#of#
nerve#impulse;#receptor#ac7vity#

RELN,#MET,#PENK,#CALB1,#
GCNT4#

Causal#
&#DE# 2.EN04# 0.83##8.EN04#4.EN05# 1.EN07# 1.EN07# 37#

38�
�

HIF1#TF#pathway;#signal#transduc7on;#drug#
binding##

FKBP5,#SLC14A1,#PDK4,#
IL1RL1,#ZBTB16# DE# 9.EN03# 0.14##3.EN08# 0.05## 0.35## 0.26## 13#

6� oxida7ve#phosphoryla7on;#carbohydrate#
metabolic#process;#oxidoreductase#ac7vity#

GSTT1,#LAPTM4B,#ATP6AP1,#
ATP6V0B,#PITHD1# DE# 2.EN03# 0.25##1.EN03# 0.21## 0.62## 0.43## 7#

28� cell#cycle;#cell#cycle#process;#taste#receptor#
ac7vity#

PI15,#DLEU1,#MSTN,#
FKBP14,#SYCP2L# DE# 2.EN05# 0.79## 0.24## 0.20## 0.87## 0.66## 4#
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4.  Discussion 

Human complex diseases are the consequences of long-term interplay among a suite of abnormal 
genetic variants and environmental conditions. Previous studies have identified strong 
organizational patterns of human disease genes from the study of biological networks(23), and it is 
suggested that human disease genes tend to cluster into modules(45). Various approaches have 
been developed for predicting gene functions or disease genes using the guilty-by-association rule.  

In this study we propose diseaseExPatho that integrates disease transcriptome and human gene 
regulation network to unravel the pathogenesis pathways in specific diseases. The diseaseExPatho 
is composed of 4 major components (Figure 1). A) ICA decomposition of gene expression matrix 
from patients; B) Module differential expression analysis; C) A novel algorithm (biLM) for 
associating a gene module with GWAS implicated putative causal genes of a disease; D) A novel 
algorithm for ranking genes and modules based on the gene regulation network.  

Especially, we focus on prioritizing the disease causing pathways common to multiple patients 
by leveraging the gene co-expression pattern as well the hierarchical structure in the gene 
regulation network. We applied diseaseExPatho to 3 datasets for psychiatric disorders, type II 
diabetes (T2D) and inflammatory bowel diseases (IBDs), and obtained consistent and promising 
results.  

Figure 6: Overlap of putative 
causal genes, putative causal modules, 
and DE modules among psychiatric 
disorders. BP: bipolar disorder; MD: 
major depression; SCZ: schizophrenia. 
Significant modules for each disease 
are identified as those with FDR<0.05 
for that disease.   

4.1.  Gene co-expression, differential expression and disease causing 

The disease transcriptome data provide two key ingredients of information. First, it provides the 
genes that are likely active in the disease. This acts as a filter of the gene regulation network to 
obtain the disease-relevant sub-network. Second, it provides the gene co-expression patterns, 
which divides the disease-related genes into compact modules with close-related functions. 

We use the independent component analysis to simultaneously extract these two types of 
information, through estimating a set of independent gene expression modules. After labeling the 
putative causal gene modules based on the enrichment of putative disease causing genes, we 
observed that majority of the gene modules activated/deactivated in the disease are not associated 
with causal genetic variations (Figure 3B). In fact, many putative causal modules do not show DE 
in the patients, while many non-causal gene modules are significantly differentially expressed 
(Figure 3B and table 1). Such non-causal DE modules may correspond to downstream molecular 
pathways, or they may be driven by disease-unrelated confounding factors.  

With the help of computationally derived gene modules (pathways), we can elevate from the 
individual causal genes to causal pathways. This provides us with four advantages. First, we have 
stronger statistical power in detecting the causal mechanisms of diseases, when we aggregate the 
GWAS signals from the individual gene level to the pathway level. Second, we have a more 
systematic view of the disease mechanism as revealed by the common functions of multiple genes 
in a module. Third, we have higher statistical power in detecting gene module’s expression 
changes compared to gene’s expression changes, as we suffer much less from the multi-hypothesis 
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testing issues, since there are much fewer number of modules than genes. Fourth, the identified 
gene expression suffers much less from confounding factors, such as patient heterogeneity due to 
gender and age.  

It is a significant and underappreciated fact that the disease causing genes leave significant 
expression signals in patients’ transcriptome(40). We observed increased expression changes of 
putative causal genes for psychiatric disorders (Figure 2), as well as T2D and IBDs. This serves 
as the foundation of transcriptome-based disease etiology inference. 

We observed a stronger enrichment of disease causing genes in individual gene modules than 
using the overall DE profiles (Figure 3A). In the extreme cases of schizophrenia, we observed 8 
modules that are significantly enriched with putative schizophrenia causal genes, while no 
significant enrichment is observed for the differential expression profile in patient versus normal 
(Figure 2 right). This implies that, first, human disease variations gather in functionally related 
genes, and second, these functional related genes cluster as co-expression modules in the disease 
transcriptome, even when the genes do not show strong differential expression in disease.  

A weak consistency has been observed between GWAS and gene expression data for prostate 
cancer (46) and schizophrenia (40). Our findings not only support the consistency, but also 
provide an explanation of the failure to observe a much stronger consistency. We suggest that 
many DE signals in expression data are non-causal but rather consequences or driven by 
confounding factors, as supported by the DE & not causal modules. On the other hand, DE is not a 
legitimate requirement for all causal genes, as supported by the causal & non-DE modules.  

We believe the differential expression approach, although commonly used in transcriptome 
study, is not the best approach to extract the causal signals in expression data. A recent study 
observed improved GO term enrichment when selecting SNPs that are associated with gene 
expression changes(47). We support the integration of expression data and GWAS as a way to 
remove the noises in GWAS findings. However, given our observations, we believe requiring DE 
on the causal genes will remove true causal genes. We instead advocate using gene co-expression 
modules rather than disease differential expression for improved interpretation of GWAS results. 

4.2.  Causal module prioritization without using known genetic causes 

Prior studies suggest that human essential genes (with knock-out lethality in mouse) are less likely 
to be disease causing (23). We propose a network-based module ranking, and hypothesize that the 
top-ranked modules are more essential, while the near bottom-ranked modules are more likely to 
be disease causing. This hypothesis is supported by module ranking results in psychiatric disorders 
(Figure 5 and table 1), as well as T2D and IBDs. Consistently, GWAS implicated putative 
disease/phenotype causal genes also prefers the bottom-half of the regulatory network.  

To our knowledge, the network we compiled for this study is the largest published network, 
yet it only covers 384 transcription factors, 25% of the putative 1500 transcription factors in 
human (48, 49). Despite this, the network already provides meaningful signal for prioritizing the 
putative causal modules, as is observed in 3 disease datasets. We hence expect improved 
performance of diseaseExPatho with the accumulation of more and higher quality gene-regulation 
data.  

Although we demonstrate the applications of diseaseExPatho to complex diseases with 
extensive GWAS results, we suggest the module ranking approach can be applied to prioritize 
putative causal modules for complex disease that are not well studied by GWAS, such as the 
idiopathic inflammatory myositis (50, 51). 
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A BAYESIAN NONPARAMETRIC MODEL FOR RECONSTRUCTING
TUMOR SUBCLONES BASED ON MUTATION PAIRS
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We present a feature allocation model to reconstruct tumor subclones based on mutation pairs.
The key innovation lies in the use of a pair of proximal single nucleotide variants (SNVs) for the
subclone reconstruction as opposed to a single SNV. Using the categorical extension of the Indian
buffet process (cIBP) we define the subclones as a vector of categorical matrices corresponding to a
set of mutation pairs. Through Bayesian inference we report posterior probabilities of the number,
genotypes and population frequencies of subclones in one or more tumor sample. We demonstrate
the proposed methods using simulated and real-world data. A free software package is available at
http://www.compgenome.org/pairclone.

Keywords: Categorical Indian buffet process; Latent feature model; Local Haplotype; NGS data;
Random categorical matrices; Tumor heterogeneity.

1. Introduction

1.1. Background

With the recent development of next-generation sequencing (NGS) technology, whole-genome
or whole-exome sequencing has been used to interrogate genetic landscape of tumors within
and across different patients. Using single nucleotide variants (SNVs), NGS data can reveal
whether a tumor sample is composed of cell subpopulations, i.e., subclones that contain so-
matic mutations.1–6 In essence, the main problem of subclone reconstruction is to identify
more than two haploid genomes in a tumor sample. Since humans are diploid, a homogeneous
cell population can only harbor two distinct haploid genomes, or else the cell population must
be heterogeneous and contain at least two different subclones with different genomes. In NGS
data, short reads are mapped to each SNV locus. Compared to the reference nucleotide base
on the locus, some short reads may harbor the same reference base while others may bear a
variant base. The latter are called variant reads and the proportion of variant reads among
all the reads mapped to the SNV is called the observed variant allele fraction (VAF). If all
the cells in a tumor sample share the same genome, i.e., they are genetically homogeneous,
the VAFs must be close to 0, 0.5, or 1, reflecting the three possible genotypes at a single
locus – AA, AB, or BB. For example, when all the cells in the tumor bear the heterozygous
AB genotype, roughly half of the reads will harbor A and the other half B. Therefore, the
observed VAF should be close to 0.5. Homozygous alleles should give rise to observed VAFs
close to 0 or 1. When the VAF at the SNV is neither of 0, 0.5, or 1, the cellular genomes might

∗have equal contributions.
†Address for Correspondence: Research Institute, NorthShore University HealthSystem, 1001 University Place,
Evanston, IL 60201, USA. Email: koaeraser@gmail.com
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be heterogeneous containing distinct gentoypes at the SNV. For example, a sample of 50% of
cells bearing genotype AB and 50% of cells bearing AA results in 75% of A alleles and 25%
B alleles. If the A allele is the reference genome, the VAF is expected to be around 25%, or
0.25, which is not close to 0, 0.5, or 1. Based on this basic logic, many methods7–12 have been
developed to infer subclones using NGS data.

1.2. Main idea

Inference of subclones that hinges on “unusual” VAFs is vulnerable to the noise and artifacts
in the NGS data. In particular, due to the complexity and limitation of the NGS experiment,
the observed VAF at an SNV can deviate from ideal values 0, 0.5, or 1 even when the cell
population is homogeneous. When the population is indeed heterogeneous, noise in the NGS
data can still affect the accuracy of subclone reconstruction. Currently the noise and artifacts
in NGS data cannot be properly modeled and accounted for due to its complexity,13 and
therefore SNV-based subclone callers often require lengthy and ad-hoc noise filters. The effects
of these noise filters on the subclone reconstruction is usually unknown.
To mitigate this problem, we consider a different approach. We assume that paired-end short
reads are used in the NGS experiment. Instead of modeling reads mapped to individual SNVs,
we consider a pair of them, i.e., mutation pairs. We consider proximal mutation pairs that
are close enough to be phased by some of the same short reads. Such mutation pairs can be
retrieved by existing tool14 with high confidence. Since there are two loci in each mutation
pair, the observed data are haplotypes (of two phased SNVs). With four possible nucleotides
at each SNV, there could be up to 16 different haplotypes at each mutation pair (details in
Section 2.2). Observing more than two haplotypes is evidence of tumor heterogeneity, again,
due to diploidy. See Fig. 1 for an example.
We assume a total of T (T ≥ 1) samples are obtained from a single patient, and consider intra-
tumor heterogeneity as the main inference goal. Consider a finite number of K mutation pairs
that are shared across the T samples, and assume that an unknown number of C subclones
are present. We denote a subclone by a set of matrices zkc for mutation pairs k = 1, 2, . . . ,K.

Each zkc is a 2×2 matrix that codes the two diploid genotypes of mutation pair k for subclone
c. Detail of zkc is given in the upcoming discussion. We also assume that the C subclones are
shared by the T samples, with different population frequencies for each sample, denoted by
wt = (wt0, wt1, . . . , wtC) for sample t, where 0 < wtc < 1 for all c and

∑C
c=0wtc = 1. Using the

NGS data we infer Z and w based on a simple idea that that variant reads can only arise
from subclones with variant genotypes.
Among exiting methods, SciClone, TrAp, Clomial, PhyloSub and PhyloWGS (8–12) are of
relevance to this work. The main difference of our method from all the other existing methods
is that we use mutation pairs as experimental units instead of unpaired SNVs. Also our
model is based on latent feature allocation methods that allow overlapping mutations across
subclones. This is different from cluster-based methods in the literature.
The paper is structured as follows: Sec. 2 and Sec. 3 describes the Bayesian feature allocation
model and posterior inference, respectively. Sec. 4 presents two simulation studies. Sec. 5
reports analysis results for a real-world dataset. Sec. 6 concludes with a final discussion.
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2. Probability Model

2.1. Sampling Model

We start the construction of a sampling model by considering one mutation pair k (see
Fig. 1). Two loci, denoted by r = 1, 2 mark the mutation pair. A set of short reads are
mapped to the genomic region that contain the two loci. Index short reads by d. When
short reads are mapped to the region, we require that at least one of the two loci is cov-
ered, or else the short reads are excluded from our analysis since they do not provide any
information on the mutation pair. Consider short read d mapped to mutation pair k in
sample t. Define s(d)tk =

{
s
(d)
tkr

}
r=1,2

=
(
s
(d)
tk1, s

(d)
tk2

)
, where s

(d)
tkr takes three values of {0, 1,−}

representing that the base on read d mapped to locus r is reference, variant, or miss-
ing, respectively. For example, in Fig. 1 locus r = 1, s(d)tk1 = 0 for read d = 1, s(d)tk1 = 1

for read d = 2, and s
(d)
tk1 = − for read d = 3. Aggregating across two loci, each s

(d)
tk can

take G = 8 possible genotypes, including the reference, variant, and missing genotypes, de-
noted by H = {h1, . . . ,hG} = {(0, 0), (0, 1), (1, 0), (1, 1), (−, 0), (−, 1), (0,−), (1,−)}, where each
hg = {hgr}r=1,2 = (hg1, hg2) denotes the potential genotype at each locus r of a short read.

Let ntkg =
∑

d I
(
s
(d)
tk = hg

)
be the read count representing the number of short reads having

genotype hg. Here I() is the indicator function. The total number of reads that are mapped to
the loci of the mutation pair k in sample t is then Ntk =

∑G
g=1 ntkg. We assume a multinomial

sampling model for ntkg conditional on Ntk, given by

ntk1, . . . , ntkG | Ntk, ptk1, . . . , ptkG
indep.∼ Multinomial (Ntk; ptk1, . . . , ptkG) , (1)

where ptkg = Pr(s
(d)
tk = hg) is the probability that a read bears genotype hg on mutation pair

k in sample t.
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Fig. 1. Illustration of read count data for a mutation pair. There is a total of five reads mapped to the two
loci that mark the mutation pair. The five reads exhibit genotypes (0, 1), (1, 1), (−, 0), (1, 1), (−, 0), which
implies that there could be three haplotypes for the mutation pair in the sample.

2.2. Subclone Representation using Z

We collect all the zkc’s in a matrix format, denoted as a K ×C matrix Z = [zkc]. Technically,
Z is a matrix of matrices, since each zkc is itself a matrix. See Fig. 2. The total number of
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subclones, denoted by C, is random. The c-th column of Z, zc = (z1c, . . . ,zKc) denotes one
particular subclone. Each element zkc records the two alleles of a particular mutation pair
k for subclone c. Let j = 1, 2 index the two alleles in a subclone and r = 1, 2 represent the
two loci in a mutation pair. We write zkc = {zkcjr} = ((zkc11, zkc12), (zkc21, zkc22)). See Fig. 2
for an example. Note that zkcjr = 1 indicates that r-th locus of j-th allele of zkc bears a
mutation compared to the reference genome. Clearly zkc can take Q = 16 possible values i.e.
zkc ∈ {z(q)}16q=1 = {z(1), . . . ,z(16)} = {((0, 0), (0, 0)), ((0, 0), (0, 1)), . . . , ((1, 1), (1, 1))}. For example,
in Fig. 2 reference genome at the loci of mutation pair 1 is AT , and the corresponding genotype
of subclone 3 is ((G,T ), (G,C)), which translates to zkc = ((1, 0), (1, 1)). However, we can
collapse some z(q) values since we do not distinguish the order of the two alleles for a mutation
pair in a subclone. That is zkc = ((zkc11, zkc12), (zkc21, zkc22)) and zkc = ((zkc21, zkc22), (zkc11, zkc12))

lead to the same probability model. Therefore, the two alleles are coded invariant of their orders
and we reduce the number of possible outcomes of zkc to from 16 to Q = 10 and they are
listed as: z(1) = ((0, 0), (0, 0)), z(2) = ((0, 0), (0, 1)), z(3) = ((0, 0), (1, 0)), z(4) = ((0, 0), (1, 1)), z(5) =

((0, 1), (0, 1)), z(6) = ((0, 1), (1, 0)), z(7) = ((0, 1), (1, 1)), z(8) = ((1, 0), (1, 0)), z(9) = ((1, 0), (1, 1))

and z(10) = ((1, 1), (1, 1)).
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Fig. 2. Illustration of Z (left panel) for subclones in a sample and a particular subclonal genotypes for a
mutation pair (right panel). Each column of Z represents a subclone, with each element representing the
subclonal genotypes for a mutation pair. The genotypes for mutation 1 in subclone 3 is ((1, 0), (1, 1)), which
can be shown as a stylized example in the right panel.

Each sample is potentially an admixture of the subclones (columns of Z), mixed in dif-
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ferent proportions. Given Z, we can denote the proportions of the C subclones by wt =

(wt0, wt1, . . . , wtC) for sample t, where 0 < wtc < 1 for all c and
∑C

c=0wtc = 1. Notice that
the subclones are common for all tissue samples, but the weights wtc vary across samples. A
background subclone, which has no biological meaning and is indexed by c = 0, is included to
account for experimental noise (sequencing errors, mapping errors, etc.).

2.3. Prior model

Prior for ptkg: The prior for the multinomial probabilities ptkg in (1) is based on a simple
idea: a short read harboring a particular haplotype hg can only come from subclones that
also harbor the same haplotype in their genomes. The probability of observing such a short
read depends on the population frequencies wt of such subclones harboring the haplotype.
Therefore, we define

ptkg ∝
C∑
c=1

wtcA(hg, zkc) + wt0 ρg, for g = 1, . . . , 8, (2)

where A(hg, zkc) is the expected proportion of alleles with genotype hg at mutation pair k of
subclone c. Accounting for the potential missing genotype at each of the two loci corresponding
to the mutation pair, there are three ways a short read can cover the mutation pair: (i) the read
maps to both loci; (ii) the read maps to the second locus but does not map to the first (left
missing), and (iii) the read maps to the first locus but not the second locus (right missing).
Therefore, we define

A(hg, zkc) =


∑2

j=1 0.5 × I (hg1 = zkcj1, hg2 = zkcj2) , for g = 1, . . . , 4;∑2
j=1 0.5 × I(hg2 = zkcj2), for g = 5, 6;∑2
j=1 0.5 × I(hg1 = zkcj1), for g = 7, 8.

(3)

In (3), the three equations correspond to the three coverage cases (i) – (iii) mentioned above.
The factor 0.5 is used to reflect that any short read comes from one of the two alleles in the
genome with equal probability. Quantifying the expected proportion of alleles in the genome,
A(hg, zkc) can only take three values 0, 0.5 or 1. According to (3) and assuming no sequencing
error, a read that covers both loci (g = 1, 2, 3, 4) and bears genotype hg must be generated
from a subclone having the same hg genotype in at least one allele. When the read only covers
one of the two loci, the requirement is to match the sequence on the covered locus only, and
hence the equations in (3) for cases g = 5, 6, 7, 8.

In (2) we also include a background subclone denoted by c = 0 with proportion of wt0 to
account for experimental noise. The background subclone does not exist and is only used as
a mathematical device to account for noise and artifacts in the NGS data. See Ref. [15] for
details.

Prior for Z: We develop a latent-feature-allocation prior for the latent matrix Z, the ele-
ments of which take categorical values. The prior p(Z | C) is constructed under fixed C. Let
πc = (πc1, πc2, . . . , πcQ) where p(zkc = z(q)) = πcq and

∑Q
q=1 πcq = 1. We use the beta-Dirichlet

distribution16 as the prior for πc. Conditional on C, p(zkc = z(1)) = πc1 follows a beta distribu-
tion with parameters 1 and α/C, and (π̃c2, . . . , π̃cQ), where π̃cq = πcq/(1−πc1) with q = 2, . . . , Q,
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follows a Dirichlet distribution with parameters (γ2, . . . , γQ). Here z(1) is special because it
refers to the reference genome. We write

πc ∼ Beta-Dirichlet(α/C, 1, γ2, . . . , γQ).

As shown in Ref. [17], the marginal limiting distribution of Z follows a categorical Indian
buffet process (cIBP) as C →∞.

Prior for w: Next, we introduce a prior distribution for wt as

wt | C iid∼ Dirichlet(d0, d, . . . , d),

for t = 1, . . . , T . For all practical purpose, we set d0 < d to imply that the hypothetical
background subclone has a small population frequency.

Prior for ρ and C: Then we construct the prior for ρ, where ρg is the conditional probability
of observing a read with a genotype hg due to experimental noise. We assume Dirichlet priors
on ρg’s,

ρg1 ∼ Dirichlet(d1, . . . , d1); ρg2 ∼ Dirichlet(2d1, 2d1); ρg3 ∼ Dirichlet(2d1, 2d1) (4)

where g1 = {1, 2, 3, 4}, g2 = {5, 6} and g3 = {7, 8}.
Finally, we put a geometric distribution prior on number of subclones i.e. C ∼ Geom(r), and
hence E(C) = 1/r a priori.

3. Posterior Inference

3.1. Posterior computation:

Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) simulation18 is used to draw samples from the posterior
of the unknown parameters. Let x = (Z,π,w,ρ) denote all the parameters except C. With
fixed C, sampling x from the respective posterior distribution is straightforward. Gibbs sam-
pling transition probabilities are used to update Z and π, and Metropolis-Hastings transition
probabilities are used to update w and ρ.
Updating the value of C is more challenging, since it involves change of dimension of parameter
space. We use an approach similar to Ref. [19], which is a reversible jump20 style algorithm,
with a model comparison approach using modified fractional Bayes factor.21,22 The basic idea
is to consider a finite number of possible C, denoted by {Cmin, . . . , Cmax}, split the data into a
training set n′ = bn and a test set n′′ = (1−b)n (where 0 < b < 1), and do a model comparison
among those possible C. Details are given in [19].

3.2. Estimate of Z:

The point estimates for the parameters are determined as follows. We use the posterior mode
C∗ as a point estimate of C. Conditional on C∗, we follow Ref. [19] to find a point estimate of Z.
For any two K×C∗ matrices Z and Z ′, 1 ≤ c, c′ ≤ C∗, let Dcc′(Z,Z

′) =
∑K

k=1 ‖zkc−z′kc′‖1. Here
we take the vectorized form of zkc and z′kc′ to compute L1 distance between them. The distance
between Z and Z ′ is then defined as d(Z,Z ′) = minσ

∑C∗

c=1Dc,σc
(Z,Z ′), where σ = (σ1, . . . , σC∗)
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is a permutation of {1, . . . , C∗} and the minimum is over all possible permutations. A posterior
point estimate for Z is defined as

Z∗ = arg min
Z′∈{Z(l),l=1,...,L}

1

L

L∑
l=1

d(Z(l),Z ′),

where {Z(l), l = 1, . . . , L} are posterior Monte Carlo samples of Z. Finally, we report posterior
point estimates w∗ and ρ∗ conditional on C∗ and Z∗ and calculate posterior point estimates
p∗ in order to check goodness of fit of the model.

4. Simulation

4.1. Simulation 1

We carry out two simulation studies to validate our proposed model. In the first simulation, we
consider K = 100 mutation pairs for T = 1 sample. We assume the number of latent subclones
is CTRUE = 3, and set the subclone proportions as wTRUE = (1 × 10−7, 0.65, 0.28, 0.07) (note
that 1× 10−7 refers to the proportion of the background subclone). The latent ZTRUE matrix
is shown in Fig. 3(a) in the form of a heatmap. For example, subclone 3 has genotype z(q)

with different q values. Specifically, q = 10 for mutation pairs 1-20, q = 9 for mutation pairs
21-40, q = 6 for mutation pairs 41-60, q = 1 for mutation pairs 61-80, and q = 5 for mutation
pairs 81-100. Fig. 3(b) shows a possible lineage structure among subclones. We generate ρTRUE

from its prior given in Eq. (4) with hyperparameter d1 = 1. Next, we calculate multinomial
probabilities pTRUE

tkg shown in Eq. (2) and (3) from the simulated Z, w and ρ. We generate
random numbers ranging from 400 to 600 as total read counts Ntk, and finally we generate
read counts ntkg from the multinomial distribution given Ntk as shown in Eq. (1).
We fit the model with hyperparameters as α = 4, γ2 = · · · = γQ = 0.5, d = 0.5, d0 = 0.1, d1 = 1,
and r = 0.4. We set Cmin = 1 and Cmax = 10 as the range of C. The choice of b needs to be
calibrated. We choose b such that the test sample size (1− b)∑T

t=1

∑K
k=1Ntk is approximately

equal to 250/
√
T . This choice leads to better posterior inference in our calibration process.

We run MCMC simulation for 50, 000 iterations, discarding the first 20, 000 iterations as initial
burn-in, and keep one sample every 10 iterations. The initial values are randomly generated
from the prior.
The posterior mode C∗ = 3 recovers the truth. Fig. 3(c) shows the point estimate of ZTRUE,
given by Z∗, which is very close to the truth. Fig. 3(d) shows the difference between (p∗tkg −
pTRUE
tkg ), which can be considered as the residual of model fitting. The histogram is centered

at zero with a small variance that indicates a good model fit. The estimated subclone weights
are w∗ = (1.20× 10−168, 0.650, 0.277, 0.073), which is also close to the truth. Typically in a real
scenario, the number of available samples are quite low. In fact, in most of the cases data for
only one sample can be obtained. We perform this simulation example in order to show that
our model performs quite well even with a single sample.
We compare the performance of our model against BayClone15 which is an SNV-based sub-
clone caller. It chooses the model based on log pseudo marginal likelihood (LPML). Ac-
cording to LPML, the estimated number of subclones under BayClone is C∗ = 5, which
does not recover the truth. Fig. 3(e) shows the true subclone matrix in the form of Bay-
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Fig. 3. (a-d) Heatmap of the true subclone matrix ZTRUE, lineage structure and results from posterior
inference. (e-f) Heatmap of the true and estimated subclone matrix using BayClone.

Clone’s notation, denoted by ZTRUE
BC , and Fig. 3(f) shows the estimated matrix Z∗BC, where

zkc = 0, zkc = 0.5 and zkc = 1 refer to homozygous wild-type, heterozygous variant and
homozygous variant at SNV locus k, respectively. The estimated subclone proportions are
w∗BC = (0.004, 0.364, 0.349, 0.171, 0.057, 0.054). From the BayClone’s output, we can notice three
problems. Firstly, BayClone could not recover the true number of subclones. Secondly, since
BayClone infers the subclone structure by VAF of an SNV, the connection between adjacent
SNVs is not modeled, and thus BayClone could not recover the Z matrix and cellular fractions
accurately. For example, BayClone could not distinguish the difference between zkc = z(4) and
zkc = z(6) in our model. Lastly, because of the noise in the data, BayClone includes a rela-
tively larger proportion for the background subclone (w0 = 0.004 in this example) which is
significantly reduced for mutation pair data.

4.2. Simulation 2

In the second simulation study, we generate hypothetical reads data for K = 100 mutation
pairs and T = 5 samples. We assume CTRUE = 4. The subclone matrix ZTRUE is shown in
Fig. 4(a) and a possible lineage structure is given in Fig. 4(c). For each sample t, we generate
the subclone proportions wTRUE

t from Dirichlet(0.01, σ(20, 14, 10, 4)), where σ(20, 14, 10, 4) is a
random permutation of (20, 14, 10, 4). The proportions wTRUE which is now a matrix shown
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by a heatmap in Fig. 4(b). In the heatmap for w, darker color indicates high abundance of a
subclone in a sample, and light grey color represents low abundance. The parameters ρTRUE

and Ntk are generated using the same approach as before. Finally, we calculate pTRUE
tkg and

generate read counts ntkg from Eq. (1) similar to previous simulation.
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Fig. 4. Heatmap of the true subclone matrix, lineage structure and the results from posterior inference.

We fit the model with the same hyperparameters and same MCMC setting, except here we
use Cmax = 8 in order to accelerate MCMC sampling. Also here due to the presence of multiple
samples, we use a smaller (compared to simulation 1) test sample size. The posterior mode
C∗ = 4 recovers the truth. Fig. 4(d) shows the heatmap of Z∗, and Fig. 4(e) shows the heatmap
of w∗. Comparing those two figures with Fig. 4(a) and 4(b), we can see that the truth is nicely
recovered. Some mismatches are due to the relatively complex subclone structure. Fig. 4(f)
shows the histogram of (p∗tkg − pTRUE

tkg ) which indicates a good model fit.
We also compare our results with BayClone for this simulation. BayClone chooses the model
with 5 subclones, which does not recover the truth.

5. Head and Neck Cancer Dataset

Whole exome data of 30 pairs of matched tumor (head and neck cancer) and normal samples
are downloaded from the Sequence Read Archive (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sra).23

We map the pair-end reads from the FASTQ format files to the human genome (version HG19)
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using BWA to generate BAM files for each individual sample. GATK’s UnifiedGenotyper is
used to call variants and to generate a single VCF file for all of them. Next task is to find
mutation pair positions, their genotypes and number of reads supporting them. It is done by
a bioinformatics tool LocHap14 which searches for multiple single nucleotide variants (SNVs)
that are scaffolded by the same reads. The scaffolded SNVs are referred to as local haplotypes.
When a local haplotype exhibits more than two genotypes, LocHap calls it a local haplotype
variant (LHV). Using the individual BAM file and the combined VCF file, LocHap generates
HCF format output file.14 HCF files contain LHV with two or three SNV locations. This whole
process runs very fast as LocHap is an ultra-fast tool that can process an WES sample with
about 30X coverage under a minute.14 On an average we find a few hundreds LHVs with high
quality in a WES sample. We select LHVs with two SNV locations as we are interested in
mutation pairs only. Among those LHVs, we first remove the LHVs where the loci of two
SNVs are very close to each other (within, say 50 bps) or close to other types of structural
variants such as indels. We remove the LHVs where most reads were aligned to any of the
SNVs at a base near the end of the reads. Also we filter out those LHVs where any of the
SNVs are mapped by most reads with strand bias. At first, we find the intersection of mutation
pair loci between normal and tumor samples and then we select randomly around 100 loci for
each sample and record the read data from HCF files. In order to compare the underlying
subclonal structure of normal and tumor samples we run our model on both separately. We
run MCMC for 50, 000 iterations and discard the first 20, 000 iterations as initial burn-in. We
use thinning count equals to 10. Hyperparameter settings are exactly same as the simulation
1 (Section 4.1).
Fig. 5 shows the number of subclones of a tumor sample and its matched normal for all 30

samples. Note that in almost all the samples the number of subclones in tumor is higher than
the matched normal. In Fig. 6, we put subclone matrix (Z) from six tumor and matched
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Fig. 5. Inferred number of subclones (C∗) for tumor (in red) and matched normal (in blue)

normal samples side by side. As one can notice, in tumor sample the corresponding subclonal
structure is somewhat preserved with an addition of a new subclone. This indicates that tumor
sample is more heterogeneous than the corresponding matching normal sample. We show the
proportion of each subclone below each column of Z and columns of Z is reordered according
to decreasing order of weights of the subclones.
We also run BayClone on those samples. The results look different. Due to space limitation,
we omit the details since BayClone results are less reliable according to simulation studies.
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Analysis of real data provides valuable clinical information. For example, one could seek
potential biomarker mutation pairs for targeted therapy. These results could also be used as
future diagnosis reference.

Sample 9 Sample 11

Normal (C = 2)
w1 = 0.9129 w2 = 0.0871

Tumor (C= 3)
w1 = 0.6703 w2 = 0.2972 w3 = 0.0229

Normal (C = 2)
w1 = 0.7844 w2 = 0.2151

Tumor (C= 3)
w1 = 0.5852 w2 = 0.3741 w3 = 0.0317

Sample 12 Sample 15

Normal (C = 3)
w1 = 0.4763 w2 = 0.4467 w3 = 0.077
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Normal (C = 2)
w1 = 0.8713 w2 = 0.1287
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Color key
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Fig. 6. Heatmap of subclone matrix Z from selected 6 samples (ordered according to age).

6. Discussion and future work

With the proposed model we infer subclonal structure and their proportions using muta-
tion pairs data. The methods describe tumor heterogeneity in a principled manner based
on a feature allocation model. It explicitly models overlapping mutation pairs across sub-
clones. Through simulations, we show that mutation pair-based inference is more powerful
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than SNV-based subclone calling. This is not surprising since mutation pairs naturally pro-
vide heterogeneity of tumor samples through poly-genotypic short reads. In other words, direct
evidence of having more than two haplotypes from short reads can be used to infer subclones
in a tumor sample rather than indirect modeling on unusual VAFs for SNVs.
Our approach can be extended to model more than two SNVs. In order to accommodate more
number of SNVs we only need to increase the number of categorical values that the Z matrix
can take. Also, we are working on extensions that explicitly take into account potential phy-
logenetic relationship of subclones, which requires modeling the dependence among columns
of the Z matrix.
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ONE-CLASS DETECTION OF CELL STATES IN TUMOR SUBTYPES
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The cellular composition of a tumor greatly influences the growth, spread, immune activity, drug
response, and other aspects of the disease. Tumor cells are usually comprised of a heterogeneous
mixture of subclones, each of which could contain their own distinct character. The presence of
minor subclones poses a serious health risk for patients as any one of them could harbor a fitness
advantage with respect to the current treatment regimen, fueling resistance. It is therefore vital to
accurately assess the make-up of cell states within a tumor biopsy. Transcriptome-wide assays from
RNA sequencing provide key data from which cell state signatures can be detected. However, the
challenge is to find them within samples containing mixtures of cell types of unknown proportions.
We propose a novel one-class method based on logistic regression and show that its performance is
competitive to two established SVM-based methods for this detection task. We demonstrate that
one-class models are able to identify specific cell types in heterogeneous cell populations better than
their binary predictor counterparts. We derive one-class predictors for the major breast and bladder
subtypes and reaffirm the connection between these two tissues. In addition, we use a one-class
predictor to quantitatively associate an embryonic stem cell signature with an aggressive breast
cancer subtype that reveals shared stemness pathways potentially important for treatment.

Keywords: One-class models; Embryonic Stem Cells; Breast Cancer; Pan-Cancer

1. Introduction

Precision medicine in cancer has seen significant advances for treating patients based on
molecular subtypes revealed by DNA and RNA-based analyses. Some examples include the
now classic use of Gleevec to virtually cure the BCR-ABL form of Chronic Myeloid Leukemia,
the more recent use of crizotinib for cancers beyond lung cancers with ALK fusions, including
pediatric neuroblastoma, and the development of targeted inhibitors in breast cancer for both
estrogen expressing and HER2-amplified forms. Despite these successes, many patients recur
with disease as new tumor sub-populations emerge with evolved resistance or harbor even
minor fractions of tumor subtypes refractory to treatment.

One promising future direction for cancer therapy is to catalog all subtypes for which
such options are available. A patient’s treatment can then be tailored according to their
particular tumor’s makeup. The problem with this approach is that many tumors consist
of a heterogeneous collection of cell types, either those that have evolved through mutation
and selection from the initial primary, or are ”normal” cells such as those from the immune
system or stroma that coexist with tumor cells in either antagonistic or synergistic ways.
Tumor biopsies contain a mixture of various cell types. High-throughput data collected from
the biopsy, such as RNA-sequencing data, reflects a superposition of the contributing cell
sub-populations in the sample.

Several methods have been developed to deconvolute gene expression data, collected on
a possibly mixed sample, into a set of distinct profiles representing separate cell types.1 The
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most popular approach is to use unsupervised methods such as those based on non-negative
matrix factorization2 or other matrix decomposition techniques (e.g. independent component
analysis). However, unsupervised methods attempt to identify all tumor subtypes in a single
optimization, which is a difficult problem.

On the other hand, traditional supervised approaches require the presence of two or more
classes to train models. In these kinds of situation, there is no definitive negative class, just a
set of classes we wish to detect and some that are unknown. Often, we would like to contrast
a particular subtype against all/any other subtypes, not any one in particular. One solution,
albeit cumbersome, involves training k− 1 dichotomous classifiers in which one-class is chosen
as the positive set and each of the other k − 1 classes are used separately or together as the
contrasting negative set. It is unclear how the classes in the negative set should be weighted,
either during training (if they are combined) or in the predictor (if k − 1 separate classifiers
are used). One drawback is that the negative classes have as much influence as the positive
class on the ability to detect whether a sample represents an example from the positive set,
which may be undesirable.

Our approach in this paper is to instead frame the problem as a detection task: given a
particular known cell type, can we identify whether it is present at some appreciable level in
a sample that contains possibly numerous cell types? This formulation fits naturally into the
precision medicine framework as it can make suggestions based on disease subtypes of interest;
e.g. those that are particularly aggressive, or those that have specific treatment options. Some
possible approaches for one-class detection might use gene set enrichment approaches to detect
if a set of genes is significantly upgregulated. However, we focus the work here on methods
that provide an abstraction layer of the data to reach a higher-level understanding of the cell
states under study.

We compare the ability of one-class methods against comparable two-class methods to
learn a signature for a ”pure” class and then detect it in possibly mixed samples. Our experi-
ments compare two established one-class methods based on support vector machines (SVMs)
against a binary SVM. We also introduce one-class logistic regression (OCLR) and measure
its performance against standard binary logistic regression. We show that the one-class meth-
ods are able to outperform the standard two-class methods in simulated mixed data sets. In
particular, when positive examples are among the negative examples in the training set, the
one-class methods remain accurate However, the two class methods drop significantly in their
performance.

We compare OCLR against SVM-based one-class predictors by training models for breast
cancer subtypes. The empirical results show that OCLR achieves comparable performance
while offering a more flexible formulation that can be extended to incorporate regularization
schemes to, e.g., produce sparse models or integrate pathway information.

Lastly, we apply one-class models to recognize a specific molecular signal to new data
where the presence of that signal is suspected. Specifically, models trained to recognize breast
cancer subtypes are applied to bladder cancer samples, confirming transcriptome-level simi-
larity between subtypes of the two diseases. We also investigate the level of de-differentiation
in breast cancer subtypes by applying a one-class model trained to recognize embryonic stem
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cells. Our experiments reveal enrichment of a specific stemness program in breast basal tumors
that illuminate the proliferative, metabolic, and developmental pathways that could suggest
alternative targets.

2. Methods

We consider three one-class methods. Two of them are ν-SVM3 and Support Vector Data
Description (SVDD),4 both based on the maximum-margin principle of SVMs. The former
method aims to maximize the margin between the data and the origin. SVDD, on the other
hand, finds a sphere with the smallest radius that fully encapsulates the data. Other ap-
proaches are possible, but the SVM-based approaches have been shown to perform well on a
wide variety of tasks.

In addition to the two SVM-based methods, we propose the one-class logistic regression
(OCLR) model. The proposed method functions similarly to ν-SVM, where it aims to identify
the direction from the origin towards the data. Unlike the ν-SVM, however, logistic regression
has a differentiable loss function, allowing for natural application of regularization schemes,
such as group LASSO5 and Elastic Nets,6 to build sparse models and integrate pathway
information. While some of these regularization schemes have been derived for Support Vector
Machines, the general non-differentiability of the hinge loss requires the use of optimization
methods that are not always straightforward.

Formally, given a set of n samples X = {xi}, we define a one-class logistic regression model
by a weight vector w that maximizes the log-likelihood l(w|X ) =

∑n
i=1 log p(xi|w), where the

likelihood is modeled with the logistic function:

p(xi|w) =
ew

Txi

1 + ewTxi
(1)

By itself, the logistic function is not enough to model the data, as setting w to infinity gives
a degenerate solution of p(xi|w) = 1.0 for all data samples. To make the problem well-defined,
we impose a regularizer, R(w), on the weights w to obtain the modified objective function:

max
w

l(w|X )

n
− λR(w), (2)

or equivalently

max
w

1

n

n∑
i=1

[
wTxi − log(1 + ew

Txi)
]
− λR(w), (3)

where λ is a regularization meta-parameter that controls the tradeoff between model accuracy
and complexity, and the factor of 1

n is introduced to keep the values of λ comparable across
datasets of varying size.

Note the absence of a constant bias term commonly found in linear models. Similarly to
the discussion above, the bias term requires regularization to avoid producing a degenerate
solution. The ν-SVM formulation does utilize such a regularizer.3 However, folding the bias
term into a regularizer is equivalent to solving Equation (3) in a homogeneous coordinate
space, where an auxiliary dimension is introduced to the data, and all samples are given a
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coordinate of 1.0 along that dimension. Because of this equivalence, we don’t explicitly model
the bias term.

To solve the optimization problem in Equation (3), we follow the Newton-Raphson method
proposed by Friedman, et. al .7 The approach constructs iteratively reweighted least squares
estimates of the loss function using a Taylor series expansion. Let ŵ be the current model
estimate. The second-order Taylor series approximation of the log-likelihood is given by

lQ(w|X , ŵ) = −1

2

n∑
i=1

ai(yi −wTxi)
2, (4)

where the sample weights ai and the working response yi are computed using the current
model estimate via

p̂i =
exp(ŵTxi)

1 + exp(ŵTxi)
, ai = p̂i(1− p̂i), yi = ŵTxi +

1

p̂i
. (5)

To iterate on the model estimate itself, we now simply solve

max
w

lQ(w|X , ŵ)

n
− λR(w), (6)

which is a standard regularized weighted linear regression problem. The specifics of solving this
problem depend on the regularization scheme used. We stress that because the vast majority
of novel regularization methods are initially derived for linear regression, their application to
the proposed one-class logistic regression model is much more straightforward than to the
hinge loss of ν-SVM.

One of the main draws to using Support Vector Machine methods is their generalization
to reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces.8 One-class logistic regression models maintain this ad-
vantage. Specifically, when the regularizer is a ridge penalty (R(w) = ‖w‖22), constructing and
solving the Lagrangian of the optimization problem in Equation 6 yields the following saddle
point constraint: w =

∑n
i=1 αixi, where αi are the Lagrange multipliers. The constraint allows

us to compute the probability of any sample z given the model w as

p(z|w) =
exp

(∑n
i=1 αix

T
i z
)

1 + exp
(∑n

i=1 αixT
i z
) . (7)

Since this probability computation is at the heart of the optimization problem in Equation 6,
replacing the dot products xT

i z with kernel computations K(xi, z) allows us to learn a one-class
logistic regression model in the Hilbert space corresponding to the kernel function K without
explicitly mapping the data to that space.

The implementation of the one-class logistic regression method, including the kernel variant
are available as part of our gelnet package in R. The package is available for download as
open source from https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/gelnet/index.html.

3. Results

3.1. Detection of stemness signal in mixed populations of cells

We tested the ability of the methods to detect the presence of a subtype of interest embedded
in a mixture. The cancer stem cell hypothesis posits that a small fraction of a tumor’s cells
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... 13 positive 
samples

Left out
ESC

...34 sample 
background 

Mix into half of 
background samples
with coefficient

Fig. 1. A depiction of the leave-one-out experimental setup. Each of the Embryonic Stem Cells (ESCs) in
turn was mixed into one half of randomly-chosen background samples with a predefined mixing coefficient α.
A predictor is then given the remaining 13 ESC samples and asked to identify which of the 34 background
samples contain the mixture.

harbor stem cell-like properties and that these cells may exhibit more aggressive phenotypes
such as the ability to resist treatment, maintain proliferative potential even through oxidative
stress conditions, and exhibit the ability to metastasize via cells of different character than the
originating primary. Our simulation models the situation in which a tumor sample may contain
a collection of cell types, some more or less differentiated than others. While it is possible the
simulation might miss nuances present in actual patient data, for example if sub-clones mix
in a non-linear fashion. However, the synthetic data offers the advantage of complete control
so that the detection of latent cell states embedded into a simulated sample can be evaluated
clearly.

For this experiment, we used the data from the Progenitor Cell Biology Consortium
(PCBC) project on Synapse (syn1773109). The dataset contains RNAseq for 14 embryonic
stem cells (ESCs) and 34 cells committed to a lineage. We performed a leave-one-out ex-
periment by withholding each ESC sample in turn. The remaining 13 samples comprise the
positive set, while the left-out sample was mixed into randomly selected half of the 34 back-
ground samples (Figure 1). The resulting machine learning task is to build a model that can
correctly rank the background samples containing the stemness signal above those that do not.
The accuracy is evaluated via Area under the ROC curve (AUC), which can be interpreted
as the probability that the predictor correctly ranks a mixture sample above a non-mixture
sample.

We evaluated the performance of ν-SVM, SVDD and our newly-proposed one-class logistic
regression method. LIBSVM9,10 was used to train ν-SVM and SVDD models using a linear
kernel and the recommended parameter settings of ν = 0.5 and C = 2/n (where n is the number
of training samples.) Note that parameters ν in ν-SVM and C in SVDD have a reciprocal
relationship3,4 and the values stated above provide exactly the same level of regularization.
For consistency, we used the logistic regression model defined in Equation (3) with λ = 1/4

and R(w) = ‖w‖22, which yields an identical regularizer to the one used by ν-SVM and SVDD.
In addition to the three one-class models, we also considered two binary predictors: logistic

regression and binary SVM. Binary predictors require a negative set of samples for training,
and several methods exist for identifying ”true” negative examples in an unlabeled set.11,12

Many of these methods begin by using the entire unlabeled set as the negative set to train
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the initial binary predictor. The initial predictor is then used to rank the unlabeled set, and
the ranking is analyzed to select samples to be used as negative examples for subsequent re-
training of the binary predictor. In this paper, we consider only the initial step of using the
entire unlabeled background set as negative examples to highlight the issue binary predictors
face in the absence of ”true” negative data. LIBSVM was used to train binary SVM models,
while logistic regression models were trained using the R package gelnet. The regularization
parameter was kept at 1.0 for both types of binary predictors.

Mixing Proportion α

A
U

C

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

0.
3

0.
5

0.
7

0.
9

● ● ● ● ●Binary LR Binary SVM One−class LR nu−SVM SVDD

Fig. 2. The accuracy of predictors plotted against the mixture coefficient. The solid lines represent the mean
performance across 30 trials. The dashed lines are one standard deviation away from the mean.

Figure 2 presents the performance of all methods as a function of the mixing coefficient
α. We note the general upward trend in the performance of one-class models as α increases.
This is expected, since a larger mixing proportion of the left-out ESC sample makes the
mixtures look more like the positive class, yielding an easier detection task. The trend is not
shared by ν-SVM models, which are unable to identify samples with mixed stemness signal
from others in the background. A potential explanation for the poor performance comes from
sample locality in high-dimensional feature spaces. An SVM can be viewed as a mechanical
system, where the decision plane is a ”stiff sheet” in mechanical equilibrium, upon which the
training samples exert forces and torques.13 Because the high-dimensional space of RNAseq
is vastly undersampled by the PCBC dataset, the training data is effectively localized to a
tiny fraction of that space. Thus, tiny perturbations in the training samples will create giant
”swings” of the ”stiff sheet” in other portions of the feature space. This effectively makes the
model highly sensitive to noise and reduces its generalization to the unsampled portions of
the feature space.

As mixture samples gain similarity to the positive class, it also throws off the binary pre-
dictors, as observed by their decreased performance for higher values of α. This highlights the
challenge binary predictors face when presented with positive and unlabeled data: unlabeled
data may contain a strong representation of the positive signal, leading to a skewed decision
boundary. The challenge acts as a motivating factor for finding high-quality negative sets in
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the unlabeled data and iterative re-training of the binary predictors using those sets. The issue
is completely side-stepped by the one-class methods, because they require positive samples
only.

3.2. One-class models distinguish breast cancer subtypes
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Fig. 3. The accuracy of the one-class methods plotted against the regularization parameter. Each of the four
panels corresponds to a specific TCGA BRCA subtype.

We next applied the one-class predictors to an established classification task in cancer ge-
nomics – that of determining the major breast cancer subtypes from gene expression profiles.
The transcription-derived subtypes in breast cancer have demonstrated prognostic value that
have led to the establishment of FDA-approved tests including Oncotype-DX and the mam-
moprint. Defining treatment decisions based on gene expression subtypes has been shown to
improve greatly over the use of pathology information alone.14 The luminal subtype is associ-
ated with better prognosis and the expression of estrogen and progesterone receptors that can
be targets of therapy (e.g. tamoxifen or aromatase inhibitors). The luminals can be further
divided into three subclasses including the luminal-As, luminal-Bs, and the HER2-amplified
sets. Luminal B tumors display somewhat more basal-like characteristics and tend to have
higher levels of TP53 mutations. HER2-amplified tumors, which have a greater number of
genomic copies of the amplicon on which the HER2 growth receptor gene resides, respond
effectively to agents that block the receptor. The basal subtype, on the other hand, exhibits a
much more aggressive character. Basal tumors are often further subdivided into tumors that
either do or do not express the gene Claudin as the Claudin-low group display an even more
severe outcome than the other basal tumors.

Most importantly, new evidence has revealed that primary tumors can be comprised of
many different sub-populations of cells, exhibiting different subtype characters.15 Indeed, it
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has been postulated that cancer cells have the ability to transdifferentiate from one subtype to
another such as adenocarcinomas of the lung or prostate into neuroendocrine-like cells.16 Taken
together, the accurate assessment of a primary tumor’s subtype or its mixture of possibly many
subtypes, is currently perhaps the most important step in planning treatment for breast cancer
patients.

We therefore applied the one-class predictors to the task of defining gene expression-based
signatures of the four major breast cancer subtypes: Basal, Her2-amplified (Her2), Luminal
A, and Luminal B. For every subtype, the one-class methods were evaluated via leave-one-out
cross-validation, and the AUC score was computed to capture the probability that a sample
withheld from the positive class was scored higher than a sample from another subtype. We
investigated the effect of regularization on performance by sweeping across the meaningful
values of the regularization parameters: ν ∈ (0, 1) for ν-SVMs,3 C ∈ [1/n, 1] for SVDD10 and
λ = 10k with k ∈ [−4, 4] for one-class LR. As seen in Figure 3, the level of regularization had a
marginal impact on performance of ν-SVM and one-class LR, while SVDD was more sensitive
to the parameter value choice.

As expected, all of the methods achieved high levels of accuracy for an interval of param-
eter choices, but the ν-SVM and logistic regression approaches outperformed SVDD in this
prediction setting (Figure 3). The logistic regression-based approach performed as well as the
top SVM-based strategy in both simulation and in this real-tumor application (SVDD in the
former and ν-SVM in the latter). Because logistic regression has comparable performance to
the SVM-based method but can be used to identify sparse and interpretable sets of features
due to its differentiable loss, we elected to use it for the remainder of this study.

3.3. Breast cancer one-class models detect molecular similarity in bladder
cancer

While the location in the body of a primary tumor contributes a dominant influence on gene
expression signatures, the disease subtype can be revealed through Pan-Cancer comparisons
that reflect cell-of-origin commonalities across tissues.17 Recently, transcriptome- and genome-
wide analyses from three independent groups have revealed the similarity between bladder
and breast subtypes.18–20 In particular, muscle-invasive bladder cancers can also be distinctly
grouped into Claudin-low, basals, P53-enriched luminals, and non-P53-enriched luminals.

We asked if one-class predictors could connect cancer subtypes across tissues. Specifically,
we investigated the hypothesis that bladder cancer subtypes share common cell-of-origin sig-
natures with breast cancer subtypes. The subtype assignment of TCGA bladder carcinoma
(BLCA) samples was taken from the molecular characterization literature,21 and the corre-
sponding RNAseq data was obtained from the Broad Institute’s Firehose pipeline (2014-10-17
run). Indeed, the one-class predictors confirm the connection of major subtypes between blad-
der and breast cancers (Figure 4). Strikingly, a classifier trained to recognize BRCA basal
cancers can predict type III bladder cancers with nearly 90% accuracy (AUC 0.89; p < 10−5

label permutation test). This strongly supports the notion of an intrinsic connection between
these disease. We also find a smaller, but still significant association between the luminal-
A and the type II bladder cancers (AUC 0.78; p < 10−5), which could suggest an estrogen-
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Fig. 4. One-class models trained on TCGA BRCA applied to TCGA BLCA. For each BRCA subtype, we
present the distribution of scores from the corresponding one-class model across the four bladder subtypes.
Bladder subtypes known to have molecular similarity to the given breast cancer subtype are highlighted in
red.

or other hormone-driven component to the type II bladder cancers. Interestingly, the Her2-
Amplified breast signature matched best with class III. Some bladder cancers have been found
with amplification of the ERBB2 locus,21 so it would be interesting to check if the type III
are indeed enriched for this copy number event.

3.4. One-class models identify a stemness signal in Basal breast cancer

We applied a one-class logistic regression model trained on PCBC embryonic stem cell samples
to score TCGA breast cancer (BRCA) samples. The scores are presented in Figure 5. Note
the enrichment of Basal samples on the positive side and Luminal samples on the negative
side. To measure the significance of this enrichment, we applied a Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS)
test similar to the one used by the Gene Set Enrichment Analysis method.22 If there were no
association with stemness we would expect the Basal, Luminal and Her2 samples would be
equally likely to be encountered anywhere in the distribution of scores. We used Bioconductor

package piano (http://www.sysbio.se/piano/) to compute the deviation between the expected
probability of encountering a sample from the subtype of interest and the observed frequency
as one ”sweeps” across the score values. The largest deviation was reported as the enrichment
score. The enrichment scores were positive for Basal (p-value < 1e-5), Her2 (p-value < 0.0069),
and Luminal B (p-value < 5e-5) and negative for Luminal A (p-value < 1e-5).
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Fig. 5. TCGA BRCA samples scored by a one-class logistic regression model trained on Embryonic Stem
Cells. The samples are ordered by score from highest to lowest and colored by the breast subtype.

Fig. 6. Top 30 most-concordant genes between the stemness and the basal one-class models. Genes with
positive weights in both signatures are shown in red, while those with negative weights are in blue. The size
of the node represents the level of concordance (absolute value of the weight product). GeneMANIA23 was
applied to the 30 selected nodes to identify protein-level interactions. ”Linker” genes identified by GeneMANIA
are shown in gray.

Given the significant association between basal tumors and the stemness signature, we used
the result to probe what processes might be shared in basals with undifferentiated cells. To re-
veal possible mechanisms of reprogramming at work in basal tumors, we took the component-
wise product of the weights from the stemness predictor with the basal predictor to help
uncover genes predictive of both cell types. This resulted in a list of genes reflecting specific
involved pathways underlying the transformation processes in basal breast tumors. We then
identified a connected mechanism using the GeneMANIA tool.23 A few themes emerged from
this analysis. First, and not surprising, several genes were identified that reflect the prolifera-
tive potential of the basal tumors including KIF1A and STMN1 (Figure 6).

The well-known OCT4 transcription factor (POU5F1), one of the Yamanaka factors with
the ability to reprogram cells into a pluripotent state, and PROM1 have been shown to be
correlated with aggressive cancers. In the case of PROM1, expression of this surface glyco-
protein actively suppresses differentiation pathways and is associated with poor survival in
colorectal cancers and recently in malignant papillary breast cancers.24 Lower expression of
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differentiation genes such as FOXA1 and some of the HOX-family genes are also documented
to play roles in aggressive forms of the disease.

Several genes reflect the metabolic state shared between stem cells and basal cancers.
Stem cells often occupy low-oxygen niches and use anaerobic means to break down sugars.
Intriguingly, the PHGDH gene identified as a common predictor by the one-class method,
which catalyzes the first step in metabolizing serine downstream of glycolysis, was also recently
implicated in breast cancers as a survival mechanism in hypoxic conditions.25 Its expression
has also been shown to be associated with ER-negative tumors, consistent with our results26

even though its role is non-essential, suggesting tumors have a way to bypass this mechanism.

4. Conclusions

The collection and summarization of cell type signatures for precision medicine applications,
especially in cancer, promises to greatly enhance the treatment of patients. For example, some
patients present ”cancers of unknown primary” (CUP) where metastatic advanced disease has
already manifested itself when a patient first reports to a hospital. Often these cases are treated
with generic protocols, but evidence suggests their outcomes could be improved significantly
by first identifying the tissue of the primary tumor. Similarly, the detailed characterization of
cell-of-origin signatures in heterogeneous biopsy specimens would improve the resolution by
which treatments or treatment combinations could be matched to tumor subtypes.

A clear data science-inspired direction for precision medicine is to amass ”dictionaries”
of disease and normal signatures to help characterize patient specimens. Previous approaches
have shown the power of this idea. For example, signatures trained from published expression
datasets can be used to suggest repurposing drugs for new diseases.27 Error correcting belief
propagation has been used to predict normal and disease cell states in a comprehensive com-
pilation of gene expression signatures.27–30 These approaches use standard machine-learning
classifiers as inputs to the inference strategy. To our knowledge, little investigation of the
optimal approaches has been done to determine the best base-level classifiers. Instead, most
approaches choose either a custom (e.g. standardized differential vectors as in27,28) or a popular
standard (e.g. SVMs29,30). Thus, an open question remains about how best to build signature
dictionaries.

One-class models provide a scalable approach to contribute cell type signatures to such
dictionaries. Because they have no need for a set of negative examples in training, they can
be updated in an online fashion without the need for a representative background set. Indeed,
not requiring a contrasting set makes the learned models less arbitrary to nuances in any
particular database, so one can expect the models to remain robust as more samples are
added to a training dataset.

We demonstrated the strength of the one-class approach for detecting latent cell types
in cancer samples. One-class predictors clearly outperform the use of dichotomous classifiers
in our study that simulated ”contamination” of the negative set with an unknown amount
of positive examples. As the proportion increases, the dichotomous classifiers’ performance
degrades due to a loss in the distinction between the classes during training. However, one-
class methods are immune to this influence because they use only the positive class for training.
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One-class signatures had a clear advantage for use in the cell type detection problem in our
study here of the major breast cancer subtypes. These models confirmed the recently reported
commonality between the breast and bladder cancer subtypes. Finally, one-class signatures
could detect stemness signatures in breast cancer tumor samples, supporting the observation
that basal breast cancers are more likely to exhibit stem cell-like properties. The association
suggests the wiring of basal cells may be set up to respond to similar developmental queues
as progenitor cells with increases pluripotency. The genes identified as common between the
basal and stemness signatures could therefore suggest novel putative targets for therapy.
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Realization of precision medicine ideas requires significant research effort to be able to spot subtle differences 
in complex diseases at the molecular level to develop personalized therapies. It is especially important in many 
cases of highly heterogeneous cancers. Precision diagnostics and therapeutics of such diseases demands 
interrogation of vast amounts of biological knowledge coupled with novel analytic methodologies. For 
instance, pathway-based approaches can shed light on the way tumorigenesis takes place in individual patient 
cases and pinpoint to novel drug targets. However, comprehensive analysis of hundreds of pathways and 
thousands of genes creates a combinatorial explosion, that is challenging for medical practitioners to handle at 
the point of care.  Here we extend our previous work on mapping clinical omics data to curated Resource 
Description Framework (RDF) knowledge bases to derive influence diagrams of interrelationships of 
biomarker proteins, diseases and signal transduction pathways for personalized theranostics. We present RDF 
Sketch Maps – a computational method to reduce knowledge complexity for precision medicine analytics. The 
method of RDF Sketch Maps is inspired by the way a sketch artist conveys only important visual information 
and discards other unnecessary details. In our case, we compute and retain only so-called RDF Edges – places 
with highly important diagnostic and therapeutic information. To do this we utilize 35 maps of human signal 
transduction pathways by transforming 300 KEGG maps into highly processable RDF knowledge base. We 
have demonstrated potential clinical utility of RDF Sketch Maps in hematopoietic cancers, including analysis 
of pathways associated with Hairy Cell Leukemia (HCL) and Chronic Myeloid Leukemia (CML) where we 
achieved up to 20-fold reduction in the number of biological entities to be analyzed, while retaining most likely 
important entities. In experiments with pathways associated with HCL a generated RDF Sketch Map of the top 
30% paths retained important information about signaling cascades leading to activation of proto-oncogene 
BRAF, which is usually associated with a different cancer, melanoma. Recent reports of successful treatments 
of HCL patients by the BRAF-targeted drug vemurafenib support the validity of the RDF Sketch Maps 
findings. We therefore believe that RDF Sketch Maps will be invaluable for hypothesis generation for precision 
diagnostics and therapeutics as well as drug repurposing studies.  

 
1.  Introduction 

Basic science discoveries coupled with tremendous advances in “omics” technologies have 
triggered a paradigm shift in today’s biomedicine. The idea of precision and personalized medicine 
is viewed by many as a solution to improve patient care by addressing disease complexity and 
heterogeneity [1]. It is especially evident in the direction that modern medical diagnostics and 
therapeutics, jointly coined as theranostics, is progressing. Pathway-based diagnostics is promising 
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to open up a view at internal biological mechanisms of complex interplay of clinical biomarkers, 
diseases, signal transduction and other processes to be able to more precisely describe differences 
in individual patient cases [2]-[10]. Generation of a mechanistic picture of such processes can help 
develop combinatorial therapies utilizing novel drugs, small molecules inhibitors, cytotoxic and 
differentiating agents and other interventional techniques. And, even though, precision theranostic 
approaches have not yielded significant advances yet due to limited drug options, the number of 
successful clinical cases using targeted therapies being reported is increasing [11]-[15]. For instance, 
in some cases deeper analysis of signal transduction pathways revealed an alternative activation of 
carcinogenic mechanisms, which mandated a use of novel combinatorial therapies. In other cases, 
unconventional drugs have been used to treat patient exhibiting no response to conventional 
regimens. For example, a successful unconventional therapy of Hairy Cell Leukemia (HCL) with 
vemuratenib, a drug usually associated with melanoma cancers and targeting BRAF proto-
oncogene, has been reported in several clinical cases [16]-[19].  
 
The great challenge here in our view is the difficulty of conducting a comprehensive precision 
theranostic study due to limitations of individual practitioners’ knowledge of biological processes. 
An inter-expert collaboration, while being able to expand the knowledge space to a certain extent, 
is still not an effective solution. For instance, a number of reported cases indicate that current 
attempts to practice precision and personalized medicine reflect more descriptive rather than 
predictive approaches. Pathologists and oncologists are trying more to describe the successful 
application of unconventional drugs by analyzing biopsies and linking proteomic expression to 
signal transduction and known mutations rather to predict patient-specific disease mechanisms 
based on clinical omics data. We strongly believe that new methods for clinical hypothesis 
generation for precision theranostics are needed to increase the chance of having more successes 
similar to the use of vermuratenib in HCL. 
 
To this end, we have been investigating advanced inference methods to map clinical biomarkers 
data to biological pathways to recreate interplay of signaling proteomic networks for individual 
patient cases [20]. Our new computational formalism called Resource Description Framework 
(RDF)-induced Influgrams (RIIG) has been shown in a recent proof-of-concept study to exhibit 
qualities sufficient to provide case-specific reasoning for theranostics [10]. RIIG takes advantage of 
vast amounts of publicly available curated biological knowledge represented as the RDF format. 
The importance and utility of use of RDF knowledge bases (KBs) in biomedicine have been 
demonstrated in a number of publications [21]-[24].  
 
The application of RIIG on the set of all pathways involved can dramatically reduce RIIG 
performance and result in reduction of its practical utility in a medical setting. A number of studies 
related to biological pathway data processing have been focused on pathway curation [25], 
visualization [26] and analysis [3], [27], [28]. There have been also some studies to construct a 
skeleton from complex networks by pruning edges [29]. The general idea of maintaining most 
informative nodes by finding shortest path in a directed network has been explored in metabolic 
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engineering [30]-[32]. By searching all possible reactions between compounds, these methods 
output several minimum cost paths by defining different penalties of reaction type, compound type 
and atom mapping. However, simplifying networks in the context of precision medicine has not yet 
been investigated.  
 
Here, we present the RDF Sketch Maps – a new computational method to reduce complexity of 
RDF-formatted knowledge networks to improve theranostic analyses in precision medicine settings. 
The method of RDF Sketch Maps is inspired by the way a sketch artist conveys only important 
visual information, while leaving out other unnecessary details. In our case, we compute and retain 
only so-called RDF Edges – places with highly important diagnostic and therapeutic information. 
To do this the method traverses knowledge networks and scores paths according to an objective 
function that incorporates information about a set of known diagnostic and therapeutic biomarkers 
(e.g. disease-associated genes and drug targets). The paths are then ranked by decreasing values of 
the scores. A set of exploratory genes that could possibly be useful in explaining patient-specific 
disease heterogeneity is used to compute the enrichment score for ranked paths for each version of 
the objective function. The top paths with high enrichment score are selected to form an RDF Sketch 
Map. The resulting maps are used for further analysis by computational methods or visualized for 
human analysis.  
 

2.  Methods 

2.1.  Construction of RDF knowledge base  

For preliminary experiments we have constructed a knowledge base (KB) consisting of 35 signaling 
pathway maps from Kyoto Encyclopedia Genes and Genomes (KEGG), including pathways 
associated with molecular interactions, genetic information processing, environmental information 
processing, cellular processes, organismal systems, human diseases, and drug development [33].  
We preferred KEGG maps over other pathway databases such as Biocarta [34] and Reactome [35] 
because of KEGG’s inclusion of a variety of different types of signal transduction interactions (e.g. 
phosphorylation, methylation, ubiquitination, and glycosylation) that are relevant to cancer 
theranostics (Table 1). 
 
KEGG however was initially designed as a set of manually-drawn pathway maps for human 
consumption. The electronic version of KEGG maps introduced later in the form of XML-like 
KGML files merely represents serialization of graphical artifacts. The high rate of inaccuracies and 
omissions (up to 30% comparing to graphical maps) in some KGML files makes them unacceptable 
for use in precision medicine applications, which requires high levels of accuracy of underlying 
facts and reliable knowledge provenance. We, therefore, set a goal to transform KEGG KGML files 
into highly accurate machine processable KB with inference capabilities. To do that we (i) designed 
a KEGG RDF ontology that models the relationships among biological entities and allows 
description logic inference, (ii) converted KGML files into RDF data set using in-house developed 
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graphical curation tool and a set of scripts, and (iii) added information about biological processes 
from Gene Ontology (GO)[36] and proteomic information from UniProt database [37]. 

Table 1. Modeled KEGG interactions. 

KEGG RDF ontology specifies the type and 
constraints of interactions among biological entities 
as well as their class/sub-class hierarchical 
relationships. For instance, we decided to preserve 
specific paths of propagation of signal transduction 
in individual maps through the notion of a “gene 
instance”. The underlying reason behind it is that 
certain reactions (e.g. phosphorylation) occur under 
specific circumstances (e.g. presence of specific 
enzymes or involving specific protein domains). 
However, since gene instances coming from 
different maps are modeled as sub-classes of an 
“abstract gene”, we can combine individual maps 
into an integrated semantic “mash-up” KB. This 
allows one to potentially recreate a systems view of 
signal transduction in individual patient cases. A 
similar approach is utilized while modeling gene 
groups, which represents protein complexes at the 
proteomic level.  The constructed KEGG RDF KB 
was loaded into AllegroGraph RDF store [38] for 
querying and processing. To optimize performance 
of running RDF Sketch Maps algorithm we use 
AllegroGraph’s internal SNA RDF graph processing 
only to resolve aliases and run description logic 
inference. The RDF Sketch algorithm is run on 
“static” graph serialization derived from the 
AllegroGraph KEGG RDF KB. 
 

2.2.  Computation of RDF Sketch Maps 

The essential goal of RDF Sketch Maps method is to reduce knowledge complexity for theranostic 
analysis. In the case with the integrated RDF KEGG KB we have a “hairball” of myriad of molecular 
interactions that needs to be simplified. To do that we first define a model of a particular biological 
phenomenon. For our experiments in personalized theranostics we define a cancer model that 
reflects propagation of biological signal transduction from intercellular space through surface 
proteomic receptors all the way into the nuclear space where specific activated protein complexes 
regulate gene expression. In our cancer model we identify Start and End genes, with Start genes 
being surface receptors, proto-oncogenes and tumor suppressor genes and End genes being genes 

RDF predicate 
name 

Modeling purpose 

activates Molecular interaction 
binds_associates Molecular interaction 
changes_state Molecular interaction 
dephosphorylates Molecular interaction 
dissociates Molecular interaction 
expresses Molecular interaction 
glycosylates Molecular interaction 
indirectly_affects Molecular interaction 
inhibits Molecular interaction 
methylates Molecular interaction 
misses_interaction Molecular interaction 
phosphorylates Molecular interaction 
represses Molecular interaction 
ubiquitinates Molecular interaction 
deubiquitinates Molecular interaction 
phosphorylates_activates Molecular interaction 
phosphorylates_inhibits Molecular interaction 
dephosphorylates_activates Molecular interaction 
dephosphorylates_inhibits Molecular interaction 
ubiquitinates_activates Molecular interaction 
ubiquitinates_inhibits Molecular interaction 
deubiquitinates_activates Molecular interaction 
deubiquitinates_inhibits Molecular interaction 
methylates_activates Molecular interaction 
methylates_inhibits Molecular interaction 
glycosylates_activates Molecular interaction 
glycosylates_inhibits Molecular interaction 
indirectly_affects_activates Molecular interaction 
involved_in Inference  
is_part_of Inference  
contains Inference  
crosstalks_with Inference  
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associated with biological processes involved in carcinogenesis (Table 2). An example of such 
model is shown in Figure 1. 
 

 
Figure 1. An example of cancer model. 

We represent genes and their relationships in our KEGG RDF KB as a directed graph G = (V, E), 
where V is a set of vertices representing KEGG genes and E as a set of edges representing gene-
gene interactions. Adjacency matrix A(i, j) describes whether there is a directed edge between 
vertices vi and vj.  For the sake of simplicity, A(i, j) ∈{0,1}.  We define the Start Gene set as SG = 
{v1, …, vm}, where m is the total number of start genes. The End Gene set is defined as EG = {v1, 
…, vn}, where n is the total number of end genes. We also define a set of genes used as diagnostic, 
prognostic, and therapeutic biomarkers for specific cancer phenotypes. This gene set is called the 
Confidence Gene set CG. For each vertex v ∈V, binary operator confidence()={0,1} indicates 
membership of v in CG, i.e. v ∈V, if confidence(v)=1. 

Table 2. Modeled biological processes. 

We then identify directed paths from the Start 
Genes to End Genes in the graph guided by 
the Confidence Gene set CG. In order to solve 
the problem, we formulate the problem as an 
M-N problem, i.e., finding the optimum paths 
from M Start Genes to N End Genes. To 
divide and conquer, we also define the sub-
problem of the M-N problem as 1-1 problem, 
which aims to find K best paths from one 
source gene to one sink gene in the graph, 
K>=1. In contrast to finding only one optimal 

path, defining K optimal paths in the 1-1 problem could provide much more depth in each single 
path, and these alternative paths could illustrate much more information incorporating all these paths 

Cell 
membrane

Cell proliferationAngiogenesis Apoptosis

EGFR
Grb2 SOS Ras RAF

PI3K

Akt

mTor

MEK

ERK

c-Myc

VEGF

CyclinD1

End node with 
biological 

process of interest

Cell membrane

Proto-oncogene

Nucleus

Path 1

Path 2

GO ID GO Definition 
GO:0001525 Angiogenesis 
GO:0006915 Apoptotic process 
GO:0008150 Biological process 
GO:0008283 Cell proliferation 
GO:0008284 Positive regulation of cell proliferation 
GO:0008285 Negative regulation of cell proliferation 
GO:0016525 Negative regulation of angiogenesis 
GO:0042127 Regulation of cell proliferation 
GO:0042981 Regulation of apoptotic process 
GO:0043065 Positive regulation of apoptotic process 
GO:0043066 Negative regulation of apoptotic process 
GO:0045765 Regulation of angiogenesis 
GO:0045766 Positive regulation of angiogenesis 
GO:0048518 Positive regulation of biological process 
GO:0048519 Negative regulation of biological process 
GO:0050789 Regulation of biological process 
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together in the M-N problem. In the 1-1 problem, comparing with the classical path finding problem 
in graph theory, which aims to find the shortest path defined by the adjacent matrix, the involvement 
of the Confidence Genes affects the path finding. The optimum paths we intend to find should be 
shortest and involve as many of Confidence Gene as possible. We could define a path with length l 
from a Start Gene path(1) to an End Gene path(l), path(i)∈V(i=1…l). In the classical shortest path 
finding problem, the objective function of the optimum path in the graph can be written as: 

                                                                                                                                                   
(1) 

which only considers the topological distance. So, the problem is to find a path having min f(path). 
By including Confidence Genes, we could redefine the objective function of the optimum path as: 

 

(2) 

From Eq. (2), the path with the shortest distance and more Confidence Genes involved should be 
our optimum path, and the problem is redefined to find a path having max f(path). Hence, the 1-1 
problem is changed to the well-known k-shortest path problem with modified objective function. In 
our case, as the KEGG pathway graph contains many cycles, and since genes in such cycles might 
be important, we do not make the acyclic restriction. We implement Eppstein’s algorithm [39] with 
a replaced objective function to solve the 1-1 problem in polynomial time, which requires only 
computational complexity of O(|E| + |V|log|V|+K). The M-N problem could be treated as an 
exhaustive combination of all possible 1-1 problems with defined K in the graph. For each gene in 
the Start Genes and each gene in the End Genes, we obtain the K optimum paths on each pair of 
Start and End Genes. In total, we have M times N of 1-1 combinations, which are M x N x K paths. 
We then map these paths to the graph, and merge them together. We use Procedure 1 to solve the 
M-N problem, as described below. In all of these paths, the importance of each path is evaluated 
using the objective function f(path). Hence, the importance of each node in the graph is calculated 
by sum of the paths going through the node. The total computational complexity of the M-N problem 
is O(MN(|E| + |V|log|V|+K)).  
 

M-N problem: 
Input: Start Genes set SG, End Gene set EG, Confidence Genes set CG, directed adjacency matrix 
A(i, j) 
Output: List of ranked paths by their decreasing objective function f(path) values 
 

Procedure 1: 
1: For all vi ∈SG do 
2:                  For all vj ∈EG do 
3:                           Compute path(i,  j) by solving 1-1 problem for (vi, vj, K)  
4:                    End for 
5:   End for 
6:     Rank paths by f(path) values  
7: Output of top specified percentage of paths as RDF Sketch Map 

 

f (path) = A(path(i), path(i +1))
i=1

l−1

∑ ,

f (path) =
confidence(path(i))

i=1

l

∑

A(path(i), path(i +1))
i=1

l−1

∑
,
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According to the definition of the problem, the choice of objective function plays critical role in 
finding optimum paths. In practical usage, Eq. (2) may have limitations in favoring path with shorter 
length and having larger values of objective function. For instance, in a hypothetical case with a 
path of length 1 having a Start Gene to be a Confidence Gene, the value of objective function f(path) 
will be maximal (i.e. 1). Such a path will be given preference over other, perhaps larger but more 
biologically important paths that can have many more Confidence Genes. To overcome this bias, 
we also define several other objective functions f(path) as Eqs. (3-5). 

 

(3) 

Comparing with Eq. (2), Eq. (3) adds a penalty term of the current path length divided by the 
maximum path length. γ is the estimated maximum path length, a predefined non-negative value.  δ 
is a non-negative predefined value to guarantee f(path)>0. In our case δ=1. 

 

(4) 

To enforce the impact of confidence genes and reduce the redundancy of the multiple usage of path 
length in Eq. (3), Eq. (4) introduces the fraction of confidence genes included in the path in the left 
term at the right side of the equation. The path length information occurs only in the right term as 
in Eq. (3). 

 

(5) 

Like Eq.(4), the left term at the right side of Eq.(5) also describes how many confidence genes are 
included in the path. α is a small non-negative predefined value, such that 0<α<1/|V|. α is defined 
to make sure the left term’s values are within the interval [0,1]. The right term at the right side of 
Eq. (5) defines the influences of path length. Logarithm is used to favor large changes in short path 
length. The beneficial property of the objective function defined by Eq. (5) is normalization of the 
objective function values to the interval [0,1]. Even in the absence of any Confidence Genes, the 
algorithm can still be operational and compute the shortest paths. 

3.  Results and Discussion 

Our preliminary experiments with RDF Sketch Maps method were performed on two sets of KEGG 
maps associated with signal transduction pathways related to leukemic cancers such as HCL and 
CML. 

f (path) =
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∑
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Table 3. Reduction of 7 KEGG maps of 1,597 nodes. 
 Obj. function Eq. (3) Obj. function Eq. (4) Obj. function Eq. (5) 

Uncollapsed Collapsed Uncollapsed Collapsed Uncollapsed Collapsed 

Top 10% 74 17 167 72 182 79 

Top 30% 119 39 177 75 227 105 

 
For each set we ran RDF Sketch Maps algorithm for three versions of the objective function f(path), 
described by the Eqs. (3), (4), and (5). We then counted the number of nodes in the resulting graphs 
involving gene instances as well as in the transformed graphs where gene instances were collapsed 
and represented by their respective abstract genes. The number of nodes of RDF Sketch Maps 
representing the 7 KEGG maps’ experiment consisting of 1,597 nodes is shown in Table 3 and the 
resulting graphs of top 10% of paths are shown in Figure 2. The number of nodes of RDF Sketch 
Maps representing the extended set of 18 KEGG maps consisting of 2,873 nodes is shown in                                             
Table 4 and the resulting graphs of top 30% paths are shown in Figure 3. 

                                            

Table 4. Reduction of 18 KEGG maps of 2,873 nodes. 

 Obj. function Eq. (3) Obj. function Eq. (4) Obj. function Eq. (5) 

Uncollapsed Collapsed Uncollapsed Collapsed Uncollapsed Collapsed 

Top 10% 666 220 596 188 669 224 

Top 30% 778 298 661 220 791   283 

   
It might be readily seen from the results that the overall reduction of nodes can reach 20 folds as in 
case with 7 KEGG maps’ experiment and top 10% of collapsed gene instances using objective 
function of Eq. (3) (Table 3 and Figure 2). However, the practical utility of the RDF Sketch Maps 
is not defined by a mere reduction of the number of biological entities to be analyzed but by its 
retention of important entities that can explain subtle variations in patient-specific disease 

Figure 2. Reducing complexity of 7 integrated KEGG maps of 1,597 nodes. Top 10%. 
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mechanisms. The objective function f(path) is biased toward inclusion of Confidence Genes in the 
resulting graphs. However, the Confidence Genes, as we noted before, are disease-associated 
biomarker genes that are already known to be related to specific disease for which analysis is 
performed. To uncover new, possibly unknown mechanisms, specific to individual patient cases, 
the resulting graphs should retain other important biological entities not previously associated with 
the disease in question.  

To assess this quality of the RDF Sketch Maps method we define a set of Exploratory Genes – genes 
that are not directly implicated with disease in question but could possibly be useful in explaining 
its patient-specific disease heterogeneity (e.g. melanoma associated BRAF biomarker chosen as 
exploratory gene in an HCL case). We then estimate the inclusion of Exploratory Genes in the 
resulting maps.  

In our preliminary 
experiments with 
leukemias the 
assessment procedure is 
done in the following 
way. A set of 
Exploratory Genes EG 
is defined as a set of 
genes implicated in 
other types of cancers. 
We then compute an 
enrichment score of EG 
genes in the resulting 
RDF Sketch Maps. Figure 4. Extension of GSEA for RDF Sketch Maps. 

Figure 3. Reducing complexity of 18 integrated KEGG maps of 2,873 nodes. Top 30%. 
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To do that we extend Gene Set Enrichment Analysis (GSEA) [40]. First, we transform a ranked 
paths’ list (see Procedure 1) into a ranked gene list according to their cumulative objective function 
f(path) values (Figure 4). Then we compute a running-sum while walking down the ranked gene 
list in the fashion similar to the original GSEA, adding f(path) value when current gene G is present 
in the Exploratory Gene set EG. The maximum deviation from zero is exported as an Enrichment 
Score for a specific RDF Sketch Map and Exploratory Gene set EG. The computed GSEA plot for 
objective function defined in Eq. (5) is shown in Figure 5.The non-normalized enrichment score is 
0.728.  The resulting RDF Sketch Map retained significant number of Exploratory Genes in top 
10% of RDF Sketch Map paths.  

Another example of the 
exploratory power of RDF 
Sketch Maps is the fact 
that RDF Sketch Map of 
top 30% paths retained 
important information 
about signaling cascades 
leading to activation of 
proto-oncogene BRAF, 
which is usually 

associated with a different cancer – melanoma being the prototype. An increased number of 
successful treatments of HCL patients by BRAF-targeted drug vemurafenib were recently reported. 
The mechanisms of the involvement of BRAF in leukemias and other tumors are now being studied. 
We argue here that similar hypotheses to the BRAF drug-repurposing case could be generated by 
using our method. 

4.  Conclusions and Future Directions 

Our preliminary experiments have demonstrated that RDF Sketch Maps can be invaluable for 
hypothesis generation in precision diagnostics and therapeutics as well as for drug repurposing 
studies. However, we identified several directions for RDF Sketch Maps improvement. Other 
disease models need to be explored.  Initial pruning of RDF KB networks might help to increase 
performance of the algorithm. Many diverse types of Exploratory Genes need to be investigated, 
such as potential drug targets. And finally, new variations of objective function need to be studied.  

Figure 5. RDF Sketch Maps Exploratory Gene Set Enrichment Plot. 
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Advances in both experimental and computational approaches to genome-wide analysis of RNA transcripts have 
dramatically expanded our understanding of the ubiquitous and diverse roles of regulatory non-coding RNAs. This 
conference session includes presentations exploring computational approaches for detecting regulatory RNAs in 
RNA-Seq data, for analyzing in vivo CLIP data on RNA-protein interactions, and for predicting interfacial residues 
involved in RNA-protein recognition in RNA–protein complexes and interaction networks. 
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Discoveries over the past decade have revealed the previously unsuspected diversity of non-coding 
RNAs, which are ubiquitous in living organisms and play key roles in regulating gene expression 
and in organizing genomes [1-2]. The last time PSB had an RNA-focused session was in 2010. 
Since then the field of RNA regulation has been transformed by new data on RNA-based 
regulation (e.g., ENCODE and ENCORE); new experimental methods for genome-wide probing 
of RNA structure [e.g., 3] and translation [e.g., 4]; new knowledge about RNA-protein interactions 
[e.g., 5-8]; and new computational techniques to predict RNA regulation [e.g., 9].  
 
Even though the human genome encodes nearly as many “non-coding” RNAs as it does protein-
encoding mRNAs, the cellular functions of most ncRNAs remain unknown [10]. Also, despite 
impressive recent progress in annotating RNA-binding proteins [6, 11-12] and characterizing their 
binding sites [7, 13], our understanding of the roles of RNA-binding proteins and the determinants 
of RNA-protein recognition lag far behind our understanding of the mechanisms and regulatory 
roles of transcription factors. What we know at present is that ncRNAs have important functions 
in both pre- (e.g., epigenetic) and post-transcriptional regulation of gene expression in eukaryotes, 
as well as in bacteria [14] and viruses [15]. The expanding roles of ncRNAs in normal 
development and disease [16-17], the discovery that the oldest known alternative RNA splicing is 
for gene regulation, rather than producing alternate protein isoforms [18], the unanticipated 
abundance of circular RNAs in the brain [19], and their emerging roles in human disease [20], and 
novel potential applications of small RNAs in personalized medicine [21] all present extraordinary 
opportunities for productive interactions and collaborations among biologists and computer 
scientists.   
 
The goal of this session is to bring together scientists who investigate structures, functions and 
dynamics of RNA, RNA-protein complexes, and RNA-protein interaction networks, with a focus 
on identifying and functionally annotating regulatory RNAs and RNPs. This is a data-rich field 
within molecular biology, where many terabytes of transcriptomics data have already been 
collected but remain largely unanalyzed. The technical advances mentioned above have resulted in 
an enormous expansion of available RNA sequences, structures and expression data – and 
highlighted an increasing gap in our functional understanding. This Regulatory RNA discussion 
session will provide a timely opportunity to discuss recent successes in computational, 
biochemical, biophysical and genetic approaches for studying the roles of non-coding RNAs, 
RNPs and RNA-protein interaction networks. This is a first step toward addressing both an urgent 
need and outstanding prospects for integrating computational and experimental methods in the 
quest for a better understanding of the fascinating structures and functions of regulatory RNAs and 
RNA-protein complexes.  
 
Session Contributions 

Jennifer Doudna, a Howard Hughes Medical Institute Investigator at the University of California, 
Berkeley, will provide the invited lecture. Doudna’s laboratory has provided key insights into 
RNA-mediated gene regulation, including landmark discoveries on the molecular mechanisms of 
RNA interference and translational control in eukaryotes and on CRISPR-Cas immunity in 
bacteria. 
 
One of the major challenges in studying regulatory RNAs is accurately detecting and quantifying 
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them on a genome-wide scale. Many individual groups have grappled with both the biological 
(RNA decay and fragmentation) and quantitative (substring detection) aspects of the problem. The 
first paper in our session, from Pena-Castillo et al., focuses on the computational detection of 
small non-coding RNAs (sRNAs). sRNAs are bacterial regulatory RNAs that play important roles 
in stress response, virulence and a variety of other cellular processes. The authors present a 
systematic comparative assessment of available computational methods for detecting sRNAs in 
RNA-Seq data. They provide a valuable and balanced summary of the relative strengths and 
weaknesses of several approaches and propose a novel approach, sRNA-Detect, which provides a 
higher retrieval rate than other methods.  

 
Many regulatory RNAs carry out their functions by interacting with proteins, other RNAs or 
DNA. Recent technical advances in the detection of RNA-protein interactions in vivo include the 
development of protocols such as PAR-CLIP, HITS-CLIP and i-CLIP. The second paper in our 
session, from Kassuhn et al., provides a comparative evaluation of data processing tools for 
experimental CLIP-data. The paper describes a novel tool, Cseq-Simulator, which can generate 
simulated datasets that can serve as valuable surrogates for an experimental gold standard CLIP 
dataset. Their comparisons point out which software tools are most useful for different purposes 
and identify some of the common pitfalls in genome-wide analysis of RNA-protein interactions. 
 
Despite the tremendous advances in experimental approaches for detecting RNA-protein 
interactions, the sequence and structural determinants of specific recognition in RNA-protein 
complexes are still not well understood. In the final paper in our session, Muppirala et al. 
describe a computational method for predicting interfacial residues in RNA-protein complexes. 
They propose a machine learning approach that exploits sequence motifs found in the binding 
interfaces of known RNA-protein complexes. They propose a “partner-specific” method, 
PS-PRIP, which simultaneously predicts interfacial residues for both the RNA and the protein 
components of complexes and is capable of predicting different interfaces for different binding 
partners. This method should be useful for identifying potential interfacial residues in RNA-
protein complexes where structural information is not available. 
 
The papers in this session provide an introduction to critical challenges facing researchers in the 
rapidly expanding field of regulatory RNA, and emphasize that this subject will undoubtedly 
continue to increase in importance for both basic and translational biology.  
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CLIP-Seq protocols such as PAR-CLIP, HITS-CLIP or iCLIP allow a genome-wide analysis of
protein-RNA interactions. For the processing of the resulting short read data, various tools are
utilized. Some of these tools were specifically developed for CLIP-Seq data, whereas others were
designed for the analysis of RNA-Seq data. To this date, however, it has not been assessed which
of the available tools are most appropriate for the analysis of CLIP-Seq data. This is because an
experimental gold standard dataset on which methods can be accessed and compared, is still not
available. To address this lack of a gold-standard dataset, we here present Cseq-Simulator, a simula-
tor for PAR-CLIP, HITS-CLIP and iCLIP-data. This simulator can be applied to generate realistic
datasets that can serve as surrogates for experimental gold standard dataset. In this work, we also
show how Cseq-Simulator can be used to perform a comparison of steps of typical CLIP-Seq analysis
pipelines, such as the read alignment or the peak calling. These comparisons show which tools are
useful in different settings and also allow identifying pitfalls in the data analysis.

1. Introduction

RNA-binding proteins (RBPs) play a central role in post-transcriptional gene regulation (e.g.
in splicing, RNA-degradation or translation). However, the mechanisms by which RBPs reg-
ulate RNA-processing are still poorly understood. This is partially due to the challenges
in quantifying protein-RNA interactions. Therefore, the recent introduction of cross-linking
immunoprecipitation-high-throughput sequencing (CLIP-Seq) protocols that allow measur-
ing protein-RNA interactions at a nucleotide level, such as PAR-CLIP [1], HITS-CLIP [2]
or iCLIP [3], present a great advance as they allow getting an accurate picture of the RBP
binding-landscape.

The approach of the CLIP-protocols is, to first UV-crosslinking RBPs to their bound
RNA [4]. Subsequently, the RNAs are fragmented and the protein-RNA complexes are im-
munoprecipitated, in order to extract the complexes that involve the RBP of interest. Next,

∗To whom correspondence should be addressed.
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the RBP is digested using Proteinase K, but typically leaving cross-linked amino acids at
the crosslinking site. Finally, the RNA-fragments are reverse transcribed to produce a cDNA
library that can, at the end, be sequenced. The amino acids that are still linked to the cross-
linking sites can introduce errors during the reverse transcription in the cDNA (diagnostic
events) at the cross-linking site. For PAR-CLIP, these errors are predominately Thymine to
Cytosine conversions (T-C conversion), whereas short deletions are introduced in HITS-CLIP
and truncations in iCLIP experiments. As the diagnostic events occur at the crosslinking site,
the events can be used to infer with single nucleotide-resolution the interaction site.

After sequencing the library, the resulting reads are aligned to the genome. A difference
of CLIP-Seq reads and RNA-Seq reads is, however, that CLIP-Seq reads tend to be shorter
than RNA-Seq reads (typically around 25 bp) and that they additionally can contain diag-
nostic events. Consequently, these two differences make alignment of CLIP-Seq reads more
challenging than the alignment of RNA-Seq reads. To our knowledge there exists no spliced-
alignment tool that is specifically design to align this data. Therefore, various aligners for
gapped or ungapped alignments such as Bowtie2 [10], BWA [11], BWA-PSSM [12], STAR [18]
or TopHat2 [19] are used to map the reads. The aligned reads can then be used in order to
determine the sites of protein-RNA interactions. For this, sites where the CLIP-Seq reads are
enriched are identified (peak calling). More sophisticated approaches, such as PARalyzer [5] or
wavClusteR [7], make additionally use of the diagnostic events in order go get more accurate
predictions.

However, for the read alignment and the subsequent peak calling, a systematics evaluation
of the tools to perform the analyses has not been performed yet. This is partially due to the
fact that there is no dataset available for which the ground truth is known and on the basis
of which the tools can be benchmarked. A potential surrogate for such a dataset could be a
realistic simulated dataset. However, there exist only simulators for RNA-Seq data (e.g. Flux
Simulator [8]) but to our knowledge, there does not exist a realistic simulator for CLIP-Seq
protocols.

In this work, we therefore present the CLIP-sequencing Simulator (Cseq-Simulator), a
software to simulate data for various CLIP-protocols to address this lack of CLIP-Seq data
simulators. We show that our simulation pipeline can be used to generate CLIP-Seq datasets
that have the same characteristics as real datasets. Furthermore, we exemplify how this sim-
ulator can be used to assess the performance of various alignment tools for CLIP-Seq data.
Finally, we study how the choice of the alignment algorithms influences the peak calling and
identify potential pitfalls in the CLIP-Seq data analysis.

2. Material and Methods

2.1. Read simulation approach

Simulated data can provide a useful approximation to real dataset in cases where experimental
determination of the ground truth on a large scale is infeasible. However, for the simulation
to be useful, it is critical that it has the same characteristics as real datasets. Otherwise, the
insights gained on the simulated data may not be transferable to real data. A challenge in the
data simulation is, however, that the underlying processes are often only partially understood.
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Thus, assumptions on the modelled processes have to be made, which may not be valid and
can result in differences between simulated and real data.

In the Cseq-Simulator, we mimic key steps of the CLIP-Seq protocols in order to simulate
CLIP-Seq data that is as realistic as possible. This is done in the following manner (see Fig. 1):

First, we determine the transcriptomic RNA-binding site of the RBP of interest. To this
end, we use a position weight matrix (PWM) of the RBP of interest in order to predict its
binding sites using FIMO [9]. The binding sites are called on the positive strand of annotated
transcripts. As an alternative to the prediction of binding sites the user may also provide a
list of transcriptomic binding sites. This can be useful when the RBP has an unspecific se-
quence motif, binding depends not only on the sequence or a high-quality set of experimentally
determined binding sites is available.

After determining the binding sites, we simulated the raw reads (i.e. the reads without the
diagnostic events). The PAR-CLIP, iCLIP and HITS-CLIP protocol share many steps with
the standard RNA-Seq protocol. Therefore, we use components of the Flux Simulator [8], a
simulator that has been shown to generate realistic RNA-Seq data, for simulation of steps
of CLIP-Seq protocols that are similar to the RNA-Seq protocol. Specifically, we use the
Flux-Simulator to first simulate the transcript abundances if the abundances are not provided
by the user. As the transcripts that are not bound by the RBP are not of interest for the
simulation, we set their expression to zero and readjust the other transcripts in order to speed
up the simulation. This is done such that the overall number of transcripts remains constant.

Next, we use Flux Simulator to generate a library based on the transcript abundances.
Then, we remove all the fragments in the library that do not contain a RBP binding site. This
yields a library of RNA-fragments that have a RBP-binding site. Subsequently, we use the
Flux Simulator to simulate the library amplification and sequencing of the library. This results
in the raw reads. The advantage of using Flux simulator is that effects such as PCR-duplicates
and sequencing errors can be simulated.

Finally, in order to generate the CLIP-Seq reads, we induce the diagnostic events (e.g. T-C
conversions, deletions and truncations) in the raw reads. To this end, we sample the diagnostic
events in the reads according to user specified distribution (diagnostic event profile) that is
centred on the binding site. The resulting CLIP-Seq reads are returned in the FASTA-format.

2.2. Dataset generation

For the CLIP-Seq reads generation, we used our pipeline (see Sec. 2.1). We simulated reads for
the GRCh38 human genome using the GENCODE release 21 gene annotation. To call Pumilio
homolog 2 (PUM2) binding sites, we used the PWM that we obtained from [5]. For the read
simulation we used the T-C conversion event profile of PUM2 from [5]. For the simulation
of deletions, we assumed a uniform diagnostic event profile at all locations in the read that
were a Thymine. To simulate truncations, we assumed that they occur at random at distance.
However, we only introduced the truncation, if the location that was sampled had a distance
of at least 4 bp the binding site.
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Fig. 1. Shown is a flow chart of the Cseq-Simulator read simulation. Shown in dark grey are the input and
output data.

2.3. Alignment algorithms

In this study, we used the following aligners to align the CLIP-Seq reads to the hg38 human
genome: Bowtie2 [10], BWA [11], BWA-PSSM [12], HISAT [15], PalMapper [16], Segemehl [17],
STAR [18] and TopHat2 [19]. The tools have been selected to cover the commonly used
short read alignment tools for CLIP-Seq data and aligners that are well suited for CLIP-Seq
data alignment. For all the tools, we allowed in general for two mismatches and one indel
during the alignment. To have a comparison that is less affected by the appropriateness of
default parameters for CLIP-Seq data, we contacted the authors to obtain optimised parameter
settings. For the tools where the authors did not reply, we used the parameters that were
recommended by experts working with PAR-CLIP. For BWA-PSSM we used the error-profile
that was provided for PAR-CLIP-Seq data. A list of the non-default parameters is given below:

Bowtie2: -f -p 1 -L 15 -N 1 --very-sensitive --end-to-end

BWA: -k 1 -n 3 -t 1

BWA-PSSM: -l 15 -m 400

HISAT: -f -p 1 --mp 3,1 --pen-cansplice 0 --known-splicesites-infile

splicesites.txt --max-intronlen 10000

PalMapper: -M 2 -n 3 -l 10 -E 3 -m 3 -S -min-spliced-segment-len 6

-include-unmapped-reads -report-gff-init annotation.gff3 -qpalma

parameter.qpalma -I 10000 -no-ss-pred

Segemehl: -S -D 2 -M 3 -Z
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STAR: --alignIntronMax 1 --sjdbGTFfile annotation.gtf --outSAMunmapped

"Within" --outFilterMultimapNmax 3 --outFilterMismatchNmax 2

--seedSearchStartLmax 6 --winAnchorMultimapNmax 10000 --alignEndsType

EndToEnd

TopHat2: --report-secondary-alignments --read-mismatches 2 --read-edit-dist

3 --min-anchor-length 10 --splice-mismatches 1 --max-intron-length

10000 --no-coverage-search --segment-mismatches 1 --max-multihits 3

--segment-length 10 --no-convert-bam

2.4. Alignment evaluation

To evaluate the alignment of a set of reads, we determined for each read whether the read
was mapping to multiple locations (multimapping) or to only one position. If the latter was
the case we further determined whether the alignment was correct (i.e. it was mapped to the
read‘s origin) or whether its mapping location was incorrect (mismapped).

2.5. Alignment filtering

For the filtering of multimappers, we only kept the best alignment for a read when the second
best alignment had more than one mismatch more than the best alignment. Otherwise, all
alignments for the respective read are discarded. In the later case, the read was treated as an
unaligned read in the alignment evaluation. If read aligned only once, we kept it.

2.6. Peak caller

To call peaks from the CLIP-Seq reads, we used three tools: wavClusteR [7], PARalyzer [5] and
BMix [?]. The tool Piranha [6] was not included in our evaluation as it could not be applied to
all alignments. As the peak calling tools had different requirements to the input SAM-format,
we standardized the SAM-files such that they were accepted by all peak callers. This was
done by discarding all unmapped reads and alignments with ”MD”-tags that included other
operations than nucleotide substitutions. The peak calling tools were run with their default
parameters. We defined the called peaks to be correct when they entirely overlapped the RBP
binding sites.

3. Results

3.1. Read generation

We generated reads for PAR-CLIP, HITS-CLIP and iCLIP experiments of PUM2 using the
Cseq-Simulator as described below. For the read simulation, we used all transcriptomic PUM2
binding-sites that were predicted by FIMO (FDR≤ 0.1). Of the 23362 detected binding sites,
5233 were in transcripts that were simulated to be expressed. To simulate the reads, we first
simulated the raw reads without diagnostic events for seven different read length: 14, 16, 18,
20, 24, 28 and 32. Overall, this resulted between 0.66×106 and 2.74×106 reads per library (see
Tab. 1). We used these reads as templates to simulate three different groups of reads: Reads
with T-C conversions, deletions or truncations. This resulted in seven sets of reads for each
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type of diagnostic event. From the reads for which we simulated T-C conversions, 75% had
at least one diagnostic event. For the reads with simulated deletions and truncations between
85% and 91% resp. 15% and 69% had a diagnostic event. The high variation in the fraction
of reads having a truncation was due to the fact that we set a boundary around the motif
where truncation sites where there were no truncations. Therefore, many short reads were not
truncated.

To determine whether the simulated PUM2-dataset had a realistic diagnostic event dis-
tribution, we analysed the diagnostic event distribution for the simulated data. For this, we
compared the fraction of reads that had a T-C conversion at a given position relative to the
predicted binding site with the diagnostic event profile from [5], which was used for the sim-
ulation (See Fig. 2). Overall, we found that the two profiles were very similar. We noticed,
however, that there were subtle differences at the positions where the motif indicated a high
preference for A. We believe, that these differences are due to the fact that the binding site
prediction did not predict binding sites with a T at these positions. Consequently, a T-C
conversion could not be simulated.

Table 1. Library sizes for the different read lengths.

Read length (bp) 14 16 18 20 24 28 32

Number of reads (×106) 0.66 1.13 1.16 1.35 1.92 2.22 2.74
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Fig. 2. Shown is T-C diagnostic event profile that was used for the simulation (red) and the fraction of reads
that have a T-C conversion at a given position (blue) relative to the motif (bold letters).

3.2. Assessment of alignment tools for CLIP-Seq data

Short read alignment tools are used in most bioinformatics pipelines for the analysis of CLIP-
Seq data. However, the influence of the choice of the aligner on the outcome is an aspect
that has received little attention. Here, we exemplify how we can use the Cseq-Simulator to
asses the performance of aligners for PAR-CLIP, HITS-CLIP and iCLIP data. For this, we
aligned reads for a selection of commonly used short read aligners, namely Bowtie2, BWA,
BWA-PSSM, HISAT, PalMapper, Segemehl, STAR and TopHat2. We then analysed different
aspects of the alignment tools.
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We first studied the sensitivity of the aligners, i.e. how many of the alignments are correct
for reads with T-C conversions, deletions and truncations. To have a fair comparison between
aligners that can produce split-alignments and the other methods, we only considered the
reads that were unspliced in this analysis. We found, as it was expected, that the sensitivity
of the aligners increased as the reads got longer (see Fig. 3). Moreover, we found that the
sensitivity decreased as the number of diagnostic events increased.
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Fig. 3. Shown is the fraction of unspliced reads with 0 (left), 1 (middle) and 2 (right) conversions that map
perfectly.

For reads with T-C conversions, we found that TopHat2 and BWA-PSMM had the highest
sensitivity, although the sensitivity of TopHat2 for reads having two mismatches plateaued as
the reads got longer. Furthermore, we found that the performance of HISAT was suboptimal
for reads with mismatches. This was not surprising as it was developed to work with longer
reads. We assume that the good performance of TopHat2 can be attributed to the strategy
of TopHat2, to align reads to the transcriptome first and only perform alignment of reads to
the whole genome when no good transcriptomic hit was found. This reduces the number of
potential mapping locations significantly, thus also reducing the number of misalignments. To
confirm that the high sensitivity of TopHat2 for short read lengths can indeed be attributed to
the TopHat2 alignment strategy, we ran TopHat2 without providing a gene annotation (data
not shown). This forced TopHat2 to align to the whole genome. We did this for the 16 bp long
read-dataset. By doing this, the number of unspliced perfectly mapping reads dropped by 96%,
showing that the transcriptome alignment was indeed responsible for the good performance on
the short libraries. This suggests that the two-step alignment strategy might also be promising
for CLIP-Seq data alignment pipelines that are using other aligners than TopHat2.

Next, we analysed the performance of the aligners for reads with simulated deletions (see
Fig. 4). As we expected, the aligners achieved the same sensitivity on the reads without
deletions as on the reads without T-C conversion. This was expected because we used the
same reads as basis for the simulation of all three types of diagnostic events. For the reads
with a deletion, we found that all algorithms could align less than 10% of the reads of length
20 and shorter to the correct location. For the reads that were 24 bp and longer, Segemehl
had the highest sensitivity. The sensitivity of the other tools was considerably lower than
in the T-C conversion setting. We assume that the high sensitivity of Segemehl may be the
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Fig. 4. Shown is the fraction of unspliced reads without and with deletions (left and right, respectively) that
map perfectly.

consequence of the strategy to search, already at the seeding stage, for matches with deletions
and insertions.

After this, we analysed the performance of the aligners for reads with truncations (see
Fig. 5). For these, the performance of all the alignment tools on the reads with truncations
reflected their performance on the reads without diagnostic events. This is because the li-
braries with truncations were basically a mixture of libraries for shorter read lengths without
diagnostic event.
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Fig. 5. Shown is the fraction of unspliced reads without and with truncations (left and right, respectively)
that map perfectly.

In order to picture the overall performance of the selected alignment tools, we determined
the fraction of reads that could not be mapped (unmapped), that mapped to multiple loci
(multimapping), mapped to the wrong locus (errors) and both for spliced and unspliced reads,
the reads that were correctly mapping (correct unspliced resp. spliced mapping). We performed
this analysis for the reads with T-C conversions of length 32. Overall, we found that the
fraction of reads in the different categories, varied substantially between the aligners (see
Fig. 6). We found for example that the there were differences in the specificity of aligners.
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Both BWA and BWA-PSSM could align a large fraction of the reads (95.6% resp. 97.4%).
However, a substantial fraction of these alignments (9.0% resp. 10.3%) was mapping to the
wrong location. In contrast, aligners such as STAR and TopHat2 were more conservative (i.e.
did report more of the reads as unmapped): STAR and TopHat2 mapped 88.9% resp. 89.8%

of the reads from which only 1.5% resp. 4.5% were mismapped.
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Fig. 6. Shown is the fraction of reads that were unmapped (light green), errors (yellow), multimapping
(blue), correct spliced alignments (orange) and correct unspliced alignments (turquoise). Shown on right are
the results for the T-C conversion dataset for reads of length 32. Shown on the left are the results for the
dataset after filtering for multimappers.

3.3. Alignment filtering

A post-processing step that is commonly performed after the alignment, is removal of reads
that map to multiple loci. The rational behind this is that for multimapping reads at least
one alignment is wrong. This means that in the multimapping reads at least 50% map to a
wrong location, thus their removal typically increases the quality of the alignment.

In order to understand how such filtering affects the CLIP-Seq data analysis, we first
studied the influence of read-filtering on different categories of the alignments (as defined in
the previous section). To this end, we filtered the reads of length 32 with T-C conversions
for multimappers (see Sec. 2.5). We found, that the filtering affected the different alignment
categories differently (see Fig. 6). Bowtie2, BWA and BWA-PSSM were not affected as with the
parameters used, they only reported one alignment. For the other alignment tools, we observed
that the filtering reduced the number of perfect matches and more strongly also the numbers of
errors. This difference in reduction between the perfectly mapping reads and wrongly mapping
reads was most striking for TopHat2, where only 5.8% of the correct mappings were removed
but 93.8% of the errors. Overall, the filtering increased the specificity of the alignments. This
suggests that filtering for multimappers is beneficial in settings where a high specificity is
required.
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3.4. Peak calling

The second step in the typical analysis of CLIP-Seq data analysis pipelines is the determination
of binding sites by a peak calling. To analyse how the peak calling depends on the alignment
tool that was used to align the reads, we applied PARalyzer, wavClusteR and BMix to all
alignments of the 32 bp long reads with T-C conversions. We found that the number of
peaks that were reported by the tree methods varied between the different alignments (see
Fig. 7) and that PARalyzer had in general the lowest false positive rate. In our comparison
wavClusteR detected between 4080 and 5867 peaks of which between 58% and 87% overlapped
the true binding sites (n=5233). PARalyzer detected between 3336 and 4770 peaks of which
between 74% and 95% overlapped the true binding sites and BMix detected between 3534 and
5948 peaks of which between 66% and 89% overlapped the true binding sites. Furthermore, we
found that the fraction of true positives in the intersection of the peaks of all programs was
in general higher than the fraction of true positives in the calls for each program (data not
shown).

This shows that the choice of the alignments tool has a profound influence on the number of
peaks that are called and suggest that it is important to use the same alignment strategy when
comparing the performance of peak callers. We further investigated whether the difference in
the number of peaks was due to the different numbers of reads that were aligned. Therefore,
we evaluated the peak calling when the same number of reads was used from each aligner (the
number of alignments in the smallest library). In order to exclude confounding of the result
by the number of multimappers, we used the reads that have been filtered for multimappers.

We found that the number of clusters still showed a large variation (see Fig. 7). For
wavClusteR, the number of peaks varied by 837 clusters, for PARalyzer by 973 and for BMix
by 1093 clusters. This suggests that there are also systematic differences between results of the
alignment tools. Furthermore, we found that filtering increased the fraction of true positives
for all libraries for all tools.

4. Software

We have released the read simulation pipeline in a tool called Cseq-Simulator.
This tools can be used under the GNU general public licence v.3. The tool
can be obtained at: https://ohlerlab.mdc-berlin.net/software/Cseq-Simulator_\%

28Crosslinked-sequence_Simulator\%29_129/

5. Discussion

In this work, we have presented Cseq-Simulator, a simulator for different types of CLIP-Seq
data such as PAR-CLIP, HITS-CLIP or iCLIP. This simulator allows generation of datasets
with known ground truth that exhibits several characteristics of real data, e.g. the read length
or the diagnostic event profiles. In order to achieve a high resemblance of simulated and real
data, we model different steps of the CLIP-Seq protocol and build on components of an existing
RNA-Seq read simulator. For the binding site that are used for the simulation we provide two
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Number of called peaks on alignments Number of called peaks on subsampled and filtered alignments

Fig. 7. Number of peaks that are called by PARalyzer, wavClusteR and BMiX. Light colors indicate the
number of peaks that are called and dark colors the number true peaks that are called (n=5233). Shown on
the right are the number of peaks that are called for reads with T-C conversions of length 32. Shown on the
left are the number of peaks the multimapper-filtered and subsampled reads with T-C conversions of length
32.

options: (1) Prediction of the binding sites using a PWM. We expect that this provides a
good approximation to RBP-binding in the case where the binding is mainly determined by
the sequence. (2) A user provided list of binding site, which allows users to provide binding sites
that are experimentally determined or derived using other models. We believe that the second
option is particularly helpful when the RBP has a low sequence specificity or binding depends
also on the secondary structure. Overall, Cseq-simulator allows modelling many aspects of
CLIP-Seq datasets and can therefore be applied to simulate data for a broad range of RBPs
and CLIP-Seq protocols.

Additionally, we have exemplified here, how simulated dataset can be used to assess the
steps of a typical CLIP-Seq analysis pipelines. These analyses were performed for the read
alignment, the peak calling and the interdependence of the two. In this assessment of the tools,
we have made several interesting observations: For example, we have found that there was no
best alignment tools for all CLIP-Seq data and that there was also a significant variation in the
sensitivity and specificity of the alignments. When we compared PARalayzer, wavClusteR and
BMix, we have observed that the number of peaks that were discovered, strongly depended
on the choice of the alignment tool and that this was not only due to the different number of
aligned reads. Overall, these observations show the potential of the Cseq-Simulator to inform
decision on which tools to use for an CLIP-Seq data analysis.

A shortcoming of the benchmarking that we have carried out in this study is that we have
mostly relied on default parameters for the tools. Therefore, the results might not reflect the
optimal performance of the tools when tuned to a specific task. We would like to mention,
however, that the simulated data is also valuable resource to improve the performance of the
respective tools for CLIP-Seq data.

Another important point to mention is that, as the exact properties of CLIP-Seq data have
not been characterised entirely, our simulations may not capture all aspects of this data. We
did for example not simulate any biases. Therefore, the insights that have been gained on the
basis of simulated data might not be entirely transferable to real data. However, we believe
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that independent of this shortcoming, important pitfalls in the data analysis can be identified,
which could otherwise not be identified. In the future, we plan to extend Cseq-Simulator in
order to also simulate stochastic binding and biases, e.g. the ones introduced by the choice of
the restriction enzymes.
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Efforts to predict interfacial residues in protein-RNA complexes have largely focused on predicting RNA-
binding residues in proteins. Computational methods for predicting protein-binding residues in RNA 
sequences, however, are a problem that has received relatively little attention to date. Although the value of 
sequence motifs for classifying and annotating protein sequences is well established, sequence motifs have 
not been widely applied to predicting interfacial residues in macromolecular complexes. Here, we propose a 
novel sequence motif-based method for “partner-specific” interfacial residue prediction. Given a specific 
protein-RNA pair, the goal is to simultaneously predict RNA binding residues in the protein sequence and 
protein-binding residues in the RNA sequence. In 5-fold cross validation experiments, our method, PS-PRIP, 
achieved 92% Specificity and 61% Sensitivity, with a Matthews correlation coefficient (MCC) of 0.58 in 
predicting RNA-binding sites in proteins. The method achieved 69% Specificity and 75% Sensitivity, but 
with a low MCC of 0.13 in predicting protein binding sites in RNAs. Similar performance results were 
obtained when PS-PRIP was tested on two independent “blind” datasets of experimentally validated protein-
RNA interactions, suggesting the method should be widely applicable and valuable for identifying potential 
interfacial residues in protein-RNA complexes for which structural information is not available. The 
PS-PRIP webserver and datasets are available at: http://pridb.gdcb.iastate.edu/PSPRIP/. 
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1.  Introduction 

Despite the important roles of protein-RNA interactions in many biological processes, 
including transcription, translation, viral replication and pathogen resistance [1-2], the 
mechanisms and regulation of protein-RNA recognition are not yet fully understood. The Protein 
Data Bank (PDB) is a valuable resource for studying protein-RNA complexes, but protein-RNA 
complexes constitute less than 1% of the total structures in the database [3]. Recently, high-
throughput (HTP) methods for identifying the in vivo targets of specific RNA binding proteins - 
and the RNA motifs they bind - have provided a wealth of information about the determinants of 
sequence recognition in protein-RNA complexes [4-6]. Data from both the PDB and HTP 
experiments have been exploited to develop several computational methods for predicting 
interfacial residues in protein-RNA complexes [reviewed in 7-10] as well as a few methods for 
predicting interaction partners in protein-RNA complexes and interaction networks [reviewed in 
11-13].   

Most computational approaches for predicting interfacial residues have focused on the protein 
side of the interface. Methods for predicting RNA-binding amino acid residues in proteins fall into 
two major classes: i) methods that use only sequence information, and ii) methods that take 
advantage of structural information, when available [8]. Only one published method [14-15] takes 
into account information regarding the RNA partner; the rest are “non-partner-specific” predictors 
of interfacial residues. Computational prediction of protein-binding ribonucleotides in RNA is a 
more difficult problem. The low per-character information content of the 4-ribonucleotide 
alphabet of unmodified RNA (i.e., ignoring modified ribonucleotides) makes this problem more 
challenging. One approach to overcoming this limitation is to expand the RNA alphabet by using 
known or predicted RNA secondary structure [16]. Another approach, taken in the current study, 
is to exploit short sequence motifs that occur in the interfaces of known protein-RNA complexes. 

Here, we report a preliminary large scale analysis of contiguous RNA sequence motifs present 
in the interfaces of protein-RNA complexes and propose a new “partner-specific” motif-based 
method to simultaneously predict RNA-binding residues in the protein component and protein-
binding ribonucleotides in the RNA component of a given protein-RNA pair. 

2.  Methods 

2.1.  Generating interfacial sequence motifs 

To generate interfacial sequence motifs with which to scan target protein and RNA sequences, 
a dataset of 1,408 protein-RNA complex structures deposited in the Protein Data Bank (PDB) as 
of September 2012 was analyzed to find short strings of amino acids or ribonucleotides, 
contiguous in the primary sequence and composed entirely of interacting residues in either the 
protein or RNA chains. The sequences of these interfacial segments were extracted as ‘n-mer 
motifs’, where n can vary between 3 and 8. No requirement was made for motifs to be bounded by 
non-interacting residues; therefore, overlapping motifs were included. Thus, a 5-mer motif 
necessarily contains two 4-mer motifs and three 3-mer motifs. 
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2.2.  Datasets for interface prediction 

To generate datasets for evaluating the utility of motifs for interface prediction, interacting 
protein and RNA chains were extracted from protein-RNA complexes in the PDB with at least 
3.5Å resolution. In one dataset, RPInt327, proteins of length < 25 amino acids and RNAs of length 
< 100 ribonucleotides were excluded. This dataset was used for training and cross-validation tests. 
The interaction information (i.e., interfacial residues) for these chains was downloaded from 
PRIDB [17]. Several additional fully independent datasets were generated to evaluate the 
performance of the classifier on RNAs of different lengths, e.g., RPInt79 (RNAs > 250 nts) and 
RPInt83 (RNAs 50-100 nts). The interfacial residues for these chains were computing using 
contact-chainID [18]. For both datasets, residues in protein and RNA chains were defined as 
interacting if any heavy atom in one chain lies within a 5Å distance cutoff of any heavy atom in 
the other chain. Based on BLASTClust results, redundant protein sequences (i.e., with ≥ 30% 
sequence identity) in complexes with similar RNA sequences (i.e., with ≥ 30% sequence identity) 
were discarded; RNA sequences in such redundant complexes were also discarded. For RPInt327, 
this resulted in a non-redundant dataset containing a total of 1,637 interacting protein-RNA pairs. 
327 pairs were kept aside for independent evaluation and 5-fold cross-validation was performed 
on the remaining 1,310 pairs. Datasets RPInt79 and RPInt83 were reserved as a fully independent 
test datasets and were not used for training or cross-validation in this study. 

2.3.  Generating a protein-RNA interface motif lookup table 

As illustrated in Figure 1, the protein-RNA interface motif lookup table consists of pairs of 
protein and RNA interfacial sequence motifs that are known to contact one another in a 
characterized protein-RNA complex. Entries in the lookup table were obtained as follows: First, 
the protein sequences in the non-redundant dataset of 1,637 protein-RNA pairs were scanned for 
interfacial sequence motifs (identified as described above) using a sliding window approach. 
Similarly, RNA sequences were scanned for interfacial sequence motifs  (Fig. 1A). Second, each 
pair of protein-RNA sequences in the training dataset of known protein-RNA complexes was 
examined to identify cases in which there exists at least one physical contact (<5Å) between a 
heavy atom in any of the amino acids and any heavy atom in any of the ribonucleotides in a 
corresponding pair of sequence motifs (Fig. 1B & C). If a physical interaction is detected, that 
particular protein-RNA sequence motif pair is added to the lookup table (Fig. 1D).  

2.4.  Motif-based prediction of interfacial residues in both RNA and protein  

After generating the protein-RNA interface motif lookup table, prediction of interfacial 
residues in a query protein-RNA pair is done in a single step. The protein and RNA sequences are 
scanned simultaneously for the presence of motif pairs in the lookup table. If any motif pair is 
present, those amino acids and ribonucleotides are marked as “interfacial” in the given query 
sequences. The remaining residues and ribonucleotides are marked as non-interfacial residues. For 
example, using the lookup table in Figure 1, if ‘TRTYR’ is found in the query protein and 
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‘UUAAU’ is found in the query RNA, the corresponding amino acids and ribonucleotides are 
predicted as interfacial residues. 

	  
Fig. 1. Generation of the protein-RNA motif lookup table. A) A sample subset of the 
protein and RNA interfacial motifs used to scan target sequences. B) The protein and 
RNA sequences of each protein-RNA pair in the training dataset are scanned with the 
interfacial motifs. For the purpose of illustration, only a small portion of the example 
sequences and a subset of the interfacial motifs (indicated in boxes) are shown. C) 
Interacting residues within a distance threshold of 5Å are identified. Only a subset of 
interactions identified in this example is shown. D) Only protein and RNA motif pairs 
that contain at least one such interaction between them are added to the protein-RNA 
motif lookup table. Of the eighteen possible protein-RNA motif pairs illustrated in this 
example, only four satisfy this criterion and are added to the lookup table. 

2.5.  Performance evaluation 

We used the following measures to evaluate the performance of motif-based prediction of 
interfacial residues on both proteins and RNAs. True Positive (TP) refers to the number of 
interfacial residues correctly identified as such by the method. False Positive (FP) refers to the 
number of non-interfacial residues misclassified as interfacial residues. False Negative (FN) refers 
to the number of interfacial residues misclassified as non-interfacial residues. True Negative (TN) 
refers to the number of non-interfacial residues correctly identified as such by the method. Note 
that here our definition of Sensitivity (true positive rate) is the same as Recall. We compute both 
Specificity (true negative rate), here as defined as in medical statistics literature, and Precision, 
which is referred to as Specificity in the machine learning literature [19]. 
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 Sensitivity(recall) =
TP

TP + FN
 (1) 

 Specificity =
TN

TN + FP
 (2) 

 Precision =
TP

TP + FP
 (3) 

 MCC =
TP ×TN − FP × FN

TP + FP( ) TP + FN( ) TN + FP( ) TN + FN( )
 (4) 

3.  Results	  

3.1.  Motif-based partner-specific prediction of interfacial residues 

To evaluate whether an interface motif lookup table can be used to predict interfacial residues 
in specific protein-RNA pairs, we first performed preliminary experiments in which we tested the 
effect of varying the length of protein motifs from 4 to 6 amino acids, and the length of RNA 
motifs from 4 to 8 ribonucleotides (see Methods). As expected, using shorter motifs resulted in a 
larger number of false positive predictions, whereas using longer motifs resulted in larger number 
of false negative predictions. Based on these results, we determined that a protein motif of length 
5 provides a good balance between prediction specificity and sensitivity. Although there are 205 
different potential combinations of amino acid 5-mers, only 0.3% (11,269) of the theoretically 
possible 5-mer motifs were observed in interfaces extracted from known protein-RNA complexes 
(1,408 complexes, comprising 17,385 protein chains) in the PRIDB database [17]. 

To predict RNA-binding residues in the protein component of a given protein-RNA pair, we 
used a protein motif size of length 5 and varied the RNA motif lengths from 4 to 6. Table 1 
summarizes results obtained using a 5-fold cross validation approach, in which 80% of the data 
was used to generate the protein-RNA motif lookup table and predictions were made on the 
remaining 20% of the data. There is little difference in the Specificity or Matthews correlation 
coefficient (MCC) using RNA motifs of length 4 and 5. Although using an RNA motif of length 6 
resulted in higher Specificity (0.94), it resulted in lower Sensitivity and MCC. Using an RNA 
4-mer resulted in higher Sensitivity (0.65) compared with using 5- and 6-mers.	  

Table 1. RNA-binding residue prediction performance using 5-fold 
cross-validation on a non-redundant dataset of 1,130 protein-RNA 
pairs 

Protein 
motif length 

RNA motif 
length Specificity Sensitivity MCC 

5 4 0.90 0.65 0.58 
5 5 0.92 0.61 0.58 
5 6 0.94 0.54 0.54 
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To predict which ribonucleotides in the RNA component of a given protein-RNA pair participate 
in protein binding, we again used a protein motif size of length 5 and varied the RNA motif 
lengths from 4 to 6. Table 2 summarizes the prediction results obtained in 5-fold cross-validation 
experiments. Again, as the RNA motif size is increased, the Specificity increased, but with the 
expected decrease in Sensitivity. A high Specificity of 0.91 is obtained using an RNA motif length 
of 6, but the corresponding MCC is much lower than that obtained for RNA binding site prediction 
(Table 1].  

Table 2. Protein-binding residue prediction performance using 5-fold 
cross validation on a non-redundant dataset of 1,310 protein-RNA 
pairs 

Protein 
Motif length 

RNA motif 
length Specificity Sensitivity MCC 

5 4 0.35 0.89 0.07 
5 5 0.69 0.75 0.13 
5 6 0.91 0.55 0.21 

3.2.  Performance evaluation on independent test sets 

To more rigorously test the performance of the method, we evaluated it on several independent 
datasets of known protein-RNA pairs (See Methods). As summarized in Table 3, on the RP327 
dataset (which contains 327 protein-RNA pairs), using protein and RNA motifs of length 5, we 
obtained 92% Specificity and 64% Sensitivity in predicting RNA-binding residues. In predicting 
protein-binding ribonucleotides, the Specificity was 67% and Sensitivity was 79%.  Thus, 
performance on the independent test set was comparable to that obtained in cross-validation 
experiments. This suggests that our proposed “partner-specific” method for predicting protein-
RNA interfaces using sequence motifs, which we call PS-PRIP, should be generally applicable.  

To investigate the influence of RNA length on performance, we also evaluated the classifier on 
several additional independent datasets of complexes containing RNAs of different lengths (Table 
4 and data not shown). Although PS-PRIP performs very well on complexes containing RNAs 
longer than 250 nts, performance is poor on complexes containing shorter RNAs.	  

Table 3. Prediction performance on an independent test set of 327 
protein-RNA pairs using protein and RNA motifs of length 5. 

Prediction  Specificity Sensitivity MCC 
RNA-binding 
amino acids in 

proteins 
0.92 0.64 0.59 

Protein-binding 
nucleotides in 

RNA 
0.67 0.79 0.13 
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Table 4. Performance in predicting RNA binding residues in protein-
RNA complexes containing RNAs of different lengths 

Prediction  Specificity Sensitivity MCC 

RNAs > 250 nts  
(83 total) 0.88 0.75 0.62 

RNAs 50-100 nts 
(79 total) 0.99 0.03 

 
0.03 

 
 

3.3.  Comparison with other interface prediction methods 

Only one other published study has addressed the prediction of interfacial residues in protein 
and RNA components of protein-RNA complexes simultaneously. The catRAPID method 
proposed by Bellucci et al. [20] divides the protein and RNA sequences into a number of 
fragments and calculates interaction propensities between each pair of protein-RNA fragments. 
Because binding site prediction on a per residue basis was not reported, we could not directly 
compare our method with catRAPID. 

A method for predicting protein-binding sites in RNAs was reported by Choi and Han [14-15]. 
We have not been able to make direct performance comparisons with this method because neither 
the test dataset nor a working webserver is available, and we did not attempt to re-implement it in 
order to provide a direct comparison with our method. In an earlier report, Choi and Han also 
proposed a partner-specific RNA binding site prediction method, in which the RNA sequence is 
encoded as the sum of the normalized positions of each nucleotide (A, C, G and U) in the 
sequence [14]. When we examined the dataset used in that study, we noticed that all except one 
RNA sequence was less than 100 nucleotides in length, and approximately half of the dataset 
consists of very short RNAs (< 15 nts). Because the minimum length of the RNA used in our 
training dataset is 100 nt, and, as discussed in the next section, our method is not suitable for small 
RNAs, we did not compare PS-PRIP with Choi and Han’s method. Choi and Han reported 
prediction performance of 91% specificity and 60.7% sensitivity with a CC of 0.24 on a dataset of 
267 interacting protein-RNA pairs [14]. 

We were able to compare the performance of our partner-specific PS-PRIP method with 
existing non-partner specific sequence-based methods for predicting RNA-binding residues in 
proteins. Walia et al. [8] performed a systematic comparison of existing methods for predicting 
RNA-binding residues and showed that PSSM-based methods had the best performance among 
published sequence-based approaches. Thus, we directly compared the performance of PS-PRIP 
with RNABindRPlus [21], which combines homology-based predictions with predictions from an 
optimized SVM classifier that uses a PSSM-based approach. Because homology-based methods 
exploit existing structures and interfaces, and our independent test set was extracted from the 
PDB, we expected the homology-based method to perform very well. Homology-based methods 
fail, however, when the query sequence has no homologs in the PDB. We also compared our 
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method with the SVM component of RNABindRPlus and the results are also shown in Table 6. 
PS-PRIP has better performance in terms of Specificity (0.92), but lower Sensitivity (0.64) 
compared to RNABindRPlus. RNABindRPlus had the highest MCC (0.71); the MCCs for the 
other two methods were similar (0.59 vs 0.61). A larger difference is seen in the Precision (or 
positive prediction rate) of the two methods: PS-PRIP has higher Precision (0.80) than 
RNABindRPlus (0.76), when evaluated on this dataset. 

 
Table 6. Performance comparison of PS-PRIP and RNABindRPlus in 
predicting of RNA binding residues. 

Method Specificity Sensitivity Precision MCC 
PS-PRIP 0.92 0.64 0.80 0.59 

RNABindRPlus 0.85 0.88 0.76 0.71 
RNABindRPlus 

(SVM-only) 0.74 0.90 0.65 0.61 

4.  Discussion 

This study suggests that specific subsets of short contiguous interfacial motifs are over-
represented relative to others within the sequences of both protein and RNA components of known 
protein-RNA complexes. A large number of interfacial amino acid motifs occur only once in the 
dataset analyzed here. This may be a consequence of the criteria for generating the short RNA-
binding motifs in this study: all residues in an interfacial motif must be contiguous in sequence 
and must interact with at least one atom in a ribonucleotide within a 5 Å distance cutoff. It is 
striking that a simple lookup table of motif pairs, identified in a training set of protein-RNA 
complexes, can be used to accurately predict interfacial residues in an independent set of 
complexes. Although we have not yet directly calculated the interface propensities of these motifs 
(i.e., the over-representation of these motifs in interfacial versus non-interfacial regions of the 
protein and RNA sequences), it should be possible to improve prediction of interfacial residues by 
focusing on motifs with high interface propensity. 

The interface prediction results reported here demonstrate that an ribonucleotide motif of 
length 5, while not informative on its own, can be highly informative when used in combination 
with an amino acid motif of length 5. From the non-redundant dataset of protein-RNA complexes 
used in this study, we generated a lookup table of 55,154 protein-RNA motif pairs, comprising 
3,275 unique protein motifs and 835 unique RNA motifs. Using a non-redundant dataset is the 
appropriate way to evaluate and compare interface prediction methods, but doing so is expected to 
exclude some informative motif combinations. Thus, we created a motif lookup table without 
discarding redundant motifs. As expected, many additional protein-RNA motif pairs were 
identified:  a total of 88,994 protein-RNA motif pairs, comprising 4,035 protein motifs and 893 
RNA motifs.  

Our results indicate that binding partner information, which has been largely ignored for 
predicting interfacial residues in protein-RNA complexes, can be valuable for making “partner-
specific” interface predictions.  Figures 2 and 3 illustrate this with an example. In the E. coli 
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ribosome, the 16S rRNA in the small subunit interacts with various protein components of the 30S 
subunit, using different binding sites. Interaction of S4 and S11 proteins with a segment of the 16S  
 
 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  
Fig. 2. E. coli 16S ribosomal RNA (blue) interaction with S4 ribosomal protein S4 (yellow) 
and ribosomal protein S11 (red). (PDB ID: 4GAS) 

 
	  
A.  16S rRNA interface with S4 

 
UGAUGCAGCCAUGCCGCGUGUAUGAAGAAGGCCUUCGGGUUGUAAAGUACCU 
------------+++++++++++++++++---------++++++----++++ 

 
B.  16S rRNA interface with S11 

 
UGAUGCAGCCAUGCCGCGUGUAUGAAGAAGGCCUUCGGGUUGUAAAGUACCU 
-----------------+++++-------------+++++------------ 

 
TP = True positives   FP = False positives 
TN = True negatives   FN = False negatives 

	  
Fig. 3. Partner-specific interface prediction in the E, coli 16S ribosomal RNA (PDB ID: 
4GAS). Different protein-binding residues are predicted for the same RNA sequences 
between nt 386-437 of 16S RNA when the segment is paired with two different protein 
partners. A.  Ribosomal protein S4 protein. B. Ribosomal protein S11 protein. ‘+’ 
indicates “positive/binding” and  ‘-’ indicates  “negative/non-binding” predictions.	  

ribosomal RNA (PDB 4GAS) is shown in Figure 2. In this structure, the majority of 16S rRNA 
nucleotides that bind the S4 protein are located in the region between 400 – 440 nt. In contrast, the 
region between 670 – 720 nt of 16S rRNA contains most of the S11 protein-binding residues. 
Whereas a non-partner specific method would not be able to distinguish between these, Figure 3 
shows that PS-PRIP makes distinct binding site predictions for the S4 and S11 proteins. In the 16S 

S11	  protein	  
	  S4	  protein	  

16s	  rRNA	  
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rRNA sequence between 386 – 437 nt, many S4 binding residues are correctly predicted. In the 
same region (where S11 does not bind), a few residues are incorrectly predicted as interacting with 
S11 in complexes that contain short RNAs (< 100 nts). Short RNAs, which often correspond to 
interface-containing fragments of the much longer RNAs present in native complexes, are 
common in structurally characterized protein-RNA complexes in the PDB. Thus, the likelihood 
that every ribonucleotide in such an RNA is an interfacial residue is very high compared to the 
situation for longer RNAs, in which only a small fraction of the ribonucleotides directly contact 
the bound protein(s). Because of this, we excluded RNAs <100 nts in length for generating motifs 
(see Methods), which results in a bias in our training set for RNA-protein pairs derived from 
ribosomes. In our experiments, PS-PRIP performed well on RNAs >100 nts in length (Table 3), 
but poorly when tested on RNAs < 100 nts (Table 4). Thus, PS-PRIP can be used to predict 
protein-binding sites in mRNAs, rRNAs, long non-coding RNAs and many short ncRNAs, but 
predictions on RNAs less than 100 nts are likely to be unreliable. Current work is directed at 
generating “custom” classifiers trained on datasets containing RNAs of variable length to obtain 
optimal performance on RNAs of different lengths and different functional classes (e.g., non-
ribosomal ncRNAs, including sRNAs, sncRNAs, etc.) 

In future work, we plan to evaluate the effect of incorporating predicted RNA secondary 
structure in the RNA sequence representation, which is expected to lead to better performance in 
predicting protein-binding residues in RNA [16]. In addition, we plan to test whether exploiting 
the extensively characterized resource of structural motifs in RNAs [22-23], can provide further 
improvement.  

5.  Conclusions 

We have developed a new method for predicting partner-specific interfacial residues in 
protein-RNA complexes using short sequence motifs. PS-PRIP can simultaneously predict 
interfacial residues in both the protein and RNA components of a complex, albeit with much 
greater reliability for the protein component. An RNA motif of length 5, in combination with a 
protein motif of length 5, can be used to predict interfacial residues with high specificity (0.92 for 
RNA-binding residues in proteins; 0.67 for protein-binding residues in RNA), indicating that PS-
PRIP can be a valuable tool for experimentalists who wish to target interfaces in specific protein-
RNA complexes or to perturb specific interactions in protein-RNA interaction networks.  A 
PS PRIP webserver and all training and test datasets used in this study are freely available online 
at: http://pridb.gdcb.iastate.edu/PSPRIP/.	  
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Small non-coding RNAs (sRNAs) are regulatory RNA molecules that have been identified in a
multitude of bacterial species and shown to control numerous cellular processes through various reg-
ulatory mechanisms. In the last decade, next generation RNA sequencing (RNA-seq) has been used
for the genome-wide detection of bacterial sRNAs. Here we describe sRNA-Detect, a novel approach
to identify expressed small transcripts from prokaryotic RNA-seq data. Using RNA-seq data from
three bacterial species and two sequencing platforms, we performed a comparative assessment of five
computational approaches for the detection of small transcripts. We demonstrate that sRNA-Detect
improves upon current standalone computational approaches for identifying novel small transcripts
in bacteria.

Keywords: RNA-seq, bacterial small transcripts detection, sRNA

1. Introduction

In the last decade, RNA sequencing (RNA-seq) methods have been used to identify small non-
coding RNAs (sRNAs) on a genome-wide scale in numerous bacterial species. A key step in the
detection of sRNAs from RNA-seq experiments is the analysis of RNA-seq data to assemble
and identify expressed transcripts. Most studies identify sRNAs by manual inspection of the
sequencing data (e.g., Refs. 1,2), developing their own in-house computational approach (e.g.,
Ref. 3) or a combination of both (e.g., Ref. 4). Manual identification is a strenuous task and
hard to reproduce independently. The last issue also applies to small transcript identification
by an in-house computational approach unless the program is made publicly available. In
the past three years, several computational approaches to identify novel transcripts from
prokaryotic RNA-seq data (e.g., Refs. 5,6) and from eukaryotic RNA-seq data (e.g., Ref. 7)
have become available; however, a systematic side by side comparison of their performance
has yet to be carried out. In this work, we compared the performance of four standalone
computational approaches and our own approach (sRNA-Detect) to identify small transcripts
from prokaryotic RNA-seq data.

2. Approaches for the Detection of Small Transcripts From RNA-Seq Data

Rockhopper5 is a system that supports several phases of bacterial RNA-seq data analysis,
including mapping sequencing reads to a reference genome, data normalization, assembling
transcripts and identifying their boundaries, quantifying gene expression, testing for differ-
ential gene expression, characterizing operon structures, and visualizing results. This system
specifically models bacterial transcriptome features such as operon structures, sRNAs and
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dense genomes with overlapping genes, and uses annotated genes as seeds to generate a tran-
scriptome map. Rockhopper’s capabilities to identify sRNAs were tested on Neisseria gonor-
rhoeae RNA-seq data.8 In that study, Rockhopper detected 34 small transcripts of which 4
had previously been identified and 11 were experimentally confirmed by Northern blot.

TruHMM6 is a Hidden Markov Model-based algorithm for assembling full-length tran-
scripts in bacteria using directional RNA-seq short reads. TruHMM was designed to assemble
transcripts with non-uniform read coverage and to address the problem of transcribed regions
not covered by sequencing reads. TruHMM has been reported to achieve high sensitivity (re-
call) in assembling antisense RNAs (asRNAs) and non-coding RNAs (ncRNAs) in Escherichia
coli K12 where it was able to recover 102 (91%) of 112 known asRNAs and ncRNAs.6

RNA-eXpress7 is a system to perform feature annotation, comparison, sequence extraction
and abundance quantification from eukaryotic RNA-seq data independently of current anno-
tations. Several algorithms were implemented within RNA-eXpress to identify various types
of features. Two of these algorithms are the Transcripts algorithm which performs comprehen-
sive transcript identification, and the TLA algorithm which searches for features that have a
certain minimum depth coverage and a minimum length. RNA-eXpress was found to achieve
96% accuracy identifying transcripts on region E2 of mouse chromosome 5.7

DETR’PROK pipeline9 is a workflow to detect ncRNAs and untranslated regions (UTRs)
in a reference genome from bacterial RNA-seq data using the Galaxy framework.10 Starting
from aligned reads and a genome annotation, the DETR’PROK workflow clusters overlapping
reads, compares these clusters to the genome annotation, and classifies them into sRNAs,
asRNAs, UTRs and operon spacers. DETR’PROK pipeline consists of more than 40 steps,
requires a local installation of Galaxy, and detects ncRNAs based on distance between tran-
scripts, their size and read coverage. DETR’PROK pipeline is reported to recover 56% of 63
known E. coli sRNAs.9

Finally, there are several web applications for the analysis of eukaryotic small RNA-seq
data that include the detection of novel transcripts. Some of these web applications are Oasis,11

MAGI12 and CPSS.13

3. Our Approach: sRNA-Detect

We designed sRNA-Detect under the assumptions that small transcripts (< 250 nt) exhibit
relatively uniform read coverage as their whole sequence may fit into a single read, and that
RNA-seq data may contain debris from longer transcripts enclosing the small transcript. These
assumptions might also be valid for eukaryotic microRNAs, as microRNAs are similar in size to
sRNAs and should exhibit uniform coverage; however, unlike microRNAs, sRNAs are usually
neither processed nor cleaved to a shorter form. In sum, sRNA-Detect searches for features that
have a given minimum depth coverage, are within a given length range, and exhibit low depth
coverage variation through their whole sequence. The input to sRNA-Detect is sequencing
reads aligned to a reference genome in the sequence alignment/map (SAM) format and the
output is a list of detected transcripts in the gene transfer format (GTF).

Fig. 1 depicts sRNA-Detect’s algorithm. Basically, sRNA-Detect constructs a coverage
vector from the aligned reads for each strand and reference sequence (i.e., chromosomes and
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Create a coverage vector for each strand of each reference 
sequence (i.e., chromosome, plasmid, etc) from SAM files

In-a-transcript = FALSE

For each coverage vector:

Read genomic interval

Output list of transcripts END
Is there another
genomic interval?

In_a_ transcript?
Read depth coverage 
> mininum coverage?

Did mean coverage
decrease?

Restart transcript
(In-a transcript = TRUE)

Minimum length
< transcript length <
maximum length?

Terminate transcript 
(In-a transcript = FALSE)

Percentage change
in mean coverage
within thresholds?

Extend transcript 
(In-a transcript = TRUE)

Obtain new mean coverage, length, 
percentage change in mean coverage

Start transcript 
(In-a transcript = TRUE)

Record transcript information (e.g., genomic 
coordinates, strand, mean coverage, etc).

Discard transcript 
(In-a transcript = FALSE)

Add transcript to list 
(In-a transcript = FALSE)

No

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

Fig. 1. Schematic flowchart of sRNA-Detect approach. The input to sRNA-Detect is a set of aligned reads
in SAM format. sRNA-Detect’s results are output as GTF files.

plasmids in the reference genome) using the HTSeq python library.14 A coverage vector is a
vector of genomic intervals where each interval represents a consecutive genomic stretch with
constant coverage. Then sRNA-Detect goes through each coverage vector looking for genomic
intervals with a given minimum number of reads aligned to them to start potential small
transcripts. Small transcripts are extended into the following genomic intervals as long as their
mean depth coverage does not decrease below a given percentage threshold. If the mean depth
coverage of a potential transcript decreases, the transcript is terminated and added to the list
of detected transcripts if its length is within the specified range. If the mean depth coverage of
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the potential transcript increases above a specified percentage threshold, then the transcript’s
start coordinate is reset to the start of the current genomic interval. Novel transcripts in the
list of detected transcripts can be identified using the corresponding genome annotation and
BEDtools.15 As fragments of other longer RNA molecules may be detected, identified sRNAs
should be further examined to distinguish authentic sRNAs based on their similarity to RNAs
in public databases such as Rfam16 and their predicted secondary structure. sRNA-Detect is
available under the GNU GPL license at www.cs.mun.ca/~lourdes.

4. Comparative Assessment Methodology

We carried out a comparative assessment of the performance of standalone computer systems
for detecting small transcripts from prokaryotic RNA-seq data. This comparative assessment
included Rockhopper, TruHMM, the TLA and Transcripts algorithms implemented in RNA-
eXpress and our own approach sRNA-Detect (see sections 2 and 3).

Rockhopper (version 2.02) was executed with the replicons provided for the corresponding
bacteria and default values. To execute TruHMM, we followed the instructions provided at
http://bioinfolab.uncc.edu/TruHmm_package. During TruHMM training, only genomic
coordinates of protein-coding genes were provided as input to TruHMM (i.e., tRNAs and
rRNAs were not included in the list of genes). To reconstruct operons and sRNAs, TruHMM’s
window size was left to its default value. TruHMM’s predictions per sample were merged using
the mergeBed tool available in BEDtools (version 2.16.2). Detection of small transcripts using
RNA-express (version 1.4.4) was performed twice: once with the TLA algorithm and once
with the Transcript algorithm. For the TLA algorithm the height (read coverage) was set to
10 for the Rhodobacter capsulatus case study and to 15 for the other two case studies, and the
width (transcript length) was set to 20. For the Transcripts algorithm the height was set to
10, width to 20, penalty to -2 and tolerance to 500. sRNA-Detect was executed with default
parameters; namely, minimum transcript length to 20 nucleotides, maximum transcript length
to 210 nucleotides, allowed percentage change in mean coverage from -10% to 30%. Minimum
coverage was set to 10 reads for the R. capsulatus case study and to 15 for the other two case
studies. Algorithms’ parameters were not optimized for the data sets used in the assessment.

To quantify the correctness of an inferred small transcript, we calculated two different
measurements: minimum percentage sequence overlap and minimum percentage reciprocal se-
quence overlap. Minimum percentage sequence overlap indicates that at least that percentage
of the sequence of the predicted transcript lies within the boundaries of an actual transcript.
Minimum percentage reciprocal sequence overlap indicates that there is at least that percent-
age of agreement between the sequences of the predicted transcript and an actual transcript.
Fig. 2 illustrates both correctness measurements.

To evaluate the performance of the various approaches, we calculated their recall, speci-
ficity, and accuracy at several levels of the two transcript correctness measurements. Recall
indicates the proportion of actual expressed small transcripts that is detected by a given
approach (i.e., true positives (TP) divided by the total number of positive instances (P)).
Specificity is the proportion of small transcripts absent from the RNA-seq data that is unde-
tected by a given approach (i.e., true negatives (TN) divided by the total number of negative
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Detected transcript    Min % sequence   Min % reciprocal
                                           overlap          sequence overlap
             A                             100%                     80%
             B                               50%                     20%
             C                             100%                   100%            

Actual transcript

A

B

C

Fig. 2. Measurements to quantify the correctness of the detected transcripts. Minimum percentage sequence
overlap quantifies what percentage of the sequence of the detected transcript lies within the boundaries of the
actual transcript. Minimum percentage of reciprocal sequence overlap quantifies the congruence between the
detected and the actual transcript. For example, detected transcripts A and C have both a minimum 100%
sequence overlap but only detected transcript C has a minimum 100% reciprocal sequence overlap. Half of the
sequence of detected transcript B is within the boundaries of the actual transcript having therefore a minimum
50% sequence overlap, but it only covers 20% of the actual transcript sequence having thus a minimum 20%
reciprocal sequence overlap.

instances (N)). Accuracy is the number of correct results (TP + TN) divided by the total
number of actual transcripts considered (P + N); i.e., proportion of results that are correct.

4.1. Datasets

We assessed the performance of the various approaches using sequence reads from RNA-seq
experiments conducted in three different bacteria: Rhodobacter capsulatus, Erwinia amylovora
and Deinococcus radiodurans, and generated with two sequencing platforms: Ion Torrent and
Illumina.

4.1.1. Rhodobacter capsulatus RNA-seq data

RNA was isolated from R. capsulatus strain SB1003 during stationary phase and size-selected
for RNAs shorter than 200 nt long to enrich for small transcripts. The isolated small RNAs
were used for RNA library preparation for sequencing using an Ion Torrent Personal Genome
Machine (PGM) system. In total, data from four RNA-seq experiments containing more than
6 million reads were used. After quality trimming the reads, reads were aligned to the R.
capsulatus genome (assembly accession GCA 000021865.1) using the Torrent mapper tmap
(version 3.0.1). Tmap was executed with the parameters: -B 18 -a 2 -v stage1 map1 map2 map3.
These sequencing data were also used in another study for the genome-wide identification of
candidate sRNAs in R. capsulatus (Peña-Castillo, Grüll, et al., submitted for publication).

To create a test data set for our comparative assessment, we obtained the genome anno-
tation for R. capsulatus (release 21.75) from EnsemblBacteria.17 R. capsulatus gene models
were generated by Ensembl using the Ensembl Bacteria pipeline.18 Then we selected all anno-
tated transcripts shorter than 200 nucleotides in length and we counted the number of reads
aligned to these 176 small transcripts using the script htseq-count available in HTSeq (ver-
sion 0.5.4p5). The htseq-count script was executed using mode intersection-nonempty, feature
type gene, and all other parameters set to default values. We then classified these small tran-
scripts as “expressed” or “not-expressed” based on the number of reads aligned to them across
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the four samples. Small transcripts (including tRNAs, rRNAs and mRNAs) with at least 10
reads aligned to them were classified as “expressed”, while transcripts with fewer than 5 reads
aligned to them were classified as “not-expressed”. In our evaluation, the 90 expressed small
transcripts were counted as positive instances, while the 74 not-expressed transcripts were
counted as negative instances.

4.1.2. Erwinia amylovora RNA-seq data

We obtained E. amylovora RNA-seq data containing more than 53 million reads from NCBI-
GEO19 (accession numbers GSM1300251, GSM1300250, GSM1300248, and GSM1300247).
Details of the E. amylovora RNA-seq experiments are described elsewhere.20 In sum, sRNA
libraries from E. amylovora Ea1189 were constructed from total RNAs using the Illumina
TruSeq small RNA sample preparation kit and sequenced using an Illumina HiSeq 2000
system.20 We aligned reads to the E. amylovora ATCC 49946 genome (assembly accession
GCA 000027205.1 ) using Bowtie221 (version 2.1.0) with the preset parameters of the –sensitive
option. Seventeen E. amylovora sRNAs have had their expression and size confirmed by North-
ern blot and one more sRNA that was not detected by Northern blot has had its transcription
start site mapped by 5’ RACE assay.20,22 These 18 sRNAs are listed in Table 1 of Ref. 20.
We considered these 18 sRNAs as true sRNAs and used them to estimate the recall of the
computational approaches.

4.1.3. Deinococcus radiodurans RNA-seq data

We obtained D. radiodurans sequencing data containing more than 36 million reads from
NCBI-GEO (accession number GSE64952). Details of the D. radiodurans RNA-seq experi-
ments have been published previously.23 In sum, cDNA libraries were prepared from total
RNAs that were extracted from irradiated or non-irradiated D. radiodurans R1 cells and used
to construct a cDNA library using a NEBNext Small RNA Library Prep Set for Illumina. The
library was then sequenced with an Illumina HiSeq 2000 system.23 We aligned reads to the
D. radiodurans genome (assembly accession GCA 000008565.1) using Bowtie2 (version 2.1.0)
with the preset parameters of the –sensitive-local option and allowing one mismatch in a seed
alignment (-N 1). Tsai et al.23 confirmed by Northern blot and/or RT-PCR the expression of
33 sRNAs detected from the RNA-seq data. We considered these 33 sRNAs as true sRNAs
and used them to estimate the recall of the computational approaches.

5. Results and Discussion

In the following sections we present and discuss the performance of the five computational
approaches to identify bacterial small transcripts in three case studies.

5.1. Case study 1: Detection of annotated small transcripts in
R. capsulatus

Using the aligned R. capsulatus reads as input, we executed each of the five computational
approaches and identified the transcripts in the test data set predicted as expressed by each
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approach at ten different levels of overlap (from 10% to 100%). To do this we used the in-
tersectBed tool available in BEDtools. Transcripts reported by Rockhopper to have at least
an expression measurement of 10 were considered predicted as expressed. Those transcripts
detected by TruHMM in at least three samples were considered predicted as expressed. RNA-
eXpress and sRNA-Detect both had a parameter specifying a minimum of 10 read coverage
across all samples to report a transcript as expressed, thus no extra filtering was done to their
output.

Fig. 3 shows the recall, specificity and accuracy of the five systems as a function of the
correctness of the predicted transcript. Transcript correctness was measured as either min-
imum percentage sequence overlap or minimum percentage reciprocal sequence overlap (see
Fig. 2). The recall and accuracy of all systems (except Rockhopper) decreased as the required
correctness of the predicted transcript increased. As Rockhopper uses the genomic coordi-
nates of the annotated transcripts provided in the corresponding replicons to guide its search
for expressed transcripts, its performance measurements remained nearly constant across the
various overlapping levels. Among the systems determining the transcript boundaries directly
from the sequencing data, sRNA-Detect had the least pronounced drop in performance as the
required transcript correctness increased.

At a minimum of 80% sequence overlap Rockhopper and sRNA-Detect are able to retrieve
at least 63 (or 70%) of the 90 expressed transcripts, while all other approaches detected less
than 23 (or 25%) of the expressed transcripts. In terms of specificity, most systems (except
Rockhopper) were able to discriminate all negative instances as “not-expressed” at a minimum
of 80% sequence overlap, while Rockhopper incorrectly identified as expressed 22 (or 29.7%)
of the 74 “not-expressed” annotated transcripts bringing its specificity down to 70%. In terms
of accuracy, sRNA-Detect outperforms all other systems up to a minimum 80% sequence
overlap or a minimum 50% reciprocal sequence overlap. Above those transcript correctness
levels, Rockhopper is the most accurate system for the identification of expressed known small
transcripts.

We looked at the length of the transcripts detected as expressed by each computational
approach with a minimum 10% sequence overlap. Fig. 4 shows the length distribution of the
predicted transcripts per computational approach. As can be seen from this figure, Rock-
hopper, sRNA-Detect and the RNA-eXpress TLA algorithm predicted transcripts that were
mostly in the correct length range, while TruHMM and the RNA-eXpress Transcript algo-
rithm predicted transcripts that were well above the average actual length of the expressed
transcripts. This is likely due to the fact that both of these approaches try to join fragments
that may belong to the same transcript but are disconnected in the RNA-seq data because of
gaps in read coverage. Based on this finding and on the low recall rate achieved by TruHMM
and the RNA-eXpress Transcript algorithm, we concluded that these two approaches were not
suitable for the detection of small transcripts from prokaryotic sequencing data and excluded
them from subsequent evaluations.
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Fig. 3. Performance results for the identification of annotated small transcripts from R. capsulatus RNA-seq
data. Left side plots show performance measurements as a function of the minimum percentage sequence
overlap. Right side plots show performance measurements as a function of the minimum percentage reciprocal
sequence overlap (see Fig. 2). Note that Rockhopper uses the genomic coordinates of the annotated small
transcripts as input, while all other approaches estimate transcript boundaries directly from the RNA-seq
data.

5.2. Case study 2: Detection of experimentally confirmed novel sRNAs in
E. amylovora

In this case study we assessed how many experimentally confirmed sRNAs Rockhopper, sRNA-
Detect and the RNA-eXpress TLA algorithm were able to retrieve from E. amylovora RNA-seq
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Fig. 4. Length (nt) distribution of R. capsulatus expressed and annotated small transcripts. The box labelled
as Ensembl shows the length of the small transcripts as provided in R. capsulatus genome annotation (release
21.75). The dashed horizontal line indicates the average length of the small transcripts based on the genome
annotation used. * Algorithms available in RNA-eXpress.

Table 1. Number of detected transcripts in E. amylovora RNA-seq data per method

Method Total number of detected transcripts Total number of detected novel transcripts

RNA-eXpress TLA 16,458 1,680
Rockhopper 2,646 167
sRNA-Detect 42,364 4,086

data. As the genomic coordinates of the confirmed sRNAs are not included in E. amylovora
genome annotation, all systems (including Rockhopper) had to determine the sRNA bound-
aries directly from the RNA-seq data and thus their recall rate deteriorated as the required
level of transcript correctness increased. Fig. 5 shows the systems’ recall rate as a function
of transcript correctness. The total number of detected transcripts and the number of de-
tected novel transcripts per approach are provided in Table 1. Novel transcripts are those
transcripts that do not overlap with known annotated features such as mRNAs and rRNAs.
As the RNA-eXpress TLA algorithm and sRNA-Detect end transcripts when a gap in cover-
age is encountered, both of them might detect multiple fragments corresponding to a single
longer transcript, and hence report a larger number of detected transcripts.

sRNA-Detect retrieved all 18 confirmed sRNAs up to a minimum percentage sequence
overlap of 90%, while Rockhopper retrieved 6 (or 33.3%) of the 18 confirmed sRNAs at a
minimum 90% sequence overlap and the RNA-eXpress TLA algorithm recovered one confirmed
sRNA at the same minimum percentage sequence overlap. When transcript correctness is
measured as minimum percentage reciprocal overlap, sRNA-Detect detected more confirmed
sRNAs than those detected by the two other approaches up to a minimum reciprocal sequence
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Fig. 5. Recall achieved by each computational approach during the identification of 18 experimentally con-
firmed E. amylovora sRNAs at various levels of transcript correctness.

overlap of 50%, above this point the RNA-eXpress TLA algorithm detected more confirmed
sRNAs up to a minimum reciprocal sequence overlap of 90%. No computational approach was
able to detect a single sRNA at a minimum 100% reciprocal overlap. These results indicate
that the sRNAs predicted by sRNA-Detect are within the boundaries of the actual sRNA but
fail to cover the whole sRNA actual sequence. This test also suggests that Rockhopper recall
rates decrease when a priori knowledge of transcript boundaries is unavailable.

5.3. Case study 3: Detection of experimentally confirmed novel sRNAs in
D. radiodurans

Here we assessed the systems’ recall based on the number of experimentally confirmed sRNAs
that the computational approaches were able to retrieve from D. radiodurans RNA-seq data.
Fig. 6 shows the systems’ recall rate as a function of transcript correctness. At a minimum
sequence overlap of 90%, sRNA-Detect recovered 29 (or 87.9%) of the 33 confirmed sRNAs,
while the RNA-eXpress TLA algorithm retrieved 3 (or 9.1%) of the confirmed sRNAs and
Rockhopper recovered one of them. Following the same trend as that seen in the E. amylovora
case study, when transcript correctness is measured as minimum percentage reciprocal overlap,
the RNA-eXpress TLA algorithm recovered more confirmed sRNAs than those recovered by
sRNA-Detect and Rockhopper at a minimum percentage reciprocal overlap of 40% and above.
However, when transcript correctness is measured as minimum percentage overlap, sRNA-
Detect has higher recall rates than those of the other two approaches. The total number of
detected transcripts and the number of detected novel transcripts per approach are provided
in Table 2.
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Fig. 6. Recall achieved by each computational approach during the identification of 33 experimentally con-
firmed D. radiodurans sRNAs at various levels of transcript correctness.

Table 2. Number of detected transcripts in D. radiodurans RNA-seq data per method

Method Total number of detected transcripts Total number of novel detected transcripts

RNA-eXpress TLA 17,687 1,168
Rockhopper 2,302 47
sRNA-Detect 6,740 828

6. Conclusions

Our sRNA-Detect approach demonstrated higher recall rates than those of other standalone
systems. Small transcripts predicted by sRNA-Detect tend to lie within actual transcript
boundaries and be smaller in length than the actual transcripts as indicated by the drop in
recall rates when transcript correctness is measured as minimum percentage reciprocal se-
quence overlap. The results from our first case study indicate that most approaches show
high specificity suggesting that false positives might not be a critical concern in the systems’
performance; however, false positives may be detected if fragments from larger transcripts
are present in the sequencing data. Thus, identified sRNAs should be further examined to
distinguish authentic sRNAs. Criteria to consider in determining authentic sRNAs include
secondary structure, phylogenetic conservation, and genomic context. If sRNAs are partially
degraded, sRNA-Detect and the RNA-eXpress TLA algorithm may split transcripts into frag-
ments with uniform read coverage. Based on our results, there is still room for improvement
in the computational detection of bacterial small transcripts from RNA-seq data, especially
in terms of achieving full recovery of transcript sequence.
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This paper describes topics pertaining to the session, “Social Media Mining for Public Health Mon-
itoring and Surveillance,” at the Pacific Symposium on Biocomputing (PSB) 2016. In addition to
summarizing the content of the session, this paper also surveys recent research on using social media
data to study public health. The survey is organized into sections describing recent progress in public
health problems, computational methods, and social implications.

Keywords: Social media; data mining; natural language processing; public health.

1. Background

Social media platforms have seen unprecedented worldwide growth. For example, as of June
30, 2015, Twitter has over 300 million active monthly users, 77% of whom are outside of the
US.1 Social networks form a platform for people to share and discuss their views and opinions,
and many share their health-related information both in general-purpose social media (such as
Twitter, Facebook or Instagram) and in health-related social networks (communities focusing
specifically on health issues, such as DailyStrength or MedHelp). Advances in automated data
processing, machine learning and natural language processing (NLP) present the possibility
of utilizing these massive data sources for public health monitoring and surveillance, as long
as researchers are able to address the methodological challenges unique to this media.

Numerous studies have been published recently in this realm, including studies on phar-
macovigilance,2 identifying smoking cessation patterns,3 identifying user social circles with
common experiences (like drug abuse),4 monitoring malpractice,5 and tracking infectious dis-
ease spread.6–8 A systematic review9 conducted in 2014 found numerous attempts to use this
user-generated data, but none yet integrated in national surveillance programs, noting the
promise and challenges of the field quite succinctly:

“More direct access to such [social media] data could enable surveillance epidemiologists
to detect potential public health threats such as rare, new diseases or early-level warnings for
epidemics. But how useful are data from social media and the Internet, and what is the po-
tential to enhance surveillance? The challenges of using these emerging surveillance systems
for infectious disease epidemiology, including the specific resources needed, technical require-
ments, and acceptability to public health practitioners and policymakers, have wide-reaching
implications for public health surveillance in the 21st century.”9

The use of social media for health monitoring and surveillance indeed has many drawbacks
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and difficulties, particularly if done automatically. For example, traditional NLP methods that
are applied to longer texts have proven to be inadequate when applied to short texts, such as
those found in Twitter.2 Something seemingly simple, such as searching and collecting relevant
postings, has also proven to be quite challenging, given the amount of data and the diverse
styles and wording used by people to refer to the topic of interest in colloquial terms (semantic
heterogeneity) inherent to this type of media.

The goal of this session was to attract researchers that have explored automatic methods
for the collection, extraction, representation, analysis, and validation of social media data for
public health surveillance and monitoring, including epidemiological and behavioral studies.
It serves as a unique forum to discuss novel approaches to text and data mining methods that
respond to the specific requirements of social media and that can prove invaluable for public
health surveillance. Research topics presented at this session include:

• Early detection of disease outbreaks10

• Medication safety, including drug interactions11 and dietary supplement safety12

• Health behaviors, including diet success13 and smoking cessation14

• Individual well-being,15 which affects mental and physical health

This paper first summarizes the current state of, and recent advances in, social media
mining for health monitoring, focusing on examples of promising research areas (Section 2),
technical challenges (Section 3), and societal implications and considerations (Section 4). We
then provide an overview of the research presented at this session in Section 5, with concluding
remarks in Section 6.

2. Expanding the Frontiers of Public Health

We begin by summarizing recent research in some key areas of public health for which social
media mining has been especially popular and fruitful, with an emphasis on how these focus
areas are evolving to increase public health impact.

2.1. Disease Surveillance: Beyond Influenza

Disease surveillance is one of the longest-running use cases for social media mining. Some
of the earliest work using web data for public health surveillance was to estimate influenza
prevalence from search query volumes.16 This idea was made famous with Google’s widely-
used Flu Trends service.17,18 Google Flu Trends recently ended their service (as of August
2015), but Google will continue to share their data with academic research labs.19 While
search queries were the original data sources for web-based disease surveillance, social media
has since become a popular data source for influenza monitoring, including weblogs20 and
microblogs, especially Twitter.21–25

Influenza has been by far the most commonly surveilled disease, in part due to its
widespread prevalence—it affects millions of people each year (causing 3,000–50,000 yearly
deaths in the US26), making it both an important disease to monitor and a disease that
is widely discussed in social media. The original motivation for using web data to estimate
influenza prevalence is that it can be estimated in real-time, in contrast to traditional gov-
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ernment systems—the national surveillance coordinated by the Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention in the US, for example, is one to two weeks out of date. However, it has been
argued that social media-based influenza surveillance has limited utility in many scenarios, as
many agencies and institutions already conduct timely influenza surveillance.27

More recently, web-based disease surveillance research has moved in new directions with
potentially higher impact:

Other infectious diseases More recent social media research has considered disease surveil-
lance for infectious diseases other than influenza. For example, a number of researchers have
used search and tweet data to track dengue fever.28–31 Others have used Twitter to monitor
cholera,7 E. coli,32 and ebola.33,34

Forecasting While most early work on web-based disease surveillance focused on estimating
the current week disease prevalence (referred to as “nowcasting”), more recent work has at-
tempted to forecast disease prevalence, using web data to predict prevalence weeks into the
future.35–38 The ability to accurately predict future levels of disease prevalence will greatly
help with planning and preparedness.

High-impact locations Much work with influenza has focused on surveillance at the na-
tional level in countries such as the US, but more recent work has focused on locations that
would benefit more from real-time surveillance: countries with fewer existing surveillance re-
sources39 and fine-grained locations, such as hospitals40,41 and mass gatherings.42

2.2. Pharmacovigilance

Pharmacovigilance, which primarily involves the monitoring of adverse reactions caused by
medications, is another established use case of social media.43 Users discuss their health-
related experiences, including the use of prescription drugs, side effects and treatments on
social media, which makes social networks unique and robust sources of information about
health, drugs and treatments. Research has focused on the detection of user posts mentioning
adverse reactions and the extraction of drug-adverse reaction association signals, utilizing data
from specialized health communities and forums,2,44–46 online reviews of drugs47 and generic
networks such as Twitter.48–51

Adverse reaction detection A number of studies focus on the automatic classification of
user posts to determine if adverse reactions are mentioned. Common approaches involve uti-
lizing annotated data sets to perform supervised classification to identify adverse reaction
assertive posts and/or personal experiences of adverse reactions.46,48,52,53 Supervised classifi-
cation approaches require manually annotated data and recent advances in research have seen
the creation of such data sets.52–54 One important challenge that has been frequently discussed
in supervised learning tasks is the data imbalance in social media data.52,53

Discovering drug-adverse reaction associations Some research has concentrated on ex-
tracting specific adverse reaction mentions (and their lexical variants) and identifying as-
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sociations between specific drugs and adverse reactions. Most past approaches are lexicon-
based2,45,55 and recent approaches have applied supervised learning techniques for extraction.51

Following the extraction of concepts, co-occurrence metrics have been applied for quantifying
drug-adverse reaction associations.44

2.3. Behavioral Medicine

Another rapidly expanding area of social media surveillance is understanding behaviors that
affect health, such as smoking and diet. It has been argued that behavioral medicine will play
a prominent role in the digital surveillance revolution, because there is a large knowledge gap
in many areas of behavioral medicine.56 We summarize recent research in a few key areas.

Smoking and substance abuse One of the major uses of social media to study behavioral
medicine has been to understand smoking and tobacco use.57 Social media can be used to
understand availability of and interest in various nicotine and tobacco products,58 including
electronic cigarettes, which are a rapidly evolving market for which social media has provided
much faster intelligence than traditional sources.59–61 Social networks have also been analyzed
to understand smoking cessation and online social support for cessation.3,62–64

Other substance abuse issues have been studied as well, including trends in alcohol use65,66

and problem drinking.67,68 Some researchers have focused on using social media data for moni-
toring prescription drug abuse.4,69–73 Specialized social networks have been used for analyzing
the effects of drug reformulation74 or the phases of drug abuse recovery.75 Among generic
social networks, Twitter is becoming increasingly popular for monitoring patterns of specific
prescription medication abuse.4,69

Diet and fitness A number of researchers have analyzed food consumption patterns in
Instagram76,77 and Twitter,78,79 including seasonal patterns in weight loss.80 Researchers have
also studied physical activities in Twitter,81,82 including measuring outcomes of fitness goals.83

3. Technical Challenges of Social Media Mining

There are a number of challenges with automated text analysis, particularly when working
with data from social media. We describe some of the key analytic tasks needed for public
health mining, along with recent advances in these technologies.

3.1. Processing Informal Text

A key challenge with automatic data mining of social media is that standard NLP tools,
which are traditionally trained on formal text (e.g., newswire), do not adapt well to the
informal, non-standard language used online. Some researchers have created NLP tools, such
as part-of-speech taggers and named entity recognizers, specifically for Twitter.84,85 This can
help researchers apply NLP to tweets, although this is not a general-purpose solution: tools
tailored to Twitter may not work well on other social media platforms.

A particular challenge in the domain of health is that laypeople on social media may not
use accurate medical terminology. One solution to this issue is to analyze text that mentions
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common symptoms, rather than references to specific illnesses.86 There has also been research
to correct and normalize medical terminology,87 and there is a large body of research on
general language normalization for social media text.88

3.2. Sentiment Analysis

A particular branch of NLP that shows promise for social media monitoring is sentiment
analysis.89 Sentiment analysis involves automatically ascribing positive, negative, or neutral
sentiment to portions of text that express opinions. Sentiment analysis has been applied to
social media in interesting ways to understand important public health issues. We provide a
few examples here.

Sentiment analysis has been used to understand public attitudes toward vaccination by
analyzing Twitter messages.90 For example, the study in Ref. 91 found that negative sentiment
toward vaccines spreads through social networks more than positive sentiment. Sentiment has
also been analyzed in the context of drug abuse, in order to understand public interest in
drugs. For example, researchers have measured shifts in public attitudes toward marijuana.92,93

Sentiment analysis is particularly applicable to online reviews, which have been analyzed for
public health in the domain of online doctor and healthcare provider reviews, to understand
patient perceptions of care quality.94,95 The studies in Refs. 96,97 found that sentiment inferred
from reviews is significantly correlated with existing provider quality metrics.

However, sentiment analysis does not work as well for short text, such as tweets.98 Sen-
timent classification is an active area of NLP research, and improvements in this technology
will lead to improvements in understanding public opinion and awareness.

3.3. Richer Language Understanding

Much of the research on social media mining for health monitoring has used relatively simple
methods of text analysis, such as dictionary associations. While simple approaches can work
reasonably well, there is an upper limit to their performance, and future improvements will
require NLP tools that can extract richer meaning from text.

Richer NLP can even improve seemingly simple tasks. For example, while early research
showed that tweets with keywords such as “flu” are well-correlated with influenza prevalence,21

more recent research has shown that flu is discussed in different ways on Twitter, for example,
whether a user is describing a personal experience or simply sharing news of the flu season,
and whether a user is personally sick or whether they are describing a family member or co-
worker.25,99 These distinctions can affect the performance of influenza surveillance, and such
distinctions require NLP systems that incorporate richer n-gram and linguistic features.25

Richer NLP techniques have also been applied to concept extraction tasks, such as ad-
verse drug reaction mention extraction. Early techniques primarily focused on lexicon-based
approaches, where the natural language mentions of the elements of interest are encoded in
lexicons and these are utilized to detect their mentions in text.2,45,46,55 These techniques have
led to the development of health-related lexical resources from social media sources (e.g., the
Consumer Health Vocabulary100). The use of colloquial language, however, limits the perfor-
mance of such approaches. With the creation of annotated data in recent years, supervised
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machine learning approaches are becoming increasingly popular, and they have also shown
promising performance in quantitative evaluations.51,101

4. Societal Implications and Considerations

There are a number of social and societal implications of using social media for public health.
We briefly discuss some key considerations here.

4.1. Impact of Social Media Monitoring

There is currently a gap between what is possible with social media monitoring—which many
studies have demonstrated successfully, as described in Section 2—with what is being done
in practice. As noted in the review in Ref. 9, existing social media systems have not widely
integrated with national surveillance. However, the landscape is beginning to change. The US
government has expressed interest in using social media for health surveillance, with both the
CDC and the Department of Health and Human Services (HSS) soliciting submissions of sys-
tems that monitor social media for health issues.102,103 Private companies, such as Sickweather,
make social media monitoring available to the general public.

One hurdle in bringing social media monitoring to practice is gaining trust of practition-
ers and the public. For example, trust in web-based disease surveillance was eroded after
researchers showed significant failings of the popular Google Flu Trends system.104 More time
will be needed to understand how such systems perform in practice. In the meantime, re-
searchers must validate their social media models carefully to ensure progress is being made.105

4.2. Ethics of Social Media Research

There are a number of ethical considerations to keep in mind when using social media data
for health research. One of the key concerns hinges on the extent to which social media data
should be treated as public versus private data.106 Even though social media data are publicly
available, social media users may not intend or wish for their data to be used for research.107

Users may not be aware that their social media data is publicly available,108 and may have
expectations of privacy even in public settings.109 The distinction between public and private
data becomes additionally complicated by the fact that machine learning algorithms can make
inferences about private attributes, even if not explicitly stated in public data.110

Addressing these issues involves an ongoing conversation among Internet researchers,111

and a number of scholars have written about using big data for research.112 For more discussion
of social media ethics in public health research, see Refs. 113–115.

5. Session Overview

This session hosted cutting-edge research in many of the public health areas described in
Section 2. We briefly summarize the contributions below.

5.1. Disease Surveillance

Ofoghi et al.10 presented research on disease-related emotion detection in tweets, suggesting
that emotion tweets can be utilized to detect and monitor disease outbreaks. This work intro-
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duced NLP classifiers to categorize tweets into various emotions (e.g., “anger”, “surprise”).
The distributions of emotions were then analyzed in datasets of tweets pertaining to the ebola
epidemic in 2014–2015. The authors found that the distributions differed among tweets at the
time and place of an outbreak compared to outside tweets. These results suggest that emotion
classification could help distinguish outbreak-related tweets from other disease discussion.

This research is an example of using richer NLP models to categorize disease-related tweets
in useful ways, as discussed in Section 3.3: it is not enough to know that a tweet discusses
ebola, but rather how ebola is being discussed.

5.2. Pharmacovigilance

The session hosted two papers on pharmacovigilance.
Correia et al.11 investigated the utility of Instagram—an increasingly active social media

platform—as a source of information for adverse drug reactions (ADRs). Instagram constitutes
a potentially novel data source, in contrast to most social media-based ADR research which
has focused on platforms such as Twitter and Facebook. This study analyzed, and introduced
visualization tools for, Instagram messages mentioning various drugs used for depression. The
results show that health issues are commonly discussed on Instagram, and there is potential
for identifying ADRs, including interactions with other drugs and products.

Sullivan et al.12 focused on adverse reactions to dietary supplements, which are products
that are not currently well-monitored. This study analyzed Amazon.com reviews of nutritional
supplements, and used a topic modeling system to categorize products based on their potential
danger, as suggested in reviews. In the study, the proposed automated system agreed with
human annotators 69.4% of the time, suggesting that automated methods can potentially be
used to flag dangerous products.

5.3. Behavioral Medicine

The session included multiple studies that fall broadly in the category of behavioral medicine.
Aphinyanaphongs et al.14 analyzed tweets for mentions of e-cigarette use. Because e-

cigarettes constitute a relatively new product and public health phenomenon, real-time surveil-
lance is needed to better understand usage patterns in the population. This work developed
classifiers to identify tweets which mention e-cigarettes, as well as tweets which mention us-
ing e-cigarettes to support smoking cessation. The study developed a baseline classification
performance of up to .90 AUC for detecting use and .94 AUC for detecting smoking cessation
intent. The results show potential for measuring e-cigarette use from Twitter.

Weber and Achananuparp13 analyzed public food diaries from the application, MyFitness-
Pal, and constructed models to predict whether users will or will not meet their daily caloric
goals. By analyzing the predictive features, this study provides insights into what features
are predictive of diet success or failure. Some results are expected, such as oil and butter
contributing to diet failure and fruits contributing to diet success, while some insights are
non-trivial, such as differences between types of meat. Future work points to insights from
more complex features, such as the interactions of dietary groups.

Schwartz et al.15 developed models to predict the state of well-being of individuals from
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their Facebook data, where well-being reflects positive mood as well as additional constructs
such as meaning in life and engagement in activities. Using n-gram and topic features, the
authors built classifiers to estimate various metrics of well-being at the level of individual
Facebook messages, as well as the aggregate level of a user’s entire stream. The goal of such
research is to improve our understanding of the determinants and consequences of well-being,
which is correlated with outcomes of both mental and physical health.

6. Concluding Remarks

The goal of this session was to create a single venue for cross-disciplinary researchers to present
research on social media mining for public health monitoring and surveillance. The session pro-
vided a forum to share new research in a variety of important public health areas, including the
detection of disease outbreaks and awareness; pharmacovigilance, including interactions with
natural products and dietary supplements; and various issues related to behavioral medicine,
including weight loss, e-cigarette use, and well-being. Through these projects, researchers also
advanced the technology needed to understand social media text, for example by developing
new NLP classifiers, new topic model variations, and new visualization systems. Given the
ever-increasing amount of social media data around the world, interest in such systems will
only increase over time.
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Rapid increases in e-cigarette use and potential exposure to harmful byproducts have shifted 
public health focus to e-cigarettes as a possible drug of abuse. Effective surveillance of use and 
prevalence would allow appropriate regulatory responses. An ideal surveillance system would 
collect usage data in real time, focus on populations of interest, include populations unable to take 
the survey, allow a breadth of questions to answer, and enable geo-location analysis. Social media 
streams may provide this ideal system. To realize this use case, a foundational question is whether 
we can detect ecigarette use at all. This work reports two pilot tasks using text classification to 
identify automatically Tweets that indicate e-cigarette use and/or e-cigarette use for smoking 
cessation. We build and define both datasets and compare performance of 4 state of the art 
classifiers and a keyword search for each task. Our results demonstrate excellent classifier 
performance of up to 0.90 and 0.94 area under the curve in each category. These promising initial 
results form the foundation for further studies to realize the ideal surveillance solution. 
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1.  Introduction 

1.1.  E-cigarettes 

The use of e-cigarettes has been rapidly increasing since their introduction onto the market a few 
years ago. Sales of e-cigs and refillable vaporizers more than doubled to $1.7 billion in 2013.[1] 
Indeed, the trend has become so popular that ‘vape’ was voted word of the year for 2014 by the 
Oxford Dictionaries.[2] A limited, yet growing body of literature suggests that e-cigarettes and 
vaporizers can create potentially harmful byproducts including heavy metals[3] and 
formaldehyde,[4]  and product failure can result in severe injury and burns. Very little is known, 
however, regarding the use, prevalence, and characteristics of e-cigarettes. Two surveys among 
youth have indicated rapid increases in use since 2011,[5] and recent results from the 2014 
Monitoring the Future survey indicated that 17% of 12th graders have used an e-cigarette in the 
past 30 days, surpassing the number who used combustible cigarettes.[6] Even less information on 
adult use exists, with the only national data being one consumer-research web survey,[7] 
indicating that 8.5% of adults have tried e-cigarettes with a rate of 36% among combustible 
cigarette users. No large-scale surveys have yet assessed more in-depth opinions about e-cigarette 
use, such as reasons for use or beliefs about harm. 

1.2.  Surveillance 

Survey results are necessary to understand usage trends, establish national and regional health 
goals and inform regulations and prevention campaigns. These surveys – while excellent in many 
ways – have several limitations. First, there is a time lag before new products of abuse are 
incorporated into the surveys.[8] For example, neither the BRFSS,[9] the National Health 
Interview Survey,[10] nor the National Survey on Drug Use and Health (NSDUH)[11] ask about 
e-cigarette use yet. Second, the time lag in collection and analysis may delay timely policy 
interventions. Third, the surveys are sized to capture general trends across demographics and may 
lack focus for specific populations. Fourth, surveys have limitations in detecting usage by minors 
as most are not allowed to take the surveys. Fifth, surveys may contain limited content for any 
specific question as every additional question competes against other questions for time and space 
in the survey. Sixth, surveys capture high level geo-located information of use. Continuing use of 
high-quality national surveys to inform prevention and treatment services is critical, yet new 
technologies may address some of these limitations. 
 

An ideal surveillance solution could capture new drugs of abuse, collect data in real time, 
focus on populations of interest, include populations unable to take the survey, allow a breadth of 
questions to answer, and enable geo-location analysis. We believe that social media streams may 
provide one solution. Social media, in this case, specifically Twitter, may include up to date 
vernacular for drugs of abuse, is inherently real time in how Tweets are broadcast, includes many 
potential populations of interest and their demographic characteristics, has populations such as 
minors who may not qualify for surveys, contains Tweets that indicate other potentially risky 
behaviors, and includes geo-locations. To realize using social media for surveillance, a 
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foundational question is whether we can detect drug use at all. This work addresses this 
foundational concern and reports two pilot tasks for e-cigarettes. In the first, we identify 
automatically e-cigarette Tweets that indicate e-cigarette use. In the second we identify 
automatically Tweets that indicate e-cigarette use for smoking cessation. 

1.3.  Our Contribution 

This feasibility paper explores state of the art machine learning based text classification 
methodologies for identifying e-cigarette use tweets. This paper makes several key contributions:  
 
1.   Defines a novel classification task for identifying e-cigarette use. 
2.   Defines a novel classification task for identifying e-cigarette use for smoking cessation. 
3.   Defines a process for labeling tweets to identify e-cigarette use and use for smoking cessation. 
4.   Establishes baseline classification results for these tasks. 
5.   Distributes these labeled datasets for general use by the community. 

2.  Background 

2.1.  Twitter As a Data Source 

Among social media platforms, Twitter offers unique potential to serve as a tool for tracking 
substance use. Twitter is a micro-blogging service (with posts limited to 140 characters) through 
which users can send messages to a set of followers. It has over 600 million users worldwide with 
46% of users logging on daily. In a recent Pew Research survey conducted August-September 
2013, 18% of US adults use Twitter. [12] A higher percentage of Blacks/African-Americans 
(29%) use Twitter compared with Whites (16%) and Hispanics (16%). Of Twitter subscribers, 
31% are 18-29 and 19% are 30-49 years old.[12] Interestingly, there are relatively no differences 
in use by education level, gender, or income suggesting that use cuts across socioeconomic 
differences.  

2.2.  Twitter and E-cigarettes 

A few studies have specifically addressed e-cigarettes via Twitter. Clark et al.[13] used 700,000 
tweets collected from January 2012 to July 2014 to survey the general popularity and sentiment of 
consumer opinions regarding e-cigarettes.[14] In a follow up publication, they focused on 
approximately 20,000 geo-located tweets to characterize density and sentiment surrounding 
tobacco and e-cigarette tweets and link prevalence of word choices to tobacco and e-cigarette use 
at various localities.[14] In another publication, Huang et al.[15] labeled 73,672 tweets related to 
e-cigarettes to characterize how e-cigarettes are marketed, and Harris et al.[16] conducted a 
manual content analysis of tweets related to Chicago’s regulation of e-cigarettes. While these 
studies produced a one-time picture of e-cigarette sentiment, neither the methodology of 
identifying e-cigarettes with a simple term search nor using manual coding are useful for ongoing 
surveillance purposes.  A system that harnesses social media posts could serve as a low-cost 
method of examining usage trends and attitudes toward particular products. 
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In these previous studies, a common theme for analysis is the manual labeling of tweets. 
Manual labeling requires (1) time, (2) expertise, and (3) consistency. In addition, the samples must 
be small enough to allow feasible manual labeling which inherently is limited to the snapshot in 
time when the tweets are collected. Our aim in this paper is to use text classification machine 
learning techniques to address these limitations and convert these manual classifications to 
automated classifications. With tweet volumes of nearly 500 million per day, automation is the 
only realistic and feasible solution. 

3.  Methods 

3.1.  Corpus Construction 

A challenge for building a labeled training corpus from Twitter is the low prevalence of Tweets in 
a target category. To enrich the e-cigarette use target category, we filtered Tweets by e-cigarette 
brand followers and hashtags. Specifically, we downloaded a 28.6 million tweet collection in 
January 2015. The tweet collection represents the tweets of 29,410 followers of the largest e-
cigarette brands @v2cigs, @VaporFl, @HaloCigs, @bluecigs, @NJOYVape, @KRAVEeCig, 
and @LogicECig. To further increase the probability of encountering tweets about e-cigarette use 
and e-cigarette use for smoking cessation, we filtered the 28.6 million tweets with the Boolean OR 
of #vape #mod_ #vapeing #vaping #flavhub #eliquid #ejuice #pureclass or #ecigs. This corpus 
had 5,435 Tweeters covering a time span from Jan 2010 to Jan 2015 representing 228,145 Tweets. 
From these Tweets, we build a final corpus consisting of 13,146 randomly selected Tweets to label 
for our classifiers as outlined in section 3.2. The remaining 214,999 Tweets were not used for this 
pilot work and limitations with labeler time constrained the number of labeled Tweets. 

3.2.  Corpus Labels 

3.2.1.  Task 1 – E-cigarette Use 

We defined e-cigarette use according to a similar protocol we developed for alcohol use.[17] 
Specifically, we considered tweets as positive if they indicate intent to use, the act of using, or 
sequel from use. Table 1 (on the following page) outlines our labeling protocol with examples. 

3.2.2.  Task 2 – E-cigarette Use for Smoking Cessation 

We defined e-cigarette use for smoking cessation as tweets that indicate use for smoking 
cessation. These tweets were by definition a subset of the e-cigarette use tweets. In other words, a 
tweet for e-cigarette use for smoking cessation is also a tweet for e-cigarette use. Some example 
tweets indicating smoking cessation are shown in Table 2. 
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Table 1. Defining Tweets that indicate e-cigarette use (@mentions and urls removed) 

Definitions of E-cigarette Use Tweet Label 

Current behavior of using #vaping with my new #vamo...carto tank filled with 
Cups 'O Peanut Butter from  So good. 

Positive 

Owning or discussing 
paraphernalia  and products 

Loving the Nautilus Mini. Definitely my 
work/driving setup. No more stopping to drip when 
I'm dry! #Vapelif... 

Positive 

Entering contests to get products I just entered to win 120mL of #ejuice from 
#vapelife #vape #vapers #ecig #vaping #ecigs # 
Check it out! 

Positive 

Use to quit smoking  See Table 2 Positive 

Liking a brand or product So far I'm loving my new #iStick #Eleaf #vape 
#vapelife #malibu  

Positive 

Asking others to gather to use Vaper meet this saturday in London, team smokium 
will see you all there! Message me for details if your 
interested in coming. #ukvape #vape 

Negative 

Advertising Kanger pro tank 3 (duel coil) is now in stock at our 
Jarrow Shop. #kanger #vapourvapourjarrow #ecigs 

Negative 

Announcing news reports Louisville Delays Vote to Ban E-cigarettes in 
Outdoor Public Places #Spinfuel #Vape #Vaping 
#ecig #ecigs 

Negative 

Promotion of other’s use Happy Friday JJuice Friends! Stay Rad and Enjoy 
Yourselves this weekend. #vape #ecig…  

Negative 

 

3.3.  Corpus Label Protocol 

We implemented the same procedure for both categories, (1) e-cigarette use, and (2) e-cigarette 
use for smoking cessation. To label tweets initially, two authors (YA and PK) independently 
coded a random subsample of 1,000 tweets using a draft coding protocol. Both authors held a 
consensus meeting to discuss labels that did not agree, and to refine the coding protocol.  
To confirm the quality of the coding protocol, both authors blindly labeled 1,000 additional 
tweets. Because of the widely varying prevalence in classes, we calculated Siegel & Castellan’s 

Table 2: Tweets that indicate e-cigarette use (@mentions and urls removed) 

Tweet 

170 days no real cigarettes #vaping  

I haven’t used an ashtray in about 1 1/2 years………………………………because #VAPING! 

I’m an Ex-Smoker now thanks to #Ecigs. Public Health > #H3639 #EcigsSaveLives #mapoli 
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bias adjusted kappa. The resulting kappa was calculated at 0.87. [18] This high kappa suggested 
that the protocol and task were sufficiently generalizable.  Corpus statistics are listed in Table 3. 
Finally authors YA and PK split and independently labeled the remaining 11,146 tweets.  
 

3.4.  Tweet Preprocessing 

We relied on several preprocessing steps used successfully in other Twitter classification studies. 
[19, 20] For each tweet, we removed screen names (e.g. @britney), and urls. We then produced 4 
encodings of the tweets as shown in Table 4 using the libshorttext program.[21] Each tweet is 
represented as a feature vector of counts for each token. 
 

Table 3. Tweet Corpus Labeled 

Descriptor Value 

Number of tweets labeled 13,146 
Number of tweeters in labeled set 2,147 
Number of tweets for task 1 (e-cigarette use) 728 
Number of tweets for task 2 (e-cigarette use for smoking 
cessation) 

73 

 
Table 4. Encoding of Datasets 

Encoding Name Word Tokens 
Stemmed? 

Stopwords 
Removed? 

Unigram or Bigram Number of 
Features 

unigram No No Unigram 17,371 
bigram No No Bigram 109,213 
stem_unigram Yes No Unigram 14,509 
stem_bigram Yes No Bigram 101,617 
stop_unigram No Yes Unigram 17,021 
stop_bigram No Yes Bigram 90,037 
stop_stem_unigram Yes Yes Unigram 14,186 
stop_stem_bigram Yes Yes Bigram 82,464 

 

3.5.  Algorithms 

We use one baseline text classification and three state of the art text classification algorithms. We 
chose the baseline algorithm to establish the general difficulty of the task and three of the most 
recent state of the art classification algorithms. 

3.5.1.  Naïve Bayes 

This algorithm is the text classification algorithm that typically serves as a baseline measure of 
text classification performance. This algorithm directly applies Bayes theorem to the classification 
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task and assumes that the probability distribution of a feature is independent of another feature, 
given the class labels. We used the Multinomial Naïve Bayes [22] implementation in the mallet 
package. [23] 

3.5.2.  Liblinear 

We employed a linear Support Vector Machine (SVM) classification algorithm as implemented in 
the liblinear package. The linear SVM’s calculate maximal margin hyperplane(s) separating the 
two classes of the data. For text data, the linear SVMs demonstrated superior text classification 
performance compared to other methods [24], and this motivated our use of them. The liblinear 
implementation is an optimized version of the support vector machine optimized for quickly 
finding a linear separating hyperplane. We used liblinear as implemented in libSVM v1.96. [25] 
We used the default solver of L2-regularized L2-loss and the default penalty parameter of 1. 

3.5.3.  Bayesian Logistic Regression 

We employed Bayesian logistic regression. This algorithm demonstrated superior performance in 
text classification benchmarks and thus motivates our inclusion of them. This algorithm constrains 
the coefficients using a Laplace prior and thus allows an efficient solution to the convex 
optimization. We used the bbrtrain [26] implementation for this study. We used the autosearch 
option to optimize the regularization parameter. This option does a grid search using 10 fold cross 
validation across the lambda parameters of 0.01 to 316 in multiples of the square root of 10. 

3.5.4.  Random Forests 

We employed the random forest implementation in the fest [27] program. Random forests [28] are 
an ensemble classification method. The method produces a classification tree at each iteration. 
This classification tree is built from a random subset of the data, and at each node in the tree, a 
random subset of predictor variables are selected. Multiple trees are constructed in this fashion 
until at test time, the classification of these individual trees are combined to form a final 
prediction. We use the default settings that produces 100 trees with a maximum depth of 1000. 

3.5.5.  Keyword Comparisons 

We compared the machine learning models to a simple keyword based approach for identifying 
tweets. Based on our definition, we asked PK to look at our protocol and the portion of the dataset 
that he reviewed and generate a Boolean keyword set that would provide a relative non machine 
learning baseline for this classification task. We added this analysis to address whether this task is 
difficult and to counter the claim that a human could craft a wordset that performs as well as the 
machine learning models. To simplify the comparison, we compare the keywords to the “unigram” 
encoding in one 10% split of the data. We used the keyword “OR” searches shown in Table 5. 
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Table 5: Keyword Searches 
Category Keyword Searches 
E-cigarette Use*$ vape OR ecig OR ecigarette OR vaping OR ejuice OR vapers OR 

(drip AND tip) OR dripping OR (eliquid AND flavor) OR (e 
AND juice) OR (e AND liquid) 

E-cigarette Use for Smoking 
Cessation* 

(smoke AND free) OR (off AND cigarettes) OR (ex AND 
smoker) OR (no  AND analogs) OR (I AND quit) 

* - note that we do not consider phrases in these keyword searches. We assume that a bigram 
phrase is equivalently represented as a Boolean AND. This assumption seems reasonable 
considering how short tweets are. 
$ - the query (e AND juice) is the preprocessed version of the word token “e-juice” with 
punctuation removed. 

4.  Results/ Discussion 

4.1.  Task 1 – Ecigarette Use 

4.1.1.  Learning Algorithms for Task 1 

Table 6 shows the results for identifying e-cigarette use. Bayesian Logistic Regression, Liblinear, 
and Random Forests perform with high area under the receiver operating curve. The performances 
of each classifier are in line with expected text classification performances as in prior studies. [29] 
 
These results highlight performance differences in encoding the tweets. Using unigram or bigram 
representations demonstrate little performance differences within each classifier. Including 
stopwords increases performances as shown by comparison between the top 4 and bottom 4 rows . 
Stemming seems to have a marginal effect in this classification task. In addition, the ranges across 
the 10 folds are relatively stable likely reflecting the homogeneity of content for this labeled task. 

Table 6: E-cigarette Use - 10 Fold Cross Validation Area Under the Receiver Operating Curve 
Performance (Range of Performances Across 10 folds) 
Encoding Name Naïve Bayes Liblinear Bayesian 

Logistic 
Regression 

Random Forests 

unigram 0.80 (0.77-0.86) 0.86 (0.83-0.90) 0.90 (0.86-0.92) 0.89 (0.86-0.92) 
bigram 0.79 (0.75-0.83) 0.86 (0.83-0.90) 0.90 (0.87-0.93) 0.88 (0.85-0.91) 
stem_unigram 0.82 (0.78-0.85) 0.87 (0.85-0.89) 0.90 (0.85-0.92) 0.88 (0.85-0.91) 
stem_bigram 0.78 (0.73-0.82) 0.87 (0.84-0.90) 0.90 (0.87-0.93) 0.88 (0.85-0.91) 
stop_unigram 0.79 (0.74-0.84) 0.83 (0.81-0.85) 0.86 (0.84-0.89) 0.83 (0.80-0.88) 
stop_bigram 0.77 (0.72-0.80) 0.83 (0.78-0.88) 0.86 (0.84-0.89) 0.83 (0.80-0.86) 
stop_stem_unigram 0.79 (0.75-0.85) 0.83 (0.79-0.86) 0.85 (0.82-0.87) 0.84 (0.77-0.88) 
stop_stem_bigram 0.77 (0.71-0.81) 0.83 (0.80-0.86) 0.86 (0.83-0.89) 0.83 (0.82-0.87) 
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4.1.2.  Keyword Comparisons for Task 1 

Keyword based searches are inferior to the machine learning methods. The keyword search returns 
a sensitivity and specificity while the machine learning methods return a ranked result. To make 
the comparison, we take one split from the 10 fold cross validation and obtain the sensitivity and 
specificity for the keyword search. The keyword search has a sensitivity of 0.75 and a specificity 
of 0.36. At 0.75 sensitivity, the best learning algorithm performs at 0.87 specificity (compared to 
0.36).  At 0.36 specificity, the best algorithm performs at 0.99 sensitivity (compared to 0.75). Task 
1 of defining e-cigarette use through a keyword search benefits from machine learned models. 

4.2.  Task 2 – E-cigarette Use for Smoking Cessation 

4.2.1.  Learning Algorithms for Task 2 

Table 7 (on the following page) shows the results for identifying e-cigarette use for smoking 
cessation. Random Forests perform with high area under the receiver operating curve. The high 
performance of this classifier for this task is possibly attributable to ensembling [30] that captures 
non-linearities and interactions effectively. 
 
These results highlight performance differences in encoding the tweets. Using unigram or bigram 
representations demonstrate little performance differences within each classifier. Including 
stopwords increases performances as shown by comparison between the top 4 and bottom 4 rows 
that reflect keeping and removing stopwords respectively. Stemming seems to have a marginal 
effect in this classification task. 
 
In contrast to the previous task, the ranges across the 10 folds are wide. These results likely reflect 
the small positive sample size of 73 in this dataset (even less in each fold) and the suspected 
heterogeneity (e.g. the many ways of communicating e-cigarette use for smoking cessation) in this 
labeled task. 
 
For both tasks, retaining stopwords improves performance. This observation runs contrary to most 
other text classification tasks where removing stopwords typically does not affect performance. 
Stopwords can make a difference and prior researchers have shown that these words can affect 
performance depending on the task. [31] Further study is needed to examine which stopwords are 
important for classification in these tasks. 

4.2.2.  Keyword Comparisons for Task 2 

Keyword based searches are inferior to the machine learning methods. The keyword search returns 
a sensitivity and specificity while the machine learning methods return a ranked result. To make 
the comparison, we take one split from the 10 fold cross validation and obtain the sensitivity and 
specificity for the keyword search. The keyword search has a sensitivity of 0.29 and a specificity 
of 0.99. At 0.29 sensitivity, the best learning algorithm performs at 0.99 specificity (compared to 
0.99).  At 0.99 specificity, the best algorithm performs at 0.37 sensitivity (compared to 0.29). Task 
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2 of defining e-cigarette use for smoking cessation through a keyword search is not trivial and 
benefits from machine learned models. 

5.  Limitations 

5.1.  Generalizability 

The models we built focused on Tweets from followers of e-cigarette brands that contain the 
specific hashtags. The excellent classification performance in both tasks lay the groundwork for a 
much larger study that will sample from the larger Tweet population and consider Tweets that do 
not contain the hashtags or whom are not followers of the top e-cigarette brands.  

5.2.  Validity 

This study does not establish directly the validity of the e-cigarette use behavior. Because 
someone Tweets about use does not mean they actually used. An additional study would survey 
the Tweeters and about their use habits. We could then compare the tweets about use to actual 
reported behavior by these Tweeters. 

5.3.  Users versus tweets 

In this study, we focused on identifying Tweets automatically. We did not uncover the users 
associated with the e-cigarette use Tweets. A logical next step will identify the users whom Tweet 
the use. It is theoretically possible that many Tweets about use originate from a small number of 
users. Further analysis is necessary. 

Table 7: E-cigarette Use for Smoking Cessation - 10 Fold Cross Validation Area Under the 
Receiver Operating Curve (AUC) Performance (Range of Performances Across 10 folds) 
Encoding Name Naïve Bayes Liblinear Bayesian 

Logistic 
Regression 

Random Forests 

unigram 0.57 (0.45-0.71) 0.78 (0.68-0.92) 0.88 (0.74-1.0) 0.94 (0.81-0.97) 
bigram 0.53 (0.38-0.68) 0.75 (0.65-0.87) 0.87 (0.73-0.95) 0.93 (0.86-0.98) 
stem_unigram 0.59 (0.51-0.78) 0.80 (0.55-0.90) 0.89 (0.67-0.98) 0.93 (0.82-0.99) 
stem_bigram 0.50 (0.38-0.71) 0.76 (0.65-0.88) 0.89 (0.83-0.95) 0.94 (0.86-0.97) 
stop_unigram 0.59 (0.49-0.74) 0.71 (0.40-0.91) 0.87 (0.76-0.97) 0.90 (0.81-0.96) 
stop_bigram 0.59 (0.42-0.70) 0.69 (0.44-0.82) 0.86 (0.71-0.98) 0.88 (0.81-0.98) 
stop_stem_unigram 0.60 (0.51-0.72) 0.70 (0.41-0.86) 0.85 (0.72-0.95) 0.86 (0.79-0.96) 
stop_stem_bigram 0.57 (0.46-0.66) 0.69 (0.41-0.90) 0.83 (0.37-0.94) 0.87 (0.80-0.97) 
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5.4.  Applications 

In this study, we did not explore specific applications. The eventual driver of performance will 
dictate the necessary performance. This performance depends on the specific application. For 
example, if we used the tweet classifications to identify the tweet locations (from the subset of 
geo-located tweets), we could be more liberal in choosing a threshold that allows false positives as 
the classifier over time will identify tweets and thus locations of e-cigarette use. 

5.5.  Comprehensiveness 

In this pilot, we focused on testing the feasibility of automatic Tweet classification for this task. In 
later work, we would aim to produce the best classifiers or comprehensively compare classifier 
performance.  

6.  Conclusion 

This pilot shows that we can successfully build models to identify tweets indicating e-cigarette use 
and e-cigarette use for smoking cessation. These promising initial results form the foundation to 
build an ideal surveillance system that can collect data in real time, focus on populations of 
interest by place and characteristic, include populations unable to take the survey, allow a breadth 
of questions to answer, and enable geo-location analysis 
 
Supported in part by the NYU CTSA grant UL1TR000038 from NCATS, NIH. 
Sharing: The labeled classifications for both e-cigarette use and e-cigarette use for smoking 
cessation are available at https://github.com/yina/2015-amia-ecig-twitter-labeled as per [32]. 
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Much recent research aims to identify evidence for Drug-Drug Interactions (DDI) and Adverse Drug
reactions (ADR) from the biomedical scientific literature. In addition to this “Bibliome”, the universe
of social media provides a very promising source of large-scale data that can help identify DDI and
ADR in ways that have not been hitherto possible. Given the large number of users, analysis of
social media data may be useful to identify under-reported, population-level pathology associated
with DDI, thus further contributing to improvements in population health. Moreover, tapping into
this data allows us to infer drug interactions with natural products—including cannabis—which
constitute an array of DDI very poorly explored by biomedical research thus far.

Our goal is to determine the potential of Instagram for public health monitoring and surveillance
for DDI, ADR, and behavioral pathology at large. Most social media analysis focuses on Twitter
and Facebook, but Instagram is an increasingly important platform, especially among teens, with
unrestricted access of public posts, high availability of posts with geolocation coordinates, and images
to supplement textual analysis.

Using drug, symptom, and natural product dictionaries for identification of the various types of
DDI and ADR evidence, we have collected close to 7000 user timelines spanning from October 2010 to
June 2015. We report on 1) the development of a monitoring tool to easily observe user-level timelines
associated with drug and symptom terms of interest, and 2) population-level behavior via the analysis
of co-occurrence networks computed from user timelines at three different scales: monthly, weekly,
and daily occurrences. Analysis of these networks further reveals 3) drug and symptom direct and
indirect associations with greater support in user timelines, as well as 4) clusters of symptoms and
drugs revealed by the collective behavior of the observed population.

This demonstrates that Instagram contains much drug- and pathology specific data for public
health monitoring of DDI and ADR, and that complex network analysis provides an important
toolbox to extract health-related associations and their support from large-scale social media data.

Keywords: Complex Network Analysis; Social Media; Drug Interaction; Public Health; Instagram;
relational inference

1. Introduction

The analysis of social media data has recently allowed unprecedented access to collective
human behavior. The new field of Computational Social Science has brought together Infor-
matics and Complex Systems methods to study society via social media and online data in a
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quantitative manner not previously possible. From studying social protest? to predicting the
Stock Market,? most of the work has focused on Twitter—though Facebook? and Instagram?

have also received some attention lately. This approach shows great promise in monitoring
public health, given the ability to measure the behavior of a very large number of human
subjects.? For instance, several studies have shown that social media analysis is useful to
track and predict influenza spread,?,?,? as well as the measurement of depression.? In particu-
lar, the potential for adverse drug reaction (ADR) extraction from Twitter has been recently
demonstrated.?,?

There is still, however, much work to be done in order to fulfill the potential of social
media in the monitoring of public health. For instance, analysis of social media data may be
useful to identify under-reported pathology, particularly in the case of conditions associated
with a perceived social stigma, such as mental disorders.? Given access to an extremely large
population, it is reasonable to expect that social media data may provide early warnings
about potential drug-drug interactions (DDI) and ADR.? These unprecedented windows into
collective human behavior may also be useful to study the use and potential interactions and
effects of natural products—including cannabis. The pharmacology of such products constitute
an array of DDI and ADR very poorly explored by biomedical research so far, and thus an
arena where social media mining could provide important novel discoveries and insight.

Most work on social media pertaining to public health monitoring that we are aware of
has relied on data from Twitter or Facebook. However, Instagram is an increasingly important
platform, with unrestricted access of public posts, high availability of posts with geoloca-
tion coordinates, and images to supplement textual analysis. While Instagram has been used
to qualitatively observe the type of content people post regarding health situations such as
Ebola outbreaks,? its potential for large-scale quantitative analysis in public health has not
been established. Instagram currently has more than 300 million users.? It surpasses Twit-
ter and Facebook for preferred social network among teens (12-24) in the US. In 2014 there
were approximately more than 64 million active users in the US and this number is to sur-
pass 111 million in 2019.? Therefore, our goal here is to explore the potential of this very
important social media platform for public health monitoring and surveillance of DDI, ADR,
and behavioral pathology at large. Specifically, we use literature mining and network science
methods to automatically characterize and extract temporal signals for DDI and ADR from
a sub-population of Instagram users.

We focused on posts and users with mentions of drugs known to treat depression (e.g.
fluoxetine). The methodology developed can be easily replicated for different clinical inter-
ests (e.g. epilepsy drugs). The goal is to show that Instagram is a very rich source of data
to study drug interactions and reactions that may arise in a clinical context of choice, and
not depression per se. Using four different multi-word dictionaries (drug and pharmacology,
natural products, cannabis, and ADR terminology), we have collected close to 7000 user time-
lines spanning from October 2010 to June 2015. We analyzed co-mentions in three distinct
time-windows: monthly, weekly and daily. This allows the potential extraction of ADR and
DDI that manifest at different time scales. From this data, we demonstrate that Instagram
user timelines contain substantial data of interest to characterize DDI, ADR, and natural
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product use. To explore this data we have developed a monitoring tool to easily observe user-
level timelines associated with drug and symptom terms of interest, which we describe below.
To explore population-level associations at the different temporal scales, we compute knowl-
edge networks that our previous work has shown to be useful for automated fact-checking,?

protein-protein interaction extraction,? and recommender systems.?,? To illustrate the poten-
tial of data-driven, population-level associations, we use spectral methods to reveal network
modules of symptoms and drugs, for instance those involved in psoriasis pathology. Our In-
stagram analysis relies on the distance closure of complex networks? built at distinct time
resolutions, which is a novel development from related approaches to uncover ADR in Twit-
ter .?

2. Data and Methods

We harvested from Instagram all posts containing hashtags that matched 7 drugs known
to be used in the treatment of depression (# posts): fluoxetine (8,143), sertraline

(574), paroxetine (470), citalopram (426), trazodone (227), escitalopram (117), and
fluvoxamine (22). Synonyms were resolved to the same drug name according to DrugBank ;?

for instance, Prozac is resolved to fluoxetine, see supporting information (SI) for table of
synonyms used. This resulted in a total of 9,975 posts from 6,927 users, whose complete time-
lines, spanning the period from October 2010 to June 2015, were collected. In total, these
timelines contain 5, 329, 720 posts, which is the depression timeline dataset we analyze below.

A subset of a previously developed pharmacokinetics ontology? was used to obtain a drug
dictionary. The full ontology contains more than 100k drugs, proteins and pharmacokinetic
terms. Here we used only names of FDA-approved drugs, along with their generic name and
synonyms, resulting in 17,335 drug terms. The natural product (NP) dictionary was built
using terms from the list of herbal medicines and their synonyms provided by MedlinePlus.?

It contains 179 terms (see SI). The Cannabis dictionary was assembled by searching the web
for terms known to be used as synonyms for cannabis, resulting in 26 terms (see SI) optimized
for precision and recall on a subset of posts (data not shown). The symptom dictionary was
extracted from BICEPP? by collecting all entities defined as an Adverse Effect, with a few
manual edits to include more synonyms; it is comprised of 250 terms.

Timeline posts were tagged with all dictionary terms (n-grams) for a total of 299,312
matches. Uppercase characters were converted to lowercase, and hashtag terms were treated
like all other harvested text for the purpose of dictionary matches. We found matches for
414 drugs, 133 of which with more than 10 matches. These numbers are 148/99 and 74/46
for symptoms and NP, respectively, for a total of 636 terms. This is a substantial number
of dictionary terms, given that only 7 drugs prescribed for depression were used to harvest
the set of timelines. The top 25 matches for each dictionary are provided in SI. Notice that
the term ‘depression’ was removed because of its expected high appearance. Matches in the
cannabis dictionary (e.g. 420, marijuana, hashish) were aggregated into the term cannabis to
be treated as a NP. The top 10 mentions are (counts shown): cannabis (66,540), anorexia
(26,872), anxiety (26,309), pain (15,677), suicide (11,616), mood (11,532), fluoxetine

(9,961), suicidal (8,909), ginger (7,289), insomnia (5,917).
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Given the set X of all matched terms (|X| = 636), we first compute a symmetric co-
occurrence graph Rw(X) for time-window resolutions w = 1 month, 1 week and 1 day. These
graphs are easily represented by adjacency matrices Rw, where entries rij denote the number of
time-windows where terms xi and xj co-occur, in all user timelines. A matrix Rw is computed
for each time-window resolution independently. To obtain a normalized strength of association
among the set of terms X, we computed proximity graphs ,? Pw(X) for each time-window
resolution w. Thus, the entries of the adjacency matrix Pw of a proximity graph are given by:

pij =
rij

rii + rjj − rij
, ∀xi,xj∈X (1)

where pij ∈ [0, 1] and pii = 1; pij = 0 for terms xi and xj that never co-occur in the same
time-window in any timeline, and pij = 1 when they always co-occur. This measure is the
probability that two terms are mentioned in the same time window, given that one of them
was mentioned.?,? To ensure enough support exists in the data for proximity associations, we
computed proximi weights only when rii + rjj − rij ≥ 10; if rii + rjj − rij < 10, we set pij = 0.

Proximity graphs are associative knowledge networks. As in any other co-occurrence
method, the assumption is that items that frequently co-occur are associated with a com-
mon phenomenon. These knowledge networks have been used successfully for automated fact-
checking,? protein-protein interaction extraction,? and recommender systems.?,? Here we use
them to reveal strong associations of DDI-related terms for public health monitoring. We also
compute distance graphs Dw(X) for the same time-window resolutions, using the map:

dij =
1

pij
− 1 (2)

In some of our analysis below, we compute the metric closure DC
w (X) of the distance graphs,

which is isomorphic to a specific transitive closure of the proximity graph.? The metric closure
is equivalent to computing the shortest paths between every pair of nodes in the distance graph.
Thus, dCij is the length (sum of distance edge weights) of the shortest path between terms xi
and xj in the original distance graph Dw(X), and is known to scale well.?

Fig. 1. Sample of images from collected posts related to fluoxetine.
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3. A Monitoring tool for user-level behavior

From the analysis of user timelines, it is clear that Instagram is a social media platform with
much data relevant for public-health monitoring. Users often discuss personal health-related
information such as diagnoses and drugs prescribed. Photos posted (e.g. Figure 1) often depict
pills and packaging, along with discussions of intake schedules, expectations and feelings.

• User A on May 25, 2014:
“#notmypic .. Say hello to my new friend! Fluoxetina! Side effects by now are a bit of nausea and inquietude.. Better than zoloft!

Yesterday night i started to cry while i was with my 2 friends because my ex, bulimia’s stress.. I’m sure they thought i’m crazy
so i felt like i had to explain my reasons with one of those friends.. Now i’m terrified of his reaction, he is even a friend of my
ex.. Don’t know what to expect.. It’s so hard telling someone about ED and bulimia . I’m also thinking about a b/p session
today after 2 days clean, maybe it’s not the right solution. Idk. #bulimia #bulimic #mia #ed #edfamily #eatingdisorder
#prorecovery #bingepurge #purge #binge #fat #prozac #fluoxetine #depression #meds”

• User B on May 13, 2015:
“I start fluoxetine tomorrow, the doctor switched me from citalopram to this so let’s hope it goes better this time #anxietymeds

#depressionmeds #citalopram #fluoxetine #anxiety #depression”

• User B on May 14, 2015 (one day later):
“ok so I don’t know if it’s the tablets that are doing this but I feel the lowest I’ve ever felt and I’m hoping it’s not the tablets.

Hopefully it’s just a bad day, not that there are many good days I hope tomorrow is a better day for everyone, especially if
you are feeling the same way I am. #fluoxetine #depression #anxiety #depressionmeds #anxietymeds”

• User C on Feb 05 2014:
“i survived another trip to the clinic, saw a specialist, did a test that explained i’m an INFJ (introvert) which is apperently only

1% of the population. Added risperidone and upped ritalin as well as prozac. considering this keeps me ‘sane’ and able to
assimilate into the chaos of everyday life i think this counts as my #100happydays today #findhappinessineachday #bipolar
#borderlinepersonalitydisorder #INFJ #manicdepression #goinggovernment #prozac #lamotragine #ritalin #risperidone”

Fig. 2. Instagram Drug Explorer. See text for explanation.

Given the rich data users post on Instagram, from the perspective of public-health monitor-
ing, it is useful to be able to quickly navigate and extract posts and user timelines associated
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with drugs and symptoms of interest. For that purpose, we developed the Instagram Drug
Explorer a, a web application to explore, tag, and visualize the data. This tool also allows
downstream improvement of our dictionaries by observing important discourse features not
tagged. Figure 2 shows four screenshots with some of the current features: A) the possibility of
defining multiple drugs of interest per project; B) a user timeline view that tags class-specific
dictionary matches and displays post frequency in time and where individual posts can be
quickly selected to be C) visualized separately; D) a summary of posts from user timelines of
interest. Another feature (not shown) is the display of geo-located posts using overlay maps,
which can be useful, for instance, to monitor users in places of interest, such as schools, clinics,
and hospitals. Using this tool to inspect and select timelines with high number of matches, we
were able to identify particularly relevant user timelines such as the one depicted in Figure 3,
which contains matches from all four dictionaries, and varying post frequency.

Fig. 3. User timeline showing daily frequency of posts in time; dictionary terms from are tagged in time.

4. Network analysis of associations in population-level behavior

Using the proximity or the isomorphic distance graphs (§2), we can explore strong pairwise
term associations that arise from the collection of 5, 329, 720 posts from the population of 6, 927

users in the study. The assumption is that dictionary terms that tend to co-occur in a sub-
stantial number of user timelines may reveal important interactions among drugs, symptoms,
and natural products. Moreover, because we computed these knowledge networks at different
time resolutions, we can explore term associations at different time scales: day, week, and
month. Naturally, a statistical term correlation is not necessarily a causal interaction; also a
drug-symptom association may reveal a condition treated by the drug, rather than an adverse
reaction. But large-scale analysis of social media data for relational inference must start with
the identification of multivariate correlations, which can be subsequently refined, namely with

ahttp://informatics.indiana.edu/rocha/IDE.
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supervised classification and NLP methods. Here, as a first step in the analysis of Instagram
data for public health monitoring, we use unsupervised network science methods to extract
term associations of potential interest.

Consider the proximity networks Pw(X) for time resolution w = 1 week. The full network
contains |X| = 636 terms (see Figure 5A for its largest connected component); Figure 4 (left)
lists the top 25 drug/NP vs symptom associations, as well as the adjacency matrix of the
distance subgraph Dw(X) for these drug/NP and symptom pairs (right). The proximity and
distance graphs are isomorphic (§2), but proximity edge weights (left) are directly interpretable
as a co-occurrence probability (eq. 1), while the isomorphic nonlinear map to distance (eq. 2)
provides greater discrimination in the visualization of the adjacency matrix (right).

Fig. 4. drug/NP vs symptom subnetwork: (left) Top 25 pairs with largest proximity correlation. (right)
adjacency matrix of distance subnetwork; nearest (furthest) term pairs in red (black).

Of the 25 to associations listed in Figure 4 (left), 12 are known or very likely ADR, 7 do not
have conclusive studies but are deemed possible ADR from patient reports, 4 refer to associa-
tions between drugs/NP and symptoms they are indicated to treat, 1 has been shown to not
be ADR, and 1 is unknown (evidence in SI). Thus, the strongest edges in the 1 week resolution
network are relevant drug/NP-symptom associations. Furthermore, our methodology allows
an analyst to collect (via the Drug Explorer tool §3) all the individual timelines and posts that
support every association (edge) in the proximity networks, supporting a much more detailed
study of the affected population—including for the purpose of fine-tuning dictionaries and
mining techniques to better capture the semantics of specific populations.

The proximity networks Pw(X) also allow us to visualize, explore and search the “concep-
tual space” of drugs, symptoms, and NP as they co-occur in the depression timeline dataset.
The largest connected component of the proximity network for w = 1 week is shown in Figure
5A. The network representation allows us to find clusters of associations, beyond term pairs,
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which may be related via the same underlying phenomenon. Many multivariate and network
analysis methods can be used to uncover modular organization.? To exemplify, here we use
the Principal Component Analysis (PCA)? of the proximity network adjacency matrix, which
reveals potential phenomena of interest.

Fig. 5. A. Largest connected component of the proximity network for 1 week time resolution; weights shown
only for pij ≥ 0.05 with unconnected terms removed. Edges are colored according to correlation with PC 4. B.
Spectrum of the PCA of the proximity network adjacency matrix. C. Biplot of correlation of terms with PC
3 and 4; red (green) terms are most (anti-) correlated with PC4. D. Subgraph depicting the network of terms
most correlated with PC4, which is related to Psoriasis; blue nodes depict conditions linked to this complex
disease (see text for details); weights shown only for pij ≥ 0.05.

For instance, Figure 5, depicts a set of terms correlated with principal component (PC)
4 (red)—others could be chosen (see SI). The subnetwork of these terms is depicted in Fig-
ure 5D. and it reveals a set of terms denoting a complex interaction of conditions which
are coherent with what is becoming known about Psoriasis. Several of the edges associate
terms related to heart disease, stroke, hypertension, hypotension, and diabetes which are high
risks for Psoriasis patients,? including potential drug interactions (Metformin for Diabetes,
Verapimil for high blood pressure and Stroke). This subnetwork also reveals associations
with Psoriasis which are currently receiving some attention, such as with viral hepatitis?

and seizure disorder.? Naturally, the network also includes many terms associated with skin in-
fections and immune reactions. The Psoriasis subnetwork is just an example of a multi-term
phenomenon of interest that is represented in the whole network; other PCA components are
shown in SI, including additional analysis of the Psoriasis subnetwork. Importantly, we can
identify users who may be experiencing this cluster of symptoms by following the posts and
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timelines behind the weights in the subnetwork, which is useful for public health monitoring.
While the Psoriasis subnetwork was discovered purely by data-driven analysis, another

way to use these networks is to to query them for specific terms most associated with a set
of drugs or symptoms of interest. This problem of finding which other items A ⊆ X are near
a set of query items Q ⊆ X (including a subnetwork of interest) is common in recommender
systems and information retrieval.? The answer set A can be computed as:

A ≡

{
xj : ∀xi∈Q Φ

xj∈X−Q
(pij) ≥ α

}
(3)

where Φ is an operator of choice, pij is the proximity weight between terms xi and xj (§2),
and α is a desired threshold. If we are interested in a set of terms A which are strongly related
to every term in query set Q, then we use Φ = min. If we are interested in terms strongly
related to at least one term in Q, then Φ = max. For a compromise between the two, we
can use Φ = avg (average). Consider the query Q = {fluoxetine,anorexia} on the network
of Figure 5A (w = 1 week). Using Φ = min, we obtain an answer set with terms strongly
related to both query terms (ordered by relevance): A = {suicidal, suicide, anxiety, pain,
mood, cinnamon, insomnia, soy, headache, mania, chia, cannabis }. For the query Q =

{psoriasis, heart failure, stroke } using Φ = avg, we obtain (ordered by relevance): A =

{infections, diarrhea, hypertension, seizures, hepatitis, constipation, dermatitis,
glaucoma, vomiting }, which relates to the discussion above. Additional query examples and
details of the network search interface are shown in SI.

Proximity Pw(X) networks are useful to discover associations between terms which co-
occur in time windows w of user timelines (§4). But they are also useful to infer indirect
associations between terms. In other words, terms that do not co-occur much in user timelines,
but which tend to co-occur with the same other terms. In network science indirect associations
are typically obtained via the computation of shortest path algorithms on the isomorphic
distance graphs Dw(X).? Terms which are very strongly connected via indirect paths, but
weakly connected via direct edges, break transitivity criteria.? We have previously shown
that such indirect paths are useful to predict novel trends in recommender systems,? and are
also instrumental to infer factual associations in knowledge networks.? In this context, the
hypothesis is that strongly indirectly associated terms may reveal unknown DDI and ADR.

To find the term pairs that most break transitivity we compute all shortest paths in
the networks (via Dijkstra’s algorithm): the metric closure DC

w (X). Figure 6 lists the top 25
drug/NP vs symptom associations which most break transitivity. In other words, these are
term pairs which are very strongly associated via indirect paths, but very weakly associated
directly. Of the extracted associations listed in the table of Figure 6, 6 are known or likely
ADR, 3 are possible ADR from patient reports but no conclusive study, 2 refer to associations
between drugs/NP and symptoms they are indicated to treat, and all other 14 are unknown
(evidence provided in SI). Thus, unlike the case of direct associations (Figure 4), there is
less evidence for the indirect associations in the literature. This could be because they are
false associations, or because they have not been discovered yet. Validating these associations
empirically is left for forthcoming work; here the goal is to show how network analysis methods
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Fig. 6. drug/NP vs symptom subnetwork after shortest path calculation. (left) Top 25 non-transitive term
pairs. (right) adjacency matrix of distance subnetwork after shortest path calculation.

can be used to select such latent associations which are highly implied by indirect paths
(transitivity) but are not directly observed in user post co-mentions.

Similarly to what was done with direct associations above, we can also query the proximity
network obtained after shortest path computation PC

w (X) (the isomorphic proximity graph to
DC

w (X) via eq. 2). For instance, if we query the original w = 1 week proximity network PC
w (X)

(the one depicted in Figure 5A) with Q = {psoriasis,metformin} (a type 2 diabetes drug),
using Φ = min, we obtain A = {montelukast , hypertension, dermatitis, hypotension,
hepatitis} as the top 5 terms—montelukast is a drug used to treat allergies. If we now
use the same query Q on the metric closure network PC

w (X) instead, the top 5 answer set
becomes AC = {montelukast, hypotension, naloxone, allopurinol, hypertension} (full
query results in SI). In other words, after computing shortest paths,naloxone (a synthetic
opiate antagonist used to reverse the effects, including addiction, caused by narcorics) and
allopurinol (a drug used to treat gout, kidney stones, and decrease levels of uric acid in
cancer patients), become more strongly associated with the query terms. These indirect as-
sociations to do not occur very strongly in the observed Instagram timeline data, but are
strongly implied by indirect paths in the network of term proximity. In this case, the latent
associations may provide additional evidence supporting recent observations that psoriasis (an
autoimmune condition) is linked to heart disease, cancer, diabetes and depression.?

5. Discussion and Future Directions

Our preliminary analysis demonstrates that there exists a substantial health-related user com-
munity in Instagram who posts about their health conditions and medications. The drug, NP
and symptom dictionaries we employed extracted a large number of posts with such data,
enough to build knowledge networks of hundreds of terms representing the pharmacology and
symptomatic “conceptual space” of Instagram users posting about depression. Our results
and software further demonstrate that such space can be navigated for public health moni-
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toring, whereby analysts can search and visualize user timelines of interest. Furthermore, the
network representation of this space allows us to extract population-level term associations
and subnetworks of terms arising from underlying (modular) phenomena of interest—such as
the Psoriasis network involving various related conditions. Thus, Instagram data shows great
potential for public health monitoring and surveillance for DDI and ADR.

Direct associations in the knowledge networks are substantiated by actual co-mentions in
posts from user timelines, which can subsequently be retrieved by public health analysts using
our drug explorer application. In our preliminary work, the top extracted direct associations
are shown to be backed by the literature, but we intend to pursue the systematic validation
of such associations in future work. Network methods also allow us to uncover indirect asso-
ciations among terms. These may reveal latent, yet unknown, associations, and as such, very
relevant for public health monitoring. Studying the network of indirect associations can be
further used to understand community structure as well as redundancy in the data, which we
intend to study next.

We have analyzed posts and user timelines related to depression only. Adding additional
conditions of interest (e.g. epilepsy or psoriasis) to extract additional posts would monitor
different communities, and would likely improve the overall extraction of associations, which we
intend to test in the near future. While the drug dictionary is quite well developed already, the
NP and symptoms dictionaries need to be further developed, especially towards increasing the
terminology associated with symptoms as well as on catching particular linguistic expressions
of symptoms in Instagram. The development of named entity recognition tailored to Instagram
is another avenue we intend to pursue, starting from and expanding what has already been
done for Twitter.?

The methodology we describe here allows us to discern drug, NP and symptom associations
derived from user timeline co-mentions at different timescales. All the results displayed pertain
to a one week window, however we also computed day and month windows. The comparison
of results at different timescales would allow, in principle, the discovery of more immediate as
well as more delayed interactions. Such a comparison is also something we intend to pursue
in forthcoming work. Finally, the timeseries analysis of user timelines can be used to detect
discernable changes in behavior for users and groups of users. One could track, for instance,
critical changes in mood associated with the onset of depression,? which constitutes yet another
exciting avenue to pursue with this line of research.

Our preliminary analysis demonstrates that Instagram is a very powerful source of data
of potential benefit to monitor and uncover DDI and ADR. Moreover, our work shows that
complex network analysis provides an important toolbox to extract health-related associations
and their support from large-scale social media data.
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TOWARDS EARLY DISCOVERY OF SALIENT HEALTH THREATS:
A SOCIAL MEDIA EMOTION CLASSIFICATION TECHNIQUE
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Online social media microblogs may be a valuable resource for timely identification of critical ad hoc
health-related incidents or serious epidemic outbreaks. In this paper, we explore emotion classification
of Twitter microblogs related to localized public health threats, and study whether the public mood
can be effectively utilized in early discovery or alarming of such events. We analyse user tweets
around recent incidents of Ebola, finding differences in the expression of emotions in tweets posted
prior to and after the incidents have emerged. We also analyse differences in the nature of the tweets
in the immediately affected area as compared to areas remote to the events. The results of this
analysis suggest that emotions in social media microblogging data (from Twitter in particular) may
be utilized effectively as a source of evidence for disease outbreak detection and monitoring.

Keywords: Twitter, Ebola, Emotion classification, Shift detection

1. Introduction

Syndromic surveillance involves monitoring of public health information resources, to facilitate
early detection of disease outbreaks, and to monitor the size, spread, and tempo of epidemic
outbreaks.1 Many jurisdictions have regulations for reporting on infectious diseases to public
health officials, for instance requiring that laboratory-confirmed cases of influenza be notified
to the government (see, e.g., the Australian National Notifiable Diseases Surveillance Systema).
However, it is important to have surveillance mechanisms in place that identify weaker signals
of disease activity, in particular for diseases with potentially severe public health consequences,
such as Botulism or Ebola, that public health officials want to be able to respond to quickly.
Social media posts are a major source of uncurated user-generated feedback, that may have a
positive impact on critical applications related to public health and safety.2

There have been a number of efforts to develop computational approaches that enable
automated monitoring and early warning systems making use of online resources. In recent
work,3–6 prediction of near future Influenza events as well as the spread of N1H1 and Ebola
cases were studied using descriptive statistics extracted from Twitter messages as well as
utilizing data from Google Flu Trends.7 This work supports the usefulness of Twitter data
for pandemic event surveillance. However, it mostly focuses on descriptive statistics at the
level of single tweets (or single sentiments) over time and does not consider the combination or
distribution of sentiments across a collection of tweets as an early warning signal.

RSS feeds have also been classified as relating to certain pathogens without necessarily
having explicit evidence or mention of the pathogen (i.e., from reported symptoms).8 Such

awww.health.gov.au/internet/main/publishing.nsf/Content/cda-surveil-nndss-nndssintro.htm
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systems have been demonstrated to produce similar predictions to that of government health
organizations.7,8 However, these methods may not be appropriate for identifying salient out-
breaks where only a small number of people are infected, such as isolated Ebola cases, while
an influx of web and social media messages regarding the disease is encountered.

We approach disease outbreak detection from the perspective of the emotional stance of
a user towards a disease. The underlying hypothesis of our work is that a proximal disease
incident will trigger the expression of concerns about the incident, and that these expressions
will differ qualitatively (emotionally and linguistically) from the typical chatter around a
distant or less immediate threat. We propose a model, building on this hypothesis, to detect a
shift in the nature of the conversations around a specific disease on the basis of changes in
the distribution of emotions expressed in tweets containing some response to a public health
incident. Public mood has been demonstrated to relate to major socio-economic events,9 and
identifying shifts in emotions may also provide a useful early indicator that a new public health
incident has occurred. This strategy removes the need for classification of textual documents
into pre-defined syndromes or explicit prediction of future events; instead, it has a focus on
the distribution of emotional expressions in the texts of microblogs in specific periods of time.

We therefore explore the relationship between public mood and salient public health threats
in this paper. We believe that users express different emotions, thoughts and speculations and
may post different types of informational links and resources at times prior to and following
major epidemic incidents. This may be particularly true when a user feels directly impacted
by an incident, e.g., due to geographical proximity to an event. We do not pre-suppose that
there are specific emotions that will be consistently identifiable across distinct public health
issues, but rather focus on whether there is a change in the distribution of emotions.

We examine the distribution of emotion classes in tweets to estimate the differences between
emotional features before and after likely outbreaks with two component strategies:

• Emotion classification of tweets, using a trained classification model to assign each
tweet to one of several emotion classes.

• Emotion shift detection through statistical analysis of tweet corpora, comparing the
distribution of emotions expressed in tweets immediately prior to and after relevant
incidents.

To explore our hypothesis, a case study of two recent events in London, United Kingdom
where a health worker was found to have been exposed to the Ebola virus is provided. The
emotions of all tweets in London around these events explicitly mentioning Ebola were analysed.
We demonstrate that by monitoring Twitter microblogs, it is possible to capture likely outbreaks
through detection of emotional shifts in user tweets.

2. Emotion Classification of Tweets

We begin by developing an emotion classifier for outbreak-related tweets, using a new annotated
data set and an emotion inventory that adopts Ekman’s six basic emotions10 (“anger”, “disgust”,
“happiness”, “sadness”, “surprise”, and “fear”), and extends it with three additional “attitudinal”
classes, “sarcasm”, “news-related”, and “criticism”.
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Emotion detection from textual data has been previously tackled using various unsuper-
vised11 and supervised approaches.12 Aman and Szpakowicz13 utilized corpus-based unigrams,
emotion-related words extracted from Roget’s thesaurus, and features derived from WordNet-
Affect to train a supervised emotion classifier. They employed Ekman’s inventory plus a
no-emotion class in their work. Wang et al.14 utilized an overlapping emotion inventory and
similar features. They found improvements in tweet emotion classification through consideration
of the sentiment of words (positive or negative) as features.

We approach emotion detection using similar textual features to these previous studies,
testing both lexicon-based (unsupervised) and supervised methods. We developed a binary
classifier for each emotion class, experimenting with several representations of tweet texts, as
will be discussed in the following sections.

2.1. Lexicon-Based Classification

A simple unsupervised baseline emotion classifier was implemented for each emotion class,
using a lexicon-based vector model. We constructed a reference vocabulary consisting of terms
corresponding to each emotion class.b These terms include emotion-related terms from Emotion
Vocabulary,15 lexical units derived from the FrameNet16 frame Judgement-communication
(for class “criticism”), emotion terms from the Profile of Mood States,9,17 and emoticons.
We also include terms specifically for the “news-related” category, corresponding to popular
international news agency names. The resultant reference vocabulary contains 499 terms. Each
emotion class is represented as a binary vector with respect to this reference vocabulary; any
term from the vocabulary relevant to the emotion was marked 1 and irrelevant terms 0.

For classification, tweets were also mapped into this lexical vector representation, with a
1 indicating that the tweet contains a given term from the vocabulary. The cosine similarity
score between this tweet vector and each of the nine emotion class vectors was computed; the
class with the highest similarity was returned as the classification of the tweet.

2.2. Machine Learning-Based Classification

A Näıve Bayes classifier, implemented in MALLET toolkit,18 was used for our machine learning-
based classification. The basic features used to represent tweets were bag-of-words. This set of
features was augmented in a feature engineering step. The extra features included: i) the lexicon-
based similarity score for each of the nine classes obtained from the baseline lexicon-based
classifier, ii) emotion vocabulary from the same reference vocabulary that the lexicon-based
classifier made use of, iii) emoticons, iv) punctuations including question and exclamation
marks, and v) sentiment classification of the tweet text from the Stanford Sentiment Analyzer
(i.e., negative, neutral, or positive).19

2.3. Data

To train the emotion classifier on tweets relevant to an active public health threat, we collected
recent tweets regarding Ebola using the Twitter API. A total of 12,101 tweets that contained

bThe vocabulary is available at: https://bitbucket.org/readbiomed/socialsurveillance
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Table 1. The distribution of the nine emotion classes over the 4,405 Ebola tweet set labelled by Mechanical
Turk workers.

Class Sarcasm News-rel. Criticism Fear Surprise Anger Happiness Disgust Sadness
#Tweets 1,322 2,572 166 81 67 62 61 51 23

the word “ebola” were collected from all over the world in the second half of March 2015.
Non-English tweets were filtered out, leaving 7,039 tweets. After initial pre-processing of the
tweets and removal of redundant (identical) tweets, 4,405 tweets remained.

The tweet texts were normalized in the pre-processing step. All URLs, email addresses,
mentions (i.e., @replies and @usernames), and hash tags were replaced by “url”, “emailAddress”,
“atSign”, and “hashTag”, respectively. Only “#Ebola” tags were retained and converted to
“ebola” in order to preserve mentions of the disease. The “RT” tags at the beginning of the
re-tweets were also removed and any redundant tweets (e.g., re-tweets of the same text) were
then filtered out. This resulted in preserving only those re-tweets for which the original tweets
were missed in the time frame when data capture was in process.

Amazon’s Mechanical Turk20 was used to acquire human judgements of the emotion labels
for each tweet in the set of 4,405 Ebola tweets. The qualification criteria for Mechanical Turk
workers who labelled the data included: i) they were “categorization masters”, ii) located in
the US (as a proxy to ensure their English was of reasonable standard), and iii) achieved at
least 90% accuracy on a test that involved labelling of 10 tweets in to one of the nine emotion
classes. Table 1 summarizes the distribution of classes over the resultant tweet set.

A second round of pre-processing was carried out on the labelled dataset before training
the binary Näıve Bayes classifiers for the nine classes. This included tokenization, lowercasing
of tokens, removal of stop-words, and lemmatization.

2.4. Experiments and Discussion

The two classifiers were applied to the Ebola emotion dataset. The baseline classifier, as it
is unsupervised, was tested on the full dataset. The ML classifier was trained and tested in
a 10-fold cross-validation scenario. The macro average of precision, recall, and F1 measures
were calculated over the nine classes for each classifier, with each feature set (see section 2.2).
Table 2 summarizes the results (some results not shown for clarity).

The results in Table 2 demonstrate that the baseline lexicon-based classifier is strongly
outperformed by the ML-based Näıve Bayes classifier, even with the basic bag-of-words features.
Adding features beyond the bag-of-words features to the ML classifier had an incremental
effect on the performance of the classifier. In general, bag-of-words features may result in
higher classification performances as the number of input texts grow.19 Since user tweets are
mostly short pieces of text, the incremental effect of additional features is expected. On the
other hand, in most cases, lemmatization of tweet tokens had only marginal impact on the
results, so we have elided results without lemmatization from Table 2, except for the scenario
with the overall best performance. When lemmatization was off, the highest classification
performance was achieved by the ML-based classifier that utilizes all the possible feature
sets. Among the different feature sets used in combination with bag-of-words features, the
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Table 2. Binary emotion classification results on the set of 4,405 tweets with different feature sets.
The Lexicon-Based (LB) measures were obtained on the entire data set as the test set while the
Näıve Bayes (NB) measures were calculated using 10-fold cross validation. Note: bow=bag-of-words,
LBsim=lexicon-based similarity measure (see section 2.1), eVoc=emotion vocabulary, emt=emoticon,
punc=punctuation, sent=sentiment, rest=LBsim+sent+punc, p=precision, r=recall, f=F1 score,
M.avg.=macro average, +[*] means NB/bow+[*], and lem=lemmatization. Except for +sent, all results
are with +lem only.

Class Metric LB NB/bow +LBsim +eVoc +emt +punc
+sent(iment)

+rest
-lem +lem

Sarcasm p .517 .782 .793 .786 .787 .801 .798 .784 .794
r .910 .781 .791 .785 .787 .801 .798 .783 .791
f .659 .781 .790 .784 .786 .800 .797 .783 .791

News-rel. p .0 .827 .821 .824 .823 .828 .835 .829 .830
r .0 .821 .820 .822 .816 .825 .830 .825 .830
f .0 .823 .820 .823 .819 .826 .832 .827 .830

Anger p .466 .799 .726 .815 .807 .760 .776 .789 .769
r .774 .780 .726 .802 .805 .742 .768 .790 .755
f .582 .777 .720 .800 .798 .731 .747 .771 .733

Criticism p .0 .679 .688 .636 .636 .662 .675 .675 .661
r .0 .680 .683 .637 .636 .665 .670 .667 .660
f .0 .670 .679 .633 .633 .660 .663 .665 .652

Surprise p .473 .489 .566 .617 .609 .681 .658 .624 .707
r .791 .512 .546 .590 .603 .646 .618 .619 .677
f .592 .472 .486 .574 .560 .626 .594 .591 .659

Fear p .513 .711 .688 .697 .665 .695 .653 .717 .666
r .963 .701 .702 .681 .654 .687 .652 .709 .653
f .669 .678 .671 .664 .611 .676 .629 .673 .642

Happiness p .487 .717 .714 .760 .740 .668 .745 .842 .758
r .918 .702 .735 .750 .726 .658 .758 .820 .747
f .636 .681 .669 .735 .710 .646 .722 .824 .741

Disgust p .471 .742 .681 .695 .648 .686 .667 .743 .692
r .784 .716 .666 .681 .635 .684 .674 .716 .690
f .588 .661 .614 .654 .603 .661 .626 .696 .679

Sadness p .537 .829 .675 .785 .767 .729 .717 .821 .646
r .956 .829 .717 .771 .771 .729 .712 .754 .708
f .687 .799 .646 .720 .724 .686 .656 .739 .622

M.avg.p .385 .731 .706 .735 .720 .723 .725 .758 .725
M.avg.r .677 .725 .710 .724 .715 .715 .720 .743 .723
M.avg.f .491 .705 .677 .710 .694 .701 .696 .730 .706

sentiment features (with lemmatization) resulted in the highest classification macro average
values (precision=0.758, recall=0.743, and F1=0.730). This classification setting was therefore
selected for the next experiments to detect shifts in emotions expressed in user tweets.

3. Unsupervised Emotion Shift Detection

We then explored the measurement of emotional shifts in user tweets around public health
incidents using the best-performing emotion classification model. We propose a method for
shift detection, and test it on a focused dataset collected for the study.
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3.1. Data

3.1.1. Ebola Incident Tweet Corpora

We collected Twitter microblogs (tweets) around the time of two reported cases of possible
Ebola infection in London. The first event involved a health worker named Pauline Cafferkey,
who was diagnosed with Ebola in Glasgow on December 29, 2014 and transferred to London
the following day. News reporting of the event began on December 30, 2014. The second event
involved another healthcare worker who suffered a needle-stick injury in Sierra Leone and was
flown to London for treatment. News reporting of the event began on January 31, 2015.

Specifically, we collected sets of tweets from London containing a mention of the word
“ebola”, for a period of 7 days prior and 7 days after each event. In this way, the time windows
for tweets analysed for each of these events are disjoint. We refer to these datasets as the
ebola-event datasets, and the subsets corresponding to the two time periods under study as the
pre-event corpus (7 days prior) and the post-event corpus (7 days after), maintained separately
for each event. We consider the day the event was reported as the split point. Tweets on that
day are included in the post-event corpus.

To establish a reference dataset, we then downloaded a set of tweets in a similar way to
the ebola-event datasets, but at a time period distinct from the events in London, and from
a region remote to those events. We selected tweets mentioning Ebola from Australia in the
time period December 09-22, 2014. As Australia has had no known cases of Ebola infection,
and it is an issue that likely does not directly impact the Twitter users writing the collected
tweets, this dataset should capture “normal”, background dialogue about Ebola. We refer to
this as the ebola-background dataset. We divide this dataset into two subsets, arbitrarily at
the mid-point of the time period to obtain two subsets of Ebola-related tweets representing a
comparable time frame to each of the ebola-event datasets. We refer to these subsets as the
pre-ebola-background corpus and the post-ebola-background corpus. Figure 1 summarizes the
tweet datasets that were collected and analyzed in this work.

n days from the
date of the likely
incident,
including the
incident date

tpre-event
corpus

post-event
corpus

ebola-background
dataset

ebola-event dataset

pre-eb.-backg.
corpus

post-eb.-backg.
corpus

mid point
of total time period

n days before the date of the
likely incident, excluding the
incident date

date of a
known likely ebola incident

Fig. 1. The tweet collection schema used for analyzing and monitoring changes in user expressed emotions.

3.1.2. Tweet Retrieval and Processing

The tweets for the ebola-event datasets and the ebola-background dataset were collected using
the Twitter API. The geo-codes of the tweets were used to retrieve only tweets posted by the
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Table 3. Tweet and vocabulary statistics of the ebola-event datasets and ebola-background dataset with a
window of 7 days before and after set dates, tied to likely Ebola incident in the region under study for the
event data. The size of the vocabulary (|vocab.|) is equal to the number of distinct tokens.

Dataset Date (±7)
pre-corpus post-corpus

#tweets |vocab.| #tweets |vocab.|
ebola-event-1 Dec/29/14 73 204 337 906
ebola-event-2 Jan/31/15 165 700 90 417
ebola-backg. Dec/16/14 429 1453 340 1208

users from the specific regions under study. A radius of 200 kilometers was used around a
specific geo-code, which for a city roughly corresponds to the geographic center of the city.
Re-tweets and non-English tweets were excluded from the retrieved set of tweets. Only tweets
containing a mention of the specific keyword “ebola” (either as hashtag or an individual
word) were retained for both the ebola-event datasets and ebola-background dataset. No further
analysis was performed for either finding the location of tweets that did not have explicit
geo-code tags, or identifying any other tweets that may have been related to Ebola with no
explicit mention of the disease.

The ebola-event datasets and ebola-background dataset were organized by retrieving tweets
using the above query parameters, restricted to 7-day windows. This is the maximum number
of days that one can move back in history of tweets and retrieve microblogs at any given time
when using the current Twitter API. All of the tweets retrieved for each time window were
put together in one text corpus, i.e., two tweet corpora were created for each dataset; one
containing the tweets related to up to 7 days prior to the likely incident and another containing
7 days of tweets starting from the date of the likely incident in the region. Table 3 shows the
statistics of the two datasets.

Textual modeling of retrieved tweets required some pre-processing of the tweet corpora,
including tokenization, surface normalization, and removal of stop-words from the dictionary
of terms for each tweet corpus. This processing was performed using MALLET.18

3.2. Experiments and Discussion

Our experiments assess the emotion class distributions in tweet corpora, in order to determine
whether there are discernible differences in the emotions expressed in user tweets on the topic
of an infectious disease that arise when the threat shifts from being abstract to being more
immediate. To examine this, we considered the differences within the various datasets that we
have collected — comparing the pre-event and post-event corpora.

3.2.1. Corpus-Level Emotion Distribution Analysis

Each tweet in each of the tweet corpora was first classified into one of the nine emotion and
non-emotion classes introduced in section 2. For this, the highest-performing emotion classifier
model trained on the distinct set of labelled Ebola tweets (see Section 2.4) was utilized to
predict an emotion class label for each tweet. Table 4 summarizes the results of this step. Then,
the differences in the distributions of classes between pairs of corpora were measured using
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Table 4. Distribution of nine classes over the different tweet corpora obtained using the best-performing
emotion classifier. For each data set we report two numbers, (X,Y): the number of instances classified as
positive=X and the number of instances classified as negative=Y, Critic.=Criticism, Happ.=Happiness,
pre/post-e-x=pre/post-ebola-event-x, pre/post-bkg.=pre/post-ebola-background.

Dataset Sarcasm News-rel. Anger Critic. Surprise Fear Happ. Disgust Sadness
pre-e-1 71,2 73,0 73,0 73,0 73,0 73,0 73,0 73,0 63,10
post-e-1 298,39 322,15 300,37 325,12 265,72 288,49 308,29 298,39 277,60

pre-e-2 133,32 162,3 114,51 165,0 113,52 115,50 105,60 138,27 112,53
post-e-2 77,13 88,2 79,11 89,1 75,15 85,5 76,14 79,11 77,13

pre-bkg. 428,1 428,1 373,56 395,34 338,91 405,24 362,67 407,22 395,34
post-bkg. 255,85 332,8 255,85 295,45 283,57 230,110 308,32 309,31 294,46

Table 5. Statistical paired t-test analysis of class distributions in the different datasets in terms of
positive and negative classified instances. A † shows a statistically significant p-value at the 5% level.

Classes Dataset p-value
6 emotions ebola-event-1 0.004†

ebola-event-2 0.002†
ebola-backg. 0.259

6 emotions + 3 non-emotions ebola-event-1 0.009†
ebola-event-2 0.007†
ebola-backg. 0.079

statistical paired t-tests. The statistical significance analysis of the differences between class
distributions was performed for two groups of instances per class per pair of tweet corpora:
group 1) all of the instances that were classified as positive (e.g., happy), and group 2) all of
the instances that were classified as negative (e.g., not-happy). This analysis was done in terms
of the pure-emotion classes (i.e., the six basic emotions) as well as all of the nine emotion and
non-emotion classes.

The distribution differences within each tweet corpus (i.e., the two ebola-event datasets
and the ebola-background dataset) were then calculated. Each time-delimited corpus of each
dataset was compared against its neighboring counterpart; that is, the pre-ebola-event-1 and
the post-ebola-event-1 corpora were compared with each other, the pre-ebola-event-2 and the
post-ebola-event-2 corpora were compared with each other; and finally the two subsets of the
ebola-background dataset were compared. Table 5 summarizes the results of this experiment.

In Table 5, all of the p-values obtained for comparing the tweet corpora before and after
the incidents in London indicate statistically significant differences (at the 5% level) between
class distributions. On the other hand, none of the comparisons between the tweet corpora in
the ebola-background dataset shows a statistically significant difference. This suggests that the
distribution of six basic emotions and/or the nine emotion and non-emotion classes in user
tweets shift significantly as a result of salient health incidents such as Ebola.
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Table 6. KL-divergence analysis of emotion classification distributions for the three datasets.
Since KL-divergence is non-symmetric, X,Y values mean X=KL-divergence of tweet corpus
before vs. after, and Y=KL-divergence of tweet corpus after vs. before.

Class ebola-event-1 ebola-event-2 ebola-backg.
Sarcasm 0.077,0.119 0.013, 0.012 0.395, 1.377
News-rel. 0.066, ∞ 0.001, 0.001 0.023, 0.048
Anger 0.168, ∞ 0.175, 0.139 0.063, 0.074
Criticism 0.052, ∞ 0.016, ∞ 0.020, 0.024
Surprise 0.347, ∞ 0.096, 0.083 0.010, 0.009
Fear 0.227, ∞ 0.436, 0.278 0.312, 0.494
Happiness 0.130, ∞ 0.186, 0.154 0.028, 0.024
Disgust 0.177, ∞ 0.011, 0.010 0.016, 0.019
Sadness 0.009, 0.009 0.144, 0.119 0.022, 0.026

3.2.2. Emotion-Level Distribution Analysis

To understand how the emotions expressed in user tweets shift as a result of likely Ebola
incidents, further analysis was carried out. Here, we measure the distribution of the tweets
that were classified positive vs. negative with respect to each of the nine emotion classes before
and after the likely incidents.

For this analysis, Kullback-Leibler divergence21 was utilized. KL-divergence, also known
as cross-entropy or information divergence, is a non-symmetric measure for the difference
in two probability distributions P and Q over the same event space. On a finite set χ, the
KL-divergence between the two probability distributions P and Q is calculated using Equation 1.
In this case, P and Q represent probability distributions of positive and negative instances of
a specific emotion class for tweet corpora prior to and after the likely incidents. The measure
has been shown to be useful for comparing linguistic corpora in prior work.22,23

Dkl(P‖Q) =
∑
x∈χ

P (x) logn
P (x)

Q(x)
(1)

Table 6 shows the results of KL-divergence analysis of the distribution of the results
of emotion classifications (per emotion) between the two tweet corpora in each dataset. In
addition to revealing the distributions of positive and negative classified instances per emotion
class in each dataset, the results in Table 6 demonstrate how the differences in classifications
distributions across the datasets vary. For instance, it can be observed that the KL-divergence
values for class “surprise” are larger in the two event datasets (0.347,∞ and 0.096,0.083 for
positive and negative classified instances) compared with those between the two corpora of the
ebola-background dataset (0.010,0.009). In this particular case, the KL-divergence measures
re-confirm our findings in previous sections; differences in class distributions are only significant
between the tweet corpora in the two ebola-event datasets (note that smaller KL-divergence
values indicate more similar probability distributions).

4. Limitations

This work has tackled the problem of understanding emotional shift as a result of likely disease
outbreaks in particular regions of the world. However, it is important to note several limitations
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Fig. 2. The detection architecture for capturing microblogs and monitoring emotional changes in user posts.

of the study, which we will address in future work.
First, the three tweet datasets that were collected may have been more directly comparable

if they were collected from exactly the same region. While the two ebola-event datasets were
from the same urban center in Europe (i.e., London, UK), ebola-background dataset was
collected from Australia. While this allowed us to compare the event-related tweets with a
neutral background set, a dataset from the same geographical region but separate in time
from the events would provide a better assessment of the methods. An additional dataset
from Australia collected over the same time period as the active events would also have been
preferable as a background set. Together, these datasets would allow us to contrast geographical
separation and temporal separation in terms of vocabulary. Due to the history restrictions on
the Twitter API, it is not possible to re-create such datasets after the fact.

Second, due to the sparseness of geo-location meta-data in tweets, a number of related
microblogs from the specific region were missed and not included in the three datasets we
collected. Other researchers have investigated this problem in other contexts.24 An extension
of this study would be to utilize other tweet features for locating microblogs to improve the
data collection procedure.

5. Towards a Detection Model

The long-term objective of our work is to provide practical evidence for early discovery and
timely alarming of localized pandemic outbreaks and salient health threats. We propose that
this aim can be achieved through continuous monitoring of user microblogs, specifically through
identification of sudden emotion shifts. Figure 2 depicts the architecture of the proposal; in
which microblog emotions are analyzed and monitored for changes in the distribution of
emotions. The size and significance of the changes in emotion distributions can subsequently
be utilized, either individually or in combination with other sources of evidence, to detect likely
incidents or outbreaks that are of concern to the public. It is expected that the proportion
of emotional shift reaches its highest value for the two time windows that are disjoint on
the specific date when a putative disease-related incident or outbreak occurs. Although our
focus has been on early identification of localized incidents, more generally, the proposed
methodology can be utilised to detect any wave of panic in public related to other phenomena.

We have taken the initial steps towards reaching this goal by validating the underlying
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assumption that it is possible to observe emotion changes in neighboring sets of Twitter
microblogs across a given time-point corresponding to the start of a reported health threat.
We have established the viability of the approach, although further experiments are required
to explore its application to real-time streaming data from Twitter, and to determine its
effectiveness for early detection. Of particular interest is whether Twitter provides a meaningful
information source for detecting concern about major diseases ahead of news reporting.

We also intend to capture a larger number of tweets and tweet corpora over time to further
our understanding of the nature of vocabulary or lexical shifts around health threats, in addition
to emotion shifts already studied in this work. We would like to implement an active monitoring
and detection procedure over specific regions of the world for any outbreaks of Ebola or similar
pandemic threats that may be both emotionally and lexically monitored and detected.

6. Conclusions

We have analyzed the variation in emotion in Twitter microblogs that are posted by users
prior to and after an identified health threat, building on a text-based emotion classifier to
produce a statistical assessment of emotion distributions. The combined classification and
corpus analysis approach has promising application in online monitoring and detection of
outbreaks in streaming textual data.

Different strategies for emotion classification in the context of serious public health events
were studied in this work, including an unsupervised lexicon-based approach and a supervised
machine learning-based classifier. Our experiments on a large set of Ebola tweets demonstrated
that the ML-based classifier achieved the highest emotion classification performance when
the tweets were represented using sentiments derived from the Stanford Sentiment Analyzer,
combined with lemmatized bag-of-words features.

We considered differences in the distributions of emotion class labels assigned to microblogs
across tweet corpora collected from two recent salient Ebola threats, examining variations in
both corpus-level emotion and emotion-level changes. In our experiments, we found that there
were statistically significant differences in the distribution of emotions in the tweet corpora
that belong to the time periods before and after likely incidents of Ebola. There were no such
differences for the two tweet corpora in a background dataset that was not aligned to any Ebola
incident. This suggests that the distribution of predicted emotion class labels for tweets, based
on Ekman’s six basic emotions plus the three non-emotion classes “sarcasm”, “news-related”,
and “criticism”, can be used as an indication of the occurrence of pandemic health threats.

We will explore the broader capacity of this work to detect emergent health threats of
concern to a localized community, prior to formal reporting, in future work. Currently, we
are developing this study to consider lexical shifts in the tweet corpora alongside the emotion
class distributions discussed in this work. We are working to identify the lexical items that
distinguish tweets from before and after likely health threats.
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We present the task of predicting individual well-being, as measured by a life satisfaction scale, through the
language people use on social media. Well-being, which encompasses much more than emotion and mood, is
linked with good mental and physical health. The ability to quickly and accurately assess it can supplement
multi-million dollar national surveys as well as promote whole body health. Through crowd-sourced ratings
of tweets and Facebook status updates, we create message-level predictive models for multiple components
of well-being. However, well-being is ultimately attributed to people, so we perform an additional evaluation
at the user-level, finding that a multi-level cascaded model, using both message-level predictions and user-
level features, performs best and outperforms popular lexicon-based happiness models. Finally, we suggest
that analyses of language go beyond prediction by identifying the language that characterizes well-being.

1. Introduction

As human beings, we desire “the good life”. When the British Broadcasting Cooperation (BBC)
asked 1,001 Britons what the prime objective of their government should be – “greatest happiness”
or “greatest wealth” – 81% answered with happiness.1 In other studies, an average of 69% of people
globally rate well-being as more important than any other life outcome.2

Beyond its popular appeal, another reason to consider well-being is that it is linked with positive
life outcomes, including health and longevity.3–6 Although it is not clear if well-being causes good
health, it provides an indication of healthier or riskier individual trajectories, long before health prob-
lems develop.7 Thus, the focus on well-being offers a preventative approach to public and personal
health, with important economic consequences.

Well-being is more than simply positive emotion or mood. Psychologists, organizations, and
governments measuring well-being are now using multi-dimensional measures that include a range
of factors including meaning in life, engagement in activities, and the state of one’s relationships, in
addition to positive emotion.8 While some language analyses have explored “happiness” based on
emotion or mood,9–14 modeling the broader construct of well-being is a relatively unexplored task.

In this paper, we present the task of predicting well-being based on natural language use. We
develop a system that predicts the satisfaction with life (an overall evaluation of well-being) of
Facebook users based on simple lexical and topical features. However, since individual messages
themselves are the units of expression, we investigate the use of message-level models to improve
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‡University of North Texas, Computer Science
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user-level predictions. The message data, which was easy to come by through Amazon’s Mechanical
Turk, allowed us to supplement our satisfaction with life data, as well as explore other aspects of
well-being, PERMA (discussed below). Lastly, for a human-level attribute like well-being, insights
toward greater understanding is potentially just as important as prediction. Toward this end, we
identify topics that most strongly correlate with well-being as clues to achieving “the good life”.

Our unique contributions include: (a) the introduction of the task of predicting individual well-
being, (b) the finding of a two-level, message-to-user model to perform better than models based
on either independently, (c) the development of annotated well-being data across various constructs.
Further, (e) we provide an analysis of the linguistic features that we find most significantly associated
to individual satisfaction with life, and (e) we also release a well-being language model available for
researchers (available to download at wwbp.org/data.html).

2. Background: Well-Being

Despite a desire for “the good life”,‖ well-being has traditionally been measured indirectly as a lack
of problems (e.g., lack of depression and psychological disorder, low crime/disease/poverty rates)
or by economic prosperity (i.e., gross domestic product). Reference 15 aptly notes: “if our interest
is in the good life, we must look explicitly at indices of human thriving” (p. 144). Government
agencies around the world are beginning to shift their attention toward directly measuring well-
being.16 In 2011, the U.K. Office of National Statistics piloted four well-being questions in their
annual national survey, and similar efforts are now underway in Australia, Canada, France, Mexico,
South Africa, and other places around the world. These initiatives follow a long history of academics
who have attempted to rethink the notion of progress, deemphasizing the sole reliance on economic
indicators and arguing instead that the welfare of a nation must be understood more holistically, with
consideration of aspects such as social belonging, meaning, and optimism in the population.8,17,18

Satisfaction with Life (SWL) is a well-established representation of well-being, representing a
person’s cognitive evaluation of their own life. Measures of life satisfaction have been used reliably
for several decades, and are increasingly being utilized by governments and organizations around
the world as informative social indicators for policy decisions.19 It is assessed by asking people to
indicate the extent to which they agree with statements such as “In most ways my life is close to
my ideal”.20 SWL draws on the subjects’ evaluative judgments and seems to be highly comparative
both within nations and between nations.21 Overall life satisfaction strongly correlates with other
well-being domains, such as meaning in life, relationships, and emotions.

PERMA. Beyond an overall evaluation of well-being, other psychologists break well-being into
separate domains.8,22 In such “dashboard approaches” — just like the “state” of an airplane is not
given by a single indicator but instead by a variety of different indicators (altitude, speed, head-
ing, fuel consumption) — well-being is best measured as separate, correlated dimensions.8,23–25

In his well-being theory, Ref. 8 suggests five major pillars that together contribute to a person’s
sense of well-being: Positive Emotions, Engagement, Relationships, Meaning, and Accomplish-

‖Although debatable by well-being theorists and philosophers, for the purposes of this work, we consider the “good
life”, “well-being”, and “satisfaction with life” synonymous. “Happiness” at times is equated with well-being, but often
is used to denote positive emotion/ mood alone, so we only use this term when referencing other works that use this
term.
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ment (PERMA). Other “dashboard approaches” seek to capture subtle psychological notions such
as “autonomy” or “self-acceptance”.22 Although greater specificity could be delineated, we chose
the PERMA constructs since they capture fairly explicit and often foregrounded ends people pursue
(i.e., things discussed in social media).

Positive emotion includes positively valenced emotions such as joy, contentment, and excite-
ment. Engagement is a multi-dimensional construct that includes behavioral, cognitive, and affec-
tive components. It can refer to involvement and participation in groups or activities, enthusiasm and
interest in activities, commitment and dedication to work, and focused attention to tasks at hand.26,27

For our purposes here, we define it in terms of passion and involvement in life, as opposed to apathy
and boredom. Relationships (or positive relationships) includes trusting others, perceiving others as
being there if needed, receiving social support, and giving to others.28 Considerable evidence iden-
tifies the importance of positive relationships for supporting health, longevity, and other important
life outcomes.29 Meaning in life captures having a sense of purpose, significance, and understanding
in life.30,31 It can also include transcending the self, feeling a sense of connection to a higher power
or purpose, and provides goals or a course of direction to follow.32 Accomplishment is often defined
in terms of awards, honors, and other objective markers of achievement.25,33 For our purposes here,
we focus on the subjective side, in terms of a personal sense of accomplishment. It includes a sense
of mastery, perceived competence, and goal attainment.34

Both PERMA and SWL are typically measured through Likert scales,35 where people are pre-
sented a statement (e.g. “I am satisfied with my life”) and asked the extent to which they agree or
disagree with it.

3. Related Tasks

Among others, predicting emotion, mood, personality, and classic sentiment analyses are related
to our task. In this section, we provide a cursory review of analyses with social media and related
approaches. To our knowledge, well-being prediction as more than positive emotion is a novel task,
and considering message-level predictions to improve a user-level model has not been explored.

Although sentiment analysis usually takes place at the single document or sentence level,36–39

some have explored multi-level approaches. For example, Ref. 40 utilized a cascaded model where
sentence level subjectivity classifiers are used to determine whether a sentence should be included
for document-level analysis. Reference 41 expanded the idea by incorporating a joint-model of sen-
tence and document level sentiment annotations. We find this sentence-to-document prediction anal-
ogous to our multi-level approach. However, such efforts typically aim at predicting the sentiment
of text; they do not model any feature at the user level (human attributes). Our average user writes
123 messages, far more than the number of sentences in the typical sentiment-analyzed texts.

Some sentiment tasks do address human-level attributes. For example, signals used in distant su-
pervision,42,43 where heuristics replace manual annotations (e.g., “:(” = negative polarity), somewhat
captures people’s emotional states. Reference 44 attempts to differentiate between the emotions of
the writer and the reader of content on a microblogging platform with social network characteris-
tics. More directly, some have looked at predicting emotion of text9 or more specifically learned
the language of happy and sad blogposts based on self-annotated moods in an online live journal.10

Reference 45 identified thesaurus-based topics related to the emotional expressions from an English
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blog corpus. Reference 46 constructed models from a large corpora of world knowledge to identify
the affective tone across six basic emotions in texts.

While mood and sentiment analysis aim at text annotations, there have been a few tasks look-
ing at modeling human-level conditions by the language one uses. Work on personality follows the
widely accepted Big-Five personality traits.47 Reference 48 analyzes correlations with basic Face-
book features (number of friends, photos, tags, likes, etc.) and Ref. 49 with LIWC50 word categories
(pronouns, cognitive process, etc.). Personality prediction efforts use LIWC categories coupled with
other shallow features51,52 and n-grams.53 Other tasks include finding indicators of psychological
health,54,55 or predicting political orientation.56,57 In 2015, a shared task was organized to detect if
a Twitter user suffered from depression or PTSD.58 While these works predict attributes at the user
level, they do not incorporate message-level features.

Recently, Ref. 11 used a premade lexicon of positive and negative emotion words to measure
“gross national happiness” and both Refs. 12 and 39 used MTurk ratings of individual words for
positive or negative valence. Dodds’ MTurk application served as a model for our MTurk data col-
lection, but rather than asking workers to annotate individual words, we had whole messages an-
notated, thus putting words into context. References 11,12 and 39 demonstrated face validity (i.e.,
people are happier on the weekends or sad after celebrities die), though they lacked an empirical
evaluation of the degree to which they accurately measure happiness. By using these approaches as
baselines for SWL prediction, we provide an empirical evaluation here. Furthermore, in this paper
we model well-being as more than emotion and mood.

4. Method

We build predictive models of well-being, as measured through the satisfaction with life (SWL)20

and PERMA25 scales. We describe message-level models, a user-level model, and then a cascaded
model whereby message predictions inform the user-level predictions.

As the first work attempting the prediction of user-level SWL using lexical features, we explore
a moderately sized and consistent feature space for both user-level and message-level models:

ngrams. We used both unigrams and bigrams as features in this task, which we extracted us-
ing an informal text tokenizer ∗∗ that handles social media content and markup such as emoticons.
Trigrams were not included in order to keep the number of features smaller.

topics. We used the 2000 topics released by Ref. 59, created by running latent dirichlet al-
location (LDA) over a set of 18 million Facebook status updates from the MyPersonality appli-
cation.60 These topics were derived from the same domain, and thus add a more coarse-grained
Facebook lexical feature to our models. A user, u’s, usage of a topic, t, was calculated as:
p(t|u) =

∑
w∈wordsu

p(t|w) ∗ p(w|u), where p(t|w) is the probability of a topic given a word (a value
provided by the generated topic model) and p(w|u) is a user’s probability of mentioning word w.
Additionally, beyond simply prediction utility, topics provide insight into the latent categories of
language that characterize well-being.

lexica. We also included the manually developed categories of words from Linguistic Inquiry
and Word Count (LIWC)61 as well as the weighted lexica from Dodd’s Hedonometer.12 While LDA

∗∗http://wwbp.org/data.html
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topics provide a data-driven set of categorical features, these lexica provide features grounded in
psychological and linguistic theory and human judgment. LIWC, in particular, was developed over
decades with many iterations61 and its positive emotion and negative emotion categories are widely
used, including being used by Ref. 11 in his measure of “gross national happiness” (GNH) and by
Ref. 62 to track diurnal mood variation. GNH along with Dodd’s Hedonometer – both lexica – also
function as baselines for our predictive models.

Each feature is included as binary (1 if mentioned at least once, 0 otherwise) as well as in relative
frequency over a its message or user ( freq(feature)∑

word∈doc
freq(w)). This results in hundreds of thousands of

features. Thus, to reduce the change of overfitting, we filtered out infrequent features defined as
those used by less than 10% of users or in less than 0.1% of messages.

4.1. Message-level Models.

We explore models for finding expressions of both SWL and positive and negative expressions of
the five PERMA components. The features described above are aggregated at the message-level,
where n-grams are encoded as booleans (i.e., whether they exist or not in the message) and the
others are encoded as frequencies (probability over all words in message). We then use Randomized
Principal Component Analysis63 (RPCA) to transform the space to a more manageable size for ridge
regression. Specifically, we reduce the feature matrix to 1

4 ∗ train size components for all models
utilizing more than that many features. The projection matrix from RPCA is stored as part of the
model such that prediction / test data is transformed based on a projection matrix fit to training
data. Over the training data, we tested other prediction algorithms, such as Lasso (L1 penalized)
regression,64 which works well with sparse data, but ridge regression with RPCA performed better.
Given that we have annotations for SWL and both negative and positive aspects of PERMA, we train
a model for each outcome, resulting in 11 regression models total.

We have released a version of the PERMA language model without RPCA in the form of a
weighted lexicon, extracted using the method described in Ref. 65 (due to Facebook policy restric-
tions, we are not able to release the annotated messages).

4.2. User-Level Models.

Our basic user-level model fits ridge regression66 of the ngram, topic, and lexicon features to SWL
scores. Just like with message level models, we use RPCA to reduce the dimension of the ngram
feature space. We also tried Lasso (L1 penalized) regression,64 which works well with sparse data
(such as ngrams), but RPCA and combined with Ridge Regression yielded better results.

4.3. Cascaded Message-to-User Level Well-Being Prediction

Although well-being is attributed to people, we believe it might be possible to capture expres-
sions of it at the message level and to pass this information along to the user level. Our cas-
caded model aggregates predictions of all message-level attributes across all of each user’s messages
and incorporates them as the mean prediction across a user’s messages. For instance, SWLuser =

1
#msgs

∑
msg∈user SWLmsg. This in turn becomes a feature supplied to the user-level model. For

example, if we train message-level predictors for both polarities for each of the five domains of
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PERMA, this results in 10 features within the cascaded model: 5 domains ∗ 2 polarities. User-
level attributes were not distributed to the messages because our annotated messages did not have
any user-level attributes. This same cascading concept could be used in reverse, when the goal is
message-level prediction, rather than user-level attributes. All algorithms were carried out using
their SciKit-Learn implementation.67

5. Data Acquisition

Message-Level Data. We used Amazon’s Mechanical Turk (MTurk) to acquire PERMA and SWL
annotations for 5,100 public Facebook status updates. The status updates were randomly selected
from among 230 million public Facebook messages that contained at least 50% English words ac-
cording to the ASpell Official English dictionary.††

On MTurk, the largest online task-based labor market, tasks are completed by an on-demand
labor force composed of “Turkers”.68 We set up a MTurk task where workers received $0.01 per
annotation. Upon entry, turkers completed a research consent and were shown a video that explained
the well-being category they were rating. Upon passing a quiz testing their understanding of the
concepts, they were qualified to annotate the particular component of well-being for which they
were trained.

For each of the 10 PERMA components, turkers indicated the “extent to which [a message]
expresses” the particular component, by using a slider with rating scale that ranged from “none” (0)
to “very strongly” (6). For SWL, workers indicated their agreement that the message indicates life
satisfaction (0 = strongly disagree, 3 = neutral, 6 = strongly agree). Some examples statuses can be
seen in Tables 1 and 2.

We decided to opt for getting more messages rather than getting more ratings per messages,
utilizing two ratings for most messages. A third rating was brought in for disagreements (defined as
those outside 1 standard deviation, 2 points, of each other). Between the two initial ratings, intra-
class correlations69 were in the “moderate” to “substantial”‡‡ agreement range (i.e., .4 to .8) for all
but two domains; positive engagement and negative accomplishment were in the “fair” agreement
range (i.e., .2 to .4) suggesting these categories were more difficult to annotate and thus necessitating
a third rating to improve accuracy (less accurate ratings only make our task of improving user-level
predictions more difficult). In the end we used the mean rating for each message as the gold-standard.

We found the PERMA categories each contain different but related information. Considering all
positive PERMA domains and then all negative domains, intercorrelations ranged from 0.36 to 0.68

(Pearson’s r). Consistent with the psychological literature,71 the highest correlations were between
positive relationships (R+) and positive emotion (P+). There was an inverse but weak relationship
between the positive and negative dimensions of PERMA (r = −0.04 to −0.39), supporting the
idea of the two polarities being orthogonal. Given this, it is possible that each of the 10 PERMA
categories will contribute independent information for predicting well being.

††http://misc.aspell.net/wiki/English Dictionaries; we plan to make this data available upon ethics board approval for
public sharing.
‡‡range labels provided by Ref. 70
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Table 1. Examples of statuses with contrastive values for each PERMA category.

Status Update P+ P− E+ E− R+ R− M+ M− A+ A−
Celebrating this amazing day.. lmao.. first of many 6.0 0.0 3.0 0.0 4.5 0.0 3.5 0.5 5.5 0.0
I wanna thank GOD for letting me see another BDAY...LOVE
YA BIG MAMA I KNO U SMILING DOWN ON ME!!!!

3.0 1.7 4.0 0.0 5.0 0.0 5.5 0.0 3.0 0.0

Goin to laundry mat got hella laundry to do uuuhhhh.......just
did a major clean up take him out...take him out of the game
already..

0.0 5.5 3.0 0.0 4.5 1.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

I have such an amazing bf he took good care of me at the
hospital.which he always takes good care of me.Im so blessed
to have him.

5.0 1.0 1.7 0.0 6.0 1.0 2.0 0.5 0.0 0.0

Table 2. Example statuses expressing both polarities for categories engagement, relationships, and meaning.

Status Update Cont. Category
I hate wen you watch a movie and the ending is sooo predictable :/ E+ 3.0 E− 2.7
Just when I thought my whole world had crumbled into a million pieces, you
came along and brought me crazy glue and band-aids.

R+ 2.7 R− 2.0

Another FUN bright photoshoot coming up in my future! Cant WAIT! :) M+ 2.5 M− 1.3

User-Level Data. Our user-level data was acquired through the MyPersonality Facebook App60

from users who agreed to share their status updates for research purposes. We focused on users who
took the Satisfaction with Life scale20 (SWL), which previous research has shown has high internal
consistency (reported alphas range from .79 to .89), and moderate temporal stability (reported test-
retest correlations over two month intervals range from .50-.82).

Mean SWL in our sample was 4.3 (on a 7-point scale), consistent with the mean SWL reported in
North American college and adult samples (typically 4.8). A subset of our sample (N = 157) retook
the SWL scale six months later, and the resulting test-retest correlation (r = .62) was similar to those
reported in past studies.72 Test-retest correlation forms an upper-bound on the predictive accuracy
we should expect to get from our models.

We further refined the data to only include users’ status updates made in the 6 months prior to
their taking the SWL questionnaire and only from those who wrote at least 500 words in that time.
This resulted in a dataset of 2,198 individuals, having collectively written 260,840 messages. The
messages in this dataset and those from the message-level dataset are completely disjoint. Thus,
when creating the cascaded model, the message-level models will not have observed any of the
users’ messages before, avoiding overfitting issues. Though the message-level data set is smaller in
number of messages (5,100 versus 260,000 for the user-level one), our hope is that since it has more
labels (5,100 messages versus 2,200 users) can supplement to user-level data to improve accuracy.
Furthermore, the benefit of a cascaded model might become even greater if fewer labeled users are
available.

6. Evaluation

We evaluated our message-level, user-level, and cascaded message-to-user predictive models over a
corpora of Facebook status updates. The second and third evaluation are over a user-level corpus in
which volunteers from Facebook took the SWL questionnaire and shared their status updates. The
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SWL questionnaire, an accepted metric of well-being, is used as a gold-standard for evaluating mod-
els at the user-level. Each corpus was divided randomly into 80% training/development instances and
20% test. We then test whether our models do better than a baseline of happy/hedonic lexica,11,12

and whether a cascaded message-to-user level model improves upon the pure user-level model.

Message-level Results. Table 3 shows the results of each message-level regression model, reported
using the Pearson correlation coefficient (r) between the predicted score and the annotated score. The
annotated messages were randomly divided into 80% training and development (4080 messages) and
a 20% test set (1020 messages). Interestingly, for some categories, topics were better than ngrams,
while for others ngrams were better than topics. We also noticed that positive relationships seems to
be the easiest component to predict, higher than both positive emotion and SWL.

Table 3. Message-level prediction scores as the Pearson correlation coefficient (r) across the PERMA and
SWL categories.

features P+ P− E+ E− R+ R− M+ M− A+ A− SWL
ngrams 0.563 0.412 0.349 0.347 0.604 0.365 0.405 0.279 0.363 0.285 0.479
topics 0.500 0.430 0.252 0.405 0.500 0.417 0.400 0.286 0.260 0.322 0.495
lexica 0.413 0.442 0.205 0.292 0.445 0.376 0.217 0.205 0.147 0.292 0.430
ngrams+topics 0.598 0.492 0.369 0.421 0.641 0.401 0.451 0.314 0.380 0.398 0.550
ngrams+lexica 0.613 0.526 0.346 0.375 0.621 0.446 0.435 0.331 0.414 0.361 0.543
topics+lexica 0.509 0.464 0.247 0.376 0.525 0.423 0.372 0.260 0.307 0.268 0.505
ngrams+topics+lexica 0.617 0.504 0.374 0.422 0.655 0.427 0.441 0.311 0.402 0.352 0.566

User-level and Cascaded Results. Both the user-level and cascaded message-to-user-level models
were evaluated over the same user-level corpus, divided such that 80% (1758 users) was used for
training and development while 20% was held out for testing (440 users). The scores represent the
correlation (Pearson r) between predictions over the test data and the users’ scores from the SWL
scale. Since we are studying well-being, Pearson correlation allows us to frame the results with
a metric used widely in social sciences. To put our results in perspective, subjective (user-level)
psychological variables typically have a “correlational upper-bound” in the range of r = 0.3 to
r = 0.4 with human behaviors such as language use.73

Table 4 shows the user-level predictions for all combinations of features as well as the cascaded
models. We see that an ngram model out-performs baselines of methods used previously for happi-
ness prediction,11,12,39 while our best user-level results come from a combination of ngrams, topics,
and the lexica (though they are not significantly better than ngrams and topics alone).

Cascading models significantly boost performance, increasing it from .301 with the user-level
language features alone to .333 with cascaded models. This is quite surprising, considering the
message-level models were only based on 5,100 messages, but there were over 200,000 messages
across all the users.

Analyses of individual message-level predictors for each component of PERMA showed all
message-level predictors add to the prediction, with out-of-sample correlations ranging from r = .15

to r = .247. All domains of PERMA, as modeled through the language of annotated messages, had
an impact on user-level SWL.
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Table 4. User-level prediction scores as the Pearson correlation coefficient (r) . mes-
sage predictions: message-level regression feeding cascaded model; user features: all user
level language features (ngrams + topics + lexica. bold: significant (p < .05; p is Bon-
ferroni corrected for multiple comparisons74) improvement over user-level features alone.

user-level models ngrams .262
topics .254
lexica .198
ngrams + topics .299
ngrams + lexica .269
topics + lexica .252
ngrams + topics + lexica .301

baselines (mean) .000
lexica: GNH .210
lexica: Hedonometer .108

cascaded models message predictions alone .236
user features alone .301
message predictions + user features .333

7. Discussion: Well-Being Insights

The LDA topics most highly correlated with user-level SWL shed light on the mechanisms which
may contribute to a person’s satisfaction with their life in a way that is in line with the psychological
literature. Figure 1 shows four of the top ten positively correlated topics, and the two leading negative
ones. Several of the topics tap various aspects of engagement. excited, super, tomorrow references

Fig. 1. The top 4 topics positively correlated (blue) and 2 topics negatively correlated (red) with SWL.

affective and psychological states which suggest that people are happily engrossed in activities of
life.75 meeting, conference, staff hints at communal engagement, which overlaps with involvement,
dedication, and organizational citizenship behavior.76 The bored, bore, text topic reflects the con-
verse; disengagement merges as one of the strongest negative predictors of SWL. Engagement — a
core component of PERMA8 — is considered a key part of healthy aging.77

The skills, management, business topic corroborates theories that county level SWL is linked to
employment in the “professional” occupation sector.78 Theoretical psychology79 suggests that peo-
ple in high value-creation occupations, in which continuous learning, roles of responsibility and skill
development are valued, would be more satisfied with their lives. The family, friends, wonderful topic
supports the well-established idea that good relationships are a strong predictor of well-being.29The
swearing topic emerges as the single strongest (negative) topic predictor of SWL.
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8. Conclusions

We presented the task of predicting well-being, a multidimensional construct, based on natural lan-
guage use. We developed predictive models of well-being, as measured through the satisfaction with
life(SWL) scale, over Facebook volunteers. Our models significantly out-predict baselines of popular
happy and hedonistic lexica.11,12

We created both message-level models as well as user-level models, and found a cascaded model,
in which message-level predictions inform user-level predictions, gave the best performance. Addi-
tionally, we introduced corpora with annotated well-being data, and show that for such human-level
information, language analysis can go beyond prediction and demonstrate insight into what leads to
”the good life”.

Well-being prediction is a worthwhile task for the social media mining community as the con-
struct is gaining popularity and it is known to be linked with health, economics, and longevity.
People and governments have started to recognize that economic measures alone do not capture the
welfare of societies. Methodologically, there is much to explore, such as more sophisticated joint
models of user and message-level information or the use of syntactic structure as features. Addi-
tionally, we suggest that language-based analyses of well-being need not end with prediction. Links
between SWL and the everyday language in social-media enriches our understanding of well-being
and its determinants, indicators and consequences.
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Although dietary supplements are widely used and generally are considered safe, some supplements
have been identified as causative agents for adverse reactions, some of which may even be fatal. The
Food and Drug Administration (FDA) is responsible for monitoring supplements and ensuring that
supplements are safe. However, current surveillance protocols are not always effective. Leveraging
user-generated textual data, in the form of Amazon.com reviews for nutritional supplements, we
use natural language processing techniques to develop a system for the monitoring of dietary sup-
plements. We use topic modeling techniques, specifically a variation of Latent Dirichlet Allocation
(LDA), and background knowledge in the form of an adverse reaction dictionary to score products
based on their potential danger to the public. Our approach generates topics that semantically cap-
ture adverse reactions from a document set consisting of reviews posted by users of specific products,
and based on these topics, we propose a scoring mechanism to categorize products as “high potential
danger”, “average potential danger” and “low potential danger.” We evaluate our system by com-
paring the system categorization with human annotators, and we find that the our system agrees
with the annotators 69.4% of the time. With these results, we demonstrate that our methods show
promise and that our system represents a proof of concept as a viable low-cost, active approach for
dietary supplement monitoring.

Keywords: Dietary Supplements, Pharmacovigilance, Natural Language Processing, Latent Dirichlet
Allocation, Public Health Surveillance, Social Media Mining.

1. Introduction

According to the Dietary Supplement and Health Education Act (DSHEA),1 dietary supple-
ments (often referred to as nutritional products) are intended to supplement diet, intended for
oral use, contain one or more dietary ingredients or their constituents, and are labeled on the
packaging as dietary supplements. 50% to 70% of the general population in the United States
uses a dietary supplement either for their purported benefits in maintaining good health or
for the treatment of various diseases.2–5 Evidence from multiple surveys suggests that dietary
supplement users are more likely than non-users to adopt a number of positive health-related
habits.6 Thus, dietary supplements have become an integral part of health and wellness, and
many health professionals and dietitians use and recommend their use.4

Despite the usefulness of dietary supplements, their widespread usage, and the perception
that they are safe for use, they have been identified as causative agents for a variety of adverse

This work was funded (in part) by the University of Maryland, Joint Institute for Food Safety and Ap-
plied Nutrition through a cooperative agreement with the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (or FDA),
#FDU001418.
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reactions. For example, consumption of Chinese herbs that contain aristolochic acid (Mu Tong)
has been reported to be associated with an increased risk of urinary tract cancer,7 and more
recently, the product OxyElite Pro R© was recalled by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration
(FDA) in November 2013a after possible links between the product and both liver failure and
non-viral hepatitis were discovered.

Currently in the United States, the FDA regulates both finished dietary supplement prod-
ucts and dietary ingredients under a different set of regulations than those covering conven-
tional food and drug products (prescription and over-the-counter).8 Under the DSHEA1 a
manufacturer is responsible for ensuring that a dietary supplement or ingredient is safe before
it is marketed. The FDA is responsible for taking action against any unsafe dietary supplement
product after it reaches the market, and intervening if there is misleading product information.
Generally, manufacturers do not need to register their products with the FDA nor do they
need to get FDA approval before producing or selling dietary supplements. The responsibility
of the manufacturer is to ensure that product label information is truthful and not mislead-
ing, that the product complies with the Dietary Supplement Current Good Manufacturing
Practices (cGMPS) for quality control, and to submit to the FDA all serious adverse eventsb

reports associated with use of the dietary supplement in the United States.
Under current adverse event monitoring protocols drug manufacturers and consumers can

report adverse events caused or suspected to be caused by a dietary supplement using the
Safety Reporting Portal.c Safety reports can be voluntarily submitted by manufacturers, pack-
ers, holders, researchers, or end users. However, numerous pharmacovigilance studies have
revealed the ineffectiveness of self-reporting systems,9 with some studies showing that only
about 10% of adverse reactions generally reported.10 There are many possible reasons for
the low reporting numbers; a manufacturer may be reluctant to admit fault, or users may
not report events (particularly for non-lethal events) to the manufacturer or even health care
providers. Furthermore, even when a consumer has a serious event and goes to a poison cen-
ter and a report is created, the FDA may not receive it. A 2013 Government Accountability
Office report found that from 2008 through 2010 poison centers received over 1000 more re-
ports than the FDA.11 These facts clearly demonstrate that active surveillance is essential to
the FDA’s public health mandate with respect to dietary supplements. Although alternative
sources (such as user comments from health forums or tweets) have been shown as potential
sources for monitoring adverse reactions associated with prescription drugs,12 there is still a
research gap on active monitoring of dietary supplements.

ahttp://www.fda.gov/ForConsumers/ConsumerUpdates/ucm374742.htm,
http://www.fda.gov/Food/RecallsOutbreaksEmergencies/Outbreaks/ucm370849.htm.
Accessed: 7/10/2015.
bA serious adverse event is defined by the FDA as any adverse dietary supplement experience occurring at
any dose that results in any of the following outcomes: death, a life-threatening adverse dietary supplement
experience, inpatient hospitalization or prolongation of existing hospitalization, a persistent or significant dis-
ability/incapacity, or a congenital anomaly/birth defect.
(https://www.federalregister.gov/articles/2007/06/25/07-3039/
current-good-manufacturing-practice-in-manufacturing-packaging-labeling-or-holding-operations-for#

h-493. Accessed: 7/29/2015.)
chttps://www.safetyreporting.hhs.gov/fpsr/WorkflowLoginIO.aspx. Accessed 7/10/2015.
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Due to the strong motivation for active, low-cost monitoring systems for dietary supple-
ments, we focused our study on extracting signals indicating the safety of dietary supplements
from publicly available data on the Internet. In particular, we collected and automatically pro-
cessed a large set of Amazon.com reviews, and used that information to predict the safety of
the products. Our approach generates topics for each dietary supplement product based on
its reviews, and uses these topics, with the assumption that the topics capture the semantic
concepts associated with adverse effects, to rank the relative safety of individual products as
compared to others in the same product class.

To generate the topics, we use a fully unsupervised variant of Latent Dirichlet Allocation
(LDA).13 Our approach biases the topic model by guaranteeing that tokens that match adverse
reactions, based on ADRs listed in the SIDER databased, will be limited to a sub-set of topics,
and uses the topic distribution of a given product’s reviews to score and rank that product.
Essentially, the topic distributions are used as weights to score each product based on how
much of the texts in its reviews appeared to be generated by the adverse reaction topics.

We consider three categories for each product: “high potential danger”, “average potential
danger” and “low potential danger,” and compare the predictions of our system to a small
set of 18 products categorized by human annotators. We find that our system agrees with the
human rankings 69.4% of the time. Figure 1 visually illustrates our pipeline. We discuss the
different components of the pipeline in the following sections, commencing with an overview
of related literature.

Build topic

models from

corpus

Weight 

AE topics by

ADR tokens

Find topic

distribution

for product

review set

Score product

with topic

ADR weights

Fig. 1. System pipeline.

2. Related work

For public health issues, mining user-generated content has been shown to be a valuable
resource of information, particularly because of the large volume and the possibility of real-
time analysis.14–16 Due to the underutilization of traditional reporting avenues,17 detecting
prescription drug ADR mentions in social media posts is an area that has seen a flurry of
recent research. Leaman et al.12 performed some of the earliest research in this area, using data
from DailyStrengthe to determine the feasibility of using lexicons for finding and extracting
ADRs from user comments. Subsequent research was performed by Benton et al.18 and Yates
and Goarian,19 and also used keyword based approaches, supplemented by synonym sets of
lay vocabulary, to identify drug adverse events from social media sites.

dhttp://sideeffects.embl.de/
ehttp://www.dailystrength.org/
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Current research in this space has also utilized NLP and ML techniques to overcome the
shortcomings of lexicon-based approaches. For example, Nikfarjam and Gonzalez20 and Yang
et al.21 both use association rule mining for ADR-related tasks using user-generated health
text. Supervised text classification approaches have also been popular, particularly the use of
Support Vector Machines (SVMs) (e.g., Bian et al.,22 Sarker and Gonzalez23).

Recent research has also seen the application of unsupervised approaches. For example, the
study by Yang et al.24 showed that LDA can be combined with a partially supervised classifi-
cation approaches to create a classifier to locate consumer ADR messages in on-line discussion
groups, and a study by Li et al.25 showed that adding topics generated by LDA as a feature for
an assertion classifier lead to a significant improvement in classification. Furthermore, Bisgin
et al.26 demonstrated that topics generated by LDA using drug labels as documents could be
used to group drugs in a statistically significant way, which could be useful for discovering
new relationships between drugs.

3. Methods

Our approach involves learning a probabilistic topic model that is partially based on back-
ground knowledge in the form of a dictionary of adverse reactions. We then build a weight
map for our topic model where each topic is mapped to a value estimating how much each
topic represents the ADRs. Finally, we use our topic model and our weight map to assign a
single score to each product indicating the extent to which the reviews can be attributed to
adverse reactions.

3.1. Data

Using a web crawler, we created a corpus of approximately 40,000 Amazon.com reviews from
2708 productsf . The products chosen were those categorized by Amazon.com as “Herbal Sup-
plements,” “Sports Nutrition,” “Supplements” and “Weight Loss.” Our corpus consists of all
products and from all their subcategories. Sample reviews for two products are shown in Table
1. These examples are representative of what is found across the review corpus and present
examples of adverse reactions and indications. Furthermore, these examples show the varying
seriousness of adverse reactions within the reviews and also give an example of a reviewer
talking about a AE, as opposed to mentioning the event.

3.2. LDA using background knowledge

Our approach is driven by a variant of LDA.13 LDA is an unsupervised technique, generally
used for topic modeling, which builds a generative model for the data. Generative models
are models which, given some parameters, could have randomly generated the observed data.
In our specific case, we attempt to estimate the document-topic distributions and the topic-
token distributions from which it would be possible to generate our text corpus. A document
is generated by an LDA model one token at a time. The process begins by sampling the per-
document topic distribution to choose a topic and then sampling the token distribution for

fReviews were captured on 5th March 2014 from http://www.amazon.com/b?node=37644410
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Table 1. Sample user reviews for two dietary supplement products.

Product: batch5 Extreme Thermogenic Fat
Burner

Product: NOW Foods Bromelain

This pills dont work at all. Its just another pill with to
much caffeine and makes you cranky, edgy and nervous.

This is just fine.....not sure what it was for. I do believe
it is helping with my sinus problems, at least I haven’t
had any lately.

I take this product before i work out and i feel more
energetic and i get a feeling of well being and it last
long after im done working out. I definitely recommend
B4.

the product caused adverse reactions for me and could
not tolerate, had back pain and right right kidney pain
and decreased urine output was not good for me.

I felt awful after I took it got a terrible niacin rush
would never take it again side effects are scary

This product has helped me with the pain I have in my
joints due to arthritis. My knees and hands were so bad
before, but after just a couple of weeks I have gotten
amazing relief.

the chosen topic to pick a word. The chosen word is added to document, and the process is
repeated for the length of the document.

Our process is a variant of LDA which seeks to take advantage of background knowledge,
which in our case is a dictionary of adverse reactions. Our intent is to generate topics that
are semantically similar to the adverse reactions. We accomplish our goal by developing an
LDA variant which uses a second per-document topic Dirichlet distribution (Dirichlet(α′)),
which when sampled, will return a multinomial distribution over a sub-set of topics. This
distribution over a subset of topics is then sampled to generate words that are known to be
from our dictionary. This variant can be thought of as two parallel instances of topic modeling.
One instance consisting of the tokens found in the dictionary and encompassing a subset of
topics, and a second instance of the standard LDA for all topics and all non-ADR tokens.

Formally, our approach can be described as follows:
Let D be a collection of documents. For each d ∈ D of length N , let fd : {1, . . . , N} → {0, 1}

be an indicator function that maps an index in d to 1 when the word at the index is part of
the background knowledge. To generate the collection D:

(1) For each topic k, draw a multinomial token distribution φk from Dirchlet(β)

(2) For each Document d ∈ D:

(a) Draw a multinomial topic mixture θ from Dirchlet(α)

(b) Draw a multinomial topic mixture θsub from Dirchlet(α′)

(c) Choose a document length N

(d) For each token 0 ≤ i < N in document d

i. if fd(i) = 1 choose topic zi from θsub, else choose topic zi from θ

ii. Choose word wi from φzi

Figure 2 presents the plate notation for this variation of LDA.
This method is based on the general assumption that tokens which match the entries in
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θ

θ’

α

α’

Fig. 2. Plate notation of our LDA model

the ADR dictionary could only have been chosen from a marked subset of topics. Though we
do not label topics, we guarantee that tokens that match the tokens in the ADR dictionary are
restricted to those subsets. The intent of this restriction is that the subset of topics containing
ADR tokens will also contain tokens that are semantically similar to ADRs, but do not appear
in the ADR dictionary.

Our approach was developed as an extension of the ParallelTopicModel class within the
Mallet machine learning toolkit.27 The ParallelTopicModel class is a implementation of the
algorithm presented by Newman, et al.28 and can be viewed as an approximation to Gibbs-
sampled LDA. Our pre-processing consisted of removing stop words, and representing every
instance of multi-token dictionary ADRs in the text as a single token. We chose to use 100
topics, and chose a subset size of 10. For our priors we chose standard values, α = 0.1, α′ = 0.1

and β = 0.01. To learn our model we chose to use 10000 iterations of Gibbs Sampling and
use a burn in of 1000 iterations. Table 2 provides examples of the top 15 tokens from selected
topics from the category “SportsNutrition/Thermogenics/Fat Burners.” The ADR topics are
in bold.

3.3. Scoring products based on topics

Our system uses the Topic Models of the review set to generate a score for each product.
Each topic is a distribution of tokens, so every token within a topic carries a weight as to
how important that token is within its topic. We sum the weights of our known ADR tokens
within each topic, and for each topic create a topic ADR weight. These topic ADR weights
are the primary component of our scoring system.

To score each product, we first represent the product as a single document containing all
the reviews. We then use the Mallet Topic Inferencer to estimate the distribution of topics
for the product reviews. This provides us with information about how much of the review
text was likely ‘generated’ by each topic, or what percent of the reviews can be explained by
each given topic. We combine the topic percentages with the per-topic ADR weights to score
each product and then normalize the product scores across all products within a category. An
example of our scoring can be seen in table 3.

We choose to score products with respect to their Amazon category. That is, as opposed
to building a topic model based on the full corpus, we build topic models for each category
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Table 2. Tokens from Selected Topics of ‘Fat Burners’:

Topic 0 stomach, gas, doesn, problems, issues, give, product, upset, don, bloating, sys-
tem, digestive, easy, bad, products

Topic 1 energy, boost, give, feel, extra, day, product, workout, focus, gave, jitters, work,
workouts, felt, level, feeling, caffeine

Topic 3 blood, sugar, levels, body, cancer, health, diabetic, problems, insulin, liver,
people, research, due, level, heart

Topic 47 oil, punch, meat, red, chicken, fish, fruit, eat, eggs, veggies, fruits, eating, veg-
etables, tropical, vegetable

Topic 75 lost, pounds, lbs, ve, weeks, months, weight, week, lose, taking, month, days,
gained, started, pound

Topic 98 free, gluten, lactose, soy, intolerant, dairy, organic, milk, grass, fed, cows, wheat,
product, gmo, products

we wish to evaluate. We also only score products in relation to other products in the same
category. This was done because when the full corpus is used to generate topic models, we
found that when one product has a strong co-occurrence with one type of ADR, the topics
related to that ADR became more of a topic for the product class. In those cases, the ADR
topics would represent the products with those adverse events, and not the adverse events
within the product reviews. We also chose to only score the products that had at least 25
reviews because products with a low number of reviews do not have enough text for scoring
to be accurate.

Table 3. ADR Score for product: Dexatrim Max Comple-7

Topic Topic ADR Weight ADR examples from topic
Topic

Percent

Topic
ADR

weight

Topic 0 30 birth defects(6.0), chest pains(4.0) 0.01378 0.413
Topic 1 139 bloating(11.0), diarrhea(7.0) 0.00182 0.252
Topic 2 111 gas(14.0), headaches(12.0) 0.01138 1.263
Topic 3 41 liver damage(6.0), loss of weight(4.0) 4.635 E-4 0.019
Topic 4 522 jittery(72.0), headache(67.0) 0.03975 20.749
Topic 5 202 gain weight(18.0), feel sick(16.0) 0.01276 2.577
Topic 6 131 jittery(46.0), heart attack(12.0) 0.00283 0.370
Topic 7 53 hunger pains(5.0), reduced appetite(5.0) 0.01322 0.700
Topic 8 91 inflammation(10.0), joint pain(7.0) 7.46 E-6 6.78 E-4
Topic 9 150 palpitations(21.0), high blood pressure(11.0) 0.016450 2.46

ADR Score: 28.803
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4. Evaluation and results

Our primary goal is to develop a system to help identify potentially dangerous nutritional
supplements. The majority of our evaluation is related to that primary goal. However, because
such a large portion of our work is based on our variant on LDA, we feel it is necessary to
provide an evaluation of that aspect of our methodology.

4.1. Validation of background knowledge driven LDA

To validate our methodology, we used the Twitter Adverse Drug Reaction corpus from Ginn
et al.29 and compared the ADR scores of the tweets annotated with adverse reactions to those
tweets with no ADRs. We compared the ADR scores generated with topics from our variant to
the scores generated with topics from standard LDA. We found that with our variant, tweets
with an annotated adverse reaction on average had a ADR score 1.89 times bigger than the
score of tweets without any adverse reactions. This can be compared to standard LDA, where
the ADR tweets had a score on average of 1.56 times bigger than the non-ADR tweets. We also
compared the tokens within the topics for both standard LDA and our variation. We examined
the correlation between the weight of tokens from the SIDER database and tokens annotated
as ADRs (not in the database). We found that the R-squared value for the correlation between
known ADR tokens and annotated ADR tokens within topics was 0.356 for normal LDA and
0.445 for our variation. These results provide evidence that our variant on LDA does create
topics which better capture adverse drug reactions.

4.2. Evaluation of ‘ADR Score’

We evaluated our ADR Score results by having human annotators categorize products
from within a category, and then comparing the categorization to our rankings. We
chose to use the categories of “SportsNutrition/Thermogenics/Fat Burners” and “Weight-
Loss/AppetiteControl&Suppressants” for evaluation. From those categories we chose 9 ran-
dom products, three from the top third, three from the middle, and three from the bottom
third of the list of products within the category ranked by ADR score. Two human annotators
then categorized each product, and we compared our automatically generated categorization
to the annotator categorization.

4.2.1. Human categorization of products

The user comments for nine products from the “SportsNutrition/Thermogenics/Fat Burners”
class and ‘WeightLoss/AppetiteControl&Suppressants” class were manually reviewed by two
expert annotators to assess the results of the classifier. For each product, the annotator clas-
sified the product as having either a high, average or low potential for ADRs. Each annotator
assessed the ADR potential by a variety of indicators, including: comparing the number of
comments with ADR mentions from the number of comments overall; the severity of the ADR
mentioned; and the potential for adverse reactions from the ingredients in the supplement.
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4.3. Results

Table 4 and Table 5 present the comparison of human annotated classification to the classifi-
cation based on the ‘ADR Score’ for the class “SportsNutrition/Thermogenics/Fat Burners’
and the class “WeightLoss/AppetiteControl&Suppressants.” Over these two categories, The
annotator agreement was 61.1 %. The system accuracy with respect to Annotator 1 is 66.6%
and the accuracy with respect to Annotator 2 is 72.2%, and the average accuracy of our system
is 69.4% over the two categories.

Table 4. Comparison of annotator categorizations with our systems categorizations for
SportsNutrition/Thermogenics/Fat Burners.

Product Human Annotator 1 Human Annotator 2 ADR Score ADR Score Category

batch5 Extreme Thermogenic
Fat Burner

High Potential Average Potential 0.336 Average Potential

BPI Sports B4 Fat Burner High Potential High Potential 1.0 High Potential
Buy Garcinia Cambogia Extract

With Confidence
Low Potential Low Potential 0.129 Low Potential

Cellucor D4 Thermal Shock
Thermogenic Fat Burner

High Potential High Potential 0.614 High Potential

Garcinia Cambogia Drops Low Potential Low Potential 0.120 Low Potential
Liporidex MAX w Green Coffee

Ultra
Average Potential Average Potential 0.371 Average Potential

Raspberry Ketones The ONLY
250 mg PURE Raspberry Ke-
tone Liquid

Low Potential Low Potential 0.186 Low Potential

SafSlim Tangerine Cream Fusion Low Potential Average Potential 0.341 Average Potential
VPX Meltdown Average Potential High Potential 0.685 High Potential

5. Discussions and future work

The primary goal of this work is to use unsupervised NLP techniques for low-cost, active
monitoring of dietary supplements, and with our results we have presented a promising proof-
of-concept system. This system has shown to be reasonably accurate in identifying products
with above-average potential for adverse reactions, especially when the results are considered
with respect to the annotator agreement.

Through the process of error analysis, we found three important potential limitations of
our system: The system treats all adverse reactions equally, it treats ADRs and indications
equally, and it cannot differentiate real and fake reviews. In dietary supplement monitoring,
a single serious adverse effect is given significantly more weight than multiple non-serious
reactions. Currently, our system has no way to weigh the reactions, and thus numerous trivial
reactions will generate a higher score than one serious adverse reaction. This particular case
did lead to a disagreement between the annotators and the system, where one annotator found
a product to have a higher potential than our system due to a small number of serious adverse
reactions.
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Table 5. Comparison of annotator categorizations with our systems categorizations for
WeightLoss/AppetiteControl&Suppressants.

Product Human Annotator 1 Human Annotator 2 ADR Score ADR Score Category

Nature’s Way Metabolic ReSet Low Potential Average Potential 0.385 High Potential
Burn + Control Weight-

loss Gourmet Instant Coffee by
Javita

Low Potential Low Potential 0.058 Low Potential

Garcinia Cambogia Extract Pure
(60% HCA)

Low Potential Low Potential 0.0527 Low Potential

Garcinia Cambogia Extract Pure
Premium Ultra

Low Potential Low Potential 0.129 Average Potential

Life Extension Decaffeinated
Mega Green Tea Extract

High Potential Low Potential 0.366 High Potential

Garcinia Cambogia Liquid
Weight Loss Diet Drops

Low Potential Low Potential 0.0 Low Potential

LipoBlast Extreme Diet
Pills/Energy Boost-
ers/Appetite Suppressant

High Potential Average Potential 0.128 Average Potential

MetaboLife Ultra, Stage 1 High Potential Low Potential 0.335 High Potential
Saffron Extract - Appetite Sup-

pressant
Average Potential Low Potential 0.125 Average Potential

Indications can be defined as the reason why a consumer is taking a drug or supplement,
and in many cases, indication tokens are adverse reaction tokens. The primary difference
between indications and ADRs is how the reaction relates to the user with respect to the drug.
For example, the ADR tokens in the phrase “‘This product has helped me with the pain I have
in my joints due to arthritis” are very similar to the ADR tokens in the phrase “the product
caused adverse reactions for me and could not tolerate, had back pain and right kidney pain
and decreased urine output,” yet they are very different semantically. As the system currently
works, a product that has many indications will be scored similarly to one with many adverse
reactions, as the current system does not take into account the semantic relationship between
a potential ADR term and the rest of the sentence.

Finally, the system is currently unable to identify fake reviews. Dietary supplement manu-
facturers are known to provide free products to those who write reviews, and for some products
we found that there were a non-trivial amount of fake positive reviews. Because we are exam-
ining the percentage of the reviews that is generated by the ADR topics, these fake reviews
affect our ranking.

The monitoring of dietary supplements is a challenging task due to both the sheer number
of supplements on the market and the limited man-power of the FDA. Despite the current
limitations, our system produces very promising results. In particular, this system shows the
validity of an unsupervised NLP approach for this task, while also serving as a promising
proof-of-concept system.

The current limitations also provide a roadmap for future work. We plan on exploring
other variations of LDA such as the Topic Aspect Model30 and multi-grain topic models,31 to
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incorporate aspects of those approaches into our work. We feel these techniques are promising
solutions that can help distinguish adverse reactions from indications.

We also plan on incorporating the work presented in Leaman et al.12 to add ADR named
entity recognition to our pipeline. This will allow our system to use more then just a dictionary
of known adverse reaction tokens when learning the ADR topics. Furthermore, we plan on
adding ‘fake rule detection’ to the pipeline, following the work of Lau et al.32 In addition, we
plan on expanding the system to include text from other sources, including Internet message
boards. There are very active on-line communities which discuss nutritional supplements, and
this textual data would add to our corpus and help increase the accuracy of our categorization.
Finally, we plan to expand our evaluation and include a larger variety of product categories.

Our experiments show that large amounts of user-generated data, which is readily avail-
able, may be used to automatically identify high-risk dietary supplements. The identified
supplements can then be marked for further investigation by the Center for Food Safety and
Applied Nutrition (CFSAN). We hypothesize that this unsupervised NLP technique will pro-
vide valuable early signals of suspected associations between CFSAN-regulated products and
adverse reactions. Based on our promising results, we envision that this technique will act
as a crucial source for safety signals associated with dietary supplements and may eventually
provide the ability to detect problematic supplements earlier and more cost effectively than
current methods.
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To support people trying to lose weight and stay healthy, more and more fitness apps have sprung
up including the ability to track both calories intake and expenditure. Users of such apps are part
of a wider “quantified self” movement and many opt-in to publicly share their logged data. In this
paper, we use public food diaries of more than 4,000 long-term active MyFitnessPal users to study
the characteristics of a (un-)successful diet. Concretely, we train a machine learning model to predict
repeatedly being over or under self-set daily calories goals and then look at which features contribute
to the model’s prediction. Our findings include both expected results, such as the token “mcdonalds”
or the category “dessert” being indicative for being over the calories goal, but also less obvious ones
such as the difference between pork and poultry concerning dieting success, or the use of the “quick
added calories” functionality being indicative of over-shooting calorie-wise. This study also hints
at the feasibility of using such data for more in-depth data mining, e.g., looking at the interaction
between consumed foods such as mixing protein- and carbohydrate-rich foods. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the first systematic study of public food diaries.

Keywords: MyFitnessPal; Calorie Counting; Weight Loss; Quantified Self

1. Introduction

In 2012, 30-50 million Americans were on a diet at any given point in timea for reasons ranging
from lowering the risk of diseases to having a more positive self image. The annual revenue of
the U.S. weight-loss industry is estimated at around $20 billion.b Clearly, dieting is not easy
and new fashion diets come into existence every year.

In this paper we explore the practice of keeping an online food diary and its relation to
dieting outcomes. Concretely, we turn to data from a large fitness and health application,
MyFitnessPal (henceforth MFP), and look at the publicly logged food consumption of more
than 4,000 users over several months. Figure 1 shows the interface through which users enter
their consumed food. Users not only log their daily intake but they also specify a “daily
calories goal” against which their consumption can be compared. Figure 2 shows this goal at
the bottom of the screenshot. Though we cannot observe their actual weight progression, we
are using the information on whether a user mostly consumes more or less calories than their
self-declared goal as an indicator for dieting success.

ahttps://www.npd.com/wps/portal/npd/us/news/press-releases/the-npd-group-reports-dieting-is-at-an-all-
time-low-dieting-season-has-begun-but-its-not-what-it-used-to-be/
bhttp://abcnews.go.com/Health/100-million-dieters-20-billion-weight-loss-industry/story?id=16297197
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Fig. 1. Screenshot showing the food selection process in the MyFitnessPal web interface.

Using these user labels of being “above” or “below” we train a classifier to tell the two
user groups apart using the types of food users have logged. Through a feature analysis of the
classifier we gain insights into which foods are associated with diet success or failure.

Our findings are largely intuitive, e.g., logging food with “oil”, “butter” or “mcdonalds”
in the name is an indication of going above one’s calorie goals. However, we also discover less
obvious trends such as a distinction between pork (indicative for being “over”) and poultry
(indicative for being “under”). In addition, we describe general behavior related to food log-
ging. E.g., users are least likely to log any meal on the weekend and, if they do, they are most
likely to be above their weight goal.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first systematic analysis of public food diaries.
We believe that this paper helps to show the potential that this data holds for various health-
related analyses.

2. Related Work

Our research is centered around “quantified self” data. The quantified self is a movement
to voluntarily log personally relevant data for self knowledge and improvement. Users might
decide to quantify or track their activity both for goal-driven or documentary motivation.15

Striking the right balance between the amount of data that an application wants to collect
and the amount of effort required on the user’s end can be challenging.11 Rusin et al.16 offer
a review of technologies used for logging food intake.

When it comes to weight loss and weight maintenance, certain practices related to the
quantified self such as “think about how much progress you’ve made” (by having charts
showing this), “weigh yourself” (through weight logging) and “read nutrition labels” (making
use of the nutrition database that services such as MFP provide) have been among the few
indicators of both successful weight loss and maintenance.17 Other research has also found that
“self monitoring” is important both for weight loss2 and for successfully maintaining such loss.7
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Fig. 2. Screenshot of a user’s public food diary on MyFitnessPal. The user kept the default names for the
meals (“One”, “Two”, ...) and only the first and last meal are included in the screenshot. The bottom shows
the user’s actual calories consumption of 2,015kcal and their daily goal of 2,020kcal.

These studies are, however, from the “pre-smartphone era” where calorie counting was done
manually using pencil and paper. Still, they give credence to the potential benefits for both
weight loss and weight management that apps such as MFP could offer. A currently ongoing
study will also shed light on the effect of frequent weight control10 on dieting outcomes. To
date, few studies have, however, looked at the effectiveness of mobile apps for motivating
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health behavior changes.13

Concerning the analysis of food consumption through user-generated data, some studies
have taken a public health approach and looked at regional or temporal patterns in food
consumption. West et al.21 used web search and click-through data to study seasonal changes
in the recipes people search for. Server logs from a recipe site were used in19,20 to study
regional differences in food preferences. Their angle is less health-centric and more culture-
or preference-centric with a focus on whether ingredients or regional influences dominate the
recipe choice. Using only the ingredients of recipes, rather than regional or cultural knowledge,
has been explored in18 for the purpose of recipe recommendation.

Conceptually close to our study is the work by Abbar et al.1 who look at food mentions
on Twitter. Their analysis also includes bit on individual and not only public health. If users
were to mention everything they ate on social media then the type of food diaries we are
using would become redundant. However, we believe that this is unlikely to be the case for
many users and our data is far cleaner and more structured and comes with user-defined
daily calorie goals. Culotta3 also used Twitter data to study obesity and other health issues
but from a purely aggregate, public health perspective. Kuener et al.8 use data from Yahoo
Answers to look at issues of both mental and physical health of obese people. They find that
“obese people residing in counties with higher levels of BMI may have better physical and
mental health than obese people living in counties with lower levels of BMI”. They do not,
however, look at indicators related to the success or failure of weight loss.

As far as the idea of trying to predict dieting success is concerned, the work in9 is related.
The authors study data from an online weight loss community and offer insights into different
phases of usage which, potentially, could help to predict who will engage in the long-term and
hence have a higher chance of achieving and maintaining weight loss. Finally, Park et al.12

study long-term sharing of MFP activity on Twitter. This also indirectly relates to dieting
success as long-term engagement with a fitness application could be seen as beneficial for
maintaining weight loss.

3. Data Acquisition and Preprocessing

3.1. Obtaining Food Diaries and Constructing Food Taxonomy

The construction of our dataset begins with the download of public food diary pages of MFP
users. First, we extracted an initial list of 100K usernames from the 10 most popular MFP
groups. Next, for each user, we retrieved up to the last 180 days of food diary pages (until
March 2015 when the data collection took place). Ultimately, the food diary pages of 9,896
users are publicly accessible, resulting in 587,187 food diary pages retrieved. On average, each
user has logged 59.3 days of diaries (S.D. = 54.6, median = 42) or 652.9 food entries in total
(S.D. = 774, median = 366). According to the random samples (N = 200) of user profiles, the
average age of users in the dataset is 36.6 years old (S.D. = 10.71). The vast majority of users
are female (75%) and reside in the United States (67%). A small fraction of users (5.7%) do
not provide any demographic information.

When adding an entry in a food diary, users can either search for existing foods in MFP
database or enter a new food description and associated nutritional values. The lack of con-
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trolled vocabulary in the food data creation causes several data integrity issues, e.g., the same
foods may be described slightly different by different users. To mitigate the problems, we
needed ways to group related foods into semantic categories. Thus, we built a food taxonomy
by compiling lists of food-related categories and page names from Wikipediac. The taxonomy
is manually organized into 18 main categories (e.g., staple food, meats, vegetables, etc.), 149
subcategories (e.g., wheat, rice, beef, etc.) and 4,233 entities, describing individual ingredi-
ents and meal types of food entries. For example, the entry “McDonald’s - Premium Sweet
Chili Chicken Wrap (Grilled)” will be annotated with the following set of {main category:
subcategory: entity}: {Staple foods: Wheat: Wrap}, {Meats: Poultry: Chicken}, {Preparation
Methods: Grill}, {Fast foods: McDonald’s}.

3.2. Data Preprocessing and Pruning

To extract categories from a food entry, we first lemmatized all entity words in the taxonomy
and the food entry’s text. Then, we iterated through the main categories to find the maximal
exact substring match between the taxonomic entities and the food entry’s text. E.g., the
entity “bean sprout” is a match in “Iga - bean sprouts” but not a match in “Sprouts - tiramisu
espresso beans”. After a match had been found, the corresponding main category, subcategory,
and entity were added to the annotation. The taxonomy has a reasonable coverage with respect
to our dataset. Out of 632,652 unique food entries, 88% were successfully annotated while
12% produced an empty annotation. The causes of failed annotation include misspelled (e.g.,
brocolli) and non-English names (e.g., huevos rancheros).

To describe a user’s food intake, we used both the categories described above and single-
word tokens extracted from the text of the diary entry. The tokenization steps are as follows:
(i) splitting on non-word charactersd, (ii) lower casing everything, (iii) only considering tokens
of length at least three, and (iv) requiring all characters to be alphabetical (a-z). Furthermore,
for both tokens and categories, we required that more than 500 distinct users had to use it,
leaving us with 1,720 distinct tokens and 392 distinct categories. Finally, only users who had
at least 30 logged days with at least one non-zero feature were considered, ignoring days with
less than 100 calories logged. This left us with 5,797 users.

3.3. Labeling Calorie Goals “Success”

The core of our analysis is centered around looking for differences between successful and
unsuccessful users, where success is in relation to their self-declared daily calories goal. For
each day, a user was assigned a label of “below”, “on-target” or “above” depending on their
calories goal and actual calories consumed as follows.

• below: (goal - actual) / goal > .2

• above: actual > goal
• on-target: otherwise

chttp://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Category:Foods
dThe usual regular expression definition of non-word characters was used, i.e. [ˆa-zA-Z0-9 ].
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We chose to label a (user, day) pair where the user exceeds their goal (i.e., too much con-
sumption) by even a single calorie as “above” to encode the inherent asymmetry in dieting to
lose weight. Table 1 shows the trend of the (user, day) pairs when grouping by the day of the
week and aggregating across users. As found in previous work looking at food consumption,1

the weekend seems to be the worst period for dieting with (i) the highest fraction of “above”
incidents, and (ii) the lowest number of logged days. Interestingly, web searches for recipes
seem to follow the opposite trend.21

Table 1. This table shows the weekly logging trends for 9,896
users. The fraction of “above” increases slightly from its lowest on
Mondays (19.0%) to its highest on Saturdays (24.9%). The num-
ber of total user-days logged also shows a drop on the weekend.

Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat Sun
% Above 19.1% 20.0% 20.6% 21.0% 23.3% 24.9% 23.7%

% Ontarget 33.5% 34.1% 33.6% 32.9% 29.9% 29.2% 31.3%
% Below 47.4% 46.0% 45.7% 46.0% 46.8% 46.0% 44.9%
# Total 93.0k 91.7k 88.7k 85.4k 80.7k 73.4k 73.6k

To have a single label for each user, the (user, day) label pairs were aggregated across days
by taking the modal class, i.e., the biggest class. Note that this means a user could have as
little as 34% of their days belonging to this class. Having a single label for each user, rather
than modeling each (user, day) pair separately, had the advantages of (i) reducing noise due
to the larger data set being considered, and (ii) interlinking behavior across days so that even
“good” behavior on one day could be predictive of “bad” behavior on another day.

Using single-word tokens as features, with the above definition of user labels, 3,320 users
were labeled “below”, 1,546 were “on-target” and 931 “above”. To have a clearer distinction
between the classes, we chose not to consider users in the “on-target” group for further analysis.
This left us with 4,251 users for the token-based analysis and ∗ for the category-based analysis.

Table 2. Basic characteristics of our below-vs.-above data set con-
taining 4,251 users after pruning (see text).

min 10% median 90% max
Total days logged per user 30 36 77 168 186
% days “above” per user 0 1% 14% 53% 95%
% days “below” per user 0 18% 56% 86% 100%

4. Results

4.1. Exploratory Cluster Analysis

To gain a better understanding of the food consumption patterns, we performed a cluster
analysis. Each of the 4,251 users for the token-based representation was mapped to a feature
vector where each of the 1,720 dimension counted on how many distinct days a user used a
specific token. These vectors were then normalized in 2-norm. We used X-Means14 as imple-
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mented in Weka5 as the clustering algorithm.e The algorithm automatically chose k = 6 as
the optimal number of clusters (searching between k = 2 and k = 10).

Table 3. Summary of an XMeans clustering for the token-based normalized feature representation.
Cluster 1 (n=545) Cluster 2 (n=411) Cluster 3 (n=686) Cluster 4 (n=601) Cluster 5 (n=878) Cluster 6 (n=1,130)

below/above below/above below/above below/above below/above below/above
375 (69%) / 170 (31%) 304 (74%) / 107 (26%) 575 (84%) / 111 (16%) 460 (76%) / 141 (24%) 716 (82%) / 162 (18%) 890 (79%) / 240 (21%)

B
ig

g
e
s
t

R
a
n
k

G
a
in

s skimmed (+917) grounds (+550) creamer (+348) coffee (+43) great (+121) almond (+84)
sainsbury (+856) brewed (+412) packet (+83) sandwich (+34) value (+99) organic (+75)

semi (+832) creamer (+361) coffee (+74) sausage (+34) kraft (+59) protein (+64)
asda (+794) from (+118) protein (+58) wheat (+28) wheat (+40) coffee (+49)
tesco (+621) packet (+76) tsp (+50) pizza (+28) turkey (+30) yogurt (+32)
tea (+139) coffee (+74) sugar (+38) turkey (+23) cheddar (+26) vanilla (+25)
coffee (+46) tsp (+52) vanilla (+36) chips (+23) light (+25) natural (+22)
light (+20) sugar (+32) free (+32) bacon (+17) yogurt (+25) banana (+15)

banana (+17) free (+30) yogurt (+31) peanut (+14) free (+22) eggs (+14)
free (+16) vanilla (+24) natural (+22) homemade (+12) peanut (+17) peanut (+13)

Table 3 shows a summary of the obtained clusters. The cluster sizes are reasonably bal-
anced, ranging from 411 to 1,130. To understand the distinctive features for each cluster we
looked at the tokens that went up the most in the ranking, compared to the global average.
For example, a token that is globally ranked 1,000th in terms of its average user weight but
is ranked 20th within a particular cluster has moved up 980 ranks. Furthermore, we required
that the token had to end up in the top 40. This was done to ensure that the token is relatively
frequent in the end. Note that the bigger clusters (Clusters 5 & 6) are closer to the “average”
and so the relative change in ranking is smaller for them.

The fraction of “below” and “above” users shows moderate variations, ranging from 69%
“below” to 84%. However, the discriminative tokens do not necessarily tell an intuitive story
as, e.g., Cluster 4 with “pizza” and “bacon” has a lower fraction of “above” than Cluster 6
with “organic” and “natural”. Clusters 2 and 3 also seem similar in that they both have many
discriminative tokens related to coffee. However, Cluster 2 has an “above” percentage that is
10% above that of Cluster 3.

Overall, the unsupervised clustering did not yield practical insights as clusters seemed to be
more influenced by things such as brand names or shopping at particular supermarket chains,
than by healthy-vs.-unhealthy food categorization. Hence, we decided to look at supervised
methods instead, where the above-vs.-below labels are central.

4.2. Above-vs.-Below Machine Classification

To understand the differences in food consumption between our above and below users, we
trained a Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier with a linear kernel and the default settings
in the SVM-lightf implementation.6 We used the same general setup for both feature sets,
tokens and categories, though the dimensionality of the feature space differed (1,720 vs. 392).
In both cases, we trained the classifier on a balanced training set with a equal number of above
and below instances, 931 for tokens and 919 for categories. The training set was then split
into 10 folds, each with a 90%-10% train-test split. Table 4 summarizes the performance for
the binary classifier.

eThe exact parameters used were: Scheme:weka.clusterers.XMeans -I 2 -M 1000 -J 1000 -L 2 -H 10 -B 1.0 -C
0.5 -D “weka.core.EuclideanDistance -R first-las” -S 10
fhttp://www.cs.cornell.edu/people/tj/svm light/
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Table 4.
Linear SVM classification results for the above-vs.-below

calories target prediction in a 10-fold cross validation set-
ting. The ± indicate standard deviations across 10 folds.

Features Accuracy Precision Recall
tokens 67.3% ±2.9% 67.8% ±3.3% 66.1% ±5.1%
categories 64.7% ±3.9% 64.8% ±4.1 64.8% ±4.3

The classification performance was sufficient though the category-based model did not
perform better than the token-based model. We also performed an analysis to look at when the
classifier errs. For both feature sets, both the false positive and false negative instances furthest
from the decision boundary had less than 50% in their modal class (“below” or “above”). In
other words, their ground truth label had a low degree of confidence. Similarly, in all cases the
individual instances furthest from the decision boundary had the correct labels assigned. This
can also be seen in Figure 3 where the fraction of “above” days for users increases from left
to right, i.e., from being classified most strongly as “below” to being classified most strongly
as “above”. Interestingly, the graph also shows that users with a higher fraction of “above”
days also tend to have logged more days in the system.

Fig. 3. 4,251 users are classified using the token-based SVM (see text) and then sorted based on the distance
from the decision boundary. 0-5% refers to the 5% of users least likely to be labeled “above”, similarly 95-
100% refers to the 5% of users most likely to be labeled “above”. The stacked plot shows the macro-averaged
distribution across the logged days. The black line shows the average number of days logged for user in a given
percentile group.

4.3. Feature Analysis

Our main motivation was not to predict if a user will be mostly above or below their weight
goal, but rather, to understand the potential effect that different food choices might have on
this outcome. To achieve this, we performed a feature analysis for the learned classification
models. As we used a linear kernel, each feature is assigned a weight which can be directly
interpreted with large and positive feature weights being indicate of “above” and large (in
absolute value) and negative feature weights being indicative of “below”.

Table 5 shows the features with the 10 most positive (negative) weights on the left (right).
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Table 5. The 10 most discriminative features in the token-based linear
SVM model. For each token, the foods logged by most users are listed.

Over Weight Goal Under Weight Goal
Token Example Dish Token Example Dish

oil oil - olive cup strawberries 1 cup∗

wine wine - table, red kroger sugar - kroger∗

added quick added calories banana turbana - banana
butter salted butter∗ grapes grapes - raw
dairy butter - dairy∗ almond almond milk∗

original original ranch∗ value value fries∗

pieces walnut pieces∗ egg whole egg∗

container mayonnaise container∗ dole dole banana∗

lemon lemon juice∗ weight weight control oatmeal∗

mcdonalds mcdo hash brown∗ breast turkey breast meat

Tokens such as “oil”, “butter”, or “mcdonalds” are all indicative for consuming more calories
than planned. The “added” token in third position is mostly derived from using the “quick
added calories” functionality. This functionality allows users to manually enter a summed
caloric amount without having to enter each food item separately. Fruit tokens such as “ba-
nana”, “grapes”, or “lemon” are all indicative of staying below one’s calorie goal.

Table 6. The 10 most discriminative categories in the category-based linear
SVM model. For each category, the foods logged by most users are listed.
A “..” indicates an omitted level for very long and multi-level categories

Over Weight Goal Under Weight Goal
Category Example Dish Category Example Dish

beverage:alcohol sabras - hummus meat:..:turkey sliced turkey∗

dessert:cake cheesecake fruit bananas - raw
preparation:fry eggs - fried∗ meat turkey breast meat

staple:wheat:pizza pepperoni pizza∗ egg dairy eggs - fried∗

meat:pork ham - sliced∗ meat:poultry chicken breast∗

dessert cookies∗ dessert:..:caramel caramel - caramels
staple:other cereal fiber one bar∗ fruit:..:banana bananas - raw

..:..:coconut oil coconut oil∗ ..:milk substitutes almond milk∗

staple:root and tuber potatoes - baked∗ preparation:bake potatoes - baked∗

staple:wheat:bread bread - italian snack:snack:donut glazed donut∗

Table 6 summarizes the category-based classification model. Overall, categories related to
fruit, poultry, and baked foods are indicative of staying below one’s calorie goals, whereas
wheat, pork, and fried foods point towards going over.

It is interesting to see that desserts in general (denoted by the main category “dessert”)
are associated with logging too many calories, but caramels (denoted by the specific entity
“dessert:confectionery:caramel”) are associated with logging less categories than one’s goal.
However, the average usage of caramels corresponds to only 130kcal, compared to 173kcal
for any logging entry under “dessert” and 195kcal for generic cakes (“dessert:cake”). The
appearance of donuts (“snack:snack:donut”), with an average of 180 kcal, in the under-goal
class is also unexpected. This may be potentially caused by the collinearity of certain features
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although the regularization term in the SVM usually deals with this.
Note that Table 6 shows that “sabras - hummus” is incorrectly categorized as bever-

age:alcohol in our taxonomy (see Section 3.1). A false positive is caused by the token “sabras”
which was incorrectly matched to “Sabra”, a liqueur produced in Israel, contained in the bev-
erage category. Example foods in Table 5 & 6 that are marked with ∗ were shortened to fit
the table. The full list of names can be found in a footnote.g

5. Discussion

The analysis shown in this paper is preliminary in parts but still serves to show the value of
using food diaries for studying dieting success in real-world settings. More complex machine-
learning models could be used to, e.g., look at the interaction between food types. Conve-
niently, MFP provides this nutritional breakdown for the logged meals (see Figure 2). Such
analysis could shed light on the success of dieting practices that advocate the separation of
carbohydrates and protein or similar approaches.h

Our definition of whether a user is below or above their calories goal (see Section 3.3)
is admittedly simple. For example, a user who is over their goal by 100% for one day, but
then under for 10% for ten days would be labeled as “under” instead of “on-target”. In fact,
there are plausible alternative definitions but we do not expect them to change the results
dramatically. For example, we had initially used a +/- 20% margin in both directions, not
only towards below, and this gave similar list of discriminative tokens (Table 5).

More fundamentally, it is very difficult to determine if a shorter-than-usual log entry
indicates a day of “food abstinence” or just an incomplete diary. Though we did not use it
in this study, we could ideally obtain the weight loss goal, encoded in a picture posted in the
profile page of some users. Having this information would also be helpful in distinguishing
the small fraction of users on MFP who might be trying to gain or maintain weight rather
than losing it. These users are not treated properly by our methodology though the analysis
of “which food is linked to being above the weight goal” still holds.

Looking at the temporal patterns across a user’s lifetime in the system, we did some
preliminary analysis to see if users stopped logging food because of (i) achieving a set weight
loss goal or (ii) getting frustrated by the failure to do so. For this, we looked at the fractions
of users in a given “temporal percentile range”, referring to a user’s logging events buckets
in 10% of their total time range. For each temporal bucket, we then assign it the modal

gThe full names were “butter - salted butter”, “butter - 1 pat - dairy”, “hidden valley - original ranch”,
“walnuts - walnut pieces”, “hellmann’s - real mayonnaise 30fl oz container”, “lemon juice - raw”, “mcdonald’s
- hash brown from mcdonalds”, “strawberries - raw, 1 cup”, “light brown sugar - kroger”, “almond milk -
almond milk - vanilla - unsweetened”, “wendy’s - value french fries”, “eggs - fried (whole egg)”, “dole banana
- bananas”, “quaker oats - weight control instant oatmeal maple & brown sugar”, “eggs - fried (whole egg)”,
“little caesars - pepperoni pizza”, “ham - sliced, extra lean”, “cookies - chocolate chip, soft-type”, “fiber one
- fiber one bar, oats & chocolate”, “spectrum - coconut oil, unrefined”, “potatoes - russet, flesh and skin,
baked”, “turkey, deli sliced - turkey”, “eggs - fried (whole egg)”, “protein - tyson chicken breast”, “drinks -
almond bilk (vanilla)”, “potatoes - russet, flesh and skin, baked”, “original glazed donut - krispy kreme”.
hThere are various types of “food combining” diets with the Hay Diet being one of the most prominent ones,
despite the lack of success shown in randomized trials.4
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label during that period. In aggregate, over a user’s lifetime in the system their daily success
ratios changed only slightly, from an initial below-vs.-on-target-vs.-above of 61%-23%-16%, to
63%-20%-17% for the penultimate 80-90% bucket. Only for the final 10% of logging events,
the distribution changed to 69%-16%-15%. We are still unsure if this indicates (i) being most
likely to “over-perform” by staying well below one’s calories goal just before abandoning, or
(ii) logging in a more and more incomplete manner at the end.

Weight control is related to controlling both calorie intake and energy expenditure. In this
analysis, we only looked at the former of these. However, given that platforms such as MFP
also provide a way to log the latter, we deem this worthwhile for future exploration.

Generally, having more access to user profile information could help predict “what type
of diet will work for whom”. What works could depend both on what type of foods a user
has access to (e.g., due to income, geography, or working hours) but also relate to general
lifestyles (e.g., with increased peer pressure when eating in a group). Automatically generated,
personalized weight loss programs will definitely attract more attention in the future.

6. Conclusion

This paper presents a study that uses public food diaries of more than 4,000 long-term active
MFP users. Our analysis is centered around a classifier that, given a list of foods consumed by
a person, predicts if they will be below or above their self-defined calorie goal. While certain
findings are expected (“oil” and “mcdonalds” being indicative of consuming too many calories)
others are less obvious (poultry is linked to staying within one’s goals, whereas pork indicates
going above). Our results prove the feasibility of mining such data for health-related analysis.
Especially with additional links to users’ activity and general lifestyle patterns, automatically
generated personalized and adaptive dieting seem a promising avenue to pursue. Health infor-
matics is only starting to use the veritable gold mine that comes with public quantified-self
data. This paper contributes to advances in this field by exploring how public food diaries can
be mined to understand differences in unsuccessful and successful diets.
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1. Workshop Focus 

This Workshop will give an overview of key topics in the young field of Translational Bioinformatics 
(TBI). TBI has been defined as the “development of storage, analytic, and interpretive methods to optimize 
the transformation of increasingly voluminous biomedical data, and genomic data, into proactive, 
predictive, preventive, and participatory health.”[1] With PSB’s stated focus on research in databases, 
algorithms, interfaces, natural language processing, and modeling, the bioinformatics aspect of TBI is a 
natural fit for this audience. Further, the US government’s recently announced Precision Medicine Initiative 
makes it particularly timely for researchers to learn about and explore the translational side of our field. 
Specifically, this workshop provides context for how the various bioinformatics methods may be applied 
toward the enhancement of human health, enabling healthcare providers to deliver the right intervention for 
the right person at the right time. 

This workshop covers major themes within the field of TBI, as put forth by a recent review in IMIA’s 
(International Medical Informatics Association) Yearbook of Medical Informatics[2], and supplements 
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those topics with a section on relevant data standards from the clinical and translational domain. Each 
presenter is a nationally or internationally recognized expert in their respective areas. 

2. Workshop Agenda 

Title Speaker 

Introduction J Tenenbaum 

Clinical “big data” I 
The use of EHR data for genomic discovery: the eMERGE network 

J Denny 

Clinical “big data” II 
Clinical3PO: Deep Phenotyping to Precision Medicine 

L Frey 

Omics for drug discovery and repurposing J Tenenbaum 

BREAK 

Intro to the clinic I 
Standards for Translational Bioinformatics 

R Freimuth 

Intro to the clinic II 
G-DOC Plus: A TBI platform for novel hypothesis generation in precision 
medicine research  

S Madhavan 

Personal genomic testing and related ethical, legal, and social issues J Tenenbaum 

 

3. Workshop Contributions 

The use of EHR data for genomic discovery: the eMERGE network - J. Denny 

Precision medicine offers the promise of improved diagnosis and more effective, patient-specific therapies. 
Typically, such studies have been pursued using research cohorts. Across the Electronic Medical Records 
and Genomics (eMERGE) Network, we have explored use of the electronic health records (EHRs) linked 
to DNA biobanks to do genomic and pharmacogenomic discovery. This combination allows study of the 
genomic basis of disease and drug response using real-world clinical data. Finding phenotypes in the EHR 
can be challenging, but the combination of billing data, laboratory data, medication exposures, and natural 
language processing has enabled efficient study of genomic and pharmacogenomic phenotypes. These 
studies have replicated many known associations as well as posited new genetic findings for diseases not 
yet studied via other methods. A particular advance may be for drug response traits, for which the EHR has 
proven cost efficient and effective. The EHR also enables the inverse experiment – starting with a genotype 
and discovering all the phenotypes with which it is associated – a phenome-wide association study 
(PheWAS). PheWAS requires a densely phenotyped population such as is found in the EHR. We have used 
PheWAS to replicate >300 genotype-phenotype associations, characterize pleiotropy, and discover new 
associations. We have also used PheWAS to identify characteristics with disease subtypes.  
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Collectively, EHR-linked biobanks across the U.S. alone are approaching 1 million people, portending a 
future in which these will play an increasingly important role. Indeed, the recently-announced presidential 
Precision Medicine Initiative highlights the role of EHR-based molecular study as an efficient and powerful 
longitudinal health data discovery platform. This national research cohort will enroll over 1 million 
individuals who are re-contactable and share biospecimens and health data. Many  of these participants will 
likely share sensor and mobile technology data as well. 

Clinical3PO: deep phenotyping to precision medicine - L. Frey 

We will demonstrate components of the open source big data Clinical Personalized Pragmatic Predictions 
of Outcomes (Clinical3PO) platform, developed for the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) along 
with its extension to typical healthcare environments. Its data representation is the Observational Medical 
Outcome Partnership (OMOP) common data model, which has been encoded to lower the barrier for cross-
institutional data analysis. Using OMOP we will demonstrate the feature extraction module of Clinical3PO 
for deep phenotyping cohorts and feeding machine learning predictive analytic pipelines. The ability to 
support big data analytics for deep phenotyping using Clinical3PO applied to medical data will be 
described.[3] We will show how the pipeline can be used to create machine learning models focused on the 
care patterns of individuals. The path forward using the system to advance precision medicine will be 
discussed.  

Omics for drug discovery and repurposing - J. Tenenbaum 

Much has been written about the notoriously lengthy and expensive processes of drug discovery and FDA 
approval. From target identification to FDA approval, it is not uncommon for the process to take well over 
a decade and $1 billion. One major contribution of translational bioinformatics has been to apply a data-
driven approach both to drug discovery, and drug repurposing: identifying existing FDA approved drugs 
that may help treat conditions for which they were not initially intended. High throughput omics technology 
can be used to identify promising pathways and molecular targets for a given disease, and also to identify 
molecular signatures of drug administration. These drug signatures can then be compared to signatures that 
characterize different diseases. Drugs that tend to have opposing effects on disease-related genes and 
pathways may be good candidates for treatment of those conditions. By effectively bypassing lead 
identification and Phase 1 trials, this approach can save both time and cost in FDA approval for new 
indications of existing drugs. 

Standards for translational bioinformatics - R. Freimuth 

The rapid growth of the biomedical domain has presented researchers and clinicians with more 
opportunities to share data and knowledge than ever before, but the diversity of data types, analysis 
methods, and contexts can pose significant challenges to the meaningful exchange, integration, and use of 
information. Standards can reduce barriers to semantic and syntactic interoperability. This presentation will 
review examples of existing and emerging standards within the translational bioinformatics community, 
including data, terminology, and message standards. 

The generation, annotation, interpretation, and clinical reporting of genetic test results will serve as a use 
case throughout the presentation. Specific challenges in this process, such as variability in the representation 
of genetic data (e.g., nomenclature systems), and the impact that those challenges have on patient care and 
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translational research will be discussed. Existing efforts by both international standards organizations and 
national consortia to develop normalized systems for the exchange of clinical genetic test results will be 
reviewed. Finally, methods for sharing knowledge, including that expressed in clinical genomic guidelines 
and decision support rules, will be summarized. 

G-DOC Plus: A TBI platform for novel hypothesis generation in precision medicine research 
- S. Madhavan 

G-DOC is a feature-rich shareable translational research infrastructure that allows physician scientists and 
translational researchers to mine and analyze a variety of “omics” data in the context of consistently defined 
clinical outcomes data for cancer patients.[4]  

Scientists today are using not only a combination of clinical, NGS and omics data for analysis, but also 
medical and digital images for validation of analysis results. Currently, numerous tools and software exist 
that specialize in handling and processing of one or two “omics” data types, or only NGS data types, most 
of which need a bioinformatician to help with analysis. To drive hypothesis generation and validation of 
molecular markers for biologists and researchers, it would be convenient to have a “one–stop” system that 
can handle all these data types, including NGS and medical images, in one location without having to switch 
to other tools or resources for analysis.  

With the goal of improving overall health outcomes through genomics research, we present G-DOC Plus, 
a web-based bioinformatics platform that enables the integrative analysis of multiple data types to 
understand mechanisms of cancer and non-cancer diseases at a systems level for systematic conduct of 
research in precision medicine. It currently holds data from over 10,000 patients selected from private and 
public resources including Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO), The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) and the 
recently added datasets from REpository for Molecular BRAin Neoplasia DaTa (REMBRANDT), caArray 
studies of lung and colon cancer and the 1000 genomes data sets. G-DOC Plus allows researchers to explore 
clinical-omic data one sample at a time, as a cohort of samples; or at the level of population, providing the 
user with a comprehensive view of the data.  

Three case studies in Pharmacogenomics, cancer variant search, and gene network analysis will be 
demonstrated to educate workshop attendees on features of G-DOC Plus for novel hypothesis generation 
to advance precision medicine research. 

Direct to consumer genetic testing, and related ethical, legal, and social issues- J. Tenenbaum 

Direct to consumer (DTC) genomic services enable individuals to obtain their own genetic data without a 
healthcare provider acting as intermediary either to order the test or interpret the results. For several years 
after these services were introduced, it was unclear whether or how they should be regulated by the 
government. In 2013, the FDA strongly asserted that these tests do indeed fall within their purview, and 
each health-related association must be separately validated. Their rationale for stepping in was that people 
might make healthcare decisions, drastic ones even, based on information obtained through these services.  

In this portion of the workshop, we describe a pregnancy management case in which a treatment plan was 
modified based on a DTC result. A woman with no personal or family history of blood clotting-related 
complications learned through DTC testing about a heterozygous prothrombin (factor 2) gene mutation. 
Twice daily injections of enoxaparin were recommended throughout pregnancy for this patient based on 
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this genetic information combined with other risk factors including advanced maternal age and pregnancy 
with twins. Genetically based medical guidelines are a moving target, however, and treatment of 
thrombophilic conditions in asymptomatic patients is controversial, with guidelines continuing to evolve. 

We will also discuss ethical, legal, social, and economic issues raised by this case and its impact on the 
patient’s subsequent efforts to obtain life insurance, which unlike health insurance, is not covered under the 
Genetic Information Nondiscrimination Act of 2008.  
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Technological advances are making large-scale measurements of microbial communities commonplace. 
These newly acquired datasets are allowing researchers to ask and answer questions about the composition of 
microbial communities, the roles of members in these communities, and how genes and molecular pathways 
are regulated in individual community members and communities as a whole to effectively respond to 
diverse and changing environments. In addition to providing a more comprehensive survey of the microbial 
world, this new information allows for the development of computational approaches to model the processes 
underlying microbial systems. We anticipate that the field of computational microbiology will continue to 
grow rapidly in the coming years. In this manuscript we highlight both areas of particular interest in 
microbiology as well as computational approaches that begin to address these challenges.  
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1.  Introduction 

Microbes, including viruses, bacteria, and fungi are the most numerous organisms on earth. 
Bacteria alone are estimated to equal the biomass of plants on earth.1Moreover, they are the key 
drivers of life on earth by controlling the majority of Earth’s biogeochemical fluxes.2 

Microbial communities also play key roles in human health and disease.3,4 While the role of 
microbes underlying certain illnesses has been widely recognized, we are also recognizing their 
role in normal physiology, and the role that they can play to restore normal physiology. For 
example, a diet of non-digestible but fermentable carbohydrates given to children affected by the 
Prader-Willi syndrome has been shown to lead to changes in the gut microbiome structure, 
contributing to reduction in weight, regardless of the continued presence of the primary driving 
forces.5 In a more directed experiment, transplants of fecal microbiota has been used to alleviate 
chronic Clostridium difficile infections.6,7  

Microbial communities were historically relatively difficult to survey and characterize. The 
development of fast and inexpensive sequencing methods has dramatically aided in this analysis.8 
We can now readily evaluate and describe communities that we could not easily catalog with other 
approaches.9,10 These new experimental platforms are providing the basis of in depth surveys of 
the microbial components of our world. For example, the human microbiome project (HMP) was 
designed to catalog human-associated microbial communities,11 producing an extensive bacterial 
catalog of over 200 adults.12 

Many other studies are working towards identifying microbiome features that are important for 
health or disease. For example, a series of studies have characterized the microbiome in lungs of 
individuals with conditions such as cystic fibrosis (CF),13–16 chronic obstructive pulmonary 
disease (COPD),17 asthma,3,18 and in the intestinal tract of individuals with CF19, and diabetes.4,20 
In some cases it has been possible to identify pathogens and/or the expression of particular genes 
that are associated with positive or negative outcomes.19,21 It is the hope that  knowledge of the 
microbiome and gene expression can be leveraged to develop more targeted interventions and 
preventative treatments. 

The wealth of microbial data is generating new challenges as well as new opportunities for 
computational microbiology. Some predict that genomic data will become the foremost example 
of big data, outpacing astronomy and other data-intensive fields within the next ten years.22 
Algorithms that address this challenge will transform microbiology, but to do so they will need to 
be accurate, scalable, and wrapped in software accessible to and usable by biologists. 

2.  Challenges in Microbiology and Computational Approaches 

We discuss existing challenges in microbiology, and highlight computational approaches that 
address these challenges. We focus primarily on those areas that have been transformed by the 
wealth of sequencing data now available. 

2.1.  Gene molecular function and process prediction 

While DNA and RNA sequencing has become substantially easier and less costly, the process of 
understanding the function of genes remains difficult. This process of functional determination has 
been facilitated by computational algorithms that aim to automatically annotate functions based 
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on: the gene’s nucleic acid sequence; the similarity of the gene’s sequence to those with annotated 
functions;23 how the gene is expressed;24 the gene’s interaction partners;25,26 and other features.27 

While there are many approaches for prediction, there are also many approaches for 
assessment, and the need for commonly accepted benchmarks has been highlighted as an area of 
need.28 Recently, the Critical Assessment of Function Annotation (CAFA) was conducted to 
address this need.29 While CAFA represents an important first step, the need for benchmark 
datasets, particularly those with comprehensive experimental validation and standardized 
assessment, remains high. This is particularly true in bacterial systems, which have not been well 
covered by CAFA challenges to date.29 Ideally microbiologists will be able to both retrieve a best 
estimate for any gene of interest in an organism, and also receive a well-calibrated confidence 
score for that prediction. 

2.2.  Microbes’ molecular functionality and classification 

The overall sum of molecular functionality encoded in the genomes of microbes is representative 
of both their morphology and physiology – key features in bacterial taxonomic classification. Our 
interest in microbes is often focused on specific parts of their molecular abilities – their 
pathogenicity, toxicity and antibiotic resistance (to us and other species, e.g. for bio-pesticide 
purposes), as well as their ability to survive and thrive in extreme environments or with specific or 
limited nutrient sources (bioremediation and green energy). Thus, classification of microbes that 
implies similar treatment of similar organisms is important for industrial and clinical applications. 

Current taxonomy is guided by evolutionary relationships,30 which, however, ignores 
horizontal gene transfer (HGT) and, often, plasmid contributions and, therefore, does not 
guarantee functional similarity. Recent work31 has shown the advantages of using microbial 
genome-guided predictions as proxies for functional comparisons. Microbial functional 
comparisons, informed by individual organisms’ environmental preferences, highlight specific 
genes and functions responsible for particular environmental adaptations (e.g. functional studies of 
cyanobacteria clades identify sigma factors potentially responsible for salt tolerance).31 However, 
despite significant recent efforts32,33, only a third of the microbial genes (for which sequences are 
available) are explicitly functionally annotated,31 and high-throughput experiments exploring 
temporal relationships between gene expressions are missing for the vast majority of (already fully 
sequenced) microorganisms, and annotations of molecular pathways are limited. Additionally, any 
available experimental tests only reflect a portion of overall bacterial functionality, with nearly 
three hundred tests only accessing 5–20% of the total functional potential.30 Thus, significant 
further research is necessary to properly identify, describe, and use microbial functional abilities 
on a large scale. Within the confines of the current state and speed of the experimental art, 
computational approaches remain the sole, most significant means for producing new knowledge 
from existing data (e.g. computational studies on co-occurrence of specific functions encoded 
across genomes of organisms occupying similar environments could inform the necessary 
molecular pathways). 

Microbial molecular functional abilities accurately reflect the environmental challenges faced 
by the individual subpopulations of microbes (ecotypes). In fact, the environment often has a more 
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pronounced effect on the microbial genomes than does vertical descent. We further expect that a 
function-based approach at exploring environmental impact will be even more relevant to the 
study of entire microbial communities in light of their emergent functionalities (i.e. functions that 
are available to the diversity of microorganisms together occupying a single niche, but not to each 
individual organism within that niche). 

2.3.  Microbes’ responses to their environment 

Microbes must respond to their environment to adapt to changing conditions such as nutrient 
availability, changes in a host, new members of their microbial community and many other 
factors.34 Sequencing-based methods allow the transcriptomes of organisms to be measured 
without the potentially time consuming and costly array-design process that was required in the 
past.35 This has allowed for assays of a diverse array of organisms, including many microbes. 
Such assays readily allow for differential expression analyses, in which genes are ordered by the 
extent to which they differ between conditions, isolates, or environments. While differential 
expression analyses play an important role, being able to integrate newly performed experiments 
into the context of existing data provides a key opportunity. 

There are now more than 1.8 million genome-wide assays freely available in repositories such 
as ArrayExpress32 and NCBI’s Gene Expression Omnibus33 (GEO). In total, these repositories 
contain experiments for more than 2000 different organisms (Fig. 1A). More than 150 species had 
more than 500 assays publicly available as of July 1, 2015 (Fig 1B). We anticipate that the number 
of organisms with large amounts of transcriptomic data will continue to grow. The transcriptomes 
of nearly 45,000 single cells were recently sequenced in one experiment,36,37 surpassing the 
number of transcriptomes available for many organisms. While such techniques cannot yet be 
readily applied to bacteria, we expect that new approaches will become available and rapidly 
expand the diversity and scale of available transcriptomic datasets for microbiological systems. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 1.  The number of organisms with (A) genome wide data available and (B) those with more than 500 publicly 
available genome-wide expression assays. Counts for 2015 include assays from January through July. 

 

We now have the opportunity to integrate and analyze these data to understand how the 
response to the environment in a specific or newly performed experiment relates to the response 
observed by others in past experiments. In well-characterized systems, data have been integrated 
using supervised methodologies that leverage extensively curated knowledgebases.38,39 For many 
microbial systems, these knowledge-bases are limited or unavailable. To address this challenge we 
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need to develop unsupervised algorithms capable of integrating data with diverse information, 
ideally across multiple platforms. Such algorithms are now being developed,40 but significant 
work remains to be done to apply these to large-scale microbial data compendia. 

2.4.  Host-microbe and microbe-microbe interactions 

While adaptive immune responses in the host and evasion strategies of the microbe have been 
extensively studied, we are still discovering new mechanisms of host-microbe interactions. For 
example, Lee et al. identified genetic variants in a specific bitter taste receptor that were associated 
with susceptibility to respiratory infections, and that these receptors could be activated by 
compounds produced by Pseudomonas aeruginosa.41 Subsequent studies have continued to reveal 
roles for taste receptors in the innate immune response.42,43 Similar sensing of microbe-produced 
compounds have been reported in plants.44 Computational techniques that facilitate the analysis of 
host genetics in combination with the composition and metagenomic characteristics of microbial 
communities may continue to identify additional novel mechanisms of host-microbe interactions. 

2.5.  Membership in microbial communities 

Microbial communities have now been extensively profiled.10,45–47 For communities on human 
hosts, the HMP has provided a large-scale survey across many available surfaces.12 In addition to 
this large-scale assessment, numerous surveys have been made of microbial communities in a 
multitude of specific sites.48–51 Such analyses have been performed in both healthy individuals and 
those experiencing a variety of conditions.52–57 

2.5.1.  Heterogeneity across microbial communities 

Analysis of datasets from the HMP and others has raised numerous questions. For example, the 
abundance of microbial taxa varies substantially between individuals and body sites, but the 
relative abundance of metabolic modules within the communities remains consistent.12,58 Studies 
of twins have revealed differences in similarity between monozygotic and dizygotic twins, 
suggesting that an individual’s genetics affect his or her microbial communities.59,60 This 
observation raises the question: what are the drivers of these differences, and what are their 
implications for both the community and the host? 

2.5.2.  Heterogeneity within microbial populations 

Prior to the advent of large-scale inexpensive sequencing, microbial communities were assessed 
through sequencing of portions of the 16S ribosomal subunit that provided a family, genus, or 
species level of resolution.61 Metagenomic analysis of both mixed species communities and single 
species populations provides the opportunity to identify genetic heterogeneity at the sub-species 
level within microbial communities. Such genomic diversification is rapid and common in 
biofilms62,63 and chronic disease64 and needs to be incorporated into our models for microbial 
communities. For example, traditional microbiological analyses have found that P. aeruginosa 
mutants with increased alginate production or the loss of quorum sensing regulation are commonly 
selected for in the lungs of individuals with CF, and the appearance of these mutants is associated 
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alterations in pathways known to be associated with host interactions65 and have been associated 
with worse disease outcome66. The ability to associate genomic, transcriptomic, and phenotype or 
outcomes data will position us to understand which environmental factors drive the selection for 
certain variants and how these variants change the course of host-microbe and microbe-microbe 
interactions.  

3.  Conclusions 

This is an exciting time in computational microbiology. Both the questions being asked and the 
experimental methodologies available to answer them are expanding in scope and diversity. We 
have highlighted a number of areas where we see particular opportunities for computational 
approaches. We anticipate that addressing these questions will require expertise in microbiology 
and the development, evaluation, and application of computational systems. The goal of our 
workshop is to provide a venue that brings these constituencies together. 
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start of life.  This workshop will report on efforts to screen newborns using genetic sequencing 
technologies, and attendant biomedical informatics and computational biology approaches. 
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1.  Introduction 

Over the course of the next few decades, DNA sequencing will lead to each 
baby's genome being sequenced, and used to shape a lifetime of personalized 
strategies for disease prevention, detection and treatment.  

FS Collins, Wall Street Journal, July 8, 2014.  
Within the past year, the director of the NIH updated the 1990s projection by Walter Gilbert, who 
postulated that by 2030-2040 the parents of every newborn child in the developed world would 
leave the hospital with their child's genome on a CD-ROM. 
 
The	   analytic	   cost	   of	   whole	   human	   genome	   (WGS)	   and	   whole	   exome	   sequencing	   (WES)	  
continues	  to	  out-‐pace	  Moore's	   law	  and	  is	  currently	  approaching	  $1,000	  for	  WGS.	  Given the 
high burden of treatable genetic diseases in children, there is considerable interest in using WGS 
to diagnose and treat genetic diseases of infancy, both as an extension of current newborn 
screening programs (NBS) and as a pioneering implementation of precision medicine for affected 
infants. Early diagnosis of genetic diseases can dramatically decrease morbidity and mortality, as 
evidenced by current, federally mandated newborn screening (NBS) programs for ~60 treatable 
genetic diseases, which identifies ~5000 affected babies per year at ~10 days of life. With the 
emergence of WGS and whole exome sequencing, the National Institutes of Health and state NBS 
programs are considering the value of genome sequence information in addition to currently 
performed tests with the goal of improving accuracy, reducing false positives and false negatives, 
or identifying disorders not currently screened for. 
 
For NBS programs, some diseases screened for currently have positive predictive values well 
below 5%, so improving specificity could have a substantial positive societal impact. In order to 
evaluate the use of deep sequencing within context of newborns has many technical, 
computational, informatics and ethical questions that have arisen. This workshop will focus on 
challenges of population based genetic sequence diagnosis for newborn disorders, the future 
possibilities of WGS as an enabling technology for lifelong precision medicine, and current 
experience with use of diagnostic WGS in the delivery of precision medicine in acutely ill infants. 
The challenges addressed include: 
 

• Determination whether accurate genome or exome sequences can be obtained using 
existing blood spot material and testing pipelines. 

• Improvement in the annotation of pathogenic genetic variants in genes associated with 
metabolic and other disorders. 

• Evaluation of whether genetic information can reduce false positive and false negative 
rates by identifying cases of nonpathogenic variants and heterozygous carriers of who are 
not anticipated to have symptomatic disease. 

• Collection of patient-level rich phenotypic data through ontologies (and other means) and 
integration into national repositories and the electronic medical record. 
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• Improved capture and diagnosis of undiagnosed and affected infants for whom early 
intervention is warranted to minimize morbidity and mortality. 

• Selection of disorders for screening, including and beyond the 31 conditions recommend 
by the HRSA advisory committee 

• Ethical challenges surrounding widespread sequencing and storing genetic data of children 
for clinical diagnosis. 

• Public education and engagement. 
 
2.  Workshop Presenters 

 
Robert Nussbaum, MD 
Invitae Corporation 
 
 
Title: Newborn screening and genome sequencing 
 
 
Newborn screening for inborn errors of metabolism was first instituted in the 1960's for 
phenylketonuria using blood obtained from newborns that is soaked into filter paper. Screening 
expanded over the next 30 years by the introduction of individual tests designed to screen for 
individual disorders until the 1990s when tandem mass spectroscopy (MS/MS) was first applied. 
MS/MS allows the identification of many disorders in parallel using a single assay that measures a 
host of abnormal metabolites in the newborn blood spot. The NSIGHT project, a four-site project 
funded by NICHD and NHGRI, is now looking at a potential next step in newborn screening: 
identifying many more actionable, treatable diagnoses in the newborn period through exome or 
genome sequencing of newborn blood spot DNA. Outstanding questions include: 

• the positive predictive value of abnormalities found in newborn screening, 
• sequencing's utility and cost as compared to standard mass spectroscopic methods to see 

whether it could replace standard screening, 
• if not replacing current screening, could sequencing complement standard screening 

methods and make them more specific, and 
• finally to explore the ethical and legal aspects of generating sequence information from 

newborns under a nearly mandatory public health regimen when some of these data may 
have significant medical relevance but are not germane to the mission of newborn 
screening. 

 
 
Biography: Robert L. Nussbaum, M.D. is Chief Medical Officer of Invitae Corporation and also 
on the clinical faculty of the Dept. of Medicine, UCSF. As a board-certified internist and medical 
geneticist, Dr. Nussbaum has dedicated his career to improving the care of individuals with 
hereditary disorders. He has played leadership roles in the Cancer Genetics and Cardiovascular 
Genetics Programs at UCSF as well as serving as inaugural PI of the UCSF U19 project to 
investigate the role of deep sequencing as an adjunct to newborn screening. Dr. Nussbaum is a 
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member of the National Academy of Medicine and American Academy of Arts and Sciences and 
is past president of the American Society for Human Genetics. He was co-discoverer of the first 
inherited form of Parkinson's disease, and his basic research has focused on efforts to identify the 
pathogenesis and genetic contributions to the disease. Prior to joining UCSF, Dr. Nussbaum was 
chief of the Genetic Disease Research Branch of the National Human Genome Research Institute, 
National Institutes of Health. 
 
 
Stephen Kingsmore, MB, ChB, BAO, DSc, FRCPath  
President of the Rady Pediatric Genomic and Systems Medicine Institute. 
 
 
Title: Integrating deep phenotyping and genome sequencing to enable precision medicine in 
neonatal intensive care units 
 
 
Genetic diseases and congenital abnormalities are the leading cause of death both in neonatal 
intensive care units, and among infants in general (children aged <1 year). Until the advent of 
clinical WGS and whole exome sequencing (WES), timely molecular diagnosis of suspected 
genetic disorders had been largely precluded in acutely ill infants by virtue of profound clinical 
and genetic heterogeneity, and tardiness of results of standard genetic tests. However, it is now 
possible to decode an ill infant's genome in 24 hours (STATseq) and to use clinicopathologic 
correlation software to evaluate the likelihood that their symptoms are the result of any of the 
4,500 known monogenic disorders. We and others have recently reported rates of molecular 
diagnosis of 25-73% in retrospective case series of infants and children with diseases of possible 
monogenic etiology by proband or trio WGS/WES. However, there are immense challenges in 
scaling STATseq for general use, and in timely implementation of STATseq as part of NICU 
workflows that have the potential to change outcomes in infants with genetic diseases. 
 
 
Biography: Stephen Kingsmore grew up in Northern Ireland during the 'troubles'. He moved to 
the US after medical school and trained in internal medicine at Duke. After positionally cloning a 
few disease genes in academia in the '90s, he switched to the genomics industry for a decade. He 
was CEO of the National Center for Genome Resources in Santa Fe while it became a leader in the 
development of bioinformatic tools for next-gen sequencing for AgBiotech applications. From 
2011-2015 he was the Director of Genomic Medicine and Executive Director of Medical 
Panomics at Children's Mercy Hospital in Kansas City. Recently he became President of the Rady 
Pediatric Genomic and Systems Medicine Institute. This is a new research institute which is 
affiliated with the Rady Children's Hospital and UCSD. 
 
 
Jennifer Puck, MD  
Professor, Departments of Immunology and Pediatrics, University of California San Francisco 
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Title: Using newborn dried blood spots to obtain deep sequence data for enhanced, early 
diagnosis 
 
 
Our center has developed methodology for extracting DNA from dried blood spots obtained in 
newborn nurseries that is of sufficient integrity and quantity for whole exome or whole genome 
sequencing. Modifications to standard DNA processing have been made to optimize the 
generation of deep sequence data. Deep sequencing and analysis is possible using de-identified 
samples from infants with positive metabolic newborn screens. Moreover, additional archived 
newborn dried blood spot samples have been obtained with informed consent from individuals 
affected with clinically significant primary immune system disorders. The latter sample set 
addresses the question of whether newborn screening by deep sequencing could improve early 
detection of diverse immunodeficiency diseases, making possible optimal treatment and avoidance 
of infectious complications. 
 
 
Biography: Dr. Puck is a Professor of Immunology in the Dept. of Pediatrics at UCSF and is also 
a member of the UCSF Inst. for Human Genetics and an associate of the Berkeley Innovative 
Genomics Initiative. Her basic and translational research program focuses on inherited human 
immune disorders. Noting the advantages in survival and outcome for infants with severe 
combined immunodeficiency (SCID) diagnosed early in life, Dr. Puck conceived and developed a 
newborn screening test using the universally collected dried blood spots to detect SCID. DNA 
extracted from the blood spots is assayed by PCR to quantitate T cell receptor excision circles 
(TRECs), a biomarker for the generation of a normal diverse repertoire of T cells. Absent or low 
TRECs suggest SCID. SCID screening, now adopted in over half of the states in the US, allows 
infants affected with SCID and other conditions with insufficient T cells to be detected early and 
treated. Dr. Puck directs the UCSF Jeffrey Modell Diagnostic Center for Primary 
Immunodeficiencies. She serves on the Medical Advisory Committee of the Immune Deficiency 
Foundation, the Committee on Primary Immunodeficiency Disease of the International Union of 
Immunological Societies, the Board of Scientific Councilors of NIAID, and the Steering 
Committees of the Primary Immune Deficiency Treatment Consortium (PIDTC) and the US 
Immunodeficiency Network (USIDNET). A member of the American Society of Clinical 
Investigation (ASCI), Association of American Physicians (AAP), American Pediatric Society 
(APS) and Institute of Medicine, she received the Abbot Award in Clinical and Diagnostic 
Immunology from the American Society of Microbiology in 2013 and the Colonel Harlan 
Saunders Award for Lifetime Achievement in Genetics from the March of Dimes in 2014. 
 
 
Steven E. Brenner, PhD  
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Professor, Department of Plant and Microbial Biology, University of California, Berkeley and 
Adjunct Professor, Department of Bioengineering and Therapeutic Sciences, UCSF 
 
 
Title: Analysis challenges of newborn genome sequences 
 
 
A hallmark of current newborn screening programs is their outstanding sensitivity with false 
negatives on the order of one per million babies screened and impressive specificity. Both the 
sensitivity and the specificity are essential in order, respectively, to meet the public health goals of 
the program at a reasonable financial and human cost. This is achieved in large part through 
careful optimization of highly-sensitive mass spectrometry instruments which are detecting a 
molecular intermediate phenotype resulting from the genetic abnormalities. Identifying such 
diseases from genetic information is intrinsically more challenging. The analytic instrumentation 
for genome variant calling is less mature than the mass spec technology. More importantly, 
identifying disease phenotypes from genotypes can be vastly more challenging than identifying 
disease phenotypes from molecular phenotypes. Preparatory studies have revealed widespread 
limitations of even the most authoritative databases of mutations causing those diseases 
incorporated in newborn screening; they have numerous variants reported as pathogenic that are 
present in unaffected individuals. It seems likely that they also overlook variants that may cause 
disease. Computational predictive methods fare far worse. Health disparities may arise due to 
differential ability to reliably identify pathogenic mutations in individuals from different ethic 
backgrounds. This talk will include progress on methods to overcome these challenges, and 
approaches that may help present genome sequencing as a useful technology associated with 
newborn screening. 
 
 
Biography: Steven E. Brenner is a Professor at the University of California, Berkeley, and also 
holds appointments at Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory and at the University of California, 
San Francisco. As an undergraduate he studied in Walter Gilbert's laboratory at Harvard College. 
He received his M.Phil from the Department of Biochemistry at Cambridge University, and 
obtained a Ph.D. from the MRC Laboratory of Molecular Biology and Cambridge where he 
studied with Cyrus Chothia. After graduation Brenner had a brief fellowship at the Japan National 
Institute of Bioscience, followed by postdoctoral research supervised by Michael Levitt at 
Stanford University School of Medicine. Brenner's research is primarily in the area of 
computational genomics, covering topics in protein structure, RNA regulation, function 
prediction, metagenomics, and individual genome interpretation. He is founding chair of the 
Computational Biology graduate program at Berkeley. He is currently a director of the Human 
Genome Variation Society, and is a founding editor of PLoS Computational Biology. He has 
served two terms as a director of the ISCB and was a founding director of the Open 
Bioinformatics Foundation. His recognitions including being a Miller Professor, a Sloan Research 
Fellow, a Searle Scholar, an AAAS Fellow, and named the recipient of ISCB's Overton Prize. 
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Sean D. Mooney, PhD  
Professor, Department of Biomedical Informatics and Medical Education, University of 
Washington 
 
 
Title: Understanding the complex genetics of simple Mendelian traits 
 
Most of the diseases included in newborn screening are considered classical Mendelian diseases. 
However, more careful study reveals that many if not all involve variable penetrance and 
expressivity, and several likely involve degrees of epistasis or other engagement of multiple genes. 
Our group has spent much effort development methods to identify and characterize pathogenic 
variants from sequencing projects. This talk will outline some of these challenges and successes in 
characterizing these more complex genetic relationships relevant to accurate newborn screening 
by genome sequencing. I will discuss our efforts to connect phenotype to disrupted molecular 
mechanisms to better predict clinically relevant mutations. 
 
 
Biography: Prof. Sean Mooney is the Chief Research Information Officer (CRIO) of UW 
Medicine, a Professor in the Department of Biomedical Informatics and Medical Education, and 
an NIH funded researcher. Previous to his CRIO role, he was an Associate Professor and Director 
of Informatics at the Buck Institute for Research on Aging. He has a long history in managing the 
development of collaborative electronic systems supporting biomedical research. His interests 
focus on leading the next generation informatics tools for biomedical research and in 
understanding the underlying molecular causes of inherited genetic diseases and cancer. As an 
Assistant Professor, he was appointed in Medical and Molecular Genetics at Indiana University 
School of Medicine and was founder of the Indiana University School of Medicine Bioinformatics 
Core. In 1997, he received his B.S. with Distinction in Biochemistry and Molecular Biology from 
the University of Wisconsin at Madison. He received his Ph.D. in 2001 at the University of 
California in San Francisco under the mentorship of Dr. Teri Klein, and then was an American 
Cancer Society John Peter Hoffman Fellowship at Stanford University. He is funded by the 
National Library of Medicine and other NIH Institutes, mostly in the area of data science and 
translational medicine. He was part of the team that won the $150k 2000 Garage.com Student 
Business Plan Competition, where the proposed plan focused on web-based tools for drug 
discovery research. 
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The	use	 of	 large-scale	data	 analytics,	 aka	Big	Data,	 is	 becoming	prevalent	 in	most	
information	 technology	 discussions,	 especially	 for	 the	 life	 and	 health	 sciences.	
Frameworks	 such	 as	 MapReduce/Hadoop	 are	 offered	 as	 “Swiss-army	 knives”	 for	
extracting	 insights	out	of	 the	 terabyte-sized	data.	Beyond	 the	 sheer	volume	of	 the	
data,	the	complexity	of	the	data	structure	associated	with	such	data	sets	is	another	
issue,	 and	may	 not	 be	 so	 readily	 mined	 using	 only	 these	 technological	 solutions.	
Rather,	 the	 issues	 around	 data	 structure	 and	 data	 complexity	 suggest	 new	
representations	and	approaches	may	be	required.	The	LinkedData	standard	(W3C,	
Semantic	Web)	has	been	promoted	by	some	communities	 to	address	complex	and	
aggregatable	data,	though	it	focuses	primarily	on	querying	the	data	and	performing	
logical	 inferences	 on	 it,	 and	 its	 use	 in	 deep	mining	 application	 is	 still	 in	 the	 early	
stages.	 In	summary,	 there	appears	 to	be	a	gap	between	how	we	access	structured	
data,	 and	 the	 deeper	 analyses	 we	 want	 to	 perform	 on	 it	 that	 preserve	
representation.		
	
Over	the	last	few	years,	an	increasing	number	of	examples	from	life	science	research	
have	appeared	that	apply	topological	and	algebraic	forms	to	genomic	and	complex	
data	problems	(Isomap†,	PLEX‡,	Ayasdi,	FQL§,	BioHaskell**).	The	relevance	of	finding	
structure	 in	 rich	 data	 has	 been	 underscored	 by	 the	 increasing	 efforts	 to	 combine	

																																																								
†	http://isomap.stanford.edu	
‡	http://www.math.colostate.edu/~adams/jplex/index.html	
§	http://categoricaldata.net/fql.html	
**	http://biohaskell.org	
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clinical	data	with	genomic	analyses.	Although	much	attention	has	been	placed	on	Big	
Data	and	batching	 computational	algorithms	 (e.g.,	MapReduce),	understanding	 the	
structure	 of	 the	 data	 to	 better	 analyze,	 extract,	 and	 infer	 insights	 from	 it	 are	 also	
critical.	These	areas,	however,	are	currently	not	supported	sufficiently	for	the	health	
and	 life	 sciences	 communities,	 and	 many	 possible	 applications	 are	 only	 recently	
being	proposed1,4,6.		
	
Coming	 from	a	very	different	perspective,	 abstract	 algebra	and	algebraic	 topology	
(AAAT)	may	provide	new	powerful	insights	to	biomedical	data	sciences.	Historically,	
these	algebra	forms	have	been	very	successful	in	the	study	of	many	profound	topics,	
yielding	an	understanding	of	rich	mathematical	and	logic	structures,	as	well	as	their	
relations	 to	 one	 another.	 Several	 key	 advances	 in	 the	 computer	 sciences	 over	 the	
last	 few	 decades	 (relational	 algebras	 (SQL),	 monadic	 structures	 (javascript),	
description	 logic	 (OWL),	 homotopy	 theory),	 have	 emerged	 from	 these	 fields	 of	
study.	Yet,	due	to	their	mathematical	generalities,	other	 facets	of	abstract	algebras	
have	 not	 easily	 been	 applied	 to	 domain-specific	 applications	 such	 as	 biomedical	
research.	The	potential	is	just	beginning	to	emerge	from	limited	cross-pollination	as	
the	landscape	shifts	to	greater	use	of	large,	diverse	data	sets.	What	is	yet	lacking	is	a	
set	of	 lucid,	yet	powerful	examples	from	AAAT	to	biomedical	applications	that	will	
help	establish	a	bridge	between	these	diverse	disciplines.	
	
Life	 science	 data	 is	 a	 mix	 of	 conceptual	 relations	 (aka	 knowledge,	 e.g.,	 proteins	
encoded	 by	 genes)	 based	 on	 our	 current	 understanding	 of	 biology,	 and	 the	 data	
measurements	 gathered	 from	applying	 large-scale	 chemical	 and	genomic	profiling	
technologies.	 The	 latter	 set	 is	 often	 assumed	 to	 “rest”	 on	 top	 of	 the	 conceptual	
entities	 (genes,	 proteins,	mRNA,	 cellular	 structures),	which	have	 specific	 relations	
with	each	other	(e.g.,	protein	->	gene	deterministic	mappings).	The	logic	associated	
with	 conceptual	models	 that	 house	 data	 could	 be	 extended	with	 additional	 AAAT	
theorems	in	order	to	enable	a	much	deeper	analysis	of	the	data.	
	
As	an	initial	example,	consider	some	concepts	around	topologies,	which	can	be	used	
to	 describe	 different	 “molecular	 spaces”,	 including	 a	 sequence	 topology	 based	 on	
what	 makes	 one	 sequence	 similar	 or	 different	 from	 another.	 Here	 one	 element	
represents	 an	 entire	 genome	 for	 a	 given	 individual	 of	 a	 species,	 and	 the	 adjacent	
elements	 (neighborhood)	are	genomes	 from	other	 individuals	 that	differ	 in	only	a	
few	 bases.	 No	 scalar	 metric	 may	 exist	 in	 this	 space,	 but	 the	 overlap	 of	 subsets	
containing	 similar	 elements,	 and	 subsets	 that	 are	 only	 related	 by	 many	 different	
subset	 coverings	 provides	 a	 very	 discrete	 topology††.	 In	 addition	 to	 the	 elements,	
edges	 between	 the	 elements	 may	 be	 included	 that	 represent	 the	 incremental	
mutational	transitions,	unequal	rearrangements,	and	reciprocal	recombinations	that	
may	 occur.	 Given	 a	 starting	 set	 of	 elements	 (genomes	 with	 only	 a	 few	 alleles),	
multiple	applications	of	recombination	to	the	elements	will	define	a	limited	space	of	
“accessible”	genomes,	known	as	a	closure.	A	corollary	from	this	is	the	Founder	Effect	
																																																								
††	It	is	enormous,	since	every	1000-base	string	has	3	*	1000	one-step	neighbors	and	9,000,000	
(3000^2)	two-step	neighbors,	and	so	on.	
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and	H-W	equilibrium	for	a	limited	starting	population	cut-off	from	larger	allelic	set.	
Only	additional	mutations	can	free	genomes	from	these	closures.	
	
Topologies	can	obviously	be	applied	to	protein	sequences	as	well,	but	proteins	also	
offer	additional	relations	including	interactions	to	other	proteins.	One	also	realizes	
that	 such	 interactions	depend	 (in	 complex	ways)	 to	 their	underlying	 sequence,	 so	
that	 the	 genome	 topology	 space	 captures	 the	 interaction	 graph	 of	 the	 proteins	
“fibered”	above	each	coding	region	of	the	genome.	One	can	continue	to	build	upon	
these	 objects,	 to	 yield	 dynamic	 networks	 that	 can	 affect	 states	 and	
synthesis/degradation	 of	 all	 biomolecules.	 Eventually	 a	 topological	 mapping	
between	 genome	 space	 and	 phenotype	 spaces	 can	 begin	 to	 be	 formally	
represented2,	 and	 to	 some	 extent,	 be	 possibly	 projected	 from	 the	 underlying	
genomic	information.	
	
Categorical	 Theory3,4	 (CT)	 is	 major	 device	 that	 originates	 from	 abstract	 algebras,	
and	 has	 several	 powerful	 features	 for	 organizing	 concepts	 and	 inherent	 system	
logic.	Categories	are	composed	of	objects,	morphisms	(relations),	and	the	ability	to	
compose	morphisms	into	transitive	maps.	Here	objects	are	equivalent	to	what	most	
if	 us	 call	 classes,	 and	 the	 morphisms	 define	 the	 relations	 between	 objects.	 The	
universal	 properties	 that	 come	 along	with	 these	 entities	 allow	 combining	 objects,	
determining	 uniqueness,	 and	 establishing	 equivalencies	 between	 the	 objects	 and	
some	fundamental	morphisms,	e.g.,	maps	from	an	unique	initial	object	to	any	other	
object	 defines	 exactly	 one	 relation	 per	 object	 called	 an	 element).	 These	 can	 be	
populated	 with	 a	 set	 of	 genes	 of	 interest	 and	 the	 relations	 they	 yield,	 including	
commuting	 paths.	 For	 example,	 for	 every	 protein	 p,	 the	 map	 (i)	 from	 p	 to	 its	
transcript,	r,	can	be	composed	with	the	map	(j)	from	r	to	the	gene	g	it	is	expressed	
from,	to	yield	the	composition	(k)	=	(j)	∘	(i)‡‡.	Not	only	does	(k)	map	a	protein	to	a	
gene,	but	 it	 is	guaranteed	to	always	have	the	same	results	as	(j)	∘	(i),	even	though	
multiple	proteins	can	map	to	the	same	transcript,	and	multiple	transcripts	can	map	
to	the	same	gene.	We	say	that	these	relational	structures	commute.		
	
One	 important	 feature	of	CT	 is	 the	definition	 and	use	of	 functors3,	which	not	only	
transform	 objects	 to	 other	 objects	 (within	 or	 between	 categories),	 but	 also	 their	
morphisms	 to	 other	 morphisms.	 They	 become	 very	 useful	 when	 taking	 data	
structures	of	one	model	(e.g.,	a	genome	topology)	to	a	more	advantageous	form	for	a	
different	 problem	 (e.g.,	 a	 graph	 of	 molecular	 interactions).	 Since	 the	 relations	
(morphisms)	 come	 along	 as	 well,	 both	 the	 data	 and	 their	 semantics	 can	 be	
effectively	 transformed	 together.	 As	 will	 be	 described	 below,	 this	 applies	 to	
databases	as	well	as	analytical	manipulations.	
	
Another	 important	 area	 of	 topology	 is	 the	 representation	 of	 simplicial	 complexes,	
which	are	the	compositions	of	ordered	relations	of	entities	for	different	dimensional	
objects:	points,	edges,	 faces,	volumes,	etc.	Each	n-dimensional	object,	or	n-simplex,	
is	composed	of	n+1	(n-1)-dimensional	objects:	a	3d	tetrahedron	has	4	2d-triangular	
																																																								
‡‡	The	notation	for	composition	is	always	read	right-to-left,	since	they	are	operators.	
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faces,	 each	with	3	1d	edges,	 consisting	of	2	0d	points.	 If	 the	edges	between	any	2	
points	are	less	than	a	distance	ε,	they	can	be	chained	into	complexes.	Furthermore,	if	
any	form	a	cycle	of	3	edges,	a	face	object	is	induced	and	identified	with	directionality	
(clockwise	 or	 counter-clockwise);	 the	 same	 method	 is	 applied	 to	 successfully	
generate	and	chain	higher	structures,	such	as	tetrahedrons	(3-simplex),	and	beyond.	
When	applied	 to	 complex	data	 that	have	 some	 form	of	distance	metric,	 they	 form	
clusters	 of	 multidimensional	 simplicial	 complexes	 chains.	 The	 analysis	 of	 such	
complexes	yields	understanding	of	 the	general	structure,	or	homotopy,	of	 the	data	
field.	The	use	of	barcode	analysis,	or	persistent	homology,	by	current	researchers5,6,7	
is	 one	 path	 of	 analysis	 that	 is	 helping	 identify	 complex	 relations	with	 biomedical	
data.	
	
Altogether,	 the	 above	 areas	 support	 data	 mining	 of	 complex	 “high-feature”	 data	
while	 also	 aligning	 it	 to	 established	 and	 hypothetical	 concepts/relations	 and	 the	
logic	 they	 induce	 on	 the	 data	 elements.	 Often	 data	 analytics	 is	 tied	 to	 data	
representations	within	a	database	or	other	kind	of	 repositories.	 	As	 stated	before,	
AAAT	has	helped	 shape	 current	 tools	 and	methodologies	 supporting	 schemas	and	
ontologies.	 This	 can	 be	 further	 enhanced	 by	 recent	 work	 on	 Category	 Theory	 as	
applied	 to	 databases8.	 	 These	 can	 address	 important	 issues	 on	 data	 migration,	
schema	changes,	data	 integrity	and	normalization,	and	 intelligent	query	strategies.	
Most	database	operations	are	some	combination	of	 three	 fundamental	operations:	
project,	join,	union8,9.		
	
Combining	 the	 logical	manipulations	of	biomolecular	relations	along	with	 the	data	
captured	for	these	under	select	conditions,	new	data	constructs	can	be	produced	or	
perhaps	 even	 automatically	 generated	 to	 address	 complex	 analytics.	 Time	 series	
and	 tissue-specific	 data	 (e.g.,	 with	 gene	 expression)	 can	 be	 formally	 encoded	 as	
(Cartesian)	products	of	 simpler	objects	within	a	 category,	 and	 inherit	 their	 logical	
relations	directly	 from	original	 set	of	morphisms	by	applying	universal	properties	
(e.g.,	limits)	and	functors.	Analytic	tools	that	understand	such	composite	structures,	
as	well	 as	 the	multitude	of	 properties	 linked	 to	 each	object	 (gene,	 patient,	 tumor,	
study,	etc.),	can	then	perform	deep	analytics	intelligently	using	decomposition	rules	
on	 the	 data	 subsets	 (sigma	 algebras).	 	 The	 vision	 would	 be	 that	 biomedical	 data	
becomes	less	pre-structured	by	computer	science,	and	more	emergent	in	structure	
based	on	the	rules	for	combining	data,	on	analyzing	data,	and	inferring	hypotheses	
from	data.	What	 is	most	 important	 now	 is	 to	 come	 together	 as	 a	 community	 and	
discuss	what	directions	we	should	consider	exploring,	and	to	identify	a	few	relevant	
examplar	cases	to	work	on	in	order	to	validate	these	ideas.	
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Social media has evolved into a crucial resource for obtaining large volumes of real-time information.
The promise of social media has been realized by the public health domain, and recent research has
addressed some important challenges in that domain by utilizing social media data. Tasks such as
monitoring flu trends, viral disease outbreaks, medication abuse, and adverse drug reactions are some
examples of studies where data from social media have been exploited. The focus of this workshop
is to explore solutions to three important natural language processing challenges for domain-specific
social media text: (i) text classification, (ii) information extraction, and (iii) concept normalization.
To explore different approaches to solving these problems on social media data, we designed a shared
task which was open to participants globally. We designed three tasks using our in-house annotated
Twitter data on adverse drug reactions. Task 1 involved automatic classification of adverse drug
reaction assertive user posts; Task 2 focused on extracting specific adverse drug reaction mentions
from user posts; and Task 3, which was slightly ill-defined due to the complex nature of the problem,
involved normalizing user mentions of adverse drug reactions to standardized concept IDs. A total
of 11 teams participated, and a total of 24 (18 for Task 1, and 6 for Task 2) system runs were
submitted. Following the evaluation of the systems, and an assessment of their innovation/novelty,
we accepted 7 descriptive manuscripts for publication— 5 for Task 1 and 2 for Task 2. We provide
descriptions of the tasks, data, and participating systems in this paper.

Keywords: Concept Extraction; Text Classification; Adverse Drug Reaction; Pharmacovigilance;
Social Media Mining.

1. Background

Adverse drug reactions (ADRs), defined as accidental injuries resulting from correct medical
drug use, present a serious and costly health problem contributing to 5.3% of all hospital
admissions each year.1 The process of detection, assessment, understanding, and prevention
of these events is called pharmacovigilance.2 To facilitate pharmacovigilance efforts, govern-
ments worldwide have diverse surveillance programs. One example, in the U.S., is MedWatch;a

ahttp://www.fda.gov/Safety/MedWatch/default.htm [Accessed Sep-28-2015]
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it enables both patients and providers to manually submit ADR information. However, these
programs are chronically underutilized. A systematic review encompassing 12 countries, esti-
mated an 85-94% under-reporting rate of ADRs in local, regional, and national level reporting
systems. To improve detection rates, researchers have begun turning to alternative sources of
healthcare data, such as social media.3,4 Recent studies suggest that 26% of adult Internet
users discussed personal health issues online, with 42% of them discussing current conditions
on social media and 30% reportedly changing their behavior as a result.5 Studies have focused
on automatic classification of ADR assertive user posts,6–10 and the automatic extraction of
ADR mentions from posts.11–14 However, despite the proposal of various techniques for utiliz-
ing social media data in the past, public availability of data is scarce, making direct comparison
of different approaches impossible. Our recent release of large annotated data sets prepared
from Twitter data8,10,15 has opened up the possibility to compare the performances of distinct
approaches for social media based pharmacovigilance.

1.1. Shared task and workshop design

To facilitate research on social media based pharmacovigilance and social media text mining in
general, we organized this workshop on social media text mining. Unlike traditional workshops,
where manuscripts within the scope of the workshop are submitted, reviewed and chosen for
acceptance, we ran this workshop as a shared task. The shared task consisted of three tasks:
classification, extraction and normalization. We provided annotated data for the three tasks,
and participants were required to develop and submit systems for evaluation on previously
unreleased test data. Following the evaluation of the submitted systems, participants were
required to submit short system descriptions. The system descriptions were reviewed by at
least one peer and one member of the workshop organizing committee for selection.

In total, 11 teams registered for the shared task, and a total of 24 system runs were
submitted. We received 18 submissions for Task 1, and 6 for Task 2. Unfortunately, perhaps
due to the complex nature of the task, we did not receive any system submissions for Task 3.
9 teams were invited to submit system descriptions, of which 7 were eventually selected for
publication.

In the following sections, we provide detailed descriptions of the task and submitted sys-
tems. For the rest of this section, we provide some background on social media, its use in the
public health domain in general, and the challenges faced by text mining systems relying on
this source of data.

1.2. Pharmacovigilance from social media

Over the last few years, social networks have seen massive growths (e.g., as of 29th September
2015, Twitter has over 645,750,000 users and grows by an estimated 135,000 users every
day, generating 58 million tweets per dayb). Because of this heavy usage of social media to
share information, users have begun to see it as a channel for obtaining and broadcasting
information.3 A large number of users post about health related information, particularly in

bhttp://www.statisticbrain.com/twitter-statistic/ [Accessed Sep-29-2015]
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online health communities.16 A recent survey by the Pew Research Center17 has elucidated the
relevance of social media in modern day public health, explaining that 34% of caregivers and
20% of patients read or watch someone elses commentary or experience online. Additionally,
11% of caregivers and 6% of patients share experiences and post questions online. Health
related social networks have been attracting many users, perhaps because it allows users of a
particular health interest to exchange information. In such platforms (e.g., DailyStrength,18

MedHelp19), users discuss their health-related experiences, including use of prescription drugs,
side effects and treatments. Due to the emergence of such platforms, and the abundance of
data available through them, research on public health monitoring, including ADR monitoring,
has focused on exploiting data from these sources in recent times.11,20,21

From the perspective of public health, social media has been utilized for studying smok-
ing cessation patterns on Facebook,22 identifying user social circles with common medical
experiences (like drug abuse),23 and monitoring malpractice,24 to name a few. When different
patients that suffer from a common disease, or use a specific medication, share information
about their symptoms, treatments or drug outcomes, this information can provide valuable
clinical insights for both patients and health-related industries that go beyond traditional com-
munication methods.25 Although specific information about a single user may not be available
or usable for privacy reasons, various resources are currently available to perform some demo-
graphic analysis with social media data. Furthermore, over the last decade, a number of social
media based surveillance systems have been developed, reviewed, and implemented locally, na-
tionally, and globally.26 The main value of social media, is not derived from individual posts,
but from a large number of posts on a specific topic. Recent advances in the data processing
capabilities of machines, and machine learning and NLP research present the possibility of
utilizing this massive data source for a variety of purposes, including public health. The fact
that it is a direct source of users personal experiences makes it a lucrative resource. According
to Harpaz et al.,27 social media offers new opportunities for public health monitoring due to
the availability of large amounts of data that is internet-based, patient-generated, unsolicited,
and up-to-date.

ADR monitoring research have seen significant strides towards the use of automatic NLP
techniques for mining drugs and associated reactions from social media. User posts in social
media contain information about treatment outcomes and provide early access to reported
ADRs that could be beneficial for health and pharmaceutical industries. The type and volume
of ADR information that social media makes available to the health industry may not be
easily obtainable by other means. This includes the ADRs experienced by those with special
conditions, such as patients with rare diseases, pregnant/nursing women, elderly people or
patients with co-morbidities who are usually excluded from clinical trials.28 It is now well
established that social media data is rich in knowledge, which is drowned in large volumes of
noise.

1.3. Challenges of social media-based pharmacovigilance

Various pros and cons of using social media for automatic ADR monitoring,29,30 and more
generally, for public health monitoring, have been mentioned in recent literature. We briefly
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outline the opportunities that social media presents, and the obstacles associated with its use
for health-related research.

The drawbacks found when utilizing the user generated content of social media may in-
clude issues with the credibility, recency, uniqueness, frequency, and salience of the data.3,31

Abbasi and Adjeroh31 demonstrate the potential downside of each of these five points and
the importance of selecting the right media channel for social media analytics. For example,
the authors discuss the potential low salience of Twitter because of the short text limits. In
addition to these general problems related to the data generated within social media, there
are difficulties and challenges posed by the processing and extraction of relevant information
using NLP techniques. A frequently encountered challenge is due to the fact that the data
is generated by consumers, and they tend to use misspellings, non-medical, descriptive terms
to discuss health issues. This reduces a systems ability to automatically extract mentions of
relevant concepts and map them to suitable medical lexicons for further analysis.11,12,15

Traditional NLP methods that are used on longer texts have proven to be inadequate when
applied to short texts, such as those found in Twitter.32 Thus, recent research tasks have fo-
cused on developing NLP tools specifically for data from social media.33 Some recent articles
have reported the imbalance that exists in data coming from social media.8,10,34 Only a small
proportion of drug-associated data collected from social media tend to contain information as-
sociated with ADRs. This results in problems associated with annotations, since large volumes
of data need to be annotated for the inclusion of sufficient numbers of posts containing ADRs.
This data imbalance issue is a major problem for supervised machine learning approaches,
particularly because it is the smaller class that is of primary interest for the research. While
access to users personal experiences with prescription drugs is one of the key advantages of
social media, automatic determination of true personal experiences is challenging. In addition
to these, there are also technical, policy, and privacy challenges associated with the use of
social media for pharmacovigilance, as pointed out by Edwards and Lindquist.29

2. Workshop Task Descriptions

The primary objective of the workshop is to promote the application of different techniques on
a common social media based data set, so that useful approaches can be identified and utilized
in the future. We divided the overall task of utilizing social media posts for identification of
ADR signals into three subtasks:

(1) Automatic classification of ADR assertive user posts (tweets). The goal of this task is to
efficiently separate the large amount of noise from posts presenting real ADR associated
experiences.

(2) Automatic extraction of ADR mentions. The goal of this task is to apply information
extraction techniques to extract text segments so that specific ADRs associated with a
drug can be identified.

(3) Normalization of ADR mentions. The goal of this task is to normalize different lexical
representations of the same ADR concepts into standard IDs.
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To facilitate the shared task, we made available our large annotated Twitter data set.
The overall shared task was designed to capitalize on the interest in social media mining and
appeal to a diverse set of researchers working on distinct topics such as natural language
processing, biomedical informatics, and machine learning. The different subtasks present a
number of interesting challenges including the noisy nature of the data, the informal language
of the user posts, misspellings, and data imbalance. The rest of this section details the nature
of our data and annotations, and each task in detail.

2.1. Data

The data set made available for the shared task has been sourced from the social networking
site Twitter. The corpus was created through two phases of annotations performed for a
large study on ADR detection from social media that is currently in progress. Our finalized
annotations are periodically made publicly available at: http://diego.asu.edu/downloads.

The tweets associated with the data were collected using the generic and brand names of
the drugs, and also their possible phonetic misspellings,35 since it is common for user posts on
Twitter to contain spelling errors. Following the collection of the data, a randomly selected
sample of the data was chosen for annotation. The data was annotated by two domain experts
under the guidance of a pharmacology expert. Each tweet is annotated for the presence of
ADRs (binary), spans of ADRs, indications, and beneficial effects. For each ADR, indication,
and beneficial effect, the annotators also identified the most appropriate UMLS concept ID.
Following the annotation of the full set, the disagreements were resolved by the pharmacology
expert.

2.2. Task 1: Adverse drug reaction classification

The first task focuses on automatic classification of ADR assertive user posts. This task utilizes
the binary annotations in the data. Participants were provided with a training/development
set, containing a set of tweets with associated binary annotations indicating the presence or
absence of ADRs. Evaluation was performed on a blind set not released prior to the evaluation
deadline. Systems were evaluated on their ability to automatically classify ADR containing
posts.

2.2.1. Training and evaluation sets

A total of 10,822 annotated tweets were made available c. The final data set made available
for training is highly imbalanced, as one would expect, with 1,239 (11.4%) tweets containing
ADR mentions and 9,583 (88.6%) containing no ADR mentions. Further details about the
data set, at an intermediate stage of preparation, and annotations (in addition to the binary
annotations) can be found in our past publications.8,10

The evaluation set consisted of 4,895 tweets with only 367 (7.4%) ADR instances.

cBecause of Twitter’s privacy policy, the actual tweets cannot be shared. Instead, we have made available
a download script and Twitter userIDs and tweetIDs, which interested researchers can use to download the
tweets, and associated meta-data.
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2.2.2. Inter annotator agreement

A randomly chosen subset of the data (1082 tweets) was annotated by the pharmacology
expert for the measurement of Inter Annotator Agreement (IAA). We used Cohens Kappa
(κ)36 to compute inter annotator agreement which is given by the following equation. We
computed κ for all three pairs of agreements, and obtained an average of 0.71, which can be
considered as significant agreement.37 For the two annotators, κ = 0.69.

2.3. Task 2: Adverse drug reaction extraction

This sub-task is a Named Entity Recognition (NER) task, and the aim is to automatically
extract the ADR mentions reported in user posts. This includes identifying the text span of
the reported ADRs. Participants were encouraged to use advanced machine learning systems
on the annotated training set to extract the mentions and correctly distinguish ADRs from
similar non-ADR mentions.

2.3.1. Training and evaluation sets

The training data for this sub-task consisted of 2,131 tweets which are fully annotated for
mentions of ADR and indications. This set contains a subset of the tweets from task 1 that
were tagged as ADR assertive, plus a random set of non-ADR tweets. The non-ADR subset
was annotated for mentions of indications, in order to allow participants to develop techniques
to deal with this confusion class. To summarize, each instance may contain annotations of
medical signs and symptoms with the following semantic types:

• adverse drug reaction– a drug reaction that the user considered negative;
• beneficial effect– an unexpected positive reaction to the drug;
• indication– the condition for which the patient is taking the drug; and
• other– any other mention of signs or symptoms.

Every annotation includes the span of the mention (start/end position offsets), the se-
mantic type, the related drug name, and the corresponding UMLS (Unified Medical Language
System) concept ID— assigned by manually selecting concepts in our in-house ADR lexicon.14

The evaluation set consisted of 476 instances.

2.3.2. Inter annotator agreement

We measured inter annotator agreement on the whole training set. The calculated κ value
for approximate matching of the concepts is 0.81 for Twitter, which can be considered high
agreement.37

2.4. Task 3: Normalization of adverse drug reactions

This is a concept normalization task. Given an ADR mention in natural language (colloquial
or other), participant systems were required to identify the UMLS concept ID for the men-
tion. Unlike the other two tasks, there has not been prior work on normalization of concepts
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expressed in social media text. We expect immediate future research tasks to focus on this
topic.

2.4.1. Training and evaluation sets

Training data consists of a set of ADR mentions and their corresponding, human-assigned
UMLS concept IDs, as shown below:

schizophrenia c0036341

tension in my nerves c0027769

shaking c0040822

2.5. Evaluation metrics

2.5.1. Task 1 Evaluation

For this task, the evaluation metric was the ADR F-score. The binary annotation consisted of
two classes: ADR and non-ADR. The intent of this task was to devise automatic classification
techniques for detecting ADR assertive user posts. As such, the evaluation was based on the
harmonic mean of the recall and precision for the ADR class. The ADR F-score has been
previously used for evaluation of systems performing this task.10 The system with the highest
ADR F-score on the test set was ranked first.

2.5.2. Task 2 Evaluation

F-score was also used as the metric for evaluation in this task. True positives, false positives
and false negatives for a system were identified via approximate matching. The F-score was
then computed from these values, as described in our past system evaluations.14

2.5.3. Task 3 Evaluation

For this task, the proposed evaluation metric was accuracy: numberofcorrect
total . In this evaluation

scheme, a system prediction is considered correct if the predicted concept ID is identical, is a
synonym, or has a is-a relationship to the gold standard concept.

3. Methods and Participating Systems

In this section, we summarize the methods used by a selected set of participating
teams/systems. We discuss 5 teams’ submissions for Task 1 and 2 teams’ submissions for
task 2. There were no submissions for task 3.

3.1. Task 1 Systems

All the submitted systems applied supervised classification approaches. The two best perform-
ing systems applied classifier ensembles. The following is a brief discussion of each system.
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3.1.1. Mayo-NLP

The Mayo-NLP system38 used an ensemble machine learning classifier to tackle the unbalanced
distribution of the classes in the data provided for the task. A feature set containing unigrams,
bigrams, and trigrams (a selected list, using mutual information), co-occurrence of drug and
side effect, negation, and sentiment score were used to train Random Forest classifiers for
identifying ADR assertive tweets. For training, the system obtained best results when the
ratio of the training and test sets are balanced, via removal of a random set of negative
instances. The system obtained a best F-score of 0.4195.

3.1.2. TJZZF

The TJZZF system39 also uses an ensemble classification strategy. The system uses a weighted
average ensemble of four classifiers: (1) a concept-matching classifier based on an ADR lexicon,
(2) a maximum entropy (ME) classifier with n-gram features and a TF.IDF weighting scheme,
(3) a ME classifier based on n-grams using Näıve Bayes (NB) log-count ratios as feature values,
and (4) a ME classifier with word embedding features. This system showed the second best
performance with an ADR F-score of 0.4182.

3.1.3. ReadBioMed

The READ-BioMed system40 utilized a few lexical normalization processes and employed
existing tools to enrich tweet texts before applying a machine learning-based classifier on the
tweets. Unlike the Mayo-NLP system, the focus of this system is to reduce the number of errors
caused by the lexical irregularities of tweets. The conceptual enrichment of tweets is based on
the sentiment of the tweets, emotion classes, some UMLS Metathesaurus concepts, as well as
drug, chemical substance, and disease mentions. The best performance of READ-BioMed on
the official test set was achieved using Support Vector Machines (SVMs) trained on a bag-of-
words representation for tweets which was enriched with sentiment analysis, emotion classes,
and specific UMLS Metathesaurus concepts. The best ADR F-score obtained by this system
is 0.358. Importantly, this system shows that enriching text segments via the incorporation of
semantic information may be helpful for this task.

3.1.4. NTTUMUNSW

The NTTUMUNSW system41 applied a linear SVM classifier. In addition to n-grams, the
system uses a set of lexicon-based features, polarity cues, and topic models derived from the
tweets. The best ADR F-score obtained by the system is 0.33. Importantly, the experiments
performed using this system show that incorporating features based on topic models improve
classification performance.

3.1.5. SwissChocolate

The SwissChocolate system42 adapted a sentiment classification system to the ADR classi-
fication task by adding additional features and domain-specific resources. Features include
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word and character n-grams, POS tags, word clusters and embeddings, and a set of lexicon-
based features. The system obtained a relatively low F-score compared to competing systems.
However, this system produced very high recall scores.

3.2. Task 2 Systems

3.2.1. DLIR

The DLIR system43 uses a very similar technique to the current state-of-the-art in social media
based ADR extraction.14 The system utilizes Conditional Random Fields (CRFs) trained on
the annotated data. The system leverages word representations from large amount of unlabeled
tweets, both drug related and generic. In addition to using vector representations of words,
the system incorporates Part-of-speech tags, n-grams, lexicons, spell-checking, and negations.
The best run of the system obtains F-score of 0.611.

3.2.2. NTTUMUNSW

The NTTUMUNSW extraction system44 primarily focuses on token normalization and word
representations, and their impacts on extraction. The system utilizes different word repre-
sentation methods, including token normalization, and two state-of-the-art word embedding
methods, namely word2vec and global vectors. The best system run achieved an F-score of
0.540.

4. Results and Discussions

Table 1 presents the results of the different runs of the systems discussed in this paper. The
Mayo-NLP-2 system38 and the TJZZF-1 system39 achieved the best F-scores, 0.419 and 0.418
respectively. The two runs of the SwissChocolate system42 performed significantly better than
the other systems in terms of recall, but at the cost of precision.

Table 2 presents the results for Task 2. The DLIR system43runs significantly outperformed
the NTTUMUNSW system runs.44

5. Conclusions

The primary aim of this workshop is to facilitate the development of state-of-the-art NLP
and machine learning systems that can effectively utilize social media data. We received 11
registrations, of which we have discussed 7 selected system descriptions in this paper. The
participating systems explored various interesting properties of social media text, and their
impacts on pharmacovigilance oriented tasks.

This is the first time that a shared task is hosted at the Pacific Symposium on Biocom-
puting 2016. Considering the success of this style of workshop organization, we hope that we
will host more of such shared task oriented workshops in the future.
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Table 1. Performances of selected system submissions for the Social Me-
dia Mining Shared Task 1. ADR F-scores were used to rank the systems.
Best performing system shown in boldface.

System Precision Recall ADR F-score Accuracy

NTTUMUNSW-1 0.355 0.302 0.327 0.904
NTTUMUNSW-2 0.351 0.244 0.288 0.907

TJZZF-1 0.353 0.512 0.418 0.890
TJZZF-2 0.270 0.578 0.368 0.847

Read-BioMed-1 0.312 0.326 0.319 0.892
Read-BioMed-2 0.358 0.353 0.355 0.901
Read-BioMed-3 0.342 0.371 0.356 0.897
Read-BioMed-4 0.340 0.379 0.358 0.895
Read-BioMed-5 0.358 0.331 0.344 0.903

MayoNLP-1 0.380 0.430 0.403 0.902
MayoNLP-2 0.361 0.501 0.419 0.893
MayoNLP-3 0.392 0.408 0.400 0.906
MayoNLP-4 0.431 0.347 0.385 0.914
MayoNLP-5 0.459 0.270 0.338 0.919

SwissChocolate-1 0.202 0.741 0.317 0.754
SwissChocolate-2 0.202 0.743 0.317 0.754

Table 2. Performances of selected system submissions for the
Social Media Mining Shared Task 2. ADR F-scores were used
to rank the systems. Best performing system shown in bold-
face.

System Precision Recall ADR F-score

NTTUMUNSW-1 0.782 0.412 0.540
NTTUMUNSW-2 0.718 0.416 0.526
NTTUMUNSW-3 0.778 0.414 0.540

DLIR-1 0.805 0.482 0.603
DLIR-2 0.806 0.485 0.606
DLIR-3 0.760 0.511 0.611

NLM 5R01LM011176. The content is solely the responsibility of the authors and does not
necessarily represent the official views of the NLM or NIH.
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